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Abstract 

In most soils around the world, phosphorus (P) availability is low. Most soils have a P deficiency, and if 

they are not fertilized, they will not even be able to meet the P needs of plants. P supplementation is 

commonly recommended to address soil P deficit; however, Phosphate fertilizer efficiency in acidic and 

calcareous soils is low, limiting P availability. Furthermore, excessive usage of P fertilizers is a major source 

of environmental concern. However, using arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF), phosphate–solubilizing 

bacteria (PSB), and silicon (Si) to boost P availability and efficacy are useful and cost-effective methods. 

The contributions of Si, PSB, and AMF to enhancing P availability are explored in this paper. Established 

as early regarding them, using Si in association with AMF and PSB may be more helpful in stimulating P 

availability and, as a result, plant absorption instead of using either one of them alone. To preserve soil 

fertility and improve the economic and environmental sustainability of crop production in P deficient soils, 

a greater knowledge of how the two microorganism groups and Si interact is critical. This paper reviews 

and examines what is currently known about the interactions between AMF, PSB, and Si in improving P 

availability and plant uptake in sustainable agriculture. 

Keywords: Arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF), Phosphorus availability, phosphate–solubilizing bacteria 

(PSB), silicon fertilizer, silicate solubilization. 

Introduction 

To fulfill the needs of the world’s largest growing population, there seems to be a growing need to boost 

food production. This can be accomplished in one of two ways: by expanding the area under cultivation or 

by improving yield per unit area. Many countries around the world are unable to do so due to a variety of 

constraints, including a lack of water or soil resources, climate change, drought, and soil salinization. 

Improving the nutritional characteristics of the soil, on the other hand, is one technique to boost yield per 

unit area. P is required for carbon metabolism, energy synthesis, energy transfer, enzyme activation, 

membrane development, and nitrogen (N2) fixation as a vital plant nutrient. P is also involved in the 

formation of important biological components such as ATP, nucleic acids, and phospholipids. P insufficiency 

is a critical limiting factor for crop development and productivity that affects around half of all agricultural 

ecosystems on the planet. In order to address this problem, the use of P fertilizers has skyrocketed over the 

world. The enormous demand for P in agriculture has called into doubt the long-term viability of P mining 

as a source of fertilizer. In agricultural soils, P fertilizers frequently result in a significant surplus of P. 

Unfortunately, adsorption and fixation processes cause >80% of the P fertilizers supplied to the soil to be 

lost, or it is converted into organic forms, which account for 40–80% of total soil P, with phytates being the 

most frequent type. Some plant mechanisms for improving P acquisition efficiency include: (i) Increased 

expression of high affinity P transporters; (ii) soil exploration at a low metabolic cost; (iii) topsoil foraging; 

(iv) stimulation of root hair growth; (v) redistribution of growth among root types; (vi) increase of the root-

to-shoot ratio; (vii) the secretion of organic acids (e.g., citrate, malate, or oxalate) from roots to the soil. 

Plants have also established biotic relationships with a variety of soil microbes that help them grow. The 

most frequent microorganisms are arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF) and plant growth promoting 

bacteria (PGPB). Plants have been shown to benefit from AMF and PGPB, particularly the phosphate 

solubilizing bacteria subgroup (PSB). PSB and AMF are important biogeochemical cycling components. 

Most soils have phosphate–solubilizing bacteria. AMF is found in nearly all soils and is associated with 
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around 80% of all plant roots. AMF's capacity to boost plant growth and yield while also increasing P 

absorption has been well demonstrated. Microorganisms may alter crop productivity as a result of changing 

soil conditions. Microorganisms' efficiency is also greatly influenced by climate change. Co–inoculation of 

microorganisms is one technique to improve microorganism efficiency under harsh environmental 

circumstances. Silicon (Si) fertilizer has also been recommended as an environmentally acceptable, 

ecologically compatible technique of enhancing plant growth and resistance to a variety of challenges, 

including nutritional imbalances. However, nothing is known about how AMF, PSB, and Si interact to 

influence plant P availability. As a result of a greater understanding of the relationships between AMF, 

PSB, and Si, producers will be able to rely less on chemical P fertilizers and more on biological mechanisms 

to maintain fertility and improve plant growth. As a result, this review examines the processes by which 

AMF, PSB, and Si, separately and in combination, boost plant P uptake in agricultural environments where 

optimal nutrition would normally necessitate significant P fertilizer use. This analysis also identifies future 

research needs in the areas of AMF, PSB, and Si in order to improve plant P absorption. The significance 

of silicate-solubilizing bacteria (SSB), which transform insoluble silicate forms into accessible forms for 

plants, is also considered in terms of enhancing P and Si availability and uptake by plants. 

P Scarcity and Plant Reactions 

Plants respond to P deficit with a complex array of biochemical, morphological, and physiological 

modifications known as "P starvation responses," which aim to boost P acquisition capacity while 

maintaining plant viability. The following are some examples of P deficient reactions. Root cluster 

formations, higher root hair density, greater root surface area and length, and root cluster formations all 

change the root structure, resulting in slower plant development and a higher root-to-shoot ratio. The 

bigger root system offers more surface area, which allows for higher nutrient absorption, particularly P, 

due to increased soil contact. Another major reaction to P deprivation is an increase in root organic acid 

exudations, i.e., carboxylates (mostly citrate and malate) to the rhizosphere, which increases inorganic P 

availability in the rhizosphere. Acid phosphatase, which catalyses Pi hydrolysis from Pi–monoesters; 

nuclease, which destroys extracellular DNA and RNA; and phosphodiesterase, which liberates Pi from 

nucleic acids are all enzymes that plants induce. 

AMF and their P Uptake/Mobilization Mechanisms 

Arbuscular mycorrhizae are endomycorrhizae in which the fungal hyphae enter the cell walls of the root 

and make contact with the plasmalemma. AMF can be found in all plant habitats on the planet. Plants 

have been able to live and develop in natural ecosystems for millions of years thanks to the establishment 

of arbuscular mycorrhiza, which has allowed them to do so without the need of fertilizers, pesticides, or 

irrigation. Arbuscular mycorrhizae have been shown to have beneficial effects in a variety of plants (mainly 

crops). To boost plant growth, AMF improves plant resilience to abiotic stressors, improves mineral uptake 

(especially of P), improves water relations, and protects plants from soil-borne diseases. AMF can assist 

plants obtain macronutrients and micronutrients such as Cu, K, Mg, N, and Zn, especially when they're 

present in soils in less soluble forms. These fungi enter root cortical cell walls and form arbuscules, which 

resemble haustoria and mediate metabolite exchanges between the host cell and the fungi. AMF increases 

the root zone absorption area by 10–100%, allowing plants to use more soil resources. Because of the 

extraradical hyphae that aid nutrient absorption and translocation, mycorrhizal roots can reach a larger 

soil volume than non-mycorrhizal roots. AMF promote nutrient absorption by extending the root absorption 

area and also release substances such as glomalin, a glycoprotein released by AMF hyphae and spores. Pi-

free zones emerge easily around the roots because P is easily absorbed from soil particles. Mycorrhizal 

roots' extraradical hyphae stretch beyond these P-depleted zones, absorbing bioavailable Pi that would 

otherwise be unavailable to plants. 

PSB and their P Uptake/Mobilization Mechanisms 

PSB increases plant nutrient availability through rhizospheric P mineralization and solubilization, which 

are essential processes. PSB are important players in all three stages of the soil P cycle (dissolution–

precipitation, mineralization–immobilization, and sorption–desorption). PSB can convert insoluble 

phosphates into usable forms through a variety of processes. PSB strains can solubilize insoluble 

substances and belong to several genera (e.g., Achromobacter, Actinomadura, Aerobactor, Agrobacterium, 
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Alcaligenes, Arthrobacter, Azotobacter, Azospirillum, Bacillus, Chryseobacterium, Delftia, Enterobacter, 

Gordonia, Klebsiella, Pantoea, Phyllobacterium). 

 

The Role of Si in P Uptake/Mobilization 

Elemental In the lithosphere, Si is the second most common element (approximately 28 percent). The most 

frequent type of Si in soils is silicate dioxide (SiO2). Amorphous silica, feldspars, kaolin, orthoclase, 

plagioclase, quartz, smectite, and vermiculite are some of the most common Si components found in most 

soils. Only a small part of the Si found in nature is available for utilization by plants, and most of it is 

contained in silicate minerals. For plant growth and development, Si has not been identified as an 

important nutrient. However, a growing number of studies show that Si is a quasi-essential nutrient that 

is advantageous to plants, particularly when they are stressed by drought, heavy metal toxicity, nutritional 

imbalance, plant diseases, or salt; Si is also recognized to play a role in plant ecology and evolution. Si 

concentrations in aboveground plant parts vary widely depending on the plant species, accounting for 0.1–

10.0 percent of the dry weight, and are frequently similar to those of key macronutrients like K, N, and P. 

Plants absorb Si either actively through metabolically-driven transporters or passively or rejectively 

through water. 

Conclusion 

P is an essential nutrient for crops. To fulfill the ever-increasing worldwide need for food, we need to 

discover a sustainable way for efficient P availability in agriculture to avoid the negative environmental 

effects of chemical-based P fertilizers. The employment of AMF, PSB, and the addition of Si, according to 

the review study, can be an effective and cost-efficient strategy to boost the availability and efficacy of P. 

Based on what is known about them, a combination of AMF, PSB, and Si (or SSB) could be used to improve 

plant development in P-deficient soils while reducing chemical fertilization for sustainable agriculture. By 

solubilizing low-solubility P sources into utilizable forms that are later absorbed by plants, the combination 

can help plants successfully utilize low-solubility P sources. This could help with crop production issues 

and food shortages, making co-inoculation with Si or SSB a promising strategy for commercial inoculants 

formulations. 
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Background 

The quality of a food product from production till it reaches the consumer is often determined by the amount 

of microbial activity. It is legit to say that temperature and time are the most important factors influencing 

the rate of microbial activity in food items (Firouz et al., 2021). However, these factors deviate from what 

is specified in the food item. So, it is a must to monitor these factors during each step to ensure food safety. 

The uniqueness of the modern system in packaging should have the capability to monitor, control, and 

indicate the product’s shelf life throughout the product life cycle.  

A time-temperature indicator (TTI) is an intelligent packaging system that shows the time-temperature 

history of a product. TTI gives real-time information about product quality. TTI should be attached to the 

food packaging, observes changes in the product, and interprets the chemical changes shown in the form of 

a smart label. The smart label gives a visible response to our naked eye in the form of mechanical 

deformation, color change, or color movement (Fernandez et al., 2022). 

Need of Indicators 

The diffusion, enzymatic and polymer-based TTIs are commercially available in the market. However, in 

the current scenario of manufacturing food till consumption by the consumers, expiry dates are used to 

determine its safety as well as its validity. The quality of the packed foods goes with these dates which are 

determined based on earlier studies with similar samples. If the packed foods encounter increased storage 

temperature, rough handling, or unwanted incidents during storage, it may deteriorate the quality of the 

foods. Thus, the real-time information on the quality of the packed foods is not provided by expiry dates. 

This increased the chances of causing several food-borne infections causing food poisoning even though 

good manufacturing practices were followed (Dodero et al., 2021). Besides this, early food recalls led to 

billions of dollars of wastage per year. 

 
Fig. 1. Classification and requirements of Time-temperature indicator (TTI) (Wang et al., 2015) 
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Another problem in the food industry is the insect infestation of packed foods like biscuits, cookies, spices, 

and grains. If insect infestation can be detected earlier before it spoils the food, it can save millions of losses. 

This can only be possible if proper gadgets which can detect and indicate in the form of intelligent packaging 

are available. This scenario had led to the development of smart gadgets like TTI which can be incorporated 

into food packaging systems. TTI is mainly used for quality check if the response of the product on the TTI 

equals the shelf life. 

Photochromic-based TTI, polymerization-based TTI, and redox reaction-based TTI come under chemical-

based TTI. Physical-based TTI includes diffusion-based and nanoparticle-based TTI. Lactic acid-based TTI 

is a type of biological-based TTI (Fig.1). They are based on different principles of color change (Pandian et 

al., 2021). However, the most common types of indicators available commercially include diffusion-based 

TTI, enzymatic-based TTI, and polymer-based TTI. 

Conclusion 

The topic discussed the need for TTI as an integral part of intelligent packaging. The use of TTI will help 

consumers understand the real-time quality of the food. Industrialists can also avoid bulk loss during food 

recalls if TTIs are used effectively by correlating with IoTs. There is also a need for indicators of insect 

infestation in the early stage to avoid food loss as insects are also a major concern that leads to microbial 

contamination. This can only be possible with the advancements in indicators and sensors and thus serves 

as a research gap. 
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Introduction 

Guttation is the expelling of excess water or nutrients through tiny openings on leaves and stems. This 

biological process enables plants to restore balance to their nutrient and water content. It is also known as 

crying plant, weeping leaves, teary plant etc. Guttation occurs when a plant oozes water and minerals out 

from perfectly healthy leaves, stems, and sometimes even flower petals. Colocasia antiquorum is known to 

guttate heavily and the amount ranges from a few drops or even more water per day. Other common 

examples showing guttation are Tomato, Barley, Grasses etc., Most plants of the Citrus family, Conifers 

don’t guttate. 

Guttation 

Guttation takes place when roots of a plant absorb more water than the plant actually. Tiny specialized 

cells on the surface of a leaf or stem are connected to veins and sap channels of the plant. This cluster of 

cells works as a nozzle called Hydathodes. It releases water from the plant’s vascular system to the outside, 

forming drops that look like dewdrops. Guttation observed frequently during Warm humid nights and early 

morning. 

Hydathode 

Each Hydathode consists of a pore in epidermis followed by large intercellular spaces, loosely arranged 

parenchyma and blindly ending xylem elements. The loosely arranged mass of parenchyma is known as 

Epithem. Haberlandt reported two types of Hydathodes in plants: 

1. Epithem Hydathode - where water is forced out by root pressure 

2. Active Hydathode - where water is secreted by the force developed within the cells themselves. 

Content of Guttant (Or Guttation Fluid) 

1. Water                                                                             

2. Minerals & metals like potassium, calcium, manganese, iron and salt 

3. Sugars like glucose, galactose 

4. Nutrients and amino acids 

5. Viruses, bacteria, fungi (dormant and active),  

6. Depending on the host plant 

7. Microscopic cell debris from nearby wounds on the plant  

8. Toxins and contaminants the plant seeks to expel   

9. Proteins and compounds the plant uses to defend itself. 

 
Fig. 1. Guttation (Droples oozing out of Hydathodes). Picture taken in rice field. 
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Guttation: Physiological Role 

The main physiological roles of guttation consisting of essentially xylem and phloem saps driven by root 

pressure involve the transport of water, nutrients, metabolites, hormones, enzymes, transport 

proteins, pathogenesis-related proteins, etc. within the plants impacting their growth, development, 

biological, and economic yield. Thus, it serves a variety of purposes in plants. It may also serve as valve for 

release of excess hydrostatic pressure. Guttation has been shown to play a crucial role in controlling leaf 

senescence and photosynthesis. Its intensity has been found to be an indicator of root activity.  

The role of hydathodes has been suggested to be crucial in maintaining water status of plants enabling 

them survive and grow under water-limited situations. The guttation fluids have tendency to enrich soil 

fertility and improve its biochemistry by adding and activating certain enzymes such as peroxidases which 

catalyse the oxidative cross-linking and polymerization of certain organic compounds by hydrogen peroxide 

and other organic peroxides. The exudation of certain compounds having natural herbicidal effect on other 

plants helps exercise control over ecological balance among plant communities.  

Further, it may also serve as a non-invasive assessment test for pesticide residues in plants facilitating 

proper plant protection measures.  It is of great significance that guttation is a means of excreting excess 

of harmful elements such as Ni, Se, etc. from metal-enriched soils thereby promoting plant growth on such 

inhospitable soils. Of particular interest is the fact that the variation in colour of guttation fluids caused 

by the presence of different species of fungi therein provides a useful tool for taxonomic classification of 

certain fungi. Though guttation fluids are considered to be an ideal habitat for pathogen development 

causing some diseases however, they also contain antimicrobial phylloplane proteins that not only protect 

plants from certain diseases, they rather elevate disease resistance of certain field crops as well. Guttation 

fluids may also be used for the production of pharmaceuticals by transgenic plants. 

Plant Mechanisms Similar to Guttation 

Gummosis and latex flow are similar to guttation in that fluids are also expelled from the plant through 

controlled interfaces. Gummosis is mostly mentioned when a disease like canker triggers too much fluid 

release. But it is also a perfectly natural phenomenon that also occurs in healthy plants. When the 

environment changes too drastically, gummosis occurs to help the plant adjust. Bleeding, resulting from a 

wound to the plant is different. Dew and dewdrops are something entirely different, but are also useful to 

plants. Plants can maximize dew without being responsible for creating it. 

Guttation Role in Yield 

Guttation is a bio-physiochemical and physiological phenomenon in a wide range of plant species 

including angiosperms, gymnosperms, algae, and fungi. The water droplets exuded by guttation contain 

both the organic and inorganic substances including microorganisms and trickle down from the exuding 

sites bathing the soil surface and plant residues lying underneath. 

Conclusion 

Nutrient losses through guttation at times may be of sufficient magnitude to alter markedly the behaviour 

of the plant. Taken all together, it may be summarized that guttation may be viewed as an efficient 

barometer for gauging internal chemical strategies translating into increased plant growth, development, 

and productivity. 
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Introduction 

Rice (Oryza sativa L.) is the staple food for more than 50% of world population and its yearly production 

governs the world food security (Dass et al., 2015). Rice provides 60–70% of energy requirement of more 

than two billion peoples in Asia alone. In India, rice is cultivated round the year in diverse ecologies 

spreadingover 44.6million hectare(mha) withaproductionof 106million tons(mt) of rice withanaverage 

productivity of 2.96 t ha–1 (Yogendra et al., 2014). The country has to enhance rice production by 3 mt 

every year to ensure its food and nutritional security (Dass et al., 2017) which is to be achieved by 

substantial enhancement in productivity, but with limited land and water resources. Currently, India's rice 

productivity level is about half of the world average and one third of average productivity of neighboring 

country, China (Dass et al., 2012). Rice yield is either decelerating or stagnating in post green revolution 

era mainly due to imbalance in fertilizer use, soil degradation, mono–cropping and lack of suitable rice 

genotypes for low moisture adaptability, insect–pest and disease resistance (Prakash, 2010). An integrated 

approach ofnutrient management will playan important role in sustainablerice (Oryza sativa L.) 

production, especially as the land used for crop production decreases and more areas become unavailable 

for farming. For properly exploiting yield potentials of high–yielding rice cultivars, only 13 essential 

elements namely 6 macro–elements (N, P, K, S, Ca and Mg) and 7 microelements (Fe, Mn, Zn, B, Mo, C1 

and Cu) are generally considered. These elements are essential because deficiency of any one of them 

adversely affects physiological plant function, resulting in abnormal growth and/or an incomplete life cycle. 

Silicon is the second most abundant element in the earth’s crust (mean content of 28.8%) (Liang et al., 

2015). It occurs in more than 370 rock forming minerals and is a basic component of most soils. Silicon is 

generally not considered as an essential element for plant growth but rather as beneficial 

particularlyunderstressfulconditions. Its beneficial effectson plant growth and yields have been repeatedly 

demonstrated particularly for crops such as sugarcane (Saccharum officinarum) and rice (Oryza sativa) 

(Savant et al., 1996). Rice is a known as silicon (Si) accumulator (Takahashi et al., 1990), and the plant 

benefits from Si nutrition (Yoshida, 1975). It is absorbed in large amounts that are several–fold greater 

than those of the other macronutrients (Savant et al., 1996). Si strengthens the plant, protects the plant 

against pests and diseases, increases crop production and quality, stimulates active immune systems of 

plants, increases plant nutrition, increase plant salt resistance and neutralizes heavy metal toxicity in acid 

soils. Si fertilizer has a double effect on the soil–plant system through strengthening plant–protective 

properties and reducing metal toxicity (Rao et al., 2017). Although agricultural soils are largely composed 

of silicate minerals, many soils contain an inadequate supply or are naturally low in plant available Si 

(intensity factor). Most likely, the Si content in some regions might be limiting to sustainable rice 

production. In addition, Si depletion can occur in traditional rice soils from the continuous monoculture of 

high–yielding cultivars with intensive cultivation practices (Shi et al., 2005), especially if farmers are not 

replacing the Si removed by rice. 

Silicon in Soil 
Silicon is a major component of primary minerals such as olivine, augite, hornblende, feldspars–orthoclase, 

plagioclase, albite, mica and quartz. During chemical weathering of primary silicate minerals desilication 

occurs. Weathering releases highly mobile basic cations (Ca2+, Mg 2+, K+ and Na+), moderately mobile 

silicic acid (H4SiO4), and relatively immobile Al and Fe into soil solution (Karathanasis, 2002 and White, 

1995). Part of the Si released from the mineral structure reacts with Al (and to a lesser extent Fe and Mg) 
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to form secondary clay minerals, while the remainder is subjected to leaching and is lost from the soil. As 

a result, soils typically exhibit a loss of Si and basic cations during weathering (White, 1995). Other biogenic 

soil components such as roots also release silicon upon decomposition, this dissolved Si in soil occur as 

monosilicic acid Si(OH)4 andpolysilicic acid leaching deep inside. Besides that, irrigation water also 

contributes to the silicon in soil. 

Chemically active and available form of Si in soil are: 

1. Monosilicic acid. 

2. Polysilicic acid. 

Silicon in Plants 

Silicon is absorbed in large amounts that are several–fold greater than those of the other macronutrients. 

Plant species differ greatly in their Si content in plant with concentrations ranging from 1.0 to 100 g kg–1 

such as in Si accumulator plant like rice. Generally, Si accumulation is greater in monocots than in dicots 

though accumulation is largely restricted to certain monocot clades, namely Poaceae, Cyperaceae, and 

Commelinaceae (Epstein, 1999). Among crop plants, Si concentrations generally increase in the order 

legumes<fruit crops<vegetable crops<grasses<grain crops (Meena et al., 2014). Within the rice plant, the 

amount of Si present ranged from 0.5 g kg-1 in polished rice grain, 50 g kg-1 in rice bran, 130 g kg -1 in 

straw, 230 g kg-1 in rice hulls to 350 g kg-1 in rice joints found at the base of the grain. 

Based on the Si content in their tops, plants can be broadly differentiated into following; 

a. Accumulators which have tissue contents above 10 g kg -1. 

b. Excluders which have a Si content less than 5 g kg-1. 

c. Intermediates plants between these limits. 

The critical value of 5 g kg -1 was calculated assuming a transpiration coefficient of 500 and plant growth 

in a solution of 0.35 mM Si, and under such conditions, tissue concentrations above 5 g kg-1 suggest that 

active uptake of Si is occurring (Haynes, 2017) 

Silicon Transport and Deposition in Rice Tissues 

In accumulator plants, Si is not only taken passively by transpiration but specific transporter proteins are 

there which help them to transport from soil to root and root to other parts. While in intermediate plants, 

uptake is dependent on the transpiration rate and the availability of Si in the solution. The Si concentration 

in the xylem exudates of rice is much greater than that in external solutions, suggesting that xylem loading 

is also an active process (Liang et al., 2006). Both passive and active Si uptake coexist in plants (Henriet et 

al., 2006). Active uptake in Si–accumulator plants is mediated by transporters located in the plasma 

membrane (Ma et al., 2006). 

Silicon: Enhancing Yield and Grain Quality of Rice 

Silicon in rice plays various functions such as: 

1. It helps to alleviate biotic stresses such as blast, sheath blight, stem borer and abiotic stress such as 

salinity, drought etc. beside that it also decreases the uptake of toxic elements such as Cd and arsenic. 

2. Various physiological and biochemical mechanism has been proposed like responding in stress situation 

by activating signaling molecules, providing physical barrier against penetration and infection by insect 

pests and various others. 

3. Reduce oxidative stress and it help in alleviating the salt damage. 

4. Alleviate drought stress (rice) by improving plant water status, photosynthesis and mineral nutrient 

absorption. 

Si Deficiency: Where Does it Occur? 

1. Humid tropics: Weathering of parent material releases highly mobile basic cations (Ca2+, Mg2+, K+ 

and Na+), moderately mobile silicic acid (H4SiO4) and relatively immobile Al and Fe into soil solution. Part 

of the Si released from the mineral structure reacts with hydroxides to form secondary clay minerals, while 

the remainder is subjected to leaching and is lost from the soil. As a result, soils typically exhibit a loss of 

Si and basic cations during weathering. Weathering and consequent desilication are most pronounced in 

humid tropical environments and occur to a lesser extent in temperate Regions. 
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2. Predominance of Fe and Al hydroxides (eg. Goethite and haematite): Soluble Si content of 

tropical soils, such as Ultisols and Oxisols, is generally 5–10 times less than that for most temperate soils 

because of high weathering and absorption of silicic ions with the Fe and Al. 

3. High pH: Decrease in soil pH concurrently increases the solubility of soil Si with submergence by 

reduction of Al and Fe in which Si is bound, thereby well drained soil is comparatively lower in Si 

availability. 

4. Organic soil: Organic soil is typically low in silicon because of non–availability of parent material of 

silicon. 

5. Non–returning of crop residues in monoculture of rice: Deficiency also occurs in monoculture of 

silicon accumulator crops such as rice particularly under condition of non–returning residues for utilizing 

for other purpose. 

Conclusions 

1. Silicon plays a vital role to induce growth, development and high yield production in plants. 

2. Si improve grain quality by reducing Pb, As and Cd. 

3. Si has been shown to alleviate water and salinity stress. 

4. Deposition of silica on epidermal cells of leaves act as mechanical barrier for insects and pathogens. 

Path Ahead 

1. Regional Si status surveys of soils and waters. 

2. Development of efficient management practices of Si sources. 

3. Development of relatively inexpensive and efficient Si sources and methods of use. 
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Summary 

Insects represents 75% of entire world’s fauna and are the most successful group of animals on the planet 

and are ecologically and economically extremely important. Study of insects i.e. Entomology now is a 

diversified science discipline, incorporating principles of Molecular Biology, Epigenetics and 

Bioinformatics. The Functional Genomics studies revealed the behavioural and ecological traits like 

personalities in insects. By studying epigenetic studies: phenotypic plasticity in social insects and traits 

like polyphenism in locusts came into light. Current article highlights molecular events and need of modern 

insect biological research. 

Introduction 

Insects are the most successful group of animals on the planet and are ecologically and economically 

extremely important. The molecular approaches have enabled the study of physiologically vital 

proteins/enzymes and sensillar-neural complexes that are involved in pheromonal studies. The knowledge 

is vital to devise safe and specific agents for disrupting insect life cycles, thus increasing the efficiency of 

efforts to manage agricultural pests and disease vectors.  

Dimensions Of Molecular Entomology in India (Ananthkrishnan, 2005): In fifth annual meeting on 

dimensions of Molecular Entomology M.S Swaminathan designated “Molecular Entomology” as “Precision 

Entomology”. In the same meeting J. S. Bentur, CRRI discussed molecular aspects of insect biotypes and 

based on gene-to-gene interaction identified 31 resistance gene in wheat cultivar and 14 biotypes of 

Hessisan fly. 

Genomics in Pure and Applied Entomology (Heckel, 2003) 

Genomics is the study of the structure, function, and evolution of entire genomes. 

1. Structural Genomics: It involves assembling the DNA sequence of the entire genome to the ultimate 

description of its structure. 

2. Functional Genomics: As structural genomics determines the sequence, functional genomics attempts 

to determine what it means 

3. Comparative Genomics: Involves alignment and analysis of genes and genomes of organisms, and 

may result in phylogenetic tree. 

Molecular Genetics of Insect Behaviour 

Behaviour genetics is the study of the underlying hereditary basis of behaviour. The genetic analysis of 

behaviour rightfully has been perceived to be more complex than analysis of morphological or anatomical 

traits (Vanin et al., 2012). 

Personality in Insects: Tribolium confusum, Apis mellifera, Acyrthosiphon pisum, and Pyrrhocoris 

apterus 

Individuals of many animal species have personality, i.e., they have consistent differences in behaviour 

across time, situations, and/or contexts. Honeybee workers exhibit differences in scouting behaviours, with 

some more adventurous than others (Liang et al., 2012). Adventurous scouts for food and nest sites had 

extensive differences in brain gene expression (catecholamine, glutamate, and gama-aminobutryic acid 

signalling).  

Symbionts and Insect Behaviour: symbionts affect behaviour of their host involves the 

nucleopolyhedrosis virus of the gypsy moth Lymantria dispar (Hoover et al., 2011). The virus causes 

infected larvae to climb to the top of their host trees to die (Hoover et al., 2011). By contrast, healthy larvae 

hide in crevices or even climb down the tree to the soil to avoid bird predation. The cause of change in 
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behaviour was identified as a gene in the baculovirus (ecdysteroid uridine 50-diphosphate-

glucosyltransferase) that encodes an enzyme that inactivates the moulting hormone of gypsy moth larvae. 

Insect Population Ecology and Molecular Genetics 

Molecular ecology was defined by Paul Weiss (1950) as “the entire continuum of biological interactions 

between the molecular, cellular, organismal levels to the environment.” Molecular tools provide ecologists 

with diverse methods for evaluating these interactions and to answer questions previously difficult to 

resolve. 

Improving of Beneficial Insects: Transgenic technology for expression of the spider silk protein MaSp1 

driven by the B. mori Ser1 promoter, resulting in silk with the same unparalleled tensile and structural 

properties as spider dragline silk. 

Epigenetics 

Changes in gene expression (but not gene sequence) ultimately leading to modified phenotype during the 

course of an organism’s life span Mainly three mechanisms of epigenetics: 

1. DNA Methylation: Process by which methyl groups are added to the DNA molecule. Eg:Phenotypic 

plasticity in Locusts & honey bees. 

2. Histone modification: Association between target histone and underlying DNA can be impacted by 

addition of acetyl, methyl or phosphorus groups. Eg: Phase change in locusts (migratory and solitary). 

3. Non coding RNA (ncRNAs): These are heterogeneous class of RNAs that are not translated into 

proteins: piRNA, microRNA, siRNA and long noncoding RNA. Eg: Silk yield in B. mori modulated by 

differentially expressed lncRNAs. 

Phenotypic Plasticity: Understanding Evolution of Caste in Social Insects (Weiner & 

Toth, 2012) 

Phenotypic plasticity is an important biological phenomenon that allows organisms with same genotype to 

respond adaptively to variable biotic and abiotic environments. There are several molecular mechanisms 

that can contribute to genomic flexibility and thus phenotypic plasticity, including transcriptional 

regulation, posttranscriptional modification, alternative splicing, and epigenetic modifications of DNA. 

 

Epigenetic modification explained Darwin’s greatest challenges to his natural selection theory; the 

derivation of multiple forms of sterile workers within eusocial species.  

It has been proposed that dietary differences lead to differential methylation. This, in turn, leads to 

alternative splicing and possibly caste-biased expression, which leads to caste-biased phenotypes, such as 

restricted ovarian development in workers or larger body size and longer lifespan in queens. 
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Epigenetics and Locust Life Phase Transition: (Ernst et al, 2015) 

Crowding causes profound differences in neuronal and hormonal signalling, gene expression and epigenetic 

modifications that eventually lead to significant changes in behaviour, physiology and morphology on 

different time scales. Hormones, gene expression and epigenetic modifications influence each other. 

Epigenetic marks will perpetuate these changes over moulting’s and egg formation. Eggs may be primed 

in the ovary and in the egg pod by an egg foam factor. When offspring also experience crowding, epigenetic 

alterations may accumulate that subsequently lead to morphological changes and the phenotype of long-

term gregarious locusts. 

 

Conclusion 

The use of genetic tools in pest management is likely to increase dramatically in the future, especially in 

the realm of biologically based control methods. The advent and increasing use of genome-level tools holds 

great prospects for novel approaches to achieve this, and for moving away from the need to transfer 

Drosophila based technologies to pest species. However, given the fact that insects are among the most 

diverse organisms found on the planet, for the future it is clear that it will be to everyone’s advantage to 

use technologies that consider each species independently and without the need to impose constraints for 

understanding the biology of each species. 
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Introduction 

Malnutrition is a global problem that curtails progress and has terribly negative impact on human 

outcomes. Malnutrition continues to be a global concern with unacceptably high rates of occurrence and 

limited improvement. Over 2 billion people worldwide suffer from hidden hunger, which is caused by a 

chronic lack of micronutrients. Malnutrition is the leading cause of illness than any other cause.  Zinc 

inadequacy affects 17.3% of the population, while 1.8 billion individuals have poor iodine consumption. An 

estimated 190 million preschool-aged children suffer from vitamin A deficit. There are 150.8 million stunted 

children, 50.5 million wasting children, and 38.3 million overweight children under the age of five. 

Indian Scenario in Malnutrition 

India accounts for about a third of the world's stunting burden (31%), and because the country is so different 

from state to state, it's critical to understand how and why stunting prevalence varies. To further 

understand the regional disparities in stunting distribution, researchers employed mapping and 

descriptive analysis. The mapping revealed that stunting levels vary widely from district to district, with 

some districts having stunting rates of more than 40%. 

Our agriculture system has not been intended to improve human health to this point. Rather, it 

concentrates solely on improving grain output and crop productivity. This strategy has led in a quick 

increase in micronutrient deficit in cereal grains, resulting in an increase in micronutrient malnutrition in 

consumers. Now agriculture is undergoing a shift from producing more quantity of food crops to producing 

nutrient-rich food crops in sufficient quantities. This will help in fighting “hidden hunger” or “micronutrient 

malnutrition” especially in poor and developing countries, where diets are dominated by micronutrient-

poor staple food crops. 

What Is Nutritional Quality? 

Quality refers to the suitability or fitness of an economic plant product in relation to its end use. The 

acceptability or fitness of an economic plant product for its end-use is referred to as quality. Quality is 

defined differently depending on our demands, such as seeds, crop growth, agricultural product, post-

harvest technologies, customer preferences, cooking quality, storage quality, and transportability, among 

other things. Gupta et al., 2001. The nutritional quality of a Plant product relates to its acceptability or 

fitness for human and animal consumption. It has the following components: 

1. Nutrients are a type of nutrient that is found in foods as (Nutraceuticals) Protein, Carbohydrates, Fats, 

and Fiber are the macronutrients. 

2. Vitamins, minerals, antioxidants, isoflavinoids, phytoestrogens, and condensed tannins are all 

micronutrients. 

3. Phytase, allergen, and toxin elimination are anti-nutrients. 

Strategies 

1. To increase diversity of food intake: Dietary diversity and supplementation with vitamins and 

minerals might be the best ways to tackle malnutrition but these are impractical in developing countries, 

where poverty is widespread 

2. Fortification: Nutrients are intentionally supplied to the diet in this method. Salt iodization, for 

example, began in the early 1920s in both Switzerland and the United States of America and has since 
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spread rapidly over the world, to the point that iodized salt is now used in almost every country, although 

it necessitates government coordination and distribution. 

3. Bio fortification: Another option is to address the issue of nutritionally deficient staple crops at the 

source by improving their nutritional properties through a process known as 'bio-fortification,' which should 

result in better diets. The generation of biofortified food crops with improved nutrient contents such as 

increases in iron, zinc, Se, and provitamin A content are providing sufficient levels of these and other such 

micronutrients that are frequently lacking in the diets of the developing and developed world. 

a. Agronomic Augmentation: The most basic of these strategies is increasing plant mineral 

content by adding the right mineral as an inorganic component as a fertiliser. This strategy is 

effective. This approach has worked in certain cases, but it is very dependent on the crop species 

and cultivar, the mineral itself, and the quality and features of the soil, making it difficult to apply 

in general.  

b. Conventional breeding: Plants' nutritional content is improved by traditional breeding, which 

is occasionally combined with mutagenesis. Recently, a review was published on the discovery of 

mineral-dense cereal varieties and the application of marker-assisted selection to introduce such 

characteristics into widely farmed, adapted germplasm. The lysine-enriched maize opaque-2 

mutant, for example, was created by mutagenesis to generate crops with increased nutritional 

levels. The time it takes to uncover desirable features and develop them into superior cultivars is 

one issue with traditional breeding methods. 

c. TRANSGENICS: When there is little or no genetic diversity in nutrient content among plant 

types, the transgenic technique can be a viable option for developing biofortified crops. A quick and 

easy technique to introduce desirable features in elite types. Transgenic techniques vary from 

previous ways in that new genetic information is directly injected into the genome of the plant. 

Conclusion 

Biofortification has long been recognised as a viable and cost-effective agricultural approach for improving 

the nutritional status of underprivileged people across the world. Biofortification techniques based on crop 

breeding, targeted genetic modification, and/or mineral fertiliser application have a lot of promise for 

treating human mineral deficiencies. Traditional breeding methods have been utilised to improve the 

nutritional quality of commodities and have found great approval. Although transgenic means are being 

emphasised more, the success rates of breeding-based approaches are much higher, as transgenically 

fortified crop plants must overcome obstacles such as consumer acceptance and various expensive and time-

consuming regulatory approval processes used by different countries. Aside from these obstacles, 

biofortified crops have a promising future since they have the ability to eliminate micronutrient deficiency 

in billions of people, particularly in poorer nations. 
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Abstract 

Transformation of tradition farming toward modern farming with the result of green evolution by 

introduction of high yielding variety has increase crop production in country. Between 1970s to 1980s 

deficiencies nitrogen (N) was reported from various part of country.  Recent report N has deficiency in 

Indian soil almost 89%. N use efficiency in various is very low up to 30-40 % and 60-70 % N has been lost 

in to different pathway it may cause water and air pollution by leaching of nitrate and releasing of 

greenhouse gases and increase cost production. So therefore, need to improve N use efficiency by 

adaptations good agronomic practices. 

Introduction 

Adopting appropriate N management strategies is crucial for improving NUE and efficient crop production. 

These management strategies involved manipulation of soil, plant, climatic, and fertilizer variables in favor 

of maximum economic crop yields. It is not easy to bring appropriate balances among these crop production 

variables. 

By adopting these practices, it is possible to improve crop yields and enhance NUE. Soil acidity is a major 

constraint to crop production for large areas worldwide. Soils become acidic during geological evolution, 

especially in areas of high rainfall because bases are leached to lower profiles leaving surface layers acidic. 

Use of nitrification, organic animal manures at adequate rates and in proper forms (well decomposed) and 

incorporated provides many benefits and can improve NUE for many crop plants.  

1. Changes in soil chemistry: Soil acidity is a major constraint to crop production for large areas 

worldwide. Soils become acidic during geological evolution, especially in areas of high rainfall because bases 

are leached to lower profiles leaving surface layers acidic.  

2. Use of controlled release fertilizers: Slow-release characteristics of N products permit N uptake by 

plants according to their demand and reduce N leaching or denitrification losses. Improving N‐use 

efficiency may reduce N fertilization rates that may markedly contribute to conservation of air and water 

quality.  

3. Soil management: Adopting appropriate soil management practices is an important component of 

improving NUE, reducing cost of production, and improving crop yields. These practices are discussed in 

the succeeding section. 

a. Source, Method, Rate, and Timing of Application: Nitrogen sources and methods of 

application significantly influence N uptake efficiency in crop plants. Important considerations for 

selecting sources of N by growers are availability, economics, convenience in storage and handling, 

and effectiveness of the carrier. Generally, urea and ammonium sulfate are the principal sources of 

N fertilizers.  

b. Use of Animal Manures: Use of organic animal manures at adequate rates and in proper forms 

(well decomposed) and incorporated provides many benefits and can improve NUE for many crop 

plants. Organic manures have been valuable resources as fertilizers and soil amendments in crop 

production systems. 

c. Adoption of Conservation Tillage System: Conservation tillage improves soil quality, which 

enhances N availability and utilization by crop plants (Singh et al., 2015). Conservation tillage to 
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improve NUE by crop plants, and consequently higher yields. For example, tillage is well known to 

accelerate the loss of soil organic matter by increasing biological oxidation, and often by increasing 

soil erosion. 

d. Water Management: From a global perspective, irrigation along with modern cultivars and N 

fertilizers has made significant contributions to increasing production of annual crops. Proper water 

management may increase the crop productivity and also improve soil health and quality. 

4. Crop management: Principal crop management practices are crop rotation, crop residue management, 

green manuring, use of cover crops and efficient species/genotypes, and control of diseases, insects and 

weeds. 

a. Crop Rotation: Use of appropriate crop rotations is an important strategy for improving NUE 

in crop plants. Crop rotation is helping in maintain soil fertility. Inclusion of legume crop in system 

has been increases the soil availability of N, P and K and improves of soil biological activity by 

increase the root deposition through legume crop in rotation (Dwivedi et al., 2003).   

b. Crop Residue Management: About 650 mt of crop residue generated in India. Fraction of crop 

residue produces by various sources such cereals, pulses, and oilseed, sugarcane and fiber crops. 

Crop residue incorporation or retention on soil surface improve soil physicochemical and biological 

properties viz., improve water holding capacity, infiltration rate, soil aggregate and soil porosity, 

changes in availability of N, P, and K and improve soil organic carbon (Verhulst et l., 2009). Crop 

residue retention on soil surface regulates soil thermal regime and moderate soil temperature and 

buffer soil thermal regime. It also improves soil microbial biomass carbon, alkaline phosphate 

activity and increase activity of microbes (Singh et al., 2015). 

c. Green Manuring: Legumes are superior green manure crops compared with non-leguminous 

crops because legumes fix atmospheric. For green manure crops to be agronomically attractive and 

economically viable, the plants should have some important characteristics: deep rooted, huge 

biomass production, short life, less input requirement, high nitrogen fixation capacity and N 

content, wider adaptability. Green manure crop improves soil physicochemical and biological 

properties. 

d. Use of Cover Crops: Cover crops are close‐growing plants that provide soil protection and soil 

improvement between periods of normal crop production. Cover crops are generally dried by killing 

them with appropriate herbicides before planting subsequent crops. When plowed under and 

incorporated into soil, cover crops may be referred to as green manure crops.  

e. Selection Nitrogen Efficient Species/Genotypes: Utilization of plant species or genotypes of 

same species efficient in absorption and utilization of N is an important strategy in improving NUE 

and sustainable agricultural systems.  

f. Diseases, Insects, and Weeds of Control: Diseases, insects, and weeds are the most yield‐

limiting factors for most crop plants grown under most agro ecological regions. We need to control 

pest in crop ecofriendly for improve N use efficiency. 

5. Enhance Biological N fixation: Almost 78% N present in atmosphere but it is not available as such 

to higher plant so some microbes help to fix atmospheric N in root nodules. Biological N fixation (N2) by 

legumes is a spectacular biological phenomenon in nature and its importance for adding N to agricultural 

systems is enormous. Therefore, the contribution of biological N fixation to reducing costs of crop production 

and maintaining healthy soil quality. Indentified potential microbes which to more fix of N from 

atmosphere solubilize of P, K and Zn and provide sufficient amount of nutrient to crops. 

Conclusions 

Efficient nutrient management is essential in modern crop production systems by providing a balance 

between nutrient inputs and outputs over the long term. The nutrient balancing strategy will improve crop 

yields as well as NUE, and also help in avoiding soil depletion. 
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Abstract 

Water resistance is a significant feature of fibrous packing paper for food, as are strength attributes. 

Several bio-coating solutions were put as coatings on pineapple leaf pulp paper to improve these qualities. 

In order to make biodegradable paper plates, the effects of beeswax, chitosan, shellac, alginate/gellan gum, 

and beeswax–chitosan (1 percent chitosan+4 percent glycerol+30 percent beeswax) solutions on pineapple 

leaf pulp paper were investigated. On making the paper samples, the cooking duration (120–180 minutes) 

of chemical pulping and the dose of pulp by moist weight (200, 250, and 300 g) to a paper frame (40 x 40 

cm2) were also investigated. Physical and mechanical qualities of the papers were examined. The best 

cooking duration and pulp dose by moist weight were found to be 180 minutes and 300 grammes per frame, 

respectively. The bio-coatings raised the average grammage and thickness of the paper, but decreased the 

density when compared to untreated paper. The longest absorbency time was achieved by coating paper 

with a beeswax–chitosan solution, which was followed by alginate/gellan gum, chitosan, beeswax, and 

shellac in that order. The paper coated with beeswax–chitosan solution before hot pressing had the highest 

tensile strength of 5.9 kN/m. When comparing the degradable duration of papers bio-coated before and 

after heat pressing, no difference was discovered with NaAlg/gellan coating, while a difference was detected 

with beeswax-chitosan coating. The results indicate that the beeswax–chitosan solution is the best option 

for coating paper to manufacture biodegradable plates out of the alternatives evaluated. 

Keyword- biodegradable, water resistance. 

Nowadays, plastic food packaging is considered a source of environmental problem wastes, because it takes 

a very long time to decompose. Because of their quick decomposition durations and renewable nature, bio-

materials have gotten a lot of interest as a solution to this problem. Cellulosic fibres are preferred over 

plastics in food packaging from this standpoint. India is the world's sixth largest pineapple producer and 

exporter. 

After the harvest, a substantial amount of residual waste in the form of pineapple leaves with high cellulose 

fibre content remains. This garbage has the potential to be used as a raw material for producing 

environmentally friendly food packaging. The fibres are pulped first before being formed into paper, which 

is subsequently transformed to packaging. Cellulosic fibres, on the other hand, have a low water resistance, 

which makes them unsuitable for packaging. This aspect could be improved with the use of a suitable bio-

coating. To improve water resistance, a variety of different bio-coating solutions were evaluated as coatings 

on fibrous paper. Some foods and fruits are packaged with emulsion-based edible films, which are 

waterproof and can extend the shelf life of the products. Paper cups could be waterproofed with sodium 

alginate and gellan gum coating. Because it is a natural commercial wax with high hydrophobicity and 

great moisture resistance, beeswax has been widely employed as a food grade addition in cosmetics, 

medicines, and foods. When the concentration of chitosan in solution was increased from 1.0 to 3.0 wt 

percent, the water vapour transfer rate fell from 171.6 to 52.8 g/m2/d, but the beeswax coating weight was 

similarly lowered (from 10.1 to 4.9 g/m2). When the shellac concentration was increased over 50% wt%, 

double coating with shellac/starch resulted in better water vapour barrier qualities. This research focuses 

on the effects of different bio-coating solutions such as beeswax, chitosan, shellac, alginate/gellan gum, and 

beeswax–chitosan (1 percent Before evaluating the coatings, the cooking periods (120–180 minutes) and 

pulp weights (200, 250, and 300 g) per paper frame (40 40 cm2) were tested. The effects of coating pineapple 

leaf pulp base paper on physical and mechanical qualities, as well as biodegradation, were researched in 

order to find the optimal coating for biodegradable plate production.chitosan+4 percent glycerol+30 percent 

beeswax) on the paper produced from pineapple leaves. 
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Pineapple leaves are washed and dried at room temperature to eliminate dirt and soil particles. The leaves 

are cut into little pieces of roughly 5 cm in length. Chemical pulping (soda pulping) is applied to chopped 

pineapple leaves in a 1 to 4 ratio of pineapple leaves (kg wet weight) to 10% sodium hydroxide solution. 

The pineapple leaves are cooked for 120, 150, or 180 minutes to determine the best period for the leaves to 

decompose into pulp. The pulp is then carefully rinsed under running water to eliminate any remaining 

chemicals. The pulp was then squeezed to remove water before being weighted into 200, 250, and 300 g 

dosages for paper production. Each pulp is pureed in a blender for 5 minutes with a 50 g/L starch solution. 

To manufacture a paper sheet, the mixed components are placed on a mesh frame of 40 x 40 cm. 

The paper sheets are dried in a hot air oven at 65°C for 6 hours. The paper sheet is trimmed to a size of 20 

x 20 cm to be used in a compression moulding machine with a temperature of 200°C and a pressure of 200 

kg/cm2 for 10 minutes to test packaging forming; this stage is known as "hot pressing." 

Beeswax, chitosan, shellac, alginate/gellan gum solution, and beeswax–chitosan emulsion is among the bio-

coating solutions used to coat paper. 

All coating solutions are applied to the paper samples using a wire rod coater at a constant forward speed 

to achieve a wet film thickness of 250m. Following that, the samples are dried for 24 hours in a 65°C oven. 

When using sodium alginate/gellan solution, the coated paper is sprayed with a 5% (w/v) calcium chloride 

(CaCl2) solution before being dried in the oven. 

Before compression, the pineapple leaf pulp paper is coated with a solution of 1% chitosan+4% glycerol+30% 

beeswax to make biodegradable plates. 750.01 g/m2, 1.24mm, 670.55 kg/m3 were the plate grammage, 

thickness, and density. 

For 60 days, the biodegradation of 25 mm samples of each form of paper created from pineapple leaf pulp 

was studied. The average weight loss of paper after being buried in the soil for 15 days was used to 

characterise the deterioration. The uncoated paper dissolved the fastest, taking only 30 days to decompose 

completely. This could be due to the lack of a crosslinking agent or a film covering when pineapple leaf pulp 

was made into paper. When papers bio-coated before and after hot pressing were examined, there was no 

difference in degradation time for paper coated with NaAlg/gellan solution, but there was a difference for 

beeswax-chitosan coated instances. Paper coated with beeswax-chitosan after hot pressing degraded faster 

than paper coated before hot pressing. This is because the bio-coating solution only covered the paper 

surface after compression, whereas when coated before hot pressing, the solution was heated and crushed 

into the bulk paper, inducing crosslinking and providing resistance to microbial digestion and degradation. 
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Introduction 

Litchi (Litchi chinensis Sonn.) is one of the most important sub-tropical fruit trees of the family 

Sapindaceae. India has second position in litchi production after China. Bihar, Jharkhand and West Bengal 

accounts for 85% of the total litchi production in the country whereas in north western part of India 

(Uttarakhand, Punjab, Himachal Pradesh and Jammu & Kashmir) are the other potential litchi producing 

states .Major insect pests recorded on litchi are leaf mite (Acerya litchi Keifer), leaf miner (Conopomorpha 

cramerella), fruit borers (Conopomorpha cramerella, Platypeplus aprobola Meyer and Dichocrosis sp.), leaf 

webber/ roller (Platypepla aprobola Meyer), litchi bug (Tessarotoma javanica Thunb), bark eating 

caterpillar (Indarbela quadrinotata and I. tetraonis) and shoot borer (Chlumetia transversa) etc. Borer 

complex of litchi is most important as it extensively damages the developing and matured fruits reducing 

the marketable yields Nearly 40 species of insects and mites have reported on litchi, three of them namely 

litchi mite (Aceria litchi Kiefer), fruit borer and bark eating caterpillar (Inderbala quadrinotata Walker) 

are serious. 

Mite 

Adult mite whitish in colour with greatly enlarged abdomen. They live at the base of hairs on the under 

surface of the leaves, hardly visible with naked eyes, have sexual dimorphism and over winter in adult 

stage. Both nymphs and adults cause damage to leaves by puncturing and lacerating the leaf tissues and 

sucking up the cell sap. Affected leaves turn grayish yellow and chocolate velvety brown growth on the 

ventral surface of leaves takes place, which is a common symptom of mite infestation. Due to excessive 

feeding and deep brown depressions, twisting, thickening, pitting and leaf curling takes place. The upper 

surface of affected leaves gives dried appearance, which ultimately die and fall off. The mite affects 

inflorescence and flower bud also. The affected flower and buds increase in size up to 4-5 times having thick 

velvety growth of grayish yellow colour. Maximum population of this mite is found in April-May and 

minimum in November-December. 

 
Litchi Mites 

Integrated Management Practices:  

a. Control measures must be preventive, for once the mite is established, it is almost impossible to 

eradicate. It is therefore recommended that.  

b. Layers be prepared only from non-infested plants.  

c. Layer saplings may be sprayed with a mixture of 0.05 percent dimethoate when they leave the 

nursery. Prior to planting out, the operation should be repeated twice at 10–14-day intervals.  
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d. The leaves should be checked regularly for symptoms over summer and autumn. All trees in an 

orchard are not be flushing or infested at the same time. Therefore, branches infested with the mite 

should be cut off and burnt. 

e. After harvesting in June, infested branches must be removed.  

f. In September-October, trees must be treated just prior to vegetative flushing with 0.05 percent 

dimethoate either alone or in combination with 0.12 percent dicofol. Spraying should be repeated 

two weeks later and monthly thereafter until new growth is free of all symptoms of infestation. 

Infested leaves should be gathered and burnt or buried deeply into the ground.  

g. In December-January., just before flush/flower buds, the affected shoots must be removed and 

spraying of 0.15% Kelthane. In the month of February., two sprays, one each before and after 

flowering have been found useful.  

h. Numerous species of predatory mites have been recorded with A. litchii. 

Litchi Fruit Borer 

This insect has been found as a major pest of litchi in Bihar. This pest mines in the litchi leaves between 

August and February and migrates to Eugenia jambolana or Cassia tora during March-April. The insect 

again returns to litchi plants during May where its larvae bores into the fruit and feeds below the petiole. 

The highest population density of this pest has been recorded in September and lowest in December. The 

emergence, mating and oviposition of adults take place at night. During the day, adults rest under the 

branches of shaded fruit trees. Adult female lays eggs on the surface of fruits, new leaves and new shoots. 

Shortly after hatching larvae bore into the fruit to feed on the seed or fruit pulp, which causes the fruit to 

drop. When fully grown, larvae leave the feeding site to pupate in a flat cocoon attached to leaves or ground 

litter including discarded wrappings. The female seldom deposits eggs on litchi fruits having > 20mm 

diameter or smaller therefore, treatment and monitoring activities need not commence until fruits are > 

20mm diameter. 

 
Litchi Fruit borer 

Integrated Management Practices:  

a. Moths can be excluded by enclosing the fruit panicles in nylon mesh bags, but is uneconomic in 

areas with high labour costs.  

b. Parasitoids Phanerotoma sp. and Apanteles sp. are important parasites. NRC on Litchi, 

Muzaffarpur has recommended the use of Trichogramma chilonis @50000eggs/ha.  

c. NRC on Litchi, Muzaffarpur has recommended the use of pheromone trap, however, this 

pheromone is not giving consistence results in all the situations.  

d. Fallen fruit should be removed to reduce the build-up of moths and ploughing may be done after 

fruit harvesting.  

e. Bearing trees should be inspected during early flush development and sprayed if necessary. The 

leaf flush before flower initiation is very important as it supplies the carbohydrates needed for fruit 

development. Young, non-bearing trees do not need to be sprayed. This also allows the parasitoids 

to build up in the orchard.  

f. Fruits may be inspected weekly from fruit set to detect eggs of borers, which are very small and 

almost invisible to the naked eye. Infested fruit should be picked and destroyed at infestation levels 

of 1 to 2 percent. When the pest becomes more active, spraying 0.05 percent fenitrothion or 

dicholorvos may be done.  
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g. Permethrin is applied weekly, up to two weeks before harvest. Cypermethrin, deltamethrin or 

fenthion during early fruit set is recommended to prevent damage later in the season.  

h. Affected shoots may be removed and all agronomic efforts such as ploughing and nutrient 

management should be done so that flushing takes place before the month of September.  

i. Neem based products may be applied at the time if new shoot emergence to avoid heavy population 

of the pest.  

j. Monocrotophos 0.05 per cent may be applied in the case of severe shoot damage. 

Litchi Bug 

The bug, Tessaratoma javanica lays globular and off pink eggs, mostly in bunch of fourteen on lower surface 

of leaves. The insect passes through five instars, which are sub rectangular and dark brick red except first 

instar, which is nearly sub-rectangular. Newly emerged adult is dirty white and soft bodied insect but 

colour changes to yellow red after few days Both adults and nymph feed mostly on tender plant parts such 

as growing buds, leaf petioles, fruit stalks and tender branches of litchi tree. Excessive feeding causes 

drying of growing buds, tender shoots and ultimately fruit drop. 

 
Litchi bug 

Integrated Management Practices: 

a. This pest is combated by shaking the trees in winter, collecting the bugs and dropping them into 

kerosene. 

b. The eggs of T. javanica are in group and visible which can be removed and destroyed.  

c. There are natural enemies such as egg parasitoids, Encyrtus (Ooencyrtus) sp., Anastatus sp. 

Microphanurus sp. and Blastophaga sp. which parasitize 70 to 90 percent of eggs laid late in the 

season. The adults are attacked by several fungi, birds and red ants may also be used as biological 

means of control.  

d. If chemicals are used, the timing of sprays is critical because the bugs vary in their susceptibility 

to insecticide at different times of the year, depending on body fat content and its nature. Many of 

these bugs may be controlled with imidachlopride 17.8 SL, dimethoate and fenthion. 
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As a result of increasing population in the India and world, food security has become increasingly 

dependent on only a few crops with high demanding plant species. The amaranth (Amaranthus spp.) are 

peculiar composition with high nutritional value and rich source of macronutrients and energy. These are 

called pseudo cereals and provide good quality of protein, dietary fibre and lipids rich in unsaturated fatty 

acids. Amaranth is gluten-free grains, having adequate levels of minerals, vitamins, and other bioactive 

components. Quinoa and amaranth are suitable for diverse consumers groups such as the elderly, children, 

high-performance athletes, diabetics, celiacs, and gluten or lactose intolerant people. Due to their 

composition and nutritional facts described for prospective for functional properties such as food 

supplements or common cereal replacers for human health. A review of the main aspects of amaranth and 

quinoa as alternative source of nutrient rich gluten free grains which have potential to alleviate hunger 

and provide food security to the Indian population. It is to be emphasized on the application of the amaranth 

and quinoa in the value-added food for various segments of population; it will also create awareness to the 

farmers to grow these grains for better earning and livelihood. 

Amaranth 

Amaranth belongs to family Amaranthaceae, genus Amaranthus, and section. The genus Amaranthus 

includes about 60 species, most of which are cosmopolitan weeds associated with difficulties in cultivation 

practices after soil disturbance and seed exposure to light (Grobelnik, et al. 2009). The three species of 

genus Amaranthus originated from South America and considered as grain production are A. 

hypochondriacus L. (México), A. cruentus L. (Guatemala), and A. caudatus L. (Bressani 2003). 

 

The percentage of bran fraction is higher in amaranth seeds in comparison with common cereals, which 

explains the higher levels of protein and fat present in these seeds (Bressani 2003). In amaranth the seed 

coat is smooth and thin, thus it is not necessary to remove it. The main seed storage tissue is perisperm 

(diploid in chromosome number), and not endosperm which is present only in the micropylar region of the 

seed. 

Health Benefits of Amaranth 

The nutritional value of Amaranth is main source of proteins content 14.0-16.5% that are an important 

group of bio macromolecules involved in physiological functions (Gorinstein, et al. 2002). The protein is 

located in the embryo and contrarily to common grains such as wheat, the proteins are composed mainly 
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of globulins and albumins, and containing very little or no storage prolamin proteins in Amaranth, which 

are the main storage proteins in cereals and the toxic proteins in celiac disease. Amaranth proteins consist 

of about 40% albumins, 20% globulins, 25-30% glutelins, and 2-3% prolamins (Schoenlechner et al. 2008).  

Amaranth protein shows an excellent source of amino acid pattern but leucine is present in amounts 

slightly lower than other cereals, suggesting that it could be necessary the combination of amaranth with 

any other cereals to reaches the recommended requirements (Becker et al. 1981; Grobelnik et al. 2009). 

Regarding to the FAO/WHO, they suggested preschool requirements, amaranth protein have adequate 

levels of tryptophan, histidine, valine, phenylalanine, lysine and threonine.  

Carbohydrates are components that contribute 50-70% of dietary energy and are classified according to 

their degree of polymerization into three principal groups: sugars (monosaccharides, disaccharides and 

polyols), oligosaccharide, and polysaccharides (starch and nonstarch). Amaranth can be considered 

nutraceutical foods because they have hypocholesterolemic effects and induce lowering of free fatty acids. 

In amaranth, starch comprises the main component of carbohydrates, but lower than in cereals. Amaranth 

starch is located in the perisperm, where typical compounded starch particles that can reach a length of 90 

μm in diameter are generated in the amyloplasts. The amylose content of amaranth starch is lower than 

that in other cereal starches, with values varying from 0.1 % to 11.1 %. Physical properties such as viscosity, 

higher solubility and gelatinization temperature range, higher sorption capacity at high water activity 

range, higher solubility, swelling power, water-binding capacity, and enzyme susceptibility, can be 

explained by the small size of the starch granule as well as its high amylopectin content. However, when 

selecting genotypes for particular processing purposes, it needs to be taken into account the genetic 

diversity in physical properties of starch and variations in the other constituents (proteins, lipids, 

minerals), which have an influence on starch functional properties within and among amaranth species. It 

has been examined the effects of dietary amaranth fibre on serum and liver lipids in male rats receiving 

cholesterol-supplemented diets providing approximately 8 % dietary fibre. Amaranth resulted in lower 

serum cholesterol values than those of fibre-free controls and lower liver cholesterol values than those of 

cellulose. According to Dodok et al. 1997; in amaranth oil, between 75-77.1 % of fatty acids are unsaturated. 

Linoleic acid is the most abundant fatty acid (47.5-47.8 for amaranth), followed by oleic acid (23.7-32.9 in 

amaranth) and palmitic acid (12.3-20.9 in amaranth). Amaranth also is a good source of riboflavin (0.19 - 

0.23 %) and ascorbic acid (4.50%). It has been analysed some samples of amaranth for ascorbic acid content 

and found amounts ranging from 3.36 to 7.24 mg/100 g. Furthermore, amaranth is excellent sources of 

vitamin E, which contributes to the prolonged stability of the oil. 

Calcium, magnesium and iron are minerals that are deficient in gluten-free products and in the gluten 

free-diet. The Amaranth is a good source of these and other important minerals can assist to reduce this 

deficiency. In general, the content of minerals in amaranth is about twice as high as in other cereals. In 

amaranth, polyphenols can be found in amounts ranging from 14.72 to 14.91 mg/100g. Tannins are 

polyphenolic secondary plant metabolites of higher plants, which can be found in high concentrations in 

the hulls of cereals and legumes (Schoenlechner et al. 2008). Becker et al. (1981) evaluated 10 different 

samples of amaranth and found a range of 80-420 mg/100 g of tannins. 

Importance of Amaranth 

Amaranth grains is used in a wide variety of foods such as tasteful soups, sweets, beverages, sauces, 

porridges, and souffles can be prepared. Various hot or fermented drinks can also be produced. The grains 

are germinated for sprouts and malted for beer production. The fermented beverage made from amaranth 

and quinoa seeds are called chichi. Amaranth grain rolled or popped can be used in breads, muesli and in 

granola bars. Grain can be ground and used as a flour ingredient in different mixtures for pancakes, breads, 

muffins, crackers, dumplings, cakes, cookies, pasta, puddings, etc. Proteins of other cereal grains, are not 

supposed to be capable of forming dough. Then, mixtures of wheat flour and other cereals are used in order 

to obtain bakery products. At the moment, amaranth is potential sources of food due to their high quality 

of proteins. The main problem in the use of quinoa and amaranth as components, replacing wheat in the 

blends, arises from the fact that these pseudocereals do not contain gluten, and thus the addition into 

leavened and pasta products are limited. Hence, when amaranth and quinoa flours are used to make 

leavened bread as composite with wheat flour. 
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Forward Genetics  Reverse Genetics  

Approach of determining the genetic basis 

responsible for phenotype.  

Approach used to understand the function of gene by 

analyzing the phenotype.  

Starts from the phenotype  Starts from gene sequence.  

Involved in identification of gene responsible 

for a particular phenotype.  

Involved in function or possible phenotype of an 

altered gene.  

Main tool is Random mutations.  Tools are in-vitro mutagenesis and gene disruption.  

Targeting Induced Local Lesions in Genome (TILLING) is a general reverse technique that combines 

PCR based screening and chemical mutagenesis to identify point mutations in regions of interest. It 

works with a strategy of mismatch-specific endonuclease that detect induced or natural DNA 

polymorphisms in gene of interest. TILLING first began in the late 1990’s by Claire McCallum. 

Steps for TILLING Process 

 

Applications 

1. Functional genomics 

2. Genetic Engineering 

3. Evaluating genetic diversity of natural populations 

Merits of TILLING 

1. It is independent of genome size and can be automated for high throughput analysis. 

2. Valuable for essential genes, where sublethal alleles are required for phenotypic analysis and also detect 

SNP over thousands of samples. 

3. TILLING is suitable for any organism that can be heavily mutagenized, even those that lack genetic 

tools. 

Cleaved products are detected on polyacrylamide denaturing gels

Resultant double-stranded products are digested with CEL I, which cleaves on of the 
two strands at the heteroduplex mismatches 

Denaturation and annealing to allow formation of heteroduplexes at the site of 
mutation 

PCR amplification of a region of interest with fluorescently tagged primers

DNA preparation and pooling of individuals 

EMS mutagenesis 
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4. Organisms that do not have efficient transformation systems – TILLING is the only practical choice 

5. Overcomes disadvantage of knockout gene therapy for a specific gene, as it eliminates the need for 

removal of gene from gene pool to detect its function. 

6. TILLING introduces genetic variation in an elite germplasm without need to acquire variation & thus 

avoiding introduction of agriculturally undesirable traits. 

7. Highly sensitive and cost effective. 

8. Has the advantage of exemption from regulatory approval requirements which is strictly obliged for 

transgenic crops when commercially suitable variations are discovered. 

Demerits 

1. Rate of induction of mutation is low and it depends on primer designing 

2. Requires skillful labour. 

3. Mutagenized organism must be kept alive long enough to screen mutant population in vegetatively 

propagated plant species. 

4. Starting with a homozygous population is desirable. 

Eco-TILLING 

ECO-TILLING (Ecotype Targeting Induced Local Lesions IN Genomes), a rapid, inexpensive and well-

established allele mining approach is found much proficient in large-scale mining and high-throughput 

genotyping of novel natural and functional allelic variants 

ECO-TILLING is similar to TILLING, except that its main objective is to identify natural genetic variation 

as opposed to induced mutations in Tilling. Many species are not amenable to chemical mutagenesis, 

therefore ECO-TILLING can aid in the discovery of natural variants. 

Advantages 

1. Applied to any organism and is independence of genome size, ploidy level and reproductive system of 

plants.  

2. Low in cost (reduction in size of plant population)  

3. Mutations can be discovered  

4. Both natural and mutagenized populations can be screened  

5. Detect homozygous and heterozygous mutations. 

6. No transgenic manipulations required. 

Limitations 

1. Development of mutant lines takes time  

2. High cell toxicity of mutagen, decrease germination rate  

3. Many polymorphic sites on a gene decreases efficiency of the technique. 

4. Assigning a particular phenotype to a genotype and inferring the putative function of the gene. 

Conclusion 

TILLING and Eco-TILLING are high-throughput and low-cost methods for the discovery of induced 

mutations and natural polymorphisms. The methods are general and have successfully been applied to 

many plants, including crops. 
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Summary 

Soil act as habitat of a diverse range of microorganisms and promote the resistance of grubs to 

Entomopathogenic nematodes (EPNs). EPNs play a significant role in controlling the scrabs, parasitized 

it, caused disease, and killed. Although the group of EPNs was recently expanded to comprise other 

nematodes such as certain species in the genus Oscheius spp., only the genera Heterorhabditis spp. and 

Steinernema spp. are the most effective one and they have been exclusively developed as EPNs for 

commercial pest control. The EPNs forms a diverse range of interactions viz.  phoresy, necromeny, ecto-, 

endo-parasitism, and entomopathogeny with the grubs. By secreting pheromones, surface coat proteins and 

using symbiont bacterium, EPNs try to suppress the population of scarabs, whereas, the scarabs resist this 

attack through physiological and structural barriers, antagonism of grub-gut microbiota etc. 

Introduction 

White grub, the immature form of scarab beetle (Coleoptera: Scarabaeidae), mainly prune roots and can 

feed on the mesocotyl region causing plant death. Considering the diversity of species and feeding 

preferences white grub is one of the important pests of agriculture and forestry in different geographical 

regions. Due to cryptic nature of grub and feeding preferences it is difficult to control. Also grubs evolved 

effective defence mechanisms resulting to low efficiency of chemicals. Interestingly, a wide range of natural 

enemies especially entomopathogenic nematodes (EPNs). In some circumstances sharing same habitat, 

EPN and conventional pesticides success are equal. But inconsistency and unpredictability under natural 

conditions could reduce the public demand for them. Interestingly, different types of nematodes–arthropod 

associations (facultative parasitism, obligate parasitism, phoresy and necromeny) have been recorded in 

case of white grub–nematode associations. 

White Grub –Nematode Interactions: Evolutionary View 

Scrab- Nematode forms a diverse range of associations phoresy, necromeny, ecto-, endo-parasitism, and 

entomopathogeny. M. quercophila Rühm and Mesorhabditis irregularis (Körner) (Rhabditida: Rhabditidae) 

were reported in a phoretic relationship with Melolontha afflicta (Coleoptera: Scarabaeidae) and Oryctes 

monoceros L. (Coleoptera: Scarabaeidae), respectively. From Scarabaeidae Necromenic nematodes like 

Pristionchus pacificus, Diplogaster spp were recovered. Mesorhabditis spiculigera Steiner and Cephalobus 

persegnis Bastian have been reported from Scarabaeus sacer L.as ecto -parasitic nematodes. 

Steinernema kushidai Mamiya (Rhabditida: Steinernematidae), Steinernema scarabaei Stock & 

Koppenhöfer (Rhabditida: Steinernematidae), and Heterorhabditis spp. (Rhabditida: Heterorhabditidae) 

appear to be associated with scarabs in an obligate entomopathogenic relationship and Rhabditis regina 

(Rhabditida: Rhabditidae) and Oscheius rugaoensis Zhang (Rhabditida: Rhabditidae in a facultative 

entomopathogeny. 

White Grub Management 

Steinernema glaseri, Heterorhabditis megidis a vast variety of soil-borne entomopathogens e.g., EPNs have 

been isolated from grubs viz. By the release of Steinernema glaseri Steiner discovered from Popillia 

japonica, EPNs for white grub control started at first. For terrestrial pests Entomopathogenic nematodes 

are mostly effective biocontrol agents; however, their application for grubs has not always been successful 

except for some species, viz Grubs of Cyclocephala spp. and P. japonica. Holotrichia parallela, Maladera 

castanea, Anomala orientalis, and Phyllophaga spp etc. 
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Heterorhabditis marelata Liu and Berry, Heterorhabditis zealandica Poinar, and H. bacteriophora, S. 

scarabaei, S. glaseri, and S. kushidai have been commercialized for grub control till today. 

Tripartite Associations 

Nematode-bacteria Complex: 

Nematode: Selection of EPN rely on several factors as foraging strategy, nematode host range and role of 

environmental factors on survival and EPNs efficacy. For grub control, persistence and virulence are 

important factors in success of EPN. Poor adaptation and persistency are the causal factor for low efficacy. 

One of the key traits is improved host finding of EPN for biocontrol agent against White grub. EPNs are 

often able to cruise toward host-emitted sensory cues. EPN host range with the target pest mostly affected 

by asynchronous life cycles and habitat preference. In some case, Surface coat protein of EPN suppress 

immune system of grub leading towards enhanced effectiveness of Entomopathogenic nematodes against 

grubs. 

Symbiont bacterium: The role of bacterial symbionts during nematode infection could be highlighted by 

its functionality in release of proteases and other virulence factors and expression of corresponded genes 

that can trigger or suppress the insect immune response independently; for example-Photorhabdus spp. 

Boemare (Enterobacterales: Morganellaceae) possess toxin complex (TC) which is orally active against 

Coleoptera and Lepidoptera. In return, for dissemination and protection against environment and host 

antibacterial proteins, symbionts require nematodes. 

White Grubs 

The followings could be the main reason of unsuccessful host infection by EPNs- 

1. Evading or excluding as host behavioural traits  

2. Morphological barriers of hosts lead EPN invasion  

3. Host physiological resistance of hosts and  

4. Host inhabiting habitats hostile to EPNs. 

Morphological and Physiological Barriers 

Scrab’s specialized cribriform spiracle and chitinous, dense peritrophic membrane create obstruction 

against immediate gut penetration of EPNs. Immune responses of the white grub against EPNs mainly 

correspond to host suitability for nematode reproduction. Especially, Cyclocephala borealis Arrow showed 

resistance to S. glaseri and H. bacteriophora. Semi refractory hosts for H. bacteriophora were A. orientalis, 

and Popillia japonica, while in these susceptible hosts S. glaseri reproduces in huge numbers. 

Also, high pH value of grub gut fluid can cause anoxia or kill EPN species. Side by side several microbiotas 

lead a major role in insect resistance to pressure of EPN as mutual antagonism between insect midgut 

microbiota and EPN bacterial symbionts. 

Scarab-specific parasites benefits from plant volatiles and scarab-specific odorants (such as phenol) which 

helps to find, attracts and recognize the host. 

Behavioural Barriers 

Injury, removal or death of significant amount of attacking EPNs can caused by rubbing and brushing by 

legs, mouthparts. Crawling, digging, and rearing like evasive movements are frequently induced following 

exposure to Entomopathogenic nematodes leading towards reduced nematode attack and parasitism. After 

reaching a EPN density threshold scrab evasion depicts a much more effective defence than aggression. 

Grub elude some EPNs by frequent defecation and feeding enhances grub infection by facilitating 

penetration of nematodes. 

Host Plants as Mediators 

To increase their contact with insect host EPNs are more attracted to damaged roots. This creates an 

opportunity to plant to protect their roots from pests but EPNs benefits from SOS signals and herbivore 

induced. Some plant varieties are lacking volatiles and attractant to nematodes leads to insignificant 

outcomes of EPN efficacy. It has also been observed that negative host plants effects on virulency of EPN. 
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Above all, it is considered that in low effectiveness of EPNs caused by mainly deep root system of host plant 

and subsequent deep distribution of grubs. 

Environmental Factors 

Behaviour of white grub hosts and IJs could influenced by environmental and soil conditions. Physiological 

activity, the amount of body lipids and the rate of energy depletion impacted by temperature and humidity. 

Soil moisture and temperature, soil type, and seasonal temperature like environmental conditions can 

directly or indirectly influence EPNs performance. Among nematodes species/strains tolerance to 

temperature extreme varies. The main drawback of EPNs is their effectiveness is often limited by the low 

soil temperatures where grubs are still active. It has also reported that improved EPN efficacy favours by 

smaller soil particles, whereas mixed effects of soil texture in managed systems have been observed. 

Generally, EPN movement and survival is better in sandy soils than fine-textured, but at the same time 

they lose their moisture content more quickly and obstruct EPN activity. The gradual loss of soil moisture 

favours persistence of IJs. 

Conclusion 

Even though in soil substrate, biocontrol tactics are hard to implement, but EPNs and fungi can easily 

adapt to this ecological niche. The microbial control of scarabs by EPNs is like utilization of resources at 

proper time.  That is, choosing the right nematode in a specific agroecosystem and its application at the 

appropriate time in the season. 

It has been evidenced that insect gut microbiota acts as an early line of defence inside the scarab larvae 

against EPN infection. However, in a shared evolutionary history some EPNs have acquired counter-

adaptation to grubs defensive measures. In the manipulation of nematode–scarab–plant relationships 

there are unexplored opportunities that will need to be exploited in efficient control of white grubs. Isolation 

of free-living nematodes associated with scarabs are very important to find scrab-specific and virulent 

specific strains which gives an opportunity for pathogenicity and potential assessment of these 

understudied groups in white grub management as well as nematode conservation. 
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Introduction 

Educational guidance in our society, children and adolescents in schools and colleges are faced with many 

educational problems. These problems include a lack of educational information, wrong choices of 

educational courses, gender stereotypes in the selection of subjects, poor study habits, difficulty in taking 

examinations and, above all, lacking someone to whom they can freely confide their concerns. 

The Importance of Educational Guidance 

Educational guidance is important in schools and colleges in the following ways: 

1. Educational guidance helps children and adolescents to pursue the right type of education. In this way, 

the individual is motivated to maximize his/her contribution to society. 

2. It assists individuals to make informed decisions about their education. Individuals have to know the 

choices that have to be made, and determine whether the choice is between subjects, curricula, schools or 

colleges. They have to know subject combinations or options, what the subject involves in the classroom, 

available courses and where each course leads, the available schools and colleges, admission requirements, 

and educational opportunities. 

3. It facilitates the smooth transition for children from home to school, from primary to secondary school, 

from secondary to post-secondary educational institutions, and to the world of work. The final transition 

from the educational system to the labour force appears to be most important and challenging for students. 

4. It helps students to cope with examination anxiety. The fear of failure and the craving for the highest 

grades are major sources of pressure among students.  

5. It helps students to develop effective study habits. The students are assisted to improve their competence 

in reading, note-taking, and academic achievement. 

The Components of Educational Guidance 

The components of educational guidance include study skills, time-tabling, note taking, sitting for 

examinations, and academic counselling. 

1. Study Skills: A number of students fail their examinations, or fail to deal with educational activities, 

because they lack effective study skills and habits. They spend a considerable amount of time playing, and 

only a small fraction of their time on productive or school activities. This makes the provision of effective 

study skills. 

2. Time-Tabling: There is a need for students to develop a formal time schedule and a personal study 

time-table, so that they can regulate their movements. Moreover, they can avoid the tendency to postpone 

their work until the last moment and only work under pressure. Time-tabling will also help them to treat 

study times as serious commitments and to respect times for home chores and recreation. This is 

particularly important for girls who are required to do household chores every day. 

3. Note-Taking: Many students have difficulty in taking notes during the class or presentations. This is 

due to the fact that they lack note-taking skills. Some teachers always try to prepare notes and distribute 

them to the class, while others use study time to write notes for students on the chalkboard. While this 

might help students when they prepare their examinations, it deprives students of an opportunity to 

acquire note-taking skills. It also denies them a chance to learn how to select what is important from a 

lesson or lecture. Some students, as a result, miss lessons because they know that they can get notes from 

the teacher during study time. Taking notes properly is an important part of learning. This is because it 

helps a student to remember information presented in class or read from the textbook. Notes help to 

summarize large chunks of information to remind ourselves, when preparing for examinations. Taking 

notes during class, or when reading, can help you concentrate on the subject at hand. We should be selective 
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when taking notes – write down only those things that are essential. At the end of the lesson or reading, 

one must prepare more detailed notes while everything is still fresh in mind. 

4. Sitting for Examinations: While examinations have been misused and abused, especially when they 

were used for accepting or eliminating students, they can be a useful tool for evaluating the effectiveness 

of educational programmes or measuring student progress. It is important for a student to know how to 

prepare for, and take, examinations. Notwithstanding the numerous limitations of examinations in 

assessing other skills that the student might have acquired during their education, they can help students 

to learn from what was taught in the course of the year. It is important for every student to learn how to 

deal with the anxiety and stress generated by examinations. Proper guidance is necessary to help students 

acquire skills and techniques required to pass examinations. 

5. Academic Counselling: Students should be assisted at various levels in their educational development 

by providing academic counselling. All sorts of students: the gifted and talented, the low achievers, the 

disabled and delinquents, should be assisted to plan their educational progress. This calls for an appraisal 

of the educational needs of a particular student, and the preparation of a cumulative record, which is a 

device for recording and filling all the relevant data on that student. 
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Introduction 

Protected cultivation: It is a process of growing crops in a controlled environment. This means that the 

temperature, humidity, light and such other factors can be regulated as per requirement of the crop. 

Types of Protected Structures and their Components 

The commonly used protected structures are as follows.  

Low Tunnel: Also called ‘miniature greenhouses’, low tunnels generally cover rows of plants in field and, 

therefore, they are also known as row covers. Clean plastic films or nets are stretched over low wire hoops 

(arcs up to 1.0 m high) to protect plants against frost, wind, insects and pests. The hoops are made of steel 

wires or bamboo strips or cane. These hoops are covered by polythene sheets of about 50 microns thickness 

and are provided with ventilation holes on the side opposite to the solar movement. Total surface area of 

such ventilation is about 4 per cent. Use of nonwoven/spun-bonded fabric material, which is porous and 

much lighter, is a more recent trend. Low tunnels provide a passive control of plant micro climate, i.e., use 

of specific plastic material to control radiation and provision of natural ventilation. Plastic mulches and 

drip irrigation may be used in conjunction with low tunnels. There are several methods of low tunnel 

formation and operation. The low tunnels permit early yield for spring crops with significantly higher 

yields. These tunnels are not usually used for growing flowers.  

Walk-in tunnel: It is a temporary structure made by using GI pipes or bamboo, and is covered with 

different cladding material depending upon the season in which the cultivation is proposed. Walk-in 

tunnels are used for off-season cultivation of vegetables and flower seedlings. They give an advantage of 

better prices of the off-season produce, giving more profit per unit area. Optimum size of the walking tunnel 

is 60–75 sq m, with 2–2.5 m width and up to 30 m length with a 2–2.5 m central height. Overall, the height 

is enough for the worker to walk comfortably during operation. 

Net Houses: Depending upon the cladding (covering) material used, the net houses may be classified as 

insect-proof net houses and shade net houses. 

Insect-proof Net House: An insect-proof net house can be fabricated as a temporary or permanent 

structure in different designs. It can be in a walkin tunnel design and shape, with double door facility at 

one end of the structure. It is covered with UV-stabilised insect-proof net of 40–50 mesh for effective control 

of pests and diseases. The minimum size of insect-proof net house is 100 sq m. The permanent structure 

can be fabricated in two designs — flat roof design having 3.5–4 m height and dome shape with a height of 

4.5–5 m and the other in dome shape in a popular type of greenhouse design. Usually, the quality 

production as well as growing seedlings are possible under these net houses with proper selection of 

varieties without application of harmful chemicals in their production. 

Shade Net House: It is primarily constructed to protect plants from highly intense solar radiation. The 

structure is made of wood, stone, bamboo or GI pipes. When wood or bamboo are used, the poles are treated 

with turpentine and tar on one side before inserting them in the ground. Cladding material used on the top 

and sides of the structure is generally a shade net. The shade nets are available in different colours with 

different percentages of shade factor. 

Greenhouse: It is a framed or covered structure with a transparent or translucent material which permits 

ample sunlight for crop production and has provisions for at least partial control of plant environment. A 

greenhouse, depending upon the transparency of the glazing material, admits sunlight which is absorbed 

by the crop, equipment, structure and the floor. These objects in turn emit thermal radiation which is only 

partially transmitted out of the greenhouse. As a result of this, a part of the solar energy is continually 
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retained in the greenhouse, leading to a temperature increase. This natural temperature rise in the 

greenhouse is utilised during winters to grow crops with or without supplementary heat. During summers, 

the greenhouses are cooled as per the crop requirement. 

Mist Chamber: The main purpose of such a structure is to create high humidity and droplet-free presence 

of water for propagating delicate soft wood cuttings, vegetable crops, root plants and shrubs, etc. Cuttings 

are misted intermittently in place of continuous water application or drenching. The intermittent water 

misting is done using a high-pressure pump, pipeline system and a timer switch. The mist nozzles are 

connected to the main pipelines for misting the plant material growing inside the growth chambers or 

structures. A mist chamber of 15–25 sq m is sufficient for a nursery. The frequency of misting depends 

upon ambient temperature and type of plant material being propagated. 

Classification of Greenhouse Based on Shape 

Lean-to type greenhouse: A lean-to design is used when a greenhouse is placed against the side of an 

existing building. It is built against a building, using the existing structure for one or more of its sides. It 

is usually attached to a house, but may be attached to other buildings. The roof of the building is extended 

with appropriate greenhouse covering material and the area is properly enclosed. It is typically facing south 

side. The lean-to type greenhouse is limited to single or double-row plant benches with a total width of 7 to 

12 feet. It can be as long as the building it is attached to. It should face the best direction for adequate sun 

exposure. 

 

Even span type greenhouse: The even-span is the standard type and full-size structure, the two roof 

slopes are of equal pitch and width. This design is used for the greenhouse of small size, and it is constructed 

on level ground. It is attached to a house at one gable end. It can accommodate 2 or 3 rows of plant benches. 

 

Uneven span type greenhouse: This type of greenhouse is constructed on hilly terrain. The roofs are of 

unequal width; make the structure adaptable to the side slopes of hill. This type of greenhouses is seldom 

used now-a-days as it is not adaptable for automation. 
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Ridge and furrow type greenhouse: Designs of this type use two or more A-frame greenhouses 

connected to one another along the length of the eave. The eave serves as furrow or gutter to carry rain and 

melted snow away. The side wall is eliminated between the greenhouses, which results in a structure with 

a single large interior, Consolidation of interior space reduces labour, lowers the cost of automation, 

improves personal management and reduces fuel consumption as there is less exposed wall area through 

which heat escapes. 

 

Saw tooth type Greenhouse: These are also similar to ridge and furrow type greenhouses except that, 

there is provision for natural ventilation in this type. Specific natural ventilation flow path develops in a 

saw- tooth type greenhouse. 

 

Quonset greenhouse: This is a greenhouse, where the pipe arches or trusses are supported by pipe 

purling running along the length of the greenhouse. In general, the covering material used for this type of 

greenhouses is polyethylene. Such greenhouses are typically less expensive than the gutter connected 

greenhouses and are useful when a small isolated cultural area is required. These houses are connected 

either in free, standing style or arranged in an interlocking ridge and furrow. 
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Commercial Flower Crops Grown Under Protected Structures 

1. Rose 

2. Gerbera  

3. Carnation  

4. Anthurium  

5. Lilium.  

6. Orchids. 

7. Chrysanthemum. 

Factor Affecting the Irrigation Water Use Efficiency in Protected Structures 

1. Light. 

2. Temperature. 

3. Humidity. 

4. Cladding materials. 

5. Mulching.  

6. Evaporation. 

7. Evapo-transpiration. 

Water Use Efficiency 

The ratio of plant biomass over the evapotranspiration water defines the water use efficiency (WUE) of a 

plant and it is generally considered as a measure of its efficiency in utilizing water for biomass production. 

The degree of efficiency is generally calculated on the basis of the transformation efficiency of the irrigation 

water in the cultivation system according to the following equation: 

WUE = 
𝑌𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑

𝐼.𝑉.
  = 

𝑌𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑

𝑇𝑟+𝐸𝑣+𝐿𝑟+𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠
 

Two Types of Water-Use Efficiency are Referred to Most Frequently 

1. Photosynthetic water use efficiency. 

2. Water-use efficiency of productivity. 

Water Use Efficiency Under Protected Conditions 

1. Reduced potential evaporation (reduced solar radiation, less wind and greater air humidity) 

2. Higher productivity (better control of climatic parameters and plant diseases) 

3. Application of more advanced irrigation technology (drip irrigation, reuse of drainage water) 

In Northern European greenhouses these factors can increase water use efficiency up to five times. 

(Stanghellini et al.,2003). 
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Improvements of Water Use Efficiency can be Achieved 

1. Modifying the plant physiology: (Maggio et al., 2002) 

2. Modifying the plant environment: 

a. By selecting suitable cladding material. 

b. By selecting appropriate seasons for cultivation of flower crops. 

c. By use of mulching materials. 

3. By adopting advanced irrigation technology to monitor water use efficiency. 

4. By adopting water saving production technology i.e., hydroponics and aeroponics. 

Advancement in Irrigation Technology to Monitor and Improving Water Use Efficiency 

Some technology which used to optimise irrigation of horticultural crops: 

1. Water balance methods 

2. Irrigation management with soil moisture sensors 

3. Partial Root Drying 

4. Decision Support Systems to estimate crop requirements 

5. Integrated sensor in decision support system for irrigation water management 

6. Weather forecast related tool 

7. Plant growth balance analysis system 

8. Dendrometers 

9. Leaf turgor sensor 

10. Pressure chamber for plant water potential measurement 

11. Neutron probe 

12. Tensiometer. 

13. Capacitance probe. 

Irrigation 

1. Irrigation is the artificial application of water to the soil usually for assisting in growing crops. 

2. Mainly used to replace missing rainfall in periods of drought. 

3. To supply essential moisture for plant growth, which induce transport of essential nutrients. 

4. To leach or dilute salts in soil. 

5. Helps in cooling the soli and atmosphere to create more favourable environment for crop growth. 

Traditional and modern irrigation methods in protected structure: 

Traditional Irrigation Methods: 

a. Check Basin Method 

b. Furrow Irrigation Method 

c. Strip Irrigation Method 

d. Basin Irrigation Method. 

Modern Irrigation Methods: 

a. Sprinkler Irrigation Method 

b. Drip Irrigation Method 

c. Pot Irrigation Method. 

What is Drip Irrigation? 

1. In this system, water is delivered directly to the soil near the roots of the plant Through a special outlet 

device called an emitter or dripper  

2. Also known as trickle irrigation or micro irrigation. 

Need of Drip Irrigation 

1. To use water efficiently 

2. No water to runoff or evaporation.  

3. It reduces water contact with crop leaves, stems, and fruits.  

4. Agricultural chemicals can be applied more efficiently. 
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Advantages of Drip Irrigation 

1. Maximum use of available water. 

2. No water being available to weeds. 

3. Maximum crop yield  

4. High efficiency in the use of fertilizers. 

5. Low labour and relatively low operation cost. 

6. No soil erosion.  

7. No runoff of fertilizers into ground water. 

8. Less evaporation losses of water as compared to surface irrigation. 

9. Improves seed germination. 

Conclusions 

1. Improvement in water use efficiency in greenhouses can be achieved by adopting suitable irrigation 

technologies like drip irrigation, however standardization of these is utmost important.  

2. Irrigation scheduling and frequency at different intervals in different commercial flower crops have 

proved good for improving water use efficiency 

3. Advanced technologies like soil moisture sensors techniques, hydroponics, aeroponics etc. can be adopted 

in floricultural crops to monitor and assess water use efficiency. 
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Climate change is primarily driven by rise in temperature due to excessive burning of fossil fuels leading 

to increase in the CO2 and other greenhouse gases trapping the infrared radiation (heat) received from the 

Sun. This phenomenon is known as greenhouse effect, which leads to global warming. The rise in 

temperature is threatening the global food security, impacting productivity of pulses adversely in South 

East Asian countries, which contribute more than 50% of the world’s total pulses production (FAO, 2016). 

Projections of climate change indicate that the agricultural productivity in these regions would decrease 

from 2020 onwards (Gornall et al., 2010). India is the largest producers, consumer and importer of pulses 

in the world. Major pulses grown in India are chickpea, pigeon pea, green gram, black gram, lentil and field 

pea, whereas cowpea, horse gram, faba bean, kidney bean, rice bean and adjuki bean are minor pulses. 

Pulses are highly vulnerable to climate change as these crops are grown under rain fed conditions. The 

drought and high temperature both have been the recurrent events during the present scenario of climate 

change. Rainfed pulses suffer due to severe water crisis because of delayed monsoon and uneven 

distribution of rainfall or complete failure of rains. The productivity of pulses in Gujarat and Andhra 

Pradesh, though falling under arid and semi-arid regions, is often high owing to moderate temperature 

during pod filling, as these areas are closer to the coastal belt. A parallel increase in CO2 and temperature 

has been observed during past 2 decades globally. An average surface temperature may increase by 5°C 

with doubling of CO2 concentration in the atmosphere. The rate of increase of CO2 is approximately 2 

μmol/mol/year and is expected to reach up to 670 μmol/ mol by the end of this century. It is projected that 

if carbon emissions are not regulated globally, the atmospheric CO2 level may become almost double (670 

μmol/mol) from the present level of 380 μmol/mol by the end of this century, consequently, temperature is 

to rise between 3.5 and 5°C. Rise in the global temperature would influence the hydrological cycles due to 

change in the land and sea-surface temperature, deviation of monsoon, erratic, scanty or often heavy 

rainfall, changing the pattern of rainfall distribution and melting of polar ice. 

Climate Change Mitigation Via Crop Improvement Strategies 

Reducing crop duration: 

a. Developing cultivars tolerant to heat, salinity, flood and drought stress 

b. Modifying crop-, water- and pest-management practices 

c. Adopting resource-conserving technologies 

d. Crop diversification 

e. Better weather forecasting. 

Managing heat stress: Screening for heat tolerance and identification and development of heat-tolerant 

genotypes will play vital role in genetic advancements of pulses for mitigation of climate change in the 

future. For example, delayed-sowing synchronization with the reproductive phase of the crop and 

occurrence of higher temperatures (≥35°C) was proposed strategy for heat-tolerance screening in chickpea. 

Climate-Change Mitigation Via Crop Husbandry Strategies 

Adopting diversification in practice: Diversification of farming is an effective approach to reduce the 

risk associated with farming in unpredictable environments. Diversification of cropping to reduce risk is 

especially important under dryland conditions. Crops differ in their response to a given environment and 

this difference is used to reduce the risk associated with growing one crop. Mixed cropping or intercropping 

is an example of a successful approach to crop diversification where two or more crops are grown together 
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in various possible configurations. Therefore, efficient utilization of resources by increasing cropping 

intensities following inter- and multiple-cropping systems. Actually, multiple-cropping systems, such as 

intercropping or crop rotations with pulses, have a higher soil carbon sequestration potential. Therefore, 

alternate land-use systems such as alley cropping, Agri-horticultural and silvi-pastoral systems, which 

utilize the resources in better way and stabilizing pulse production. This system withstands climate 

extremes as pulses are hardier than most crops and help to nourish the soil. 

 

Fallow and Conservation Tillage 

The fallow system is designed to conserve soil moisture. The fallow system has advantages like improved 

availability of soil nutrients and the eradication of certain soil-borne pests. Increasing storage of soil 

moisture by the fallow system with or without conservation tillage is standard agricultural practice in 

dryland farming. The benefit of fallow and conservation tillage in terms of increasing available soil 

moisture to the crop depends on soil water holding capacity, climate, topography and management 

practices. Conservation tillage is basically meant for minimized tillage operations to conserve soil structure 

and to maintain ground cover by mulch, such as stubble. These practices reduce water runoff and increase 

soil infiltration. Conservation tillage is the usual practice under dryland systems. Similarly, the 

conservation practices like zero/ minimum tillage practices with mulching have definite positive impact on 

pulses (chickpea) productivity in the Middle Indo- Gangetic Plains. 

Maintaining Adequate Soil Organic Matter 

Under changing climatic scenario, the soil organic carbon (SOC) is under severe attack. The advanced 

agricultural practices and or adoption of recommended management practices have tremendous potential 

in sequestering carbon in crop land soils. In other words, several farming practices and technologies can 

reduce GHGs emission and prevent climate change by enhancing carbon storage in soils, thereby 

preserving both the existing soil carbon as well as reducing emission of all the greenhouse gases. Important 

benefits of SOC in the low input agro ecosystems are the retention and storage of nutrients, increased 

buffering capacity, better soil aggregation, improved moisture retention, increased cation-exchange 

capacity. Overall, optimum organic matter level in soils retain water and nutrients, which in turn are 

highly beneficial from pulse production point of view, which are usually grown in rainfed regions. 

Improved Crop-Specific Practices 

Agronomic practices such as tillage, sowing time, planting method, ridge-planting of kharif/ rainy-season 

pulses, crop geometry, plant population, nutrient and water management, seed treatment, weed 

management and plant protection have major impact on pulse productivity. Crop-specific agronomic 

practices hold tremendous scope to raise pulse productivity potential in water-stress region under changing 

climatic conditions. For example, typical practices involve incorporation of the fertilizers in furrows below 

the seed as limited soil-moisture restricts nutrients availability to plants. Further, judicious use of organic 

and inorganic fertilizers inputs improves moisture-holding capacity of soil and increase drought tolerance. 

Water Harvesting and Supplemental Irrigation 

Pulse crops are usually grown in rainfed regions, leading to sub-optimal productivity levels. Hence scientific 

scheduling of irrigation, an estimate of quantity of water to be applied and deployment of water-saving 

irrigation methods can lead to enhanced yield, higher water and nutrient- use efficiency and larger area 
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coverage under irrigation. Similarly, adoption of sprinkler irrigation has tremendous potential in saving 

irrigation water and expanding area under irrigation. The technique is successfully running in many 

districts of the country having limited water resources. Further, drip irrigation holds huge potential for 

widely spaced crops like pigeon pea. Above irrigation technology, can expand irrigation area by 30–50%. 

Overall, micro-irrigation ensures higher water-use efficiency and in turn water economy. 

Use of Biofertilizers 

The use of certain biofertilizers, such as arbuscular mycorrhizal (AM) fungi enhance water-use efficiency 

(11–24%) in rainfed pea. Apart from enhancing overall nutrient-use efficiencies particularly of phosphorus, 

a technology involved is rather simple, very convenient, inexpensive and eco-friendly. The AM fungi do so 

by extending root-system into the soil through ramifying hyphae, thereby increasing its exploratory area 

for harnessing water from deeper layers. However, there is a dire need to conduct further researches in 

this area and generate database. Similarly, pulses need less nitrogen as external input because much of 

their N requirement is met through biological N-fixation. It is, therefore, important that farmers are 

encouraged to adopt agronomic practices that facilitate N fixation especially seed treatment with crop-

specific Rhizobium strains. 

Nutrient Management 

Biological N2 fixation enables pulse crops to meet 80– 90% of their nitrogen requirements; hence a small 

dose of 15–25 kg N/ha is sufficient to meet the requirement of most of the pulse crops. However, rotation of 

pulses with cereal crop requires slightly higher dose of N (30–40 kg N/ha). Besides, pulse crops respond 

well to 20–60 kg P2O5/ha. Widespread deficiency of certain micronutrients, especially of zinc and secondary 

nutrient, especially of sulphur in pulse-growing pockets of different states and boron deficiency in eastern 

and north-eastern states having acid soils have necessitated the use of said nutrient fertilizers (DAC, GoI, 

2012). Sulphur application @ 20–40 kg/ ha at sowing and zinc sulphate @ 25–50 kg/ha once in 2 years 

effectively overcome the deficiency of concerned nutrient, further enhancing pulse productivity. 

Conclusion 

Pulses are largely drought-tolerant crop species, and are well adapted to rainfed situation, requiring little 

conserved soil moisture to sustain and produce reasonably good yield. The drought tolerance characters of 

pulses are well characterized and genotypic variability of the drought-tolerant morpho-physiological traits 

has been established. The physiological trait such as water-use efficiency is considered to be the most 

important to contribute grain yield and biomass under drought condition. In addition to physiological and 

breeding approaches to enhance yield, efficient agronomic practices need to be evolved to minimize the 

irrigation water and conserve soil moisture to increase the water productivity. To improve pulse 

productivity in the present scenario, gene mining for tolerance to abiotic stresses, restructuring plant types 

for climatically vulnerable regions, changing cropping pattern, efficient nutrient and water management, 

seed bank for alternate legume crops, watershed management, and micro-irrigation facilities are some of 

the better options to address climate change-related issues. Therefore, improved agronomic practices hold 

tremendous potential to combat adverse impact of climate change on pulse production. By the adoption of 

recommended management practices, agriculture contributes not only to soil and water conservation, but 

also for enhancing the amount of soil organic carbon in soil and mitigating CO2 emission effects on climate 

change. 
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Plant parasitic nematodes favour the establishment of secondary pathogens viz., fungi, bacteria, virus and 

etc. The nematodes alter the host in such a way that the host tissue becomes suitable for colonization by 

the secondary pathogens.  Even though the nematodes themselves are capable of causing considerable 

damage to the crops, their association with other organisms aggravate the disease. The nematodes cause 

mechanical wounds which favours the entry of microorganisms.  In some cases, association of nematodes 

and pathogens break the disease resistance in resistant cultivars of the crop plants. 

Plant parasitic nematodes are associated with the fungus in rhizosphere in many ways, leading to disease 

complexes. In most of the disease complexes, synergistic effects were reported. Although, both the 

organisms may be destructive pathogens, when acting alone, but their combined pathogenic potential may 

be greater than sum of their individual effects. The result for a cultivar sensitive to the interaction can be 

total crop failure. The problem for the grower is exacerbated by such factors as saprophytic capability, wide 

host range and long-term survival of the pathogens; thus, productivity of land for what may be a highly 

valuable crop is impaired for many years. 

Nematode – fungus interaction was first observed by Atkinson (1892) in Cotton.  Fusarium wilt was more 

severe in the presence of Meloidogyne spp. Nematode - fungus interaction had received considerable 

attention in important crops like banana, cotton, cowpea, brinjal, tobacco and tomato.  In this article, 

interaction of different fungus with different plant parasitic nematode species in different crops will be 

discussed. 

Role of Nematodes in the Mechanism of Interaction 

1. Nematodes acts as a wound causing agent: Nematodes cause micro punctures on the root surface 

by their stylet while feeding and penetrate inside the root which may facilitate the infection of fungal 

pathogen present in the rhizosphere. For eg. Severity of panama wilt of banana caused by F. oxysporum 

f.sp. cubense get increased with the presence of the nematode, Radopholus similis. This nematode 

facilitates the easy entry of the fungus directly to the stelar region. 

2. Nematodes acts as host substrate modifiers: Nematode feeding brings about certain biochemical 

and physiological changes in the host plant. Biochemical changes induced by the nematodes favour the 

early entry of fungi into the roots. Root knot nematode induced galls have been found to contain more 

amount of phosphorus, amino acids and auxin. These substances promote growth and early establishment 

of fungi.  

3. Act as rhizosphere modifiers: Physiological changes induced in the root tissues by nematode infection 

brings about qualitative changes in root exudates, which stimulate the attraction and germination of 

dormant stages of fungi in the rhizosphere. For instance, Infection of F. oxysporum f.sp. lycopersici cause 

severity of wilt disease in tomato in the presence of root knot nematode, Meloidogyne incognita. 

4. Act as resistant breakers: Infection of the roots by nematodes lowers the natural resistance of the 

plants to fungal pathogen. Root knot nematode tends to break the resistance in many crops against the 

wilt disease. It may be because of the mechanical wounding or alteration of host physiology by the 

nematodes. 

For instance, Infestation of fungus in moderately resistant tomato variety cause 60% wilt incidence. But in 

the presence of nematodes, fungus incidence causes 100% wilt incidence. 

5. In the presence of the nematode the minor fungal pathogen may turn into highly pathogen status. For 

example, Pythium ultimum is minor pathogen of tobacco but in the presence of Melodigyne incognita, they 

cause rapid necrosis. 
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Examples for Nematode - Fungus Interaction 

Crop Name of the 

disease 

Nematode Fungus Role of 

nematode 

Cotton Damping off Meloidogyne incognita 

acrita 

Rhizoctonia solani Assists 

M. incognita acrita 

debaryanum 

Pythium Assists 

Vascular wilt M. incognita acrita Fusarium oxysporum f. sp. 

vasinfectum 

Assists 

Rotylenchulus 

reniformis 

F. oxysporum f.sp. 

vasinfectum 

Assists 

Belonolaimus gracilis F. oxysporum f.sp. 

vasinfectum 

Assists 

B. longicaudatus F. oxysporum f.sp. 

vasinfectum 

Assists 

Black shank 

(Vascular 

wilt) 

M. incognita acrita Phytophthora parasitica var. 

nicotianae 

Assists 

Tobacco Damping off M. incognita acrita Pythium debaryanum Assists 

Vascular wilt M. incognita  Alternaria tenuis Assists 

M. incognita acrita Phytophthoraparasitica var. 

nicotianae 

Assists 

Banana Vascular wilt Radopholus similis F. oxysporum f.sp. cubense Essential 

Tomato Cortical rot Globodera rostochiensis R. solani Assists 

Vascular wilt Meloidogyne sp. F. oxysporum f.sp. lycopersici Assists 

Potato Damping off  Ditylenchus destructor Phytophthora infestans Assists 

Cortical rot G. rostochiensis R. solani 

Verticillium dahliae 

Assists 

Onion Damping off D. dipsaci Botrytis allii Assists 

Brinjal Vascular wilt P. penetrans V. alboatrum Assists 

Pea Vascular wilt Pratylenchus spp. F. oxysporum f.sp. pisi Assists 

P. penetrans 

Hoplolaimus sp. 

Soybean  Damping off M. javanica R.solani Assists 

Vascular wilt Heterodera glycines Fusarium sp. Assists 

Cowpea Vascular wilt M. javanica F. oxysporum f.sp. 

tracheiphylum 

Assists 

Lucerne Vascular wilt M. hapla F. oxysporum f.sp. 

vasinfectum 

Assists 

Tulip 

Narcissus 

Cortical rot P. penetrans Cylindrocarpon radicicola Assists 

Carnation Vascular wilt Meloidogyne spp. F. oxysporum f.sp. dianthi Assists 

Wheat Stem rot Anguina tritici Dilophosphora alopecuri Essential 

Rot H. avenae R. solani         Assists 
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Abstract 

The Covid-19 pandemic has led to the downfall of our Indian economy. Agriculture which accounted for 

around 14 per cent of Indian GDP in the past years has also been greatly affected by this pandemic. This 

review paper describes the impact of COVID-19 on farming activities right from the onset of lockdown until 

now and tries to summarize the prospects of the farming sector. During the rabi season, farmers faced a 

lot of difficulties while harvesting the standing crops and it was anticipated that in the forthcoming Kharif 

season, unavailability of inputs may result in loss of production. This was worrisome not only for the 

farming community but also for the input companies and the government. Food is one of the essential 

commodities required for the survival of living beings and its availability depends either upon the domestic 

production or the imports, both of which have been severely jolted by the pandemic. The paper concludes 

that although the pandemic was an uncertain event on the face of the farming sector, it has created 

opportunities for a better supply chain of quality inputs, thus striking out the fear of farming community.  

Keywords: COVID-19, input sector, farming, India. 

Introduction 
Both the rural and urban India has been drastically hit by the worldwide pandemic, COVID-19. When 

India was hit by the 1st wave of the pandemic, the farming community was preparing for the harvest of rabi 

crops. Complete lockdown, fear of contracting the virus, rising death rates, unavailability of manpower to 

carry out the farming activities led to the delay in harvest, which made us ponder on the existing stock of 

foodgrains in the country. But eventually, India made a record harvest of 150 million tonnes (MT) of food 

grains during the current rabi season, despite the pandemic and uneven rainfall. 

Since the advent of the green revolution, India has successfully transitioned into a self-sufficient, food 

grains exporting country rather than being the net importer which was made possible due to the usage of 

good quality. A handsome output in agriculture can be obtained only by utilizing good quality inputs like 

land, water, seeds and fertilizers, access to agricultural credit and crop insurance, assurance of 

remunerative prices for agricultural produce, and storage and marketing infrastructure, among others.  

Land: According to the Agricultural census (2015-16), the total operated area in the country has declined 

from 159.59 million hectares (2010-11) to 157.82 million hectares (2015-16) showing a decrease of 1.11%. 

While the total number of operational holdings has increased from 138.35 million (2010-11) to 146.45 

million (2015-16) showing an increase of 5.86%. An increase in ownership despite the decrease in the land 

area indicates the fragmentation of land due to the inheritance policy of the nation. The average size of 

operational holding has also declined from 1.15 in 2010-11 to 1.08 hectares in 2015-16, which further 

solidifies the assumption. 

Water: India’s per capita water availability is estimated to further decline to 1,465 meter3 by 2025. If the 

per capita water availability declines further to1000-1100 meter3, then India will be declared as a water-

stressed country. Therefore, more emphasis is laid on the reduction of water consumption by using water 

conservation technology and crop diversification. Out of the total net sown area, only 50 per cent of it is 

under irrigation and the rest is rainfed therefore, ‘more crop per drop’ is being stressed.  

Seeds: It is estimated that quality seeds alone can boost the yield by about 15 – 20 per cent depending on 

the crop which can be further raised to 45 per cent coupled with efficient management of other inputs. But 

due to the mismatch in demand and supply of quality seeds, the seed replacement rate is low and only 15 

per cent of the net cropped area is sown with fresh seeds.  
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Fertilizers: are a vital input for modern agricultural practices but its over-use can drastically deteriorate 

the soil quality, making it unfit for cultivation. Against the ideal NPK consumption ratio of 4:2:1, the actual 

ratio was found to be 6.10:2.46:1 during 2017-18. Under the Soil Health Card scheme (2014-15) farmers 

can get recommendations regarding the appropriate dosage of fertilizers based on the results of their soil 

test. Nowadays, bio-fertilizers are also gaining popularity, and farmers are adopting it for organic farming.  

Access to agricultural credit: According to The Working Group of RBI (2016-17) 72% per cent of the 

agricultural households availed loans through institutional sources and 28 per cent from non-institutional 

sources.  It was speculated that the reliance on non-institutional sources may be due to: (i) lack of collateral 

security with the poor farmers, (ii) no/low credit rating, and (iii) practicing subsistence kind of agriculture. 

Kissan Credit Card is one of the most popularly used tools for availing short term loans from the banks 

and recently its benefits have been extended to the farmers of animal husbandry and fishery. 

Access to crop insurance: Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana (PMFBY) was launched in India in 2016, 

which made it mandatory for the loanee farmer to undertake insurance cover for its crops. In 2020, the 

scheme had covered 30 per cent of the cultivated land and the scheme has been made optional for the 

farmers. The PMFBY was launched by scrapping off the existing crop insurance schemes of NAIS and 

MNAIS. The crop insurance covers pre-harvest economic losses due to climatic changes., therefore the govt. 

is most likely to compensate Rs. 10 crores to the farmers for the yield loss due to the unexpected rainfalls 

during October and November in 2019.  

Assurance of remunerative price for its produce: Before the commencement of the sowing season, 

the government used to announce minimum support price (MSP) for the crops of Kharif and rabi season 

and then FCI used to procure foodgrains from the farmers on behalf of the government. This way, farmer 

producers were assured of a minimum sale price for their produce, which is calculated by taking into 

account the cost of cultivation. 

Conclusion 
During the pandemic, the government announced an additional allocation of foodgrains over the existing 

ration quotas under PDS, and even the harvesting of last season's crop was delayed, which indicated a 

decline in the food stock with the government. Unavailability of labors, machine operators, limited mandi 

operations were some of the key problems. But eventually, the expected production losses were controlled 

and the tension shifted from the existing season to the next Kharif season. During the nation-wide 

lockdown, the agricultural operation was included under the essential commodity list and received 

relaxation. Several experts anticipated the problem of untimely/less sowing due to lack of machinery, 

labors, and sale of seeds and fertilizers. In contrary to the expectations, the situation of Indian agriculture 

went uphill during the COVID-19 pandemic as a bumper production of 150 million tonnes (MT) of 

foodgrains was recorded last season, Haryana govt. announced to register FPO's warehouses and 

packhouses on the e-NAM platform, 200 new markets were registered on e-NAM, CSIR launched ‘Kisan 

Sabha’ app for supply chain management, X5 Agro entered into cooperative contract farming in Uttar 

Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Uttarakhand. The National Seed Association of India (NSAI) urged 

the Indian govt. to provide loans to the seed sector at par with the agricultural credit and to provide capital 

subsidy on seed infrastructure investment. On 15th May 2020 government of India announced significant 

reforms in the agricultural sector by earmarking Rs 1 lakh crore for funding agricultural infrastructure 

projects, amending the Essential Commodities Act by deregulating certain commodities. Earlier the 

farmers were bound to sell their produce to licensees in the APMC but these reforms have enabled the 

farmers to sell their products to any buyer throughout the country under the 'one, nation, one market' 

policy. These reforms were long-awaited and the pandemic paved the way for immediate action. The 

government continued its pulse procurement amidst the lockdown under the Price Support Scheme (PSS) 

thereby ensuring income to the farmers. Under the 'Marine Krishi Udaan' SpiceJet airlines transported 

225 tonnes of shrimp from Vishakhapatnam. There were some negative impacts as well as the fishery 

sector suffered a daily loss of 224 crores, Mahinda & Mahindra reported 83 per cent decline in tractors sale. 

Due to nation-wide lockdown and restrictions in logistics, it was presumed that the farming will be 

hampered as the farmers would not receive inputs at the right time. But Rashtriya Chemicals and 

Fertilizers Ltd. (RCF) reported a 35 per cent increase in the sale of fertilizers and National fertilizers Ltd. 

(NFL) also recorded 71 per cent growth in fertilizer sales during April 2020. The National Horticulture 
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Board (NHB) has ensured the availability of good quality planting material for the coming Kharif season 

through its 618 accredited nurseries. This information was shared on its website. NABARD is all set to 

provide financial assistance of Rs. 20,500 crores to farmers through cooperative banks and RRBs for 

carrying out agricultural operations during pre-monsoon and Kharif time-period. IFFCO Kisan launched a 

mobile app to provide customized advisory services on animal husbandry, weather, market rates, 

government schemes. 
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Recent advances in Information and communication Technologies (ICTs) have changed the way we live, 

learn and interact. They have transformed the way knowledge is produced, processed, retrieved and 

transferred between different stakeholders. The innovative ICT applications are dominating and driving 

the development scholarship and thinking in agriculture sector. The increasing availability and use of 

Information and Communication Technologies offers the Extension System and all its stakeholders / 

partners an undeniable opportunity to redefine the way it provides information and interacts with farmers. 

ICTs are not just a new tool for information dissemination; it is empowering and changing the very culture 

of society’s information-seeking behavior. And Extension must change, too. This change opens the door to 

serve a more diverse audience, build a broader constituency, and make objective information and services 

available from the existing national agriculture research and extension system. Historically speaking, the 

information and communication support for transfer an agriculture technologies during the last five 

decades has been mainly conventional. The existing system of agricultural extension is a moribund 

superstructure wherein the grassroots- level key functionary (i.e., Extension Personnel) suffers from low 

perceived competency, high levels of de-motivation and frustrations, systemic operational inefficiency 

besides fiscal constraints. Consequently, a new paradigm of agricultural extension is fast emerging in both 

developing and developed countries and expanding in all directions. This involves harnessing the potential 

of recent advances in the field of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) for transfer of 

agricultural products and technologies. Cyber extension refers to the systematic use of the power of online 

networks of computer, computer-based communications, and digital interactive media to facilitate the 

dissemination of information to the intended uses. The report presents enabling frameworks of cyber-

extension that will attempt to harness the potential of ICTs and facilitate delivering of agricultural 

information at farmer’ door-step, advice and consultation for high-tech agriculture and precision farming. 

Rural Knowledge Centers (RKCs) established under India’s “Mission 2007: Every village knowledge centre” 

has been focal point of nationwide efforts to mobilize the private and public sectors, including NGOs, Civil 

society organizations, mass media and academia, to apply ICTs to cater the Information, Communication 

and Training needs of rural India. The prevailing technology environment can provide ample opportunities 

for skill up- gradation of rural youth for possible diversification in agriculture sector and catalyze 

community-based development initiatives through value addition in agricultural products supply chain 

and triggering entrepreneurial activities in villages through SHGs. 

Introduction 
The World Bank report in 2000 articulated that “more than natural resources, more than cheap labour, 

more than financial capital, knowledge is becoming the key factor of production”. Access to information and 

improved communication is a crucial requirement for sustainable agriculture development. Modern 

communication technologies, when applied to conditions in rural areas, can help improve communication, 

increase participation, disseminate information and share knowledge and skills. Recent advances in 

Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) have changed the way we live, learn and interact. 

They have transformed the way knowledge is produced, processed, retrieved and transferred between 

different stakeholders. The innovative ICT applications are dominating and driving the development 

scholarship and thinking in agriculture sector. 
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The increasing availability and use of the Information and Communication Technologies offers the 

Extension System and all its stakeholders/partners an undeniable opportunity to redefine the way it 

provides information and interacts with farmers. ICTs are not just a new tool for information 

dissemination; it is empowering and changing the very culture of society’s information-seeking behavior 

and Extension must change, too. This change opens the door to serve a more diverse audience, build a 

broader constituency, and make objective information and services available from the existing national 

agriculture research and extension system. In order to transform Indian agriculture into information 

driven, market-led and competitive business enterprise, the role of ICTs can’t be over emphasized. The 

report of the “Task Force on India as Knowledge Super Power” by the GoI in 2001 emphasized the necessity 

of developing the capacity to generate, absorb, disseminate and protect knowledge and exploit it as powerful 

tool to drive societal transformation. ICTs are seen as a means of achieving such a transformation. 

The people working in agriculture sector are least equipped with required knowledge and skills to deal 

with imperatives of a globally competitive agrarian economy. Besides, the existing Transfer of Technology 

mechanisms and extension programmes, mostly run by the government, are no longer relevant and able to 

meet the increasing demands of the farming community. They are woefully inadequate and ill-equipped to 

act as bridges between research system and client system (Farmers). 

Cyber Extension 
Cyber: According to Oxford dictionary, the literal meaning of the word “cyber” relates to information 

technology, internet and virtual reality, i.e., cyber space. 

Extension: Extension stands for “the action or the process of enlarging or extending something”. 

Cyber Extension, thus, can be defined as the systematic use of the power of online networks of computer, 

computer-based communications and digital interactive media to facilitate the dissemination of 

information to the intended users. It includes the effective use of information and communication 

technologies, national and international Information Networks, Internet, Expert Systems, Multimedia 

Learning Systems and computer-based training systems to improve information access to the farmers, 

extension workers, research scientists and extension managers (Sharma, 2004). 

Cyber extension is an agricultural information exchange mechanism over cyber space, the imaginary space 

behind the interconnected computer networks through telecommunication means. It utilizes the power of 

networks, computer communications and interactive multimedia to facilitate information sharing 

mechanism (Wijekoon, 2003). 

In fact, cyber extension is an ICT enabled approach of extension linking farmers to key stakeholders. The 

new system does not intend to replace the existing system of extension; rather, it will augment its capacity 

through enlarging its reach and providing two-way instant interactivity / connectivity between different 

stakeholders. The continuing expansion of telecommunication infrastructure and its even-increasing 

penetration into the new rural / remote areas will facilitate and reinforce agriculture extension services. 

Cyber extension system will bring increased access to new information services and provider greater control 

over the transfer of technology. It will empower the farmers in improving their decision-making abilities 

and reduce their dependence over extension workers. It will provide door-step delivery of information and 

communication services right at the click of a button. 

Cyber Extension: Application of ICTs in Agricultural Extension 
Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) have opened whole new set of options for the 

Agricultural Extension scientists, Extension officers in the research and extension system to improve the 

speed, accuracy of the communications at relatively lower costs. The ICT tools like Internet, e-mail, on-line 

Expert Systems, Call Centres and information portals on Agricultural marketing information, packages of 

practices and subject specific discussion groups on Internet have enhanced access of Extension personnel 

to the latest information within and outside the country. Communication is the central mechanism of 

Extension process. ICTs provide new dimensions to communication as a process:  

These include: 

1. Access to Information resources of the whole world, beyond state and national boundaries (improved 

reach).  
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2. Most of the time access is free (less cost).  

3. Instant access to the important resources - people and literature. Extension journals, newsletters (less 

time).  

4. Facilitates two-way communication - e-mails, Chat Groups, discussion forums.  

5. Information is available any time.  

6. Little or virtually no chance for Information - distortion, as the communication is between the user and 

communicator directly.  

7. Easy documentation as all the communication is in digital form, including e-mails, audio and video 

exchange.  

All the above dimensions of proper use of ICTs have generated a lot of interest among the Agricultural 

Extension Scientists and extension functionaries. This whole new field of interest and application- "Use of 

ICTs in Agricultural Extension" is emerging as a body of knowledge, popuparly known as "Cyber 

Extension". 

Information Needs of Farmers 
The main focus of ICT in agriculture is meeting the farmers needs for information. The following are some 

vital needs of farmers that seem to be imperative for the growth and development of agriculture – 

1. Market information: Market information including price updates of agricultural commodities of 

surrounding districts on a daily basis. For farmers, the price updates of markets outside their villages have 

a higher priority so that they can compare the prices and choose to sell at the appropriate place. 

2. Information on latest techniques and technologies: Continuous advancement in technology brings 

up gradation to agricultural machinery and techniques too. Up to date information regarding latest 

technologies in agriculture and animal husbandry is of immense importance for growth. 

3. Information about rural development programs and subsidies: Provision of detailed information 

on Government initiatives for rural development for those the programs are addressed. The areas that 

suffer from droughts, floods or other natural disasters frequently receive grants and subsidies from the 

Government. Information related to these programs is particularly important to small and marginal 

farmers. 

4. Weather forecasting: Updated information on whether such as temperature, humidity, forecasts on 

rains. 

5. Latest (best) packages of practices: Information on “best practices” of cultivation is important need 

of the farmers. Information regarding drought resistant varieties of certain crops can be important for 

farmers to withstand longstanding droughts in some areas. 

6. Post-harvest technology: Education on post-harvest technology and storage is as vital as pre-harvest. 

Farmers are getting aware of the value addition of food processing. 

7. General agricultural news: General news and information related to various agricultural events in 

villages and districts. 

8. Information on insurance / claim processing: Detailed information on crop insurance schemes, the 

type of damage covered and compensation offered premiums to be paid, etc. 

9. Input prices and availability: Information relating to the availability of agricultural inputs like seeds, 

fertilizers, manures, etc. and prices. 

10. Early warning and management of diseases and pests: In the areas of continuous droughts, pests 

and diseases do not generally pose a major threat. However, in other areas this information is useful. Also, 

early warning in case of some crops like sugarcane is important. 

11. Soil testing and soil sampling information: Information related to testing of quality or nature of 

soil is very important for farmers as the soil directly relates to productivity of crops. If this information is 

easily available to the farmers, it prepares farmers to get the best produce given the resources. 

Cyber Extension System: Getting Started 
Cyber Extension System attempts to harness the potential of ICTs and facilitate electronic delivering of 

agricultural information, advice and consultation to the target clients / farmers for high-tech agriculture 
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and precision farming. This has many advantages over the traditional system of extension which are as 

follows: 

1. Access to Extension System: Anytime Anywhere Anyone: The key attribute of Cyber Extension 

System is its non-stop and continuous availability- 24 Hours, 365 days a year- to the target users / farmers. 

Besides, the Cyber Extension System would eliminate the time and distance barrier that are associated 

with traditional system of extension. The farmers and other stakeholders can get the latest information on 

any particular problem and can get the expert advice from the best expert / scientist from any part of the 

world without the need for moving from their place of residence. 

2. Save Time, Money and Effort: Electronically updated versions of information can be loaded into 

computers, hosted on websites or e-mailed to the prospective farmers and others as and when desired. This 

way, it will save money and time to reach the end-user instantly. 

3. Eliminated Time Lag in Diffusion/ TOT: Through ICTs, we can disseminate the information about 

new technology instantly and simultaneously via videoconference or teleconferencing. Besides, the needs 

of capacity building of lower-level extension personnel can also be addressed through online learning 

capsules, thereby eliminating the need for Monthly / Zonal workshops for briefing the extension workers. 

4. Information Rich and Interactive: The extension literature can be converted in the forms of 

multimedia interactive modules (on CDs) which will make learning interactive as well as entertaining. The 

information dissemination can be enriched through animated online learning which can be centrally 

delivered as well monitored. 

5. No Distortion: The information disseminated through traditional system of extension gets distorted 

while in transit through many layers of extension personnel. However, in ICT- enabled systems of e- 

Extension, the number of actors will be reduced. Besides, the information can be packaged in such a way 

(eg. In CD-ROM) that it does not get changed. 

Proposed Model of Cyber Extension 
The increasing availability of ICTs and its use offers an undeniable opportunity to redefine the way 

extension activities are undertaken. In the 21st century, extension needs to become the resource of choice 

and discover how tech agriculture and precision farming. Because of communication and education role of 

our extension system, it is incumbent on us design a system that will serve the interests of farmers 

nationally as well as regionally, and enable Indian agriculture to survive in a global agrarian economy. The 

goal of the proposed Cyber Extension system is to plan and implement a web-based information and 

education network leading to info-tech empowerment of farming community. The key elements of such a 

system would include the following components: 

1. Knowledge Warehousing through World Wide Web: The internet is not just a new tool for 

information dissemination; it is changing the very culture of society's information seeking behavior. And, 

for this very reason, the Extension must also change so as to be in tune with the farmers.  

2. Reaching the Unreached: The prevailing technology environment in the contemporary society has the 

potential to engage the farmers in remote rural areas through placement of Village Information Kiosks. 

These information kiosks- which can be made interactive - can be linked through Internet to information 

highways for accessing the latest and best technology.  

3. Agriclinics: The Agriclinics can serve as platform for serving the multi-dimensional needs of the 

farmers through engagement. It can provide consultancy advice, agri-inputs as well as cater to the general 

information needs of farming/village community through effective networking. The young and enterprising 

agriculture graduates could be motivated to open the self-sustaining Agriclinics at block level which could 

have some of the essential facilities such as soil testing, a plant clinic or provide market intelligence or 

weather forecast for the curious and demanding farmers.  

4. Krishi Vigyan Kendra (KVK): The KVKs at district level can provide back-stopping, for Agriclinics, 

through its research and scientific experts who are engaged in location specific research. They can serve as 

a resource person for problem solving, motivating farmers for adoption of new and improved agriculture 

technology. There are 641 KVKs across the country serving the farming community. Indian Council of 
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Agricultural Research (ICAR) plans to provide e-linkage to all the KVKs that would serve as resource back-

up for the extension personnel and be in direct touch with the farming community. 

5. Agriculture Universities (AUs): There exists a vast network of 47 AUs besides a number of ICAR 

research centres and stations. The AUs can be inter-linked to form an Information Gateway which any 

farmers could access from anywhere for seeking advice on specific problem. This common platform can also 

be used for content generation. 

Cyber Extension Tools 
As we defined Cyber Extension as the "Extension over Cyber Space", all the tools of Internet used for 

browsing the Agricultural Information for the basket of Cyber Extension tools. The major Cyber Extension 

tools are:  

1. E-Mail  

2. Interactive Expert Systems on Crop Pests and Diseases  

3. INTERNET browsing for Extension Information  

4. Video Conferencing  

5. Call Centers; SATCOM Networks  

6. Discussion Groups and News Groups. 

E-Mail 
E-mail is the most often used communication tools in new age. In all sectors-education, business, services, 

e-mail has replaced letters, faxes and even telephone calls in the new generation working culture. In 

Agriculture sector the use of e-mail is limited by the non-availability of connectivity to the cutting-edge 

functionaries in the State Departments of Agriculture. This limitation is being overcome very fast and most 

of the state governments have initiated projects to connect all their departments, and also field level offices 

to provide on-line connectivity to the officers and staff. The mission mode projects under Government of 

India's National e-Governance Plan also all the central government offices working under Ministry of 

Agriculture are being given high-bandwidth connectivity. Once all this system is in place (which is likely 

to be within the 11th Five Year Plan itself), the e-mail should become the most powerful extension 

communication mechanism among the Agricultural scientists, extension functionaries, agricultural 

processing and supply-chain companies and the farmers. 

Interactive Expert Systems on Crop Pests and Diseases 
Expert systems are the programmes written to solve problems or give advice in specific subjects. In the 

Agricultural context the subject specific knowledge of a particular expert or a number of experts on crop-

pest or disease is organized in a computer program in such a way that a user (Student, farmer or extension 

worker) can indicate the symptoms in text form, data form or digital image (with color), the Computer 

assists the user to diagnose the problem- the pest or disease and then depending on its extent and stage of 

problem suggests preventive as well as curative measures for the same. The additional information on pest 

life-cycle favourable conditions for their growth may also be indicated. Expert systems can be used both in 

on-line and off-line mode. In on-line mode the users can interact with the Research organizations expert 

systems to diagnose the field problems and can offer advice to farmers and fisherman. A number of ICAR 

institutions are working on development of crop-specific Expert systems to assist the field functionaries. 

The expert-systems are thus very important tools for Cyber Extension. 

INTERNET Browsing for Extension Information 
Browsing the World Wide Web for the required information is the most often used "Information Access" 

method on the Internet. The agricultural scientists, students, extension functionaries, traders and farmers, 

all can access required information in a very short time, if the same is available on the Internet. The 

information on crop-science and package of practices is being hosted and up-loaded by ICAR institutes and 

State Agricultural Universities (SAUs), and the information on Government programmes, projects, 

schemes is being hosted by concerned state government or central government departments/ agencies. For 

example, all the relevant information on Government of India centrally sponsored schemes on "Support to 

the State Extension Programmes for Extension Reforms", "Mass Media Support to Agriculture Extension", 

and "Agiclinics and Agribusiness Centres", are available on MANAGE (National Institute of Agricultural 
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Extension Management) web-site-www.manage.gov.in. The mega-portal of "dacnet.nic.in" provides 

information all divisions, schemes, of the Ministry of Agriculture, government of India. Similarly, 

information on major state government supported projects is available on their web-sites. This information 

is extremely helpful for the farmers, extension functionaries and the agricultural scientists and students. 

The demand for "prices" information for the agricultural produce has been growing, as more and farmers 

are asking for the prices of their produce in near-by markets. A number of web-sites are providing the 

Agricultural produce prices on on-line basis. Web-browsing for finding the required information is growing 

at rural information kiosks as well. In remote villages of Pondicherry, MS SRF has reported that a number 

of farmers visit the Village Information Kiosks to find see and read the Newspapers on-line. 

Video Conferencing 
Video conferencing (VC) is remote meeting between two or more individuals present at geographically 

dispersed locations. National Informatics Centre (NIC), in India has established Video-Conferencing 

studios at all places in the country. (Source: www.vidcon.nic.in) These studios provide state-of-the-art 2-

way video-conferencing facility among 2-4 sites at one point of time. This facility is being extensively used 

for interaction among resource persons and training participants in training programmes. At the village 

kiosks level, the VC facility is being used very effectively by most of the SAUs, ICAR Institutes and KVICs, 

to interact with the farmers at village information kiosks having two-way VC facility. 

Call Centers and SATCOM Networks 
The call centers have proved to be a extremely effective mechanism for customer service support in a 

number of services and industries. Almost all Banks, Consumer Appliances Manufacturing Companies, 

Automobiles and Railways, etc, have made use of call centers to provide online, 24X7 (round the clock on 

all seven days) information services to their customers. In India the Kisan Call Centres (KCC) were 

established on January 21, 2004, providing online agriculture advice and information to the farmers, across 

the whole country, using a toll-free telephone number 1551. The farmers can make a call from anywhere 

in the state, the call lands at the concerned state call centre and the farmer gets the response in his/ her 

own language from the agriculture graduates at the call centre or the experts at identified agriculture 

university or research centre in the state. Over 20 lakh calls were answered within first three years of 

KCC. Thus, Kisan Call Centres are an important cyber extension tools to provide two-way communication 

mechanism between the agricultural scientist and the farmers. 

SATCOM Networks 
Satellite Communications (SATCOM) provide another option for one-way or two-way communication on 

audio as well as video. Development Education and Communication Unit (DECU) of Indian Space Research 

Organisation (ISRO) has established a number of communication studios to provide one-way video and two-

way audio facilities to support development communication. These SATCOM studios offer excellent services 

to agricultural scientists to communicate with farming community on video. One-way video and two-way 

audio sets are highly economic (within a price range of Rs.50,000/- to Rs.60,000/-) and have been set up at 

more than 3000 locations in the country, under various projects. This infrastructure is being used optimally 

some of the agricultural universities. The Anand Agricultural University (AAU), Gujarat, runs a 

programme called Gujarat Satellite Krishi Gosthee (GAUSAT-KRU), providing one-way video and two-way 

audio communication among the scientists of AAU and the farmers of the state. The Scientists of AAU, 

come to the SATCOM studio of Gujarat at Gandhinagar, and the farmers interact with them from the 

Sardar Smriti Kendras (SSKs) having SATCOM facilities at various districts. The SATCOM is thus one of 

the important tools of Cyber Extension to facilitate two-way interaction among the stakeholders. 

Enablers of Cyber Extension System 
1. ICT Infrastructure: A state-of-art ICT infrastructure needs to be created for connecting key 

stakeholders which include ICAR, SAUs, ZRSs, KVK, etc. Any basic ICT infrastructure should have at least 

four essential elements for harnessing the true potential of ICTs: (i) Assured availability of electricity up 

to village level, (ii) Telephony i.e., both fixed, cellular / mobile network as well as wireless systems (iii) 

Teledensity, i.e., penetration of telephone network across the entire spectrum of community, even in rural 

and remote areas., and (iv) ICT hardware as well as Software to provide full gamut of e-services. Besides 
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providing the required ICT infrastructure, all out efforts should be made to develop and promote the user-

friendly software. Although the use of ICTs is increasing day by day, it is yet to cross the threshold level to 

harness the true potential of ICTs for development.  

2. Information Packaging: A onetime digitisation of all the extension literature needs to be done. Crop 

specific multimedia interactive CDs needs to be developed which could be distributed at village level.  

3. Capacity Building: Developing competencies of all extension stakeholders in the use of ICTs so that 

they could access and retrieve the information from multiple sources. 

4. Services Provided: Networking with e-governance initiatives, integration of services provided along 

with market intelligence and price related alerts should form the core of services provided at KVKs/ 

Agriclinics/ rural kiosks. Besides, links to all the general interest information/ services should be part of 

the mandate of village information kiosks so that they are self-sustainable. 

Success Stories of Cyber Extension 
There are several Cyber Extension initiatives in place in India, each addressing a part of the needs. The 

role of extension machinery should therefore be to harness each of them so that the complete package is 

available to the target-population. The expectation is that Cyber Extension will facilitate the country to 

bridge the divide between expertise and the recipients. Several organizations/ agencies have tried various 

models fueled by this promise and now time may be appropriate to sit and analyse, in order to see what is 

likely to work better for farmers in rural areas.  

The broad classification of ICT initiatives, currently in place:  

1. Central Government initiatives to provide connectivity to Extension System — NATP-ITD component, 

ICAR- Extension component under NATP, NIC initiative in Kolhapur, Sangli Districts of Maharashtra 

(Warna Wired Villages).  

2. State initiatives - Maharashtra Government initiative to promote Information kiosks, Kerala 

Government (Akshaya project) to connect all village panchayats etc.  

3. NGOs projects - Information Villages Project in Pondicherry by MSSRF Chennai  

4. Rural connectivity and allied services providers such as Drishtee, n-logue etc.  

5. Private and cooperative sector transaction related initiatives such as those of ITC, Mahindra, EID Parry, 

NDDB, etc. 

6. Pure information services providers such as iKisan, Community India, Agriwatch, Indiaagronet, etc.  

7. Multiple rural services, which include agriculture extension such as Warm. Gyandoot, Tarahaat etc.  

8. Knowledge networks and knowledge banks such as Honey Bee Network, Hari tGyan, Indian Society of 

Agri-Business Professionals etc.  

In addition to the above eight classes of initiatives, there is a ninth entity involved — Entrepreneurs 

operating as partners in the form of kiosk owners, franchisees, in the districts and taluks. Most of the 

initiatives work with entrepreneurs as partners (at village level). These entrepreneurs are the final links 

in the chain. The sustainability of all these initiatives is critically linked to the sustainability of these 

entrepreneurs. Some success stories are discussed. 

The Akshaya Project: E-Krishi Project of Kerala Government 
The Akshaya project, first started in the rural Malappuram district of Kerala, India, and now spread over 

to seven more districts in the state was the first district-wide e-literacy project in India and one of the 

largest known Internet Protocol (IP) based wireless networks in the world. In November 2002, the state 

government of Kerala put into place a project, piloted in Malappuram that aimed for one person in every 

family to be computer literate in Kerala, to be familiarized with the basic use of computer and empowered 

to access innumerable services that Information and Communication Technology offers. Malappuram is 

now what is said to be India's First E-literate District. The mission continues to make Kerala the First E-

literate state in India. In Malappuram district alone, Akshaya has conducted one of the world's largest 

computer literacy drives, claiming to reach over 600,000 households, representing more than 3.6 million 

people, in less than 6 months. The project has created a unique brand of state-funded computer access 

centers, and simultaneously led to a massive wireless infrastructure, providing a wide range of services 

and making way too many future opportunities. The project involves setting up around 5000 multipurpose 
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community technology centres called Akshaya e- kendras across Kerala. Run by private entrepreneurs, 

each e-kendra set up within 2-3 kilometres of every household, will cater to the requirements of around 

1000-3000 families to make available the power of networking and connectivity to common man. Akshaya 

is a social and economic catalyst focusing on the various facets of e-learning, e-transaction, e-governance, 

information and communication. 

Project Objectives 
The major objectives of the "Akshaya Project" is to make at least one person in each of over 6 million 

families in the state. e-literate and Delivery of public service and e-governance applications through e-

kendras. The specific objectives include:  

1. To enhance the quality of available IT infrastructure in the state, and also by providing facilities for 

rural connectivity infrastructure  

2. To accelerate the development of local content relevant to the population.  

3. To enable e-transaction and e-governance services through the centres  

4. Generate over 50,000 employment opportunities in 3 years.  

5. To bridge the gap between the 'Information Poor and the Information Rich'   

6. For Creation of a society which is ready for capitalizing on Knowledge for economic and social 

development.  

7. Akshaya Centres to work as social and economic catalysts for the overall development of the society  

8. To Empower individuals and communities through enhanced access to information, education and 

communication facilities  

9. To Integrate communities through creation of e-networks and development of the core sectors like 

Agriculture, Health, Education, Industry and Resources. 

Access Points 
The project has already connected 634 villages through e-centres in the Mallapuram District in the phase 

I. Under the second phase of the Akshaya Project was rolled out in seven districts of Kasargod, Kannur, 

Kozhikode, Thrissur, Emakulam, Pathanamthitta and Kollam in 2004, establishing 1333 more e-centres. 

Further the state Government has decided to implement the project in remaining six more districts namely 

Thiruvananthapuram, Alapuzha, Kottayam, Idukki, Palakkad and Wayanad. Thus, Kerala will become 

the first Indian state to have a comprehensive e-Governance Project. 

Key Services 
Akshaya works on a 5 + 8 + 5 model towards achieving sustainability. The first five are core services that 

are offered by all the Akshaya Centres. Eight services are more related to industry and are offered by 

Selected Akshaya Centres. There are also five ways to maintain good relation and to update with 

community. The core services include:  

1. Training centre: One of the important services at Akshaya Centre is imparting programmes to citizens. 

All the courses are approved by the Government and a certification for merit will also be provided through 

an online certification mechanism. Some of the courses offered are the following- Basic Computer Literacy 

Package, e-vidya- MS office Package, Spoken English course programme, Arabic Typing Tutor, Multimedia 

Training Programmes, Hardware Assembling and Maintenance and Computer Courses/ e-tuition for 

Students. All these courses have a common fee structure, and govt certification through an online package. 

Govt is providing assistance to faculty training, course module development, continuous training support 

and certification. 

2. Information Kiosk: Akshaya is envisaged as a one stop information centre. All kinds of information 

will be made available through the centres. Content has been already generated in five core areas including, 

Health, Agriculture, Career, Education and Laws and regulations. Govt also digitized all applications 

forms, govt schemes and delivered through Akshaya network. Encouragement for digitizing and updating 

locally relevant content is also given to Akshaya Centres.  

3. E-transaction centre: Extension of Friends Services through Akshaya centres is implemented through 

this initiative. Presently KSEB and BSNL bills are collected through this package. Entrepreneurs can 

collect Rs.5 per bill customer for offering this service.  
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4. e-governance cell: Government already had taken decisions to covert AkshayaCentres as the last mile 

units for e-governance delivery. Akshaya Centre will be used for delivering various e-govemance services 

to the public, which include, Pubic Grievances Redressal System, Decision Support systems, Online 

processing of applications, information dissemination services, digital extension of various 

campaign/awareness programmes, telemedicine, agriculture intervention etc. Many initiatives like e-

parathi (District Collector's Public Grievance Redressal Mechanism, e-krishi, etc has been started).  

5. Communication hub: Akshaya Centres will also be developed as a communication hub, which will 

have all ICT based communication facilities to the common man. In Malappuram all the Akshaya Centres 

are connected to Wireless internet which enable the centre for various connectivity’s-based services. 

Intranet based services are also initiated through the network. This is initiative is very important in Kerala 

as Kerala has lot of population living outside the country. The next category under Akshaya Business 

Development has identified eight services. These include-Digitization and Data Management, Hardware 

Sales and Maintenance, Financial Kiosk, Travel and Tourism, Multimedia, Animation and Designing 

centre, IT enabled Vocational Training, Health Care and Product Selling Division. In addition, the Akshaya 

Project has identified 5 ways to maintain good relation and to update with community. These are important 

steps to keep community informed and interested in new developments. These are- 'Shradha' -- The Kids 

Club, Mithra' - Club for the Unemployed, Sakthi' - The Women's Club, `Bhoomi' - The Farmers Club and 

Friends of Akshaya. 

Warana Wired Village Project 
Warna Nagar, a cluster of 70 villages in Maharashtra is an eye of the "Wired Villages" project. In 1960, a 

visionary Shri Tahasaheb Kore propagated the idea of co-operatives in Warna Nagar, as a method of 

achieving socio-economic development. He showed how this could bring all the farmers together, to share 

information, increase productivity, and profits. Thus, was born the "Warna Nagar Co-Operative Society". 

The society has a Chairman and a Board of Members and is free from political influence and society 

members are free to elect the board members. There are about eight sub cooperative bodies, working under 

this main society viz.; Warna Dairy Development Society, Warna Cooperative Bank, Warna Foods, Warna 

Women's Co-operative society etc/Sugarcane is major crop of this area and most of the sugar production of 

the two districts Kolhapur and Sangli is processed at this Society. From each village 200 - 300 farmers are 

registered as society members. The "Wired Village" project was initiated by Mr. Vinay Kore, the present 

Chairman of the Warna Co-operative Society in 1996, the actual implementation began in April 1998. The 

Project has been jointly implemented by GOI through National Informatics Centre (NIC), Government of 

Maharashtra and Warna Co-operative Society with the share of financial support being in the ratio of 

50:40:10. The manpower and maintenance cost is borne by the Wama Co-operative Society itself. The 

project area is a cluster of70 villages consisting of 46 villages from Kolhapur and 24 villages from Sangli 

districts of Maharashtra. This project has been initiated to serve the information needs on different crop 

cultivation practices of major crops, sugarcane cultivation practices, pest and disease control, marketing 

information, dairy and sugarcane processing information etc. to the farmers, right up to their village level. 

NIC, Pune was involved in setting-up the hardware and software and NIC, Delhi established connectivity 

of WAN links such as VSAT and dial-up connections. The software required for the system such as web 

page designing, database designing and client-based applications used by the farmers such as dairy, 

sugarcane information systems had been developed by the NIC, Pune. 

Network Connectivity: Central Hub 
The Central Hub, which is the main server station of "Wired Villages" is situated in Tahasaheb Kore 

Institute of Engineering Technology at Warna Nagar. This is equipped with servers based on Pentium II 

with 64 MB RAM, 4.1 GB hard disk and 32x CD-ROM drive. The 64-kbps bandwidth VSAT connection has 

been established as a gateway WAN link to NIC, Pune for connecting into their network and into global 

network. 

This enables the main computer center to down load information from NIC, Pune or the global network for 

latest information. The router is used to establish a WAN link to remote computer booths from the main 

computer centre. Presently the router supports 10 simultaneous connections i.e., 10 users can access 

information at a time. 
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Computer Booths 
The Computer Booths are serving as information centers for the farmers in their villages. The computer 

booth is operator by the booth operator and he is the main linkage between the farmers and information 

gateway center. The information sought relates to crops cultivation practices, land development, pesticides, 

diseases control details, marketing details, bills payments positions of sugarcane and dairy etc. Currently 

forty-six computer booths are functioning in Kolhapur and meeting the information needs of the farmers. 

In remaining 24 villages of Sangli district, computer booths and hardware was setup, and are waiting to 

link to Central Server Station. Apart from information retrieval, there are two client-based applications, 

to serve the farmers needs. They are (1) Dairy Information System (2) Sugarcane Information System. In 

Dairy Information System, the information on all the farmers, who are part of the dairy system, is 

maintained. Other details available to members of the dairy cooperatives include the quantity of milk 

supplied by each farmer, fat content, their billing information and credit details etc. This information is 

maintained and updated at the central database on daily basis. In Sugarcane Information System, 

information on shareholders is maintained. About 200-350 shareholders are there in each of the villages 

for sugar cane crop. This system maintains the details of the cultivation schedule; quantity harvested and 

supplied to the society, deductions effected by the Society towards credit, net income due to the farmers is 

available with respect to each shareholder. Every village is also linked with the Directorate of Marketing 

in Pune, which facilitates farmers in getting information on rates of vegetables, fruits and other crops. The 

computer booths are provided with a Pentium II computer having 64 MB ram, 2 GB hard disk, printer and 

an UPS power backup system. A dial-up connectivity with a modem and telephone line has been used to 

connect the main computer center to retrieve the information, send the queries, grievances to the central 

server station. The speed of dial-up connection is around 19200 BPS to 28000 BPS and average connectivity 

time is about 10 seconds. Telephone charge of around Rs. 350/-a-is paid by village level society. 

Information Technology Center 
Six Information technology Centers have been established to give training to staff, students and farmers 

of the village. These centers also function as computer booths and are maintained by a booth operator. The 

Centers have been provided with six Pentium II computers with configuration of Pentium II, 64-Mb RAM, 

2GB hard disk and a dot-matrix printer. The Dial-up connectivity with modem and telephone line has been 

used to connect the central server station to retrieve information, send the queries, grievances to the main 

center. 

NIC, Pune has developed a Computer Based Question Bank, in the local language "Marathi" which will be 

used to test the Computer knowledge awareness of the students of 5th to 10th standard. These students 

are being trained to get acquainted with the computer systems. Testing will be in subjects covered in the 

school like mathematics, science etc. and a certain percentage of marks will be awarded from this test to 

the final marks of the students. A batch consisting of 5 students will be examined for 1 hour. This center 

also serves as a computer booth. NIIT is engaged in helping create CDs on different topics which when 

available will be used at these centres for interactive coaching. 

The field officer Mr. Kulkarni V.V. Agriculture Officer, of Panhala village, Kolhapur district expressed that 

Cyber-Extension would be the major form of technology dissemination in the near future and added that 

the advantages of the WAN systems were on spot data availability for different purposes. Avoidance of 

unnecessary movement of farmers from their home village to data center for different purposes, and access 

to all the information at village level. 

Farmers' Feedback 
An interaction with a few farmers in villages of Paragoam, Kuralap, Bhariwadi etc. indicated that farmers 

like the concept. They believe that the information from Wired Computers (WAN) is major source of getting 

information on crop technology. The ranking given by the farmers for source of information on crop 

technology, ranks wired computers as the best source followed by field officers and staff, radio &TV, print 

media and company sales persons. They agree that WAN provides all necessary information on cultivation 

technology and market situation etc., information is timely, the language is understandable as it is in the 

local Marathi language, information is reliable and it's not costly. They also agree that it is beneficial not 

only for big farmers but also for marginal and small farmers. The farmers are expecting some more features 
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to be added like processing of all loan, legal documents etc. from their village wired computers. The farmers 

are also ready to learn operating computers, if any training is given and are ready to contribute any 

marginal amount necessary for the maintenance and up-keep of the system. Booth operators of Paragoam, 

Bhairwadi, Kuralap and Panhala informed that an average of 20-25 farmers visit the computer booths 

every day for information on crop cultivation practices and disease control, marketing, dairy and sugarcane 

billing details etc. 

Other ICT Initiatives for Agricultural Development in India 
There are many ICT projects supporting agricultural extension in India. A partial list of some famous ones 

is given below: 

Project Name Location 

Gyandoot project Madhya Pradesh 

Warana Wired Village project Maharashtra 

Information Village project of the M S Swaminathan Research 

Foundation (MSSRF) 

Pondicherry 

iKisan Andhra Pradesh 

Automated Milk Collection Centres of Amul dairy cooperatives Gujarat 

Land Record Computerisation (Bhoomi) Karnataka 

Knowledge Network for Grass Root Innovations – Society for 

Research and Initiatives (SRISTI) 

Gujarat 

Table 1 – List of ICT projects for agriculture 

Cyber Extension is now an established complementary and supplementary mechanism of Agricultural 

Extension. All Indian State Agricultural Universities, Indira Gandhi National Open University (IGNOU) 

and YC Maharastra Open University have included Cyber Extension or ICTs in Agricultural Extension as 

an integral part of their under graduate and post-graduate curriculum. The government of India has 

indicated to promote the use of Cyber Extension in the Extension reforms systems. 

Some of the state governments have initiated their own projects to improve the ICT connectivity of 

Agriculture departments in general and that of the Extension system in particular. The launch of Kisan 

Call Centre (1551) in January 2004 has added a new dimension to the Indian Extension System. It can be 

safely concluded that the Indian Agriculture is on threshold of a new communication mechanism, which 

will re-invigorate the Extension system to make optimal use of Research findings, extension personnel and 

the productive capacity of the Agriculture. 

Cyber Extension will further improve the international competitiveness and penetration of Indian 

Agricultural products, by providing timely information access to farming community of supply side and the 

prospective consumers on demand side. 

Conclusion 
The cyber extension is a vital machinery to support the extension functionaries. Availability of information 

over internet assists the process of agricultural extension and makes it speedy and more effective. The 

important components of Agricultural extension systems are agricultural research, marketing and farmers. 

Cyber extension bridges the communication gap between these components. The enhanced and smooth 

communication among these components of the system results in the overall development of the agriculture 

system of the country. 

This framework of Cyber Extension system should attempt to harness the potential of ICTs and facilitate 

electronic delivering of agricultural information, advice and consultation for high-tech agriculture and 

precision farming. Rural Knowledge Centre (RKC) being established under India's "Mission 2007: Every 

village a knowledge centre" should be the focal point of nationwide efforts to mobilize the private and public 

sectors to apply ICTs to cater the Information, Communication and Training needs of rural India. 

The prevailing technology environment can provide ample opportunities for skill upgradation of rural youth 

for possible diversification in agriculture sector and catalyze community-based development initiatives 

through value addition in agricultural products supply chain and triggering entrepreneurial activities in 

villages through Self Help Groups (SHGs). 
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Introduction 
In a speech at the United Nations Conference on Desertification (COP-14), the Indian Prime Minister Mr. 

Narendra Modi addressed the world that India is emphasizing zero-budget natural farming (ZBNF), a 

series of farming practices and a grassroots agrarian initiative that has swept across the country. The neo-

liberalization of the Indian economy has resulted in a severe agrarian crisis, rendering small-scale farming 

unprofitable. For farmers, privatized seeds, inputs, and markets are inaccessible and expensive. Because 

of high production costs, high interest rates on borrowing, uncertain market prices for commodities, 

growing expenses of fossil fuel-based inputs, and private seeds, Indian farmers are becoming trapped in a 

debt trap. In the previous two decades, about a quarter of a million farmers have committed suicide or 

attempted suicide in the country. Farmers' suicides have been connected to debt in several studies. In India, 

debt is an issue for farmers of all sizes. In these circumstances, "zero budget" farming claims to eliminate 

the need for financing and dramatically reduce production costs, ending the debt cycle for desperate 

farmers. "Zero budget" farming offers to break the cycle of debt for desperate farmers by eliminating the 

need for loans and substantially lowering production costs. The term "budget" relates to credit and costs, 

therefore a "zero budget" signifies that no credit is used and no money is spent on purchased inputs. 

"Natural farming" refers to farming that is done in harmony with nature and without the use of chemicals. 

Methods of Zero Budget Natural Farming 
1. Bijamrita: 

Object: Bijamrita is a seed treatment that improves seed germination, vigour, and germination 

percentage. It also promotes root development and growth of the plant, as well as the management 

of root infections in treated seed. It contains fungicides like dung (fym) and pesticides like cow urine. 

Material required for bijamrita: 20 lit. Water, 50 gm, Lime, 5 kg Fresh dung of indigenous cow, 

5 lit. Urine of indigenous cow, 100-150 gm. Surface soil having living organism 

Method of preparation of bijamrita: 5 kg of fresh dung, 5 kg of indigenous cow urine, 50 g of 

lime, and 100-150 g of surface soil are mixed for 24 hours in 20 litres of water. Afterwards, shake it 

twice (morning and evening) in a clockwise motion with a wooden stick. 

Use of bijamrita: 100 kg of seeds are spread on the floor and sprayed bijamrit on it before sowing 

in the field. Just before transplanting sugarcane slips and banana bulbs are dipped in bijamrit 

solution. Onion and rice roots tomatoes, cabbage, and other vegetables are dipped in bijamrit and 

put into the field immediately. For cereals, spraying bijamrita on seeds and sowing them in the field 

resulted in 90% increasing in seed germination.  

2. Jeevamrutha: 

Object: It is not manure it is used for increase the nutritional quality and culture of crops. 

Material required: 200 lit. Water, 10 kg fresh cow dung, 5-10 lit. Fresh cow urine, 1-2 kg pluses 

floor, 1-2 kg gur, 100-150 gm surface soil 

Method of preparation: For fermentation, mix all of these ingredients together and leave them 

in the shade or low-intensity sunlight for 2-3 days, shaking twice a day in a clockwise manner with 

a wooden stick (morning and evening). Zeevamrita is covered with a jute gunny bag because during 

the fermentation process, hazardous gases such as ammonia, carbon monoxide, methane, and others 

are produced, which are trapped by the pores of the gunny bag. After zeevamrita has been formed 

it should spread on the soil surface without the use of water and used for 7 days. 

Dose: 200 lit. of Zeevamrita per acre per month on crops up to 3-4 time used as a spray. 
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3. Ghanzeevamrita: 

Object: It is not a manure it used for increase the nutritional quality and culture of crops. 

Material required: 100 kg. Cow dung, 2 kg. Pulses floor, 2 lit. Cow urine, 1 kg. Gur, 100-150 gm. 

Surface soil. 

Method of preparation: First of all 100 kg cow dung spared on pakka floor or polythene and mixed 

1kg gram floor and 1kg gur in it afterward add 100-150gm Surface soil with 2-liter Cow urine and 

mixed well by spade. After that, the material is gathered and placed in the shadow for 48 hours. 

Gunny bag is used to protect the area. After a 48-hour period Prepare the powder and store it. 

Dose: 100 kg. Sheaved fym and 100 kg. Ghanzeevamrita should mixed well with seeds or sowing 

with seeds, is sufficient for one acre. Ghanzeevamritaa can be used up to one years. 

4. Dasparni-ark: 

Object: To control the all-sucking pest and beetles  

Material required: 5 kg. Leaves of neem, 2 kg. Leaves per bitter plants (aakra, dhatura, padlasi, 

kheep, karanj, ghartumba, kaner, indigenous babool, papaya, castor, and likewise 10 type of plant’s 

leaves), 200 lit. Water, 200 gm. Haldi powder, 500 gm. Tobacco, 1 kg. Cow dung, 500 gm. Green 

chilli chatni, 200 gm. Sonth powder, 10 lit. Cow urine, 500 gm. Garlic chatni. 

Method: All of the leaves, including neem, were finely chopped and left to decompose for 40–45 

days. Other components are mixed with water to make a paste and shaken twice a day in a clockwise 

motion using a wooden stick (morning and evening). The preparations should be kept in a cool, dry 

place away from the sun's light and rain. 

Dose: It is usable up to 6 months. It is used to control of leaf caterpillar and sucking pest by using 

of 5-6 liter Dasparni- ark in 200 liter Water for one acre. 

5. Neemastra: 

Object: To control of sucking pest 

Material required: 5 kg. Neem leaf paste, 5 lit. Cow urine, 100 lit. Water, 1 kg. Cow dung 

Method of preparation of neemastra: Mix all of the ingredients with water to produce a paste, 

then shake twice a day (morning and evening) for 48 hours in a clockwise manner with a wooden 

stick. After a 48-hour period, sieve the paste with a towel and keep it in a cold, dry area away from 

the sun and rain. 

Use: The neemastra can be used for up to 6 months. 

6. Aganiastra: 

Object: To control of thirps. 

Material required: 5 kg. Neem leaf paste, 1 kg. Tobacco, 500 gm. Garlic, 500 gm. Green chilli, 20 

lit. Cow urine. 

Method of preparation: All ingreadent are mixed in 20 liters of Water and stirred with a wooden 

stick, afterward a pot put on it for covering purpose and boiled it for four time. After boiling the 

material should be kept for cool down for 48 hrs. Cooled material sieved by cloth in a pot. This pot 

should be stored in dry and cool place. 

Dose: 2.5-3 lit. Aganiastra add in 100 ml water and apply in one acre area. Aganiastra can be used 

up to 3 months. 

For thrips: 3 lit. Bharmastra + 3 lit. Aganiastra in 200 lit. Water as a spray. 

7. Bharmastra: 

Material required: 3 kg. Neem leaf paste, 10 lit. Cow urine, 2 kg. Papaya leaf, 2 kg. Dhatura leaf, 

2 kg pomegranate leaf, 2 kg sitafal leaf, 2 kg. Guava leaf 

Method of preparation: Out of these any 5 plants leaf crush and pest add in 20 liter water and 

shake with wooden stick thereafter, a pot put on it for covering purpose and boiled it about four 

time. After boiling, the material should be kept for cooling down for 48 hrs. Cooled material sieved 

by cloth in a pot. This pot should be stored in dry and cool place. 

Dose and use: 2.5-3 lit. Bhramastra add in 100 ml water and apply in one acre area. Bhramastra  

can be up to 6 months. 

8. Saptadhanyaankur arck (sakti vardhak dava): 

Object: To increase in quality, size, weight, test, brightness of grains, fruits, and vegetables. 
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Material required: 100 gm. Sesame seed (black seed preferred), 100 gm. Green gram seed, 100 

gm. Black gram seeds, 100 gm. Cowpea seeds, 100 gm moth/lentil seeds, 100 gm. Wheat seeds, 100 

gm indigenous gram, 200 lit. Water, 10 lit. Cow urine 

Method of preparation: Black seeded til seeds, 100 gm soaked in water for 12 hours. Next 

morning, 100 gm. green gram seeds, 100 gm. black gram seeds, 100 gm moth or lentil seeds, 100gm 

wheat seeds and 100 gm of indigenous gram seeds are dipped together in water. The next day, wrap 

everything in a cloth and hang it. Make a paste once all of the seeds have germinated, up to 1 cm. 

Add another 200 litres of water to the paste and 10 litres of cow urine are also added to this water 

and mixed well. The mixture should be sieved through a cloth and used within 48 hours. 

Dose and use: 

i. Crops- milking stage 

ii. Fruits- in vegetative stage 

iii. Flowers- bud formation 

iv. Vegetables- 5 days prior to harvesting. 

Benefits of ZBNF 
The growing expense of external inputs (fertilisers and pesticides), which is the major cause of agricultural 

debt and suicide. According to data from the national sample survey office (nsso), about 70% of agricultural 

households spend more than they make, with more than half of all farmers under debt. The cost of 

manufacturing might be decreased because there is no need to invest money or take out loans for external 

inputs in ZBNF. Farming has been turned into a "zero budget" activity.  

At a time when chemical-intensive farming is causing soil and environmental deterioration, a zero-cost 

ecologically friendly agricultural system is unquestionably a welcome move and it suits all crops in all agro-

climatic zones. It also helpful to encourage regenerative agriculture, which will increase soil biodiversity 

and production. even the most unproductive land may be transformed into a fertile one. It ensures good 

livelihoods for smallholder farmers. and Restore ecosystem health through diversified, multi-layered 

cropping systems. 

Citing the advantages of ZBNF, Andhra Pradesh announced an ambitious ambition in June 2018 to become 

India's first state to embrace 100% natural farming by 2024. 

Issue Related to ZBNF 
Sikkim has become India's and the world's first organic state (with over 75000 acres of agricultural land), 

notwithstanding Kerala's goal to become a 100 percent organic state. There was a drop in yields in Sikkim 

after switching from conservation to organic farming. 

As a result of the decrease in production and return in ZBNF, many farmers have resorted to conventional 

farming. ZBNF requires indigenous cow breeds, which are declining at a rate of 6.0 percent, and indigenous 

cows with nondescript cattle, which are declining at an 8.1 percent rate. 

Government spending is low: last year, the government announced the commencement of the 

rashtriyakrishi vikas yojana (RKVY), a flagship green revolution initiative with a budget of Rs 3,745 crore 

for the fiscal year 2019-20. The paramparagat krishi vikas yojana (PKVY), which aims to promote organic 

farming and soil health, has been given a budget of Rs 325 crore only. 

Way Forward 
Before accomplishing the ZBNF target, various structural marketing issues must be addressed, such as: • 

Strengthening agricultural marketing structure and infrastructure.  Farmers are recommended to be 

rewarded for the gap between the government-announced MSPs for specified crops and their real market 

prices under price shortfall payment. 

This refers to the adoption of a crop price deficit payment scheme. Setting msp in accordance with the cost 

of cultivating various crops. Immediate action is required to enact laws on the "right to sell at msp." All 

states should be able to use the procurement system for all foodgrain and non-foodgrain crops.  Abolition 

of agricultural commodity minimum export prices. 
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Introduction 
Rice (Oryza sativa L.) is the most important food crop in the world. In lower and middle-income countries, 

rice is the major source of dietary energy (FAOSTAT, 2020). Grain quality and yield are the most significant 

characteristics plant breeders evaluate while producing new rice varieties. If consumers dislike the flavor, 

texture, taste, aroma, appearance, cookability, or processability of newly developed rice variety, any other 

distinguishing feature of the variety may be rendered useless. Grain quality has a wide range of definitions 

and is interpreted differently based on the final use, subject of interest, specialization, ethnic background, 

and other factors. In marketing, the most important quality attribute is appearance; producers and millers 

place a premium on milling quality; food manufacturer’s demand processing quality; dietitians demand 

nutritional quality; and consumers demand a wide range of cooking and eating qualities. Thus, good quality 

or poor quality is greatly influenced by preference and, when preferences differ, the same rice judged as 

good by one can be rated as poor by another. 

Rice Grain and Quality Parameters 
Rice grain/kernel consists of the hull which encloses the brown rice. Brown rice (BR) consists mainly of the 

bran, embryo and starchy endosperm. The embryo and endosperm are encased in numerous thin layers of 

differentiated tissues on the surface. The morphology of rice grain is given in figure 1a. Milled rice (MR) is 

more polished than brown rice and it lacks bran layer and embryo. The removal of bran and embryo 

provides aesthetic appeal to rice and improves shelf life (Shruti et. al., 2014); however, it also removes 

nutrients and minerals found in the grain. Improving grain quality is thus essential to rice consumers. 

Quality in rice may be categorized into four broad areas (Qiuxj, 2014) as shown in figure 1b. 

 
Fig 1: Morphology of rice grain (a) and four traits of rice quality (b). 

1. Milling quality: The milling quality of rice determines the yield and appearance of the rice after the 

milling process. The first step in milling involves the removal of the lemma and palea to obtain de-hulled 

rice called brown rice. The bran which consists of the aleurone, pericarp and embryo is removed to obtain 

milled rice. Milling quality thus comprises of brown, milled and head rice recovery. Brown rice recovery is 

the percentage of brown rice obtained after de-hulling a sample of paddy. Milling rice recovery is the 
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percentage of milled rice (including brokens) obtained from a sample of paddy. Head rice recovery is the 

percentage of head rice (excluding brokens) obtained from a sample of paddy. It normally includes broken 

kernels that are 75–80% of the whole kernel.  

2. Appearance Quality: Appearance quality is how the rice appears after milling and it is associated with 

grain length, width, length-width ratio (shape) and translucency/chalkiness of the endosperm. Appearance 

quality has a direct influence on marketability and success of commercial varieties. Grain size is measured 

as short (≤5.50 mm), medium/intermediate (5.51–6.60 mm), long (6.61–7.50 mm), and very long 

(>7.50 mm). Grain shape of rice can be described based on the length-to breadth ratio values. It is classified 

as: bold (≤2.0), medium (2.1–3.0), and slender (>3.0). Chalky areas in rice grains present on the dorsal 

(white belly), ventral side (white back) or in the center are opaque white parts of the endosperm. 

Classification of the grains is based on the proportion of the grain that is chalky: none (0%), small (<10%), 

medium (10–20%), and large (>20%). Chalk is the opaque area in the rice grain and is undesirable in almost 

every market.  

3. Nutritional quality: Rice is generally consumed as a polished grain. Nutritionally, BR is superior to 

white rice as BR is a good source of vitamins and minerals that are essential for several cellular and 

metabolic activities (Somaratne et. al., 2017). Resistant starch (RS) is an important trait of nutritional 

quality. More is the RS in rice, slower is its digestion and lower is the glycemic index (GI), which is 

indicative of the ability of food to raise the blood sugar level. The GI of rice is known to be relatively high 

compared to other starchy foods. 

Protein is the second major component of rice after starch. An average of protein content in milled rice is 

about 7% and 8% in brown rice. Rice provides around 40% protein to humans through food in developing 

nations, and the quality of PC in rice is excellent due to its high lysine content (3.8%). Lipids are the third 

major component of rice grain. Fats or lipids are mostly contained in the outer bran layer of BR, accounting 

for up to 20% by mass; thus, BR has higher lipid content than milled rice. On the other hand, BR is a rich 

source of unsaturated fatty acids such as oleic and linoleic acids. 

Mineral elements play a vital role in metabolism in the human body and their deficiencies may lead to 

malnutrition related diseases. Carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, calcium, 

magnesium, sulphur, iron, manganese, copper, boron, zinc, molybdenum, and chloride are all considered 

vital in rice nutrition (Shrestha et. al., 2020). The whole BR grain contains a greater content of minerals 

compared to MR. Brown rice, on the other hand, has vitamins such as thiamin (B1), riboflavin (B2), niacin 

(B3), pantothenic acid (B5), pyridoxine (B6), biotin (B7), folate (B9), and a-tocopherol (E), but not vitamins 

A, D, or C (Ghosh et. al., 2019). Vitamin content is also higher in BR than in MR due to the high 

concentration of vitamins in the aleurone layer. 

4. Cooking and eating quality: Cooking and eating quality is the easiness of cooking as well as texture, 

springiness, stickiness and chewiness of cooked rice. The rice grain is composed of 80–90% starch. Starch 

consists of two glucose polymers: amylose and amylopectin. Amylose content (AC) is the most important 

determinant of the texture of cooked rice. 

Rice is now typically classified as waxy rice (0–2% AC), low AC (<20%), intermediate AC (20-25%) and high 

AC (>25%). Another trait, gelatinization temperature (GT) controls the cooking time of rice and is the 

temperature at which 90% of starch granules swell irreversibly in hot water resulting in forfeiture of 

crystallinity and birefringence. It ranges from 55 to 85 °C. GT is typically classified as low (55–69 °C), 

intermediate (70–74 °C) or high (75–79 °C). Gel consistency (GC) is another parameter to evaluate eating 

and cooking quality of rice and it measures how firm rice grain is after cooking. 

GC is commonly determined by measuring the length of a cooled gel made from rice flour and is classified 

as hard (length of gel <40 mm), medium (length of gel 41–60 mm) and soft (length of gel >61 mm). Aroma 

in rice is also very important trait in eating quality of rice. Aromatic rice also known as fragrant or 

perfumed rice is highly prized all over the world. 

The two most popular aromatic rice types are the Basmati cultivars from India and Pakistan and the 

Jasmines from Thailand. 2-acetyl-1-pyrroline or 2AP was reported as the main compound that 

differentiates fragrant rice from non-fragrant varieties (Buttery et. al., 1982). 
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Abstract 
India is place where majority of the people worshipped their motherland because that motherland provides 

them food, income and shelter. India is an agrarian country with a vast availability of land for agricultural 

activities and huge population is depending on the agriculture and its allied businesses. Agripreneurship 

is the concept of the Entrepreneurship in agricultural sector, brought in by the people with innovative ideas 

to develop the existing practices for a better productivity. In this article we discuss about the concept of 

Agripreneurship, challenges faced by the agripreneurs and ways to overcome problems faced by the 

agripreneurs.  

Keywords: Agripreneurship, Entrepreneurship, Agri-Business, Economic Development, Farmers 

Upliftment, etc. 

Introduction 
Entrepreneurship plays a crucial role in putting in new technologies, innovations and economic changes as 

a whole in a country. There are numerous examples in the world on how the big companies have accelerate 

which was once started as a start-up with the idea of Entrepreneurship for basic objects like employment 

and bringing in innovation (Singh & Pravesh, 2017). In the last few years, the great economies understand 

the importance of entrepreneurship promotion as it gives a scope of great development by solving an 

existing problem in the society (Uplaonkar & Biradar, 2015). Different schemes are being running by the 

government to promote these entrepreneurs, such as Make in India & Start-up India initiatives by the 

Indian government. There are various types of entrepreneurships depending on the field they are in such 

as tourism, automobile, textile, software, food processing, production and consultation as many as we can 

think of businesses existing in any field (Singh & Pravesh, 2017). The main obstacle these agripreneurs 

encountered at the initial stage is the funding for their project as there are various challenges involved in 

convincing the funding agencies to accept the idea and start funding. As there are the prevalence of 

numerous schemes for their promotion that is not effectively executed which leads them to face initial 

challenges in getting funds (Verma, Sahoo, & Rakshit, 2019).   

But once their enterprise flourishes, it comes through various opportunities to expand as well as to go 

global. The globalization has provided them great opportunities by opening up a way to exchange ideas, 

innovation, and technology (Singh & Pravesh, 2017).  

In India, the majority of people depend on the agricultural sector as a livelihood. This sector contributes 

about 14-20 percentage to the total GDP of the economy and employs about 60% of the population of the 

country (Chand, 2019) (Kumar, 2017). Agriculture all over the world is going through a phase of transition. 

In this ever-changing scenario, agriculture is taking a new shape and expanding its scope beyond the limits 

of mere crop cultivation and animal husbandry for the livelihood of the rural population (Verma et al., 

2019). Verma, R. K., Sahoo, A. K., & Rakshit, S. (2019). Activities like diversification, value addition, 

precision farming, high-tech agriculture, agripreneurship, global marketing, organic farming, etc. are 

gradually getting due attention of people involved in redefining agriculture (Reddy & Krishna, 2018).   

Though there is a significant development in this sector through initiatives taken by the government, the 

development is not satisfactory as the results are poor than expected. There has to be more growth to attain 

an overall economic development as agriculture is considered to be the backbone of the economy as a huge 

percentage of population is depended on this sector. Moreover, this sector is always having risk from 

natural factors as late monsoon, heavy rain, and cyclone, etc. (Merriott, 2016).  
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Other than these factors, various other factors like farmer indebtedness, lack of financial resources for the 

commencement of farming activities, poor infrastructure for storage and transportation, weak marketing, 

and middlemen advantages (Weekly & Weekly, 2019). Various solutions and ideas are being brought up 

for these problems but their proper execution is still a question mark as the people lag behind in knowledge 

and they need proper guidance for better initiatives.  

This is where the concept of Agripreneurs comes into the picture. To promote economic development in 

post-liberalization-reform in India, central and state Governments has been formulating growth and 

development policies that encourages entrepreneurship and self-employment (Verma et al., 2019). To 

improve the effectiveness of these policies, it is important to understand how regional factors influence an 

individual's decision in shifting from employment to being self-employed (In, For, & Development, 2016).  

The occupational transition from salaried employment to self-employment is an important in developed 

economies as at a particular stage their GDP stops growing but these entrepreneurs can still make further 

development by exploring hidden opportunities and contribute this to GDP. To make a real economic 

difference a substantial number of individuals must shift from employment to self-employment (Verma et 

al., 2019). India is still considered to be an agrarian economy, which implies us to safeguard that name. 

This can only be achieved by proper development in that Agricultural sector. India’s agricultural produce 

from a hectare of land is just half of that of other countries (Dayakar Rao et al., 2010).  

This demands the introduction of a modern way of farming which is sustainable and good for the economy. 

This actually needs new ideas and innovation as well as more funds for these entrepreneurs as this can 

only be achieved from these Agripreneurs with their enthusiasm to bring in new technology & innovative 

ideas to grab the market as soon as possible (Uplaonkar & Biradar, 2015). 

Key Definitions 
1. Agripreneurship: Agripreneurship is the process of converting agricultural lands into profitable 

business with the combination of agriculture and entrepreneurship together. 

2. Agripreneur: Agripreneur is the individual whose sole business is agriculture or agriculture-related. 

AGRICULTURE + ENTREPRENEUR = AGRIPRENEUR. 

Some Areas where Agripreneurship can be Undertaken Include 
1. Honey Agribusiness. 

2. Plant Clinics. 

3. Landscaping and Nursery. 

4. Food Processing. 

5. Herbal-Based Mineral Water. 

6. Animal Feed Unit. 

7. Cultivation of Medicinal Plants. 

8. Cyber Extension.  

9. Floriculture Marketing. 

10. Poultry and Fisheries Development.  

11. Farm Machinery Unit. 

12. Dairy. 

13. Insurance. 

14. Agri-eco tourism. 

15. Research and development. 

16. Pesticide production and marketing. 

17. Bio-fertilizer production and marketing. 

18. Seed processing and agribusiness. 

19. Veterinary clinics. 

20. Soil testing laboratory. 

21. Post-harvest management. 

22. Vegetable production and marketing. 

23. Organic production/food chain. 

24. Direct and retail marketing. 
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25. Contract farming. 

Challenges 
There are various challenges faced by the Agripreneurs in the implementation of their plans to develop 

either new business which is allied to the sector or any other support businesses. The basic problem can be 

the literacy level of the farmers or rural people. This acts as root cause for majority of challenges discussed 

below. Similarly, there are various other social factors too which acts as challenges to these people to 

overcome.  

1. Low Productivity  

2. Inadequate infrastructural facilities  

3. Migration of skilled workforce to urban areas  

4. Lack of entrepreneurial abilities among farmers  

5. Declining interest in agricultural allied services  

6. Inefficient measures of the institutions and government. 

Schemes Available for Promotion of Agripreneurs 
1. Agri business centre scheme: The National Agricultural Extension Management Institute 

(MANAGE), Hyderabad is implementing the Agri-clinics and Agri-Business centers Scheme initiated by 

the Ministry of Agriculture, Government of India. The scheme aims to complement existing extension 

network to improve technology transfer processes in agriculture and to enhance input supply and services.  

2. Institutional support for Agri-businesses: RBI began NABARD in July 1982 to give full attention 

to the rural sector in the areas of agriculture, small-scale and cottage industries and agribusiness. Since 

NABARD was formed, it has the responsibility to manage all RBI's rural development and agro based 

activities.  

3. Panchayat mandi: The concept of self-governance has gone down through village markets and fairs to 

the level of marketing of village produce. The Panchayat mandi concept is to reduce the influence of 

middlemen and traders. This is only possible if the Zila Panchayat works effectively in conjunction with 

state marketing boards and APMC (Agriculture generating market committee).  

4. State agricultural marketing bank: These are set up by the government to regulate the prices of the 

agricultural produce on a frequent basis. It even regulates the markets for food crops and oil seeds to make 

the farmers avail proper benefit.  

5. NCOSAMB (The national council for state marketing board): An Agro-based country like India 

needs training centers across the country with modern facilities.  India's government is providing State aid 

for the establishment of such training facilities. NCOSAMB is the body responsible for organizing these 

training programmes.  

6. State Trading Corporation: The state trading corporation of India Ltd. is the leading international 

trading house owned by Indian government which was founded in 1956. The corporation has gained 

extensive expertise in managing bulk international trade.  

7. Other Institutions and schemes: There are various other such schemes like Agri-export zones, Agri-

Udaan, MSME in agriculture, women empowerment through SHG’s, dairy Entrepreneurship development 

scheme and various other incentives by the ministry of food processing industries (MFPI), National 

Horticulture Board, etc. 

Conclusion 
The concept of Agripreneur is having a wide scope in today’s era especially in India. The introduction of 

this concept into the agricultural sector can have a great impact in various aspects such as better income 

to farmers, good productivity with new technology and better living of the rural farmers who can no longer 

depend on lenders and fall into a debt trap. The concept of Agripreneurship has a great scope especially in 

a country that is blessed with a natural resource for farming and conducting agricultural activities. Being 

an agrarian economy, we are still not well developed in the technological aspects of this sector. This is 

leading to a lot of losses, indebtedness of farmers, and a lot many other social problems as a great no of the 
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population are dependent on the agricultural and its allied activities. So, for better development, the 

technology should go hand by hand without which this sector remains the same as always. 
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Introduction 
The stage of crop production immediately following harvest, including cooling, cleaning, sorting and 

packing may be termed as Post Harvest Handling. Fresh Fruits and Vegetables including root crops are 

mostly perishable in nature. They begin to deteriorate immediately after its separation from the parent 

plant and suffer considerable losses during the process of Marketing. These losses may be of following 

nature: - 

1. Quality downgrading due to handling 

2. Physiological spoilage (rooting & sprouting) 

3. Pathological Spoilage from pest and diseases 

4. Oversupply to markets. 

 

On the Other hand, Value Addition in Horticulture is the process in which a high price is realized for the 

same volume of a primary product, by means of processing, packing, upgrading the quality or other such 

methods. For example: Making Jam of Pomegranate and Strawberry. 

Need for Value Addition in Horticulture 
1. To improve the profitability of farmers. 

2. To empower the farmers and other weaker sections of society especially women through gainful 

employment opportunities and revitalize rural communities. 

3. To provide better quality, safe and branded foods to the consumers. 

4. To emphasize primary and secondary processing. 

5. To reduce post-harvest losses. 

6. Reduction of import and meeting export demands. 

7. Way of increased foreign exchange. 

8. Encourage growth of subsidiary industries. 

9. Reduce the economic risk of marketing. 

10. Increase opportunities for smaller farms and companies through the development of markets. 

11. Diversify the economic base of rural communities. 

12. Overall, increase farmers’ financial stability. 

Importance of Value Addition in Horticulture 
1. Horticulture deals a large group of crops having great medicinal, nutritional, health promoting values. 

2. India as second largest producer of fruits and vegetables, only 10 per cent of that horticultural produce 

is processed, but other developed and developing countries where 40-80 per cent produce is value added. 

3. Horticultural crops provide varied type of components, which can be effectively and gainfully utilized for 

value addition like pigment, amino acids, oleoresins, antioxidants, flavors, aroma etc. 
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List of Value-Added Products of Fruit 
1. Juices and concentrates  

2. Pulp  

3. Canned and dehydrated products  

4. Jams and jellies  

5. Pickles and chutneys. 

 

Mango Value Added Products 
Mostly mango has been used as a value-added product such as beverages and for its raw material for 

delicious pulp .and there are mango jams, mango pickles, mango chutney, mango juices mango vines etc. 

Mango toffees and mango ice cream are so popular among kids. Mango is very rich with vitamin A and 

vitamin C. this value addition can be done at any time between harvesting and final product. mango panna 

is a popular summer drink made from green mangoes it is a thick mixture of sugar salt and citric acid and 

spices. mango leather is well known for its dryness and it is made up of mango pulp mixed with deep sugar. 

 

Value Added Products of Banana 
There many values added products of banana. Banana chips, banana juice, banana wine, banana jam is 

some of them. Making flour is also considered as a processing product of banana. banana flour is beneficial 

for stomach problems and pains. banana jam is very popular worldwide. banana powder, banana drink, 

and banana sauce are also some processed products. 

Value Added Products of Pineapple 
Normally pine apple is consumed as fresh or canned. Pineapple is now consumed in world in the form of 

concentrated juice dehydrated sugar, canned in slices, dried chips cocktail type drinks and banana wine 

etc. Some value-added products of pineapple are canned pineapple, dried pineapple, nectar, juice, sauce, 

jam, vinegar, toffees. 

Value Added Products of Guava 
Mainly this is consumed as fresh fruit. And wide variety of guava are consumed as value added products. 

Some of value-added products of guava are jelly, juice, concentrate, cheese, toffee etc. Guava wine, guava 

powder, ice cream toppings are some of other value-added products. guava is a good source of vitamin C 

and has a great flavor with good nutritional quality. 

Value Added Products of Avocado 
Avocado oil is world famous. It is used for beauty care cooking. Oil is derived from flesh of ripe avocados. 

briquettes are a substitute for charcoal. these are made from selection of compressed waste products. 

Avocado peels are such a useful product. seeds of avocado are also another waste product that have utility. 
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They can be converted into powder. This powder is used for cosmetics. The paste of avocado can be used to 

make shakes and juices. 

Tomato Value Added Products are as Follows 
1. Tomato Puree. 

2. Tomato Juice. 

3. Mixtures of Vegetable Juice. 

4. Tomato Ketchup. 

5. Tomato Jam.  

6. Tomato Powder. 

7. Tomato Sauce. 

8. Tomato Pickle 

9. Tomato Pickles and Chutney: 

a. Tomato pickle and chutney are appetizing and go very well with the meals and snacks. 

b. Tomato pickle and chutney are preserved with salt, oil, spices and vinegar (acetic acid). 

c. Sometimes sodium benzoate as a chemical preservative may be added for better. 

d. Tomato sauce is also the concentrated product made from tomato protection during frequent use. 

e. Tomato pickle is typically used in South Indian cuisine with plain rice. 

f. Chutney is a relish or salsa with a sweet and tangy taste. 

g. Tomato chutney is commonly used in Indian cuisine. 

10. Tomato Juice: 

a. Fully ripe well developed color tomatoes are washed, trimmed, steamed, crushed in a crusher or 

cut into pieces with knives. 

b. The crushed pieces are heated in the steam jacketed kettle till they become quite soften. 

c. The heated tomatoes are passed through the pulping machine using a fine mesh sieve to separate 

juice from seeds and the skin. 

d. The sugar and salt @ 1% are added and heated to 85-90ºC. 

e. The hot juice is then filled in bottles, sealed immediately and processed sterilized in boiling water 

for about 30 minutes and cooled. 

11. Tomato Puree: 

a. The juice obtained as above is concentrated under vacuum to about 9% to 12% total solids so as 

to get tomato puree. 

b. The product is filled in bottles, crown corked and processed in boiling water for 30 min. and cooled. 

 

Value Added Products of Bottle Gourd 
Bottle Gourd Pickle: Pickling is a traditional method of food preservation. Pickle developed from bottle 

gourd increases shelf life of this vegetable. By using different spices like turmeric, mustard, clove and 

asafetida, pickle can be made more delicious. 

Bottle Gourd Pedha: Pedha is a khoa based milk product. The production of Pedha in India is higher 

than other milk-based sweets using khoa as basic ingredient. Pedha has special importance in various 

celebrations like inaugural functions, wedding, celebrating exam success or other such events. Pedha 

consist of sugar, milk solids and other additives and is highly nutritious. 
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Bottle Gourd Burfi: In India one of the most famous sweet prepared from khoa is burfi. Burfi consists of 

a blend of concentrated milk solids (khoa) and sugar which forms a homogenous consistency followed by 

cooling and slicing into specific shape. 

Bottle Gourd Halwa: Halwa (halvah or halva) is a local confection recipe of India. Among North Indians, 

bottle gourd halwa is very famous sweet. It is prepared traditionally by roasting and cooking of main 

ingredients in ghee followed by incorporation of sugar and khoa. 

Bottle Gourd Sweetmeat: The term sweetmeat is generally referred as sweet confections or candies. 

Sweetmeat is often abbreviated simply to ‘sweets. It was initially started as a way for preserving nuts and 

fruits with addition of sugar. 

Value Added Product of Cabbage 
Sauerkraut: Sauerkraut is finely cut raw cabbage that has been fermented by various lactic acid bacteria. 

It has a long shelf life and a distinctive sour flavor, both of which result from the lactic acid formed when 

the bacteria ferment the sugars in the cabbage leaves. It is one of the best-known national dishes in 

Germany. 
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Introduction 
What is vertical gardening: A garden in which the plants are supported to grow along vertical, often 

tiered surfaces, especially fences, posts, trellises, and walls, rather than along the ground. 

The lack of vegetation in urbanized areas, as result of human establishments, directly affects the quality 

of life, from physical and aesthetical point of view. The construction of vertical gardens is recommended 

both in interiors and especially in the exterior of buildings. By applying these technologies, any kind of 

area can be used at its maximum capacity, obtaining esthetic value, benefic for environment and human 

health. Even if the price of constructing and maintaining the vertical gardens is higher than a classical 

landscape it’s compensated by the environmental benefits, raising the vegetation surfaces, with impact for 

reducing the pollution effect. The new modern concepts for landscape development are keen on using any 

kind of concrete or glass, turning them in real vertical gardens, being possible to overcome the development 

of the urban areas making a smooth transition for a healthy green urban environment. 

This is an alternative method for gardening by expanding the scope of growing plants in a vertical space. 

Intensive urbanization has left hardly any horizontal space for outdoor gardens. Green 

walls   are   not   only spectacularly beautiful, but also helpful in enlivening the ambiance. Green walls can 

absorb heated gas in the air, lower both indoor and outdoor temperature, providing a healthier indoor air 

quality as well as a more beautiful space. 

Types of Vertical Greening System 
1. Green facades:- 

2. Living/green wall: 

a. Modular green walls. 

b. Vegetated mat walls. 

Green facades: Green facades are a type of green wall system in which climbing plants or cascading 

groundcovers are trained to cover specially designed supporting structures. Rooted at the base of these 

structure, in the ground, in intermediate planters or even on achieving full coverage. Green facades can be 

anchored to existing walls or built as freestanding structure, such as fences or columns 

 

Green walls / Living walls: Living wall system composed of pre-vegetated panels, vertical modules or 

planted blankets that are fixed vertically to a structural wall or frame. These panels can be made of plastic, 

expanded polystyrene, synthetic fabric and support a great diversity of plants species (eg: a lush mixture 

of ferns, ground covers, perennials and edible plants). Constructed from pre-vegetated panels, vertical 

modules or planted blankets (vegetated mat wall) that are fixed to structural framework or to a wall Made 

from steel framework, plastic, expanded polystyrene and synthetic fabric to support a variety of diversity 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/facades
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/facades
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and density of plant species Tend to require more maintenance such as fertilizer and water than green 

facade systems that are planted into the ground. 

 

Modular green wall: Vertical Garden Modules is made up of recycled poly propylene material. It has 

attractive look, highly durable in nature and it can be easily installed. It provides instant solution for 

making garden in your residing place. 

 

Vegetated mat wall: This system, pioneered by Patrick Blanc, is composed of two layers of synthetic fabric 

with pockets filled with the plants and growing media. The fabric walls are supported on a framework and 

backed by a waterproof membrane against the building wall Nutrients and water are delivered through an 

irrigation system at the top of the wall. 

 

Structures and Components for Green Wall System 
1. Front panel 

2. Bottom drainage tray 

3. Geo textile pouch 

4. Stabilizers 

5. Side panel 

6. Hanging hook. 

Plants Suitable for Vertical Garden 
Outdoor plants Peperomia, Syngoniums, Philodendron, Epipremnum, Begonia, Anthuriums, Nephrolepis, 

Chlorophytum, Lantana, Pilea, Rheo discolor, Cuphea, Fittonia, Spathiphylum, Schefflera. 
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Plants Suitable for Indoor Green Walls/ For Shaded Areas 
Herbaceous perennials Pepromia, Syngoniums, Philodendron, 

Epipremnum, Pepromia, Begonia, Anthuriums, 

Chlorophytum, Pilea, Rheo discolor, Fittonia, 

Spathiphylum, Schefflera 

Shrubs Schefflera, Ficus spp. 

Succulents Rheo discolor, Zebrinapendula, Setcreasea 

purpurea 

Ferns Nephrolepis exaltata 

Plants for Outdoors/Exterior Green Walls 
Herbaceous perennials Asparagus spp., Pilea microphylla, Alternenthera, 

Mentha spp. 

Succulents Crassula ovata, Sedums, Portuluca 

Shrubs Dusty miller, Cuphea  

Ground covers Baby’s tear, Callisa repens 

Grass like foliage forms Ophiophogon 

Growing Media 
Requirements: 

1. Weightless media 

2. High Water holding capacity 

3. High Nutrient holding capacity 

4. Good Porosity 

5. Neutral pH 

Cocopeat, Perlite, Sphagnum moss, vermiculite, vermicompost, shredded bark and leaf molds are the 

common media combinations used. Soil in not used since it increases the weight of the green walls. 

Irrigation 
The irrigation system is designed to minimize water consumption. It consists of an automation-unit with 

equipment for control of nutrient injection and irrigation cycles. When a surface has a variation of sun 

exposures, the irrigation is divided into segments in order to program it specifically for each part. Within 

the multi-layered felt surface a drip-tube is integrated. Water consumption varies with heat and sun 

exposure, but compared to normal green spaces or a lawn, the consumption is normally lower It averages 

between 2-5 l/m2/day. 

Benefits of Vertical Gardening 
1. Aesthetic effects. 

2. Acts as natural insulation for hot and cold air and a save energy for your building. 

3. Reduces CO2 levels and increases oxygen and improved air quality. 

4. Conserves water and watering takes less effort. 

5. Sound absorption and noise absorption. 

6. Improves thermal insulation and energy efficiency. 

7. Provides protection to buildings from adverse temperature and hence improves the life expectancy of the 

buildings. 

8. Mitigate urban island heat effect. 

9. It holds rain water, providing food and shelter for wildlife. 
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Introduction 
Crop stress is any condition in which, growth factors in terms of nutrients, water, temperature, light, etc. 

are not present in their optimum quantity or quality which affects the crop growth.  

Fewer amounts of these factors may cause deficiency in the crop whereas excess amount leads to toxicity.  

So, crop stress indicates the deviation of these growth factors from their optimal conditions. 

Type of Stress 
1. Biotic stress: Biotic stress is the negative influence caused by living factors i.e., insect, disease, weed, 

nematode, etc. on the growth of crop plant and thereby affecting the crop yield. 

2. Abiotic Stress: Any adverse influence of inanimate factors (non-living factors) on plants leads to the 

deviation from their normal activity which can be described as abiotic stress. 

 
Fig: Environment Stress and classification 

Stress Physiology 
Different plant stresses, their effects and how plants respond to these different types of stress. Responses 

to stress generally involve the various defense mechanisms shown by plants to cope up all these stresses.  

There is various defense mechanism adopted by plant to defend them from the environmental stress 

includes hypersensitive response and accumulation of plant hormones. 

Effect of Abiotic Stress on Plant 
1. Reduction in photosynthesis and accumulation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) free radicals 

2. Elevated transpiration and decrease Carbon dioxide fixation 

3. Cell membrane integrity 

4. Leaf senescence 

5. Increase metals concentration 

6. Hormonal imbalance 

7. Reduced nodulation and nitrogen fixation 

8. Affect chlorophyll content Ribulose 1.5 bisphosphate an carboxylase /oxygenase. 
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9. Soil contamination with heavy metals 

10. Physical properties like soil structure. texture and porosity 

11. Soil moisture content decrease. 

Effect of Biotic Stress on Plant 
1. Reduced shoot development 

2. Susceptibility to disease 

3. Damaged photo system and reduced Photosynthesis 

4. Generation of reactive oxygen species 

5. Impaired cell division and inhibition of the root growth  

6. Reduced plant biomass 

7. Hormonal imbalance 

8. Accumulation of reactive oxygen (ROS) free radicals 

9. Effects on agriculture, biodiversity and environment 

10. Soil fertility and health deterioration 

11. Nutrition translocation decrease from soil to plant 

Resistance, Susceptible and mutation to particular stress depends on: 

a. Stress Characteristics: Severity, Duration, Number of exposures, and Combination of stresses 

b. Plant Characteristics: Organ or tissue in question, Stage of development, Genotype. 

Physiological Response to Stresses 

 
Plant response to various type of stress 

In Agriculture point of view frequent drought stress causes a serious concern for plant growth, development 

and final yield. So here is some physiological adaptation especially for drought  

1. Escaping Drought: 

a. Ephemerals Drought. 

b. Early Maturing Variety. 

2. Drought Resistance. 

a. Avoiders: Maintaining Favorable Water Balance  

i. Conserving Water (Water Savers)  
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• Early Closer of Stomata 

• Increase Photosynthetic Efficiency 

• Lipid Deposition on Leaves (Soybean, Sorghum) 

• Reduced Leaf Area 

• Morphology of Leaf Surface (Thick Cuticle, Waxy Surface, Spines setc.) 

• Effects of Awn 

• Water Storage in Plants (Pineapple)  

ii. Improving Water Uptake (Water Spenders): 

• Efficient Root System 

• High Root/Top Ratio 

• Increased Plant OP  

b. Tolerating Stress: 

i. Mitigating Stress (Maintaining High WP)  

• Resistance to dehydration 

• Prevention of Cell Collapse (Leaf with Thick Cuticle) 

• By Maintaining Higher OP by Accumulating Higher Amounts of Solutes  

ii. High Degree Tolerance To: 

• Metabolic Strain 

• Plastic Strain. 
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Introduction 
Robotics is the branch of technology that deals with the design, construction, operation, structural 

depositions, manufacture and application of robots. Robotics brings together several very different 

engineering areas and skills. Robotics is related to the science of electronics, Engineering, mechanics, 

mechatronics, and software. There is metalworking for the body and we have mechanics for mounting the 

wheels on the axles, connecting them to the motors and keeping the body in balance. You need electronics 

to power the motors and connect the sensors to the controllers. At last, you need the software to understand 

the sensors and drive the robot around. Today Robotics is the rapidly growing field and it is continued in 

research, design, and build new robots that serve various practical purposes. As it has taken drive in 

various fields is there any possibility that robot can be introduced in the farming. 

Farming Needs 
1. Sowing the seeds 

2. Plantation 

3. Watering the plants 

4. Cutting the weeds spraying fertilizers and chemicals 

5. Examining the soil and harvesting the yield 

6. Cutting the weeds 

7. Killing the pest and insects that harm the crops. 

Robot Drone Tractors 
A new generation of robot drones is revolutionizing the way we farm, with manufacturing of different 

robots, i.e announcing the first ever robot drone tractor becomes part of the agricultural mainstream. Robot 

will decide where to plant, when to harvest and how to choose the best route for crisscrossing the farmland. 

These are used in America now. “We can design Robots to reduce the usage of pesticides, herbicides, 

fertilizers and water” a robotic scientist says. 

 

Flying Robots to Spread Fertilizer 
A flying robot monitors the growing condition of the crops with camera equipment and an automatic 

fertilizing system in the front, the robot can fly autonomously and apply fertilizer independently. 
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Fruit Picking Robots 
The research is still in full progress, especially as the robots need to be carefully designed so that they do 

not bruise the fruit while picking. One solution is the use of suction grippers, used on automated fruit 

picking machines manufactured, for example, by ACRO. 

 

Scope of Farm Robots in India 
Our farm equipment companies and researchers have developed a lot of small and heavy farm equipment 

for traditional farming needs but some kinds of robotic and pneumatic mechanism are required in precision 

farming. If the robots are being used for weed control, that will help to reduce the herbicides usage and the 

produces will turn into an organic, the same way robots can be used for transplanting the seedlings to avoid 

intensive labor. 

We used to read in newspapers on few impressive innovative technologies by rural inventors i.e., electric 

motors can be operated remotely by cell phones, it’s very helpful to farmers in summer time since the power 

supply is irregular. If we think advanced intelligent machines in farming, Sensors or readers and hand-

held PDAs are going to be great helpful in computation and accuracy in farming. There are lot of hurdles 

taken in the agriculture sector in all countries but specially in India. Farmers decreasing in India a daily 

report from the newspaper. 

According to Shineveramya a famous writer gave a report mentioning that the “Farmers are eyes of our 

country. They are great men who provide food for us but now a day’s farmers are reducing more in number. 

Many are leaving the farming profession by telling some repeated common sentences that it is no longer 

profitable and none want to get losses and it is becoming risky day by day. So many disadvantages. Also, 

the youngsters are not interested in that. So, they are ready to work in construction companies and not in 

farmland. 
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The Problems of Traditional Farming 
1. Lack of Knowledge of using fertilizer: adequate amount of fertilizer will benefit the farmers but 

surplus quantity damages the crop as well as the yield. The lack of knowledge of the usage is damaging the 

crops and hence giving the problems to the farmers. Even some farmers mistakenly drink the water added 

with fertilizer for the plants and lose their lives.  

2. Lack of Man Power: The farm workers are paid less than the construction labor. So, to earn livelihood 

many of workers are choosing the straight path work in construction and different areas but not farming. 

3. Farmers Suicides: It is a report from an agriculture region Maharashtra, Andhra pradesh and 

Karnataka states of India that more than 17,000 farmers have suicide and end their lives from 2006-

2007.All the above-mentioned crisis can be eradicated and Indian farming and agriculture sector can be 

improved for a very large extent by the use of Robotics with smart intelligence devices and making smart 

robots that benefit to the agriculture sector and farming and cattle grazing. All the researches are on and 

we need a good time for the establishment of the technology in the farming. 

Advantages of Robotics Farming 
1. Elimination of labor - The farmer is freed from the milking process and associated rigid schedule, and 

labor is devoted to supervision of animals, feeding, etc. 

2. It brings us an opportunity of self-employment for those who are unemployed and thinks the farming 

profession as a nightmare. 

3. It is one time investment then the expenditure of the farming will drastically. 

4. The use of fertilizer, pesticides, insecticides, herbicides and water consumption can be reduced in very 

large percentage. 

5. It brings revolution in the farming, agriculture and cattle grazing. 

6. Productivity will be increased to a lot extent. 

7. No more farming will be a difficult occupation it becomes the engineer’s choice and lot of youngsters will 

be engaged in the farming. 

8. Soil testing gives the information of the soil and that information when is taken as the intelligence this 

report is signaled and given to the artificial intelligence along the Robotics gives us perfect results that 

perhaps increases the quality. 

Disadvantages 
1. It is costlier to implement 

2. Complexity is increased  

3. Time management and skill full labor is required 

4. Roberts run with power but in india power cut in the farming region is more than 65%. 
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Introduction 
Fruits that develop in arid or semi-arid areas are exposed to high temperatures and solar radiation, and 

can suffer from oxidative stress, associated with a physiological disorder called solar injury or sunburn. 

Initial damage is produced in epidermic and sub-epidermic tissues affecting the appearance of the fruit, 

followed by changes in the maturity of the affected area, reducing the quality and potential storage of fruits. 

Two types of sunburn were determined in apples fruits by Schrader et al. (2001). One type result from 

thermal death of cells in the peel when fruit surface temperature (FST) reaches 52°C and is associated with 

necrotic tissue spots, called “sunburn necrosis”. The second type is called “sunburn browning” and occurs 

at FST of 46 to 49°C in the presence of sunlight. In the Alto Valle de Río Negro, Argentina, the loss of apple 

production varies between 25% for ‘Red Delicious’, reaching 55% for ‘Fuji’.  

The application of a hydrophobic particle film based on the inert mineral kaolin clay has been formulated 

as an economically acceptable crop sunscreen. It also provides the advantage of being suitable for organic 

apple production. Kaolin particles reflect sunlight in both infrared and UV wavelengths; however, the 

visible light that passes through the film is enough for the plant photosynthesis. Studies in recent years, 

kaolin particle film (PF) technology have been used for heat stress alleviation in many crops. Kaolin creates 

a white coating on tree surfaces that is highly reflective, thus reducing solar radiation reaching the exposed 

plant surfaces (and often causing shading of these plant surfaces), but redistributes this radiation 

throughout the plant reaching both leaf surfaces and shaded plant canopy areas (Rosati et al. 2007). Kaolin 

PF was found to reduce heat stress and solar injury in the whole apple tree canopy, leaf and fruit. Jifon & 

Syvertsen (2003) reported that kaolin PF decreased leaf temperature and leaf-to-air vapour pressure deficit 

at midday hours and increased leaf carbon assimilation and gas exchange in grapefruit trees, while 

Gindaba & Wand (2007) found no effect on midday leaf photosynthetic rate in ‘Cripps’ Pink’ apple. Finally, 

kaolin PF application on pecan trees (Lombardini et al. 2005) and on almond and walnut trees (Rosati et 

al. 2006) did not improve leaf gas exchange. Thus, kaolin PF applications were found to alleviate heat stress 

in most cases, but its effects on gas exchange are contradictory for the different crops and different regions 

studied. 

Characteristics of an Ideal Kaolin Particle Film 
For a particle film to be used over any horticultural crop, it should possess the following characteristics: 

1. Should be a chemically inert mineral particle. 

2. Particle diameter should be <2 μm. 

3. Should have the ability to get formulated to spread and create a uniform film over the produce. 

4. Should form a porous film which should not interfere with the gas exchange from the leaf without 

blocking stomata. 

5. Should transmit photo synthetically active radiation (PAR) but exclude ultraviolet (UV) and infrared 

(IR) radiation to some extent. 

6. Should have the ability to alter insect or pathogen behavior on the commodity to be treated. 

7. Should have the ability to get removable easily from the harvested produce. 

Application of Particle Films 
Rate and method of application: In general, the rate of application of the particle film is dependent on 

the amount of plant surface to be covered and active ingredients of the film. 

Time of application: Particle films should be applied before the occurrence of pests or high temperature 

and must be reapplied every two weeks to protect new growth or after a heavy rain. Correct application 
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timing is essential to optimize protection. For optimum effectiveness, these particle films should be used in 

a preventive program and sprayed before the insect appears, so as to establish good coverage by the film 

before the infestation. 

Water based particle emulsions: Initial application for such films (e.g., Surround) should start prior to 

infestation and later the interval of application varies with the type of crop and kind of pest. 

Wax-based emulsions: Some wax-based emulsions such as Raynox® have also been developed. Apples 

are most vulnerable to sunburn when air temperature is 30 °C with low humidity. 

Modes of action of particle films: Particle films exhibit several desirable effects on different fruits and 

can be used for controlling or reducing insect-pests, diseases, solar and freeze injury and can improve the 

fruit finish. Such effects are attributed to different modes of actions of these films. 

Disease control: Many fungal and bacterial plant pathogens require a liquid film of water for propagule 

(Spores/Conidia) germination and direct contact with the leaf surface. The particle films envelop the leaf 

which prevents direct contact of spores or water with the leaf surface and thereby suppresses the infection. 

Such films also inhibit the adhesion of fungal spores to the leaf surface which reduces the chances of 

infection and lesion development. 

Removal of kaolin particle films from fruits: kaolin particle film treated fruit or vegetables for the 

fresh market are cleaned after harvest by washing, rinsing, and waxing processes. Growers should conduct 

small scale trials to ensure that existing dump tanks, brushes and rinsing systems will remove particle 

film satisfactorily. An approved cleaning detergent can be added to the dump tank to improve cleaning 

efficiency. Traces of particle films do not affect the quality of processed fruit. However, particle films should 

not be used on crops intended for the fresh market or field packed crops unless provision is made to wash 

the film from the product. 

Conclusions 
The particle film technology aims in regulating the conventional chemical pesticides used for food 

production, thus reducing the pesticide load over the environment, which in turn, will improve agricultural 

worker safety, and insure a safer food supply for the consumer. The unique benefit of this technology is 

that, the insect pests are less likely to develop resistance and thus, particle films will be useful in resistance 

management programs. Particle films create a physical barrier that repels insects and hence there is no 

toxic selection pressure. The international adoption of particle film-based insect control programs, have 

reduced the use of chemical pesticide at global level and thus ensured the availability of produce with 

reduced levels of pesticides to the consumers. Particle films will also reduce the dependency of agriculture 

on irrigation water by increasing the water use efficiency (WUE) and by replacing the evaporative cooling 

technique used for reducing sunburn and heat stress in some horticultural crops. The multifaceted aspects 

of particle film technology for agri/horticulture will have a global impact on many aspects of the world 

agricultural production systems. 
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Summary 
A widerange of signal molecules rhizodeposited by both plant and microbial species mediate biologically 

important plant-microbe interactions. Root exudates are low molecular weight chemicals released by plant 

roots in rhizosphere. Through a variety of physical, chemical, and biological interactions, they help to 

construct a network of biointeractions among them. The various types of interactions of root exudates with 

both bacterial and fungal partners of the plant in the rhizosphere, including mycorrhiza, nitrogen-fixing 

symbionts, plant growth-promoting rhizobacteria, as well as the potential exploration of root exudates as 

novel antimicrobial compounds, are discussed in this article. 

Introduction 
The rhizosphere is the zone of contact in the soil surrounding a plant root where the roots influence the 

soil's biological and chemical properties. Hiltner (1904) was the first to use the term "rhizosphere". It was 

used to describe the zone where plant roots interact with the surrounding soil. Plants exude root exudates 

as essential signals into their surrounds to help them survive by forming favourable connections with the 

rhizosphere's microbial community (Haichar et al. 2008). Exudates from roots, on the other hand, are 

primarily responsible for modulating the complex molecular interactions that occur between soil bacteria 

and plant roots. Bacteria and mycorrhizal fungus are examples of non-symbiotic, symbiotic, and associative 

species found in this microenvironment. Microbial population is one of the essential parts of the rhizosphere 

and it affects the rhizosphere soil by their various activities such as water and nutrient uptake, exudation, 

and all the biological transformations (White, 2003). This article summarizes the importance of root 

exudates, applications, and their role in various mechanisms of interactions. 

Root Exudates & their Functions 
Root exudates are primarily low molecular weight carbon-containing chemical substances produced 

primarily from photosynthetic products (Bertin et al. 2003). Root exudates are recognised to have a variety 

of activities, including regulating plant-microbe associations, encouraging diverse symbiotic partnerships, 

protecting against herbivore attack, and inhibiting the establishment of other competent plants in their 

environment (Haldar and Sengupta 2015). Furthermore, it improves the rhizospheric soil's chemical and 

physical qualities. The rhizosphere bacteria along with root aggultinins found in root exudates can generate 

a rhizoplane community in the root zone (Kumar et al., 2007). On the other hand, many pathogenic fungi, 

including Rhizoctonia, Fusarium, Sclerotium, Aphanomyces, Pythium, Verticillium, and Phytophthora, are 

known to be attracted by root exudates. They germinate as a result of stimulation and/or food source by 

root exudates of susceptible cultivars of host plants. Thus, both positive and negative impact of root 

exudates in relation to plant growth can be observed. 

Beneficial Plant-Microbe Interaction Mediated by Root Exudates 
1. Root exudates and mycorrhizal interactions: About 80% of plant species, such as terrestrial plants, 

ferns, angiosperms, woody gymnosperms, and grasses, have symbiotic relationships with soil mycorrhizal 

fungi (ectomycorrhizae, endomycorrhizae, vesicular arbuscular mycorrhizae (AM), ericoid, and orchid 

mycorrhizae). This symbiotic relationship boosts plant growth by increasing nutrient intake, while fungi 

benefit from the host plant roots' nutrients (carbohydrates and lipids) (Bais et al. 2008). Mycorrhizal fungi, 

like rhizobia, recognise their suitable host through root exudates (Nagahashi and Douds, 2003). The 

establishment of symbiosis is ensured by hyphal branching, which ensures contact with the host root (De 
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carvalho et al., 2002). Another advantage of this fungal association is the fungal property of phosphate 

solubilization to make phosphorous available to the plants. Thus, VAM is widely used as biofertilizer for 

various crops. 

2. Root exudates and Nitrogen-fixing symbionts: Leguminous plants and Gram-negative nitrogen-

fixing bacteria have one of the most powerful plant-microbe interactions. Rhizobium, Bradyrhizobium, 

Sinorhizobium, Sinorhizobium, Mesorhizobium, Azorhizobium, and Photorhizobium are rod-shaped 

proteobacteria that can grow in soil or infect legume plants and form a symbiotic relationship. These 

bacteria create networks with plant roots by recognising signal molecules released by roots and then 

creating more signals to encourage colonisation. Microbes recognise these signals and use them to form 

symbiotic relationships with plants via physical interaction mediated by pili, fimbriae, adhesins, flagella, 

the Type III and Type IV secretion systems, and signal proteins (Lugtenberg et al. 2002). At least two 

processes in the mutual signal exchange between plants and microsymbionts define host specificity. First, 

plant-secreted signal molecules such as flavonoids activate bacterial nodulation (nod) genes, resulting in 

rhizobium production and secretion of nod components (Loon and Bakker, 2004). Flavones (luteolin, 

apigenin), flavanones (naringenin, hespertin), and isoflavones (daidzein, genestein) are flavonoids and 

isoflavonoids secreted from legume roots that activate nod genes (Perret et al., 2000). Then in the second 

step Nod factors initiate the infection process and cause nodule formation on the roots of the host plant. As 

a result, an extensive flow of chemical signals between the symbiotic partners is required for the 

establishment of the nitrogen fixation symbiosis.  

3. Root exudates and PGPR interactions: Plant growth promoting rhizobacteria (PGPR) are a category 

of beneficial rhizobacteria that colonise a plant's root system and have a positive synergistic effect by 

enhancing plant growth, development, and yield. They are referred to as biological control agents because 

they restrict the growth of plant pathogenic organisms (Kloepper, 1993). The ability to manufacture 

siderophores (Parez-Miranda et al., 2007), iron chelators that make iron inaccessible to infections, is one of 

the competitive strategies that reduce pathogens. During their interactions, plant root exudates containing 

chemical signals are thought to communicate with PGPR signal molecules. The chemotactic reaction of 

Pseudomonas fluorescens WCS365 during root colonisation in tomato plants was reported earlier (de Weert 

et al., 2002). Similarly, malic acid and citric acid were also discovered to be the most chemoattractive tomato 

root exudates for P. fluorescens. Other root exudates, such as amino acids and carbohydrates, have also 

been observed to have a strong chemoattractive effect on the PGPR population in rhizospheric soil (Somers 

et al. 2004). In some cases, rhizobacteria's flagellar motility is also regulated by root exudates (Lugtenburg 

et al., 2002). Thus, root exudates in the rhizospheric zone play a pivotal role in PGPR- plant interaction. 

4. Root exudates as antimicrobial agents: Exudates from plants contain a diverse range of secondary 

compounds that help plants defend themselves against diseases, insects, and herbivore attacks. Plant-

secreted root exudates act as antimicrobial agents, preventing dangerous rhizospheric infections from 

spreading. Plants produce root exudates (defensive proteins, phytoalexins, and other compounds) into their 

surroundings in reaction to infections. Indole, benzoxazinone, terpenoids, flavonoids, phenolics, and 

isoflavonoids are antimicrobial chemicals found in root exudates. When challenged with a fungus, 

Fusarium solani, the hairy roots of soybean triggered the biosynthetic pathway of phenylpropanoids to 

release isoflavones (Lozovaya et al. 2004). The phenylpropanoid pathway is known to be triggered in 

response to pathogenic fungus or other biotic stressors (Miedes et al. 2014). Likewise, secretion of defensive 

root exudates in barley (Hordeum vulgare) was observed when challenged with a fungal pathogen, resulted 

in the inhibition of germination of Fusarium graminearum macroconidia (Lanoue et al., 2010). 

Conclusions 
Root exudates contain volatile chemicals that are important in establishing connections between plant 

roots and the rhizospheric microbial flora. Plants benefit from these biointeractions because they get more 

nutrients from the soil and have greater defensive responses to hostile environments. However, as most 

biological interactions take place below ground, these root exudate-mediated biointeractions have yet to be 

fully characterised. As a result, new approaches to investigate their interactions in the laboratory are 

required. More research is needed to fully comprehend these interactions at the molecular level. Progress 

in these areas could aid in the development of economically valuable plants capable of producing more 

useful root exudates. As plant interaction studies are mainly restricted to only few rhizosphere microbes, 
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future research should focus on the understanding of other possible plant-microbe interactions in the 

complex rhizosphere environment. Also, chemical characterization of these rhizodeposits will pave a way 

in the discovery of novel metabolites with antimicrobial activity. 
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Honeybees are considered as one the most important insects present in ecosystem. They not only produce 

honey rather also perform important role in the main field as pollinators of agricultural crops. Honeybees 

also provide us with products like propolis, royal jelly, venom and bee wax which are of great economic 

importance. Bee broods and adults also acts as host to various micro-organisms including bacteria, fungi, 

protozoa and viruses. Therefore, some of the major diseases of honeybees and their management are 

described below. 

Bacterial Diseases 
1. American foul brood disease (AFB)-Paenibacillus larvae 

Symptoms: Isolated cells from which brood didn’t evolve can be observed easily. Caps of these cells 

become darker, sunken and punctured. Irregular pattern of filled sealed and unsealed broods are 

observed. A protruding tongue with remaining body decaying can be seen at later stages. The dead 

broods are dull white later turn into complete black. Harden larvae lies at lower part of the cell and 

closely adhered to it. Decayed or dead larvae are brown and ropy when pulled out using twig or 

grass blade or stick. Foul smell is also produced by the infected broods. 

Management: 

a. Frequent and efficient inspection is required to minimize the damage. 

b. Infected bees can be killed using poisonous gas or burning the powdered sulphur. 

c. Antibiotics (oxytetracycline) and sulfonamides mixed with sugar syrup are also fed to 

reduce the multiplication of the bacteria. 

d. Bacillus sp. and actinomycetes show antagonistic and antibacterial effect, respectively and 

can be used to suppress the damage caused by P. larvae. 

e. Cinnamon oil also showed antimicrobial activity against the bacteria. 

f. Avoid pretreatment with oxytetracycline as it masks the symptom of the disease. 

g. Some bee stock exhibit tolerance against AFB has genetically inherited traits. 

2. European foulbrood disease (EFB)- Mellissococcus pluton. 

Symptoms: Younger larvae are affected the most and die within 4-5 days i.e., in coiled stage. 

Infected larvae changes colour from dull white to brown and then black. Also, most of the affected 

larvae died before the cells are capped. Unlike AFB, dried scales of the larvae in EFB are not 

adhered to the cells. Scales texture are rubbery than brittle as in AFB. Fishy odor came out from 

the dead larvae. Sealed and unsealed brood distributed irregularly in diseased colony. 

Management: 

a. When infection is low, stimulate hygiene behavior of bees. 

b. Shift the bees to a better foraging site. 

c. Spray bees with thinned honey solution. 

d. When highly infected, the queen can also be replaced. 

e. Requeening can help in strengthening the colony by its better egg laying capacity and 

develop resistance against the disease. 

Fungal Diseases 
1. Chalkbrood disease- Ascosphaera apis 

Symptoms: As the fungal disease infect the gut of the larvae it results slowly to death.  Decayed 

larvae swell to the size of the cells which are covered with mycelia of the fungus whitish in color. 

Heavily infected brood dies and get dried within the cell. The dead ones get mummified, hardened 
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and appear chalklike hence the name. These mummified larvae in the combs make rattling sound 

when shaken. 

Management: 

a. Clean combs should be used whereas the infected broods need to be removed and destroyed 

to prevent outbreak. 

b. Select bees with good hygienic behavior by changing rearing conditions. 

c. Make bee hives ventilated and moisture free for maintaining strong population of worker 

bees. 

d. Essential oil mixed with sugar candy can be fed or sprayed during wintering. 

e. Replace highly infected frames. 

f. Face the entrance of hive towards sun. 

g. Requeening may be beneficial. 

2. Stonebrood disease- Aspergillus flavus 

Symptoms: Stonebrood infects both larvae and adult. A characteristic ring is observed near the 

head of infected larvae. Dead larvae are white and soft. Often covered with fungal spores of yellowish 

green color and became mouldy. Diseased larvae die within capped cell became harden and appear 

as small stones which are hard to crush hence the name. These harden mummified larvae are 

difficult to replace from the cells. Mummified larvae once removed by adult bees can be observed 

near the entrance of the bee hive. In infected adult bees become restless and excited and ultimately 

paralyzed, unable to fly resulting in death. 

Management: 

a. Destroy infected combs and infected larvae. 

b. Good beekeeping practices are most effective to prevent the disease. 

c. Replacing the queen can be effective. 

d. Essential oils of cinnamon, Litsea cubeba and geranium mixed with sugar syrup fed can 

be useful. 

e. Sterilize the equipments regularly and maintain moisture free condition. 

Protozoan Diseases 
Nosema disease- Nosema apis 

Symptoms: Unfortunately the disease can’t be diagnosed in field condition. In severe cases, the 

abdomen of infected bees gets swollen appear shiny. Intestinal disorder resulting in diarrhea. On 

dissection the constrictions of alimentary canal is not visible clearly. Bees are unable to secrete royal 

jelly. The running board and combs are filled with diarrhea. Bees unable to fly due to K’ shaped 

form paralyzing condition resulting into death. 

Management: 

a. Can be controlled using strong colonies and reducing stress. 

b. Proper ventilation and avoid cold and humid condition. 

c. Take colonies and queen from disease free stock. 

d. Change combs every 2 to 3 years. 

e. Only chemotherapeutic method available is to feed colony with antibiotic fumagillin @ 

25mg a.i/L of syrup. 

Viral Diseases 
Sacbrood disease- Morator aetotulas 

Symptoms: Diseased larvae unable to pupate and remain stretched and point like within the cell. 

Affected larvae turn pale yellow to black in color and curled. Infected larvae when taken out from 

the cell with tough skin and watery contents are observed. Dead larvae dry completely forming 

scales and attached loosely to lower layer of the cell. At the end of larvae is a watery bag present. 

Pupae form sac like structure also filled up with lemon colored liquid at the end. 

a. Deformed winged virus (DWV): 

Symptoms: DWV causes deformed wings and affects the lifespan of honeybees. Infected bees 

have short and bloated abdomen. Body size also reduces to half than the normal. 
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b. Chronic bee paralysis virus (CBPV): 

Symptoms: CBPV rarely infect the bees without showing any symptoms. Bristles on the 

body of bees get damage and virus enters through the wounds. Blackening and Hair loss is 

prominent identification found in CBPV infected bees. Severe infection can result in colony 

decline leaving the queen with few worker bees only. Symptom of paralyzing is observed in 

adults at the time of foraging. 

Management: Management of viral diseases can be achieved by following: 

a. Destruction of infected bees is the first most measure to be taken. 

b. Stimulation of hygienic behavior of the bees. 

c. Avoid stressed condition like food shortage, climatic stress etc. 

d. Requeening and removal of infected broods is useful. 

e. Artificial swarming can be used for managing the disease. 

f. Add food source and worker population to strengthen the colony. 

g. Manage of Varroa mites’ population is the only effective measure. 

h. Chemotherapeutic agents are not available for viral disease management. 

i. Exact diagnosis of viruses can be done only by Polymerase Chain Reaction-PCR technique 

in laboratory. 

Conclusion 
There is a need of integrated approach for successful management of the diseases in honeybees and to 

maintain the sustainability of bee colonies. Use of ecofriendly approaches seems promising in management 

of the diseases. Also, dependency on synthetic pesticide should be reduced as it is affecting the survival of 

bees. 
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Introduction 
Oats (Avena sativa L.) is an important cereal crop grown throughout the winter season and it is a self-

pollinated crop in nature. It is grown throughout the world and ranked sixth in production after wheat, 

maize, sorghum, rice and barley (Choubey and Roy 2005). In India, the total oats growing area is estimated 

to be around 10.0 lac hectares and the highest area is in Uttar Pradesh (34%) followed by Punjab (20%), 

Haryana (9%) and Madhya Pradesh (6%). Other states, such as Uttaranchal, Maharashtra, Gujarat and 

Orissa share the rest of the total area. In Punjab, oats is grown as fodder crop on 1.0 lac hectares (Indiastat 

2020). 

In India, oats are cultivated for forage purpose only. The crop is mainly grown to fulfil the need of green 

fodder for the livestock animals. At the same time, it is regarded as one of the best dual purpose cereal crop 

which fulfils the needs of human as well as animals (Chaudhary et. al., 2021). Higher green fodder as well 

high grain yield from the same crop are two important parameters which determines the suitability of oats 

as a dual-purpose crop. Dual purpose oats can be harvested for fodder at 65 to 70 days after sowing and 

then left to harvest grains at maturity (Amandeep et. al., 2021). 

Oats for Livestock 
Agriculture and livestock are essential components of the Indian economy. The number of livestock alone 

accounts for 4.11% of the country's Gross Domestic Product. India has 15% of the world's livestock 

population (536.76 million). The green fodder of oats is directly fed to the livestock but surplus is converted 

into silage to use during fodder deficit periods (Suttie and Reynolds, 2004). Oats as a forage crop has the 

advantage of being winter hardy and serves as catch crop. It is preferred feed of all animals and its straw 

is soft and grain is also valuable feed for horses, dairy cows, poultry and young breeding animals. The other 

uses of oats are as straw for bedding, hay, haylage and chaff. Livestock grain feed is still the primary use 

of oat crops, accounting for an average of around 74% of the world’s total usage. 

Oats for Humans 
Oats is a constituent of break-fast cereal in most developed countries. Oats is abundant in antioxidants 

like alpha- tocopherol and total dietary fibres such as beta-glucans. When compared to other cereal grains, 

oats have higher dietary fiber content (33%) and so provides more health advantages. Oat protein is nearly 

equivalent in quality to soy protein, which has been shown by the World Health Organization to be equal 

to meat, milk, and egg protein. The protein content of the hull-less oat kernel (groat) ranges from 12 to 

24%, the highest among cereals.  

Oats most commonly used as rolled or crushed into oatmeal, or ground into fine oat flour. Oatmeal is chiefly 

eaten as porridge, but may also be used in a variety of baked goods, such as oatcakes, oatmeal cookies, oat 

bread and raw material for food, health care and cosmetic products. Recent studies have analysed the 

impact of oats consumption on health are beyond reducing cardio vascular risk, controls blood pressure 

levels, lowers blood cholesterol concentrations, diabetes and maintains weight and gastro-intestinal health. 

Latest epidemiological data is used to investigate the positive effect of consumption of oats on the one of 

the most dangerous diseases like cancer. 

The major components of oats that contribute to its function include β-glucan, protein, oil, and starch. The 

minor protein of oat is a prolamine, avenin. In addition, there are minor components, including tocols and 
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avenanthramides that have antioxidant properties and may contribute to human health and well-being. 

The nutritional composition of oat grain per 100g is given in table 1. 

Table 1: Nutritional value per 100 g: 

Energy 1,628 kJ (389 kcal) 

Carbohydrates 66.3 g 

Dietary fibre 10.6 g 

Fat 6.9 g 

Protein 16.9 g 

Pantothenic acid (B5) 1.3 mg (26%) 

Folate (vit. B9) 56 μg (14%) 

Calcium 54 mg (5%) 

Iron 5 mg (38%) 

Magnesium 177 mg (50%) 

Potassium 429 mg (9%) 

β-glucan (soluble fibre) 4 g 

Industrial Benefits 
Viscosity properties of β-glucan can be used in the Bakery industry in products such as biscuits and pastas. 

Its use could also include frozen desserts, breakfast foods, beverages, meats, on-dairy creamers, and canned 

soups, especially as fat replacer. The cheese industry can benefit from β- glucan which optimize the process 

of raw material and improves the cheese structure. The combination of insulin and β–glucan also has very 

interesting properties that can be used as fat-replacer in products such as low-fat ice-creams. This has been 

proved to be very successful dietary sources of the soluble fibre β-glucan and has been associated with a 

reduced risk for many diseases. 

Other Benefits 
Medicinally oats have been used to prevent heart disease and cancers, to enhance immune response to 

infection and to stabilize blood sugars. They have also been used to treat rheumatism, chronic neurological 

pain and atonia (weakness) of the bladder. They have been used to treat insomnia, stress, anxiety, 

depression and nervous exhaustion. Interestingly, an extract of oats was used in traditional Ayurvedic 

medicine to cure opium addiction. A case report showed 6 out of 10 opium addicts gave up the drug after a 

treatment period of 27 to 45 days using a decoction of green oats. 

Agronomic Practices for Dual Purpose Oats 
Dual purpose oats make best grown in cool and moist weather. It grows well on all types of soils except 

alkaline or waterlogged soils. To prepare the field for sowing dual purpose oats crop, plough the field three 

times to make the field free from weeds. The optimum time for sowing of dual-purpose oats crop is from 

second week to last week of October. Sowing can be done with the help of seed drill with seed rate of 25 

kg/acre. 

Improved Varieties 
At present, there is only one dual purpose variety of oats i.e. OL1876-2 (Fig. 1) which was developed by 

Forage, millets and Nutrition section, Punjab Agricultural University, Ludhiana. 

 
Fig. 1: Dual purpose oat cultivar (OL1876-2) 
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Conclusion 
Dual purpose oats serve as a great source for food and nutrition for livestock and also fulfill the nutritional 

demands of the humans as well. It is a good source of proteins as well as fiber. But there is a need to develop 

more superior varieties so that the future demands for fodder as well as for grains can be met. 
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Introduction 
Synthetic seed technology is devised to combine the advantages of clonal propagation with those of seed 

propagation and storage. The micro-propagules obtained through clonal propagation techniques i.e., 

somatic embryo, shoot buds, shoot tips, organogenic or embryogenic calli etc. are not suitable for 

propagation directly like seed because they lack protective covering and stored food reserves for their 

nourishment. The concept of synthetic seed was first given by Toshio Murashige, (1977) and since from the 

advent of the concept different workers have proposed the four somatic embryos delivery system for using 

somatic embryos like natural seeds viz., 

1. Fluid drilling of somatic embryo (Drew, 1979) 

2. Desiccation of encapsulated somatic embryos using water soluble resins (Kitto and Janick, 1982) 

3. Encapsulation of somatic embryos in alginate gel (Regenbaugh et al., 1984) 

4. Desiccation of somatic embryos at high humidity (Gray, 1986). 

Later synthetic seeds were classified into two main categories based on the encapsulation matrix used i.e., 

Desiccated synthetic seeds and Hydrated synthetic seeds. There are many crop species where suitable 

condition for somatic embryogenesis have been standardised like oryza sativa, Zea mays, Dacus carota, 

solanum melongina etc. which paves path for their synthetic seed production. 

Table 1: Difference between desiccated synthetic seeds and Hydrated synthetic seeds: 

 Dessicated synthetic seeds Hydrated synthetic seeds 

Concept Given by Kitto and Janick, 1982 Given by Regenbaugh et al., 1984 

Coating 

material 

Water Soluble resins such as 

Polyoxyethylene, Percol@511 etc. 

Hydrogels such as Sodium and calcium 

alginates etc. 

Complexing 

agents 

Not required Calcium chloride, Potassium chloride etc. 

Disadvantage Produce clumps of seed which is difficult 

to separate 

Do not form clump 

Applications of Synthetic Seeds 
1. Maintenance of parental lines can be eliminated in hybrid seed production process. 

2. For maintenance of self- incompatible lines for effective utilisation of these lines for hybrid seed 

production. 

3. Meiotically unstable heterozygous plants can be propagated easily. 

4. Clonal propagation of tree species 

5. Seeds are free from seed-born pests. 

6. Transgenic crop trials where the possibility of pollen escape is there can be propagated by synthetic 

seeds. 

Limitations of Synthetic Seed Technology 
1. Low germination and conversion capacity (to develop into healthy seedling) is not at par with the natural 

seed. 

2. Very difficult to store for long term 

3. Standardisation of somatic embryogenesis for a very few crops has been done till date. 
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Inclusion of Artificial Endosperm 
Low germination and conversion capacity is basically due to lack of nourishment and underdeveloped 

somatic embryos which can be rectified by the inclusion of artificial endosperm in form of nutrient media 

(includes carbon source, nutrients, antimicrobial agents and growth regulators). Artificial endosperm 

supports the propagules during their initial growth and development hence increase their conversion 

capacity and make the artificial seeds as effective as natural seeds. 

Conclusion 
Synthetic seed technology has every potential to overcome the limitations of natural seeds but to reap all 

those advantages this technology should be innovated in such a manner that it become cost and time 

effective. With the advancement in technology in recent past many of the limitations are being overcome. 

Although success has been achieved in very few crop species and is expected that with advancement of 

technology, synthetic seeds will be used in wider range of crops and can be an effective alternative of natural 

seeds. 
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Introduction 
Along with the continuous growth in the fisheries sector, immense opportunities are being created for 

entrepreneurship along with farmers in this business. In fisheries, new dimensions are being established 

day by day by using the latest techniques in an advanced way and also many types of scientific methods. 

In this series, due to scientification and modernization in the field of fisheries, many problems are also 

arising, in which the biggest problem is with diseases and the damages caused by them. 

Various types of drugs and chemicals are being used for the treatment of diseases and various types of 

chemical drugs are being used in aquaculture to destroy the different diseases and disease-causing factors 

known as Chemotherapeutants. Due to the very good solubility of chemicals with water, they are being 

used at a very high level for treatment of different types of bacterial, fungal, parasitic diseases of fishes 

and water sanitization & disinfection. While the use of chemical drugs in the field of fisheries is proving to 

be a very effective solution for fish health management, many types of side effects are also being seen from 

these chemicals which directly and indirectly affect the pond environment, other aquatic organisms and at 

the same time it is being seen on the health of humans and animals who eat fish. 

 
 

 

   

Various Types of Chemotherapeutants and their Effects 
Formalin: Chemical preparation of formalin is done by dissolving 37% formaldehyde gas into water. 

Generally, formalin is used for bath or dip treatment of fishes against disease caused by most of the 

protozoan parasites. Formalin effectively kills parasite on fish gills, skin and fins. Formalin sometimes also 

used to control fungal infections on fish eggs but formalin it not used to treat any types of internal 

infections. 

a. Two brands of formalin Formalin-F (Natchez Animal Supply, Natchez, Miss.) and 

Paracide-F (Argent Chemical Laboratories, Redmond, Wash.) have been approved by FDA 

as a Parasiticide for use on fish. 

b. Short term bath of formalin can be delivered at a concentration of 50-100 ppm for 30 to 60 minutes 

and indefinite bath at a concentration of 15 to 25 ppm. In case of sensitive species like hybrid striped 

bass do not use dose of formalin more than 8-10 ppm. 

c. For controlling fungal infections on fish eggs high concentration of formalin upto 200 ppm for 15 

minutes in fish hatcheries approved by FDA. 
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d. The International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) of WHO classifies formaldehyde as 

"carcinogenic to humans", can cause nausea, coughing and burning sensation in eyes, nose and 

throat in the short term. 

e. Never use formalin when storage temperatures fall below 40°F (5°C) because at cold 

temperatures, formaldehyde is transformed into paraformaldehyde which is highly toxic material. 

Benzalkonium Chloride (BKC): Benzalkonium Chloride 50% & 80% is a colourless Liquid, Soluble in 

water under normal temperature used as sanitizer and broad-spectrum ponds disinfectant in aquaculture. 

It is a safe, rapid acting bactericide, algaecide and Fungicide.  

a. Shrimp farmers generally use it to reduce the concentration of planktons and dinoflagellates in 

closed pond systems and also prevention against bacterial and fungal diseases in fish ponds. In 

shrimps BKC supports for moulting & reduces black gill diseases. 

b. BKC helps for prevention and treatment of  columnaris, bacterial gill disease, ulcer, tail rot-fin 

rot, gills Infection, dropsy, black Spot in Shrimp, cotton wool disease, saprolegniasis etc. diseases. 

c. BKC is used for pond disinfection with dose of 500 ml. per acre of pond twice in month and for 

treatment of infection or diseased condition use 1 litre per acre of pond for continuous 3 days for 

better result. 

Potassium Permanganate (KMnO4): KMnO4 is one of the first chemicals to be used as a 

chemotherapeutant in aquaculture, Potassium permanganate is an oxidizer which can be used to 

"disinfect" the external surfaces of fish. It effectively removes most external parasites, as well as fungal 

and bacterial agents. 

a. To treat against Aeromonas hydrophila, it can be used at 4 ppm in excess of potassium 

permanganate demand.  

b. For aquarium fish, for treatment of bacterial and fungal infections it can be used at up to 2-5 ppm 

as a dip treatment for 5 min.  

c. 2 to 3 ppm solution of KMnO4 is also used for disinfect aquaculture equipments such as nets, 

machineries, sampling equipments and tools. 

d. KMnO4 is low cost, effective and easily available chemotherapeutant for fish farmers. 

Iodine: 

a. Iodine is widely used as a disinfectant in hatcheries and fish ponds. Generally, Iodine 10%, 20% 

and 30% concentration is used for treatment of different types of bacterial and fungal diseases of 

fish and shrimp. 

b. In Aquaculture Povidone-iodine (PVP-I) is widely used chemical disinfectant, which can decrease 

the occurrence of different types of infections and diseases and also improve the survival. 

c. Iodine is used to treat all the diseases caused by GRAM + and GRAM – bacteria, fungus, 

protozoans, yeast etc and it can be used to treat injuries, infection on wounds. 

d. Iodine 10% is suitable treatment against bacterial gill disease, red fin disease, fin rot, tail rot, red 

spot disease, skin inflammation with dose of 500 ml to 1 litre/ acre of pond. 

e. Mixed solution of BKC 80% and Iodine 20% is very effective and kill 995 bacterial pathogens from 

pond water. 

f. Iodine solution is also used for disinfect fish eggs in hatcheries. 

Copper sulphate (CUSO4): Copper sulphate has historically been used in many countries as a 

chemotherapeutic to control and treat different types of diseases caused by bacterial and fungal pathogens 

in freshwater and marine water fish ponds and hatcheries. 

a. Copper sulphate dissolves in water and splits into copper and sulphate ions and disappears from 

the water column rapidly after application and accumulates in the bottom sediments. 

b. 0.25-1 ppm dose of CUSO4 is used in shrimp hatcheries for control of vibriosis, filamentous 

bacterial, larval myosis, bacterial & vibrio infections etc. 

c. Adverse effects of copper sulphate in humans can cause nose, mouth and eye irritations, as well 

as headaches. Chronic exposure can lead to Wilson’s disease and liver, brain, nervous system, kidney 

and eye damage.  

d. Excessive copper concentrations in the environment can be toxic to plants, contaminate forage 

and harm livestock and other animals, and damage the soil biota.  
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Methylene Blue: Methylene Blue is a cationic dye, redox indicator.In aquaculture, it used to treat many 

types of bacterial, fungal and parasitic diseases and has commonly been used to treat fish eggs to ensure 

they are not lost to fungal overgrowth.  

a. Generally Methylene Blue is an aquarium-safe disinfectant and can also be used for the treatment 

of ammonia and nitrite poisoning. 

b. 2-3 ppm dose of methylene blue is used for dip treatment for 30 miniuts in case of bacterial and 

fungal infections. 

Malachite Green: Most effective Triarulmaethane dye which is also known as aniline green, benzaldehyde 

green, china green. 

a. In aquaculture, it is often used as an anti-fungal for eggs in hatcheries, in spite of growing concern 

regarding potential health hazards. 

b. It is most effective against external parasites, particularly when combined with formaldehyde. 

Malachite Green is also quite effective in controlling fungus on fish eggs. 

c. It is used for immersion treatment with dose rate of 0.15-1 ppm for aquarium fishes. 

d. Mixture of Formalin and malachite green oxalate are widely used for the control of fish and 

shrimp diseases caused by fungi and protozoan and crustacean parasites. 
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Abstract 
Although different modifications of ridge tillage (RT) systems exist in different regions around the world, 

the positive impacts of RT on crop yields and weed management are quite similar. Different forms of RT 

and highlights the benefits of RT for crop growth, mainly due to better access to soil moisture, nutrients 

and light. In temperate areas, RT can accelerate crop emergence because soil temperature is usually higher 

on the ridge. These stimulating effects increase crop competitiveness against weeds especially in the early 

period of crop development until canopy closure. RT with crops placed on the top of ridges can also be used 

for automatically guiding inter-row hoes and intra-row band sprayers. The ridges can replace automatic 

vision control systems for hoeing and band spraying, which are needed for precise weeding in conventional 

flat seedbeds. 

Introduction 
Ridge tillage (RT) creates raised seedbeds for crops. It is often considered a form of conservation agriculture 

which provides a favourable environment for crop development and protects the soils from erosion and 

nutrient leaching. There are different forms of RT. In intensive farming systems, for example, in potato 

production, dams are rebuilt every year. Less intensive forms of farming use permanent ridges. In RT 

systems, mechanical weeding can be applied more efficiently and precisely than in flat seedbeds by 

combining hoeing or harrowing and re-building of ridges. RT has been adopted for the cultivation of cereals 

(maize, winter wheat), root crops (yam, cassava, potatoes, etc.), legumes (soybean, cowpea) and some 

vegetables all around the world. It is often reported that RT favours crop growth and development, 

especially in the early growth stages. Crops benefit from favourable soil moisture and temperature 

conditions (Ram et al.,2012), which enhance crop competitiveness against weeds and increase crop 

tolerance to mechanical weeding operations. RT provides several benefits for weed management in organic 

and conventional food production systems. In conventional RT systems, band spraying on the top of dams 

could be combined with mechanical and biological weed control along the slope of the dams and the ridges 

instead of spraying herbicides on the entire field area. In organic farming systems, mechanical weeding 

could substitute or complement hand-weeding to reduce production costs. RT can enhance early crop 

development and therefore increase the competitiveness of crops against weeds. Post-emergence 

mechanical weeding is often more effective in RT systems than in conventional flat seedbed systems. 

During mechanical weeding in RT, surface soil containing weed seeds and seedlings is moved away from 

crop rows, down into the valleys between ridges, with less burial of crop plants. It also involves partial or 

complete truncation of previously cultivated ridges and re-building of ridges. 

Ridge tillage (RT) offers the potential, also, for other integrated weed management (IWM) systems, such 

as cover cropping or the implementation of living mulches in the valleys between ridges. RT can contribute 

to EU initiatives to reduce dependence on pesticide use, which would also reduce the risk of residues of 

herbicides in food, leaching and drift of herbicides into the environment and the evolution of herbicide-

resistant weed populations. Several studies have confirmed that RT can enhance yield with little or no 

herbicide intervention (Jurik, 1993). In fact, the use of herbicides could be drastically reduced with frequent 

soil disturbance, such as ridge care, harrowing and hoeing, in inter- and intra-row areas. RT contributes to 

yield benefits, weed population dynamics and weed management by using precision farming technologies. 

Benefits of Ridge Tillage Systems for Crops 
RT increases soil microbial activity, which, in turn, drives mineralization and the steady release of soil 

nutrients. The positive and direct benefits of RT on soil physical and chemical properties (Shi et al., 2012) 
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and soil structure and microbial activities are well substantiated in the literature. RT could also increase 

the uptake of soil nutrients by crops. However, such nutrient benefit attributed to RT cultures may also 

result in higher weed pressure and significant yield losses if weeds are not effectively controlled. Ridge 

tillage has been integrated in several cropping practices in different parts of the world. The merits and 

demerits of RT compared to conventional flat seedbed systems such as, in water limited and high 

temperature environments, RT in combination with mulching decreased water losses due to 

evapotranspiration and increased crop water use efficiency by up to 37% compared with conventional tillage 

(Ram et al., 2012). Nitrogen mineralization was confirmed to be higher in the ridges than in the flat 

seedbeds and the valleys of RT systems (Liu et al., 2018). This results in higher nutrient uptake, net 

photosynthetic rate, stomatal conductance, transpiration rate, and chlorophyll relative content in several 

crops, including maize, yam and rice. Furthermore, under temperate conditions confirmed lower CO2 

emissions from RT systems than from mold-board ploughed soils. In addition, RT soils are often 

characterized by a lower bulk density (Shi et al., 2012) and lower penetration resistance compared to soils 

of conventional and no-till systems. These properties favour root growth within the ridges. 

Moreover, RT increased the number of functional nodal roots in maize compared to conventional and no-

till systems. In temperate regions, crops benefit from higher soil temperatures in the ridges; such 

temperature gains induce faster germination and emergence of crop seeds. If crops emerge earlier in 

relation to weeds, their competitive ability is increased and yield losses due to weed competition are lower. 

More precisely, it is well established that an east–west ridge configuration enhances rapid soil warming 

and early crop emergence. However, the later configuration may be irrelevant in elevated land terrains 

where ridges are arranged perpendicular to slopes to reduce erosion. In addition, (Benjamin et al., 1990) 

found that ridge height affects soil temperature and moisture trends, i.e., soil within ridges that are taller 

than 20 cm warms to a greater depth due to a larger temperature gradient. Soil moisture content also 

varied significantly between tillage systems. Soil moisture is usually higher in the valleys than along the 

ridges. Furthermore, seasonal fluctuations in moisture and temperature are proven to enhance soil 

mineralization and N fixation as well as the degradation of herbicides in RT cultivation compared with 

conventional tillage systems (Hatfield, 1998). 

In India, the re-shaping of permanently raised ridges significantly increased maize and wheat yields 

compared with flat tillage (Ram et al., 2012). In double cropping systems of winter wheat and maize in 

China, RT combined with living mulches obtained a 4–15% higher wheat grain yield and a 10% higher 

maize yield compared with conventional tillage (Li et al., 2018). For tuber crops such as yam and cassava, 

RT is a common practice with yield gains of 21–35% compared with conventional tillage systems. In 

conclusion, RT can promote crop growth and increase yields. 

Ridge Tillage and Weed Infestations 
RT systems vary in terms of periodicity of soil disturbance, shape and size of ridges, cropping systems and 

weed management practices. All these factors and interactions play a significant role in weed population 

dynamics. On silty soils, with high infestations of summer annual dicotyledonous weed species, periodic 

ridge truncation and re-building over seasons reduced weed density and increased the yields of maize and 

soybean (Jurik, 1993). 

On the contrary, weed seed bank density was observed to be 12 times higher in permanent RT systems for 

vegetable production compared with an RT system with regular rebuilding of ridges (Jernigan et al., 2017). 

Soil seed banks of weed species, such as Lamium purpureum L., Stellaria media Vill., Digitaria sanguinalis 

L. and Amaranthus spp., were much higher in an undisturbed RT system compared to an RT system with 

frequent mechanical flattening and re-building of ridges, probably because they were able to escape weed 

control and set seeds. 

Under such poor ridge disturbance, characterized by high weed pressure, the amount of labour required 

for hand-hoeing was double that required for tillage systems where the weed seed banks were low. This 

simply implies additional costs for operations, which may be economically unrealistic for farmers. 8 years 

of continuous maize cropping with an RT system resulted in 66% higher weed seed densities than in 

conventionally tilled maize, which was associated with less effective pre- and post-emergence herbicide 

applications. 
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Weed competition is therefore considered to be a problem in many ridge tillage systems. Hence, developing 

a sustainable weed management strategy is necessary to obtain benefit from RT systems. Interestingly, 

continuous soil disturbance, such as truncation and rebuilding of ridges at intervals, in combination with 

maize/soybean rotation reduces weed seeds significantly (200–700 seeds m-2) compared to continuous maize 

cropping in similar RT (1500–3000 seeds m-2) (Forcella et al., 1988). 

Weed Management in Ridge Tillage Systems 
Despite several innovative approaches to selective weeding in RT systems, weeds sometimes re-grow or are 

left untreated due to proximity to crop plants. This has always necessitated the deployment of manual 

weeding to prevent yield loss and post-harvest seed rain, especially in organic farming systems. Such 

additional weeding costs may be unaffordable where and if labour becomes scarce, hence the need to 

develop a novel weed management practice for RT systems. RT gives crops on the top of the ridges better 

access to light, soil water and nutrients. 

Soil temperature in the ridges was found to be higher than in flat seedbeds in temperate areas. These 

positive effects might even be enhanced if the ridges are re-compacted with heavy discs after ridging. 

Therefore, we expect that crops will grow even faster relative to weeds and make them more tolerant of 

weed competition in the critical period of weed control, which is in the early growth stages. Increasing crop 

competitiveness reduces crop yield losses and results in higher economic weed thresholds (Kropff and 

Stitters, 1991) RT offers the possibility of adopting a greater variety of weed management practices and 

therefore allows for the adoption of IWM. With the precise placement of crops on the top of the ridge, spatial 

separation of weeds and crops is achieved. 

This may result in higher selectivity for mechanical weeding, which means a higher weed control efficacy 

with less crop damage due to uprooting and crop soil coverage (Rasmussen et al., 2008). If crop soil cover 

exceeds a critical threshold, the plants cannot compensate for burial and this will damage the crops, 

especially very sensitive crops, such as small-seeded vegetables and herbs (e.g., carrots and dill). 

In RT systems, the soil is moved downwards into the valleys by hoeing implements; therefore, crop soil 

cover is expected to be lower after hoeing compared with flat seedbed systems. This procedure also moves 

viable weed seeds away from the crop row where weed competition is highest. In addition to uprooting weed 

seedlings with flexible tines, no-till sweeps and side-cut knives along the tops and slopes of ridges, uprooted 

weed seedlings will be buried by the dam-rebuilder placed directly behind the hoeing elements. 

Alternatively, living mulch can be easily integrated in RT to suppress weeds (Figure 1). Living mulch is 

well reported to protect soil from erosion, promote the recycling of nutrients and the suppression of new 

emerging weeds and reduce evaporation. Short growing cultivars of Trifolium repens (L.), Festuca rubra 

(L.) and Lolium perenne (L.) find suitable conditions for establishment with little or no competition with 

crops. 

 
Fig. 1. Ridge tillage with crops places on top of the re-compacted ridges and mechanical 

weeding with flexible tines close to crop rows, down side-cut knives in the slopes and living 

mulch in the furrows. 

Hence, sowing living mulch into the valleys after the first pass of hoeing and ridge re-building may be an 

eco-sustainable component of IWM for RT systems. In the new RT system, living mulches are established 
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in the ridges every year after the first pass of hoeing and dam-rebuilding. This guarantees a weed-free 

seedbed for the living mulches. With living mulches placed down in the ridges and the crops growing along 

the top of the dams, the competitive effect of living mulches on crops is expected to be lower than in flat 

seedbeds with living mulches in the inter-row areas. 

An additional advantage of ridge cultivation in comparison to flat seedbeds is that the ridge can be used to 

accurately guide physical and chemical weed control tools along the crop rows and therefore facilitate 

precise weeding operations, such as band spraying, inter-row hoeing and flaming, without sensor-guided 

row detection (Gerhards et al., 2020). Camera-based row detection systems for mechanical hoes and 

automatic side-shift control provide several benefits for weed management in arable crops. The weed 

control efficacy of mechanical weeding was increased by almost 20%. 

Labour efficiency was improved because of significantly higher driving speeds with camera-guided hoes 

compared to conventional tractor-mounted hoes. Sensor-guided hoeing also reduced crop damage due to 

precise guidance of hoeing elements along the inter-row centre. This new technology has proved to be robust 

and effective in organic and conventional farms. 

Mechanical intra-row weed control is still problematic. So far, machine intra-row hoeing is only possible 

for transplanted crops such as cabbage. Therefore, conventional farms often combine inter-row hoeing with 

band spraying over the top of crop rows. Band spraying can also be integrated in RT systems. Herbicide 

use in RT systems was reduced by up to 70% in maize and soybean accompanied by a lower risk of herbicide 

leaching when compared with broadcast-spraying across the whole field. 

The steering wheels of weeding implements can easily be adjusted to the valleys, exactly in the centre 

between two crop rows. Therefore, highly precise guidance and side-shift control of inter-row hoeing 

implements can be applied without any additional optical sensor system. Unlike conventional flat seedbeds, 

cameras are mounted on the hoe for crop row detection and guidance. Mechanical weed control would be a 

good option for both conventional and organic RT systems. Specifically, it could help reduce high labour 

costs and workloads by complementing hand-weeding and other management strategies at any opportune 

time. Some forms of mechanical weeding have been adopted previously in RT systems. 

Nevertheless, the adoption of mechanical weeders for RT can be difficult due to the different forms of RT 

systems and the need to acquire specific weeding tools modified for each system. For instance, ridges may 

change in shape and form due to wind and water erosion. This makes it difficult to find a suitable weeding 

tool, also. Furthermore, the efficiency of rotary hoe weeders can be limited by high amounts of crop residues 

in RT fields. Weed suppression was slightly higher in the RT system than in the flat seedbed. 

Conclusion 
Ridge tillage offers great potential for sustainable crop production and managing weeds with less 

dependency on herbicides, either by band spraying, precise mechanical inter-row weed control and applying 

living mulches in the ridges. Natural resources can be used more efficiently in RT systems compared to 

conventional flat seedbed cultivation. 
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Introduction 
India, one of the largest honey producer and exporter in the world, plays an important role in world honey 

production and trading. Bee keeping also known as apiculture is the agro based business for the people 

living in rural areas. Nature's miracle food is honey. Honey has a nutritional profile that is similar to that 

of fruit rather than table sugar or any other sweetener. Honey bees are significant pollinators of 

agricultural and horticultural crops, as well as for the honey and other items they produce. 

Reasons for Migratory Bee Keeping 
The change of world honey production and trade affects the development of Indian apiculture. The bee 

colony produces physical outputs (honey) and pollination services on a series of foraging sites when 

beekeeping is done on a migratory basis. If their flowering times overlap, forage locations are competitors. 

Only complementing foraging sites make up viable sequences. During the period when the crop or wild 

vegetation covering the foraging location is in flower, a portion of the bee colony's production time is spent 

there. The overall duration of the sequence of sites, including the base site, must be equal to or less than 

the annual biological cycle of the bee colony throughout the year. The migratory beekeeper creates potential 

forage site sequences and analyses their profitability. Forage profitability changes over time. 

Seasons for flora and honey flow differ by area. Several vegetation zones around the country have short or 

extensive flowering gaps. As a result, there are one or more floral dearth episodes of varying lengths. 

Instructions for Migratory Bee Keeping 
Migratory beekeeping is used to address these issues with bee fodder availability and to identify locations 

where bees can obtain flows at different times of the year. This not only helps to avoid colony losses, but it 

also helps to improve colony numbers and honey output. The following points to points be remember at the 

time of Transport of Bee hives, 

1. Close all cracks or gaps in the hive. All movable components of the hive properly or tie with migratory 

belts. Remove frames of honey that are more than half sealed before packing the colony since honey combs 

cannot withstand jolts 

2. When all bees have returned in the evening, close the entrance when the colonies have enough food 

3. When choosing on a migratory site, the beekeeper should have a thorough understanding of honey flow 

sources and the number of bee colonies in the surrounding area. Migration can involve avoiding locations 

with a lot of bee colonies. 

4. On arrival at the destination, colonies are unloaded and placed at the desired site. Then the entrance 

screens are removed Check the colonies after 1 or 2 days for any damage to combs and working of queens. 

5. The hives are often covered with specialized bee tarps to keep the bees in place. These are mesh tarps 

that allow for airflow while simultaneously protecting the hives from airborne debris. 

6. Bees may need a few days to recover, which is why migratory beekeepers try to get in place a week or so 

before pollination actually begins. 

7. Transport and colony collapse issues aside, there is a particularly good benefit to migratory beekeeping 

beyond the money earned for renting beehives. The benefit is found in the increase of bee population. 

Table1.  Migratory sites in Tamil Nadu for optimal utilization of floral resources: 

Migration places Period Honey Crop for harvest 

Tamilnadu –Kottayam, 

Kanyakumari -Madhurai, 

Salem, Erode  

 Feb-Apr 

 Sept-Jan 

 May-Jun   

Rubber, Coffee, Sunflower 

Tamarind. 
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Migratory Bee Keeping in South India 
Bee keepers in south India typically shift their hives to sunflower, safflower, cotton, sesame and some other 

crops. The Migratory bee keeping is based on flowering seasons.  

Coffee flowering in MarchApril and cardamom flowering in JuneAugust are both exploited in steep place. 

Between coffee and cardamom blossoming, significant flowering of Schifflera spp. in some places helps to

strengthen bee colonies. Colonies in the Madurai district, Tamil Nadu can be migrated to Kottayam district 

in the west or to Kanyakumari district in the south fo r rubber nectar flow. Afterwards, colonies can be 

migrated to tamarind groves in the north near Madurai district during June July. The colonies are taken 

back to Madurai district for forage from crops like sunflower, cotton, pulses, drumstick as also coconut 

trees. 
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Agricultural production and production of feed and food are two of the most significant and stable sectors. 

With the Green Revolution though agricultural practices have increased global food supplies tremendously, 

but also, agriculture has a detrimental, inadvertent impact on the environment and ecosystem services, 

illustrating the need for more sustainable methods of agriculture. Pesticides and fertilizers are being used 

in excess and inappropriately, which causes nutrients and toxins to enter groundwater and surface water, 

increasing health costs and reducing the opportunity for recreational fishing. Degradation of soil quality 

on farms contributes to the eutrophication of aquatic habitats and may necessitate the expenditure of 

additional fertilizer, irrigation, and energy to maintain productivity. This might also cause the killing of 

beneficial insects and unintended wildlife. As more groundwater is pumped out for irrigation than can be 

replenished by rain, groundwater levels are receding in these areas. By the very nature of farming in an 

open system, conservation agriculture is thermodynamically not very tenable in such systems. Thus, 

advocates of alternative farming, such as "conservation agriculture," propose conservation methods that 

are neither new nor practical. Organic farming, meanwhile, acknowledges the harmful effects of Green 

Revolution technologies, but its success is not assured by its ability to increase productivity or to create a 

better environment or food. Furthermore, with the finite natural resources on the planet (land, water, soil, 

etc.) and the rapid population growth, our agricultural development has to be economical, viable, 

environmentally friendly, and efficient. Getting this right will be key to achieving many things during the 

current year. 

Nanotechnology as a Useful Alternative 
Nanotechnology has the potential to play an important role in the productivity of crops through the control 

of nutrients, as well as participating in the monitoring of pesticides and water quality for sustainable 

agriculture. 

 
Source: Shang et al. 2019 

Nanomaterials are so diverse, it is difficult to get a general assessment of their health/environmental 

impacts but chemical composition, shape, surface structure, surface charge, behavior, particle aggregation 

(clumping) or disaggregation, etc. may be associated with the toxicity of nanoparticles. However, 

Nanoparticles made with plant extracts are advantageous since they can be produced easily, conveniently, 

and efficiently. Green nanomaterials can boost agricultural potential in terms of fertilization, growth 

regulators and pesticides, as they could be made using environmentally friendly and green methods. 
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Additionally, they reduce pollution caused by harmful chemicals. Among the applications of 

nanotechnology in agriculture following are the most popular. 

1. Nano-pesticides 

2. Controlled and slow release of biofertilizers in nanoparticles 

3. Crop development through the transport of genetic material 

4. Nano-biosensors as a tool for the detection of phytopathogens and other biotic and abiotic stressors. 

Commonly Available Nanoparticles in Agriculture 
Agriculture uses a variety of nanoparticles. The following are a few of the most commonly used 

nanoparticles: 

1. Polymeric Nanoparticles: With their superior biocompatibility and minimal impact on non-targeted 

organisms, polymeric nanoparticles are used as delivery agrochemicals in a slow and controlled manner. 

Polyethylene glycol, polycaprolactone, polyglutamine, and poly(lactide-co-glycolides) are polymeric 

nanomaterials used in agriculture. 

2. Silver Nanoparticles: Many phytopathogens are resistant to silver nanoparticles because of their 

antimicrobial properties. Apart from this it also enhances plant growth and development. 

3. Nano Alumino-silicates: This formulation is typically used in the pesticide industry. 

4. Titanium Dioxide Nanoparticles: As a disinfectant for water, these nanoparticles are biocompatible. 

5. Carbon Nanomaterials: Improved seed germination can be performed by using nanomaterials, such 

as graphene, graphene oxide, carbon dots, and fullerenes. 

Additionally, zinc oxide, copper oxide nanoparticles, and magnetic nanoparticles are used in agriculture. 

Nanotechnology in Agricultural Crop Production 
In the Pesticide and Herbicide Field: Crop productivity has significantly increased thanks to the use 

of nano-herbicides and nano-pesticides. In nano-herbicide formulations, polymeric and inorganic 

nanoparticles are mostly utilized. Atrazine [an herbicide] is encapsulated in poly (epsilon caprolactone) 

nanoparticles demonstrated strong control of the targeted species, reduced genotoxicity levels, and 

significantly reduced the mobility of atrazine in the soil. Magnesium oxide (MgO) is a synthetically 

prepared compound from aqueous extracts of Punica granatum peels, Olea europaea leaves, and 

Chamaemelum nobile flowers. It exhibits a deterrent effect at different concentrations against the green 

peach aphid (GPA), which is a damaging pest in peach fields. Nanoparticles like titanium dioxide (TiO2), 

zinc oxide (ZnO), silicon oxide (SiO2), magnesium oxide (MgO), gold and silver possess good antimicrobial 

and antifungal properties too.  

Some Commercially Available Nano Pesticides and Herbicides: 

Carrier System Agent Purpose 

Chitosan Imazapic and Imazapyr Cytotoxicity assays 

Silica Piracetam, Perfused brain tissue 

Alginate Imidacloprid Cytotoxicity, sucking pest (leafhoppers) 

Carboxymethyl Methomyl Control release for longer time-period 

Chitosan/tripolyphosphate Paraquat Lower cyto- and genotoxicity 

Alginate Azadirachtin Slower release 

Surfactants/oil/water Glyphosate The negative effect of pesticide formulations 

into the environment 

Alginate/chitosan Paraquat Increased period of action of the chemical in 

the precise target. 

Organic-inorganic 

nanohybrid 

2,4-

Dichlorophenoxyacetate 

Control release 

In the Disease Management Field: Microbial (virus, fungus, and bacterium) diseases cause enormous 

agricultural losses each year. Nanomaterials with specific antimicrobial properties help to prevent 

microbial infestations. Colletotrichum gloeosporioides, Fusarium oxysporum, Fusarium solani, and 

Dematophora necatrix are some of the most frequent pathogenic fungi that cause diseases. Several 
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nanoparticles, including nickel ferrite nanoparticles and copper nanoparticles, exhibit excellent antifungal 

properties and are useful in disease management treatment. In the treatment of viral infections, chitosan 

nanoparticles, zinc oxide nanoparticles, and silica nanoparticles are helpful against viral illnesses such as 

mosaic virus for tobacco, potato, and alfalfa. Moreover, Magnesium hydroxide, bio nanoparticles produced 

were the best control for Myzus persicae. Similarly, Plant viruses, particularly spherical viruses, are 

thought to be naturally occurring nanomaterials. The capacity of viruses to invade, transfer nucleic acid 

genome to a specific spot in host cell, reproduce, package nucleic acid, and exit host cell precisely and 

orderly has demanded its usage in nanotechnology. 

In the Fertilizer Field: Conventional fertilizers barely exceed nutrient use efficiencies of 30-35%, 15-20%, 

and 50-60% for N, P, and K respectively which have remained constant over the past few decades. The use 

of nanoparticles in fertilizers is intended to improve nutrient use efficiency. By fortifying nutrients 

individually or in combination onto nanosized adsorbents, nano-fertilizers can be synthesized. 

Nanomaterials are created using both physical (top-down) and chemical (bottom-up) techniques, using 

cationic nutrients to achieve the desired optical properties (NH4
+, K+, Ca2+, Mg2+) and anionic nutrients to 

achieve the desired optical properties (NO3
−, PO4

2−, SO4
2−). Nano-fertilizers are known to release nutrients 

slowly and steadily for more than 30 days, helping plants to utilize nutrients more efficiently without any 

adverse effects. Following the application of nano-phosphorus fertilizers in arid conditions, there was a 

significant increase in yields of millet and cluster beans. A suspension of chitosan nanoparticles containing 

nitrogen, phosphorus, and sodium has also increased crop production. 

In the Seed Production Field: Plant germination index can be enhanced with various nano treatments. 

The penetration of carbon nanotubes into the hard seed coat of tomatoes has been observed to improve 

germination and growth considerably. In a similar way, multiple-wall carbon nanotubes increased 

germination when applied to soybeans and corn seeds. 

In the Biosensor Field: Compared to conventional biosensors, nano-biosensors are highly sensitive and 

specific. Nano-biosensors convert biological responses to electrical signals via a microprocessor. They can 

detect pathogenic microorganisms, antibiotic resistance, pesticides, toxins, and heavy metals directly or 

indirectly. In addition to crop stress monitoring, this technology monitors soil health, plant growth, 

nutrient content, and food quality. 

Some of the Commercially Available Nano Fertilizers: 

Product Name Composition Manufactured by  

Nano-GroTM Plant growth regulator and immunity enhancer Agro Nanotechnology 

Corp., FL, United States 

Nano Green Extracts of corn, grain, soybeans, potatoes, 

coconut, and palm 

Nano Green Sciences, 

Inc., India 

Nano-Ag AnswerⓍR Microorganism, sea kelp, and mineral 

electrolyte 

Urth Agriculture, CA, 

United States 

Biozar Nano-Fertilizer Combination of organic materials, 

micronutrients, and macromolecules 

Fanavar Nano-

Pazhoohesh Markazi 

Company, Iran 

Nano Max NPK 

Fertilizer 

Multiple organic acids chelated with major 

nutrients, amino acids, organic carbon, organic 

micro nutrients/trace elements, vitamins, and 

probiotic 

JU Agri Sciences Pvt. 

Ltd, Janakpuri, New 

Delhi, India 

Master Nano Chitosan 

Organic Fertilizer 

Water soluble liquid chitosan, organic acid and 

salicylic acids, phenolic compounds 

Pannaraj Intertrade, 

Thailand 

TAG NANO (NPK, Phos, 

Zinc, Ca, etc.) fertilizer  

Proteino-lacto-gluconate chelated with 

micronutrients, vitamins, probiotics, 

Tropical Agrosystem 

India (P) 

Source: Prasad et al. 2017 

Future Emphasis should be Given to the Following Aspects 
1. Synthesis of nanoparticles using a controlled green method. 
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2. Plant productivity and disease management can be influenced by the nanoparticles produced by root 

endophytes and mycorrhizal fungi. 

3. Transport mechanisms of nanoparticles within the plant body as well as interactions between 

nanoparticles and plant systems 

4. Evaluating the potential negative effects of nanoparticles in various environments. 

5. Design and development of portable and user-friendly nano biosensors for soil, water, and pesticide 

analysis. 
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Introduction 
Chickpea is an important grain legume crop mainly grown for its rich protein and micronutrients. It is 

cultivated in more than 50 countries globally. In India, chickpea is an important pulse crop providing 

nutritional security to a large vegetarian population. Chickpea is traditionally a cool season legume crop 

cultivated under long winter season in the northern India. However, in recent decades, chickpea cultivation 

has been shifted from northern India to central and southern India where available growing season is short 

and high temperature (≥35°C) often coincides with reproductive stages such as flowering, pod development 

and filling resulting in significant yield losses. In addition, effect of global warming in the form of extreme 

climatic events has an adverse impact on crop production. High temperature affects almost all the stages 

of chickpea growth and development starting from germination to maturity. 

Vegetative Stage 
High temperature stress affects seed germination and it is observed that the temperature above 45°C 

inhibits seed germination. High temperature impairs growth of seedling and affects accumulation of 

biomass thereby affecting growth. High temperature stress disrupts chloroplasts and affects chlorophyll 

concentration, photosynthetic rate, and membrane stability resulting in leaf senescence. It reduces 

stomatal conductance and transpiration efficiency. 

Reproductive Stage 
Reproductive stage is the most sensitive stage to high temperature stress. High temperature during 

reproductive stage causes:  

1. Reduction in number of flowers 

2. Flower abortion  

3. Pollen sterility 

4. Reduced pollen germination and pollen tube growth 

5. Abnormalities in ovary 

6. Reduced stigma receptivity  

7. Poor fertilization rate 

8. Reduced seed development 

9. Lower seed weight and yield. 

Strategies to Develop High Temperature Tolerant Chickpea Varieties 
1. Development of simple, accurate and reliable screening protocols to screen large number of genotypes to 

clearly identify high temperature stress sensitive and tolerant genotypes. 

2. Identification of physiological and genetic basis of high temperature stress tolerance traits  

3. Identifying genes/qtls and markers linked to high temperature stress tolerance for using in breeding 

program. 
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Direct Seeding 
Direct seeded crops require less labour and tend to mature faster than transplanted crops. In this method, 

plants are not subjected to stresses such as being pulled from the soil and re-establishing fine rootlets. 

However, they have more competition from weeds. Depending on the land preparation method used, direct 

seeding can be done in two ways. 

Dry Direct Seeding 
This method is usually practiced for rainfed and deepwater ecosystems. Farmers sow onto dry soil surface, 

then incorporates the seed either by plowing or harrowing. 

 
1. Broadcasting: 

a. Broadcast 60−80 kg of seeds uniformly by hand or in furrows in 1 ha of field.  

b. Make shallow furrows by passing a furrower along the prepared field. 

c. After broadcasting, cover the seeds using a spike-tooth harrow. 

2. Drilling: 

a. Precision equipment, such as the Turbo Happy Seeder, can be used to drill seeds.  

b. Drill 80−100 kg of seeds per ha. 

c. Seeds are placed by the machine into both dry and moist soil, and then irrigated. A smooth, level 

seedbed is necessary to ensure that seeds are not planted at depths greater than 10−15 mm. 

d. In this technique, fertilizers can be applied at the same time as the seed. Manual weeding also is 

easier in machine-drilled crops than in broadcast crops. 

3. Dibbling: 

a. Dibbling or hill planting is usually practiced along mountain slopes or where plowing and 

harrowing are difficult. 

b. Use a long wood or bamboo pole with a metal scoop attached at the end for digging holes. 

Drop the seeds into the holes and cover them with soil. 
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Wet Seeding Rice 
In wet fields, direct seeding can be done either through broadcasting or drilling seeds into the mud with a 

drum seeder. 

1. Broadcasting: 

a. Broadcast 80−100 kg per ha of pre-germinated seeds to recently drained, well-puddled seedbeds 

or into shallow standing water. 

b. If water in the field is muddy, allow 1−2 days for it to dry before broadcasting. 

c. If water is drained from the fields after broadcasting, seeds are re-introduced 10−15 days after 

first seeding. 

 

2. Drum seeding: 

a. Drum seeders are used for fast planting. It operates best on a well-leveled, smooth, and wet 

seedbed. However, seeders may be clogged if the soil is sticky or if the machine is poorly designed. 

b. Prepare 80 kg of pre-germinated seeds per ha. 

Stale Seed Bed 
Stale seedbed technique is most appropriate to reduce the weed seed bank in the soil. In this technique, 

weeds are allowed to emerge for at least 2 weeks before being killed.  

1. Perform tillage operations. Plow, harrow, and level the field. 

2. Stimulate weed emergence by light irrigation or after rainfall. Give one irrigation at least 2 weeks before 

sowing. Maintain enough soil moisture to allow weeds to germinate. 

3. Kill the emerged seedlings using non-selective herbicides (e.g., glyphosate) or light cultivation. 

4. If the soil condition is suitable for sowing, plant the crop without further tillage operations. Tillage could 

bring more weed seeds near the soil surface, thus promoting weed germination. 

Chemical Weed Management 
Pre-planting: Spray non-selective herbicides on existing vegetation to kill weeds before planting. 

 Examples of herbicides to use: glyphosate, paraquat*, glufosinate. 

Pre-emergence: Apply herbicides prior to weed emergence at 1−3 DAS/DAT.  

Examples of herbicides to use:  

a. for transplanted rice - butachlor, pretilachlor 

b. for wet seeded rice - pretilachlor + fenclorim 

c. for dry seeded rice - oxadiazon, pendimethalin, oxadiargyl 

Post-emergence: Spray herbicides at 3−4 leaf stage of the weed. 

Examples of herbicides to use: bisparybac sodium, fenoxaprop + safener, fenoxaprop + 

ethoxysulfuron, metsulfuron + chlorimuron, azimsulfurom, penoxsulam, penoxsulam + cyhalofop, 

bentazon, 2,4-D. 
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Dry Preparation 
Dry preparation is typically practiced for upland rice, but can also be done for lowland fields. In this method, 

the soils are not puddled and there is no freestanding water in the field. It requires less water and is 

effective for soil aeration, and in controlling golden apple snails. It also helps to obtain a smooth and firm 

seedbed, control weeds, and incorporate organic materials and fertilizer into the soil. Dry preparation is a 

good option when labour and water are scarce or when you require a short turnaround time between crops. 
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Introduction 
As we are known that the leaves are only major photosynthetic organs in higher plants and the most 

important carbon sources for plant growth and development. Other organs in plants, such as the 

reproductive structures are also involved in the plant photosynthesis, but it is considered to be carbon sinks 

that rely on the photosynthetic activity of leaves. Although the contribution of photoassimilates derived 

from the leaves is essential in the adverse environmental conditions and later stages of plant developments. 

A large area of research confirmation indicates that the reproductive organs of many plants, including the 

specific floral organs, bracts, and stems, are also involved in the photosynthesis activity. This is also helpful 

at the time of leaf senescence. One significant deliberation of reproductive organ photosynthesis (ROP) is 

that these organs often remain photosynthetically active when leaves have started to senesce, which 

renders reproductive organs the only source tissues available.  

The effect of ROP on final fruit development and seed yield has often been used to determine its 

contribution; however, it is important to keep in mind that photoassimilates produced through ROP may 

be transported to organs other than the fruits and seeds. ROP appears to be active in most species 

independent of their life history or growth conditions. However, ROP rates often appear to be more resistant 

and useful to certain abiotic stresses in plants when compared with leaf photosynthesis, which may 

represent an important adaptive feature. Leaves act as carbon source tissues because they are net exporters 

of sucrose; while reproductive organs are mostly net importers of sucrose. Source–sink balance is an 

important determinate for plant growth. ROP alters the source activity of reproductive organs and may in 

turn alter their sink strength. This can affect the onset of leaf senescence when this carbon source is no 

longer being driven by a high sink requirement due to the ability of the reproductive organs to sustain 

them. Furthermore, ROP appears to be important in providing oxygen to tissues with low atmospheric gas 

exchange capabilities. Thus, the modulation of ROP may affect plant growth and development on several 

levels, which requires further investigation. Increase level of ROP in plants is the resistant mechanism of 

plants under abiotic stresses. 

Study the Photosynthetic Activity of Plants 
To completely understand the significance of floral organ photosynthesis, the photosynthetic activity of the 

organ of interest must be determined as well as its contribution to the pool of photoassimilates available to 

the plant. There are two significant reaction types during photosynthesis: light-dependent and light-

independent. Light-dependent reactions occur in the multiprotein complexes PSI and PSII, which are 

enclosed within the thylakoid membrane of the chloroplast. Light reactions performed by PSII split water 

molecules to produce oxygen and hydrogen, which in turn generate a proton gradient across the thylakoid 

membrane to drive ATP synthesis. In addition, the electrons displaced by the splitting of water are used to 

generate NADPH. Both ATP and NADPH are used by the Calvin– Benson cycle, the light-independent 

reaction of photosynthesis, which is active in the stroma of the chloroplast and produces sugar from 

assimilated carbon. The efficacy and rates of photosynthesis are usually assessed by measuring chlorophyll 

fluorescence, gas exchange, or a combination of these two parameters. 

Chlorophyll Fluorescence Parameters 
This is one of the important parameters to measure the photosynthetic activity of plants. When a dark-

adapted plant is moved to the light conditions, a small proportion (1–2%) of the absorbed light is re-emitted 

as fluorescence. Measuring the yield of fluorescence in response to timed pulses of light of different 

wavelengths allows several estimates to be made regarding the efficiency of photosynthesis. Briefly, these 
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measurements can be used to measure the proportion of photons being used by PSII (quantum yield; 

ΦPSII), the photosynthetic capacity (maximum electron transport rate; ETR), the proportion of open PSII 

reaction centers (photochemical quenching, qP), the maximum efficiency of PSII (maximum quantum yield, 

Fv/Fm), and the proportion of absorbed light that is converted into heat energy (non-photochemical 

quenching, qN or NPQ). Together these parameters facilitate an understanding of the overall 

photosynthetic performance of plants. 

Gas Exchange Parameters 
The assimilation of CO2 through the Calvin–Benson cycle is limited to the daytime due to restricted carbon 

dioxide, ATP and NADPH availability and light-dependent regulation of several enzymes. When CO2 

assimilation is measured in the light, it is known as gross photosynthesis. It is important to note that there 

are two other sources of CO2 production in the light. The first is photorespiration, an energy-wasting 

process where Rubisco fixes O2 and then produces CO2. Cellular respiration also exploits O2 while producing 

CO2, which occurs at a higher rate in the dark. Neither of these gas sources is taken into account when 

estimating gross photosynthesis. To understand the turnover of CO2 or O2 exactly as a result of 

photosynthesis, the term ‘net photosynthesis’ is used to describe gross photosynthesis with both 

photorespiration and light respiration subtracted. However, given the additional difficulties of measuring 

light respiration, it is often assumed that light and dark respiration is equal. 

Photosynthetic Performance in Reproductive Organs 
The morphological characters of eudicot and monocot flowers are different. Several studies focused on those 

that have compared traits related to photosynthetic performance between leaves and the organs of interest. 

The photosynthetic rates, chlorophyll content, and stomatal densities of reproductive organs tend to be 

lower than in leaves. 

Sepals Photosynthesis 
Angiosperm plants tend to have green sepals, but their size and persistence vary between species. Large 

number of studies belonging to the Ranunculaceae has investigated the consequences of sepal 

photosynthesis. The direct contribution of sepals to seed growth was studied in a number of different sepal 

removal experiments on hellebore species. Two of these studies showed that exclusion of all sepals directly 

after flowering is sufficient to cause a mild to severe reduction in seed growth. However, later studies 

reported no difference in seed set or seed mass compared with controls. It has been suggested that these 

differing results may be as a result of the presence or absence of leaves at the time of sepal removal. The 

significance of sepal contribution to seed filling may further depend on environmental factors. 

Petals Photosynthesis 
The petals of many plants contain chlorophyll at least at the early bud stage of flowering. As the flowers 

begin to mature, the chlorophyll content is often reduced by the production of other pigments. Chlorophyll 

content can vary dramatically in petals, even between cultivars of the same species. 

Bracts and Glumes Photosynthesis 
Bracts are leaf-like organs that subtend flowers, although they are absent in some species. One of the 

important studied examples of bract photosynthesis comes from cotton, where it has been suggested that a 

high CO2 microenvironment is created around the adaxial sides of bracts due to the high respiration rate 

of the adjacent fruit. Although the bracts of cotton appear to contribute significantly to whole-plant 

photosynthesis, several factors limit their photosynthetic capacity, including the lack of palisade tissue 

where the majority of photosynthesis is usually performed. 

Lemma/Palea Photosynthesis 
The lemma and palea of grasses also contain essential components required for photosynthesis. Both 

chlorophyll fluorescence values in bread wheat and gas exchange values in rice indicate that photosynthesis 

does occur in the lemma and palea at levels approaching that of the flag leaf. It would appear likely that a 

high proportion of the carbon used in lemma and palea photosynthesis in wheat is obtained from re-fixation 
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as these organs are enclosed within the glumes and awns. However, to our knowledge, the contribution of 

photosynthesis in these organs alone to grain filling has not been investigated. 

Awns Photosynthesis 
Awns are not only involved in photoassimilate production, they are also involved in both protection from 

animal grazing and the dispersal of mature seeds. Whereas the chloroplasts in the flag leaf are almost 

completely degraded by the seed ripening stage, the chloroplasts of awns remain intact. Studies have shown 

that the presence of awns on barley and wheat can significantly enhance grain yield, which is in agreement 

with the high gross photosynthesis rates in most cultivars. 

Seed Photosynthesis 
The amount of carbon and energy stored in seeds is highly correlated with their germination success. These 

assets are used during germination before the plant has established autotrophic growth through 

photosynthesis. In order to accumulate seed storage products, seed development in many plant species 

includes a temporary phase of photosynthetic activity, which appears to be adapted to low-light conditions. 

CO2 is a by-product of respiration that hoards in the seed coat due to its low permeability. Much of this CO2 

is re-fixed to improve carbon efficiency significantly. This photosynthetic activity can also provide energy 

and reductant for oil synthesis while contributing to biomass accumulation. 

Fruit Photosynthesis 
After fertilization, an increase of chlorophyll content in the epidermis of the female reproductive organ is 

common. The rate of fruit photosynthesis is partially correlated with fruit type, probably due to 

physiological constraints. However, there also appears to be variation in fruit photosynthesis, even between 

species that share similar fruit morphologies. Photosynthesis in fruits is of considerable commercial 

interest; therefore, most of the published research focuses on agronomically interesting plant species. 

Dehiscent dry fruits harbor developing seeds within an ovary to protect them from biotic and abiotic 

stresses. The photosynthetic activity of the ovary has been highlighted as an important contributor to crop 

yield and nutritional composition of the enclosed seeds. Although stomatal density is normally lower than 

in leaves, the stomata tend to be larger. Indeed, the photosynthetic rate in pods is 30–90% that of leaves 

across a variety of species including pea, castor, oilseed rape, and cotton. 
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Introduction 
The concept of natural farming is not new for the agricultural country like India where three-fifth of the 

population can get the employment from agricultural sector. Before green revaluation in our country, 

farmers were not using any agro-chemicals for farming. But as we know that after independence, due to 

increase in to the population of the country and to fulfil their hunger needs and demands, we had to import 

the food grains from other countries. We were not at the position to feed our own population. Due such 

impediments, we had to move for the production led concepts in farming at the time of green revaluation. 

The major concepts in green revaluation were to use the agro chemicals and improved varieties in farming. 

As a result, after few years of that we got the bumper production and became sustainable in agriculture 

sector. At that time, definitely it was the need of our country to move towards production led concept. But 

now we are capable and in too good position in agriculture sector that we are exporting various agricultural 

produces or commodities to other countries. Now, even after getting sustainability in farming, we have 

some major challenges or needs for adopting concept of cow based natural farming (CBNF). We should now 

move towards natural farming led production. 

Major Reasons/ Needs Behind Adoption of CBNF are as Below 
1. Increase in area of low productive soil: Due to haphazard or uncontrolled application of fertilizers 

and other agro chemicals, soil is becoming less productive day by day. The increases in area of unproductive 

soil will definitely be point of anxiety for not only farmers but also for the top-level authorities or planners 

and policy makers too. In this situation, the adoption of natural farming will become helpful in reduction 

of low productivity of soil.  

2. Non-fertility related issues of soil: Due to uncontrolled use of chemicals and polluted water, soil is 

losing its fertility day by day. Everyone is aware about it and facing this issue. This issue is not only a 

challenge to the farmers but for agriculture scientists too. In this situation the concept of cow based natural 

farming will become saviour. For e.g., use of Jeevamrut (one of the major pillars of CBNF) helps to increase 

the availability of organic carbon (OC) and nutrients in to the soil and enhance the activities of 

microorganism. This will lead the fertility of the soil. 

3. Higher price of farm inputs: As we know that now a days, the prize of all farming related inputs is 

increasing. In CBNF, all the inputs are available at home or available locally. The cost of inputs for CBNF 

is very less or we can say cow based natural farming is low-cost farming technology. 

4. Health related problems: Residual effects of some agrochemicals are long lasting. If the uncontrolled 

applications of chemicals are being carried out, the residues may remain present into the soil or produces. 

The residues present into the fruits or produces may create harmful effect into the body of humans or 

animals. For e.g., rate of increase in cases of cancer and infertility are the outcomes of residual or poisonous 

effects of agro chemicals. In this situation, the CBNF is the boon for everyone because there is no use of 

any agro chemicals in this farming. 

5. Reduction in water table: After problematic soils another big issue is related with water. Now a day, 

water table is decreasing day by day or the available water is becoming polluted. It is noted that after 

adoption of CBNF, the requirement of water is becoming less. 

What is Cow Based Natural Farming? 
Cow Based Natural Farming is the technique of natural farming mainly oriented towards indigenous/ 

Indian originated breed of cows (Deshi Cows). It is observed that 300 to 500 crores of useful bacteria are 

present in 1 gm of cow dung of Deshi cow who are helpful to enhance the fertility of soil. In CBNF, the 

major use of cow dung and urine is being carried out for preparation various pillars of farming. This concept 
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of CBNF is mainly popularized by Padmashri Subhash Palekarji. Now a day, Shri Acharya Devvratji 

(Hon’ble Governor of Gujarat state) is popularizing this concept among the farmers of Gujarat and other 

states of India. The main aim of popularizing the concept is to get the sustainability in farming and getting 

chemical free agricultural produces. 

Major Pillars of Cow Based Natural Farming 
There are mainly five pillars of this farming Viz., 1. Jeevamrut (liquid & solid), 2. Beejamrut, 3. Achhadan 

(Mulching), 4. Vapasa (Moisture) and 5. Various Plant Protection Measures. 

Jeevamrut: The word Jeevamrut is basically made up from the two words namely Jeev (living organism) 

and amurtam (nector) which means something which is helpful to increase the lifespan of living organisms. 

Jeevamrut in CBNF is mainly used for the increase the population of the microorganisms in to the soil and 

provide them feeding materials. There are two types of Jeevamrut in CBNF as below; 

a. Liquid Jeevamrut: It is in liquid form. For preparation of the 200-litre liquid jeevamrut, 

following materials are needed: 

Sr. No. Name of Materials Quantity 

1. Cow urine 10 lit 

2. Cow dung 10 kg 

3. Flour of any pulse 1 kg 

4. Gur (Juggery) 1 kg 

5. Soil available under the big trees 500 gm 

6. Water 180 lit 

Mixed all the above-mentioned materials in to the barrel of 200 lit and cover them with jute bag. 

The drum should be settled under the shade. Steer this mixture with wooden stick twice in a day 

for 5 minutes in clockwise direction. The liquid jeevamrut will be ready within a week in winter 

season and within 2-3 days in summer season. This liquid jeevamrut can be used for 15 days from 

the day of its preparation. 200 litre jeevamrut can be used for 1 acre of land area. It can be applied 

with irrigation water or through drip irrigation. It can be spray too. 

 
Quality Photographs of Preparation of Liquid Jeevamrut 

b. Solid Jeevamrut: For preparation of solid jeevamrut, mix 200 kg dry cow dung into the 20 litre 

already prepared liquid jeevamrut. Put this mixture under shade for 48 hrs and mix them 2-3 times 

in a day. After complete drying, make it into powder form and store them. It can be used for one 

year after preparation. For 1 acre land area, 200 kg solid jeevamrut can be applied into the soil 

before last ploughing and 100 kg at the time of flowering of crop. 
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Major Benefits of Use of Jeevamrut 
It helps to enhance the population of microorganism in to the soil. It activates the dormant earth worms 

and enhances their activities in to the soil. It converts unavailable nutrients in to available form. It 

improves the immunity of plant and availability of nitrogen.  

Beejamrut:  It is made up from the two terms ‘Beej’ means seed and ‘Amrutam’ means nectar. Something 

which works as a nectar for seeds is called Beejamrut. It is mainly use for giving the seed treatment. For 

seed tratement of 100 kg seeds, following materials are needed in mentioned quality. 

Sr. No. Name of Materials Quantity 

1. Cow urine 5 lit 

2. Cow dung 5 kg 

3. Lime 50 gm 

4. Soil available under the big trees 500 gm 

5. Water 20 lit 

For preparation of beejamrut, mix above mentioned materials very well. After 24 hrs of mixing, it can be 

used for seed treatment. 

Major Benefits of Seed Treatment from Beejamrut 
Reduce dormancy period of seeds; provide good germination, less chances of soil borne diseases. 

Achhadan (Mulching): It is the process of covering the soil with crop residues, other crops or even with 

soil too. In CBNF, there are three types of mulching; (A) Mruda Achhadan: It is the method of mulching in 

which soil is used for cover the soil. (B) Kashth Achhadan: It is the method mulching in which crop residues 

are used as covering materials (C) Sajeev Achhadan: It is the method of covering of soil through 

intercropping or mixed cropping. 

Major Benefits of Mulching 
Reduce the incidence of weeds, reduce the soil erosion, enhance the air circulation in soil, increase the rate 

of activities of earth warms, maintain the moisture into the soil, and reduce the temperature of soil.  

Vapasa (Moisture): It is the condition of maintain the moisture in to the soil. It is noted in CBNF that 

the roots of plants don’t need water but they need moisture. Here, maintaining the situation of moisture in 

soil is known as vapasa situation. Into the concepts of CBNF, it is advisable to give the water to plant at 

the distance of 6 inches. It will helpful to increase the length of roots and diameter of branches. Ultimately 

increase the size of plant, number of leaves and production from the plant. 

Plant Protection Measures 
In CBNF, some major plant protection measures are Neemastra, Agniastra, Brahmastra, Dashaparni ark 

and Sour buttermilk for management of disease and pests. 

1. Neemastra: 200 lit waters + 10 lit cow urine + 2 kg cow dung + 10 kg leaves of neem are needed for 

preparation of neemastra for 1 acre area. Mix mentioned quantity of materials, cover them with jute bag, 

put it under shade and steer them twice in a day for 5 minutes in clockwise direction. After 2 days, it can 

be used after filtering up to 6 months of preparation. It is advisable to spray it directly without adding 

water to control pests.    

2. Agniastra:  20 lit cow urine + 2 kg paste of neem leaves + 500 gm paste of chilli + 250 gm garlic paste 

+ 500 gm powder of tobacco + 500 gm ginger paste are needed for preparation of Agniastra for 1 acre area. 

Mix mentioned quantity of materials and boil them properly, put it under the shade and steer them for 

twice in a day for 5 minutes in clockwise direction. After 2 days, it can be used after filtering up to 3 months 

of preparation. It is advisable to spray 6 to 8 lit of it with 100 to 200 lit of water for 1 acre area for controlling 

of pests.    

3. Brahmastra: 20 lit cow urine + 2 kg paste of neem leaves + 2 kg paste of karanj leaves + 2 kg paste of 

custard apple leaves + 2 kg paste of castor leaves + 2 kg paste of bale leaves are needed for preparation of 

Brahmastra for 1 acre area. Mix mentioned quantity of materials and boil them properly, put it under 

shade and steer them for twice in a day for 5 minutes in clockwise direction. After 2 days, it can be used 
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after filtering up to 6 months of preparation. It is advisable to spray 6 to 8 lit of it with 100 to 200 lit of 

water for 1 acre area for controlling of pests. 

4. Sour Buttermilk: it works as very effective fungicide. It controls the infections from viruses and 

enhances the immunity of plant. Mix 10 lit sour buttermilk of 7 to 10 days with 200 lit of water and sprays 

that mixture to the plant. 

Conclusion 
In cow based natural farming, each and every pillar is economically very low cost in nature and materials 

for preparations are locally available to the farmers. In addition to this, the produces from the farming is 

completely chemical free. In this way, using of locally available materials to export the produces from them 

at global level is possible. So, in this way local to global needs can be fulfilled with sustainable agriculture 

development through cow based natural farming. 
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Introduction 
Population growth, climate change and economic growth are posing serious challenges to food availability 

rendering current food production practices insufficient to meet future food demand. Plant breeding, which 

has played an important role in alleviating hunger in the past through conventional schemes, is typically 

characterized by long production processes facing rapidly changing market, environmental and climate 

conditions. We argue that acceleration of the breeding process is needed to make plant breeding more 

responsive to constantly moving targets and sustain its role as principal provider of food security.1 This 

realization has prompted the proposal of several novel plant breeding techniques like accelerated plant 

breeding scheme including speed breeding and rapid generation advance (RGA), cisgenesis & intragenesis, 

reverse breeding, high throughput genotyping, high throughput phenotyping (HTP), computer simulation 

plant breeding etc. 

Accelerated Plant Breeding 
Accelerated breeding is a novel breeding technique that makes use of genetic modification to speed up 

breeding by induction of early flowering. In the final breeding steps, the genes used for the genetic 

modification are crossed out, resulting in end-products that are free of genetic modification-related DNA 

sequences. 

1. Speed Breeding (SB): SB technology shortens the breeding cycle and accelerates crop research through 

rapid generation advancement. SB can be carried out in numerous ways, one of which involves extending 

the duration of plants’ daily exposure to light, combined with early seed harvest, to cycle quickly from seed 

to seed, thereby reducing the generation times for some long-day or day-neutral crops. 

SB in controlled environment growth chambers can accelerate plant development for research purposes, 

including phenotyping of adult plant traits, mutant studies and transformation. The use of supplemental 

lighting using LEDs in a glasshouse environment allows rapid generation cycling through single seed 

descent (SSD) and plant density can be scaled-up for large crop improvement programs. 

Watson et.al. (2017) reveals that speed breeding can be used to achieve up to 6 generations per year for 

spring wheat (Triticum aestivum), durum wheat (T. durum), barley (Hordeum vulgare), chickpea (Cicer 

arietinum) and pea (Pisum sativum), and 4 generations for canola (Brassica napus), instead of 2–3 under 

normal glasshouse conditions. The technique has also been successfully adapted to oat, 

various Brassica species, grass pea, quinoa, Medicago truncatula and Brachypodium distachyon. 

2. Rapid Generation Advancement (RGA): Breeding procedure where segregating populations are 

raised in environment using close spacing, low N input, high temperature and short days to minimise 

growth duration and make several generations per year. RGA is a breeding approach that uses single seed 

descent (SSD) as the breeding method in a small screen house or glass house space. Using RGA could save 

a lot of valuable land space (~90%), labour (i.e., contractworkersby~50%), and shorten the time period for 

developing breeding lines by at least 2 years as compared to the pedigree method. 

Cisgenesis and Intragenesis 
Cisgenesis is the production of genetically modified plants using donor DNA from the species itself or from 

a cross compatible species. The newly introduced DNA is an unchanged natural genome fragment 

containing a gene of interest together with its own introns and regulatory sequences, like gene promoter 

and gene terminator DNA sequences. 
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The introduced DNA is in principle free of vector DNA, however the exception being T-DNA border 

sequences that are flanking the cisgenic DNA sequences. These short sequences are by nature non-coding 

and are unlikely to have a phenotypic effect. According to this concept, genetic material transferred to the 

plant should originate from the plant itself or from closely related species capable of sexual hybridization.  

The intragenic concept as the isolation of specific genetic elements from a plant, recombination of these 

elements in vitro and insertion of the resulting expression cassettes into a plant belonging to the same 

sexual compatibility group.      

Cisgenesis and intragenesis is the production of genetically modified plants using donor DNA from the 

species itself or from a cross compatible species lead to end products that are free of agrobacteria and 

sequences that are foreign to the species, justifies the exemption from the European regulations for 

genetically modified organisms. 

Reverse Breeding (RB) 
RB is a technique that makes use of genetic modification to facilitate breeding of F1-hybrids by suppression 

of meiotic recombination to again reproduce F1”. It starts with an elite heterozygous line and aims at the 

generation of homozygous parental lines. Subsequent crossing of these homozygous parental lines produces 

plants in which the original genetic composition of the elite heterozygous line is reconstituted. One of the 

important insights in plant breeding was heterosis, the observation that hybrid progeny (F1) typically is 

superior as favorable allele combination of elite heterozygote are lost in next generation due to segregation 

of traits. Easy preservation of heterozygous genotype is one of the greatest challenges in plant breeding. 

Hereby, a novel technique reverse breeding meets the challenges of fixation of complex heterozygous. 

1. Concept: Suppression of meiotic recombination during spore formation. 

2. Production of double haploids from such spores. 

3. Crossing appropriate DH lines having the desired set of chromosomes on the basis of matching molecular 

markers. 

High Throughput Phenotyping (HTP) 
HTP is a technique to study of plant growth, architecture, performance and composition using high 

throughput methods of data acquisition and analysis. 

The modern phenomics platforms and tools aim to record data on traits like plant development, 

architecture, plant photosynthesis, growth or biomass productivity, on hundreds to thousands of plants in 

a single day, as a phenomics revolution. It is believed that this revolution will provide plant scientists with 

the knowledge and tools necessary for unlocking information coded in plant genomes. 

Forward phenomics uses phenotyping tools to ‘sieve’ collections of germplasm for valuable traits. The sieve 

or screen could be high-throughput and fully automated and low resolution, followed by higher-resolution, 

lower-throughput measurements. Screens might include abiotic or biotic stress challenges and must be 

reproducible and of physiological relevance. Reverse phenomics is the detailed dissection of traits shown to 

be of value to reveal mechanistic understanding and allow exploitation of this mechanism in new 

approaches. This can involve reduction of a physiological trait to biochemical or biophysical processes and 

ultimately a gene or genes. 

Tanger et al. (2017) demonstrated the potential of field based HTP in large population to identify the 

genomic regions controlling yield and yield components, non-destructively and in a fraction of the time. The 

ability to accurately estimate QTL from more than 4500 plots in a 1.5 ha field trial with one pass of the 

HTP tractor in under two hours opens a new frontier in plant genetics and breeding. HTP can offer rapid, 

early prediction of phenotypes leading to better selection of lines to enter into the next breeding cycle. 

Conclusion 
As plant breeding is one albeit important element in the larger food production system, these novel plant 

breeding techniques serves a potential tool that enable plant breeders to develop novel or improved plant 

varieties that may provide solution to both present and future challenges faced by us, accelerating the rate 

of crop improvement. 
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Abstract 
Naturally colored cotton is pigmented fibers with the color as a part of the lumen. The colored strain 

Gossypium hirsutum is crossed with white linted strain to produce hybrids with qualities such as fiber 

length, strength, and color fastness better than the color parents. The production process of naturally 

colored cotton skips the most polluting activity (dyeing) of the textile product manufacturing. In this work, 

naturally colored cotton fibers of brown shades had been cultivated from the fields of Coimbatore region, 

Tamil Nadu, India. After bursting, the total yield of brown color cotton is analyzed and utilized for the yarn 

and fabric development. The naturally colored cotton fiber had short upper half mean length, low 

uniformity index, low fiber strength, good fineness, low elongation (%), good uniformity, and average 

maturity. The colored cotton yarn had been spun using rotor spinning technology and the yarn 

characteristics were analyzed. Three different types of fabric were developed using weaving method and 

the developed fabrics were assessed for its fabric physical properties such as tearing strength, crease 

recovery, stiffness, air permeability, abrasion, and pilling resistance. The fastness properties like color 

fastness to sublimation, washing, and light, and the results were also noted and results found promising. 

The naturally colored cotton is a pollution-free, eco-friendly, energy-efficient, cost-effective, nontoxic, novel 

viable textile material which could be explored for different product developments in the future. 

Introduction 
Cotton with naturally colored lint, other than white, is commonly referred as colored cotton. Naturally 

colored cotton (NCC) is produced in different forms of colors other than the yellowish off-white-type-based 

commercial cotton fibers. Brown and green shades are found be the typical color of colored cotton fibers. 

Any color produced should be stabilized before it could be cultivated for further process. Many novel colors 

which include red, pink, and blue could also be produced, but it takes quite some time to be realized. 

Presently, colored cotton is grown in different regions of the world, particularly in India, namely 

Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, Maharashtra, and Andhra Pradesh. The natural color present in the cotton fiber 

is mainly due to the plant’s inherent genetic system. Shades developed using colored cotton might vary 

depending on the particular season, geographic location, climatic conditions, and soil variations. Colored 

cotton is applied for various end-uses; few applications include the production of nets, clothing, tapestries, 

shrouds, saddlebags, and blankets. Major colors produced by using colored cotton are mainly brown and 

green and all other colors are not grown at present. The seed cotton yield of the colored cotton is mostly 

equivalent to the traditional varieties of white cotton in India. Even though the colored cotton is known for 

its shorter fiber length and is weaker compared to normal cotton, the softer feel of colored cotton is found 

to be the major requirement for producing textiles for specific markets. 

Presence of Coloring Matters in Naturally Colored Cotton 
Naturally colored cotton is developed from cotton pigments which produces shades ranging from tan to 

green (or) brown. Naturally pigmented green cotton color is obtained from caffeic acid, a derivative of 

cinnamic acid, found in the suberin (wax) layer which is deposited in alternating layers with cellulose 

around the outside of the cotton fiber. While green-colored cotton comes from wax layers, brown and tan 

cottons obtain their color from tannin vacuoles in the lumen of the fiber cells. Altogether, there are almost 

seven colors available in naturally colored cotton. But among all the cultivated species, brown and green 

colors are widely used and available commonly around the globe. The person named Sally Fox developed 
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multicolored lint, i.e., development of more than one color on the same lint strand. However, genotypes 

with multicolored lint have not yet been made available to the researches nor produced on large scale. 

Brown Color 
Among the colored cottons, brown is the most common color. The brown color is found in different shades, 

which ranges from light brown to intense mahogany red. Depending on the intensity of color, it is named 

as light brown, khaki/camel color, brown, dark brown/chocolate color, dirty gray, tan, and red. Brown color 

is found in all the four cultivated as well as many of the wild species. Brown color is more stable than green 

color. On continuous exposure to sunlight, brown color also fades but gradually at a very slow rate. 

Green Color 
Green is the second important commonly occurring lint color in cotton. Green color is less common than 

brown and occurs mainly in two shades, i.e., light green and green. Green color is more prone to fading, 

fades faster than the brown color. Prolonged exposure to sunlight during boll opening leads to rapid fading 

of green color and the color turns to white, off-white, or brownish. Portion of lint which is not directly 

exposed to sunlight retains its original lint color. Green color is mostly observed in G. hirsutum and 

probably varieties possessing green lint have not yet been released for commercial cultivation. 63 Colored 

Cotton: Novel Eco-friendly Textile Material for the Future 1503. 

Sources of Lint Color 
There are two important sources of colored lint in cotton. 

1. Germplasm Collection – Genetic resources are most vital for improvement of any crop. In India, about 

40 colored genotypes of upland cotton (G. hirsutum), mostly of various shades of brown and green color, are 

available in the National Gene Bank of Cotton maintained at the Central Institute for Cotton Research, 

Nagpur. 

2. Wild Species –Wild species are important sources of colored lint. Many of the wild species of the genus 

Gossypium, including putative donors of present-day tetraploid cotton, i.e., G. herbaceum raceafricanum 

and G. raimondii, have colored lint. 

Advantages of Colored Cotton 
There are several advantages of naturally colored over the white cotton varieties. They are briefly discussed 

below: 

1. Effect on Human Health 

2. Effect on Environment 

3. Effect on Cost of Fabric Production 

4. Effect of Washing on Lint Color. 

Limitations of Colored Cotton 
1. Low Yield Potential 

2. Poor Fiber Properties 

3. Limited Colors 

4. Instability of Colors 

5. Contamination 

6. Low Market Demand 

7. Lack of Marketing Facilities. 
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Abstract 
Mineral fertilisers, organic manures, recycled wastes and by-products, biological nitrogen (N) fixation 

(BNF), natural minerals, and to a lesser extent nutrients recycled through irrigation fluids and 

precipitation can all help plants meet their nutritional demands. These are used to enhance the soil's 

nutrient stores for crop nutrition. Soil management practises are currently mostly centred on inorganic 

chemical fertilisers, posing a major hazard to human health and the environment. Because of its potential 

significance in food security and sustainable production, using beneficial microorganisms as a biofertilizers 

has become a top priority in agriculture. The interactions of these beneficial microbes with the environment 

determine crop health in natural agroecosystems by providing a variety of services to crop plants, such as 

soil organic matter (SOM) decomposition, nutrient acquisition and recycling, weed control, water 

absorption, and biocontrol, all of which improve soil fertility and maintain soil health in an environmentally 

friendly manner. For long-term production, several complementary combinations of microbial inoculants 

for managing important nutrients like nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P) are required. 

Keywords: Biofertilizer, Biological nitrogen fixation and Phosphate-solubilising microorganism. 

Introduction 
Modern agriculture has played a critical role in supplying the food needs of a growing human population, 

but it has also resulted in a growing dependency on synthetic agrochemicals such as fertilisers and 

pesticides. Synthetic fertilisers are industrially manufactured substances containing known amounts of 

macronutrients (e.g., nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P), potassium (K), and micronutrients (e.g., zinc (Zn), boron 

(B), iron (Fe), and their indiscriminate and imbalanced use causes nitrate (NO3) leaching and 

eutrophication in surface water bodies. In light of this, current attempts to maintain biosafety have centred 

on the creation of "nutrient-rich high-quality food" The growing demand for biological fertilisers as a viable 

alternative to agrochemicals is due to the creative approach to agricultural production. Biological fertilisers 

or biofertilizers replenish the soil environment with micro- and macronutrients through N-fixation, P and 

K solubilization or mineralization, and improve plant growth-regulating/growth-promoting compounds, 

antibiotic synthesis, and OM biodegradation. (Sinha et al., 2014). The manners of action of these bacteria 

within, as well as the modification of nutrients, have been discovered. In the Indian context, biofertilizers 

encounter a number of challenges, such as lifespan, that must be solved in order to obtain significant 

fertiliser savings. The process of formulation of these biofertilizers is one of the fundamental difficulties 

that has yet to be resolved. This chapter, several potential solutions to the problem are presented. 

Biofertilizer 
Biofertilizers are carrier or liquid-based formulations that include adequate quantities of microorganisms 

to help plants grow and thrive. Biofertilizers are classified according to their functions and relationships 

with plants Crops' N, P, and K requirements from chemical fertiliser sources can be reduced by using 

biofertilizers. They are well recognised as low-cost alternatives to chemical fertilisers that have no negative 

impact on soil health or the environment. Biofertilizers also have the benefit of having a longer shelf life 

for microbial cells while having no negative impacts on the environment. 

Beneficial Microbes and Pulse Production 
The rhizosphere, a thin zone of soil around plant roots, has 1011 microbial cells per gram of root and more 

than 30,000 prokaryotic species that help plants develop and produce more. The microbiome is the collective 
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genome of the rhizosphere microbial community, which is larger than that of plants, and whose interactions 

determine crop health in natural agroecosystems by providing numerous services to crop plants, such as 

nutrient acquisition, OM decomposition, nutrient recycling, water absorption, and pest control. 

Rhizosphere microbial communities as a synthetic fertiliser alternative have become a hot topic in 

sustainable agriculture and biosafety programmes. 

Chemical V/S Biological Nitrogen Fixation 
N is frequently the most limiting nutrient in most agricultural systems, dictating crop productivity. Despite 

its abundance in the atmosphere, plants cannot use nitrogen since it is in an inert state. Chemical fixation 

of atmospheric N by the Haber-Bosch process makes N accessible in the form of fertilisers. To fix one metric 

tonne of ammonia, this process requires high temperature (400–500 °C) and pressure (20 Mpa), which 

translates to energy inputs of around 875 m3 of natural gas, 5.5 barrels of oil, or 2 mt of coal. Atmospheric 

dinitrogen may also be biologically converted to ammonia, which is used by plants (by diazotrophs = 

prokaryotes that fix dinitrogen). Prokaryotes are single-celled creatures with no clearly identifiable 

nucleus. A few bacteria in the soil can convert ammonia to nitrate, which is subsequently accessible to 

plants (Madigan et al. 2009). The resulting nitrate is susceptible to denitrification processes in deeper soil 

strata, resulting in the creation of N2 gas, which escapes into the atmosphere. This is the normal N cycle 

route. 

BNF stands for bacteria-mediated enzymatic nitrogen fixation at room temperature and pressure. BNF is 

difficult to quantify in the biosphere, although it is estimated to be around 107 Mt/year, compared to 160 

Mt/year of man-made N-fixation, which is 1.5 times greater than natural fixation (Galloway et al. 2008). 

Every N atom in the atmosphere cycles once every million years in the global N cycle.  BNF accounts for 

65 percent of agricultural nitrogen demand (Burris and Roberts 1993). The nitrogenise enzyme of the N 

cycle catalyses the process in all bacteria that fix atmospheric nitrogen. 

Microorganisms for Enhancing Pulse Productivity 
Inoculating rhizobia with other plant growth-promoting organisms including phosphate solubilizers, 

Bacillus, Pseudomonas, arbuscular mycorrhizal fungus (AMF), and others can boost crop productivity.gh 

nitrogenise enzyme of the nitrogen cycle. 

Phosphate-Solubilizing Microorganisms 
P is one of the most important nutrients for pules, and it may be found in the soil in both inorganic and 

organic forms, such as calcium (Ca), iron (Fe), aluminium (Al), and phytins, phospholipids, and nucleic 

acids. After being applied to soil, a considerable amount of the accessible form of P in superphosphate and 

other chemical fertilisers gets transformed to insoluble forms. As a result, the supply of P to agricultural 

plants is constantly a constraint. Dual Rhizobium and phosphobacteria inoculation is an essential method 

for N and P nutrients in pulse crops. P is required for nodule formation, improved nitrogen fixation, root 

growth, and legume production. P shortage occurs naturally in tropical soil. Furthermore, the majority of 

the P is fixed, rendering it useless for plant growth. In tropical soil, it is predicted that 75% of 

superphosphate injected is fixed, leaving just 25% accessible for plant development. Phosphate-solubilizing 

microorganisms are bacteria and fungi that may solubilize inaccessible forms of P into available forms by 

the secretion of specific organic acids (lactic acid, succinic acid, acetic acid, fumaric acid). 

Plant Growth-Promoting Rhizobacteria and Biocontrol Agents 
Plant growth-promoting rhizobacteria are microorganisms that are tightly connected with roots and have 

positive qualities (PGPR). PGPR is a broad collection of soil bacteria that interact with other soil organisms 

to boost host plant growth by either supporting the growth of helpful microorganisms like rhizobia or 

phosphate solubilizers or plants directly or preventing the growth of harmful bacteria. In multilocational 

experiments, single rhizobia inoculation increased grain production by 12.4 percent compared to dual 

inoculation with PSB and PGPR, which increased grain yield by 22.1 percent.On the root-rot disease 

complex of C. arietinum produced by. Meloidogyne incognita and Macrophomina phaseolina, the effects of 

G. intraradices, Rhizobium sp., and Pseudomonas striata were detected. Inoculating pathogen-inoculated 

plants with G. intraradices plus P. striata plus Rhizobium resulted in a larger increase in plant biomass 

output, number of pods, chlorophyll, N, P, and potassium contents than inoculating G. intraradices plus 
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Rhizobium or G. intraradices plus P. striata alone. Microbial inoculants containing Trichoderma viride 

(Mesorhizobium, PSB, and PGPR) increased C. arietinum production. 

Future Perspectives of Biofertilizers in Pulse Production 
The use of various biofertilizers as an important component of pulse cultivation is a novel and promising 

topic nowadays. These inoculants are already being used effectively for pulse production in India and a few 

other poor nations, and their use is projected to increase over time. As a result, it is reasonable to expect 

that in the future, broad use of biofertilizers will provide a variety of effective solutions for agricultural 

development. Summarises some commercially available biofertilizers that have been utilised to increase 

the efficiency of pulse production across the world. 

Conclusion 
Biofertilizers are low-cost agricultural inputs with great returns. To gain more benefits, it is necessary to 

disseminate this low-cost technique among farmers. Although pot and glasshouse tests have yielded 

promising results, farmers' adoption of integrated nutrient management technology remains bleak on the 

ground. Micronutrient incorporation is critical for increasing pulse yield in India's inadequate soils. In 

around 40% of pulse-growing locations, natural Rhizobium populations are low to medium. In these 

circumstances, seed inoculation using a low-cost rhizobial biofertilizer can boost pulse productivity by 10–

12%. If we can make "fixed" P accessible to crops, biofertilizers increasing P nutrition in agriculture might 

be crucial in conserving much-needed foreign exchange. 
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Irrigation 
It is the artificial application of water to the soil or agricultural field. The main idea behind irrigation 

system is to assist in the growth of agricultural crops and plants by maintaining with the minimum amount 

of water required, reducing weed growth in fields, preventing soil compaction etc. Sources of irrigation in 

India are wells, Canals, Ponds, electric powered deep tube-wells (usually found in Uttar Pradesh) and 

rivers. 

Indian Irrigation System 
The irrigation system in India consists of a network of main and smaller routes from Indian waterways, 

groundwater-based frameworks, tanks, and other water collection projects for agricultural activities. The 

groundwater framework is the largest of these. In 2013-14, about 36.7 percent of absolute horticulture land 

in India was consistently irrigated, while the remaining 2/third of developed land in India is exposed to 

storms. Groundwater supplies 65 percent of India's water system. Water systems cover approximately 51% 

of the agricultural region producing food grains. The remainder of the territory is subject to precipitation, 

which is temperamental and erratic on the majority of occasions. 

Agriculture, which employs 54.6 percent of the expanding population, consumes more than 90 percent of 

total groundwater draw in irrigation. Groundwater has been the major source of irrigation throughout the 

years due to its independent access and timely availability of water. In light of the growing depletion of 

water resources, there is an urgent need to improve water usage efficiency. Micro-irrigation, for example, 

can play a critical role in managing irrigation water demand. In comparison to surface irrigation, which 

has an irrigation efficiency of around 40%, properly planned and operated drip and sprinkler irrigation 

systems have irrigation efficiency of about 90% and 70%, respectively. Recognizing the seriousness of water 

shortages in many parts of the nation, the government has begun developing a water strategy centered on 

micro irrigation. 

1. Tube-well irrigation: In India, groundwater has become important source of Irrigation. The Places 

where ground water is available, tube-well is installed near the agricultural area. A deep tube well worked 

by electricity (400 volts/220 volts), can irrigate a larger area where there are no canals, rivers and ponds. 

Tube wells are mostly used in U.P., Haryana, Punjab, Bihar and Gujarat. 

2. Canal irrigation: Canals may be an excellent irrigation source in locations with low level relief, deep 

rich soils, a perennial source of water, and a large command area. As a result, the northern plains of India, 

particularly Uttar Pradesh, Haryana, and Punjab, have the highest concentration of canal irrigation. 

3. Drip Irrigation: Water is delivered near the plant root via emitters or drippers on or below the soil 

surface at a low rate ranging from 2-20 litres per hour in drip irrigation. With regular irrigations, the soil 

moisture is preserved at an optimal level. Drip irrigation is the most effective irrigation technology and 

may be used for a wide range of crops, including vegetables, orchard crops, flowers, and plantation crops. 

Because of the targeted application and decreased leaching, Fertilizer and nutrient loss is minimized. Field 

levelling is not required. Non-potable recycled water can be used. The efficiency of water application 

improves. Soil erosion and weed development both are reduced. 

4. Sprinkler Irrigation: Water is sprayed into the air and let to fall on the ground surface in a manner 

similar to rainfall. Water under pressure is forced through tiny orifices or nozzles to produce the spray. 

Sprinkler irrigation systems are ideal for watering on uneven terrain and in shallow soils. Except for rice, 

jute, wheat and some other crops, almost all crops are suited for sprinkler irrigation systems. Dry crops, 

vegetables, blooming crops, orchards, and plantation crops such as tea and coffee are all appropriate for 
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spray type of irrigation. This method of irrigation is expensive as it requires expensive materials to setup 

an irrigation system and requires enough knowledge to be operated. 

5. Ditch Irrigation: It is usually a traditional method of irrigation. An irrigation field ditch is a permanent 

trench in a farm distribution system that transports water from a source of supply to a field. Field ditches 

are built with dirt that has enough clay or fine soil particles to avoid excessive seepage. The sealing effect 

of sediment transported in irrigation water may be taken into account when considering the 

appropriateness of a location for a field ditch. 

The Government Plan 
The Indian government dispatched an interest side water the board plan costing INR 6000 crore or USD 

854 million across 8,350 waters focused on towns of 78 locale in 7 states of the country- Gujarat, Haryana, 

Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Rajasthan, and Uttar Pradesh - more than a long time from 

2021-2022 to 2026-27, with the goal of reaping water, upgrading water table, and reviving water rate with 

town Panchayats level water. The majority of the channel water system is in the Ganges-Yamuna bowl 

trench organisation, mostly in the provinces of Punjab, Haryana, and Uttar Pradesh, and substantially in 

Rajasthan and Bihar, although tiny adjacent waterway networks exist in the south in Tamil Nadu, 

Karnataka, and Kerala, and so on. The Indira Gandhi Canal, which is around 650Kms long, is the India's 

longest trench. India has an enthusiastic stream linking public venture to increase the inclusion of 

waterway inundated regions, reduce floods, and reduce water scarcity. 

Conclusion 
In 2015, the government consolidated all active irrigation programmes under the Pradhan Mantri Krishi 

Sinchayee Yojna (PMKSY), which includes micro irrigation as a component. The successful deployment of 

water-saving technology requires two prerequisites: technical know-how and accessibility via institutional 

support networks. The government has taken several measures to increase the availability of effective 

irrigation technologies to farmers. Rapid depletion of water-table, low irrigation efficiency, and frequent 

droughts indicate towards water crisis, especially in case of India. In order to use runoff water, irrigation 

infrastructure must be enhanced to gather rainfall and increase storage capacity. Yet government are 

taking steps to improve water status in India, still there are lot of things that government need to take on. 

“Millions have lived without love, not a single without water” 

~ Dhruvendra 
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Introduction 
The largest percentage of world’s population approximately 70% depends on traditional medicinal system 

for treatment of numerous diseases according to World Health Organization (WHO). It’s well known from 

the ancient time that using of medicine which is herbal in nature offers minimum side effect towards health 

and is relatively low in cost as comparison to others. The practice of over-exploitation of plants with 

medicinal values for herbal remedies, pharmaceuticals, cosmetic and other natural products have much 

increased in recent few years. This continuously growing harvesting and over-harvesting for production of 

plant-based medicines have leads towards loss of genetic diversity of medicinal plants at an alarming rate 

Moreover, extensive destruction rate of plant-rich habitat is due to degrading forest resources, agriculture 

encroachment and urbanization are other main factors, that have challenged their existence and, thus 

increasing number of threatened plant species. 

 

Nature has gifted us by the enormous amount of renewable and non-renewable resources which has been 

used by humans at all level, some are yet to explore in this diversion one of the wild species Dioscorea 

bulbifera L. commonly known as “air potato” or “Gethi” in Uttrakhand comprises of 600 species belongs to 

the family Dioscoreaceaeis showing such an interest in terms of exploration due to its unique medicinal 

importance in traditional system of medicine throughout the world,all over tropics and subtropics regions 

in which 96% production from Africa. It is one of the plants whose genetic resources in world are at edge of 

extinction due to its climate change, habitat loss, over-exploitation and very poor natural regeneration, 

since it is dioeciousin nature and the chances of finding a fertile seed automatically reduced. Tuber 
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preparation has been extensively used for anti-aging, memory enhancement, constipation and fever, also 

in cuts and sores due to its high composition of tannin that hasten healing of flame related wounds. The 

bulbils have also reported contain saponin, steroidal phytochemical commonly called “diosgenin” possessing 

anti-fertility activity. 

Air potato or Dioscorea bulbifera, true yam is one of abandoned food crops, used for treating various 

ailments, such assores, ulcers, spasms, wound, dysentery and diabetes due to its unique bioactive 

components. 

This species of yams is not very popular and is not usually eaten, unlike the common yams that are often 

consumed in many parts, however nutritional composition and important health benefits of its recorded. 

In the recent past this yam species has emerged as a promising complementary and alternative source of 

traditional medicines, attracts attention toward exploration of new biomolecules through scientific 

advancement. 

Importance at Current Scenario 
Dioscorea has been observed as very high importance in private as well as pharmaceutical industries, and 

this plant is mainly collected in India along within Himalayan region. It became endangered in its natural 

habitats due to illicit use, Urbanization and over-uses by local peoples for both trading as well as domestic 

purposes. In India it is mainly distributed in Kashmir to Assam at altitudes of 550-3100m. In Indian 

Himalayan regions, found in Arunanchal Pradesh, Sikkim, Assam, Jammu and Kashmir, Himanchal 

Pradesh, Meghalaya and Uttarakhand 

1. This plant is special because Diosgenin an active ingredient presents in rhizome, which is known to be 

a phytoestrogen that convert into progesterone hormone.  

2. Diosgenin is basically used for anti-infertility e.g. contraceptive pills, and sex hormones testosterone and 

its supplements are used to increase levels of testosterone. 

3. The tubers are use in treatment of a number of diseases such as gastrointestinal disorders, sour throat 

from struma, abdominal pain, diarrhea, irritability, wounds, burns and anemia.  

4. The tubers also possess antimicrobial, antioxidant activities; stomachic and it also exhibit hypoglycemic 

activities.  

5. Used extensively in treatment of dysentery, piles and chronic liver pain disease. 

Conclusion 
Air potato or Gethi is used in different parts of the world as a traditional medicine against several diseases. 

Numerous studies have been carried out on its therapeutic potential were accomplished, as it is considered 

to be a natural treasure of bioactive compounds which can be incorporate for production of novel medicines 

with higher efficacy and bio-compatibility and minimal side effects. Recent re-searches are continuously 

enhances new attributes to its pre-existing wide spectrum therapeutic window, it also enable for searching 

the untapped pool for isolation and identification of novel compounds with which can possess elite 

properties and widen horizon against infectious diseases. 
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Nucleic acid amplification is one of the most valuable techniques in all life science fields, including fields 

such as microbiology in which microbial population genetic diversity can be studied and in plant pathology, 

in which diagnosis of infectious diseases are benefited by this novel technique. In addition to the widely 

used PCR-based detection (uses heat denaturation of double-stranded DNA products to promote the next 

round of DNA synthesis) have been invented. And other methods includes nucleic acid sequence-based 

amplification (NASBA) and self-sustained sequence replication (3SR), which eliminate heat denaturation 

by using a set of transcription and reverse transcription reactions to amplify the target sequence and strand 

displacement amplification (SDA), which eliminates the heat denaturation step in cycling DNA synthesis 

by employing a set of restriction enzyme digestions and strand displacement DNA synthesis with modified 

nucleotides as substrate.  

Many isothermal (constant temperature) amplification techniques have been developed that can be more 

easily applied in the field.  Notomi et al., (2000) have developed a novel method, called loop mediated 

isothermal amplification (LAMP) that amplifies DNA with high specificity, efficiency and rapidity under 

isothermal conditions. It is, one of the most promising tools in molecular techniques. This method employs 

a DNA polymerase and a set of four specially designed primers that recognize a total of six distinct 

sequences on the target DNA. In addition to the more traditional or complex detection methods, LAMP is 

so prolific that the products and by products of these reactions can also be visualized by eye. LAMP was 

rapidly adopted for detection of plant pathogens due to its high specificity, sensitivity, efficiency, and 

isothermal conditions that can be conducted in the field (Iwamoto et al., 2003) 

Loop-mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP) uses 4-6 primers recognizing 6-8 distinct regions of target 

DNA for a highly specific amplification reaction. A strand-displacing DNA polymerase initiates synthesis 

and 2 specially designed primers form “loop” structures to facilitate subsequent rounds of amplification 

through extension on the loops and additional annealing of primers. DNA products are very long (>20 kb) 

and formed from numerous repeats of the short (80–250 bp) target sequence, connected with single-

stranded loop regions in long concatamers. These products are not typically appropriate for downstream 

manipulation, but target amplification is so extensive that numerous modes of detection are possible. Real-

time fluorescence detection using intercalators or probes, lateral flow and agarose gel detection are all 

directly compatible with LAMP reactions. Instrumentation for LAMP typically requires consistent heating 

to the desired reaction temperature and, where needed, real-time fluorescence for quantitative 

measurements. Optimized settings for running LAMP experiments on isothermal instruments such as the 

Axxin T8-ISO and T16-ISO can be found here. In addition to the more traditional or complex detection 

methods, LAMP is so prolific that the products and byproducts of these reactions can also be visualized by 

eye. LAMP assay is well-suited for  field diagnostics and it have been designed for the detection of a wide 

range of RNA and DNA targets from all the types of environmental samples. 

 
Fig: Showing loop mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP) procedure 

https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpls.2022.857673/full#ref43
https://international.neb.com/tools-and-resources/selection-charts/dna-polymerase-selection-chart
https://international.neb.com/tools-and-resources/app-notes/optimized-integration-of-new-england-biolabs-loop-mediated-isothermal-amplifcation-reagents-with-axxin-iso-instruments
https://international.neb.com/tools-and-resources/video-library/colorimetric-lamp-in-point-of-care-diagnostics
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Integration of LAMP with Other Techniques 
1.  μLAMP (LAMP+ Micro-fluidic technology): LAMP assay can be used in combination with micro-

fluidic technology to miniaturize the LAMP detection system and facilitate on-site (field) pathogen 

detection. This was motivated by developments in microfluidics technology that allow the manipulation of 

small volumes of liquids in micro-fabricated channels or in microchannels to perform all analytical steps 

(Fang et al., 2010). LAMP is integrated on a micro-fluidic chip either for read-out by eye or for measurement 

by an optic sensor, which allows detection of target nucleic acids and maintains the sensitivity, rapidity, 

and specificity of LAMP. This technique is called μLAMP and requires a small sample volume of 0.4 μl of 

either DNA or RNA. This integrated approach has great potential to make LAMP highly portable for field 

analyses (Panno et al., 2020). 

2.  Digital LAMP (dLAMP): Digital LAMP (dLAMP) is an approach that allows accurate quantification 

of DNA or RNA in a target sample. The total nucleic acid (DNA or RNA) sample is distributed into small 

compartments such that each compartment contains approximately less than one template molecule. DNA 

amplification is conducted in each compartment and the number of initial templates in the original sample 

is equivalent to the number of compartments that show amplification. A sample self-digitization (SD) chip 

was developed to provide a simple, inexpensive, and sample-conserving device with self-consistent 

nanoliter compartments and straightforward chip operation. This device is robust and can automatically 

digitize a sample into an array of nanoliter wells without losing any sample volume. This is called a self-

digitization of the total sample. These nanoliter individual volumes will later be used in dLAMP (Gansen 

et al., 2012). 

3.  Electric LAMP (eLAMP): Electric LAMP (eLAMP) is conducted through an electronic simulation that 

performs putative tests of LAMP primers on target sequences to determine compatibility. eLAMP can be 

used to test previously available sets of primers to detect recently discovered sequence variants. In-disc 

LAMP (iD-LAMP) is based on the “lab-on-a-disc” concept, in which genomic assays are performed in 

centrifugal devices that integrate all the analytical steps by controlling the rotation rate. iD-LAMP 

integrates LAMP amplification and compact disc technology, using an integrated device composed of micro-

reactors embedded onto CDs for real-time targeted DNA determination. The real-time curves are measured 

by cyclic scanning using the optics of a DVD drive and the measurement is taken with standard 

instruments, such as colorimeters or fluorescence microscopes (Wong et al., 2018). 

4.  LAMP+ Lateral Flow Dipstick (LFD) device: LAMP can be integrated with a Lateral Flow Dipstick 

(LFD) device, which can be able to detect biotin-labeled amplicons upon hybridization to a fluorescein-

labeled DNA probe complexed with a gold-labeled anti-fluorescein antibody (Ivanov et al., 2021). LAMP 

reaction is carried out for 30 min at 65°C, and then a specific fluorescence labeled probe is added to the 

reaction mixture and incubated for another 10 min. The LFD strip is inserted into the tube. The resulting 

complex moves by capillarity and is trapped by a biotin ligand at the test zone. The local gold concentration 

increases, and the positive reaction can be observed as a reddish-brown color line that develops on the test 

zone. This has the potential to replace visualization methods that are not compatible with field applications, 

such as gel electrophoresis (Rigano et al., 2014). 

5.  Lyophilized LAMP: The lyophilized LAMP assay, aimed to simplify the reaction process by providing 

a lyophilized LAMP mix that contains all the reagents. The incubation is performed after adding water and 

sample or DNA–RNA template into the lyophilized mix. There are some lyophilized LAMP kits that are 

commercially available associated with portable thermal cyclers and other devices, which make it suitable 

under field conditions (Panno et al., 2020). 

 
Fig-2: Applications of Loop mediated isothermal amplification with other technologies 

https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpls.2022.857673/full#ref26
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpls.2022.857673/full#ref26
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpls.2022.857673/full#ref74
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpls.2022.857673/full#ref31
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpls.2022.857673/full#ref31
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpls.2022.857673/full#ref31
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpls.2022.857673/full#ref102
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpls.2022.857673/full#ref42
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpls.2022.857673/full#ref83
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpls.2022.857673/full#ref74
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Conclusion 
LAMP provides many advantages over other molecular detection techniques, but much research is still 

needs to be done for detection of diseases. One need is for LAMP assay, for the many leaf spot diseases that 

can co-occurs are difficult to detect and diagnose. Quantitative and multiplex LAMP should be used, this 

could allow plant pathologists to identify not only the correct species causing disease but also to estimate 

their relative abundances. Combining the advantages of CRISPR with LAMP approaches for detection of 

wheat pathogens is another high priority. 
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Introduction 
Nematode identification is essential to understand nematode biodiversity and the potential biosecurity 

threats of nematode-pests of crops. The annual yield loss by nematode is estimated to be ~$173 billion 

worldwide (Elling et al., 2013). At the species level, accurate identification is essential to implement 

appropriate management strategies. So far about ~27,000 species have already been described and one 

million species are yet to be discovered (Hugot et al., 2001). Several approaches are available for nematode 

identification, from the traditional morphology-based techniques to the sophisticated high-throughput 

sequencing technologies. Traditionally, nematodes are identified by the analysis of the morphology and 

morphometrics of different life-forms. In some nematodes, immunological, cytological, enzyme phenotypes 

have been used for differentiation of species. Over the last few decades, accurate and rapid molecular 

techniques have been validated for nematode identification using DNAs from eggs, juveniles, and adults 

(Cunha et al., 2018). 

Why do we Need to Identify Nematodes? 
1. To understand the biodiversity. 

2. Bio-security (rapid diagnosis techniques is essential to prevent and spread of quarantine pest). 

3. To recover and represent evolutionary history. 

4. The clear ordering of organisms and registration of species diversity facilitates practical work with the 

species. 

The accurate identification of nematode species is essential for implementing management strategies. Eg: 

Globodera pallida is not controlled as effectively by carbamates as G. rostochiensis is controlled 

(Deliopoulos et al., 2010). 

Different Techniques are Used for Nematode Identification 
1. Morphological. 

2. Biochemical and Molecular. 

Difference b/w Morphological and Molecular Identification 
 Morphological Identification  Molecular Identification  

Set-up cost  Low  High  

Long-term cost  High low  

Employee requirement  Highly trained, experienced  Minimal training  

Length of process  Slower Rapid 

Morphological characters  Variable  NA  

Females required  Yes  No  

Mixed species 

populations 

Difficult to distinguish  No  

Existing DNA Based Molecular Techniques 
1. PCR- Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphism (PCR-RFLP) 

2. Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphism (AFLP) 

3. Random Amplification of Polymorphic DNA (RAPD) 

4. Multiplex-PCR|PCR- Denaturing Gradient Gel Electrophoresis (PCR-DGGE). 
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New Emerging Techniques Used for Nematode Identification 
1. Matrix-assisted laser desorption–ionization time-of-flight (MALDI-TOF) 

2. Micro-fluidic PCR technique DNA Sequencing  

3. DNA Sequencing  

4. Microarrays 

5. DNA Barcoding/Metagenomics  

6. Quantitative or Quantification PCR (qPCR)  

7. Loop-mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP) 

8. Recombinase polymerase amplification (RPA) 

LAMP & RPA both are most recent and advance technique for nematode identification (Seesao et al., 2017). 

Loop-Mediated Isothermal Amplification (LAMP) 
1. Sensitivity (up to 10 times more sensitive than PCR). 

2. Efficiency and speed under isothermal conditions. 

3. This procedure requires the use of four to six primers. 

4. LAMP amplifies DNA with high specificity. 

The whole procedure takes from 30 minutes to less than 2 hours, depending on the protocol, and isothermal 

conditions (57 - 65ºC). Amplification can be detected through visualization with naked eye, due to the 

formation of a white precipitate of magnesium pyrophosphate or the change of color of the solution by using 

dyes (SYBR Green, calcein, HNB, picogreen) (Niu et al., 2012). 

Recombinase Polymerase Amplification (RPA) 
Recombinase polymerase amplification (RPA) is a highly sensitive and selective isothermal amplification 

technique. The detectable amount of DNA amplication can be achieved within 20 minutes. It operates at 

37–42°C, with minimal sample preparation and capable of amplifying as low as 1–10 DNA target copies in 

less than 20 min. With excellent sensitivity it is also possible to amplify DNA from a single worm. 

Conclusion 
Identification techniques depend on availability of resources. The accurate identification of nematode 

species is essential for implementing management strategies. Traditional methods are important but 

modern techniques provide confirmatory evidence. Molecular techniques have helped to get the accurate 

identification of nematode species and to resolve confusion between closely related species. Several 

parameters have to be taken in consideration when selecting a method for the identification of nematodes. 

A combination of approaches is always better for identification. Nucleotide sequencing methods are most 

informative in the study of systematic of nematode species. All nematode identification techniques have 

advantages and limitations. A molecular technique in the field of biology has helped us to get the accurate 

identification of nematode species and to detect the smallest variations within species and even within 

individuals. 
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Abstract 
Limited consumption of natural food stuff in the 21st century has led to deficiency of vitamins and other 

important minerals in the human body. Spirulina is multi-cellular and filamentous blue-green algae 

biomass which belongs to the class of cyanobacteria discovered by non-referenced Mexicans in the 16th 

century can be a viable solution of all these problems. 

In recent years, Spirulina has gained enormous attention from research point of view as well as industries 

as a flourishing source of nutraceutical and pharmaceuticals. It has a very high content of macro as well 

as micronutrients, essential amino acids, proteins, lipids, vitamins, minerals and anti-oxidants. It is among 

the most nutritious, concentrated whole food sources that exists in nature, and is known as a superfood. 

Spirulina exhibits anticancer, antidiabetic, anti-inflammatory, immunomodulatory and many other 

properties. 

Introduction 
Spirulina is a ubiquitous spiral-shaped blue-green algae (Cyanobacteria). Blue-green algae are the 

evolutionary bridge between green plants and bacteria. Spirulina is Earth's oldest living plant 

approximately 3.6 billion years ago and considered to be the ancestor from which the higher plants evolved. 

It is the first photoautotrophic organism that directly transforms sunlight into compound metabolic 

pathways (Supramaniyan and Bai, 1992). 

The name ‘Spirulina’ is derived from a Latin word which means helix or spiral. It is most commonly found 

in seawater and brackish water. The blue-green colour of the organism is due to the presence of several 

photosynthetic pigments such as chlorophyll, carotenoids, phycocyanin and phycoerythrin. 

Phycocyanin is responsible for the blue color of the organism. According to World Health Organization 

(WHO) Spirulina is an interesting food rich in iron and protein and declared it as best food for future. 

History of Spirulina 
It was first discovered by Spanish scientist Hernando Cortez and Conquistadors in 1519. Wild Spirulina 

was cultivated in the alkaline lakes of Mexico and on the African continent, although it is now commercially 

grown and harvested all over the world. In the sixteenth century, the Aztecs living in the Valley of Mexico 

harvested it from Lake Texcoco (Sasson, 1997). They collected it with the help of net and making a blue-

green cake from it. During 1964-65, Jean Léonard, reported that a greenish, edible cakes were being sold 

in local markets of Fort Lamy in Chad, Africa. 

Morphology of Spirulina 
Spirulina consisted multicellular, filamentous, unbranched trichomes. The filaments were called 

‘trichome’. Motile structure like flagella and heterocyst’s which are generally present in many blue green 

algae were absent. The cells are cylindrical and the spiral are loose. The presence of gas-filled vacuoles in 

the cells along with the helical shape of the filaments results in floating mats. The cells exhibit active rotary 

movements. The helical shape of the trichome is characteristic of the genus but the helical parameters 

varied with the species even within the same species (Somasekaran, 1987). The trichomes are surrounded 

by a thin sheath. They show more or less slightly noticeable constrictions at cross-walls and have apices 

either slightly or not at all reduced. The width of the trichomes, composed of cylindrical shorter than broad 

cells vary from about 6 to 12μm (16μm) in a variety of forms. 
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Why Spirulina is Known as Superfood? 
Spirulina called a superfood because of its nutrient profile is more potent than any other food, plant, grain 

or herb (Dillon, 2014). These nutrients make Spirulina a whole food alternative to isolated vitamin 

supplements. The United Nations world at food conference declared that Spirulina as the best food for the 

future, and its popularity is increasing nowadays among the wide population. Spirulina is one of natures 

near perfect foods. It helps to boost our immune system, and is a good immediate energy source. It is a 

natural detoxifier as it helps detoxification of toxins and impurities present in our body. Due to the several 

health benefits, Spirulina is gaining more and more interest, especially in the sector of food supplements, 

where it is either used as a powder, or consumed in the form of capsules or tablets. 

Table 1: Nutritional profile of Spirulina powder (composition by 100 g): 

 Nutritional value 

Calories 373 Kcal 

Total fat 4.3 g 

Total carbohydrate 17.8 g 

Essential amino acid 21.3 g 

Non-essential amino acid 35.4 g 

Minerals Nutritional value 

Ca 468 mg 

Fe 87.4 mg 

P 961 mg 

I 142 mcg 

Mg 319 mg 

Zn 1.45 mg 

Si 25.5 mcg 

Cu 0.47 mg 

Mn 3.26 mg 

K 1660 mg 

Na 641 mg 

Vitamins Nutritional value 

Vit. A 352 IU 

Vit. K 1090 mcg 

Thiamine HCL (B1) 0.5 mg 

Riboflavin (B2) 4.53 mg 

Niacin (B3) 14.9 mg 

Pyridox HCL (B6) 0.96 mg 

Vit. B12 162 mcg 

Phyto-nutrients Nutritional value 

phycocyanin 17.2% 

Chlorophyll 1.2% 

SOD 531000 IU 

Gamma linolenic acid 1080 mg 

Total carotenoids 504 mg 

β-carotene 211 mg 

Zeaxanthin 101 mg 

Source: Salmeán et al., 2015, mcg = microgram, mg = milligram, IU = international unit. 

Table 2: Nutrient profile of Spirulina vs other foods (Moorhead et al., 2005): 

Components  

Protein 6 times higher than egg, 3 times higher than beef 

or pork, 2 times than soyabean 

Fibre 4 times higher than flour or corn and oat 

Vitamin B12 3-4 times higher than animal liver 
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Beta carotene 40 times higher than spinach, 2 times higher than 

carrots 

Chlorophyll 20 times higher than wheatgrass 

Calcium 14 times higher than milk, 2 times higher than 

yogurt 

Iron 9 times higher than spinach, 5 times than 

soyabean 

potassium 4 times higher than banana 

Pharmacological Actions of Spirulina 
Anti-inflammatory and immunomodulatory effect: Spirulina comprises a pigment known as 

phycocyanobilin, which is a powerful inhibitor of an enzyme that is necessary for causing an inflammation 

(Soni et al., 2015). Spirulina enhances immunity by producing a huge number of antibodies, interferon 

gamma, and cytosine.  

Effect on diabetes and obesity: Spirulina fraction was discovered to be efficient in reducing the amount 

of serum glucose at fasting, while water-insoluble fraction suppressed glucose levels at glucose load and 

also reduced cholesterol, triglycerides, LDL cholesterol in blood and thus act as anti-hyperlipidaemic agent 

in clinical pathways that could be protective against atherosclerosis and euglycemia (Metwally et al., 2015).  

As Nutraceuticals and cosmetics: Spirulina whitening face masks, which are protein-rich cosmetics, 

thus enhances the beauty by removing dead skins, and reduces wrinkles and thus exhibiting anti-aging 

property as well as in skin toning, healing of dark circles, skin purification and promote hair growth by 

dandruff treatment (Joshi et al., 2018).  

Anti-anaemic effect: Spirulina supplementation may be of great potential importance during pregnancy 

and lactation as it includes all the hematopoietic nutrients that will eventually benefit both mother and 

fetus (Poormoosavi et al., 2019).  

Spirulina in biofuel production: Spirulina platensis is a precious candidate for biodiesel production 

because of its elevated growth rate of 2.23g/Ld, adequate lipid content, desiring an easy and cheap crop 

medium and generating other precious by-products that would reduce the global price bio-diesel production 

(Behera et al., 2015).  

Spirulina as therapeutic agent: Apart from being a health food, Spirulina has invaluable medical 

applications. Dietary supplementation of this organism showed protective effect towards food allergy. 

Spirulina has two types of water-soluble polysaccharides that are calcium spirulan and Immunila. These 

polysaccharides show inhibitory effects against some viruses like HIV and they help in activating the 

immune system during cancer chemotherapy. Spirulina extracts prevents the formation of tumours and 

shows hypocholesterolaemia and anti-diabetic properties. 

Table 3: Summary of some studied biological effects of Spirulina microalgae (Hoseini et al., 

2013): 

Biological properties Specific effects Bioactive component 

 

Anticancer 

Repairing of damaged DNA Polysaccharides 

Selective Inhibition of Cyclooxygenase-2 C-phycocyanin 

Induction of G1 cell cycle arrest, 

mitochondria mediated apoptosis in MCF-7 

human breast carcinoma 

Se-enriched Spirulina 

 

 

Antiviral 

Blocking virus adsorption and penetration 

into vero cells 

Calcium spirulan (sulfated 

polysaccharide) 

Inhibition of the DNA polymerase activity Sulfolipids 

Inhibition of enterovirus 71-induced 

cytophtic effect, viral plaque formation, and 

viral-induced apoptosis 

Protein-bound pigment 

allophycocyanin 
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Metallo-protective  

Inhibiting lipid peroxidation, scavenging 

free radicals, enhancement of the activity of 

GSH peroxidase and superoxide dismutase  

Antioxidant components 

 

Antioxidant  

Metal-chelating activity, free radical 

scavenging activity  

Carotenoids, vitamin E, 

Phycocyanin, and chlorophyll 
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During the last few decades, pesticides have played a key role in protecting our crops and became 

tremendously popular due to their easy application and quick effect on the pests. On the other hand, the 

injudicious use of pesticides has polluted our environment, created pest resistance and pest resurgence 

problems due to their residual nature. Microbial pesticides offer an eco-friendly method for the 

management of several pests which are rather difficult to manage with conventional pesticides. The 

microbial biopesticides includes microorganisms such as fungi, bacteria, cyanobacteria and actinomycetes. 

They produce various secondary metabolites (SMs) which is a low molecular weight organic compound. 

They are not involved in the growth and development of organisms unlike the primary metabolites. The 

primary metabolites such as carbohydrates, enzymes, lipids, amino acids, organic acids and nucleopeptides 

have direct role in growth, whereas secondary metabolites are involved in the competition, antagonism and 

defense of an organism. 

Fungal Secondary Metabolites 
There are several fungi such as Trichoderma spp., Metarhizium anisopliae, Beauveria bassiana, 

Paecilomyces fumosoroseus, Tolypocladium spp., Alternaria spp., Verticillium lecani, and endophytic fungi 

which offer us with tremendous number of SMs. They are utilized as novel source of insecticides, fungicides 

and herbicides. Few of them are enlisted below: 

Insecticides: 

a. Efrapeptins: Obtained from Tolypocladium spp. They show miticidal and insecticidal activities 

against several pests viz. spidermites, diamondback moth and potato beetles (Krasnoff et al., 1991).  

b. Nodulisporic acid: Produced by endophytic fungus Nodulisporium sp. and possess the 

insecticidal activity against fleas (Ondeyka et al., 1997) 

c. Rugulosin: Isolated from the fungus Phialocephala scopiformis (endophyte) effective against 

spruce budworm (Choristoneurea fumifera) (Miller et al., 2008). 

d. Citrantifidiene: Produced by the Trichoderma citrinoviridae and exhibit antifeedent activity 

against Schizaphis graminum. 

Nematicides: 

a. Caryospomycin: Obtained from Caryospora callicarpa and display nematicidal potential 

against Bursaphelenchus xylophilus (Dong et al., 2007). 

b. Dicarboxylic acid: Isolated from Paecilomyces sp. and control Panagrellus redivivus, 

Meloidogyne incognita and Bursaphelenchus xylophilus (Liu et al., 2009). 

Fungicides: 

a. Cytochalsins: Produced by fungus Phomopsis sp. (endophyte) and has potential of managing 

Rhizoctonia cerealis, Botrytis cineria, Bipolaris sorokiniana Sclerotinia sclerotium, and Fusarium 

oxysporum. 

b. Strobilurins: obtained from fungus Oudemansiella mucida and Strobilurus tenecellus. and are 

effective against several plant diseases. 

Bacterial Secondary Metabolites 
The bacteria producing the SMs can be further divided into four groups viz. obligate pathogens (Bacillus 

popilliae), crystalliferous spore formers (Bacillus thuringiensis), facultative pathogens (Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa) and potential pathogens (Serratia marcesens) and spore formers are commercially utilized in 

field application. The various bioactive compounds of insecticidal and fungicidal nature are listed below: 
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Insecticides: 

a. Bt-Toxins: Produced by Bacillus thuringensis and related species and effective against 

Lepidopteran, Coleopteran and Dipteran insects. 

Fungicides: 

a. Macrolactin A: Obtained from the Bacillus sp. and can manage Streptomyces scabies (Scab of 

potato) and Fusarium oxysporum (Dry rot disease) (Han et al., 2005). 

b. Syringomycin E: Isolated from Pseudomonas syringae and effective against Penicillium 

digitatum (citrus green mold) (Bull et al., 1998). 

Secondary Metabolites of Actinomycetes 
Among the soil microorganisms, actinomycetes occupy a special place as being source of myriads of active 

substances which have been commercialized as agrochemicals. Among them, Streptomycetes are most 

commonly used for production of compounds exhibiting antimicrobial, antiproliferative and antihelmintic 

properties. A few metabolites of actinomycetes are listed below: 

Insecticides: 

a. Abamectin: Produced by Streptomyces avermitilis and effective against wide range of pest viz. 

beetles, leafminers, suckers, mites and nematode Bursaphelenchus xylophilus. 

b. Spinosad: Obtained from Saccharopolyspora spinosa has potential to manage vast range of 

foliage feeding beetles, thrips, caterpillar and leaf miners.  

Fungicides: 

a. Blasticidin-S: Produced by Streptomyces griseochromogenes and effective against Pyricularia 

oryzae.  

b. Kasugamycin: Isolated from Streptomyces kasugaensis and effectively manage Pyricularia 

oryzae, Venturia inaequalis and Cercospora species.  

Antibiotics 

a. Oxytetracycline: Obtained from Streptomyces rimosus and control Xanthomonas and 

Pseudomonas species. 

Streptomycin: Produced by Streptomyces griseus. and effectively control Xanthomonas citri, X. oryzae and 

Pseudomonas tabaci in fruits, vegetables and ornamental crops. 

Summary 
There are many SMs that are exploited commercially in agriculture and pharmaceutical but more research 

is required in this direction to use these metabolites in the field to manage pests. They have shown good 

results under laboratory condition but their field efficacy is not up to the mark as they are sensitive to 

several environmental factors such as temperature, humidity and UV light. The research should be 

conducted to develop their formulation which is tolerant to environmental stresses and has longer shelf 

life. 
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Good nutrition is essential for better health, survival and reproduction. Humans require 44 known 

nutrients in adequate amounts and consistently to live healthy and productive lives. 

Micronutrient Malnutrition 
Billions of people in resource poor families in developing countries suffer from an insidious form of hunger 

known as micronutrient malnutrition. They suffer mainly from Iron, Iodine, Zinc and vitamin A 

deficiencies. 

Global Status of Malnutrition 
1. Two billion people suffers from malnutrition worldwide 

2. 795 million people are undernourished world-wide. 

3. 155 million stunted children less than 5 years. 

4. Malnutrition contributes to loss 11% GDP in Asia and Africa. 

Deficiency Symptoms 
Iron (Fe): 

a. Anaemia: Infants, children, adolescent and especially pregnant women. 

b. Severe Anaemia: Women death occurred during childbirth. 

c. Impairs mental development and learning capacity during childhood and adolescent stage. 

d. Reduce the ability to do physical work in adults 

Zinc (Zn):  

a. Growth retardant: delayed sexual and bone maturation, diarrhoea, impaired appetite. 

b. Increased susceptibility: Infectious mediated via defects in the immune system. 

c. Severe form of Zn deficiency: short stature, hypogonadism, impaired immune function, skin 

disorders, cognitive dysfunction and anorexia. 

Vitamin A:  

a. Night blindness  

b. Keratomalacia 

c. Growth retardation and reproductive disorders 

d. Easily exposed to measles, diarrhoea, and respiratory disease. 

What is Biofortification? 
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Biofortification is the development of nutrient-dense staple crops using the best conventional breeding 

practices and modern biotechnology, without sacrificing agronomic performance and important consumer-

preferred traits. Biofortification is an upcoming, promising, cost-effective and sustainable technique of 

delivering micronutrients to a population that has limited access to diverse diets and other micronutrient 

interventions. Unfortunately, most of the major food crops are poor sources of micronutrients required for 

normal human growth. 

How Biofortified Crops Improve Food and Nutrition Security? 
1. Better agronomic characters: Greater yield, resistance to pests, tolerance to stresses which improve 

food security. 

2. Higher nutritional concentration: More iron, zinc, beta- carotene and/or tryptophan and lysine which 

improve nutritional security. 

Advantages of Biofortification 
1. Targets the poor- who eat high levels of staple food. A food-based intervention, biofortification uses the 

very staples that the poor are already eating to deliver the micronutrients to them. Therefore, biofortified 

foods are more easily integrated into the livelihood and diets of the poor. 

2. Rural-based- It is an agriculture intervention targeted at rural area where more 75% of the poor live 

and where access to supplements, fortified foods and other urban-based interventions are limited. 

3. Cost-effective- A onetime investment in breeding biofortified crops would provide micronutrients far 

more cost-effectively than through conventional means that have high recurring costs. The biofortified 

crops are self-sustainable in that the biofortified seeds can be grown year after year. 

Demonstrated Impact of Bio-Fortified Crops 

 
1. Iron-biofortified rice: Increased by 20% storage iron in non-anemic women of reproductive age 

(Philippines). 

2. β-carotene-biofortified sweet potato: Reduced by 37% preschooler’s with vitamin A deficiency and 

improved by 10% storage vitamin A in school-age children (South Africa). 

3. Lysine- and tryptophan-biofortified maize (QPM): Improved children’s growth by 9-12% (8 studies 

in Latin America and Africa). 

4. Zinc-biofortified wheat: Improved zinc absorption by 33% in women of reproductive age (Mexico). 
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Prerequisite for Biofortification 
1. Availability of sufficient genetic variability within the gene pool of the species. 

2. A relative stability of the trait across various edaphic environments and climatic zones. 

3. Biofortified crop varieties are developed by plant breeding using selective breeding. 

Selective Breeding 
1. These programmes search for variation in the characteristic of interest, for example higher iron content, 

within existing varieties of the crop. 

2. This characteristic is then bred into cultivated varieties by crossing and selecting those individual plants 

with the desired characteristics. 

In selective breeding, scientists use: 

Seed banks - collections of seeds usually collected in the past, which may have greater genetic variation 

than current varieties. 

Wide crosses – inter-breeding between a cultivated species and another, normally closely-related species. 

Example: Sufficient variability for grain micronutrient density is not available in the cultivated germplasm 

of wheat but wild species show a wide range. Wild species showed wide variation for Fe and Zn. 

In broad terms, three things must happen for biofortification to be successful are: 

a. Breeding must be successful- high nutrient density must be combined with high yields and high 

profitability. 

b. Efficacy must be demonstrated- the micronutrient status of human subjects must be shown to 

improve when consuming the biofortified cultivars as normally eaten. Thus, sufficient nutrients 

must be retained in processing and cooking and these nutrients must be sufficiently bioavailable 

c. Biofortified crops must be adopted and consumed- the biofortified crops must be adopted by 

farmers and consumed by those suffering from micronutrient malnutrition in significant numbers. 

Options which are the Wisest Path to Pursue 
1. Plant breeders could breed for genotypes that contain lower concentrations of antinutrients. 

2. Molecular biologists could alter plant genes in ways that reduce or even eliminate antinutrients from 

plant food meals. 

3. Some promoter compounds are normal plant metabolites; only a few genes control their levels in plants 

and only small changes in their concentration may have significant effects. 

4. Breeding for increasing the levels of these promoters should be relatively easy compared to breeding for 

higher levels of iron and zinc which involve numerous genes and their interactions with the environment. 

5. Plant breeders and molecular biologists closely scrutinize the strategy of increasing promoter substances 

in food crops when attempting to improve food crops as sources of micronutrients for people. 
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Introduction 
Agriculture is proven to be the primary supplier of raw materials for the food industry, as well as the 

economic growth and development of developing countries. This industry is currently beset by issues like 

as urbanisation, poor soil, land, water, and runoff cultivation, and pesticide and fertiliser misapplication 

and management. 

Deficiency of macro and micro nutrients, depletion of water resources, population boom, differences in soil 

condition, industrialization, and loss of top soil are all variables that affect agricultural productivity. 

Because some macro and micronutrients are deficient in soil, fertilisers are employed in agriculture to 

replace these nutrients. 

Fertilizer accounts for 35–40% of agricultural production in developing nations, although only a few 

fertilisers have a direct impact on plant development. Furthermore, heavy metals, herbicides, insecticides, 

pesticides, and fertilisers concentrations in agricultural land are at an alarming stage (Corradini et al. 

2010). 

Biosensors 
The term “biosensor” was introduced by Clark and Lyos in 1962. A biosensor is a self-contained integrated 

device that uses a biological recognition element to produce exact quantitative or semi quantitative 

analytical data. Biosensors combine a physical or chemical transducer with a biological recognition element 

to detect biological products. Researchers are researching on incorporating nanoparticles into materials 

used in biosensor fabrication in order to improve the system's sensitivity and performance. Advanced 

biosensors can be useful in a variety of current and future sensing applications (Turner, 2000). 

Nanobiosensors 
A nanobiosensor is a modified form of a biosensor, which is described as a small analytical instrument or 

unit with a biological or biologically derived sensitive element and a physico-chemical transducer. For the 

detection of target analyses of interest such as pesticides, insecticides, herbicides, and other microbiological 

diseases, the nanobiosensor is particularly specific and selective (Singh, 2017). 

Use of Nanomaterials in Biosensors 
The size and dimensions of nanomaterials can be used to classify them. Nanomaterials are divided into 

four categories: zero-dimension, one dimension, two dimensions, and three dimensions. 

1. Zero-dimensional: All three dimensions of materials exist in nanoscale in zero-dimensional (0D) 

nanomaterials, such as gold, palladium, platinum, silver, or quantum dots. NPs can have a diameter of 1–

50 nm and be spherical in shape.  

2. One-dimensional: One dimension of these nanomaterials is in the range of 1–100 nm, whereas the 

other two dimensions might reach macroscale. One-dimensional (1D) nanomaterials include nanowires, 

nanofibers, nanorods, and nanotubes 

3. Two-dimensional: In this class of nanomaterials, two dimensions are in nanoscale and one dimension 

is in macroscale. Nano thin-films, thin-film multilayers, nanosheets, or nanowalls are two-dimensional (2D) 

nanomaterials.  

4. Three-dimensional: Two dimensions are nanoscale and one dimension is macroscale in this family of 

nanomaterials. 
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Constituents of Nano Biosensors 
Biologically sensitive elements (probe), transducer, and detector are the three components of a typical nano-

biosensor: 

1. Probe: The biologically sensitised elements (probe) include receptors, enzymes, antibodies, nucleic acids, 

molecular imprints, lectins, tissue, microorganisms, organelles, and other biologically derived or bio-mimic 

components that receive signals from the analytes (sample) of interest and transmit them to the transducer.  

2. Transducer: A transducer serves as an interface, monitoring the physical change that happens as a 

result of the response at the bio-receptor/sensitive biological element and converting that energy into a 

detectable electrical output. Transducers can be categorised into the following groups and described in 

length depending on their mechanism of operation.  

3. Detector: The detector element captures the signals from the transducer, which are then amplified and 

evaluated by the microprocessor before being converted to a user-friendly output and displayed/stored. 

Characteristics of an Ideal Nano-Biosensors 
1. Highly specific for the analysis' purposes, i.e., a sensor must be able to discriminate between analyte and 

any 'other' material. 

2. Stable under normal storage conditions. 

3. Physical characteristics such as stirring, pH, and temperature should have no effect on the specific 

interaction between analytes. 

Intrinsic Worth of Nanobiosensors Over Conventional Biosensors 
Nanobiosensors are far more sensitive and dependable than conventional biosensors; they can detect a 

single virus particle and even detect much lower concentrations of any harmful substance than 

conventional biosensors. It's possible that this effective role is due to the fact that: 

1. These ultra-sensitive sensors can identify single virus particles or even extremely low amounts of a 

potentially dangerous material. 

2. Nanobiosensors are very efficient at the atomic scale. 

3. Nanobiosensors have a higher surface-to-volume ratio as well. 

4. Nanobiosensors are incredibly sensitive and have a very low risk of mistake, however they are still in 

the early stages of development and require additional study to find more applications in the field (Rai et 

al. 2012). 
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Introduction 
Apple cultivars are a cross-pollinated, highly heterozygous plant that does not produce fruit from seed. 

Seed propagation creates a greater range of cultivars, which is beneficial for developing new cultivars but 

a big disadvantage for commercial production. As a result, the company's trees are grown through 

vegetative means. Rootstock is a very important component in apple cultivation because it allows scion 

cultivars to be grafted onto suitable rootstocks. In India, only vegetative propagation is employed to grow 

apple trees. However, rootstock material is rarely vegetatively reproduced; instead, A is made up of 

seedlings that produce a lot of variation. The use of highly variable seedlings as rootstocks results in a lack 

of uniformity in tree size and cropping, which is the main cause of low production and poor-quality apples 

in India. 

Performance of Rootstocks 
The performance of scion cultivars grated on them is influenced by the rootstock. Scionic compatibility, 

nutrient uptake, water balance, pest and disease resistance, and soil and environmental stress tolerance 

are all influenced by rootstocks. As a result, the rootstocks have a significant impact on the scion cultivars' 

output and fruit quality. Apple tree performance is also influenced by the rootstock used. Therefore, specific 

characteristics of rootstocks must be known. 

Graft Compatibility 
The usage of rootstocks requires a compatibility relationship with the scion cultivars. The rootstock must 

be compatible with the scion cultivar and provide the grafted tree with the longest possible economic life. 

Graft incompatibility is generally referred to as inability of the stock and scion to bind together to form a 

successful graft union. Lack of compatibility between the rootstock and scion is the major limiting factor in 

propagation of fruit trees, particularly stone fruits (Zarrouk et. al., 2006. 

Growth Pattern of Apple Rootstock 
The most significant effects of rootstock on scion cultivar are tree size control and corresponding variations 

in tree morphology. The apple clonal rootstocks offer a wide variety of tree sizes, from dwarf (M27 and M20) 

to vigorous (M27 and M20) (M25). With the right rootstocks, you can get a very dwarf to a highly strong 

tree size with a particular scion cultivar. However, soil, climate, scion cultivar, and management techniques 

all influence the absolute size of a mature tree on a given rootstock. The vigour of scion cultivars grafted 

on them is affected by the rootstocks' potential. Four groups of apple clonal rootstocks have been identified. 

Influences of Rootstock on Production and Productivity 
The most important effects of rootstocks on scions that orchardists care about are fruit bud formation, 

fruiting precocity, fruit set, and yield. Rootstock affects both the yield tree and the yield efficiency. Yield 

contributing characteristics includes variances in tolerance to poor soils, insect resistance, and nutrient 

uptake. Fruiting precocity is usually associated with dwarfing rootstocks, while a prolonged juvenile phase 

is associated with strong rootstocks. Longer, more vigorous plants produce more crops over a longer period 

of time when rootstocks are vigorous and vigorous growing. Trees on dwarfing stocks, on the other hand, 

produce more fruit. 

They provide larger yields when planted close together, especially in the early years of bearing. The plants 

on dwarfing rootstocks M9 and M20- produced higher accumulated yield he upto 10 years of age because 

of their early bearing. By the tenth and fifteenth year, the yield is surpassed by trees on semi dwarfing 

rootstocks and vigorous rootstocks respectively. 
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Reaction to Insect Pests 
Woolly aphid (Eriosoma lanigerum Hausm) is a major apple pest that causes significant losses across the 

country's apple-growing regions. It infests the plant's aerial and underground portions. It is challenging to 

handle with insecticides applied from the air. The use of resistant rootstocks can help control the root 

infection more successfully. Woolly Aphid is not an issue for Northern Spy apples. It gives scion budded on 

its resistance. Northern Spy's resistance characteristics have been used to generate a new family of apple 

rootstocks called as Malling Merton rootstocks. Merton 778, 779, 789, and 793 rootstocks were resistant to 

Wooly Aphid, however some resistance was lost through grafting. Bhardwaj and Verma (1994) investigated 

how certain MM clonal rootstocks reacted to Wooly Aphids in the lab and in the field. Woolly Aphid did not 

colonies MM102, MM103, MM109, or MM115, however a few aphid colonies were developed on MM101, 

MM104, MM106, and MM111, but did not multiply, implying that the first category of rootstocks was fully 

resistant to Woolly Aphid, while the second was very vulnerable. 

Reaction to Diseases 
The ability of scion cultivars to resist the attack of some diseases depends upon the relative 

resistance/susceptibility of the rootstock to some extent. In apple, some rootstocks are more resistant than 

others to certain diseases. The ultimate growth of the trees is determined by relative ability of the 

rootstocks to withstand/escape disease infection: 

1. Collar Rot 

2. White root rot 

3. Powdery mildew. 

Use of Rootstocks 
In apple propagation, two types of rootstocks are also used: seedling rootstocks and clonal rootstocks. Seeds 

are used to propagate seedling rootstocks. They have a wide range of behaviour, but clonal rootstocks 

propagated by vegetative means have a uniform performance. 

1. Seedling Rootstocks. 

2. Clonal rootstocks. 
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Introduction 
Plastic mulches generally lack the soil improving properties particularly to improvement in soil particle 

aggregation, structure formation and regulation of soil reactions. Among the different inorganic mulches, 

the use of plastic mulches is most common owing to its properties of moderating the hydrothermal regimes 

of microclimate of crops, show positive effects on weed control, prevention of soil dryness and crusting, 

water saving by preventing evaporation from surface, prevention of soil erosion and reduction of nutrient 

loss by leaching. 

Effects on Plant Microclimate 
Plastic mulches also affect plant microclimate by modifying the soil energy balance and by restricting soil 

water evaporation. Modification of these microclimate factors influence soil temperature, which affects 

plant growth and yield. Increased root-zone temperature (RZT) is one of the main benefits associated with 

use of plastic mulches. Since root-zone temperature is considered important in inducing plant growth and 

development because it affects physiological processes in roots such as uptake of water and mineral 

nutrients. Root-zone temperature may also be critical for plant survival, because roots have a lower 

temperature optimum and are less adapted to extreme fluctuation than shoots (Paulsen, 1994). Studies at 

constant root-zone temperature indicate that the optimum for mineral nutrient uptake and growth in 

tomato is between 26 and 34°C (Cooper, 1973). 

Soil Fertility 
The use of black polyethylene mulch in vegetable production has been reported to control the weed 

incidence, reduces nutrient losses and improves the hydrothermal regimes of soil. Polyethylene mulches 

also buffer soil pH and exchangeable Mg and Ca more efficiently than the uncovered soil. Many researchers 

have revealed that yield of tomato was significantly higher in polyethylene mulched soil as compared to 

uncovered soil probably as a result of slowing soil-water percolation and restricting removal of nutrients 

from the top 15-cm of soil. 

An experiment on nitrate leaching showed that the nitrate concentration at 120 cm depth in mulched soil 

was three times lower than in unmulched soil because the polyethylene mulch reduced soil water 

percolation (Jones et al., 1977). Calcium and Mg were also found to be significantly higher in covered top 

soil. 

Soil Water Conservation 
Covering the soil surface with plastic film reduces the irrigation requirement in bell pepper (Capsicum sp) 

by 14-29% due to elimination of soil evaporation. Tomato plants growing in polyethylene mulched soil have 

shown improved water use efficiency and yield potential under all (surface and drip) levels of irrigation.  

Mulching experiment conducted on brinjal crop with black polyethylene revealed that it conserved 29-56 

and 22-107% more moisture as compared to straw mulches and control, respectively (Singh et al. 2006). 

Plant Growth and Yield 
It has been demonstrated that black polyethylene mulch is found to be beneficial in promoting early 

harvest, higher plant biomass and yield of muskmelon relative to plants grown without mulch. The yield 

of brinjal plants mulched with white and black polyethylene is recorded to be increased by 344 to 520% 

over control probably as a result of slowing the soil-water percolation and restricting removal of nutrients 

from the top 15-cm of soil (Singh et al. 2006).  

Table1. 
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Plastic mulching markedly influences the yield of some of the vegetable crops as given below: 

Crops/ Vegetables Plastic sheet thickness (µ) Yield increased (%) 

Brinjal 25 10-27 

Okra 25 48-55 

Potato 50 49-50 

Tomato 25 65-70 

Snap bean 25 33-73.3 

Cucumber 25 44-52 

Cabbage/Cauliflower 50 10-71 

Chilli 25 60 

Carrot 50 10-50 

Effect of Coloured Plastic Mulches 
Research indicates that crop responses to colored mulches are inconsistent, depending on the season, the 

year, and the region. One reason for these apparent inconsistencies is that most of the mulch research is 

based on empirical studies where the effect of various mulches on yield is evaluated without regard to how 

the mulches modified the plant microenvironment. Significant research during the last 30 years indicates 

that black mulch is recommended during the spring to warm the soil. Therefore, in the summer and fall, 

aluminium or white coloured mulches are preferred because these mulches heat the soil less than black 

mulch. For example, clear plastic mulch promoted the establishment of Bermuda grass (Cynodon dactylon 

L.) during the fall, but the same mulch was detrimental to summer establishment because mean soil 

temperatures frequently exceeded those that are tolerated by these seedlings. 
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Introduction 
Mulching materials of organic origin are also known to be beneficial through their contribution to more 

moisture retention in the root zone depth and improvement in other physical qualities of soil, supplying 

most of the plant nutrient elements and enhanced growth, yield and quality of crop and their produce and 

add organic matter to the soil after decomposition. 

Types of Organic Mulches 
Compost/Manure/peat: They need to be laid in a 2” – 3” thick layer. Manure should be well rotted before 

laying or damage can occur to plants. These materials will benefit the soil fertility. It is generally considered 

as the best mulching material for the home garden. It is usually free of weed seeds and is inexpensive.  

Peat moss: This mulch is attractive and easy to handle but somewhat expensive. Dry peat moss requires 

considerable time and water to become moist, so it should be applied only to a 3-inch or less depth and 

avoided in areas subject to drought. Its acidic pH makes it especially desirable for acid-loving plants.  

Pine bark and Pine needles: A two to three inches layer of pine bark is good for weed control. Pine bark 

makes attractive, usually dark-colored mulch. They may also attract termites and other insects. A 2- inch 

layer of pine needles makes excellent mulch for acid-loving trees and shrubs.  

Sawdust: Aged partially rotted sawdust makes satisfactory mulch that lasts a long time. Since it is prone 

to caking and has a high carbon to nitrogen ratio. Apply it two inches deep after adding nitrogen fertilizer 

to the soil to prevent nutrient deficiencies. 

Grass-clippings: Grass clippings are very effective mulch and can be applied straight from the mower 

box. However, they must be applied as a 4” to 6” thickness and this can cause problems. If the layer is too 

thick, no air will penetrate to the bottom and they will become smelly and rotten and useless as a soil 

conditioner. 

Straw: Straw has similar qualities to grass clippings provided that that it should be put down in a thick 

layer (5-10 cm). 

Precautions while Laying Organic Mulch 
1. Weeds should be removed before spreading mulch. 

2. Soil should be periodically tested for pH. 

3. Slimy mould responsible for fungal attacks should not be allowed to develop. 

Effect of Organic Mulch on Soil and Vegetable Production 
Soil temperature: Soil temperature is affected by many factors, including air temperature; precipitation; 

solar radiation; soil water content and evaporation; soil texture, structure, colour, and thermal 

conductivity; soil surface aspect; and type and amount of soil cover (Willis and Amemiya, 1973). Straw 

mulching in arid and semi-arid regions in summer is known to be beneficial for crop production.  

Soil moisture content: It is well established fact that crop residue at the soil surface shade the soil, serve 

as a vapour barrier against soil moisture losses, slow surface runoff and increased infiltration. Straw 

mulches conserve more water in the soil profile during the early growth period than without it. Subsequent 

uptake of conserved soil moisture moderates plant water status, soil temperature and soil mechanical 

resistance, leading to better root growth and higher grain yields.  
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Soil aggregation/soil structure/aggregate stability: Soil organic carbon (SOC) contributed to the soil 

on decomposition of organic mulches helps in the amelioration of soil structure. Soil aggregation, which is 

important to crop establishment, water infiltration and resistance to erosion and compaction, is also 

influenced by SOC content.  

Soil bulk density: Mulching effects on soil bulk density are often variable. While some researchers have 

observed reduced soil bulk density under mulch, others have observed increased bulk density and yet others 

no mulch effect on bulk density. The effects of mulching on bulk density may vary due to soil type, 

antecedent soil properties, type of mulch, climate and land use. 

Soil biological properties: Organic mulches provide a favourable environment for soil and surface 

residue dwelling organisms because of reduced water loss, moderation of soil thermal regimes, and the 

presence of a relatively continuous substrate for decomposers.  

Fertility improvement: The practices of use of crop residues as mulch is known to either directly or 

indirectly affect physical, chemical, biological and biochemical soil properties. It is perceived that soil 

quality is improved by the adoption of soil surface crop residue application. The crop residue mulching 

increases the status of organic carbon in soil.  

Soil erosion: Application of crop residue as mulch protects the soil from water erosion by reducing the 

rain drop impact. A partial covering of mulch residue on the soil can strongly affect runoff dynamics, and 

reduce runoff amount. 

Crop nutrition/fruit quality: Mulches of organic origin have been reported to be effective in increasing 

the leaf and fruit nutrient concentrations of vegetable crops due to better moisture regime and optimum 

soil temperature in the root zone of plant. The concentrations of ascorbic acid, B-carotene and vitamin-A 

are also recorded to be appreciably higher in the fruit of brinjal plants growing with Cordia leaf mulch as 

compared to the bare field (Awasthi et al., 2006). 
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Introduction 
Music is an art form whose medium is sound and silence. It produces beauty of expression, emotion in 

significant forms through the elements of rhythm, melody and harmony. A property of living things is that 

they respond to stimuli. Plants respond to music the same as humans do. Plants enjoy music, and they 

respond to the different types of music due to the changes in plant metabolism. Little work has been done 

in this field wherein the plants have been subjected to different types of sound and the effects being 

monitored and analysed. 

Sound 
Sound is a vibration that propagates as mechanical wave of pressure through medium such as air or other 

medium. Music is rhythmic sound and sound is a wave which is produced by the generation of vibrations 

which are disturbances in the atmosphere.  

The lowest frequency classification in the acoustic spectrum is infrasound that has a frequency range less 

than about 20 Hz. Infrasound has been applied in infrasound diagnosis and therapeutic infrasound. This 

is audible by only few organisms like elephant and whales. Ultrasound is defined as acoustic waves at 

frequencies greater than 20 kHz, which has been widely used in medical practice for at least 50 yr as both 

diagnostic and therapeutic tools. This is audible by bats and dolphins.  Audible sound is what human beings 

hear and has an approximate frequency range between 20 Hz and 20 kHz. 

Precautions while Laying Organic Mulch 
1. Weeds should be removed before spreading mulch. 

2. Soil should be periodically tested for pH. 

3. Slimy mould responsible for fungal attacks should not be allowed to develop. 

Music 
The art of arranging sounds in time so as to produce a continuous, unified, and evocative composition, as 

through melody, harmony, rhythm, and timbre. 

Important Terms 
Frequency: Number of wave cycles that occur in one second. 

Melody: Arrangement of musical tones in a linear sequence. 

Harmony: Use of simultaneous pitches that is relative highness (or) lowness of a tune. 

Tempo: Speed of particular music. 

Dynamics: Volume of music. 

Rhythm: The pattern of long and short sounds and silences in a piece of music. 

Timbre: Quality of musical notes and it distinguishes between different musical instruments. 

History of the Effect of Music on Plants 
Sir Jagdish Chandra Bose (1902): He was one of the pioneers to study the effect of environment and 

music on plants. He also studied the Behaviour of plants in response to various stimuli. He also studied 

the response in living and nonliving organisms.  

Joel Sternheimer (1943): Developed a model tune for chalcone synthase in tomato. 

Dan Carlson: Invented the Sonic Bloom system during the year 1960. 
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Dr. T. C. Singh (1962): Found that balsam plants grew at 20% more in height and 72% in biomass when 

exposed to music. He also studied theeffects of vibrations caused by Bharata-Natyam, petunias and 

marigold, flowered 2 weeks earlier than controlled plants. 

George E. Farmer (1968): Practically applied music to his corn field and found the increased yield of corn 

plants. And published his results in a book called “Growing corn to music”. 

Dorothy Retallack (1973): She conducted detailed research on effect of music on plants and published 

her results in her book called “The sound of music and plants”. From her results she concluded that 

continuous rock music could kill the plants. 

Influence of Music to Plant Growth 
1. Gene activation: Specific sound frequencies activate certain genes to increase the growth of plant cells. 

2. Effect on stomata: Sound frequency technology stimulates leaf stomata to open; thereby the plant will 

be able to increase its uptake of spray fertilizer and dew. 

3. Effect on cell organelles: Certain frequencies create resonance in the cell organelles of living 

organisms by increasing the movement of cytoplasm within the cells which leads to the growth of cells. 

4. Movement of protoplasm: The sounds vibrate the leaves and increase this movement which increases 

the growth of healthy plants by increasing the synthesis of food and nutrients. 

5. Plant hormone: The plant hormone called gibberellic acid responds to sound and causes shoot 

elongation or seed germination. 

Different Techniques and Sounds that can Influence Plant Growth 
1. Classical music influence: 

a. Time limit about three hours. 

b. Helps to grow healthy and properly. 

c. Over dose can damage the plants. 

2. Protein and Molecular Music: 

a. Developed by Joel Sternheimer. 

b. This technique has special melodies which regulate Biosynthesis. 

c. He studied and investigated the vibrational frequencies of amino acids. 

d. He successfully replicated the melodies for the selected proteins (Proteodies). 

e. When these melodies were played, it increases the manifestation of the corresponding protein and 

accelerated the growth of the plant. 

f. As a result, there were greater yields, plants having higher nutrient levels and their shelf life is 

more. 
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Introduction 
Nano priming is a novel type of seed priming that uses nanoparticles (NPs) such as zinc oxide, iron oxide, 

titanium dioxide, silver nanoparticles and other similar materials. Plants do not use fertilisers or nutrients 

that are supplied to them because they are drained away or broken down by light and water. 

Nanoparticulate material/nutrient delivery to plants ensures appropriate and targeted utilisation of 

nutrients/macro molecules at a specific spot for plant development enhancement. 

Seed Quality 
Seed is a key component of crop production and a way of getting agricultural innovations to farmers, 

allowing them to reap the benefits of research efforts. Seed should reach farmers in a good quality state 

since it is one of the key factors limiting crop output potential. Seed quality is complicated and influenced 

by a variety of circumstances, but four important characteristics may be recognised (Bishaw et al. 2007). 

1. Genetic quality refers to a variety's innate genetic potential for increased yield, better grain quality, and 

stronger biotic or abiotic stress tolerance. 

2. Physiological quality - the capacity for germination and vigour, which leads to seedling emergence and 

field crop establishment. 

3. Physical quality – devoid of other crop seeds, common, noxious, or parasitic weed seeds, mechanical 

damage, discolouration, and seed size and weight uniformity. 

4. Pest-free status – no infection or infestation with seed-borne bugs (fungi, bacteria, viruses, nematodes, 

insects, etc.). 

Seed Priming 
Seed priming is a low-cost effective hydration technique to stimulate seed germination. During priming, 

seeds go through a physiological process, i.e., controlled hydration and drying which results in enhanced 

and improved peregrinated metabolic process for rapid germination. Seed priming can synchronize seed 

germination, and increase emergence. 

Nanoparticles 
The term “Nanoparticles” is adapted from the Greek word having prefix “nano” that’s meaning “dwarf.” 

The word “nano” means 10-9 or one billionth part of a meter. Particles with at least one dimension less 

than 100 nm (1-100 nm) are considered as “Nanoparticles.” Nanotechnology is an emerging technology 

that’s use in various fields such as electronics, energy, remediation, automobile, space technology, 

agriculture and life sciences. 

The Consequences of Various Nanoparticles Used in Various Crops 
NPs Optimum 

concentration 

Crop  Effect References 

CNTs 40 ug/ml Tomato Increased germination and 

seedling growth 

(Khodakovskaya et 

al. 2009) 

ZnO NPs 1000 mg kg-1 Groundnut enhanced germination, vigour 

index, electrical conductivity, 

catalase enzyme activity and 

reduced lipid peroxidation 

(Shyla and 

Natarajan, 2014) 

ZnO NPs 125 ppm Greengram early seedling growth and 

improved seed quality 

(Sangli et al. 2017)  
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Nano Priming's Mechanism 
Seed germination is a complex process involving a number of metabolic activities that lead to the transition 

from the stored food reserve to the activation phase, where the radicle and plumule develop. In general, 

the seeds take in water in three stages (H. U. Rehman, 2011). The first step is known as imbibition, and it 

entails rapid water absorption via seed-driven pressures. There are modifications in this phase, including 

as metabolic activity and translation processes, as well as DNA and mitochondrial repair. The lag phase 

occurs when there is reduced water absorption, resulting in a slight rise in seed fresh weight 

Nano Priming's Physiological and Biochemical Aspects 
In tomato and several other plant species, including maize (Zea mays L.), priming has been demonstrated 

to trigger nuclear DNA synthesis in the radical tip cells (Garcia et al. 1995). Osmopriming has been found 

to stimulate cell cycle processes. Priming wild rye seeds with 30 percent PEG for 24 hours resulted in an 

increase in superoxide dismutase (SOD) and peroxidase (POD) activity, as well as a quick rise in respiratory 

intensity, both of which were linked to an increase in germination vigour (Jie et al. 2002). 

Conclusion 
Seed-nano priming is one of the techniques that may be used to improve sustainability and nanotechnology 

is a potential field for exploitation in agriculture. Once these systems can promote plant establishment as 

well as provide protection against biotic and abiotic stresses, resulting in improved productivity and food 

quality, the use of nano-based technology for seed treatment has the potential to move traditional 

agriculture based on the use of agrochemicals to a more sustainable agriculture. All of these elements 

together can lead to a system that is safer for farmers and customers while also reducing environmental 

damage caused by conventional agriculture. 

Many difficulties, such as scale-up, seed priming conditions and toxic effects in plants and other species, 

must be addressed in the industrial manufacture of these technological systems and their use in the field. 

However, it is apparent that the implementation of nanoparticle systems can improve crop management, 

leading in agricultural practises that are safer for farmers, consumers and the environment by reducing 

pesticide application volumes and contamination concerns. 
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Introduction 
Contract farming is defined as an agreement between farmers and processing/marketing firms for the 

production and supply of agricultural products at predetermined prices under forward agreements. In 

simple terms, contract farming is a partnership between a farmer and a sponsor in which the farmer grows 

a contracted crop on his land and provides agreed-upon quality produce under buy-back agreements. In 

contract farming, the sponsor is crucial in terms of supplying specific supplies, providing technical help, 

and monitoring the crops. In this contract farming game, the farmer is at risk of losing output, while the 

sponsor is at risk of losing marketing. To become a success, it requires long term commitment from both 

the parties i.e., farmer and the sponsor. 

The Status of Contract Farming in India 
State Crop Company Area (ha) 

Punjab Tomato, chilly, basmati, 

barley, maize, groundnut 

and potato 

Nijjar Agro, United Breweries, Satnam 

Overseas, Sukhjeet Starch, Mahindra 

Shubhlabh, DD International Park, 

Amira Foods and Pepsico 

1400000 

Karnataka Ashwagandha dhawana, 

marigold, caprice chilli, 

celous, gherkins and 

medicinal plants 

Himalaya Health Care, Mysore SNC oil, 

AVT Natural Products, Natural 

Remesirs, Sami labs Bangalore and 20 

other private companies 

134800 

Madhya 

Pradesh 

Wheat, maize, several 

fruits, vegetables, spices, 

pulses, potato, sugarcane 

and orange 

Cargil India Ltd, Ion Exchange Enviro 

Farms Ltd, ITC-IBD. Mahindra SSL and 

Garlico India Ltd 

1200 

Maharashtra Soybean, several fruits, 

spices, vegetables, cereals, 

pulses, potato, sugarcane 

and orange 

Timma Oils and Chemicals, Ion 

Exchange Enviro Farms Ltd, and 

Cooperative Societies 

134800 

Source: Patra and Prasad, 2006 

Different Models of Contract Farming 
Broadly there are five models i.e., Centralized model, Nucleus-estate model, multipartite model, Informal 

model and Intermediary model. 

Centralized model: It is vertically oriented model with quota allocation and tight quality control, where 

sponsor purchases the crops from farmers for processing and markets the product. It is generally used for 

tree crops (coffee, tea, cocoa etc.), poultry, dairy 

Nucleus estate model: It's a decentralized version of the centralized paradigm. In this case, the sponsor 

also controls a big central state in order to give some assurance of plant throughput. The British based 

Commonwealth Development Corporation (CDC) was pioneer of nucleus estate model but it no longer 

develops such estates. It's frequently used in the context of resettlement or transmigration programs. It is 

mostly utilized for tree crops such as oil palm, as well as fresh produce for export. The approach focuses on 

a limited number of semi-commercial or emerging satellite farmers 

Multipartite model: Typically, this model entails a partnership between government agencies and 

private businesses, as well as farmers. Credit provision, production management, processing, and 

marketing may all be handled by separate organizations in multipartite contract farming. Governments in 
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several countries, such as Kenya, Mexico, and West Africa, have actively participated in or invested in 

contract farming via joint ventures (Little and Watts, 1994). 

Informal model: Individual entrepreneurs or small businesses engage in modest, informal production 

contracts with farmers on a seasonal basis, such as for vegetables, watermelons, and fruits. For resale to 

the retail trade or local markets, crops normally only require minor processing or packing. Financial 

investment is generally modest with this arrangement. It is the most speculative of all contract farming 

schemes, with both the promoter and the farmers at danger of default. For example, in the early 1990s, the 

government in Sri Lanka encouraged businesses to participate in the manufacturing of gherkins 

Intermediary model: It is the formal subcontracting of crops by companies to intermediaries (Collector, 

farmer groups, NGOs etc.). Intermediaries have their own informal arrangements with farmers. This 

disconnects the direct link between company and farmers. Loss of control over the production base, loss of 

control over the prices given to farmers, lower quality standards, and erratic output are all potential risks. 

Why We Need Contract Farming? 
Due to contract farming, farmers' risk is decreased by 80%. If there is a pest assault, production is ruined 

by rain, or any other reason, the firm will suffer it, not the farmers; in fact, they will be compensated, 

resulting in a 0% risk. 
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It is group of technique used to collect information about an object or area without actually being in contact 

with that object or area. This is for data acquisition of the farms to find the soil, vegetation and other 

parameters that are amenable for remote sensing. Remote sensing technique play important role in 

precision farming by providing continuous acquired data of agricultural crops. Remote sensor image 

vegetation, which is growing on different soil type with different water availability, substrate, impact of 

cultivation, and relief etc. These differences influence the state of the plants and cause heterogeneous 

regions within single fields. Hence, the heterogeneous vegetation parameters describing the state of the 

plants can be deduced from remote sensing imagery. The analysis of the variability occurring within the 

field was carried out by measuring soil and plant parameters through convention methods as well as 

through spectral technique using ground truth spectroradiometer (350- 188mm) and satellite data. Moran 

et al. (1997) reviewed potentials of remote sensing in providing information required for precision farming 

for indian condition. 

Process of Remote Sensing 
1. Aerial photography. 

2. Satellite imaging. 

Aerial photography: It can be done with modern aircraft, using photography or electro-optical sensor 

based on the difference in colour within the image. 

Satellite imaging: Satellites have been used for remote sensing imagery in agriculture since the early 

1970’s. They were mainly used to perform large scale crop classifications (Bauer and Cipra, 1973; Jewel, 

1989; Panigrahy and Sharma, 1997). These applications of remote sensing in conventional agriculture soon 

led to applications in precision agriculture. The first application of remote sensing in precision agriculture 

occurred when Bhatti et al. (1991) used Landsat imagery of bare soil to estimate spatial patterns in soil 

organic matter content, which were then used as auxiliary data along with ground-based measurements to 

estimate spatial patterns in soil phosphorus and wheat grain yield (Mulla, 1997). The spatial resolution of 

Landsat, SPOT and IRS satellites is fairly coarse (20-30 m) for current applications in precision agriculture. 

Use of Remote Sensing in Precision Farming 
1. Pre-harvest crop acreage estimation.  

2. Production estimation.  

3. Assessing and monitoring of water resources.  

4. Intensification and expansion of horticulture activities. 

5. To detect soil related variable and disease and pest incidence. 
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Introduction 
Conservation agriculture: CA conserve natural resources and focus on their basic principles such as 

minimal disturbance of soil, residual management on soil and crop diversification. Some agronomic 

management practices very helpful to adopt CA are following:  

1. Land preparation: The preparation of field with adopting Zero tillage technology we should be advised 

at least 25 - 30 % of residue retain in our soil. We know now a day's lot of machinery used in farming 

practices which is helpful for adopting zero tillage, So whenever a combined harvester is used, we have to 

use a baler or straw chopper after that Zero Tillage reduces efforts for soil manipulation which is not only 

saves labor but also reduces 70 to 80% energy requirement. Zero tillage increases standing duration of crop 

in field that is helpful for more dry matter assimilation and finally increase yield of crop due more time can 

be taken for getting yield especially in wheat crop this effect visualized very clearly. Doing these practices 

has numerous benefits such as reduces the erosion of soil in our farm and saves the soil from loo and frost 

which is facilitate growing soil flora and fauna as well as organic carbon that’s why improving overall 

health of soil. 

Some researchers find if we use zero tillage in the rice-wheat cropping system then our rice matures seven 

days in advance and this gives more time to the wheat crop. If we use zero tillage not only it is 

environmentally friendly but it also increases our yield and productivity. 

2. Nutrient management: Plant nutrients are those elements which are compulsory for completing their 

life cycle and we know that is seventeen Out of these nutrients; carbon, hydrogen and oxygen are available 

in the environment. The rest of plant nutrients divided into two groups according to their requirement to 

plant such as major and micro elements if the deficiency of these plant nutrients we overcome by application 

from outside but it requires quantifying of deficiency by scientific manners. 

The amount of nitrogen application decides by scale in which 5 to 6 strips of green color known as leaf color 

chart. These strips go from yellowish green to deep green, compare the color of our farm crop leaves with 

this chart. We observe 10 leaves and out of these if 6 leaves appear slightly yellow and the greenness only 

less than 4 and equal on the color chart then applied 25 kg nitrogen/acre to the field crops. Normally, to 

identify the nitrogen status in the plants at 7 to 14 days intervals. do this till 14 days after sowing to 

flowering. This helps to avoid excess use of nitrogen and increases nitrogen usage efficiency and 

productivity. Green seeker is another sensor-based equipment that is used to help effectively and precisely 

to manage crop inputs. The reading is measured in terms of NDVI and ranges from 0.00 to 0.99 with a 

higher NDVI value signifying better health of the plant. Usually, we use the green seeker in places where 

we do not have soil testing facilities and thus prevent excess use of nitrogen. Now crop manager, it is based 

on 4Rs which means right fertilizer source, right application time, right placement and right application. 

This is software based and mostly used where do not any facility of soil testing or very expensive. In crop 

manager, we use the knowledge of farmers and feed the personalized data of their farms. We fix a crop 

productivity target and then based on this target we feed the data which gives us a result where it tells us 

how much nutrient to apply in this crop. This software helps us to prevent the excess use of nitrogen in our 

farm and we depend on research trials and demonstrations at farmers' fields. 

3. Water management: We can use various agronomic approaches to find out needs of water or not to 

crop at a particular time. These are curling up of leaves, soil feel method, indicator plants. (i.e., sunflower 
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and maize), climatologically approach etc. We use the pan evaporative method to know what the level of 

soil moisture and how much deficiency of available water. 

Another important approach is critical growth stage of a plant, that stage when a plant requires more 

water. In case of wheat the crown root initiation stage at 21 to 25 DAS is considered the most critical stage 

and others are jointing and milking. In case of rice, panicle initiation and flowering stage are considered 

critical. For the maize crop, knee high and tasseling or silking stage. Tensiometer has a ceramic cup insert 

in the soil with which we can measure the tension in the soil. It provides reading in ranges from 0 to 100 

kilopascals. In sandy soil reading between 30 to 40 kilopascals means irrigation required to field. For clay 

or heavy soil, we take 60 to 70 kilopascals indication to irrigate our field. If soils tension above 70 

kilopascals even any soil that soil is dry. Water use efficiency also increase by different irrigation 

techniques most importantly drip and sprinkler irrigation compared to surface or subsurface irrigation. In 

these techniques we can irrigate more land area with same amount of water. So these are the various 

approach and techniques by which increase the water use efficiency of farm.  

4. Weed management: Weeds affects crop production as well as quality of products the research data 

shown that we lose around 30 to 35% of production due to weeds. Some management techniques can reduce 

weed competition with crop such as select more resistant crop which is suppress growth of weeds. These 

crops are usually fast covering of ground area and another is solarization of soil by covering field with a 

plastic sheet so increases soil temperature can be comparatively reduces the germination and growth of 

weeds. through residue management mulching is another technique under conservation agriculture can 

reduce weed growth and increase the water holding capacity of soil when mulch on the field then it prevents 

natural resources from getting to the weeds like temperature. Another is manual weeding we can control 

weed but it also increases our labor cost, so keeping labor cost low we give importance to controlling weed 

through the use of chemicals in zero tillage. We use glyphosate and paraquat when we are practicing zero 

tilling. Now a day’s for preplant application we consider glyphosate and paraquat the best means of weed 

control. 

Conclusion 
Conventional agriculture with residue cover saves irrigation water, increase organic carbon gradually, 

reduces weeds growth as well as fuel and implements cost and time associated with tilling. So, CA provide 

many benefits to farmers and environment. 
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Introduction 
Year after year the livestock population is increasing rapidly which is putting pressure on the availability 

of fodder. Presently the country is facing a shortage of 35.6% green fodder, 10.95% dried crop residue, and 

44% concentrated feed material (IGFRI Vision, 2050). Single feeding cost is the biggest rate in the animal 

husbandry sector which is almost half of the total cost. However, the cost of food is 70 percent of the total 

feed and the cost can be higher in case of drought-like conditions. Therefore, minimizing the feeding cost is 

very important to sustain livestock productivity. Forage plays an important role in increasing milk 

production in a dairy system, and high-energy concentrates can be used to achieve this goal. Where grain 

and other concentrated components of the feed ration are expensive or unavailable, dairy farmers can use 

more green fodder. With proper management of the feed system, the feeding cost is reduced. We can reduce 

the feeding cost in two ways: 

1. Enhancing the availability of fodder resources: 

a. Increase fodder production per unit area: All arable and non-cultivable lands can produce 

fodder throughout the year through a combination of perennial and annual pastures to produce 

higher yields. To ensure a continuous and high supply of fodder, be sure to include forage species 

such as legumes or warm-season grasses in controlled, rotational grazing or managed intensive 

grazing, which helps to maintain a regular supply of fodder grazing plans. This will not reduce the 

availability of fodder in the summer months (lean periods). Emphasis should also be laid on the 

exploitation of waste and marginal land through proper management practices such as adopting 

soil and water conservation, application of fertilizers, etc. Year-round fodder production could be 

achieved through a combination of perennial and annual forages according to the suitability of the 

agroclimatic region. For example: 

Sr. No. Crop sequence Green fodder yield (t/ha/year) 

1. Napier x Bajra hybrid + Cowpea - Berseem 260 

2. Maize + Cowpea MP Chari + Cowpea Berseem + 

Japanese rape 

197 

3. MP Chari + Cowpea Berseem + Japanese rape 184 

4. Cowpea MP Chari + Cowpea Berseem + Japanese rape 176 

5. Napier x Bajra hybrid + Cowpea Berseem Cowpea 255 

(Source: Anonymous 2011) 

b. Selections of crops and varieties: Promotion of cultivation of varieties of green fodder such as 

Napier, marvel grass, moringa, maize, Bajra, Jowar, cowpeas, velvet beans, thorn-less cactus, oats, 

Berseem, ryegrass and Chinese cabbage could help farmers get adequate fodder supplies. To fulfill 

the requirement of fodder, take those crops and varieties which gave maximum cutting per season 

and ultimately produce high biomass per unit of land area which explained in Table 1:  

Table 1: High Yielding Varieties of Different Fodder Crops: 

Sr. No. Crops Varieties 

1. Maize African Tall, J-1006, Pratap Makka-6, APFM-8 

2. Sorghum Pusa chari-1, MP Chari, UP Chari-1, CO-27, AS-16, SSG-988, PC-6, PC-9, 

JS-20, K11 

3. Pearl millet Giant Bajra, CO-8, ProAgro No-1, AVKB-2, NDFB-19, PCB164 

4. Cowpea Cowpea-74, Type-21, GFC-1, GFC-2, Sweta, Bundel lobia-1, CS-88 
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5. Guar Durgajay, Durgapura Safed, Bundel Guar-1, Bundel Guar-2, Guar Kranti 

6. Oat Kent, Westen 11, Palampur-1, OS-6, OS-7, Harita, Bundel Jai-822, Bundel 

Jai-851 

7. Berseem Pusa Giant, Mascavi, BL-1, JB-1, Warden, JB-1, 

8. Lucerne Chetak, Sirsa Type-9, Anand-2, LL Composite 2, Sirsa-8 

9. Napier Pusa Giant Napier 

10. NB Hybrid O-1, Hybrid Napier-3, IGFRI-5, NB-21, Saguna, Supriya, PBN-83, PBN233 

11. Moringa  PKM-1, PKM-2, ODC, ODC-3, MOLE 

(SOURCE: Kumar et al., 2022) 

c. Develop a plan for using available forages: The introduction of dual-purpose plant types 

(cereal and leguminous crops) could offer opportunities to improve the nutritional value of 

agricultural residues and, in turn, raise animal production system productivity. The introduction of 

short-duration quality forages crops during the gap period between main harvests may be the 

simplest and most effective strategy for providing fodder during times of scarcity. Majorly grown 

forage crops are particularly sorghum in Kharif and berseem in rabi season. Lucerne, cowpea, oat, 

maize, and pearl millet are some of the other cultivated fodders. Among the perennial grown forages 

like Napier-Pearl millet hybrid, guinea grass, and para grass are there. Year-round fodder 

production model is prepared for farmers to get high quality and quantity fodder whole the year 

(kumar et al., 2022) which is depicted in Fig 1. 

2. Improvement in the quality of rations: Feed availability and nutritional content, intake, digestion 

percentage, and metabolism of the digested feed all influence animal performance, although availability 

and intake are the most important factors. One of the finest returns on investment in any operation is 

forage sample and nutrition analysis. If animals are fed without nutrient analysis of food ingredients, every 

supplementing approach is essentially a guess and rarely mimics the genuine demands of the animals. 

Overfeeding is a waste of money, while underfeeding is a waste of output and genetic potential, as we all 

know. However, to address the issues of ration amount and quality, first, test the nutrient content of all 

forages that you must give to animals, or, to put it another way, strategic supplementation of key deficit 

nutrients for intense milk and meat production. 

a. Inclusion of quality forages legume/ protein source: Annual forage legumes, along with 

grasses, are one of the highest quality combinations to the constant demand for plant protein in 

animal husbandry because their fiber contains high quantities of soluble nutrients, resulting in a 

higher nutritional value. Among the most important annual forage legume species are Lucerne, 

Berseem, cowpea, alfalfa, clover, pea, faba bean, grass pea, and soybean and fodder tree like moringa 

which are considered the best sources of protein (24-32%). 

b. Post-harvest management and value addition: Improper management of feed resources 

especially that of the bulky and fibrous crop residues is another factor contributing to low 

productivity of ruminant livestock in tropics. Use of these locally available feed ingredients can 

substantially reduce the cost of production of livestock. Suitable feeding practices and processing 

technology would enable the livestock farmer to utilize these resources more effectively resulting in 

better performance of the animals. 

Feeding Silage 
When there is a scarcity of animal feed, or when it is dry or cold, silage making is the best alternative for 

preserving animal feed. Silage retains forage in good shape for a long time without sacrificing nutritional 

content, and it takes up less storage space. Any green forage crop, such as alfalfa (Lucerne), clovers, vetches, 

cowpeas, or a blend of fodder crops and crop leftovers, can be converted into silage. The material for silage 

should have a moisture level of 60-70 percent and a pH of 4.2-4.8. 

Haylage 
Haylage is a method of drying fodder by lowering the moisture content by 15-20% so that it may be stored 

for a long time. The drying process converts green, perishable forage into a useful product with minimal 

dry matter and nutritional losses, allowing it to be safely stored and transported without the risk of rotting. 

However, not all grasses and fodder are ideal for hay production, as grass hay has a lower nutritional 
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content and quality than legume hay. As a result, a ration consisting of both grass and legume hay can be 

very effective. Natural pasture, planted grasses, alfalfa (Lucerne), sweet clovers, clovers, vetches, cereals, 

and mixed crops are some examples of crops. 

Complete Feed Block Technology 
Complete feed blocks are solidified high density blocks comprising forage, concentrate and other 

supplementary nutrients in desired proportion capable to fulfill nutrient requirements of animal. This 

feeding strategy is made up of locally accessible crop leftovers, agro-industrial byproducts (urea, molasses), 

and non-traditional feeds (karanj cake, mahua cake, cassava, babul pod etc.). Non-traditional feeds can 

help to cover the gap in animal feed supplies as well as make livestock production more cost-effective and 

lucrative. The nutritional value is 33% more than regular feed. Reduced labour costs, optimal roughage: 

concentrate ratio, regular feed intake, uniform supply of minerals, and management of rumen environment 

are all advantages of a complete feed system over a traditional feeding system. 

Residue Management and Minimize Wastage 
When there is a shortage of fodder, minimizing wastage through crop residue management is a method for 

satisfying the animals' feed demand during the lean time. India produces 500 million tonnes of crop 

leftovers each year. Harvested forages and crop leftovers are the most expensive single feed in most 

livestock operations in India. The main causes of losses are storage and feeding methods, which account 

for more than 30% of overall losses. Reduce sorting and waste at the feeder by storing hay under a shed 

and off the ground, or by grinding all forages and mixing them into a total mixed ration (TMR) to reduce 

sorting and waste. In small- to medium-sized businesses, however, the initial cost of equipment and 

infrastructure for TMR distribution may be prohibitive. 

Conclusion 
With the help of an effective strategy, we can improve quality fodder output per unit area throughout the 

year based on the availability of feed and fodder supplies. Although, feeding costs will be reduced and 

maintain livestock productivity if we have all the necessary supplies. 
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Fig 1: Year-Round Fodder Production Model 
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Introduction 
The food you eat are normally comes from the farms, grown by farmer, whether it is veg or non-veg. Along 

with this, the fish or shellfish you eat are come from water, normally regarded as aquaculture and 

mariculture. The fish which culture and harvest from freshwater, comes under aquaculture same as the 

fish from marine source are termed as maricuture.  

But what if we tell you that the fish you are going to serve is neither from aquaculture nor from marine 

source, it is from the Lab or laboratory? Are you surprized? Scientist and researcher along with private and 

government funding agencies from all over the world are working to grow the fish flesh (meat) in laboratory. 

Let’s See Some History About it 
In 1932, Winston Churchill predicted that, in fifty years “we shall escape the absurdity of growing 

a whole chicken in order to eat the breast or wing by growing these parts separately.” Today, 

almost eighty years later, science may finally be getting close to producing In-Vitro meat or muscle tissue 

grown in the lab without the rest of the animal. In 1912 Alexis Carrel managed to keep a piece of chicken 

heart muscle alive and beating in a Petri dish. In 1999 Van Eelens (In Vitro Meat Godfather) theoretical 

idea was patented. In 2002 muscle tissue from common gold fish was cultured in a Petri dish. 

It is important to highlight that on 5 August 2013, the world's first lab-grown meat (beef) has been 

cooked and eaten at a news conference in London. Scientists from Maastricht University in the 

Netherlands, led by Professor Mark Post, had taken stem cells from a cow and grown them into strips of 

muscle which they then combined to make a burger. The burger was cooked by Chef Richard McGeown. In 

addition, on Dec 25 2019, Lab-grown fish just got real. San Diego startup shows off first slaughter-free 

yellowtail. 

Why do Scientists Need to Prepare Lab Grown Fish Meat? 
For knowing the answer of this, we should look at some date, at every 10 second, humans kill about 2.4X 

104 animals only for food purpose and this estimate is expected to hit 455 million tonnes by 2050.  

Many animals land as well as aquatic are raised in pens and cages without room to turn around or even 

move their wings. Many animals live in their own excrement, which is not ethical and it is time to think 

about that animal.   

This causes the environmental pollution, according to the United Nations Food and Agriculture 

Organization, raising livestock produces twenty percent (20%) of human-related greenhouse gas emissions. 

In fact, it is responsible for more greenhouse gas emissions than the transportation sector. 

Other than this, animals are the carrier of zoonotic diseases, the diseases which spread from animal to 

human by different means are known as zoonotic diseases. Covid-19 is the most recent example of zoonotic 

disease, which is probably spread from Wuhan province of China, from a local meat market. In addition, 

also they are harbor of food borne pathogens and some nutritional diseases. 

What is Cell-Based Meat? 
It is not very tough to understand it, it is the idea of manufacturing meat products through tissue 

engineering technology. The main purpose of this technology is to produce animal meat without using an 
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actual animal. It is known by other different names such as Victimless meat, Cultured meat, Shmeat, 

Hydroponic meat, Test-tube meat. 

Health Benefits to Cell-Based Seafood 
1. Can reduce contamination with bacteria like Salmonella and E. Coli 

2. Eliminate contact with animal contaminants like feces, thus helping to solve the most common cause of 

food-borne illness.  

3. Tightly controlling the percentage and types of fat could also make lab-grown meat healthier. 

Basic Methodology for Cell-Based Seafood Production 
Cell-based seafood consist of the following integrated elements: 

1. Appropriate cell type(s) - from the tissue of interest;  

2. A growth media - to provide nutrients to proliferating and differentiating cells, a 

3. A bioreactor- to provide the closed environment to support the growth. 

For three dimensional tissues, a scaffold would be needed to provide structure. Edible chunk of meat 

prepared in 9 weeks. In 2013 first lab grown hamburger had price $330000 to make, engineered by Dutch 

pharmacologist “Mark post”. In 2019 they cut off the cost by 99.997% to just $10 a burger. 

As Indian, the Question We Ask, is India Doing Something About it? 
The answer is, the big Yes. India is also participating in the lab grown meat. In 2019, the Union Department 

of Biotechnology has decided to fund the Hyderabad based Centre for Cellular and Molecular Biology 

(CCMB) and National Research Centre on Meat for research on cell-based meat. 

Characteristics of Native Fish Muscle Tissue for Cell Culture 
In Teleost and Elasmobranch fish, there are three muscle types: red, white and pink. Red muscle are highly 

vascularized, comprised of slow twitch fibers with a high density of mitochondria and a rich supply of 

capillaries. They are used for slow, sustainable swimming speeds and relies on aerobic metabolic pathways. 

White muscles are fast twitch, tightly packed with myofibrils and primarily utilize anaerobic metabolic 

pathways and used for burst-swimming and fast starts. Pink muscle shares some of the characteristics of 

both white and red muscle. 

Factors Affects Cell-Based Seafood 
There are some factors which affect the cell-based seafood namely, oxygen requirements, pH considerations 

and temperature requirements. 

Oxygen Requirements- Fishes are well-adapted to tolerate low oxygen environments. Goby 

(Gobiodonhistrio) and Blenny (Atrosalariasfuscus) fishes can life at minimum oxygen at 2.8–0.5% and 

1.6–0.7% respectively. Over two hundred hypoxia responsive genes were identified in the Japanese medaka 

brain, gill, and liver. 

The reason is Hif-1-alpha is a transcription factor that is present under hypoxic condition, when molecular 

oxygen is present the protein becomes hydroxylated and subsequently degraded by the ubiquitin system. 

The Analysis of ice-fish mRNA revealed that the functional domains of Hif-1-alpha are highly conserved, 

indicating continued selective pressure exerted by hypoxia.  

Temperature Requirements- Fish vary widely in their adaptation strategies. Some fishes possess antifreeze 

defense systems, means optimized for temperatures of 0◦ to 10◦C. in addition, lack of hemoglobin was also 

found in demersal ice-fish, Chaenocephalus aceratus; these fish compensate for their lack of hemoglobin 

with increased numbers of mitochondria. Fish cell culture conditions typically mirror those of their typical 

habitats, with culture temperatures varying from 15 to 30◦C. 

Some fish cell lines can vary their rate of metabolism within a 5◦C temperature range, with the cells 

metabolizing more quickly at higher temperatures Since fish cells can be cultured at cooler temperatures, 

this reduces the energy required to maintain a constant temperature of a culture system, and costs 

associated with producing cell-based seafood at scale. 
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Fish Cell Lines 
Cell lines is a cell culture developed from a single cell and therefor consisting of cells with a uniform genetic 

make-up. FICELdb is a fish cell database -1962 to 1999. Cellosaurus is a cell line compendium created in 

2012 and published in 2018, about 100,000 known cell lines but only 558 are fish cell lines out of these two 

cells lines originated from salt water species are White sturgeon in 2003, Bluefin trevally line in 2006. 

Crustacean Cell Culture 
Medium for invertebrate cell culture- Grace’s medium or L-15 medium: 

1. Common supplements- shrimp or crab muscle extract and hemolymph from Penaeus species 

2. These additions -provide trace and critical growth factors not supplied by mammalian serum.  

3. More study is needed in the development of a sustainable, animal-free media for the growth of crustacean 

cells.  

4. Scaffolds for Three-Dimensional Tissue Cultivation- A biocompatible material capable of supporting cell 

growth and differentiation by providing a suitable morphology, chemical and structural template. 

5. Scaffolding materials - cellulose, alginate and chitosan 

6. Chitosan is of particular interest because it is edible, inexpensive, accessible and well-referenced in tissue 

engineering 

Conclusions 
Producing seafood from marine cell cultures is a novel seafood production method and opportunity for 

cellular fisheries. There are several research gaps that exist for marine cell culture, alongside several 

opportunities that make these research gaps worth addressing. With growing interest in cellular 

agriculture as a means to produce meat, milk, eggs, and other animal proteins from cell cultures, and with 

the rapid intensification of aquaculture systems, the time is right to investigate the production of seafood 

without marine animals. 
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Rice is one of the most important staple food in India as well as in the world. It’s demand is expected to 

elevate from 496 million tonnes MT in 2020 to 555 MT in 2035 (Seck et al., 2012). But, future food 

production is limited by the land, water, abour, and energy. In the context of climate change and burgeoning 

populations, achieving self-sufficiency and sustainability in food production is essential. Asia is 

contributing 75% of the rice production while consuming 50% of its freshwater resources. India is also a 

major producer of rice among Asian countries. Rice is grown in several agro-climatic zones of India, 

including the north, north-west, and eastern parts of the nation, primarily in Uttar Pradesh, Delhi, 

Haryana, Punjab, parts of Jammu and Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh, and Uttarakhand, with substantial 

output in West Bengal and Madhya Pradesh. It is a water-intensive crop, with water consumption ranging 

from 1144 to 1560 mm in the Indo-Gangetic plains of Bihar and Haryana. Paddy transplanting is the most 

common method of rice cultivation in India. The majority of the water needed for this cultivation method 

is accounted for land preparation, evapotranspiration, percolation, and seepage. Overuse of irrigation water 

in agricultural, industrial, and domestic sectors causes irrigation water scarcity and quality issues. 

Perhaps, it is critical to achieve food security through “per drop more crop” measures. Under water scarcity 

conditions, sustainable rice production may be achieved through water-saving technologies such as Direct 

Seeded Rice (DSR), Alternate Wetting and Drying (AWD), saturated soil culture, System of Rice 

Intensification (SRI), raised bed, and aerobic rice. DSR is an alternative method of rice cultivation and it 

is considered water and resource-conserving technology as it effectively addresses the problem of water and 

labor shortage in both irrigated and rain-fed areas through reduced utilization of water for land preparation 

and sowing of rice. This method is conducive to mechanization ofsowing, weeding, and harvesting and 

provides better irrigation management of crop.  

It is not a new technique; in fact, it was the main cultivation method before the 1970s. The green revolution, 

on the other hand, paved the door for widespread acceptance of transplanting. Currently, severe issue of 

water scarcity has redirected farmers' attention back to this strategy. In the DSR method, sowing is done 

in unpuddled fields with well-tilled levels and uniform slopes, and the aerobic condition is maintained with 

no standing water throughout the season for crop cultivation. 

 

Technique of DSR 
The field is prepared for DSR with one pre-sowing irrigation. The seeds are then directly drilled or 

broadcasted in the field with simultaneous application of herbicide.Seed priming, in which seeds are partly 

moistened, is used to improve crop establishment. On-farm priming, hydropriming, hardening, Osmo-
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hardening, and priming with growth stimulants are the methods of priming which are commonly followed.  

Some of the varieties that are suited for DSR in various parts of the country are presented in table 2. 

Direct seeding 

methods 

Seed condition Seedbed 

condition and 

environment 

Sowing methods Practiced in 

Dry direct-seeded Dry Dry soil, mostly 

aerobic 

Broadcasting; 

drilling or sowing 

in rows 

Mostly in rainfed 

areas and some in 

irrigated areas 

with precise water 

control 

Wet direct-seeded Pre-germinated Puddled soil, may 

be aerobic or 

anaerobic 

Broadcasting Mostly in irrigated 

areas with good 

drainage 

 

Water seeding Dry or pre-

germinated 

Standing water, 

mostly anaerobic 

Broadcasting on 

standing water 

In irrigated areas 

with good land 

leveling and areas 

with red rice 

problem 

Source: Thakur et al., 2004; Balasubramanian and Hill, 2002. 

Why do Scientists Need to Prepare Lab Grown Fish Meat? 

Region Cultivers for DSR 

Bihar  Rajshree, MTU–7029, Satyam, Rajendra Mahsuri–I, NDR–359, 

Prabhat 

Eastern Uttar Pradesh  NDR–359, Sarjoo–52, Muhsoori, Swarna, MTU–7029, Moti, Pusa–

44, KRH-2 

Haryana, Indian Punjab, 

Western Pradesh  

Pusa–1121, Pusa–2511, PRH–10, Pusa Basmati–1, Pant Dhan–12, 

Sharbati, PHB–71 

Tarai of Uttaranchal  Nidhi, UPRI–92–79, Narendra–359, PD–4, Sarvati, PR–113, HKR–

120, Sarjoo–52 

Source: Rice–Wheat Consortium (2006) 

Hydrologic Components in DSR 

Parmaters/ 

DSR Method 

Seepage and 

percultion1 

(mm) 

Evaporation and 

evapotranspiration 

(mm) 

Irrrigation + 

rainfall 

quantity 

(mm) 

Water 

Productivity 

(kg/m3) 

Transplanting 350 1200 1880 1 

Wet Seeding 310 1030 1750 0.62 

Dry Seeding 280 1050 1600 1.48 

Sources: Cabangon et al1 (2002) 

DSR saved 517 mm of irrigation water as compared to transplanting in India's North-Western Indo-

Gangetic Plains (Mohammad et al., 2018.) Furthermore, it was determined that the transplanting 

technique of rice cultivation needs 37% more labor for the puddling and transplanting of seedlings than for 

the DSR.  Contrasting it was found that the labor required for the weed removal is higher in the case of 

DSR. It was also observed that the soil structure is in good condition and also creates a favorable 

environment for the succeeding crop. 

In the transplanted rice, puddling and continuous standing of water lead to lower oxygen levels and soil 

redox potential leads to higher methane gas emissions. conversely, Nitrous oxide produced by the DSR is 

higher than the transplanted puddled rice. The Benefit and Cost ratio of DSR varies from 2.29 to 3.12 as 

compared to transplanting from 1.93 to 2.66. 
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Comparison of DSR and Transplanted Rice 
Particulars Transplanted Rice Direct Seeded Rice 

Water requirement High  Low (30-40% water saving) 

Methane emission High  Low  

Soil structure  Destroyed  Maintained 

Labour requirement High  low 

Weed infestation Low weed growth Very high weed population 

Nutrient availability to 

plants  

Sufficient Deficiency of micronutrients 

Root environment Anaerobic Aerobic 

Yield High  Low (occasionally comparable) 

Severity of rice blast Less  More 

Challenges of DSR 

 

Summary 
DSR is gaining popularity as a result of water scarcity and climate change. This technology, when combined 

with DSR packages like laser land levelling and integrated weed management, fertilizer, and pest control, 

may assist in improving water use efficiency, enhancing yield, saving energy and labor, and saving 30-50 

percent of irrigation water when compared to transplanted rice. DSR is technically and economically viable, 

environmentally acceptable alternative to conventional puddled transplanted rice. The diverse 

environment, climatic unpredictability, and seasonal water supply in Asian nations necessitate extensive 

study to overcome every challenge in developing and disseminating DSR cultivars and technologies suited 

for all conditions. 
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Traditional and conventional method of agricultural practices needs to be modernized for the improvement 

of agricultural production besides precise use of inputs. Use of drones in agriculture is one of the modern 

technologies that help farming in many ways. Drone abbreviated as Dynamic Remotely Operated 

Navigation Equipment is additionally termed as unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) or unmanned aircraft 

system (UAS) has a propulsion system that carries payload which is remotely controlled used for 

navigation, crop spraying and digital imaging (Pathak et al., 2020). An agricultural drone is an unmanned 

aerial vehicle used in agriculture to aid in crop production, protection and monitoring crop growth. 

Recently, it has been used in small field operations for field navigation, fertilizer application in complex 

terrains that are not readily accessible to human beings. Remotely piloted aerial application systems 

(RPAASs) have the ability to fly at low altitudes at different modelling heights and ground speeds closer to 

plant canopies with accurate precision and protection. The Japanese were the first to successfully apply 

UAV technology to agricultural chemical spraying applications in 1980’s, and crop dusting in the 1990’s. 

Yamaha Company initially launched the world’s first agricultural UAV model in 1985 for pesticide 

application with 5kg payload capacity. In comparison with existing field crop production and protection 

machinery, drones have a short turning radius with the ability to float and turn around flexibly in the air, 

needs less labour, have less operator exposure and are more effective making them ideal for operating in 

rugged terrain and on small plots with high performance. 

Many kinds of unmanned aerial vehicles are available for different research purposes. Typically, there are 

three different UAV platforms, aircraft, fixed-wings, and quad copter. Aircraft is usually expensive, but it 

can fly longer and carry heavy sensors. Compared with aircraft, fixed-wings and quad copter are less 

expensive. Fixed-wings can usually fly about 2 hours, which is suitable for a large scale of field. Quad copter 

can fly about 30 minutes, which is used for short flight mission in a small scale of field. Being used as a 

remote sensing platform, 

UAVs is also useful in new research problems, such as drone image processing, and flight path planning. 

Drone Applications in Agriculture 
Drones have various features, such as multi-spectral and photo cameras, and may be utilized in many 

aspects of agriculture, including monitoring crop stress, plant growth, predicting yields, and delivering 

inputs such as pesticides, fertilizer, and water.The potential application areas of drone in agriculture are 

soil and field analysis, monitoring crop growth, identification of weed, scheduling irrigation, forecasting 

data and livestock management. Drones can help farmers to optimize the use of inputs (seed, fertilizers, 

water), to react more quickly to threats (weeds, pests, fungi), to save time crop scouting (validate 

treatment/actions taken), to improve variable-rate prescriptions in real time and estimate yield from a 

field. 

Drone Seeding/Fertilizer Spreader 
Using agricultural seed spreader drone, seeding can be possible in places that traditionally would be hard 

to access, or to simply spread seeds much faster. Agricultural seed spreader drone can spread up to 40 

times faster than manual spreading, and allow users to spread seeds quickly and efficiently on hills, 

wetlands, and other places. Spreading seeds in wetlands with a drone is a quick way to do a task that can 

traditionally be very difficult. The nature of wetlands makes them hard to access with traditional heavy 

machinery, without disrupting the ecosystem. Drones may also be utilized in spreading of mineral 

fertilizers in addition to sowing of the seeds. Commercially available drone with seed spreader is having 

payload capacity of 10 kg. The advantages of sowing of the seeds and spreading the fertilizers with the use 
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of drones over traditional method of manual or using tractors are time, input and labour saving and also it 

does not damage the crop, the soil is not packaged and the fertilizer is well distributed. Sowing of seeds 

and spreading of fertilizers, carried out with the use of drones in connected with a quick automatic 

spreading and easy operation of the equipment. 

Crop Health Monitoring 
Using of drones in crop monitoring can eliminate visual inspecting of crops which is labour intensive and 

not accessible easily in mountain regions. Drones can be used with different imaging technologies like 

hyper spectral, multispectral, thermal etc. that can provide the farmers with real time and site-specific 

information regarding crop health, fungal infections, growth bottlenecks etc. Drones may be used to analyze 

the health of any vegetation or crop, as well as field areas infested with weeds, diseases, and pests, and the 

precise amounts of chemicals needed to combat these infestations can be applied based on this assessment, 

lowering the overall cost for the farmer. Further, it also acts as an early warning system which detects the 

incidence of pest and disease attack and assesses the water stress that facilitates timely action based on 

the degree of stress the crop suffers. Drones equipped with Infrared cameras can see inside plants, giving 

a clear image of the condition thereof. If a farmer can detect an infection before it spreads, preventative 

measures can be taken by removing the plant before the infection spreads to adjacent plants. Image-based 

tools plays an important role in detecting and recognizing plant diseases when human assessment is 

unsuitable, unreliable, or unavailable, especially with the extended coverage provided by UAVs. 

Summary 
The significant concern about manual spraying is mainly associated with health risks resulting from 

farmers’ exposure to chemicals while mixing, applying and working in treated fields. When fertilizers and 

pesticides are sprayed manually, it affects humans leading to many health issues such as cancer, asthma 

and other disorders (Gayathri Devi et al., 2020). Improper application techniques, inappropriate spraying 

equipment are some of the constraints associated with manual spraying of fertilizers. Labour scarcity and 

higher wages are serious issues faced by the farmers for foliar application. Sometimes, the cost of spraying 

will be more than cost of inputs. Under these circumstances, using agricultural drone for foliar spraying 

offers much safety and cost-effective. Drones can be equipped with large reservoirs, which can be filled with 

fertilizers, herbicides, or pesticides. 

Crop spraying using drone is much safer and cost effective by its autonomous and preprogrammed run-on 

specific schedules and routes. It can be implied in smart farms to achieve uniform and optimum spraying 

which results in reduced contact of farmers with pesticides, fertilizers and other harmful chemicals. The 

amount of chemicals applied in crop spraying is reduced which ultimately reduce the input cost. Aerial 

application of nutrients offers better and faster utilization of nutrients than nutrients applied to the soil. 

Aerial spraying covers larger area without damaging crop and soil (Lan et al., 2017). Foliar spray of 2% 

TNAU pulse wonder using agricultural drone with spray fluid of 30 litres ha-1 at peak flowering stage 

improved the yield of green gram (Dayana et al., 2021). 

 

Unmanned aerial application is more suitable for all sized terrains invariable of their land and low altitude 

applications. Spraying through drones has many advantages of zero ground compaction, spraying taller 
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crops like maize, sugarcane, access to difficult terrain, spot spraying of small diseased areas, lower cost 

and larger area coverage in time and reduced fuel etc. 

Analysis of Soil 
Drone can be effectively used for analyzing soil properties, moisture content, soil erosion, scheduling of 

irrigation and nutrient content. The data provided by the drone could be efficiently impregnated in crop 

management from sowing to harvest. 

Water stress monitoring: Water stress in plants induces a decrease in stomatal conductance and less 

heat dissipation in plants, causing a detectable increase in the canopy temperature. Red-Green-Blue (RGB) 

images have been employed sparingly, usually associated with multispectral or thermal images for the 

calculation of hybrid variables such as the Water Deficit Index (WDI). Chlorophyll fluorescence, calculated 

using narrow-band multispectral images, has also been sporadically applied to the problem of water stress 

detection and monitoring. 

Weed management: Weeds are undesirable plants growing in agricultural fields and causes yield 

reduction. In conventional farming, farmers remove weeds after emergence and the most common practice 

of weed management is to spray herbicides over the entire field, even within the weed-free areas. By using 

hyperspectral images, variation in spectral signatures between weeds and crops are identified. RGB 

sensors are used to classify various weed species. Researchers used drone with hyper spectral sensors to 

monitor weed as a function of the plant canopy chlorophyll content and leaf density. Site specific weed 

management could be possible through generation of an accurate weed cover map for precise spraying of 

herbicide. Drone can gather images and derive data from the whole field that can be used to generate a 

precise weed cover map depicting the spots where the chemicals are needed. Agro-drone application for 

herbicide spray useful for pre-emergence & post emergence weed control. Spraying is possible in any field 

condition (muddy, weeds, insects etc.). Herbicide application through drone is efficient and optimizes uses 

of herbicide. It is simple to use and easy to carry and operate remotely that is very safe for health. 

Conclusion 
Unmanned aerial vehicle has greater potential to transform Indian agriculture in to international 

standards. Drone-based smarter farming can help farmers increase the quantity and quality of produce, 

save money for fertilizer and water, increase profit, and lower the environmental footprint. Drones have 

the potential to revolutionize Indian agriculture by ensuring the country’s food security. Government 

agricultural institutions such as KVK should take lead in disseminating the drone technology from lab to 

land. Drones help farmers, researchers, extension workers and scientist to use the resources efficiently and 

manage the crop and field wisely which proportionally results in a sustainable way of developing 

agriculture. The "submission on agricultural mechanization" (SMAM) scheme envisions ICAR institutes, 

Krishi Vigyan Kendras and State agriculture colleges receiving up to 100 percent or Rs.10 lakh in grant 

funds for drone purchases. Finally, the drone technology makes the work load easier and reduces the labour 

requirement under labour scarcity in agriculture that simultaneously attracts the young generations 

towards agriculture in near future. 
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Introduction 
Honey is nature’s one of the best gifts to the mankind. It has been present since long time but a very little 

is known about it. Honey is mass-produced by honey bees by collecting nectar from the blooms and 

regurgitating it in the comb’s cells after enriching with several nutritional components (Fig.1a). It 

supplements our daily diet as it can be used as a sweetener in many foods and also as a medicinal product 

for the cure of several health-related issues. The effects of honey's healing properties can be dramatic. It is 

the simplest and often the best way to soothe a sore throat, and it can be taken at any time. It contains 

antimicrobial properties which inhibit the growth of the microbes at the infected area. Today, in some areas 

where modern medicines are hard to come by, honey is still being used to treat burns and wounds. It is 

applied directly to the area, and covered with clean gauze or cloth. Due to the widespread use of honey, it 

emerges as a sunrise industry. Thus, beekeeping is gaining importance as a full-fledged industry like other 

livestock industry viz., dairy, poultry and sericulture etc. Among all the species of honey bees, Apis 

mellifera, is a domestic bee species. This species has the greatest and unique advantage of over the other 

honey producing species i.e., Apis cerana, Apis dorsata, Apis florea, and Tetragonula irridipennis which are 

still not domesticated in artificial hives. However, in India beekeeping is still hobby or part time activity 

restricted only in certain traditional pockets. Now, the time has come to take full advantage and utilise the 

abundant natural potential untapped at about 95% honey bees and flowering plants in Agri-Horti and 

Forest areas including plantations like rubber, tea, coffee, spices etc. in the country. 

How Honey is Produced from Nectar? 
Conversion of Nectar into Honey: Honey Bees collect Nectar from flowers as energy source for hive activities 

and as protein source for growth. Nectar is converted in to honey by enzymatic inversion of nectar sugars 

(sucrose) into honey sugars (glucose + fructose). 

 
Thus Natural – Pure Honey can be defined as Honey bees collect nectar or sweet juice from the flowers or 

any part of the plants, transform & convert it in to honey and store in wax cells (Fig.1b) of comb, for ripening 

is termed as HONEY. In fact, Riped Honey in sealed comb is Honey”. 

 
Fig.1: Langstroth hive (a) and sealed honey comb (b) 

NECTAR                                                     HONEY 

       Sucrose + Water + Other                        Glucose + Fructose + Water + Others 
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Composition of Honey 
Honey is primarily composed of water and carbohydrates. It also contains several minerals and vitamins. 

Honey is basically sweet due to presence of dominant monosaccharides glucose 32-38% and fructose 35-

40%. Water content is about 18–25%, acids, minerals, proteins, vitamin etc. 0.1-0.2%. as in Table 1.  

Table 1. Chemical Composition of Honey: 

Water (W) 18 - 25%   

Fructose (F) 35 - 40% 

Glucose (G) 34 - 38% 

Ratio F/G 0.95 - 1.00 

Ratio D/W 1.50 - 1.85 

Sucrose 0.50 - 2.00% 

Minerals 0.15 - 0.20% 

Acids 0.10 - 0.20% 

HMF (mg/k) 10 – 40 

Diastase (DN) 02 – 06 

Proteins & Amino acids 0.15 - 0.20 

Vitamins etc. Traces 

Yeast Few – Numerous 

Pollen count per g Characteristic 10,000 or more 

Appearance of Honey 
Natural honey is viscous in nature. Its characteristic colour mainly depends on the nature and type of 

flowers from which the nectar had been collected by the bees. The honey which was made by using the 

flowers of eucalyptus, plectranthus, cotton flowers appear to be whitish in colour mustard, litchi, sunflower 

are light yellow or golden; berseem, sandle-wood are amber, jamun, tamarind ajwine are dark amber 

whereas honey from sheesham, neem and some multifloral and forest honey are dark in colour. 

Processing of Honey 
Natural honey is mainly acidic in nature having pH 3.8 to 4. As honey contains several ingredients which 

may be deteriorate during unfavourable environment, it is necessary to process the honey to increase its 

shelf life. The processing of honey is as follows: 

1. The moisture content of the riped honey extracted from the sealed combs should be 20%. 

2. To remove suspended particles including wax, pollen, dirt etc., preheating alongwith constant stirring at 

400 C is done. 

3. If necessary, further destruction of Yeasts at 600 C or more with respective reduced time in heat 

exchanger.   

4. Further, if needed, reduction of excess water content in honey by vacuum evaporation and condensation 

to maintain natural quality. 

5. The concept of processing of honey was introduced by CBRTI, developed honey processing plant and 

tested successfully with very purpose to maintain natural quality of honey. 

Storage of Honey 
1. Honey may be stored after processing and not raw honey.  

2. Ideal storage of honey at 10-15°C as honey is liable to fermentation at higher temp. 

3. Containers of honey should be with air-tight lid or cover as honey is hygroscopic & may increase moisture 

& contaminations 

4. Honey House should be cool, clean and dry with most hygienic conditions. 
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Introduction 
The Department of Land Resources, Ministry of Rural Development has been implementing an area 

development programme i.e., Integrated Watershed Management Programme (IWMP) w.e.f. 26.02.2009 

principally for development of rainfed portions of net cultivated area and culturable wastelands. The 

activities undertaken inter alia include ridge area treatment, drainage line treatment, soil and moisture 

conservation, rain water harvesting, nursery raising, afforestation, horticulture, pasture development, 

livelihoods for asset-less persons, etc. Subsequent to approval of Pradhan Mantri Krishi Sinchayee Yojana 

(PMKSY), IWMP was subsumed as one of its components. The Operational Guidelines of PMKSY 

wereapproved on 26.10.2015 as per which IWMP is implemented as Watershed Development Component 

of PMKSY (WDC-PMKSY). 

 

The Main Features of WDC-PMKSY are as Below 
1. As per the Common Guidelines for Watershed Development Projects-2008 (Revised Edition-2011), the 

period for completing PMKSY (Watershed Development) projects is between 4-7 years. The activities to be 

taken up are distributed over three phases. 

The Preparatory Phase (1 to 2 years) involves preparation of DPR, Entry Point Activities and Institution 

& Capacity Building.  

The Watershed Works Phase (2 to 3 years) involves the Watershed Development Works, Livelihood 

Activities for the asset-less persons and Production System & Micro Enterprises. 
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The Consolidation and Withdrawal Phase (1 to 2 years) involves consolidation and completion of 

various works.  

2. The cost norm for IWMP is Rs. 15,000/- per ha for hilly & difficult area, Rs. 12,000/- per ha for other 

areas and upto Rs. 15,000 per ha for IWMP projects in Integrated Action Plan (IAP) Districts. While the 

funding pattern between Centre and States in the erstwhile IWMP was 90:10, the funding pattern under 

Watershed Development Component of PMKSY is 60:40. However, for North-Eastern States and Hill 

States (J&K, H.P & Uttarakhand) the funding pattern between Centre and the States continues to be 

90:10. The projects under IWMP undertake a cluster of micro-watersheds of area about 5000 ha in rainfed/ 

degraded areas having no assured irrigation. Dedicated institutions are also provided at Centre, State and 

District levels. The programme lays emphasis on meticulous planning and capacity building, by providing 

a special provision of 1 % for preparation of Detailed Project Report (DPR) and 5 % for Institution and 

Capacity Building. 

3. Institutional set up for implementation of IWMP: 

a. Ministry Level: The Department of Land Resources has the necessary institutional mechanism 

in the form of Steering Committee chaired by the Secretary, DoLR for effective and professional 

management of watershed projects. This Committee inter alia appraises and clears the project 

proposals of the States. The Steering Committee consists of members from Department of Land 

Resources, the National Institution for Transforming India (NITI) Aayog, Ministry of Science and 

Technology, Department of Drinking Water Supply, Department of Agriculture, Cooperation & 

Farmers Welfare, Department of Rural Development, Ministry of Water Resources, River 

Development & Ganga Rejuvenation, Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change, 

National Rural Livelihoods Mission, (Ministry of Rural Development), Department of Animal 

Husbandry, Dairying & Fisheries, Department of Agricultural Research & Education, Ministry of 

Skill Development & Entrepreneurship, Central Ground Water Board, Indira Gandhi National open 

University (IGNOU), National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD), 

organizations in Space Technology (NRSA,ISRO,FSI), three organizations in the field of watershed 

management (ICRISAT, CRIDA, MANAGE etc.), National Informatics Centre (NIC) , 

representative from NRAA as a Special Invitee for policy matters, three to five experts in the field 

of watershed management and three reputed NGOs. 

b. State Level: A State Level Nodal Agency (SLNA) has been constituted with professional support. 

The SLNA is the dedicated institution for the implementation of IWMP in the State. 

c. District Level: Watershed Cell-cum-Data Centre (WCDC) is the District level institution to 

supervise and coordinate IWMP projects in the District. WCDC is set up in DRDA/ Zilla Parishad/ 

District Level Implementing Agency/Department in all programme districts as per the convenience 

of the State Governments. 

d. Project Level: Project implementation is supervised by the Project Implementing Agency (PIA). 

As per the Common Guidelines for Watershed Projects, 2008 (Revised 2011), Panchayats, 

Government and Non-Government agencies may function as PIAs. Each PIA is to have a Watershed 

Development Team (WDT) comprising of 3 to 4 technical experts.    

e. Village Level: Watershed Committee (WC) is constituted by the Gram Sabha for implementation 

of the project at field level. It comprises of at least 10 members, half of which are representatives of 

SHGs and User Groups (UGs), SC/STs, women and landless. One member from WDT is also 

represented in WC. 

New Initiatives 
DoLR has taken a number of new initiatives to revamp implementation of watershed programme as 

detailed below: 

1. Srishti & Drishti ‘Bhuvan Portal’ developed by ISRO/NRSC has been launched on 19.02.2015 by Hon’ble 

Minister of Rural Development for planning and monitoring of projects. 

2. Srishti is a GIS based Geo-portal developed to assist in monitoring, evaluation, change assessment and 

provide inputs in planning for watershed management and preparation of Detailed Project Reports (DPR). 

3. Drishti is the Mobile Application tool to capture data including visuals from the field for real time 

monitoring of IWMP projects. The tool can also be used for community monitoring of IWMP works. 
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4. The Department is implementing the Public Finance Management System (PFMS) developed by the 

Office of Controller General of Accounts in IWMP. The system is being used to make payments, execute 

expenditure filing and track expenditure of funds in near real time during implementation of IWMP. 

5. A convergence matrix in consultation with other Ministries and States has been developed. The matrix 

lists the various Ministries/Departments, agencies/institutions and lays down responsibilities within the 

IWMP implementing institutions to strive for convergence at the field level. The Convergence Matrix would 

be a mandatory part of DPR. 

6. Department of Land Resources has taken a new initiative for Concurrent Monitoring and Evaluation of 

the IWMP projects. In this regard many of the States have already selected the independent Evaluation 

Agencies. The Department has also appointed three agencies for third party Monitoring and Evaluation of 

the Watershed Development Component of PMKSY for the North, West and North East regions. The 

process of selection of agencies for the South and East regions is under process. 

Convergence 
The principal emphasis is on qualitative and timely execution of the watershed development projects, with 

one: optimal utilisation of available budgetary support, two: convergence with relevant Central and State 

schemes and three: prioritization of projects / project activities. 

Chief Secretaries of all States (except Goa) have been accordingly requested on 02.02.2017. Keeping in view 

that successful implementation of projects inter alia requires concerted efforts towards convergence of 

schemes and programmes of not only of Central Government Ministries but also of State Government 

Departments as may fit into the schematic design and overall requirements and objectives of watershed 

development, action has specifically been initiated to prepare apt convergence matrix inclusive of both 

Central and State schemes in the projects. 

To optimize the resources action has been initiated for signing an MoU with the three Departments in 

Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare, namely (i) Department of Agriculture, Cooperation and 

Farmers Welfare, (ii) Department of Animal Husbandry, Dairying and Fisheries and (iii) Department of 

Agricultural Research and Education. 

Action has also been taken to undertake Natural Resources Management activities by utilizing the labour 

component of MGNREGS and to undertake some of the Entry Point Activities in convergence with Swachh 

Bharat Mission (Gramin). 
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Introduction 
Fruits bears different flowering flushes throughout the year. It primarily shows three distint flowering 

seasons i.e., February-March (Ambe Bahar), June-July (Mrig Bahar) and October-November (Hasta Bahar) 

with the corresponding harvest period during rainy (June – July), winter (November- December) and spring 

season (February- March), respectively. The main objective of crop regulation is to give the force of the tree 

for rest and produce profuse blossom and fruits during any one of the two or three flushes. To get good 

quality production.  Bahar regulation are necessary in such a way that they could produce only one crop 

instead of two or three flushes in a year. It can be achieved through various treatments and methods like 

withholding irrigation, root pruning, root exposure, shoot pruning, defoliation, flowers thinning, one leaf 

pair pruning, spray of chemical e.g., NAA, urea, NAD, 2.4 D etc. Selection of bahar depends upon location 

and some prevailing production constraints like availability of the irrigation water, fruit quality, market 

prices and occurrence and infestations of the diseases and pests. Crop regulation is planning method to 

obtain good quality fruit and yield with good income generation by selected season crops. 

Bahar Treatment (Flower Regulation) Flowering Season 
1. Ambia bahar. 

2. Mrig bahar. 

3. Hasta bahar. 

Ambe Bahar: This is taken in the areas where; enough water is available during hot weather. In this 

bahar, flowering can be induced in February-March. 

Mrig Bahar: In this bahar, flowering can be induced in June-July, coinciding with the outbreak of 

monsoon; this treatment is taken in the areas where, water is scarce during the hot weather.  

Hastha Bahar: In this bahar, flowering can be induced in September – October, where the trees have to 

be made dormant during August–September. This is rather uncertain because of the rain that occurs 

during this period. Due to this reason hastha bahar is very difficult. 

Bahar Flowering, Fruiting and Quality 
Bahar  Water Stress Flowering Time Fruiting Time 

Ambe bahar December-January  February-March  July-September 

Mrig bahar April-May June–July  November-January 

Hasth bahar August-September September- October Feb-April 

How to do? 
1. In this treatment, the irrigation is withheld 45 days prior to the flowering. 

2. This facilitates the shedding of leaves. 

3. Then Spray Ethrel 2 to 2.5ml/lit of water for leaf shedding purpose 

4. Then trees are medium pruned 40-45 days after withholding irrigation. 

5. The recommended doses of fertilizers are applied immediately after pruning and applied irrigation this 

leads to flowering and fruiting. 

Need of Crop Regulation 
Many crops which bloom more than one in a year do not produce good yield and quality of the fruit 

throughout the year. The yield and quality depend on the bahar. For example, the rainy season crop of 
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guava is poor in quality and crop is affected by different biotic (Fruit fly) and abiotic stresses as compared 

to winter season crop. The winter season crops (mrig bahar) which ripen from second fortnight of October 

to first fortnight of January are superior in quality, free from diseases and pests and fetch higher income. 

This requires regulation of flowering (from ambe bahar to mrigbahar) to obtain most profitable crop by 

several methods. In different regions various methods of crop regulations are followed depending on 

climatic factors, cropping pattern, cultivar etc. The flowering is more in guava during summer season 

because of heavy new flushes that lead to more fruit production in rainy season. In this season, duration of 

fruit harvesting is reduced to 30 days due to high temperature and rainfall and it causes glut in the market 

which lead to poor price and less demand in the market. Winter season crop is superior in quality which 

fetches higher prices than rainy season crop. In rainy season there is a serious attack of fruit flies which 

deteriorates its quality and fruits become unfit for human consumption. So far getting the quality fruits in 

guava only winter season crop should be taken and rainy season crop should be avoided. Water availability 

is big issue in Maharasthra, Rajsthan and Gujrat during summer season for pomegranate grower. They 

always avoid taking ambe bahar crop and regulating this crop in to mrig bahar with the onset of monsoon 

and crop is harvested during winter and some farmers prefer hasth bahar with less availability of water. 

Principle of Crop Regulation 
The basic principle of crop regulation is to manipulates the natural flowering in plant in desired season 

that contribute to increased fruit yield, quality and profitability. This concept is based on the fact that most 

of the crop’s flowers are bloom only on new, succulent, vigorously emerging vegetative growths. These new 

growth flushes can be either on new emergences of lateral bud on older stems or extensions of already 

established terminals of various size and vigour. 

Objectives of Crop Regulation 
The main objective of crop regulation is to force the tree for rest and produce profuse blossom and fruits 

during any one of the two or three flushes. To regulate a uniform and good quality of fruits and to maximize 

the production as well as profit to the grower. To obtain suitable crop at a desired season.  To reduce cost 

of cultivation because uninterrupted continuous blossom would produce light crops over the whole year and 

require a high cost for the monitoring and marketing. 

Different Method Used in Crop Regulation 
In order to get only appropriate season, crop it is necessary to manipulate the flowering. The following 

practices can be adopted:  

1. Deblossoming or Thinning  

2. Withholding of irrigation  

3. Root exposure and root pruning  

4. Shoot Pruning.  

5. Chemical/PGRs application.  

6. Nutrients application. 

7. Shoot bending. 

Use of de-blossoming chemicals: some of the chemical compound or plant growth regulators have been 

very useful in thinning a crop in guava. Post-bloom application of NAA at 80- 100 ppm has been useful in 

reducing fruit set. This treatment can reduce more than 80 % of rainy season crop and increase flowering 

of the following winter crop. NAD at 50 ppm and 2, 4-D at 30 ppm are also effective for de-blossoming of 

summer flowers. Different chemicals caused deblossoming in rainy season crop and subsequently increased 

the winter season crop (Singh et al., 1990 and 1991 and 1996a and Singh and Reddy, 1997). Rathore (1975) 

noted 96 per cent deblossoming with 100 ppm NAA in guava. 

Induction of water stress: induction of water stress by withholding irrigation after harvesting of winter 

crop in northern plains, results in the shedding of flowers and the trees goes to rest. June flowering is 

encouraged to get winter crop; for that, the basin of the tree is dug up, manured and irrigated in June. 

After about 20-25 days of fertigation, the tree put forth profuse flowering in July and fruiting is obtained 

in winter. Water stress can also be induced by practices like root exposure and root pruning. (Cheema et 

al., 1954) 
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Flower thinning: Deblossoming of rainy season crop is another method for crop regulation. Thinning of 

flowers and small fruits practiced by hand, twice during April-May at 15 days interval, has been found 

quite effective in this regard. However, the technique is costly and cumbersome. The total yield of the plant 

in year is also reduced by this method. 

Shoot bending: Branch bending improved yield, TSS, TSS/acid ratio and Vit.C in the “Lucknow-49” guava 

„ (Samant et al., 2016). Nandi et al., (2017). 

Conclusion 
1. Crop regulation is the basis for the regular and quality crop. 

2. Flowering can be induced during June-July (mrig bahar), September-October (hasta bahar) and January-

February (ambey bahar). 

3. The choice of flowering/fruiting is regulated taking into consideration the availability of irrigation water, 

market demand and pest/disease incidence in a given locality. 

4. Do proper irrigation management as per season, soil, irrigation source; plants respond very well to 

irrigation. 

5. Drip irrigation can also be followed to economize water. Saving in water (43%) and increased yield (30-

35%) are observed. 

6. It may be adopted successfully in guava, citrus, pomegranate etc.by adoption of different methods viz., 

with holding irrigation, root exposure, flower thinning, shoot pruning, shoot bending, nutrient application, 

and use of growth regulators to increase production with enhanced fruit quality. 
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Introduction 
Sweet corn (Zea mays convar. saccharata var. rugosa), sometimes known as sugar corn or pole corn, is a 

high-sugar maize type grown for human consumption. Sweet corn is the product of a naturally occurring 

recessive mutation in the genes that govern sugar to starch conversion inside the maize kernel's 

endosperm. Its defined genes (SH) influence starch synthesis in the seed endosperm, increasing the level 

of polysaccharides (sugar) while decreasing starch content. This makes sweet corn taste much sweeter than 

regular corn, especially 18 to 21 days after pollination. Sweet corn has a total sugar content ranging from 

25 to 30 percent (Kumar et al. 2016). Sweet corn is harvested when the kernels are immature (milk stage), 

as opposed to field corn varieties intended for animal feed, which are gathered when the kernels are dry 

and mature (dent stage). Sweet corn is prepared and consumed as a vegetable, rather than a grain. Sweet 

corn does not store well since the maturation process involves converting sugar to starch. It must be 

consumed fresh, canned, or frozen before the kernels turn tough and starchy. Sweet corn flavor is largely 

determined by sweetness, which is influenced by the amount of sugar and starch in the endosperm (Tracy, 

1994). Maize endosperm mutations affect kernel carbohydrate metabolism in a variety of ways (Coe and 

Polacco, 1994). The majority of sweet corn improvement mutants increase sugar content while decreasing 

starch content (Hannah et al., 1993). Starch biosynthesis and genetic modification of endosperm 

carbohydrate have been studied in corn endosperm (Boyer and Shannon, 1983). Of the many corn mutants 

known to affect endosperm development, 14 have been used or studied for use in sweet corn, with eight 

being commercially used. Some of the identified genes for this are sugary (su), sugary enhancer (se), and 

super sweet (sh2). 

Corn was domesticated from the wild annual grass teosinte in central Mexico between 7000 and 10,000 

years ago. The United States is the leading producer of sweet corn, followed by Japan, Canada, France, and 

Taiwan. Andhra Pradesh (20.9 percent), Karnataka (16.5 percent), Rajasthan (9.9 percent), Maharashtra 

(9.1 percent), Bihar (8.9 percent), Uttar Pradesh (6.1 percent), Madhya Pradesh (5.7 percent), and 

Himachal Pradesh are the leading maize-growing states, accounting for more than 80% of total maize 

production (4.4 percent) in India (www.farmer.gov.in). Maize occupies 1.18 lakh hectares area, with 2.96 

lakh tonnes of production and 2503 Kg ha-1 of productivity in Chhattisgarh for Kharif and Rabi in 2018-19 

(DES, GoI, Ministry of Agri. & FW (DAC&FW) IInd Advance Estimate-2019-20). In Chhattisgarh, it is a 

kharif season crop and the state's second most important crop, behind paddy, in terms of both acreage and 

production. Rabi maize accounts for less than 5% of the state's total acreage and production (Sinha et al., 

2019). Sweet corn is grown in Northern hills region of Chhattisgarh (www.aicrpmaize.icar.gov.in). 

Chhattisgarh is known as the "rice bowl of India" because it has the most acreage dedicated to rice, which 

is also the staple food of the majority of the population. Due to the uncertainty of rice in the uplands, 

particularly in low rainfall areas, farmers are turning to other alternative crops that provide more 

remunerative returns. In such cases, growing sweet corn appears to be the better option for upland farmers. 

It is critical to systematize its agro-techniques for harvesting its potential yields in order to popularize its 

cultivation among the farming community. It is gaining popularity in both rural and urban areas due to its 

high sugar content (14-20%), low starch content, and vitamin C and A content. Its fodder is green and 

succulent, resulting in a higher market price and maximum profit for farmers. As a result, farmers 

primarily grow sweet corn due to its short duration, green fodder at harvest, and high market price for 

various sweet corn products. The nutritional quality of sweet corn is determined by moisture (72.7 percent) 

and total solids (22.3 percent), which include carbohydrate (81 percent), protein (13 percent), and lipids 

(3.5 percent). Because of the high economic returns from sweet corn and the high production capacity of 
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maize in Chhattisgarh, there is a lot of opportunity for producing maize as sweet corn to help impoverished 

maize growers better their economic situation. Hence, considering the above facts about sweet corn, below 

is provided the production technology or cultivation practices for growing sweet corn. 

Site Selection and Land Preparation 
Sweet corn fits well in peri urban agriculture since it must be used quickly after harvest. As a result, sweet 

corn can be produced very profitably in places near large cities and towns that are frost-free during the 

growing season as it is frost-sensitive and requires mild temperatures. The ideal temperature for growth 

is between 24℃ and 30℃; no growth occurs below 10°C. Super sweet cultivars require a soil temperature 

of at least 14℃ for germination, while temperatures of at least 18℃ are required for optimum germination. 

At soil temperatures over 12℃, normal sweet corn will germinate. Seed rots, poor emergence, and uneven 

plant stands will all be more likely if the weather is cool or damp. Sweet corn can tolerate pH levels ranging 

from 5.5 to 7.5, but it prefers a slightly acidic soil pH of 6.0 to 6.5. Sweet corn must be planted at a field 

isolation of 250 m from other corns or by a tassel date of 14 days because all genes governing sweet corn 

are recessive. The place where the crop is to be planted must have provision for 5-6 irrigations.  

Initially, sweet corn requires thorough disc ploughing followed by land levelling. Following that, ridges and 

furrows with an inter-row distance of 75 cm are to be laid out. It is recommended to incorporate FYM at a 

rate of 5-6 tonnes ha-1 during the final ploughing. Seedbed preparation and seed handling are critical for 

all sweet corn varieties, but especially supersweets. Seedlings emerge more quickly when there is good soil-

to-seed contact, uncrusted soil, and adequate soil moisture. Careful seed handling is also necessary because 

if the seed coat cracks, solutes leak out, attracting pathogenic fungi. Rapid uniform seed emergence 

promotes uniform maturity as well. 

A potential sweet corn land preparation plan is given as follows: 

1. Cultivate the soil, rip it to ensure a minimum root zone depth of 50 cm, and fertilize if needed, or add 

organic matter, and plant a green manure crop, 20 weeks before planting. 

2. To avoid hard fibrous stems, slash or chop with a mulcher, 10-12 weeks before planting. 

3. Take soil samples for nutrient analysis, 8 weeks before planting. 

4. About 4-6 weeks before planting, mulch first, then add the green manure crop. According to the results 

of the soil nutrient analysis, apply and incorporate lime, dolomite, or gypsum. 

5. Before 2-4 weeks before planting, disc or tine cultivate once or twice for controlling the weeds and then, 

ascertain a minimum 50 cm soil root zone depth. Basal or pre-plant fertilizers must be incorporated. 

6. One week before planting, the soil is worked one last time. If necessary, trace elements must be applied. 

7. After all the above practices, the crop must be sown and fertilizers applied, as needed. 

Selection of Seeds and Seed Rate 
Selection of variety or cultivar is a crucial decision, since no particular variety outperforms across all 

seasons of planting and production technologies. The major factors governing the selection involves 

marketing needs, yield, suitability for harvesting, disease resistance, and processing machineries and 

procedures, and the stress due to climate during the production time. 

Some of the released sweet corn varieties in India are: 

1. Madhuri: early maturing, released for Andhra Pradesh. 

2. Priya: grain yield of 25 q ha-1, tolerant to turcicum leaf blight, late wilt and other stalk rots; released for 

Andhra Pradesh, Maharashtra and, Karnataka. 

3. Win Orange: grain yield of 65 q ha-1, medium maturity, shriveled seeds and sugary dent, tolerant to 

maydis leaf blight and turcicum leaf blight; recommended for Uttarakhand, Jammu and Kashmir, North 

Eastern region and, Himachal Pradesh. 

4. HSC-1: average grain ear yield of 120 q ha-1; released for Uttarakhand and Himachal Pradesh. 

5. Punjab sweet corn 1: grain ear yield of 125 q ha-1, tolerant to maydis leaf blight, leaf spot and resistant 

to stalk rot; recommended for peri-urban regions of Punjab. 

6. Pusa super sweet corn-2: shrunken 2 based single cross hybrid, with high kernel sweetness, with a 

brix of 16.4% at 20-22 days after pollination; recommended for Uttarakhand, Himachal Pradesh, 

Rajasthan, Chhattisgarh, Tamil Nadu and Karnataka. 
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7. Suagr-75: average yield of 8 - 10 million tonnes acre-1 depending geography, season and cultural 

practices; recommended for Chhattisgarh, Gujrat, Maharashtra and Rajasthan. 

Recommended seed rate: 8 Kg ha-1 

Recommended plant geometry: 75×25 cm; 75×30 cm (plant × row) 

Recommended plant population ha-1: 44444 to 53333 

Seed treatment: Apply 2g Bavistin or captan per Kg seed for treating seed borne diseases like turcicum leaf 

blight and maydis leaf blight; and 3-4 ml Imidachlorpid per Kg seed for treating termites and shoot fly. 

Time of Sowing 
For Kharif: last week of June to first fortnight of July. 

For Rabi: Last week of October for inter cropping and up to 15th of November for sole crop. 

Generally, the crop takes 60-120 days from planting to harvest, with most of them maturing within 80 and 

95 days. The most variable stage is the time from its emergence to tasselling, and is affected mostly by the 

type of cultivar used and the prevailing temperature. 

Table 1. Time taken for each growth stage: 

Crop growth stage Time taken (in days) 

From sowing to emergence 5-15 

From emergence to tasselling 30-50 

From tasselling to the end of silking 13-20 

From end of silking to harvest 12-18 

Total 60-103 

Nutrient Management 
Sweet corn feeds heavily on available soil macronutrients. Nutrient application rates depend primarily on 

status of nutrients in soil or nutrient balance and the prevailing cropping system. To achieve desirable 

yields, the applied nutrient doses should be matched with the soil supplying capacity and plant demand of 

nutrients (Site-specific nutrient management approach) while keeping the preceding crop in mind 

(cropping system). Because of the significant response of sweet corn to applied organic manures, integrated 

nutrient management (INM) is an important nutrient management strategy in cropping systems involving 

sweet corn. Application of fertilizers must be done based on soil test results. General recommended dose 

for sweet corn is: 100-120 Kg of nitrogen (N), 50-60 Kg of phosphate (P2O5) and 40-60 Kg of potash (K2O) 

per ha. Use a "starter" fertilizer (e.g., 18-46-0 per ha) for early plantings, when cold conditions are prevalent 

(16°C), to improve seedling vigour, stand establishment, and early plant growth. Fertilizer should be spread 

in one or two bands 7-8 cm to the side of the seed and 5-7 cm below the seed. 

Table 2. Recommendation of N at different stages of crop growth  

Apply 25 % of the recommended dose of N fertilizer as basal dose and the rest 75% N in three splits as top-

dressing as follows: 

Stage of crop growth Rate of N (%) 

V4 (four leaf stage) 25 

V8 (eight leaf stage) 30 

VT (tasselling stage) 20 

Table 3. Requirement of fertilizers for sweet corn: 

Timing of fertilizer 

application 

Nitrogen (N) 

Kg ha-1 

Phosphorous (P) 

Kg ha-1 

Potassium (K) 

Kg ha-1 

Sweet corn for fresh market 

Total Recommended 

Dose 

100-120 50-60 40-60 

Broadcast three weeks 

before planting 

30-40 50-60 40-60 

Top dress after 25 days 

of planting 

30-40 0 0 
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Band placement at the 

time of flowering 

25 0 0 

Sweet corn for processing 

Total Recommended 

Dose 

110-130 60-80 55-65 

Broadcast three weeks 

before planting 

40-50 60-80 55-65 

Top dress after 25 days 

of planting 

25-40 0 0 

Band placement at the 

time of flowering 

25 0 0 

Source: http://agridaksh.iasri.res.in 

Weed Management 
It is necessary to choose a land that is devoid of noxious weeds. Crop rotation is essential for preventing 

the growth of troublesome weeds. Shallow cultivation should be used in conjunction with weed control 

herbicides. During the early phases of plant growth, the crop should be weed-free; otherwise, yields may be 

significantly reduced. A spray of the herbicide Atrazine @ 1 Kg a.i. ha-1 1-2 days after the initial irrigation 

provides effective weed control for 30-35 days. If double cropping is used, take into account that the crop is 

susceptible to herbicide carryover, especially atrazine or atrazine-containing products. As a result, 

herbicides should be chosen carefully. 

Table 4. Herbicides for controlling weeds in sweet corn: 

Name of herbicide Dose (in a.i. ha-1) Application time Remarks 

Atrazine 1000-1500 g Before the emergence of 
crop and weeds, apply 
along with 500 litre ha-1 
of water 

Controls all weeds, 
except Dactyloctenium 
aegyptium (Makra) and 
Cyprus rotundus 

Pendimethalin 1000 ml Before the emergence of 
crop and weeds, apply 
along with 500 litre ha-1 
of water. It is suited for 
application in 
intercropping 

Controls all weeds, 
except Commelina 
benghalensis (Cana) and 
Cyprus rotundus 

Atrazine + 
Pendimethalin 

500 g + 750 ml Before emergence of 
crop and weeds, apply 
tank mix with 500 litre 
ha-1  

Control all weeds except 
Cyprus rotundus 

Tembotrione 120 ml Post-emergence 
herbicide, applied upto 
25-30 days in 
intensively broad-leafed 
infested fields 

Effective against all 
kinds of weeds 

Topramezone  25 g Post-emergence 
herbicide, applied upto 
25-30 days in 
intensively broad-leafed 
infested fields 

Effective against all 
kinds of weeds 

2,4-D 500 ml Post-emergence 
herbicide, applied upto 
25-30 days in 
intensively broad-leafed 
infested fields 

Effective against all 
kinds of weeds, except 
against sedges and 
grassy weeds 

Source: Published in-National workshop on ‘Scientific Maize Cultivation in North East India’, 

5th March 2019, Aizawl. 
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Planting 
Planting should be done at higher temperatures for quick and high germination and emergence. It should 

be avoided when the soil temperatures are below 14 °C, especially in case of supersweet corn varieties. A 

finely tilled levelled ground is usually used to sow sweet corn. In some cases, beds are formed for flood and 

drip irrigation, before planting. Basal dose of fertilizers must be applied at the time of planting. Seeds of 

sweet corn should be sown at 3.5 to 5 cm deep in soil, except when the soil temperatures are low, it should 

be sown at 2.5 cm depth. Emergence takes upto 15 days, depending on the weather conditions. 

The production of sweet corn is based on continual harvesting in both fresh market and processing areas. 

Preseason planting schedules are often based on the usage of heat units (degree days) because the duration 

between planting and harvest is mostly determined by temperature. The number of degree days required 

by various cultivars to mature is mainly specified by the seed firms that develop the seed. Planting 

schedules are developed in production planning by considering historical daily heat unit values (using a 

base of 50 F). Planting timings are updated based on actual heat unit accumulation after planting begins. 

Using this strategy, harvest can be scheduled throughout the harvest season while taking into account 

variations in cultivars, actual growth environments, and changes in demand at the time of harvest. Other 

factors to consider when determining planting and harvesting timeframes include day length, cloudiness, 

rainfall, and the fact that ears on the stalk remain in good marketable condition for a longer period of time 

in cool weather than in warm weather (https://www.extension.purdue.edu/extmedia/NCH/NCH-43.html). 

Water Management 
The critical stage of water requirement for sweet corn are tasseling, silking and cob-filling. Number of 

irrigations varies depending upon the soil type. It is 4-5 in case of heavy soils and 7-8 in case of light soils. 

The water requirement for sweet corn depends on the type of irrigation used, locality and the type of soil. 

Generally, sweet corn requires 30 to 60 mm of rainfall or irrigations per week. To achieve adequate yields 

of high-quality sweet corn, good irrigation methods are required. Crops cultivated without irrigation are 

usually of low quality. Smaller plants with poorly filled cobs result from non-irrigated or inadequately 

irrigated plantings, which are not economically viable. Leaf rolling indicates a lack of water or stress in the 

plant. Even if soil moisture is typically considered enough, it might happen in high temperatures. Leaf 

blasting (damage) can happen when the weather is hot, dry, and windy (https://www.deedi.qld.gov.au). 

Apply moderate amounts of water frequently until plants have enough root volume for tensiometers to 

work. Water sparingly, especially if the soil is cold. Overwatering encourages seed and seedling rots by 

causing nutrient leaching and waterlogging around the young plants. From weeks four to six, the cob is 

being initiated. Three weeks before silking to two weeks after silking is the most crucial time to avoid 

moisture stress. Small cobs or poor pollination and blanking might occur from moisture stress at critical 

times. Once the plants are established, they require less frequent but increasing amounts of water. The 

decision to irrigate has frequently been decided by feeling the soil, inspecting the plants, or watering at 

predetermined intervals. It is preferable to utilize irrigation equipment to schedule irrigation with higher 

precision. Soil moisture can be measured using a variety of equipments, including the Neutron Probe, 

Enviroscan, Gopher, Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR), DRW Microlink, and Aquaflex. The most 

commonly used scheduling instruments are capacitance probes and tensiometers. 

Pest and Disease Management 
Insects can cause considerable and even total crop losses by severely damaging all parts and ages of sweet 

corn plants. An integrated pest management (IPM) approach is necessary for effective pest and disease 

management. Monitoring and decision-making, timely spray treatments (only when necessary), targeting 

specific areas of the plant at important periods, safeguarding beneficials, and utilizing biological pesticides 

when suitable, are all part of this process. Spray equipment that is efficient, well-maintained, and 

calibrated is critical for effective pest management. To control stalk borers (Chilo partellus) in Kharif and 

Sesamia inferens in Rabi, a prophylactic spray of Endosulfan 35EC @2ml/l of water is applied to 10–14-day 

old plants. For shipping to distant markets, sweet corn must be free of insect larvae or worms. From the 

germination of seedlings to early establishment, crops must be inspected regularly during first few weeks 

for damages due to wireworms, cutworms and earwigs. Pests at the stage from early establishment to 

tasseling includes, aphids, armyworms, helioths, leafhoppers, plant hoppers, Rutherglen bugs, thrips, two-

https://www.extension.purdue.edu/extmedia/NCH/NCH-43.html
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spotted mites and green vegetable bugs. Some of the insects damaging the corn plants at different crop 

growth stages are described as follows: 

1. Armyworm (Spodoptera frugiperda): Their larvae migrate in mass, occasionally, specifically to young 

fields, and therefore, called as armyworms. Larvae have striped appearance and primarily feed on foliage 

and whorl of sweet corn. When infested severely, buds can be lost completely. Infestations mostly occur 

during cool, wet springs. Plants that get infested appear ragged, with a lot of fecal debris on the leaves. 

Larvae enter ears as well, frequently leaving entrance and departure holes in the husks. 

 
Fig.1. (a) Armyworm; (b) Crop damaged by armyworm 

2. Corn Rootworms (Diabrotica virgifera): Larvae are less than 3/8 inch in length, white to cream in color, 

having three pair of short legs on the thorax, a dark head and posterior plate. They are categorized as 

southern, western and northern rootworms. Rootworms actively consume smaller corn roots and penetrate 

into larger roots. Corn ears, pollen, and silk are consumed by the adult beetle. Individual roots or entire 

nodes can be scarred or destroyed by larval feeding, resulting in lodging and yield loss. 

3. Cutworms (Agrotis ipsilon): Each year, several types of cutworms do localized damage. When agitated, 

cutworms form a tight coil and are easily recognizable by this behavior. Cutworms do not feed voraciously, 

but they will chop off little plants less than 3 feet in height. A number of plants may be pruned in the 

evening. During the day, the cutworm will hide under clods or in the soil. 

4. Corn earworm (Helicoverpa zea): When the plants are young, eggs are laid on the leaves. The 

caterpillars descend into the whorl to feed, and by the time this injury is discovered, most of the harm has 

already been done, and the worms are protected from parasites and insecticides by a plug of frass (a 

sawdust-like debris). Before tasseling, the foliage is injured. Corn leaves get ragged as they mature, but 

this damage usually has little impact on the crop. Because the egg-laying adults become increasingly 

abundant as the season advances, late-planted maize is likely to be severely damaged. 

Sweet corn is prone to parasitic diseases that affect dent corn. A variety of diseases can affect all portions 

of the plant, reducing yield and quality of sweet corn. The existence of a pathogen (disease-causing 

organism), the susceptibility of the sweet corn cultivar, and the suitable habitat for the pathogen to develop 

all influence the extent and severity of a disease. Diseases commonly occurring in sweet corn include, seed 

rots and seedling diseases, stalk and root rots, leaf spot and leaf blights, ear and kernel rots and some virus 

causing diseases like maize dwarf mosaic virus (https://www.extension.purdue.edu). To prevent diseases, 

adopt crop rotation and avoid successive planting in adjacent fields. Foliar diseases are controlled using a 

1g litre-1 spray of Bavistin. 

Some of the diseases are described here as: 

a. Anthracnose leaf blight (caused by Colletotricum graminicolum): Anthracnose leaf lesions 

come in a variety of sizes and shapes, but most or less than an inch long and feature dark tan 

centers, brown borders, and yellowish to orange halos. Lesions initially form around the leaf's tip 

and midrib. Large dead areas and blotches form as lesions merge. During periods of high humidity, 

a hand lens can see black, hair-like structures (setae) sprouting from fruiting bodies (acervuli). 

Rainy conditions favor this disease, between seedling emergence and maturity 

(http://www.extension.purdue.edu/store). 

b. Gray leaf spot (caused by the fungus Cercospora zeae-maydis): Lesions on leaf surfaces have 

straight, parallel sides and resemble elongated rectangles. Susceptible lesions can range in color 
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from tan to gray and measure 0.5 to 4 inches in length. Two to four weeks after infection, symptoms 

begin. The disease is aided by dew, fog, or light rain. Drying times in between these wet periods are 

also critical. Lesions typically begin near tasseling, and the disease progresses until maturity. 

c. Maize dwarf mosaic virus: In this disease, within the whorl, young leaves form a mosaic of 

bright and dark green regions, or mottled streaks. Plants may have yellowed or stunted leaves; 

however, these are not diagnostic symptoms. Aphids are the vectors of this disease. Symptoms 

appear on young plants and are easiest to detect when they are in the mid- to late-whorl stage. 

 
Fig. 2. (a) Anthracnose Leaf Blight; (b) Grey leaf spot 

Harvesting Operations 
Cobs will be ready to harvest after 60 to 120 days of sowing, depending on the variety and time of the year, 

but generally in the 80-to-95-day range. In other words, Cobs are ready to harvest three to four weeks after 

the crop has reached the 50 percent silk stage and the kernels at the cob's tip have reached 75 percent 

capacity. At optimum maturity, the moisture level of the kernel should be between 76 and 80 percent. The 

silks are dark and dry, and the kernels are plump, sweet, milky, tender, and nearly of full size when 

harvested at physiological maturity. Sweet corn has a short harvest season, therefore picking it on the day 

of peak maturity is critical for attaining good quality and yield. Immature ears are of smaller diameters 

and have less developed kernels, that are watery and less sweet. Kernels will pass the period of optimum 

sweetness and begin to dent with very little change in husk appearance. Commercial farmers use single 

harvests, either by hand or by machine. Trucks or tractor-drawn wagons transport the ears to a grading, 

packing, or processing location in the field, packing house, or processing factory. 
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Introduction 
Imbalanced and unscientific use of agricultural chemicals viz., fertilizer and synthetic pesticides resulted 

in unhealthy soil; ultimately which affects the quality of farm produce. Farm produces with unwarranted 

chemicals are considered to be harmful to consumer’s health. Increasing awareness about devastating 

impact of agricultural chemicals on environment, stringent rules and regulations of food safety and deadly 

effect on human wellbeing compelled to raise the crops devoid of these dangerous chemicals. Under such 

circumstances when demand of higher quality food is increasing day by day, crops which are raised with 

eco-friendly techniques are one of the potential options. This can be achieved by adopting organic farming 

practices. The demand of quality and health friendly organic product has also been increasing and now it 

become more popular and also sold at a premium price in domestic and foreign market. (Anon., 2011).  

The key issues emerging in organic farming from literature review include yield reduction in conversion to 

organic farm, soil fertility enhancement, integration of livestock, certification, ecology, marketing and 

policy support. Organic farming is a holistic production management system which promotes and enhances 

agro-ecosystem health, including biodiversity, biological cycles and soil biological activity. It emphasizes, 

the use of management practices in preference to the use of off-farm inputs, taking into account that 

regional conditions require locally adapted systems. This is accomplished by using, where possible, 

agronomic, biological, and mechanical methods, as opposed to using synthetic materials, to fulfil any 

specific function within the system. 

Organic Farming 
As per the definition of the USDA study team on organic farming “organic farming is a system which avoids 

or largely excludes the use of synthetic inputs (such as fertilizers, pesticides, hormones, feed additives etc) 

and to the maximum extent feasible rely upon crop rotations, crop residues, animal manures, off-farm 

organic waste, mineral grade rock additives and biological system of nutrient mobilization and plant 

protection”. 

In another definition FAO suggested that “Organic agriculture is a unique production management system 

which promotes and enhances agro-ecosystem health, including biodiversity, biological cycles and soil 

biological activity, and this is accomplished by using on- farm agronomic, biological and mechanical 

methods in exclusion of all synthetic off-farm inputs”. 

Principles of Organic Farming 
Principle of health: Organic agriculture should sustain and enhance the health of soil, plant, animal, 

human and planet as one and indivisible. Healthy soils produce healthy crops that foster the health of 

animals and people. Health is the wholeness and integrity of living systems. The role of organic agriculture, 

whether in farming, processing, distribution, or consumption, is to sustain and enhance the health of 

ecosystems and organisms from the smallest in the soil to human beings. 

Principle of ecology: Organic agriculture should be based on living ecological systems and cycles, work 

with them, emulate them and help sustain them. These principal roots organic agriculture within living 

ecological systems. It states that production is to be based on ecological processes, and recycling. It should 

attain ecological balance through the design of farming systems, establishment of habitats and 

maintenance of genetic and agricultural diversity. 

Principle of fairness: Organic Agriculture should build on relationships that ensure fairness with regard 

to the common environment and life opportunities. This principle emphasizes that those involved in organic 
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agriculture should conduct human relationships in a manner that ensures fairness at all levels and to all 

parties - farmers, workers, processors, distributors, traders and consumers. It aims to produce a sufficient 

supply of good quality food and other products. 

Principle of care: Organic Agriculture should be managed in a precautionary and responsible manner to 

protect the health and well-being of current and future generations and the environment. Organic 

agriculture is a living and dynamic system that responds to internal and external demands and conditions. 

This principle states that precaution and responsibility are the key concerns in management, development 

and technology choices in organic agriculture. 

Components of Organic Farming 
Major components of organic farming are crop rotation, maintenance and enhancement of soil fertility 

through biological nitrogen fixation, addition of organic manure and use of soil microorganisms, crop 

residues, bio-pesticide, biogas slurry, waste etc. Vermiculture has become a major component in biological 

farming, which is found to be effective in enhancing the soil fertility and producing large numbers of 

horticultural crops in a sustainable manner. The various components of organic farming have been 

discussed in details below: 

1. Crop rotation: For practicing sustainable agriculture there should be rotation of crops on the same 

land over a period of two years or more for maintaining soil fertility and control of insects, weed and 

diseases. For example, use of legumes in rotation improves soil fertility. 

2. Crop Residue: India has great potential of using residues of crops and straw of cereals and pulses in 

recycling of nutrients during organic farming. Crop residues when inoculated with fungal species improve 

physico-chemical properties of soil and crop yields. 

3. Organic manure: The organic manure is obtained from biological sources (plant, animal and human 

residues). Organic manure helps in increasing crop growth directly by improving the uptake of humic 

substances and indirectly promoting soil productivity by increasing availability of major and minor plant 

nutrients through soil microorganisms. 

a. Bulky organic manure: Bulky organic manure includes compost, FYM and green manure 

having less nutrients in comparison to concentrated organic manure. 

i. FYM: Farm Yard Manure (FYM) refers to the well decomposed combination of dung, urine, 

farm litter and leftover materials (roughages or fodder). 

ii. Compost: Large quantities of waste material (vegetable refuse, weeds, stubble, bhusa, 

sugarcane trash, Sewage sludge, animal waste, human and industrial refuse) can be 

converted into compost manure by anaerobic decomposition. Compost is used in the same 

way as FYM and is good for application to different type of soils and crops. 

iii. Green Manuring: Green manuring is practice of adding organic matter to the soil by 

ploughing and adding into the soil undecomposed green plant tissues for improving physical 

structure and fertility of the soil. The green manure crop (legume crop) supplies organic 

matter and additional nitrogen. Commonly used green manure crops are such as Sun hemp 

(Crotalaria juncea), Dhaincha (Sesbania aculeata), Cowpea, Cluster Bean, Senji (Melilotus 

parviflor, Vigna sinensis), Berseem (Trifolium alexandrium) etc. 

b. Concentrated Organic Manure: Oilcakes, blood meal, fishmeal, meat meal and horn and hoof 

meal (Concentrated organic manures) that are organic in nature made from raw materials of animal 

or plant origin and contain higher percentage of vital plant nutrients such as nitrogen, phosphorous 

and potash, as compared to bulky organic manures. 

4. Waste: 

a. Industrial waste: Industrial by products such as spent wash & coir waste can be used as 

manure. 

b. Municipal and Sewage waste: It is an important component of organic waste. 

5. Biofertilizers: Biofertilizers; are microorganisms that have the capability of increasing the fertility of 

soil for example by fixing atmospheric nitrogen and through mycorrhizal fungi and phosphate solubilisers; 

these are ecofriendly and sustainable way of achieving soil fertility. Biofertilizers have biological nitrogen 
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fixing organism which help them in establishment and growth of crop plants and trees, enhance biomass 

production and grain yields. 

Types of Biofertilizers 
There are two types of bio-fertilizers. 

1. Symbiotic Nitrogen-fixation: 

Rhizobium: Rhizobium Bacteria fixes atmospheric nitrogen in roots of leguminous plants, form 

tumours like growth known as root nodules. It is widely used biofertilizer which can fix around 100-

300 kg N/ha in one crop season. 

2. Asymbiotic N-fixation: Blue Green Algae, Azolla, Azotobacter, Mycorrhizae and Azospirillium grow 

on decomposing soil organic matter and fixes atmospheric nitrogen in suitable soil medium. 

a. Azotobacter: Azotobactor has beneficial effect on vegetables, millets, cereals, sugarcane and 

cotton. Organism is capable of producing nitrogen as well as antifungal, antibacterial compounds, 

siderophores and harmones. 

b. Azospirillium: Azospirillium has beneficial effect on oats, barley, maize, sorghum, forage crop 

and pearl millet. It fixes nitrogen by colonising root zones. 

c. Blue Green Algae: Blue-green algae reduce soil alkalinity and it is good for rice cultivation and 

bio-reclamation of land. 

d. Azolla: Small floating fern, Azolla harbours blue-green algae, anabaena, commonly seen in 

shallow fresh water bodies and in low land fields. They fix nitrogen in association. 

e. Mycorrhizae: Mycorrhizae is symbiotic association of fungi with roots of Vascular plants. This 

helps in increasing phosphorous uptake and improve the growth of plants. 

Bio-Pesticide 
Biopesticides are of plant origin and include plant products like alkaloids, phenolics, terpenoids and some 

secondary chemicals. They are biologically active against insects, fungi, nematodes affecting their 

behaviour and physiology. Commonly known insecticides are Pyrethrum, Nicotine, Neem, Margosa, 

Rotenone etc. 

Vermicompost 
Vermicompost is organic manure or compost produced by the use of earthworms that generally live in soil, 

eat organic matter and excrete it in digested form. These are rich in macro and micronutrients, vitamins, 

growth hormones and immobilized microflora essential for plant growth. 
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Introduction 
Cole crops, which include important crops such as cauliflower (Brassica oleracea var. botrytis), cabbage (B. 

oleracea var. capitata), sprouting broccoli or broccoli (B. oleracea var. italica), Brussels sprout (B. oleracea 

var. gemmifera), kale (B. oleracea var. acephala), and knol khol (B. oleracea var. gongylodes) have been one 

of the largest growing group of vegetables. They are well-known for their high levels of dietary fibre, 

minerals like calcium and magnesium, vitamin C and provitamin A carotenoids, and glucosinolates, which 

may have a chemoprotective impact on the human body.  Insect pests and diseases such as black rot, downy 

mildew, stalk rot, and watery soft rot, fusarium yellows, diamondback moth, cabbage stem borer, cabbage 

caterpillar, cabbage semi-loopers, painted bug, and aphids, etc. and abiotic stresses (salinity, drought, 

water logging, nutrient deficiency, heat stress, and cold stress, among others) are the major constraints in 

their production.  

The traditional breeding methods created resistance variants, but these methods need more time and 

money, therefore necessitating the use of innovative tools to improve breeding efficiency, save time, and 

improve accuracy. New breeding procedures including as association mapping, marker-assisted selection, 

gene pyramiding, and genomic selection were made possible by the development of next-generation 

sequencing (NGS). (Collard and Mackill 2008).  

Keywords: Cole crop, biotic stress, abiotic stress, resistance, markers, genome editing. 

Cole Crop Losses Owing to Biotic and Abiotic Stress 
Abiotic stresses have a significant impact on crop productivity, morphology, and biochemistry in all 

Brassica species. Many key Brassica species yields are reduced as a result of these stresses, which disrupt 

their regular growth pace. Pathogens and pests (black rot, downy mildew, stalk rot, and watery soft rot, 

fusarium yellows, diamondback moth, cabbage stem borer, cabbage caterpillar, cabbage semi-loopers, 

painted bug, and aphids, etc.) are estimated to be capable of causing 50–60 percent losses in Brassica crop 

production and quality, resulting in significant economic losses. Although biotic stresses vary by 

geographical region and crop, there are a few that are similar to many of the species and types formed. 

Recent Advances in Molecular Breeding & Genetic Engineering 
Molecular breeding approach helps in early generation detection of desirable alleles at any prevailing 

environment well before the trait is expressed phenotypically imparting high confidence in selection. 

Several molecular breeding approaches such as QTL mapping, marker-assisted backcrossing, gene 

pyramiding have been carried out to develop new resistant cultivars. Marker-assisted selection (MAS) 

would be beneficial in improving the precision in the selection of improved cultivars against multiple 

pathogens. 

Identification of markers in close proximity with the desired trait can be accomplished through bi-parental 

QTL mapping using pedigree-based populations or by association mapping approach using natural 

population. In bi-parental population, QTL mapping is restricted to loci segregating between the two 

parents where as in association mapping, the marker–trait association is established as a result of non-

random segregation between the alleles. Another approach, nested association mapping population (NAM) 

holds the promise of combining the advantages of two methods (bi-parental linkage mapping and 

association mapping) in identifying quantitative loci. Recently, a multi-parent advanced generation 

intercross (MAGIC) population strategy has gained momentum as it helps in interrogating multiple alleles 
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with better mapping resolution. Another strategy; ‘QTL-seq’ rapidly identifies the QTLs compared to 

conventional QTL analysis as this approach uses next-generation sequencing technologies to carry out 

whole genome resequencing of two DNA bulks of progeny (20–50 individuals) from a segregating population 

showing contrasting phenotypes. (Fig.1) 

Multi-Loci Molecular Polymerization Breeding 
Polymerization breeding is a technique used in plant breeding in which favorable genes from different lines 

are integrated into a cultivated variety through genetic engineering, hybridization, backcrossing, and 

multiple cross. Mostly, the crop-breeding strategies for resistance to biotic and abiotic stresses are based 

on deploying only single resistance gene into the plants which is not durable and short-lived. Therefore, 

combining multiple R genes from different sources into a single plant by gene pyramiding would increase 

the durability of disease resistance and will help in building an ideal genotype. For e.g., Saha et al., (2021) 

pyramided a black rot-resistant gene (Xca1bo) and a downy mildew-resistant gene (Ppa3) from donor BR-

161 and BR-2, respectively into the background of the Pusa Meghna cauliflower cultivar. Combining 

resistance genes based on marker-assisted selection could accelerate gene pyramiding by identifying and 

selecting plants with desirable allele at a very early stage and was found to be proficient and economical 

and is a simple technique to build multiple stress tolerance in crops.  

Genomic selection increases the rate of genetic gain by using the whole genome data to predict the breeding 

values of the offspring. Different genomic selection models have been successfully captured and genetic 

variance for disease resistance has been predicted. 

Gene-Editing in Resistance Breeding 
1. Several innovative gene-editing techniques such as engineered endonucleases/meganucleases (EMNs), 

zinc-finger nucleases (ZFNs), TAL effector nucleases (TALENs), and CRISPR-associated protein 9 

(CRISPR/Cas9) have emerged as important tools to engineer disease resistant crops.  

2. The mechanism of CRISPR/Cas-9 genome editing can be generally divided into three steps: recognition, 

cleavage, and repair. The designed sgRNA directs Cas-9 and recognizes the target sequence in the gene 

of interest through its 5ʹcrRNA complementary base pair component. It is a highly promising system for 

gene-editing and gained popularity due to its precise specificity, multigene-editing, minimal off-target 

effects, higher efficiency and simplicity. 

3. ZFNs: ZFNs are comprised of a chain of zinc finger proteins fused to a bacterial nuclease to produce a 

system capable of making site-specific double stranded DNA breaks to enable gene edits. The zinc finger 

proteins provide site specific targeting as they each recognize a 3–4 base pair DNA sequence 

4. TALENs: It can be used to edit genomes by inducing double-strand breaks (DSB), which cells respond to 

with repair mechanisms. Non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) directly ligates DNA from either side of a 

double-strand break where there is very little or no sequence overlap for annealing.  

So, in near future, we can expect that targeted gene-editing through CRISPR-Cas9 will become increasingly 

indispensable to develop plant varieties that are resilient to a wide range of biotic stresses. 

 
Fig.1 Schematic diagram representing different approaches to develop improved lines for 

biotic and abiotic stress resistance. 
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Functional genomics and metabolomics studies in both the resistant and susceptible cultivars of Cole crops 

will divulge the key information on host-pathogen interaction. Mining of allelic diversity by EcoTilling or 

sequence-based allele mining will lead to haplotype identification, diversity analysis of haplotyes, 

similarity analysis and marker development to differentiate the alleles. Allele mining of genes from wild 

relatives and land races of Cole crops may detect superior and novel alleles for biotic and abiotic stress 

resistance. 

Table 1: List of some recent advances for biotic and abiotic stress resistance in Cole crops: 

Conclusions 
In Cole crops, with the rapid progress of next-generation sequencing technologies and after publishing of 

the draft genome sequence of cauliflower and related Brassica species, new knowledge of resistance 

genes/QTLs against important pathogens are becoming available. Furthermore, in near future, several 

advancements in genomics tools can be expected which will provide new exciting avenues of research in 

Cole crops and also assist in further improvement of biotic and abiotic stress resistance. These 

advancements will bring us closer in developing biotic and abiotic stress resistant cauliflower and we hope 

that the limitations can be addressed in the years to come. 
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No. 

Target plant Genes Technology/Marker Trait 

improvement 

References 

1. Cabbage BtCry1Ba2 Agrobacterium 

mediated transfer 

Resistant to 

DBM 

Yi et al., 2011 

2. Brocccoli Superoxide 

dismutase 

Agrobacterium 

mediated transfer 

Resistant to 

powdery 

mildew 

Jieng et al., 

2012 

3. Transgenic 

Brocccoli 

BoERF 1 Agrobacterium 

mediated transfer 

Resistant to 

salt stress and 

Sclerotina 

Collar rot 

Jieng et 

al.,2019 

4. Chinese kale AtEDT1/HDG11 Agrobacterium 

mediated transfer 

Resistant to 

drought 

Zhu et al.,2016 

5. Chinese 

Cabbage 

COPB2 Agrobacterium 

mediated transfer 

Resistant to 

mite 

Shin et 

al.,2020 

6. Cauliflower BOVRN2 and 

BOFLC2 

- Heat tolerance Matschegewski 

et al 2015 

7. Brassica 

napus 

BnWRKY70 CRISPR-cas9 resistance to 

sclerotinia 

Jansson (2018 

8. Cauliflower Xcalbo 

and Ppa3 

SSR resistance to 

Black rot and 

downy mildew  

Saha et al. 

(2021) 

9. Cauliflower NPK 1 - Salt tolerance Pavlovic et al. 

(2020) 

10. Cauliflower - SNP Heat stress 

tolerance 

Rakshita ei al., 

(2021) 
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Introduction 
Chekurmanis (Sauropus androgynus L.) of family Euphorbiaceae, is a perennial, shrubby, highly nutritious 

green leafy vegetable, grown extensively in the South and Southeast Asian counties, mainly Indonesia, 

Malaysia, and Singapore. Consumption of this leafy vegetable is not very common in India, chiefly limited 

to some parts of Southern India. Chekurmanis is indigenous to the Indo-Burma region. Later, in 1953, this 

leafy vegetable was introduced into Kerala from Malaysia. In India, Chekurmanis is found to be widely 

distributed in the Western Ghats of Kerala, Himalayas, Sikkim, Khasi, and Agra hills. Chekurmanis also 

being called sweet leaf bush, katuk, or star gooseberry. This plant is known as Madhurakeera and Thavarai 

Muringai in Malayalam and Tamil, respectively. A warm humid tropical climate with abundant rainfall is 

more suitable for the cultivation of Chekurmanis. Data on the area and production of this plant is not 

available as this plant has not been cultivated for commercial purposes on a large scale. But in Kerala, this 

vegetable prominently occupies almost all household kitchen gardens. Like spinach, the succulent young 

tips and leaves of this plant are eaten either raw in the form of salads or cooked. In addition, the flowers 

and the young berries of the plant are also reported to be eaten. The extract from this leafy vegetable is 

being used as a light green food coloring dye. 

 

Nutritional Profile of Chekurmanis 
Fresh leaves of Chekurmanis consist of moisture (70%-90%), protein (6%-8%), fat (1%-4%), fiber (1%-2%), 

ash (2%), and the remaining percentage were carbohydrates. Leaves of this vegetable contain a relatively 

high number of proteins (6%-8%), carbohydrates, phenolic compounds, carotenoids, anthocyanins, vitamin 

A, vitamin B, Thiamine (B1), Riboflavin (B2), vitamin C, vitamin D, vitamin E, vitamin K, and mineral 

elements mainly Phosphorous (P), Potassium (K), Calcium (Ca), Iron (Fe) and Zinc (Zn). It is the major 

reason for which this leafy vegetable is locally being called “Multi-vitamin Green” or “Muti-mineral packed 

leafy vegetable” in most of India. 

Medicinal Properties of Chekurmanis 
Conventionally, the leaves and roots of this plant are used in medicine to boost immunity and treat fever, 

genitourinary diseases, cardiovascular diseases, micronutrient deficiencies, and other ailments like 

earache, eye and skin diseases. Bioactive compounds extracted from Chekurmanis possess antitumor and 

antimicrobial properties. This leafy vegetable has strong antioxidant properties, likely because of the 

presence of an adequate amount of anti-oxidant vitamins such as Vitamin E and Vitamin C, phenolic 
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compounds, carotenoids, and anthocyanins. The anti- oxidant activity of this plant reduces oxidative stress, 

which can prevent the onset of chronic diseases and inflammation. Over-consumption of Chekurmanis 

leaves reported increasing the level of Vitamin-A content in the breast milk of breastfeeding mothers in 

Indonesia. This vegetable consumption also reported increasing milk production in mammals. Despite all 

the health benefits, ingestion of fresh leaves of Chekurmanis, known to cause obstructive ventilatory 

impairment and bronchiolitis obliterans syndrome. In addition, this leafy vegetable reported causing 

respiratory disorder and drowsiness when consumed in excess amount as it contains a considerable amount 

of alkaloid named papaverine. Therefore, fresh or over-consumption leaves of Chekurmanis is not advisable 

as they may cause lungs disease or toxicity. 

Conclusion 
In India, malnutrition has been a major problem among the vulnerable sections of the population. So, there 

is a need to explore natural resources rich in essential nutrients which can be grown in all household 

kitchen gardens. This easily available, less explored leafy vegetable can be exploited for the development 

of inexpensive, nutrient-rich food products to alleviate malnutrition in India. 
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Introduction 
Agriculture has always been a component of Meghalayan culture, with more than 70% of the population 

depending on it. The promotion of Agri-ecotourism (AET) in Meghalaya can generate countless ways to 

highlight the richness of the land and the beauty of their culture, thanks to a plethora of gorgeous scenery, 

plentiful natural resources, and a balanced tropical climate. Instead of erecting "forced superstructures" 

that aren't really there, the state's farmers should focus on assets and resources that they already have, 

because not only do they cost millions of rupees, but they can also be harmful to the environment in the 

long run. The potentiality of agro-ecotourism is dependent on availability of natural resources, involving 

beautiful sceneries, topography, water resources, vegetation and wildlife and cultural resources and 

Meghalaya has them all. Based on the above available resource base, it is obvious that Meghalaya has a 

significant potential for agro-ecotourism development. 

Agro-Ecotourism (AET) concept 
AET, according to Veeck et al. (2006), is a type of tourism in which visitors enjoy traditional rural 

hospitality, nature, and cultural experiences while also assisting the local community in maintaining 

agricultural viability and diversifying its economy. Agriculture, ecosystem, and tourism are all linked to 

agro–ecotourism. In other words, it is a type of tourism that involves visitors learning about local produce 

and participating in sustainable farming. AET is a revolutionary concept in the Indian tourism business 

that allows tourists to immerse themselves in the authentic ethnic culture of rural societies and actively 

participate in agricultural operations without causing environmental damage. AET brings tourists to a 

farm to educate them about the local culture with the intention of conserving and protecting the 

environment. This form of tourism also works towards supporting and helping the local community and 

encouraging a respectful mindset. AET is similar to eco-tourism except that its primary appeal is not the 

natural landscape but a cultural landscape. As per World Tourism Organization (WTO, 2002), it is fastest 

growing tourism model in the world and is a part of rural tourism which relates to tourism on farms.  

There are basically three principles of AET (Kumar et al. 2021): 

 
Fig 1. Principles of Agro-ecotourism 
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1. Something for visitors to see: Animals, birds, farms, and nature are the few things which agro–

ecotourism could offer to the tourist to see. Apart from these, culture, dress, festivals, and rural games 

could create enough interest among tourists in Agro– ecotourism. 

2. Something for visitors to do: Participating in agricultural operations and swimming, bullock cart 

riding, buffalo riding, cooking, and the rural games are the few activities to quote in which tourists can 

take part and enjoy.  

3. Something for visitors to buy: Rural crafts, dress materials, farm–gate fresh agriculture products, 

processed foods are the few items that tourists can buy as a memento for remembrance. 

Socio-Economic Benefits of AET 
Local farmers can gain directly from AET which provides them opportunities to expand their activities 

while also increasing their income. It is focused on the ecosystem, which relates to environment, community 

and market friendly nature of the tourism. While speaking of tourism in agriculture many of the activities 

can be explored this may include organic farming, horticulture, sericulture, pisciculture, apiculture, 

medicinal plantation, pottery etc. It provides a fresh perspective to the visitors towards Mother Nature, not 

only this, visitors also get the unique opportunity to meet farmers, learn the process of food production, a 

close glance to the rural life and also a taste of local delicious food. Adding, to the agricultural income the 

activities like farm stays, farms, animal rides, cattle milking, rural art and craft, village fairs and festivals 

brings a new hope and better lives. This type of tourism attempts to preserve the local culture and 

environment while promoting agriculture as a tourism attraction. AET is classified as nature-based 

tourism since it is directly dependent on nature and primarily focuses on sustainable but community-based 

tourism, which is the current tourist industry trend. This type of tourism requires the participation of the 

local community as the host and as attraction itself. AET requires less investment compared to other forms 

of tourism, however, so far it was not projected as an approach in tourism development initiatives of the 

state. 

Prospects of Agro-ecotourism in Meghalaya 
Meghalaya being a mountain state of India with a pleasant weather, it should be possible for the state to 

develop and establish sustainable AET, practically for all places and for all seasons. Connectivity and 

accommodation are important factors, which need to form part of AET product. However, AET has not been 

promoted as a tourism strategy, despite the fact that several activities like as agri-product exhibitions 

(fruit, pickles, jams, tea leaves, heirlooms) and wine festivals have been held around the state. Other AET 

activities that can be undertaken include of campfires, camping in agricultural sites, flower arrangement, 

jelly making, meeting backyard animals, gardening, farm cooking contest, fishing, hiking paths, etc. AET 

encompasses attractions based on farm and natural ecosystems. Meghalaya's abundant biodiversity, 

natural ecosystems, and tourist attractions, as well as its numerous agricultural fields, can be exploited to 

stimulate income generating opportunities for indigenous and local communities.  

The following example can be used as a model for how farm societies, particularly farmers and young 

entrepreneurs, might leverage on existing resources and turn them into AET hotspots. 

Model: “Creating the Lakadong Turmeric Cultivating Villages an AET Hotspot” 
Way forward: The pandemic years have witnessed a boom in the production and export of the humble 

underground stem called turmeric, along with a renewal of interest among the scientific community in the 

spice’s therapeutic qualities, especially against COVID-19. Meghalaya today, is well known all over the 

globe for its Lakadong Tumeric (Curcuma Longa L). Most people are keen to know about what make this 

turmeric so different from the other turmeric available around the world and its therapeutic potential. 

Farm societies and entrepreneurs should take this opportunity and try to mobilize the communities to 

develop the Lakadong farming region of the state and convert them into AET hotspots. A list of interesting 

activities keeping in mind the three principles stated above can be made for visitors to participate in so 

that they can be part of the farming process and understand about Lakadong turmeric, the culture and 

way of living of the farmers.  

The activities may be as follows: 

1. Meeting local farmers and living with them. 
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2. Learning about the local turmeric varieties from the farmers 

3. Hand on experience on farming turmeric with the farmers 

4. Participating in agricultural activities 

5. Learning about the value addition methods of the farmers  

6. Organizing small exhibitions on the various local produce of the village 

7. Tasting a variety of fresh foods and produce 

8. Learning about rural art 

9. Visiting farmers market and nearby protected areas and learning about their history 

10. Attending local festivals and fairs 

11. Camping in agricultural sites 

12. Farm tours  

13. Farm-to-table dining 

14. Selling of value-added turmeric as memento for remembrance. 

 
Fig 2. Pictorial representation of the AET for Lakadong turmeric cultivating villages 

(Pictures courtesy: The Optimist Citizen & Zizira) 

With AET, organic local produce becomes a valuable commodity. The local farmers receive direct benefits. 

Income is distributed to the local community and local businesses flourish. Tourists as well as locals gain 

a better appreciation of what’s around them and the environment is nurtured. 

Conclusion 
Known to be socially responsible and ecofriendly, the popularity of AET continues to grow as people look 

for new experiences outside of cities. Whether it’s for leisure, education, or just curiosity, AET can attract 

both international and domestic tourists. Driven by the need for more sustainable solutions and pastimes, 

this blend of interests has the potential to continue expanding in the future. 
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Introduction 
The Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (MGNREGA) is an Indian legislation 

enacted on 7th September 2005 and launched on Feb 2,2006 from Anantapur in Andhra Pradesh, that aims 

to guarantee the 'right to work' and ensure livelihood security in rural areas by providing at least 100 days 

of guaranteed wage employment in a financial year to every household whose adult members volunteer to 

do unskilled manual work. Scheme Provides at least 100 days of work at not less than Rs 60/day which 

varies by state. 36.7 million rural Households have benefitted so far in 2012-13, while 49.8 million rural 

household benefitted in 2011-12 Implemented in 645 districts across the country. 

Objectives of NREGA 
1. Augmenting wage employment. 

2. Strengthening natural resource management through works that address causes of chronic poverty like 

drought, deforestation and soil erosion and so encourage sustainable development. 

3. Strengthening grassroots processes of democracy. 

4. Infusing transparency and accountability in governance.  

5. Strengthening decentralization and deepening processes of democracy by giving a pivotal role to the 

Panchayati Raj Institutions in planning, monitoring and implementation. 

6. Wage Employment Programs 1980’s  

7. National Rural Employment Programme (NREP) launched to use unemployed and underemployed 

workers to build community assets  

8. Rural Landless Employment Guarantee (RLEG) launched to provide 100 days of guaranteed employment 

to 1 member from each rural, landless household  

9. Jawahar Rozgar Yojana launched, combining NREP and RLEG 1990’s  

10. Employment Assurance Scheme (EAS) launched to provide employment during the lean agricultural 

season  

11. Jawahar Gram Samridhi Yojana (JGSY) launched; dedicated to development of demand driven rural 

Infrastructure 2000’s  

12. Sampoorna Gramin Rozgar Yojana (SGRY)launched, merging EAS and JGSY  

13. Food for Work Programme (NFFWP) launched to generate additional supplementary wage employment 

and create assets. 

14. National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme (NREGS) launched to provide 100 days of guaranteed 

employment to one member from each rural household and create community assets. 

Salient Features of MGNREGA 
1. Adult members of a rural household willing to participate, have to apply for registration, either orally or 

in written, to Gram Panchayat; they will be provided with a Job Card within 15 days after verification, 

with proper photographs of the members willing, free of cost!  

2.  Employment will be given within 15 days of application for work; if not daily unemployment allowance 

as per the Act, has to be paid; liability of payment of unemployment allowance is of the State.  

3. Work should ordinarily be provided within 5 km radius of the village. In case work is provided beyond 5 

km, extra wages of 10% are payable to meet additional transportation and living expenses.  
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4. Wages are to be paid according to the Minimum Wages Act 1948 for agricultural laborers in the State, 

unless the Centre notifies a wage rate which will not be less than Rs. 60/ per day. Equal wages will be 

provided to both men and women.  

5. Disbursement of wages has to be done on weekly basis and not beyond a fortnight in any case. 

6. At least one-third beneficiaries shall be women who have registered and requested work under the 

scheme.  

7. Work site facilities such as crèche, drinking water and shade have to be provided.  

8. Permissible works predominantly include water and soil conservation, afforestation and land 

development works. Contractors and machinery are not allowed.  

9. A 60:40 wage and material ratio have to be maintained.  

10. The Central Government bears the 100 percent wage cost of unskilled manual labor and 75 percent of 

the material cost including the wages of skilled and semi-skilled workers. 

Registration 
Adult members of rural households submit their name, age and address with photo to the Gram Panchayat. 

The Gram panchayat registers households after making enquiry and issues a job card. The job card contains 

the details of adult member enrolled and his /her photo. Registered person can submit an application for 

work in writing (for at least fourteen days of continuous work) either to panchayat or to Programme Officer. 

The panchayat/programme officer will accept the valid application and issue dated receipt of application; 

Letter providing work will be sent to the applicant and also displayed at panchayat office. Registration will 

be made for five years and may be renewed from time to time. 

Employment Card:  

1. Phase I NREGA (200): Backward Districts ranked on basis of agricultural wages, output per agricultural 

worker and SCT/ST population of the district). 

2. Phase II NREGA (130). 

3. Phase III NREGA (266). 

NREGA COVERAGE (1st Nationwide employment scheme) 

Implementation Status 
The scheme was introduced in 200 districts during financial year 2006- 07 and 130 districts during the 

financial year 2007-08.  In April 2008 NREGA expanded to entire rural area of the country covering 34 

States and Union Territories, 614 Districts, 6,096 blocks and 2.65 lakh Gram Panchayats.  The scheme 

covered 644 districts, 6,576 blocks and 7.78 lakh villages in the financial year 2013-14. Fund & Accounts 

Management Fund Allocation Note Wage Gram Panchayat MCC Wage Seekers Material Suppliers 

Payment for material delivered Work Startup Order Fund Status Report Fund receipt, transfer Advances 

Claims Savings Account Mgt Maint of ledgers Period financial reports Activity Time Schedule 1 Closing of 

Muster Roll 6th day after start of work 2 Bringing of muster roll & measurement book 8th day 3 1. Entry 

of muster rolls in MIS 2. Generation of pay order 9th & 10th day Submission of pay order at block post 

office/bank 2. Generation of wage slip 3. Transfer of pay order at village post office/bank 11th & 12th day 5 

Deposit of wages in the a/c of wage earners (electronic fund transfer) 13th day. 

Management Information System (MIS) 
A web enabled MIS www.nrega.nic.in has been developed. This makes data transparent and available in 

the public domain to be equally accessed by all. Benefits availed through NREGA MIS: 

E-Governance for Masses:  

a. Computerisation of all NREGA activities  

b. All information available for public access  

c. Accuracy ensured in payment of wages to workers 

d. Lodging of complaints through Grievance Redressal System Assists Gram Panchayats in NREGA. 

Implementation 
1. Tracking of 100 days of employment to a household  

2. Generates documents as per NREGA guidelines  
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3. Tracking of funds from the Ministry to the worker 

4. Water Conservation and water harvesting including contour trenches, contour bunds, boulder checks, 

gabion structures, underground dykes, earthen dams, stop dams and springshed development;  

5. Drought Proofing including plantation and afforestation;  

6. Irrigation canals including micro and minor irrigation works;  

7. Provision of irrigation facility, dug out farm pond, horticulture, plantation, farm bunding and land 

development; 

8. Renovation of traditional water bodies including desilting of tanks;  

9. Land Development;  

10. Flood control and protection works including drainage in water logged areas, deepening and repairing 

of flood channels, chaur renovation, construction of storm water drains for coastal protection;  

11. Rural connectivity to provide all weather access, including culverts and roads within a village, wherever 

necessary. 

Funding 
The Central Government bears the costs on the following items: • The entire cost of wages of unskilled 

manual workers. • 75% of the cost of material, wages of skilled and semi-skilled workers. • Administrative 

expenses as may be determined by the Central Government, which will include, inter alia, the salary and 

the allowances of the Programme Officer and his supporting staff and work site facilities. • Expenses of 

the Central Employment Guarantee Council. The State Government bears the costs on the following items: 

• 25% of the cost of material, wages of skilled and semi-skilled workers. Unemployment allowance payable 

in case the State Government cannot provide wage employment on time. • Administrative expenses of the 

State Employment Guarantee Council. State Employment Guarantee Fund (SEGF) The Ministry has 

stressed on the formation of State Employment Guarantee Funds (SEGF). Eighteen States have 

constituted SEGF and have dedicated account for Mahatma Gandhi NREGA. In remaining States where 

SEGF has not been constituted, each District has a dedicated account for Mahatma Gandhi NREGA funds. 

Proposals are submitted based on clearly delineated guidelines so that funds may be distributed efficiently 

at each level, and adequate funds may be available to respond to demand. Under Mahatma Gandhi 

NREGA, fund releases are based on an appraisal of both financial and physical indicators of outcomes. 

Advantage from MGNREGA 
1. Environmental Benefits and Vulnerability Reduction Every 5th rural Indian household benefit from 

MGNREGA Agricultural Sustainability Women empowerment  

2. NREGS: Success Story of Hardoi(UP)  

3. Name of Work – Renovation of Kakhraiya Pond, Year – 2006-07. 

4. Cost of the work – Rs.1.126 lakh  

5. Man days Created- 1300  

6. Benefit of the Project – It is useful for recharging the ground water, for drinking water for animals, for 

irrigation purpose as well as it has provided the employment to the local labourers. 

Limitations 
1. Registration problems in terms of caste discrimination.  

2. Uniform distribution of job cards is a time-consuming process and leads to dissatisfaction.  

3. Only 19% of the 8.5 lakh differently able people registered for th… 
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Introduction 
The plant diseases have been a constant threat as well as a major constraint for increasing the productivity 

of crops ever since the advent of the modern-day agriculture. The major plant pathogens viz., fungi, virus, 

bacteria, mollicutes, etc put together, is estimated to cause a yield loss of approximately $220 billion across 

the globe. Scientists have been constantly evolving new techniques and plant protection chemicals to fight 

against these pathogens. 

At present, major tools for the plant disease management are the fungicides and antibiotics. The irrational 

use of these plant protection chemicals has led to irreversible losses to the environment, reducing the food 

safety and frequent poisoning to the farmers and farm laborers involved in plant protection activities. 

Moreover, the continuous use of these pesticides can lead to resistance development and resurgence of the 

pest. 

These drawbacks of the toxic antifungal and antibacterial compunds have forced the scientist to look for 

alternatives that can effectively resist the plant diseases without reduction in the quantity and quality of 

the produce. This has led to the introduction of new set of molecules together called as “plant defence 

inducers” which activate the innate immunity of the plant without being directly toxic to the plants and 

pathogens at the specified dose. They work on the principle of activation of plant defence via two processes 

ie., systemic acquired resistance (SAR) and/or induced systemic resistance (ISR). The SAR is often activated 

by pathogens but can also be initiated by the exogenous application of many synthetic molecules. ISR is 

activated upon the action of non-pathogenic beneficial microbes inhabiting plant rhizospheres or their 

products. 

Though, these are forms of induced resistance, they show functional differences in terms of signaling 

molecules, spectrum of activity, PR protein synthesis, etc. Many times, the cross talk between these 

pathways decide the final outcome of the plant-pathogen interaction. The plant defence inducers are 

broadly divided into two viz., synthetic/chemical inducers and biological inducers. 

Synthetic Plant Defence Inducers 
Synthetic elicitors are small molecules that can induce plant immune responses and are structurally 

distinct from natural plant defense inducers, such as general or race-specific elicitors or endogenous plant 

defense signaling molecules (Bektas and Eulgem, 2015). They mimic the signaling molecules or natural 

elicitors; there by activating the plant innate defence systems. A major breakthrough in application of these 

synthetic inducers came with the report of induction of SAR against TMV and accumulation of PR proteins 

in tobacco after the exogenous application of SA and its derivatives like acetyl salicylic acid (Aspirin) by 

White in 1979. Since then, a number of potential defence inducers like probenazole, 2,6- dichloroisonicotinic 

acid (INA), benzothiadiazole (BTH), sulphonamides, jasmonic acid derivatives, adipic acid derivatives, etc, 

have been discovered. 

1. Salicylic acid and its derivatives: The salicyclic acid is one of the keys signaling molecules in plants 

regulating SAR against pathogens. In plants, they are synthesized via shikimate pathway. The derivatives 

of SA have been shown to induce resistance against a range of pathogens like Tobacco mosaic virus, 
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Fusarium oxysporum, Rhizoctonia solani, Phytophthora spp., etc. Important SA derivatives include aspirin, 

4-chloro SA, 5-chloro-SA, 3, 5-chloro-SA, SA hydrazines, etc.  

2. Isonicotinic acid and their derivatives: 2,6-dichloroisonicotinic acid was first introduced by Ciba-

Geigy against cucumber anthracnose (Colletotrichum lagenarium). Since then, it has shown to induce SAR 

response in various crops like rice, tobacco, Arabidopsis, pear, etc against a range of pathogens. N-

cyanomethyl-2-chloro isonicotinic acid (NCI), which is a derivative of INA also have shown defence 

induction activity. But, their use in agriculture is limited by due to higher phytotoxicity.  

3. Thiadiazoles and their derivatives: The most common molecule among these is the Acibenzolar-S-

methyl (ASM), also known as benzothiadiazole (BTH) that was first introduced by Ciba-Geigy. It has shown 

to induce SAR in more than 120 host-pathogen combinations including fire blight of apple, bacterial canker 

of tomato, anthracnose of cowpea, etc. It does not possess any direct antimicrobial property against any of 

these pathogens under in vitro conditions. Isotianil, another member of the group, has shown to activate 

the defence genes in rice against Magnaporthe grisea.  

4. Jasmosnic acid analogues: Jasmonic acid is an important signaling molecule in case of ISR. JA and 

its methyl derivatives has shown to induce broad spectrum resistance to necrotrophs and herbivores. 

Exogenous application of JA has shown to induce resistance in crops like lima bean, soybean and tobacco 

against a range of pathogens.  

5. Miscellaneous: 

a. Probenazole: It widely used against the blast disease of rice. It has shown to inhibit various 

growth stages of penetration, sporulation and conidial germination. Moreover, foliar spray with 

probenazole has shown enhanced activities of defence related enzymes like PAL, PPO, PO, catalase, 

etc which enhanced the defence response of the host.  

b. β-amino butyric acid (BABA): It is non protein amino acid which has shown to induce 

resistance against more than 40 pathogens including virus, bacteria, virus and nematodes. The 

priming effect of BABA is shown to be transmitted to the next generation (Transgenerational 

immunity).  

c. Dichloroanthranilic acid (DCA): The 3,5-dichloroanthrnilic acid is yet another plant defence 

inducer that was found to induce resistance against Oomycetes in Arabidopsis. 

Biological Plant Defence Inducers 
It refers to the microbial derived compounds or the extracts of higher plants that can induce defence 

mechanism of the host against an array of pathogens.  

1. Bacterial derived compounds: The bacterial cell wall components (Eg. Peptidoglycan), structural 

constituents (Eg. flagellar components) and secondary metabolites (virulence factors, siderophores, quorum 

sensing metabolites, toxins, surfactants) were found to act as Pathogen Associated Molecular Pattern 

(PAMP)/ Microbe Associated Molecular Pattern (PAMP) which are recognized by the Pattern Recognition 

Receptors (PRR) of the host. This recognition leads to activation of the defence response in the later. The 

foliar spray with many PGPR also induces ISR in crop plants. 

2. Chitin and Chitosan: They are important constituents of fungal cell wall. Chitosan is a deacetylated 

form of chitin, the chief component of exoskeleton of arthropods and cell wall of many fungi. It is a linear 

polymer of randomly distributed β-(1, 4)- linked D- glucosamine and N-acetyl-glucosamine units. It can be 

applied as seed treatment/ foliar spray or can be used as a soil amendment. It elicits plant’s natural immune 

system and increases plant growth and vigor by enhancing photosynthesis and stimulating the absorption 

of nutrients from soil, ultimately leading to improved yield. 

3. Plant extracts: The extracts of several plant species like neem were earlier used as a biopesticides. 

Recently, the potential of many higher plant extracts in the induction of plant defence have been identified. 

For example, the extracts of are a giant knotweed (Reynoutria sacchalinensis) has shown to induce 

resistance to powdery mildew in wheat and cucumber. Similarly, the extracts of many other plant species 

like neem, Viscum album, Hedera helix, etc have also shown the defence induction property against many 

fungal and bacterial pathogens.   

4. Others: The compost extracts and biochar also have reported to act as plant defence activators. 
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Conclusion 
Taking into account of the above facts it can be concluded that the, the plant defence inducers are promising 

and attractive alternatives to the conventional pesticides. However, more detailed studies on the 

identification of more efficient, less phytotoxic and cost-effective inducers along with the deciphering of the 

mode of action is required for exploiting the full potential of these molecules in sustainable agriculture. 
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Introduction 
Enzymatic browning is a widespread colour reaction occurring in fruits and vegetables, which involves the 

interaction of oxygen, phenolic compounds and polyphenol oxidases (PPOs). Browning is usually initiated 

by the enzymatic oxidation of monophenols into ο-diphenols and ο-diphenols into quinones, which undergo 

further non-enzymatic polymerisation leading to the formation of pigments. Enzymatic browning is 

detrimental to quality maintenance of the fresh-cut fruit and vegetable industry, although it is beneficial 

to the development of colour and flavour in some food items such as tea, coffee and cocoa. A variety of fruits 

and vegetables, such as apple, pear, banana, peach, lettuce and potato, are especially susceptible to 

enzymatic browning during processing and storage. Browning not only has a negative effect on their 

appearance, but also may impair other sensory properties including taste, odour and texture, as well as 

nutritional value (Komthong, et al.) Unlike traditionally processed foods, fresh-cut products consist of living 

tissues and sustain substantial tissue injury during processing (Luo et al.). Enzymatic browning does not 

occur in intact plant cells since phenolic compounds in cell vacuoles are separated from the PPO that is 

present in the cytoplasm. Once tissues are damaged by slicing, cutting or pulping, however, the mixture of 

PPO and phenolic compounds consequently results in a rapid browning reaction. Enzymatic browning is a 

widespread colour reaction occurring in fruits and vegetables, which involves the interaction of oxygen, 

phenolic compounds and polyphenol oxidases (PPOs). 

Polyphenol Oxidase and Phenolic Substrates 
PPO (1,2-benzenediol: oxygen oxidoreductase; EC 1.10.3.1) is also known as catechol oxidase, catecholase, 

diphenol oxidase, o-diphenolase, phenolase, tyrosinase and cresolase. It contains copper in its active site, 

which is essential for enzyme activity. PPO catalyses two basic reactions: 1) hydroxylation of the phenolic 

substrate at the o-position, adjacent to an existing hydroxyl group (monophenol oxidase activity); and 2) 

oxidation of diphenol to o-benzoquinones (diphenol oxidase activity). Both reactions use molecular oxygen 

as a co-substrate. So far, all of the PPOs discovered have the ability to convert o-dihydroxyphenols to 

obenzoquinones, but not all PPOs hydroxylate monophenols. A mulberry PPO whose molecular weight is 

estimated to be 65 kDa was isolated and purified. The mulberry PPO has great reactivity towards catechol, 

4-methyl catechol and pyrogallol, but shows no activity towards monophenols such as p-cresol and L-

tyrosine. Results show that the hydroxylation of ferulic acid and tyrosine by the field bean PPO does not 

take place in the absence of catechol, while the PPO can catalyse the oxidation of diphenols such as gallic 

acid, chlorogenic acid and caffeic acid to their quinones. Cantos et al. reported an overall increase in PPO, 

POD and PAL activities in minimally-processed potatoes, together with an increase of chlorogenic acid 

content. 

Control of Enzymatic Browning 
The most important factors that determine the rate of enzymatic browning of fruits and vegetables are the 

concentrations of both PPO and phenolic compounds present, pH, temperature and oxygen availability of 

the tissue. Understanding the effects of these factors on enzymatic browning is necessary in order to control 

it. So far, various techniques and mechanisms have been investigated to control the enzymatic browning 

of fresh-cut fruits and vegetables, and in theory all the techniques attempt to eliminate one or more of 

essential components (such as oxygen, enzyme, copper or substrate) from the browning reaction. 

Consequently, dips in antibrowning solutions, modified atmosphere packaging (MAP), and heat treatment 

and refrigeration storage are the most common methods used to help maintain the initial colour of fresh-

cut fruits and vegetables. 
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Dipping in Anti-Browning Solutions 
Currently, the use of reducing compounds, including ascorbic acid (AA) and its derivatives, cysteine and 

glutathione, is most effective for controlling enzymatic browning and calcium ascorbate is already 

commercially adopted by the fresh cut produce industry. Reducing compounds can play an important role 

in anti-browning either by reducing o-quinones to colourless diphenols, or by reacting irreversibly with o-

quinones to form stable colourless products. PPO activity can be competitively inhibited by 4- 

hexylresorcinol (4-HR), an m-diphenolic compound that is structurally related to phenolic substrates. As a 

chemically stable, water-soluble compound, 4-HR has been shown to be effective in controlling enzymatic 

browning in shrimp. The United States FDA has provided GRAS status to 4-HR for use on shrimp since 

toxicological, mutagenic, carcinogenic, and allergenic studies have shown that there are no risks associated 

with effective levels. 

Modified Atmosphere Packaging 
The rapid growth of the packaged fresh-cut produce industry has been enabled largely by the development 

of MAP technology. With MAP, the desired balance of oxygen (O2) and carbon dioxide (CO2) is created 

through the control of O2 and CO2 transmission of the packaging film and the respiration rate of the 

produce. Studies have shown that low O2 and elevated CO2 atmospheres can slow down the browning 

reaction. 

Heat Shock and Refrigeration 
Heat treatment is the most widely used method for stabilising foods because of its capacity to kill 

microorganisms and inactivate enzymes. Ensymatic browning in canned or frozen fruits and vegetables 

may be effectively controlled by treatment with steam or hot water, at temperatures ranging between 70 

and 105 °C. However, because of the damage caused to the living tissues and the requirement for “fresh” 

quality these methods are not suitable for the prevention of browning in fresh-cut fruits and vegetables.  

Cold storage during distribution and retailing are necessary for the prevention of browning in fresh-cut 

fruits and vegetables, since refrigerated temperatures are effective in lowering the activities of browning-

related enzymes. The rate of enzyme- catalysed reactions is controlled to a great extent by temperature. 

For every 10°C temperature reduction (in biological important ranges), there is a two-fold decrease in the 

rate of an enzyme-catalysed reaction. Reduced kinetic energy of the reactant molecules, at low 

temperatures, results in a decrease in both mobility and “successful collisions” needed to establish enzyme-

substrate complexes. 
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Introduction 
The crops, which are neither grown commercially on large scale nor traded widely, may be termed as 

underutilized crops. Underutilized crops are lesser-known plant species in terms of marketing and 

research, but well adapted to marginal and stress conditions. From the ongoing research worldwide, it is 

evident that underutilized wild edible plants possess high nutritional value. These plant species were good 

source of vitamins and minerals, but have now become less important. There is need to compile and 

disseminate that knowledge in order to help maintain cultural traditions and facilitate research into food 

history and new food sources. Due to unsustainable market pressures and rapid urbanization, majority of 

these species have come to near extinction. A holistic approach is hence proposed which includes both in-

situ and ex-situ conservation strategies, as well as re-governance of the market chain. Reinforcement of 

their domestication through standardization of cultivation practices, facilitation for supply of planting 

material and increasing the demands for the produce by exploring their uses, creation of awareness among 

consumers and establishing a good distribution network are also crucial for attaining sustainability. 

Some Underutilized Fruit Crops of India 
Crop Scientific Name Family 

Jamun Syzygium cumini Myrtaceae 

Anola Emblica officinalis Euphorbiaceae 

Ber Ziziphus mauritiana Rhamnaceae 

Jackfruit Artocarpus heterophyllus Moraceae 

Karonda Carissa carandas Apocynaceae 

Bael Aegle marmelos Rutaceae 

Custard Apple Annona squamosa Annonaceae 

Fig Ficus carica Moraceae 

Carambola Averrhoa carambola Oxalidaceae 

Strategies of Conservation of Underutilized Fruit 
Encouraging local people to produce these fruits can help to improve their social and economic welfare. In 

this way, they can also significantly contribute to the preservation of the environment by stopping 

uncontrolled harvesting from the wild and assisting in the retention of the various species in their native 

habitats where they perform best.  

Conservation is very important, because many species are becoming extinct and many others are 

threatened and endangered. The diversity of some fruits is well collected, while for other fruits relatively 

little has been done yet (Arora, 1994). Gaps in collections are found both between species and between 

regions. This is especially true for both underutilized species and wild crop relatives, where big gaps are 

noted. 

Recently to facilitate the conservation of these underutilized fruit crops. The main components are; 

Identification and collecting live samples of neglected and underutilized crop species establishment of plant 

arboretum for neglected and underutilized vegetables, fruits and other crop species and promote studies, 

research and multiplication for the benefit of future generation, conducting awareness creation and 

educational workshops on the medicinal and nutritional values of identified underutilized species, 

conducting field research and studies to identify the most suitable techniques for the growing of these plant 
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species and introduction of identified underutilized vegetables and other crop species to the rural home 

gardens and facilitate the community contribution for conservation of such crop species. 

Strategies of Improvement of Underutilized Fruit 
1. Neglected or underutilized crops have the potential to play a number of roles in the improvement of food 

security in India that include being.  

2. Part of a focused effort to help the poor for subsistence and income. 

3. A way to reduce the risk of over-dependency on very limited numbers of major staple food crops. 

4. A way to increase sustainability of agriculture through a reduction in inputs. 

5. Increase the food quality. 

6. A way to use marginal and wastelands for agricultural purposes to meet the ever-increasing food demand 

(Mayes et al., 2011). 

Utilization of Underutilized Fruit 
Various processed products from underutilized fruits: The main processed products consumed by 

people were jam, RTS – fruit drinks, chutneys, candies, pickles, squashes, concentrate etc. Various 

processed products like canned jackfruit bulbs in syrup, squash, raw jack pickle, roasted jack seeds, jack 

seed flour, and candied jackfruit, have been prepared from Jack. Various processed products such as nectar, 

squash, slab, toffee powder, etc. can be made with Bael pulp. Ber can be processed to prepared murrabba, 

candy, dehydrated ber, pulp, jam, and ready-to serve beverage (Khurdiya, 1980; Pareek, 2001). Jamun 

fruits can be processed into excellent quality fermented and non-fermented beverages. Besides that, good 

quality jelly, jam, leather can be prepared. A good quality jelly can also be prepared from its fruits. The 

seeds can be processed into powder, which is very useful to cure diabetes. The main processed product made 

from Karonda is pickle. Ripe ber fruit is consumed as popular dessert and processed for various value-

added products such as murabba, candy, sharbat, squash and powdered fruits after drying are also 

consumed.  

Promotion of underutilized fruits: A great deal is known about the virtues of the underutilized fruits 

of India. For their improvement and development by ideal propagation methods and agro-techniques should 

also be adopted. Being local crops and harvested from the wild or found in the home gardens, they are 

easily available and thereby provide food security to the people. The crops are not or little processed. 

Promotion for setting up of processing industries (jams, jellies, fermented products, etc) and industries for 

manufacturing of resins, gums, etc., lifestyle (e.g., cosmetics), etc. should also be encouraged. 
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Introduction 
Chiranjeevi Yojana 2021 is a scheme launched by the Chief Minister of Rajasthan, Ashok Gehlot. This 

scheme extends affordable health insurance packages to the financially weaker sections of society. Under 

this scheme, the eligible candidates can receive health insurance of ₹5 lakhs. This insurance policy covers 

almost 1576 treatments and medical expenses. Individuals need to pay a nominal premium of ₹850 under 

the Chiranjeevi Yojana and receive the best treatment at affiliated private and government hospitals. 

Let's understand why this insurance-based scheme was launched. 

Following are the Features of Chiranjeevi Bima Yojana 
1. This insurance aims to offer health insurance to families under BPL, SECC and NFS category 

2. Small farmers and contractors can avail benefits of this policy 

3. Beneficiaries of Ayushman Bharat Mahatma Gandhi Rajasthan Swasthya Bima Yojana also gets covered 

in this scheme 

4. Families who don't qualify under eligibility parameters can also get insured by paying a nominal 

premium of ₹850 yearly 

5. This scheme covers major illnesses, haemodialysis expenses and COVID-19 treatment costs. 

6. Let's check the eligibility requirements under this scheme. 

Who can Apply for Mukhyamantri Chiranjeevi Yojana Registration? 
This healthcare insurance scheme was created to offer quality treatment to families belonging to the BPL 

category.  

The list underneath states the requirements for those who can apply for this scheme - 

1. Families belonging to COVID-19 ex-gratia list 

2. Contractual farmers 

3. Socio-Economic Caste Census 2011 beneficiaries 

4. Jan Aadhaar Card holder 

5. National Food Security Act cardholders 

6. Marginal and small farmers 

7. Samvida workers of all departments 

8. Every individual belonging to the mentioned categories can avail the Chiranjeevi scheme through an 

easy application process. 

How to Apply for Chiranjeevi Yojana Registration? 
Following are the steps to make an application for Chiranjeevi Yojana online. 

Step 1: Visit the official Mukhyamantri Chiranjeevi Swasthya Bima Yojana website and click on the link 

below registration section to redirect to SSO. 

Step 2: Individuals without registration have to click the registration option and select the category from 

industry, citizen and employee. The registration process will be complete after filling in the requisite 

details. 

Step 3: Following the registration, one can log in ID to the account with password and captcha code 

Step 4: Click on the option of the ABMGRSBY application and enter all the required information such as 

your name, mobile number, email ID etc. 

Step 5: Upload the documents and click on submit. 
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Documents Required for Chiranjeevi Bima Yojana 
The documents needed for Chiranjeevi Swasthya Bima Yojana registration are: 

1. Aadhaar card 

2. Passport size photograph 

3. Address proof 

4. Bank statement 

5. Income certificate 

6. BPL certificate 

7. Mobile number 

8. Ration card. 

What are the Benefits of Chiranjeevi Bima Yojana? 
1. Following are the benefits of Mukhyamantri Chiranjeevi Bima Yojana. 

2. Beneficiaries can receive health insurance of ₹5 lakhs and pay a nominal premium of ₹850 per family on 

a yearly basis. 

3. This scheme also covers the medical expenses for 5 days before the hospitalisation and fifteen days after 

discharge. 

4. Individuals registered under this scheme can receive treatment from Government and private hospitals. 

5. This is the scheme from the Rajasthan State Government that offers the applicants cashless treatment 

from the hospitals. 

6. The insurance covers nearly 1576 medical tests and most kinds of treatments for different diseases. 
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Introduction 
Unscientific use of pesticides and synthetic fertilizers in agricultural field will leads to various health 

hazards and environmental issues. To save our environment and our crops we have to follow ecofriendly 

and sustainable agriculture. Minimizing the use of harmful chemicals and fertilizers will reduce the ratio 

of this type of problems. Liquid manure are rich source of micro and macro nutrients, it consists of growth 

promoting factors like auxin, gibberelins and beneficial microorganism which promote the plant growth 

and providing immunity in the plant. Organic farming is one the solution for this generation to reduce all 

the hazards. 

We have plenty of these organic resources present in India and the extract from these resources can be 

utilized to improve the soil health in respect of physical, chemical, biological properties of soil and will help 

in obtaining good yield. The efficiency and efficacy of some cowpathy like Panchagavya and Jeevamrit 

enhance the biological efficiency of crop plant and improve soil health in organic farming. It will enhance 

the productivity of different crops and suppressing the growth of various plant pathogens by producing 

antibacterial and antifungal compounds. 

Application of liquid bio-fertilizers plays an important role in organic farming leading to green food 

production which is safer, healthier and tastier. Now a days organic agriculture plays a vital role in terms 

of nutrition, prevent environmental pollution etc. Organic manures are the best natural soil amendment, 

because it contains high amount of nitrogen (Bok et al., 2006). Panchagavya and jeevamrut proved to be 

efficient plant growth stimulants. 

Panchyagabya shows huge potential as an organic fertilizer and pesticide (Dhama et al., 2005; Kumar et 

al., 2005). Jeevamrut is one of the important components of Zero Budget Natural Farming (ZBNF) 

(BishalChakraborty et al., 2019). Jeevumrut is extremely cost effective for the grower (FAO, 2016). 

Panchagavya is an organic product which plays an important role for providing growth and immunity in 

plant. Panchagavya contain all the essential macro nutrients such as N, P, K and and beneficial micro 

nutrients which is essential for plant and growth hormone viz IAA and GA which is essential for plant 

growth (Selvaraj et al., 2007). 

Panchagavya means combination of five products i.e cow dung, cow urine, ghee, milk and curd. Individually 

each five products are called Gavya and together it is called panchagavya. Panchagavya has a significant 

effect in terms of quality of fruit and vegetable production. It can be used as a foliar spray, soil drenching 

and seed treatment (Natarajan et al., 2002). 

Jeevamrut contain several beneficial microorganisms which are activated in soil by the application of 

jeevamrut. The microorganisms such as phosphorus solubilizing bacteria, Azotobacter, Azospirillum, 

nitrogen fixing bacteria and potash solubilizing bacteria like Bacillus silicus are present in cow dung which 

is the constituents of jeevamrut (Ramprasad et al., 2009). 

Components are Used to Prepare: Panchagavya and Jeevamrut 
Panchagavya and Jeevamrut are made up of urine, cow milk, cow dung, ghee in different proportion and 

this substance shows different role on the crop. 

Effect of Liquid Manure on Soil Fertility 
1. Liquid manures contain macro and micro nutrients, which improves soil fertility. 

2. Beneficial microorganisms and micronutrients enhance soil health. 

3. Liquid manure control pest and disease attack. 
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4. It improves water holding capacity of soil. 

5. It promotes the plant growth and providing immunity in the plant system. 

6. Liquid manure increase organic carbon content of soil which act as carbon and energy source for microbes 

and quick buildup of heterotrophic micro-flora and fauna. (Solanki et al., 2015). 

Benefits of Panchyagavya Application 
1. Panchagavya has a wide range of benefits on soil, plant, human and animal.  

2. In the field of agriculture it plays an important role in crop production and crop management like 

Integrated Nutrient Management (INM), Integrated Pest Management (IPM) and Integrated Disease 

Management (IDM) (Perumal et al., 2006). 

Panchagavya and its Effect on Soil Health 
1. Panchagavya increases soil fertility by improving Organic Matter, Micro and Macro nutrient in soil and 

increase the beneficial microbial population of the soil. 

2. It also increases the nutrient uptake capacity of the plant due to more solubilization in the soil 

3. Panchagavya has shown its effect on maintaining Soil Aggregate stability and increasing soil porosity. 

4. It also helps to maintain the neutral pH level of the soil. 

5. Panchagavya improved the sustainability of agriculture as the microbial population present at the 

rhizosphere zone which influence the crop yield and plant growth (Beaulah et al., 2001). 

Impact of Panchagavya on Growth and Yield Attributes 
Application of liquid manure it can produce bigger leaves and denser canopy. It will help to promote 

photosynthetic activity for enhancing biological efficiency of plant. Panchagavya helps the roots to spread 

into deeper layer of soil so that it can uptake more nutrients from soil. Better plant growth helps to increase 

the photosynthesis system and enable synthesis of maximum photosynthates and metabolites (Ktyal et al., 

2003). 

There are many beneficial results has been observed after the application of panchagavya on commercial 

field crops and vegetables. Is contains more nutrient contents than FYM and Vermicompost also show some 

insect repellent effect. 

Application of Panchagavya on various seeds has shown positive impact ongermination index, germination 

percentage, length of root and shoot, also dry and fresh weight of the seedlings (Kaushik et al., 1994). 

Jeevamrut 
It is organic liquid manure which is an excellent source of nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, natural carbon 

and lot of other micronutrients which are required for plant. 

Benefits of Jeevamrut 
1. Jeevamrut increase the microbial count and beneficial bacteria in soil. 

2. Application of jeevamrut will help to increase earthworm population in soil. 

3. Earthworm leads to increase the porous quality of soil and also improve aeration, water holding capacity 

of soil. 

4. It can uptake minerals from deep layer of soil. 
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Summary 
Diet rich leafy green vegetables make a person healthy. Manual harvesting of leafy crops is one of the most 

stressful operations that require attention. This stressful operation and shortage of labour are thus to be 

bridged by mechanization. Mechanized harvesting of leafy crops is an immediate need which can reduce 

the drudgery, minimize losses and increase productivity. It avoids weather risk by practicing early 

harvesting. It helps in achieving low cost of harvesting and derives benefit by early marketing of produce. 

Present article discusses about the harvesting problems involved in leafy crop cultivation and benefits of a 

mechanical leafy crop harvester over traditional harvesting methods. 

Introduction 
Leafy vegetables are rich in proteins per calorie and contains minerals, vitamins, and fibres but they are 

low in calorie which plays an important part in a healthy diet. Leafy vegetables such as spinach, parsley, 

basil, dill, cabbage, celery, lemon grass, baby spinach and thyme are an important class of agricultural 

products at the national and international levels. Andhra Pradesh, Rajasthan, Gujarat, Assam, West 

Bengal, Odisha, Uttar Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh are the major leafy crops growing states in India. 

Area and productivity of leafy crop cultivation has been increasing over the years and cabbage alone stands 

at 3.99 Lakh Ha with a productivity of 9.03 Metric Ton (Indiastat, 2012-21). The economy of the leafy 

vegetables has been growing during the last decades due to the increasing demand. In India, harvesting of 

leafy crops is mostly done manually with the help of sickle (Bheda et al 2019). Leaves are harvested and 

the plant will be continuing to produce new foliage until it goes to seed. Once harvested most of the leafy 

crops does not regrow as completely as parsley. Leafy crop can also be harvested by pulling out the whole 

plant. Some ethnic groups prefer to buy the plant with the roots intact because they will use the roots to 

make certain dishes.  

Manual harvesting operation is labour consuming and its operational cost has gone up considerably in the 

recent years due to increase in the area of cultivation and unavailability of labour (Ojha and Michael, 2003). 

The harvesting machinery and associated labour costs is often the single largest contributor to the cost of 

producing and delivering forages (Buchmaster, 2006). Current problems associated with the manual 

harvesting include unstable labour availability, high cost for labours and possible healthy problem 

resulting transfer of diseases to the end users. 

 
Plate 1.1: Manual harvesting of leafy crops 
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Mechanical leafy harvesters help in achieving better performance, higher quality of the harvested 

vegetables and lowers the cost of the whole harvesting process. One of the expected results is to spread this 

approach locally and to increase the possibility of exportation of leafy crops. 

 
Fig. 1. Leafy crop harvester (VegTerra) 

Source: https://www.veghands.com/en/harvesting/eazycut-vegterra 

The leafy crop harvester is especially suitable for harvesting herbs and vegetables in the open grounds. 

The cutting unit (reciprocating cutter bar), slider crank mechanisms, reel, conveyor, storage crate, and 

frame are the major components of the machines. The slider mechanism consisted of a crank and a 

connecting arm converted the eccentric wheel's rotating action into reciprocating motion of the cutter bar. 

The reciprocating cutter bar blade powered by a battery help in slicing the leafy crop stem. Rotating reel 

guides the leafy crops to the conveyer belt which are further transported to storage crates by means of an 

inclined conveyer. Power to the cutter bar, reel and conveyer were obtained from a belt and pulley 

arrangement through gearbox. 

The cutting width and height are adjustable and selected based on the power source, height adjustment 

and type of crop. The flaps rounding ensures that the crop is carried along by the conveyor belt. The crop 

can be dropped in containers at the top or can be picked up and packed in bundles by the person behind it. 

Benefits 
1. It is cost-effective 

2. Safe and easy to operate 

3. The cutting width is 115 cm and the height adjustment is widely variable. 

4. These are easy to use by one person. 

5. Reduces labour cost and time saving 

6. Easy maintenance. 

Conclusion 
Till date mechanical harvesters are popular in foreign countries. From the past few years, very less amount 

of institutional and industrial research has been reported in India. Almost all the leafy vegetable growers 

in the country practice manual harvesting which is highly drudgerious and labour intensive. Hence, there 

is a greater scope for mechanical harvesters in leafy crop cultivation. Adopting and testing of foreign 

mechanical harvesters at Indian conditions will create a basic understanding of how these harvesters’ work. 

And modifications to those leafy harvesters to suit the local conditions or developing mechanical leafy 

harvesters can widely influence the economic conditions of Indian leafy crop farmers. 

https://www.veghands.com/en/harvesting/eazycut-vegterra
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Introduction 
Forests are one of the most crucial for the life of all organisms present on earth; they are capable for 

sustaining biodiversity and thud provide endless valuable economically important products and are too 

important for ecosystem such as carbon storage, controlling landslide and   flood, for clean water supply 

and medicines. At global level forest comprises for (4.06 billion hectares area) approximately equivalents 

to 31 percent of total land area. And it is estimated that 1.6 billion peoples across the world’s population 

depends on forests resources, includes 300 million of people inhabiting within. Forest is store house of the 

natures treasures which is contributing in our life at almost every stage of life or we can say it sustain life, 

in term for direct and indirect benefits we get from it, even after this the Forest fires being playing the 

most evil destroying all the biodiversity and almost every ecosystem (Archibald et al., 2013). However, fire 

used crop rotation, and in different agriculture practices such as “slash and burn” type, agricultural 

plowing, and pasture productions for domesticated animal spp. since ancient period. 

Types of Forest Fires 

Types of forest fire

Surface fire 

Underground fires

Crown fires

Ground fires

 

Surface fires: most common type that burn under-growth and dead material within forest floor. 

a. Burns surface litter, other loose debris and even small vegetation. 

b. In general it can be important in case of forest growth and re-generation of vegetation. But 

unfortunately, if grown in size not it only burns ground flora also engulf under-growth and middle 

forest storey. 

Underground fires: they are low intensity; consume organic matter found beneath forest floor.  

a. Spreads very slowly and in most of cases very hard to detect and control.  

b. Continue to keep burn even for months can completely destroy vegetative soil cover. The other 

term is “Muck fires”.  

Ground fires: In sub surface organic soils of swamps or bogs. 

a. There is remarkably no clear distinction between ground and underground fires.  

b. Burns roots and other material i.e. growing herbs on forest floor together with organic matter 

layer in various stages of decaying.  

c. More harmful and damaging than surface fires, destroy vegetation completely. Fighting such fire 

is very difficult. 

Crown fires: Most unpredictable type burn on trees top and rapidly wind spreaded. 

a. In many cases these are in-variably ignited by the surface fires. One of most spectacular form 

advances from top to bottom of trees and shrubs. 

b. Since, it’s over the heads of ground force, so it is un-controllable unless or until it again drops into 

ground, due to fast moving in nature, poses grave danger for fire fighters. 
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Fire-storms: Among all types it is spreading most rapidly as firestorm, an intense fire over including large 

area. As it starts burns, there is a rise in heat and all along with air rushes causing more fire to grow. Air 

plays an evil role makes fire spin violently like storm. Temperatures inside such storms can reach up to 

around 2,000-degree Fahrenheit. 

Reasons of Forest Fires 
1. Deciduous forests generally have more humidity so not catching fire easily.  

2. Conifers have high resin content in their leaves and trunks causing easier burning and kindling. These 

forests are comparatively dryer so approximately 75% fires occur in pines and only 25% in deciduous forests 

as reported.  

Abiotic factors: temperature and precipitation are key component for exaggerating forest fires. Other 

additional parameters are: 

a. Intensity and quantity of daily sunlight 

b. Atmospheric conditions 

c. Wind speed and its direction. 

Biotic factors: species populations and their interactions with all the biotic and abiotic factors of 

surroundings are the main key aspects during process of forestation. It is especially important to handle 

conifers with care, because they are mostly and easily affected.  

Economic factors: 

a. Environmentally friendly, responsible and secure silviculture, play an important role in 

minimizing spreading of forest fires.  

b. Clearness and neatness of forest passes, trenches and tracts also much important. 

c. Sustainable and regulated economics is really important, together with rules and capabilities in 

effective fire-fighting.  

Anthropogenic factor: At present scenario most common reasons of forest fires is seen due to 

inappropriate anthropogenic activity. Forest fires incidences mostly start because, carelessness, human 

faults or intentional fire-raising. 

Effects of Forest Fires 
1. Despoil almost every ecosystem community. 

2. Increasing our dependency on forests for many reasons leads to further fragmentation which more 

aggravates fire events increased frequency worldwide.  

3. Ravaging natural resources also affects biodiversity of all species within the area. 

4. Forest are the store house of many timers and non-timber products, so also affect economy as many 

people life style and earning depend on them. 

5. The forest fires impacts and consequences on biodiversity, human life, and climate change are extremely 

devasting.  

In India approximately (7, 12,249 km2) 21.67% area falls under forests, is no exception in case forest fires. 

Because Indian forests (55%) are vulnerable towards inter-mitten fires (Forest Survey of India, 2011a) and 

such incidence of fires affect around 3.73 million hectares of forests annually (Chandra & Kumar Bhardwaj, 

2015). In addition, population growth also triggered substantial deforestation process, at current biotic 

pressures i.e., grazing, logging, and collections of non-timber forest products rendered Indian forests 

susceptibility towards fires. 

Do’s 
1. Know your forest fire risk. 

2. Make a forest fire emergency plan. 

3. Familiarize yourself with local emergency plans. 

4. Be informed and make others aware about mobile, email, radio, TV alerts/warnings systems accessible 

in your locality for forest fire. 

5. Be aware of weather updates, emergency instructions, and evacuation orders. 

6. Educate family members and neighbors on plans. About do’s and don’ts in case of forest fire. 
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7. Plan more than one escape routes before the fire season sets in. 

8. Consultation with local fire department about making your home fire-resistant. 

Don’t’s 
1. Never leave a fire unattended without completely extinguishing, checking and rechecking the ashes near 

vegetation. 

2. Do not leave or throw matches, cigarettes and other smoking materials from moving vehicles near forest 

area without completely extinguishing it. 

3. Do not leave behind flammables during outdoor camping in forests. 

4. Avoid any burning in windy conditions in forest fire. 

5. Don’t avoid the fire incident without informing the locals and other authorities from the place. 
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Introduction 
“Tinospora Cordifolia” is the scientific name of the GILOY. it is a climbing shrub belongs to family 

Menispermaceae. Giloy is also known as Guduchi, Amrita, galo, amrutavali, Gurach and Tino- spora. The 

plant has branches with downward aerial roots and its bark is gray brown and watery. The leaves are 

simple, membranous and alternatively present. It also known as its name “Heart- leaved” because of its 

heart shaped leaves and “moonseed” because of its reddish fruit. The flowers are small and greenish yellow 

in which male flowers are found in clustered and female are found in solitary. The fruits are found in 

bunches; after ripening the fruits develop red colour. The size of seeds is small like pea. This herb is found 

throughout tropical Asia ascending to a height of 300 meter. 

Phytochemical Composition 
Alkaloids, glycosides, steroids, sesquiterpenoid, aliphatic compound, essential oils, mixture of fatty acids 

and polysaccharides are main component of the giloy. Berberine, bitter gilonin, non- glycoside gilonin 

gilosterol comes under alkaloids that are present in the plant. Other component includes tinosporine, 

tinosporide, tinosporaside, cordifolide, cordifol, heptacosanol, clerodane furano diterpene, diterpenoid 

furano lactone, tinosporidine, tembertarine, magniflorine, choline columbin, b-sitosterol, palmatine and 

tinosporin. 

Medicinal Properties 
Giloy mainly have antioxidant, anti-inflammatory, antipyretic, anti- nephritic, anti-arthritic, anti-allergic 

and anti-diabetic properties. It also has immune stimulating, nerve cell protecting, cholesterol-lowering, 

liver-protective and anti-cancer actions. It also shows antifungal, antimicrobial, antibacterial, anti-stress, 

antiosteoporotic, anti-malarial, anticancer, anti-HIV potential, wound healing, hypolipidemic and antitoxic 

effects. 

Uses and Benefits of Giloy 
Giloy is used to improve and boost the immune system. It removes the free radicals present in the cells of 

our body and protects them from infection because of its anti-oxidant nature. Due to its anti-inflammatory 

property, it cures many diseases caused by various infection like cold, cough, tonsillitis etc. and it helps to 

clear air passage of trachea and strengthen lungs. It smoothens breathing and prevent from dyspnea. It 

also helps in expectoration to eliminate phlegm that’s why it is very helpful for the asthma patients. It is 

helpful in treating digestive problems such as hyperacidity, loss of appetite, abdominal pain, worm 

infestations, excessive thirst, vomiting, peptic ulcer, hepatitis and stimulates bile secretion. It lowers blood 

sugar level because of its anti-diabetic property. It also controls blood circulation to prevent hypertension, 

helps to improve blood platelets and strengthen the heart functioning. It helps in reducing blood urea level, 

cures dribbling of urine, scanty flow of urine and burning sensation while passing urine. It purifies blood 

by detoxifying toxic substances. Due to its antipyretic properties, it cures prolonged and persistent fever 

and also works on malarial symptoms. skin problems can cure by the use of giloy. It is also work for healing 

the tissue damage caused by radiation. It is effective in reducing pain and edema. 

Precautions 
Giloy can make the immune system more active and thus increase the symptoms of autoimmune diseases 

such as multiple sclerosis (MS), lupus (systemic lupus erythematosus, SLE), rheumatoid arthritis (RA). 

During pregnancy and breast feeding avoid consumption of giloy. It lowers blood sugar levels, hence there 
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is a concern that it can interfere with blood sugar control during and after surgery so avoid consumption of 

giloy during and after any surgery. 

Conclusion 
Giloy is a medicinal plant having different bioactive compounds including alkaloids, steroids, glycosides 

etc. It shows different medicinal properties like, antioxidant, anti- inflammatory, antipyretic, anti-arthritic 

and immune modulating activities. This is really a miraculous herb that is used in each and every ailment 

like for circulatory problems, respiratory problems, skin problems, immunity enhancement and for 

digestive problems. It may sometimes produce some side effects such as constipation but its benefits 

outweigh its drawbacks. 
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Introduction 
Cultivation of roof farms vegetables can also absorb carbon and control noise pollution (Dubbeling, 2014; 

Hui, 2011). The use of household green waste into compost for improvement in fertility status in soil and 

harvested rain water is used in irrigation purposes which reduced the cost of vegetable production (RIES, 

2014). Cultivation of rooftop vegetables which fulfill the demand of citizens by the providing service of 

rooftop farming. With vegetation can be a great place to relax. Rooftops Farming helpful to increase 

biodiversity and also provide habitat for a different type of birds and insects which founds on the earth. 

The rooftop vegetable is new emerging trend ecosystems which builds in helps production of fresh 

vegetables and goal to achieve varied sustainability when interior practices of urban infrastructure Harada 

and Whitlow (2020). The main benefit of rooftop vegetable farming is to provide local supply of fresh food 

and vegetable in every day. House labours are used in rooftop vegetable farming which reduced cost of 

labour and daily physical exercise is also done. Proper utilization of roof top for vegetable farming, which 

increase social, economic and environmental status of urban areas. Rooftop farming can contribute to the 

development of urban food systems by increasing local food production, meet the nutrition demand of the 

people by access to nutritious food, mitigation of air pollution, increasing storm water retention capacity, 

improvement of public health, enhancement of the aesthetic value of the urban environment and 

enhancement of community functions (Bay Localize, 2007). Approximately 60% of heat gain can be reduced 

from the green roof system Sajjaduzzaman (2005). This outcome to reduction in temperature as compared 

to other buildings which lack to the rooftop farming. 

Types of Roof Top Vegetable Farming 
Generally, three ways of rooftop farming which can be implemented on rooftops. Which are given below. 

1. Container gardening 

2. Green roof 

3. Hydroponic rooftop farming. 

Rooftop container gardening: Container gardening allows you to grow food in even the tiniest of areas. 

The use of containers is the least difficult and adjoining to home option. With container grown plants, you 

may create any sort of rooftop horticulture. Containers are suitable for rooftop farming since they are 

lightweight, versatile, adjustable, and cost-effective. Container farming has several applications; it is a 

very versatile method of planting that is particularly appealing for urban environments since it avoids 

challenges such as inaccessible or poor soil. These unconventional gardens do not require access to the 

ground; they only require an empty area on any surface. Containers can be made from materials that are 

readily available – such as plastic pails, pieces of wood, old delivery boxes, or large sacks. Container 

cultivation, when permitted, is an excellent option for some non-commercial urban rooftop gardens, 

particularly for people who do not have the tools or the desire to make changes to the actual structure of 

the roof. 

Direct producing green roofs: Green roofs are finer and expensive when contrasted with rooftop 

container farming. The cost varies according to the type of framework used. Every single green roof has a 

similar set of advantages, although they differ in their various qualities. Green roofs are classified into two 

types: intense green roofing and extensive green roofing. According to the author Waichin Li, "extensive 

green roofs are frequently the object of scientific inquiry since they cost less than intense green roofs."The 

growth medium on a green roof is combined with a drainage system that lowers water retention. "Scopes 

of green roof research include the temperature by green roofs, runoff quantity control, and pollution 
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reduction," stated by author Waichin Li "From soil creation on green roofs, it increases urban biodiversity, 

for subterranean creatures in the growth substrate, and for inserts in the canopy. The main benefit of green 

roof forming is reduced noise pollution from outside approximately 40 decibels. And also, enhancement in 

aesthetic value. 

Rooftop hydroponic system: Hydroponics is a method of growing plants that does not require soil. Water 

culture is the most ideal sort of hydroponics, in which a plant's crown is supported by a thin layer of 

substrate while its foundations are immersed in a supplement arrangement. Although it is a framework 

that is sometimes overlooked in discussions of roof gardens, hydroponics is a method ideal for roof top 

farming because the containers used in hydroponics may be lighter-weight than soil-filled containers and 

because hydroponics frameworks can be quite adaptable. Light, nutrients, carbon dioxide, water, warmth, 

and natural air are all required by plants. The main benefit of hydroponics forming is plants grows in very 

quickly and used of pesticides is very low comparison to traditional vegetable farming. 

Type of Vegetables Grown in Roof Top Farming and their Growing Percentage 
Different type of vegetables like chilies are highest growing percentage in roof top vegetable gardening 

followed by other vegetables which are given below in table (Tomcy Thomas and Susan Cherian 2021). 

Sr. No. Name of vegetables Growing (%) 

1 Chilli 82 

2 Ladyfinger 71 

3 Tomato 67 

4 Brinjal 52 

5 Long bean 38 

6 Amaranthus 20 

7 Ash gourd 18 

8 Bitter gourd 13 

9 Bottle gourd 10 

Advantages and Disadvantages of Rooftop Vegetable Farming 
Advantages of Rooftop vegetable Gardening: Aside from its aesthetic value, rooftop Vegetable gardens 

are good for the environment and people's health. Some examples are: 

a. Social benefits 

b. Purification of the air. 

c. Reduction of noise from the environment 

d. Retention of storm water 

e. Increased biodiversity in cities. 

Disadvantages of rooftop vegetable gardening: 

a. Lack of awareness and knowledge 

b. Increased weight on the structure 

c. Requires additional maintenance. 

Conclusion 
Roof top vegetable farming is a seeming innovative way of Producing fresh food and vegetables within cities 

by the using of unused roof space in buildings. We got low-priced and environmentally friendly food 

products which can be rapid increase food security in urban areas in India (Orsini et al. 2014). groups of 

stakeholders and certain marginal areas of India can be benefited with little healthy food. Rooftop farming 

can help to meet food demand by supplying fresh and hygienic food products, reducing household 

expenditure for buying vegetables and fruit, saving cost for the municipality by storm water retention, 

creating a healthy atmosphere by improving air quality and absorbing carbon from the air and lessening 

the impact of climate change. Production of fresh and green vegetable through rooftop vegetable gardening 

not only overcome seasonal food shortage, particularly after typhoons or droughts, but can also deliver 

communities as well as areas with continuous and stable provision of fresh green vegetables on the daily 

basis. 
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Origin and Cultivation 
The cereal crop Coix lacryma-jobi is an annual millet that belongs to the family Gramineae and tribe 

maydae. The crop was holding great antiquity and grew widely in South Asia before maize has become 

popular. The crop was mainly grown by the various ethnic groups of Mongolian origin. The introduction of 

this crop into India as a cultigen by pastoral Aryan invaders (Hooker 1848 and Arora, 1977). Later it has 

been started to grow as a minor cereal in remote hilly areas of the northeastern region (Arora,1977). Since 

it shows great variability for wild types in the NE region, considered as a center of variability for the genus 

coix (Hore and Rathi, 2006). It is commonly called a job’s tear due to the unique shape of the grains which 

are similar to drop of tear. It is also known as adlay in Filipino, Jargadi (Sanskrit), Sankru (Hindi), Gurgur 

(Bengali), Megaru (Garo), Sohriew (Khasi) and kunch (Tripura). There are four species of this coix genus 

is found in India. Those are Coix aquatica Roxb., C. laeryma-jobi, C. puellarum Balansana and C. gigantea 

Koen.ex Roxb (Karthikeyan et al., 1989).  

The C.laeryma-jobi are generally tetraploid with a chromosome number of 2n=4x=20 and have four distinct 

taxonomic varieties i.e. var. ma-yuen, var. stenocarpa, var. monilifer, var. typica. Among these above-

mentioned varieties, var. ma-yuen is mainly cultivated and used for human consumption. It is a promising 

crop that can be cultivated in dryland with very low moisture where other crops are difficult to grow (Hore 

and Rathi,2007; Handique et al., 1986). The cultivated plants are usually tall, annual crops, and the fruit 

case is thin and soft-shelled type, breakable, bold, and pear to spheroidal shape fruit with 2cm diameter 

whereas the wild types are perennial forms, hard, stony and very strong fruit case. That can’t be broken by 

hand and is usually 1cm or even less in diameter. The female spikelets are completely enclosed in a leaf-

sheath which forms a bead-like structure varying from Ovid to spheroid with varying colors. 

Nutritive Values 
Studies were conducted to check the nutrient contents. It contains higher lipids compared to other cereals 

(Liu et al., 2015), and protein, and carbohydrate content is comparable with major cereals like rice, wheat 

and maize (Corke et al., 2016). The coix seed are gluten-free and also contains a low glycemic index and 

glycemic load (Lin et al., 2010). The coix contains low antioxidant activity, and low phytosterol content 

compared to other cereal like sorghum and maize (Choi et al., 2007; Moreau et al., 2001). 

 

Coix for Consumption Purposes 
Coix has been widely used for human consumption because of its high protein content. In western culture, 

coix is used for baking biscuits, bread, flavoured liquids, wine, and also people make soup out of it (Devaraj 

et al., 2020). 
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Medicinal Uses 
Traditionally it has been used as a medicinal plant in different parts of the world. In China, it has been 

used to treat diabetes, inflammation, and neuralgia (Li et al., 2011). Besides, the coix seed contains several 

chemicals like phytosterol, flavonoids, polyphenols, and lignans. Among the cereals cultivated, the coix 

seed contains some unique components like coixol (Chung et al., 2011), Coixin (Ottoboni et al., 1990), and 

Coixenolides (Hu et al., 2007).  It has several medicinal uses like antioxidant (Kuo et al., 2001), anti-obesity 

(Kim et al., 2007), anti-diabetes (Watanabe et al.,2012), anti-tumor (Lu et al., 2013) and anti-inflammation 

(Wu et al., 2013). Although it is an underutilized minor cereal crop, the crop contains several medicinal, 

health, and nutritive values. So further detailed studies on nutritional aspects will be helpful. 
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A large variety of fruits grown in India, of which mango, banana, citrus, guava, grape, pineapple, and apple 

are the major ones. Apart from these, fruits like papaya, sapota, annona, phalsa, jackfruit, ber, 

pomegranate in tropical and subtropical areas and peach, pear, almond, apricot and strawberry in the 

temperate region are also grown in a sizeable area. 

In India many varieties of different fruit crops growing under specific climate and in a specific zone of 

climate. This specific type of climate responsible for the acquiring some unique characteristics to that 

particular variety of fruit crop. Some examples of varieties of fruit crops which are grown under specific 

climate includes Alphonso variety of mango in konkan region, Kesar variety of mango in Gujarat, 

Banginpalli variety of mango in Vishakhapatnam region of Andhra Pradesh, Shahi variety of litchi in 

Bihar, Nagpur mandarin of citrus in Nagpur region of Maharashtra, Kinnow variety of citrus in Punjab, 

Khasi mandarin in khasi hills, etc. 

A geographical indication (GI) is a name or sign used on certain products which corresponds to a specific 

geographical location or origin. The use of a GI may act as a certification that the product possesses certain 

qualities, or enjoys a certain reputation, essentially attributable to their geographical origin. It is mainly 

used to identify the agricultural, handicraft, manufacturing goods from the particular territory which has 

built up a good will in the market due to the special characteristics like temperature, humidity, soil etc. 

linked with the territory that are unique. 

The geographical indication is generally possessed by a community which belongs to that particular 

location. A Geographical Indications Registry with all India jurisdictions operates, as per the Geographical 

Indication of Goods (Registration and Protection) Act 1999. A total of 193 products were registered under 

GI tag up to March 31st 2013. 

Benefit of Registration of Geographical Indications 
1. Prevents unauthorized use of a registered geographical indication by others. 

2. It offers legal protection to Indian Geographical Indications which in turn boost exports.  

3. It advances economic prosperity of producers of goods produced in a geographical territory. 

Coix for Consumption Purposes 
Coix has been widely used for human consumption because of its high protein content. In western culture, 

coix is used for baking biscuits, bread, flavoured liquids, wine, and also people make soup out of it (Devaraj 

et al., 2020). 

Term of Registration and Location 
The registration of a geographical indication is for a 10-year period, and is renewable, indefinitely. The 

Indian GI Office is currently situated in Chennai. 

GIs that cannot be Registered in India 
1. Things which are determined to be generic names or indications of goods. 

2. Things which contain any matter probably to hurt the religious susceptibilities of any class or section of 

the citizens of India. 

3. Things which would otherwise be disentitled to protection in a court. 

4. The use of which would be likely to cause confusion.  

5. The use of which would be contrary to any law for the time being in force. 

6. Things which contain obscene matter. 
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Difference Between GI and Trade Mark 
Trade mark GI 

A trade mark is a sign which is used in the course 

of trade and it differentiates goods or services of 

one enterprise from those of other enterprises 

A geographical indication is an indication used to 

describe goods having special characteristics 

developing from a definite geographical territory. 

Fruit Crops Registered Under GI Tag in India 
S. No. Fruit State 

1. Nanjanagud Banana  Karnataka 

2. Coorg Orange Karnataka 

3. Devanahalli Pomello Karnataka 

4. Appemidi Mango Karnataka 

5. Kamalapur Red Banana Karnataka 

6. Laxman Bhog Mango West Bengal 

7. Khirsapati (Himsagar) Mango West Bengal 

8. Fazli Mango West Bengal 

9. Virupakshi Hill Banana Tamil Nadu 

10. Sirumalai Hill Banana Tamil Nadu 

11. Mango Malihabadi Dusseheri Uttar Pradesh 

12. Allahabad Surkha Uttar Pradesh 

13. Vazhakulam Pineapple Kerala 

14. Mahabaleshwar Strawberry Maharashtra 

15. Nashik Grapes Maharashtra 

16. Gir Kesar Mango Gujarat 

17. Banglore blue grapes  Karnataka 

Conclusion 
Geographical Indications is a rising field of Intellectual property. India is endowed with diverse agro 

climatic conditions, which have encouraged the growing of a large number of fruit crops. Most of the fruit 

crops growing in India had special characters which are distinct from the fruits growing in other countries. 

These special characters facilitate the registration of fruit crops under GI but the number of registered 

crops under GI was very low in number than the crops actually eligible for registration. So, there is an 

urgent need to aware about the community/farmers about the importance of GI. 
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Introduction 
As world population expands, food scarcity becomes more urgent. Facing this challenge, tissue culture has 

an important role and offers great potential in agriculture by providing safe, high quality planting material 

of food crops to feed the world. Besides food, plant-derived secondary metabolites are also target products.  

Plant propagation by tissue culture technique is hinder by the intensive labor requirement for the 

multiplication process; thus, scaling-up systems and automation of unit operations are necessary to cut 

down the production costs. The major disadvantage of the conventional micro propagation techniques is 

the difficulty in controlling the chemical and physical properties in culture vessels. Therefore, it is 

important to develop new propagation strategies to overcome the limitations of conventional micro 

propagation techniques. 

Adapting bioreactors may overcome this limitation. The term bioreactor describes large-scale vessels used 

for plant biomass production. Bioreactors were first developed for culturing microorganisms, then for plant 

cell suspensions for secondary metabolite production, and later for plant propagation purposes. 

The aim of bioreactor application is to provide optimum growth conditions by regulating chemical or 

physical parameters, in order to achieve either both maximum yield and high quality of the explants, or to 

keep the production costs as low as possible by integration of automated facilities and simple low-cost 

devices. 

An Ideal Bioreactor Design should have 
1. Production of large number of plantlets in a single batch. 

2. Easy scalability. 

3. Low number of culture vessels. 

4. Simple processes of inoculation and harvest. 

5. Complete and continuous contact between the surface of cultures and the medium to enhance the uptake 

of nutrients and growth rate. 

6. Aeration capability for oxygen supply to increase the growth rate and final biomass. 

Types of Bioreactors 
1. Airlift and bubble column-type bioreactors 

2. Balloon-type bubble bioreactor 

3. Stirred tank bioreactor 

4. Mist bioreactor 

5. Bed bioreactor 

6. Temporary immersion bioreactor. 

Applications 
1. Micropropagation:  

a. Micro-propagation is the practice of rapidly multiplying stock plant material to produce a large 

number of progeny plants, using modern plant tissue culture methods. 
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b. The use of bioreactors for micropropagation was reported first for Begonia, cultured in bubble 

column bioreactor. 

c. Methods of Micropropagation include Organogenesis, Somatic embryogenesis and Micro-cutting. 

d. Among the tissue culture techniques, somatic embryogenesis has been more suited to scale up 

and automation, thereby reducing labor costs and increasing the reliability of the production 

process. 

2. Secondary metabolite production: 

a. The term secondary metabolite refers to a compound produced by plants, microorganisms or 

animals that is not required for their growth. 

b. There are several plant secondary metabolites including alkaloids, terpenes, flavonoids and 

glycosides. 

c. Which are used as pharmaceuticals, agrochemicals, flavors, fragrances, coloring agents, 

biopesticides, and food additives. 

d. Generally two techniques are used to produce secondary metabolite using plant tissue culture 

techniques. I) Cell suspension culture II) Hairy root cultures. 

i. Cell suspension culture: 

• Cell suspension culture systems are used now days for large scale culturing of plant 

cells from which secondary metabolites could be extracted.  

• A suspension culture is developed by transferring the relatively friable portion of the 

callus into liquid medium and is maintained under suitable conditions of aeration, 

agitation, light, temperature and other physical parameters.  

• The advantage of this method is that it can ultimately provide a continuous, reliable 

source of natural products.  

• A number of different types of bioreactors have been used for mass cultivation of plant 

cells.  

• The first commercial application of large scale cultivation of plant cells was carried 

out in stirred tank reactors of 200 liter and 750 liter capacities to produce shikonin 

by cell culture of Lithospermum erythrorhizon.  

ii. Hairy root cultures: 

• Agrobacterium rhizogenes causes hairy root disease in plants. 

• Agrobacterium rhizogenes mediated transformation of plants has application mainly 

for the production of secondary metabolites.  

• Genetically transformed root cultures are recognized as the most effective expression 

systems for valuable phytochemicals.  

• The neoplastic (cancerous) roots produced by A. rhizogenes infection are characterized 

by high growth rate, genetic stability and growth in hormone free media.  

• High stability and productivity features allow the exploitation of hairy roots as 

valuable biotechnological tool for the production of plant secondary metabolites. 

Advantages 
1. Large quantity plant production in short time 

2. Provision of adequate oxygen transfer 

3. Less labour requirement 

4. Automated and mechanized 

5. Reducing contamination. 

Limitations 
1. High initial input and running cost of bioreactor 

2. Hyperhydricity 

3. Foam development 

4. Evaporation of culture medium in airlift type bioreactor. 
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Conclusion 
To provide high quality planting material in short period of time different bioreactor like Airlift and bubble 

column-type bioreactors, Balloon-type bubble bioreactor, stirred tank bioreactor, mist bioreactor, Bed 

bioreactor and Temporary immersion bioreactor are used. They not only provide the higher biomass as 

compare to traditional micropropagation but also reduce the production cost through atomization of the 

process. Hence, according to plant species and cultural condition, a different modify types of bioreactors 

are used to produce higher plantlets and secondary metabolite like alkaloids, terpenes, flavonoids and 

glycosides. 
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Introduction 
India is the largest producer, consumer, importer and processor of pulse crops in the world. Pulse crops are 

an integral component of Indian farming. Its importance signified in terms of ecology, soil health, human 

and animal nutrition. Pulse normally contains 20-25 % protein on dry weight basis, which is almost 2.5 to 

3.0 times higher than that of cereals. Pulse crops belongs to leguminous family and have unique quality to 

fix atmospheric nitrogen and therefore, they help in improving the soil health. Out of a dozen of pulse crops 

grown in the country, only few such as chickpea, pigeon pea, green gram, black gram, lentil, field pea and 

moth bean are popularly grown in different season. Most of the pulse crops are cultivated on marginal and 

rainfed area and are proned to attack by large number of plant pathogens. Among these fungi, bacteria, 

nematode and viruses are very important and cause diseases which are of economic importance. Bio-control 

technologies have gained momentum in disease control of crop plants. In recent times as these technologies 

not only minimize or replace the usage of harmful chemical pesticides but, also found to be eco-friendly, 

environmentally safe, cheaper and efficient in certain disease control programmes. 

Important Diseases of Pulse Crops 

Crop Diseases Causal organism 

Gram (Cicer arientinum)  Ascochyta blight  Ascochyta rabiei  
Wilt Fusarium orthoceros var. cicera 

Dry root rot Rhitoctonia bataticola 

Grey mould  Botrytis cinerea 

Lentil (Lens esculenta) Wilt Fusarium oxysporum f.sp. lentis  
Rust Uromyces fabae 

Cowpea (Vigna sinensis) Mosaic Cowpea Mosaic virus  
Bacterial blight Xanthomonas vignicola  
Powdery mildew Erysiphe polygoni 

Pigeonpea Fusarium wilt Fusarium udum  
Sterility mosaic  Pigeonpea sterility mosaic virus 

What is Seed Borne Diseases? 
It means the association of pathogen in, on or with the seeds that may able to transmit the pathogens 

through the seed which as a result, may lead to the development of a disease in the seedling or plant. 

Eg. Pigeon pea alternaria blight, mung bean cercospora leaf spot, chickpea ascochyta blight, pea stem rot 

and lentil botrytis gray mold. 

What is Soil Borne Disease? 
The diseases that are caused by fungal and bacterial pathogens which persist (survive) in the soil matrix 

and in residues on the soil surface are defined as soil borne diseases.   

Eg. Pigeon pea wilt, damping off in bean, brown stem rot of soybean, chick pea wilt, collar rot of chickpea, 

stem rot of chick pea and dry root rot of blackgram. 
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What is Biological Control? 
Biological control is defined as the reduction of inoculum density or disease producing activities of a 

pathogen or parasite in its active or dormant state, by one or more organisms, accomplished naturally or 

through manipulation of the environment, host or antagonist or by mass introduction of one or more 

antagonist. 

Component of Biological Control 
1. The host: The host plant is a main component in biological control of plant disease, aimed at suppression 

of the disease producing activities of the pathogen and regulation of the amount of pathogen inoculum.   

2. Antagonist: In biological control of plant pathogens antagonists are biological agents with the potential 

to interfere in the life processes of plant pathogen. Antagonists includes all classes of organism viz., fungi, 

virus, viroids, bacteria and protozoa. 

3. Pathogen: Pathogen include pathogenic fungi, bacteria, nematodes, algae, viruses, and viroids. The 

physical relationship of a pathogen to its host during pathogenesis may be either as an epiphyte, or 

endophyte or both. 

Why Bio-Control? 
The contribution of bio control agents is important because: 

1. They help to reduce the use of chemical- based fungicides. 

2. They help to reduce the risk of developing pathogen resistant towards traditional chemicals. 

3. They are eco-friendly. 

4. They are effective for long period. 

5. They are easy to apply. 

6. They are cost effective. 

List of Bio-Control Agents 
Fungal bio-control agents Bacterial bio-control agents 

Trichoderma harzianum Pseudomonas fluorescens 

Trichoderma viride Bacillus subtilis 

Trichoderma koningii Bradyrhizobium 

Trichoderma virens Pseudomonas puttida 

Gliocladium virens Bacillus megaterium 

Trichoderma roseum Bacillus amyloliquefaciens 

Characteristics of Bio-Control Agents 
1. It should not be pathogenic to plants, human beings, animals and microorganisms. 

2. It should have broad spectrum of activity, fast growth and sporulation, must be cultured under artificial 

media. 

3. It should have long shelf life, must be grow under different environmental conditions. 

4. It should be easily formulated and methods of application must be convenient and compatible with 

common cultural practices. 

5. It should easily establish in the soil with high persistence a survival capacity. 

Mode of Action 
1. Competition: Microorganisms compete for space, minerals and organic nutrients to proliferate and 

survive in their natural habitats. This has been reported in both rhizosphere as well as phyllosphere. 

Element for which microorganisms generally compete are carbon, nitrogen and iron, which are essential 

for germination and penetration of host tissue by pathogens. 

2. Antibiosis: It refers to the inhibition or destruction of the pathogen by the metabolic product of the 

antagonist. 

3. Mycoparasitism: Mycoparasitism is the phenomenon of one fungus being parasitic on another fungus 

it’s a one of the most salient characteristics of Trichoderma group is their ability to parasite other fungi. 
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Trichoderma attached to pathogen hyphae via coiling, hooks and appresorium like structure and penetrate 

into cell wall by secreting hydrolytic enzymes and subsequently dissolve the host cytoplasm. 

4. Induced Systemic Resistance: Induced systemic resistance is the ability of an bio-agent (fungus, 

bacterium, virus, chemical, etc.) to induce plant defense mechanisms that lead to systemic resistance to a 

broad range of pathogens. 

Method of Application 
1. Seed treatment 

2. Soil amendment 

3. Soil drenching 

4. Root inoculation. 

Conclusion 
1. Pulse crops are being grown for its protein rich seed and to improve soil fertility. Its productivity largely 

affected by different diseases. 

2. Chemical methods of plant disease management shows harmful effect on soil, plant, human and 

environment. Therefore, it is important to search antagonistic microbes that controls disease in eco-friendly 

manner. 

3. Fungal bio-control agents like Trichoderma spp. successfully used for the control wilt, root rot, collar rot 

and stem rot whereas bacterial bio-control agent such as Pseudomonas fluorescence and Bacillus subtilis 

are also exploded for the management of pulse crop diseases. 
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Introduction 
Microgreens are a new type of edible vegetables harvested when first leaves are fully expanded and before 

true leaves have emerged. Basically, microgreens are a marketing word and different from sprouts and 

baby greens (Table 1). Microgreens are used to increase the colour, texture, flavour and nutritional quality 

of foods and popularly called ‘vegetable confetti’. In recent years acreage of microgreens is rapidly increased 

being their excellent source of phytonutrients. In California microgreens are being grown since 90s. The 

first documented use of word MICROGREEN started in 1998 in USA. But unfortunately, 

commercialization of microgreens is in limited scale due to their speedy degradation very small shelf life 

and reduction in nutritional value during storage. (Sharma et al., 2020). 

Highlights of Microgreens 
1. Microgreens contain basically 3 parts: a central stem, cotyledon leaf or leaves and first pair of young true 

leaves [ Fig. 1]. 

2. Microgreens are mainly propagated through seeds. 

3. Length of microgreens vary 1- 3 inch. 

4. Mostly they accomplish their life cycle in 10-14 days. 

5. Microgreens are highly rich in phytochemicals, minerals and vitamins.  

6. Microgreens are suitable for growin green house, hydroponic and vertical farming system. 

 
Fig 1: Diagrammatic representation of a microgreen 

Table 1: Difference between Sprouts, Microgreen and Baby greens: 

Sprouts               Microgreens           Baby greens 

Sprouts are the primary stage of 

seed development. 

Microgreens are the secondary 

stage of seed   development.  

Baby greens are the tertiary 

stage of seed development. 

Sprouts are ready to consume 

within 2-5 days.  

Microgreens are ready to 

consume within 12-15 days. 

Mostly, Baby greens are ready to 

consume within 21-24 days. 

 - Harvested at the height of 1-3 

inch. 

Harvested at the height of 4-6 

inch. 

Watersoaked seeds are 

consumed. 

Cotyledons leaf and couple of 

true leaves and seed & roots are 

not consumed.  

Tender leaves are consumed  

Sprouts are lesser nutritious 

than microgreens and Baby 

greens.  

Microgreens are more nutritious 

than sprouts and Baby greens. 

Baby greens are more nutritious 

than Sprouts. 
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Nutritive Values and Health Benefits 
As earlier it has discussed that microgreens are rich source of phytonutrients. Pinto et al. (2015) reported 

that microgreens have nine times nutrition value than mature greens. Some microgreens such as red 

cabbage, garnet amaranth, daikon radish and cilantro have the utmost concentration of ascorbic acid, 

carotenoids, tocopherols, phylloquinone and vitamins. Presence of antioxidants, microgreens facilitate to 

lower risk of diabetes -2. As per the different animal studies it is cleared that microgreens may lower down 

the level of bad cholesterol (Huang et al., 2016). Due to these medicinal and nutritive values microgreens 

are also called “Super food”. 

Production Technology of Microgreens 
Microgreens production technology may be classified in two groups: 

1. Soil based: 

a. Garden beds. 

b. Raised planters. 

2. Protected or advance technology: 

a. Green house. 

b. Poly house. 

c. Hydroponics. 

Selection of species – Most popular families of microgreens are Brassicaceae, Amranthaceae and 

Chenopodiaceae. Sometimes mixed cultivation of two or more than two families’ plants also done by the 

farmers [Poorva & Agrawal, 2013]. 

 
Fig 2: Mixed formed of microgreen 

Table 2:  List of commercially grown microgreens: 

S. No. Common name Scientific name Family  Plant colour 

1. Arugula Eruca sativa Brassicaceae Green 

2. Bull’s blood beet Beta vulgaris Chenopodiaceae Reddish green 

3. Celery Apium graveolens Apiaceae Green 

4. Cilantro Coriandrum sativum Apiaceae Green 

5. Garnet 

amaranth 

Amaranthus hypochondriacus Amranthaceae Red 

6. Green basil Ocimum basilicum Lamiaceae Green 

7. Lettuce Lactuca sativa Compositeae Green, Red 

8. Pea tendrils Pisum sativum Fabaceae Green 

9. Purple mustard Brassica juncea Brassicaceae Purple green 

10. Red cabbage Brassica oleracea f.sp. rubra Brassicaceae Red 

11. Sorrel Rumex acetosa Polygonaceae Green 
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Selection of Seed 
One criterion which is chosen by the farmers to select microgreens seedis, seeds and their harvesting time. 

Basis on growth, microgreens are classified in groupin 3 groups as mention in table 3 

Table 3: Microgreens and their harvesting time: 

Selection of Media 
Media should preferably be inert one like cocopeat, vermicompost and cocopeat alone or combination of 

3:1:1. Selection of growing trays for commercial production should have good drainage. Some of the most 

common medias for microgreens are mention in following table. 

Table 4: Microgreens and suitable media: 

Serial No. Crop Media 

1. Spinach Sandy soil with moderate organic content 

2. Table beet Peat lite and vermiculite  

3.  Radish Soil consisting of 45% peat moss, 15% perlite and 

25% bark 

4. Lettuce                         - 

5. Buckwheat  Soil consisting 45g/ 100gm peat moss, 15gm /100gm 

vermiculite, 15 g/ 100gm perlite and 25 g / 100g 

bark      

6.  Celery, sorrel, golden pea, red 

orach, golden pea, amaranthus  

 Grown in green house conditions 

Nutrition Management 
Optimum nutrients to produce high growth, yield and quality of microgreens may be supplied by the 

growing media. By supplemental fertilization before sowing, post emergence fertigation or by combined pre 

sowing and post emergence application is also practised in microgreens. 

Plant protection: Microgreens are mainly infected by Pythium, Phytophthora and Botrytistypes fungal 

diseases. Aphid and thrips are major insect which harm to microgreens at young stage.  

Harvesting: Microgreens are harvested when “true leaves” have developed. Generally, this stage come 

after 14-21 days of seed sowing and attaining height 1-3 inches. The media once used to growing the 

microgreens, can also use successfully for another crop. Harvested microgreens are highly perishable so 

these should be washed and cooled as soon as possible. 

References 
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Fast growing microgreens 

(ready to harvest in 7- 14 

days) 

Medium growing microgreens 

(Ready to harvest 14- 20days) 

Slow growing microgreens 

(Ready to harvest in 20- 25 

days) 

Cabbage  Amaranth  Basil  

Cress  Arugula  Cilantro  

kale Beet  Parsley 

Radish  Swiss chard  Sorrel 

Mustard  Scallion  Saltwort 
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One of the most important inputs for efficient and sustainable agricultural production is irrigation. In arid 

areas or during periods of insufficient rainfall, this is required. Irrigation and drainage, respectively, are 

the artificial application of water to land and the artificial removal of excess water from land. Irrigated 

agriculture contributes about 40 percent of the global food production from an estimated 20% of agricultural 

land, or about 300 million hectares globally. Irrigated farmland typically produces three times the amount 

of food as dry-land farming. The developing countries as a whole are expected to expand their irrigated 

area from 202 million hectares in 1997/99 to 242 million hectares by 2030 (FAO).  

Irrigation and drainage are the most important inputs for efficient and sustainable agricultural production. 

Thus, the subject of efficient irrigation and drainage management has been the talk of the last few decades. 

The importance of proper monitoring and evaluation in management has been emphasised. The first step 

of this achievement is to increase the effectiveness of irrigation and drainage management. Analysing large 

amounts of data is a necessity for management of irrigation projects. Data must be collected, stored, and 

interrelated with each other in such a way that the data is readily accessible. Remote sensing and GIS were 

developed to provide a powerful tool to analyse large volumes of geographic data. It can store a large amount 

of spatial data in a compact and accessible format, and it can work with both spatial and non-spatial data, 

as well as create information by combining data layers. Remote sensing and GIS provide several layers of 

information such as: canals, drainage systems, landuse, farms, groundwater surface level, etc. that have 

been imported or created in ArcGIS. 

Why is Irrigation and Drainage Required? 
Efficient, wise and responsible use of resources with good management and technologies in crop production, 

water use efficiency and Land/Soil reclamation. 
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Remote Sensing and GIS Technology Implementation in Irrigation and Drainage 

Crop Production Infrastructure for Irrigation Planning for a Modern 

Irrigation System 

• Crop type 

• Soil condition 

• Irrigation method 

• Water availability 

• Other factors such as slope 

• Drainage, climate, and 

fertility 

• Canals 

• Reservoirs 

• Dams 

• Annexes 

• Tanks 

• Pipelines 

• Evaporation and Seepage 

Control 

• Water Supply 

• Transportation System 

• Water Application 

 

1. Surface and subsurface water supply sources are identified using satellite data. 

2. Canals, dams, pipelines, Annicuts, weirs, and other irrigation infrastructure are identified using satellite 

data. 

3. Water flow direction, area, slope, and drainage are all identified using GIS. 

4. Sprinklers, sprayers, and other water supply instruments that use GPS. 

5. Smart Sensors for Soil Moisture Measurement 

6. Pesticides are applied from the air, guided by satellite navigation. 

7. Crop monitoring using drones or unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) 

New Technologies in Irrigation and Drainage Sector 

  
Remote Irrigation Management Centre pivot technology 
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Smart Irrigation Controllers Smart Irrigation Management App 

Irrigation and Drainage Scope Using Remote Sensing and GIS 
Agricultural remote sensing applications have expanded into a variety of domains, with many of them 

maturing over the last twenty-five years. Managers of drainage and irrigation systems are confronted with 

massive amounts of data and information, the majority of which is digital. A geographic information system 

can organise spatial and attribute data in one environment because they are not classified and difficult to 

use properly. Remote sensing and GIS, with their cartographic and data overlaying capabilities, as well as 

their dynamic linking ability to models, play an important role in water management. Furthermore, its 

ability to write scripts gives decision makers the ability to produce the required outputs in the format they 

require. The system is dynamic and can be updated as new information becomes available. The integration 

of GIS into the daily lives of government departments and irrigation system managers is the current 

challenge. 

One of the fastest growing markets is micro irrigation. With efficiencies ranging from 90% to 95%, drip 

irrigation is the most efficient method of irrigation. On a wide range of irrigated soils, there is a need for 

conservation management and irrigation practises that improve infiltration, reduce runoff, and improve 

water quality. Irrigation with waste water: best management practises. Solar, wind, and biofuels are all 

viable options for meeting the nation's irrigation needs. Precision irrigation systems and technologies for 

high-value crop site management. 
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Introduction 
Horticulture, which includes the cultivation of fruits, vegetables, flowers, spices, medicinal, aromatic plants 

and plantation crops has emerged as a major economic sector in Asia and Pacific regions by contributing 

more than 50% of the world’s acreage under cultivation of fruits and vegetables. Due to rapid growth of 

population, dwindling land and water resources in the environment food security poses a great challenge 

in terms of availability and accessibility. Even under these challenges the horticultural sector has 

established its credibility for improving nutritional security. Production and consumption of fruit and 

vegetables increasing day by day because they supply macro-and micronutrients which are needed for 

maintaining the proper health of individuals. Horticulture sector suffers greatly from postharvest losses. 

Estimates suggest that about 30–40% post-harvest losses in fruit and vegetables are recorded after leaving 

the farm gate which results in diminished returns for producers. 

Principle of Nano-Technology in the Improvement of Shelf Life 
Mostly, conventional post-harvest methods based on physical (cold storage, irradiation), packing (modified 

atmospheric packing) and biological (nisin-incorporated cellulose films) methods are used to increase fresh 

fruit and vegetable shelf life which follows three main factors that play an important role in quality 

preservation, control of senescence, control of micro-organisms and control of internal water evaporation. 

The nanomaterials are the natural biodegradable material which has particle size less than 100 nm used 

as coating material and packaging film in fresh fruits and vegetables. In fresh fruits and vegetables, the 

nanomaterials are used as a barrier for controlling moisture and gas exchange for increasing self-life. The 

thickness of the coating layer mainly depended on the variety of treatments and the type of coating 

emulsion attach to the surface of fruit and vegetable. 

Nano-coating Films and Nano-Composites 
In agriculture recently many coating films developed using of nanomaterials. They have different 

properties such as antimicrobial properties, anti-ethylene properties, antioxidant films etc. based on 

purpose of coating. This coating having significant role in improvement of shelf life of fruits and vegetables. 

Nano-composites is a new attractive strategy which help to elaborate in a more effective composition mixed 

with organic and inorganic type of nanoparticles. There are many kinds of nano-composites like Clay 

materials, cellulose, Chitosan, Montmorillonite (MMT), nano-ZnO, nano-TiO2, nano-SiOx, CuO, AgNP, 

starch etc. are used for increases shelf life of fresh fruits and vegetables as coating materials. 

Edible coating in Fruits/ Vegetables 

Edible coating Fruits/ 

vegetables 

Action 

Gelatin/Kafirin Vegetables Rate of respiration and reducing water loss 

Silica nanoparticles Silica 

nanoparticles 

Antifungal 

Nanocomposite-Aloe vera 

gel 

Mango Increasing titratable acid and elongation 

Chitosan nanoparticles Grapes Delayed the ripening process, increased moisture 

retention 
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Silver nanoparticles in Cut flowers 

5 mg L−1 (Vase Solution) Carnation Suppressed ethylene synthesis 

10 mg L−1 (Pulse 

Treatment) 

Chrysanthemum Reduced vascular occlusion and prevented water 

stress 

10 mg L−1 (Pulse 

Treatment) 

Gerbera Maintained water content and hydraulic conductance 

Nano materials for food packing 

TiO2-Chitosan Grapes It acts as a preservative and prevents entry of 

microbes 

Ag-Cellulose films Tomato Prevents bacterial growth and infection 

TiO-Polyacrylonitrile Tomato Reduces ethylene rate 

ZnO-Chitosan Mango/Apple Antioxidant and prevents microbes attack 

Table: Nanomaterials used in fruits and vegetables for improving shelf life (inform of edible coatings, vase 

solution, pulse treatment and packing). 

Controlling Growth and Development of Microorganisms and Increasing the Shelf Life 
Chitosan is a biopolymer derived from chitin (a polysaccharide constituent of crustacean shells) having 

antimicrobial properties which reduce postharvest decay of Horticultural crops.  Chitosan coating (102.4–

370 nm diameter) in combination of 1% of gum arabic when applied on banana fruit, it slows down the 

process of ripening and increases the shelf life of fruits [1]. The shelf life of table grapes can be increased 

by the application of polymeric nano-capsules (153.9 nm) in combination of the essential oil extracted from 

thyme (Thymus vulgaris L.) the treated grapes maintained colour, firmness and total soluble salts (TSS) 

content for a longer period. The nano-capsule coating having the ability to control the evaporative losses of 

the by increasing the persistence on the grape surfaces that slows down the ripening process and extending 

the shelf life. 

Nanotechnology in Aromatics and Spices 
The application of nano-particles is not only confined to fruits and vegetables it is also enhancing the vase 

life of cut flower. Cut flowers do not have a prolonged shelf life, due to interrupted inflow of water due of 

microbial proliferation. Nano-silver, which act as anti-microbial agents and ethylene inhibitors are 

extensively used for extending the vase life of cut flowers. It enters into the vascular tissues of the stem 

and limits synthesis of ethylene by suppressing ethylene synthesizing genes ACO1 (Musa acuminata 

oxidase 1) and ACS1 (Musa acuminata synthase 1) and increases the uptake of the solution which 

ultimately increases the vase life of cut flowers. 

Nanotechnology in Aromatics and Spices 
Spices are used to enhance flavour, taste, colour of food and prolong the shelf life of foods by suppressing 

microbes and protecting food from deterioration (Aspergillus flavus which produces aflotoxins).  

Enhancement of color, flavour, extended shelf life and safeguarding the availability of anti-oxidants in 

spices can be obtained by the application of Nanocoatings. Spice lumping is a serious problem which reduces 

the shelf life and market quality. The NPs Nano SiO2, Nano Ca2SO4 Si, Nano Sodium aluminosilicate and 

dicalcium phosphate have a wide range of applications in reducing the lumping and free-flowing nature of 

spices. 

Nanotechnology for Packaging 
Nanotechnology has a significant mark on fruit packaging with lower rate of relative humidity, oxygen 

transmission and high strength when polyethylene is blended with nano-powder (nano-Ag, kaolin, anatase 

TiO2, mineral TiO2). The quality of fruits can be enhanced throughout storage period at 40°C. 

Constraints of Nanotechnology 
Despite of the potential uses of nanotechnology in the field of agriculture, there are certain safety concerns 

with the use of this technology in the environment which still need to be discussed. Some key restrictions 

and threats related to the horticultural application of nanotechnology are as follows: 
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1. Knowledge on nanotechnology is still at the beginning stage. 

2. Environmental and health issues due to interaction of nanoparticles with non-target sites. 

3. Higher production cost. 

4. Development of nanotechnology in horticulture limited due to the low investment. 

5. Lack of awareness among public about the applications of nanotechnology. 

Conclusion 
Nanotechnology-based research will act as a novel tool for the management of postharvest losses of 

horticultural crops in the coming future. Apart from the existing practices that decreases the post-harvest 

losses, nano edible coatings available with less cost are useful for farmers in maintaining the quality of 

vegetables and fruits because these coatings delay respiration rate. Nanocoatings which are made with 

zinc and silver prevent the attack of microorganisms by reducing the postharvest losses. 

However, like all other technologies, it may have unintended effects that can adversely impact the 

environment, both within the human body and within the natural ecosystem. While taking advantage of 

this new technology for health, the environment, and sustainability benefits, science needs to examine the 

environmental and health implications before applying them in a broad form. 
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Introduction of new species in the agricultural production system is the need of the hour to increase the 

resiliency of agriculture. In this context, palmyrah palm is one such under exploited crop which have 

received less attention from agricultural research workers, probably on account of the fact that it is very 

slow growing palm found mostly in the wild state inspite of having a good number of produces in fresh form 

(palm neera, nungu) as well as in value added form with a capacity to provide high nutritional value which 

is having the potential to overcome the problem of malnutrition in developing countries. Popularization of 

value addition (tuber flour, jaggery) in palmyrah helps in income generation and thus it will improve food 

security to the poor and livelihood security of the marginal farmers and potentially reduces the dependency 

on few major species (wheat, sugar cane) while diversifying the agricultural production system and making 

it sustainable. 

Palmyrah (Borassus flabellifer L.) belongs to very ancient family of trees i.e Arecaceae and order Arecales. 

Palmyrah palm has great economic potential and every part of the palm is useful in one way or the other 

is considered as ‘kalpaga tharu’. The palm is found growing widely in southern states of India. In India, 

palmyrah adorns the dry landscape of the semi-arid regions of Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat, 

Odisha, West Bengal, Bihar, Karnataka and Maharashtra. Currently, palmyrah palm wealth of India is 

estimated as 102 million palms and half of them are in Tamil Nadu. Out of 51.90 million palms in Tamil 

Nadu, more than 50% of palms are concentrated in the Southern district of Thoothukudi. 

Value Addition in Palmyrah (Edible Products) 
1. Neera: Increasing health consciousness among the population in India has boosted the growth of health 

drinks industry in India. Neera, also called palm nectar (phloem sap extracted with zero per cent alcohol) 

extracted from the inflorescence of toddy palms which is used as a nutritious health drink. Neera is called 

sweet toddy since it contains zero per cent alcohol and known as padaneer in Tamil Nadu and kallu in 

Telugu. Toddy is the fermented form of neera. Neera is rich source of sugars, minerals and vitamins. It 

contains substantial amounts of iron, phosphorus and ascorbic acid. It is more nutritious than any of the 

commercially marketed fruit juices available in the country. Palmyrah palm neera contain very low 

Glycemic Index (GI) of 35 (normal table sugar has GI 70), neera can be used by diabetic patients also. The 

high nutritive value of neera makes it an emerging health drink. It is energetic and good for improving the 

general health. It can be served to supplement the iron and vitamin deficiency. Clinical studies proved 

neera has potential medical applications for treating asthma, tuberculosis, bronchial suffocation and piles. 

It is believed to facilitate clear urination and prevent jaundice. High amount of glutamic acid (amino acid) 

is present in neera. 

 
 

Palmyrah Neera Palmyrah Tender fruit endosperm (Nungu) 
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Palmyrah Jaggeery Palmyrah Tuber Flour 

 

  

Palmyrah Fruit Pulp Palmyrah Sugar Palmyrah Wine 

2. Nungu (palmyrah tender fruit endosperm): The tender fruit endosperm (nungu) is a summer 

delicacy consumed in the southern and eastern parts of India. On the hot summer day nungu acts as a 

coolant for the parching throat. It provides a proportionate balance of minerals and sugar which is required 

for the body during the summer season to attain cooling. The tender fruit endosperm, which is available in 

abundance during the summer season, is rich in vitamin B, iron, calcium niacin and riboflavin. It is used 

to cure ulcers, urinary infections and heat rashes which mainly occur during summer months. 

3. Jaggery: Palmyrah jaggery is superior to cane jaggery. Cane jaggery is sweet, but Palm jaggery is sweet 

and delicious it can be produced worth crores of rupees. Palm jaggery gives mineral salts too. Mahatma 

Gandhi at the opening of the village industry exhibition in Brindawan Bihar on 3 May 1939, talked about 

the palm jaggery as nature has made palm jaggery in such a way that it cannot be manufactured in the 

mills, it is produced in the Cottages, where there are Palm trees, this jaggery can be easily produced. 

Andhra Desha has thousands of Palm trees, there jaggery is produced in every hamlet. This is the way to 

banish poverty from the land. This also is an antidote to poverty.”  

Jaggery is a natural sweetener made by concentrating the palmyrah fresh neera with clarification to 

remove impurities and uniform heating in open pan. As the jaggery is made up of longer chains of sucrose 

it is complex in nature when compared to sugar that makes the jaggery to digest slowly than sugar and 

releases energy slowly and not spontaneously which provides the energy for a longer period of time so it is 

not harmful for the body. 

4. Palmyrah tuber flour: Tuber is an edible shoot grown in loose soil from the seed of ripe palmyrah fruit. 

Tuber is eaten by many people directly by cooking in open fire after peeling off outer layer. Palmyrah tuber 

is rich in starch and fibre, which is helpful in controlling various diseases especially diabetic. Regular 

consumption of palmyrah tuber flour increase the body strength, reduce hunger and mixing of palmyrah 

tuber flour with other foods would positively reduce the malnutrition. 

5. Palmyrah fruit: Palmyrah fruit pulp can be utilized to prepare food items and animal feed. About 40% 

pulp is obtained from the fruit which is dark yellow in colour with a characteristic taste, flavor and 

bitterness. Palmyrah pulp is mixed with other fruits to making jam, cordial, cream etc. As the palmyrah 

pulp is bitter in taste, it is better to prepare mixed fruit jam instead of palmyrah jam separately. Palmyrah 

tandra/leather is a common product prepared from palmyrah fruit pulp.  

6. Palm sugar: Palm sugar can be used as a substitute for cane sugar. To prepare palm sugar neera is 

strained through wire mesh to make the neera free from debris and it is boiled in an alloy vessel. Neera is 

boiled uniformly and the liquid is allowed to cool all the sediments have to be removed. Clarification is 

carried out by adding triple super phosphate to form insoluble calcium calcium phosphate as it reacts with 

the lime which is already present. Later it is heated to a temperature of 110°C for 2 hours until it reaches 

honey like consistency then allowed to cool and passed through a crystallizer. After forming sugar crystals, 

it is centrifuged to collect sugar and dried and powdered to store. 
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7. Palmyrah honey: Fresh neera is heated for two hours to obtain honey like consistency and it is 

transferred to mud pots. Ripe, dry and shelled tamarind fruits devoid of seeds are added to the boiled syrup. 

To prepare 10 liters of syrup about one kg of tamarind fruits are required. The pot is closed with cloth and 

containers are kept in a shock proof, cool and dry place for a period of 130–180 days, then the filtered 

product is called as palmyrah honey. 

8. Toddy: Toddy is formed as a result of fermentation of neera/sap by wild yeasts and bacteria, which come 

into contact with the sap after tapping. This is an uncontrolled natural fermentation by number of different 

strains of yeast and bacteria. The alcohol content in naturally fermented toddy is reported to be 5%. But 

fermentation of palmyrah sap by using pure yeast culture gives about 7.8% alcohol content under 

laboratory conditions. The major sugars that are present in partly fermented toddy is sucrose, glucose and 

fructose but these will be gradually converted into ethyl alcohol during the process of fermentation [5]. 

9. Wine: Unfermented sap (neera) is sterilized which can be fermented with suitable strains of yeast to 

obtain palmyrah wine. Sweet toddy having a pH of 6–7, is sterilized and inoculated with good yeast that 

produces a very clear straw coloured wine. The alcohol strength increases by adding extra sugar to the sap. 

The wine prepared by this method is pleasant to drink which mask the specific characteristic toddy flavour 

and distinctive sour taste of the acids present in toddy. 
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Unmanned Aerial Vehicle: An unmanned aerial vehicle, commonly known as a drone, is an aircraft without 

any human pilot, crew, or passengers on board. UAVs are a component of an unmanned aircraft system, 

which includes adding a ground-based controller and a system of communications with the UAV. 

Drones 
“An eye in the sky for agriculture: the drone revolution”.   Drones are unmanned aerial vehicles 

exploited in a wide array of disciplines such as defense, monitoring systems, and disaster management but 

are only beginning to be utilized in agricultural sciences. Drones are the remotely piloted aircraft systems 

(RPAS), having a propulsion system, a programmable controller with or without the satellite navigation 

system, automated flight planning features and capable of carrying payload such as cameras, spraying 

systems, etc. for managing a given task. The drone used for agricultural activities is known as agriculture 

drone. 

Examples of UAVs in Pest Management 
Aerial Spray for Brown Plant Hoppers in Rice: The BPH causes damage at the late stage of rice 

growth. During the late stage of the crop, it is very difficult to undertake manual spraying as the leaves of 

the rice canopy overlap. Further, BPH often colonize at the lower part of the plant which is inaccessible 

through a manual sprayer. In addition, the muddy fields and overlapping plants makes the conventional 

system of pesticide spray difficult. 

In order to overcome the bundle of practical difficulties and acute labor shortage, aerial spray of pesticide 

using UAVs becomes inevitable have explored the possibility of using a miniaturized UAV for pesticide 

spray with high efficiency with no damage to the rice crop in hilly areas of China. They found that the 

deposition and distribution of droplets increased with the progression of rice growth which synchronizes 

with operational height and velocity of crop spraying as executed by the UAV. They have standardized 

flying height (1.5 m) and speed (5 m s−1) that provides effective delivery of pesticides at the lower leaf as 

well as uniform distribution (CV = 23%). This also registered an insecticidal efficacy of 92–74% from 3 to 

10 days after spraying insecticide. 

Sugarcane: Sugarcane is a long duration crop, and the canopy arrangements are different from other 

crops. Aerial spray by drones may be advantageous as accessibility to the cropped field is very difficult in 

sugarcane.  Zhang et al. (2020) conducted experiments to optimize various spray parameters (spray volume, 

flight height, and flight velocity) and three levels by quad-rotor drone. The results revealed that with a 

comprehensive consideration of the density, uniformity, and penetration of droplet deposition, the optimal 

spraying parameters were 15 L/ha of spray volume, 3 m of flight height, and 4 m/s of flight velocity, which 

could be used as a reference parameter for drones when applied in sugarcane crop. 

Drones to Manage Fall Army Worm in Sugarcane: The Fall Army Worm (Spodoptera furgiperda) is 

one of the invasive pests causing extensive damage in maize (Ganiger et al., 2018). Drones are highly useful 

technology to undertake spray quickly to contain the pest population. Song et al. (2020) have shown that 

the application of chlorfenapyr–lufenuron through drones had control efficacy of 94.94% and declined the 

pest population by about 94.86%. 

Pineapple: In china for the control of pineapple plant insect pests the drones were used for spraying 

pesticides with flight height < 2.5 m and flight speed 1.14 to 2.82 ms and effectively control the spray drift 

also (wang et al. 2018). 
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Advantages of UAVs 
1. Security: The agriculture sprayer drones are controlled from a distance by trained pilots. This process 

eradicates the involvement of farmers or farm labourers in direct contact with poisonous chemicals and 

adverse operational conditions.  

2. High field capacity and efficiency: The drone can spray 50-100 acres per day depending upon the 

capacity of drone which is 30 times more than the traditional knapsack sprayer. 

3. Wastage reduction: Due to a high degree of atomization while spraying, 30% of pesticide is saved. 

Pesticides in the form of chemical fog can be sprayed at all levels of the crop. 

4. Water saving: Drone utilizes ultra-low volume spraying technology, thus saving 90% of water in 

comparison to traditional spraying methods.  

5. Lower cost: In comparison to conventional spraying methods, the cost of drone spaying is reduced by 

97%.  

6. Easy to use and maintain: The agricultural drone is made rugged. It has low maintenance cost, a long 

productive lifespan, and its parts replacement is simple, as and when required for the company offering 

drone services. 

Union Budget 2022 
The Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman kickstarted her Budget 2022 speech by stressing “on the 

importance of drones in the farming sector and as well as how drones could help boost startup in india”. 

The uses of drones is capable of revolutionizing the agriculture sector. She had said in the budget speech 

that farmer drones would be promoted to help in estimating crops, digitizing land records as well as 

spraying pesticides and nutrients. “Use of Kisan Drones” will be promoted for crop assessment, the FM 

said in her budget speech. In December 2021, the central Govt. had issued standard Operating Procedure 

(SOP) regarding spraying of insecticides by drones. At that time, Union Agriculture and Welfare Minister 

had said that last year the locust outbreak in the country was controlled through new technology including 

drones.  “The SOP for drone regulation for pesticide application covers important aspects like statutory 

provisions, flying permission, area distance restrictions, weight classification, overcrowded areas 

restrictions, drone registration, safety insurance, piloting certification, operation plan, air flight zones, 

weather conditions, SOPs for pre, post and during operation, emergency handling plan”. 

On 23rd January 2022, the “sub mission on agricultural mechanization” (SMAM) to promote the use of 

drones for agricultural purposes and reduce the labour burden on the farmers, the government of India has 

recently offered, a 100% subsidy or 10 lakhs, whichever is less, up to March 2023 to the Farm Machinery 

Training and Testing Institutes, ICAR Institutes, KVKs & State AUs.  Additionally, a contingency fund of 

Rs.6000/hectare will also be set up for hiring Drones from Custom Hiring Centres (CHC). The subsidy and 

the contingency funds will help the farmers access and adopt this extensive technology at an inexpensive 

price. In addition, the Government has also provided a grant of 75 percent of the cost of drone to the farmers 

producers organizations (FAOs) for displaying on the farmers’ fields. The existing Custom Hiring Centres 

(CHC) that has been established by Cooperative Society of Farmers / FPOs will also be given a grant of 40 

percent of the basic cost of the drone & its attachments up to Rs. 4 lakhs, the Ministry informed. 
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The soil dwelling arthropod pests causing severe crop damage are whitegrubs, termites, cutworms, 

wireworms etc. Among them the whitegrub is the most important and has been recognized as the pest of 

National Importance. White grubs (Coleoptera: Scarabaeidae) are soil inhabiting and root feeding 

immature stages of scarab beetles. The white grub family, Scarabaeidae is the second largest family within 

the order Coleoptera. The world fauna of white grub exceeds 30,000 species (Mittal, 2000) and there are 

about 1300 North American species (Borror et al., 1975). The maximum number occurs in the tropical areas 

of the world, particularly in African and Oriental regions. The fauna of the Indian sub-region is very rich 

and diverse but it is yet to be fully explored (Mishra and Singh, 1999).  

The adults of root grubs or white grubs are generally known as Chafers, May or June beetles all over the 

World and are of Worldwide occurrence. White grubs are among the most destructive and troublesome of 

soil insects, threatening the entire crop production nullifying the gains of high yielding variety programme 

in the country. White grubs have become a challenging subject for our farmers and scientists in various 

parts of the country. No crop is completely free from or resistant to the attack of these grubs. The loose 

soils with moderate to low rainfall provide favourable conditions for the survival and multiplication of these 

insects and they have become destructive particularly in parts of Rajasthan, Gujarat, Maharashtra, 

Karnataka and Bihar. The pest is becoming more and more severe every year as they are spreading to 

regions where they had not been recorded as a pest in the past. In recent years in several states of Indian 

Union endemic grub pockets have developed. 

Major White Grub Species 
S. No.  Species S. No. Species 

1. Holotrichia consaguinea Blanchard 11. A. varicolor Gyll.  

2. H. insularis (Bren.) 12. Mimela macleana 

3. H. tetarana  13. Autoserica calcuttae Brenske 

4. H. Fissa (brenske)  14. Phyllognathus sp. 

5. H. reynaudi  15. Adoretus versutus Harold 

6. Apogonia rauca (Fabricius) 16. A. bicolor Blanchard 

7. Schizonycha ruficollis (Feb.) 17. A. decanus ohaus 

8. Anomala bengalensis Blanchard 18. Adoretus. sp. 

9. A. polita Blanchard 19. Cyphochelus sp. 

10.. A. dorsalis Fab 
  

Host Plant and Nature of Damage 
White grubs have become serious pests of most agricultural crops, fruits, vegetables, ornamental plants, 

plantation crops, pastures, turf and meadow grasses, lawns, golf courses and forest trees in different parts 

of the world. White grubs are polyphagous pests having a wide range of hosts which are damaged by both 

adult and larval stages and of these the larvae are of a greater nuisance. Beetles are defoliating pests and 

damage a large number of horticultural and forest species by feeding on apical buds and tender leaves, 

whereas, the grubs feed on plant roots causing yellowing. They cause wilting which is characterized by 

initial yellowing of the leaves, followed by drying resulting in the death of affected plants and reduced 

vigour or lodging of canes in sugarcane crop. Larvae feed by making circular holes into lower internodes 

rendering them unfit for marketing. Some plants wilt and ultimately die; such plants can be easily pulled 

out. The extent of damage caused by white grubs solely depends upon the species involved, the numbers 

present and the host crop. 
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Biology 
1. Some grubs complete their life cycle in one year. Others require three years to complete their life cycle. 

White grubs survive in the winter as larvae in the soil. 
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2. The beetles emerge in June, after the break of monsoon. They lay eggs in the soil at a depth of 30-150 

mm.  

3. The eggs are shiny white in color and oval in shape. The young grubs emerge after 8-12 days of incubation 

and they start feeding on the roots of host plants.  

4. The larval stage is completed in 55-80 days. The full-grown grubs make earthen cells in the soil, taking 

8-12 days to complete the job.  

5. Pupation take place in the cells and the insect hibernates from November to June, first as a pupa and 

then after transformation as an adult. 

Integrated Management of White Grub 
1. Beetle management 

The pheromone technology: The pheromone (methoxy benzene), isolated from the abdominal 

glands of calling female adults of H. consanguinea have a unique property of acting as aggregating 

pheromone, attracting both the sexes from a distance of 15 meters. Use of this pheromone has made 

beetle control operation easier, economical and less hazardous as only one tree within a radius of 15 

meters is required to be sprayed with insecticide and loaded with "Pheromone Dispensers".   

2. Technology for Grub Management:  

a. Seed Treatment Technology: To protect groundnut crop from grub, Seed treatment with 

chlorpyriphos 20EC or quinalphos 25 EC at 25 ml/kg seed or imidacloprid 200 Sl at 3 ml/kg seed is 

quite effective. 

Soil Treatment Technology: Presowing soil treatment with chlorpyriphos 10 G at 20 kg/ha 

or qunialphos 5 g at 25 kg/ha effectively protects the crop. 

b. Standing Crop Treatment Technology: For advance sown crop, seed treatment or soil 

treatment should not be done as these will become ineffective by the time beetles emerge, lay eggs 

and grubs develop. For such crop, application of imidacloprid 17.8 SL at 300 ml / ha or quinalphos 

25 EC or chlorpyriphos 20 EC at 4 l/ha with irrigation water be done. 3-4 weeks after onset of 

monsoon (mass emergence of beetles). 
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Introduction 
Roughly 800 million people worldwide suffer from hunger and under a business-as-usual scenario, 8 

percent of the world’s population (or 650 million) will still be undernourished by 2030. Agriculture 4.0 will 

no longer depend on applying water, fertilizers, and pesticides uniformly across entire fields. Instead, 

farmers will use the minimum quantities required and target very specific areas. The report further states 

that, farms and agricultural operations will have to be run very differently, primarily due to advancements 

in technology as sensors, devices, machines, and information technology. Future agriculture will use 

sophisticated technologies such as robots, temperature and moisture sensors, aerial images, and GPS 

technology. These advanced devices and precision agriculture and robotic systems will allow farms to be 

more profitable, efficient, safe, and environmentally friendly. 

Governments can play a key part in solving the food scarcity issue. They need to take on a broader and 

more prominent role than their traditional regulatory and facilitating function. 

The road map for innovations is: 

 

Some would argue that the “fourth agricultural revolution” or “agriculture 4.0 has already begun. Each 

previous agricultural revolution was radical at the time—the first representing a transition from hunting 

and gathering to settled agriculture, the second relating to the British agricultural revolution in the 18th 

century, and the third relating to post-war productivity increases associated with mechanization and the 

green revolution in the developing world. While technological innovation is thus not new to agriculture, 

emergent technologies, such as the internet of things, cloud computing, robotics, and artificial intelligence 

(AI), have the potential to change farming beyond recognition, hence the shift toward agriculture 4.0.  

There is certainly not a shortage of uses for these technologies; smart farming approaches are being used 

to increase the precision of fertilizer, pesticide, and herbicide application. Smart farming approaches, 

including the use of Microsoft’s Cortana Intelligence Suite, are currently being used to determine optimal 

planting dates for crops around the world, such as in India and Colombia. Unmanned aerial vehicles, or 

drones, are being used to aid weed identification, and robots are helping farmers to milk their cattle and 

remove weeds. 

Global Initiatives for Agriculture 4.0 
Signals from policy and the private sector suggest that there will be growing momentum behind agriculture 

4.0. The UK Secretary of State for Business has recently announced a £90 million investment to generate 

a “technical revolution” to transform food production, which would put the UK at the “forefront” of forward-

thinking sustainable agriculture. Much of this investment would be made in developing smart technologies, 

the use of which has been projected to grow exponentially in the next 10 years. Similar agri-tech revolutions 

have been predicted globally, such as in Japan, other parts of Asia, Ireland and Australia.  
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Prominent concepts within sustainable agriculture, particularly “sustainable intensification” (SI), are also 

embracing emergent smart technologies. Since appearing as a concept in the 1990s, SI has been defined in 

various ways, and it remains contested. The origins of SI are to establish collaborative projects between 

researchers and farmers for the benefit of productivity, profitability, the environment, and society. These 

pillars of sustainability are still commonly included in definitions of SI; for example, it is a process by which 

productivity is increased without damaging the environment, and where possible, also generating social, 

and environment benefits. It is also associated with eco-efficiency, as a trade-off between economic and 

ecological performance, and may be considered as a goal, a process, or a set of principles. Regardless of its 

definition, the idea of sustainable intensification is becoming ever more popular in research and policy.  

In light of increased policy attention on funding smart agri-tech, and prominent research and policy 

concepts such as sustainable intensification which embrace smart approaches, we consider how the fourth 

agricultural revolution can be socially responsible. This is an especially pertinent question given that new 

innovations have the potential to change the nature of farming in a radical way relative to past technology 

revolutions. As outlined in the following section, some of the smart technologies may have undesirable 

impacts on-farm, as well as to wider society. They are thus likely to be resisted in a similar way as 

technologies like genetic modification have been. In this perspective, we encourage policy-makers, 

technology companies, funders, and researchers to develop, test, and refine, responsible innovation 

frameworks to guide the development of smart farming technologies. 

The work in smart dairying provides a useful starting point for us to think about how to develop a plan. 

Yet, both of these contributions focus on translating existing concepts into an agricultural context without 

seeking to develop them further. In addition, there is little evidence that responsible innovation 

frameworks make a difference in practice. Here, we discuss how we can build a more comprehensive 

framework for responsible innovation, which is appropriate to the wider contexts of sustainable agriculture 

and learns from its application in practice. 

“Going back to basics, but with as its underpinning” 

What would be a great is to combine Zbnf (zero budget natural farming) with agriculture 4.0, it would not 

only revolutionize the present-day farming but would bring the ancient Indian methods, which are the base 

of Zbnf on new heights. It would change the way we farm, environmental impact, by reducing the cost of 

cultivation along with enhancing the quality of farm products. What needs to be done, should be done in 

such a way that we can create a platform where we inculcate all that is to be done in a well-planned manner. 
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Introduction 
The concept of self-esteem and self-confidence are overlap but they are different. In day-to-day life the equal 

amount of esteem and confidence required to meet the challenges and participate in things that you found 

enjoyable and rewarding. The following points gives you details description about how to improve self-

esteem and self-confidence brings personality development. 

Self Esteem 
1. Self Esteem is a realistic respect for or favorable impression of one self; Self-respect. (Dictionary.com) 

2. Self-esteem refers to the way we see and think about ourselves. 

3. Self-Esteem is a combination of self-image, ideal self, and Pygmalion-self. 

4. Self-esteem is a state of mind.  

5. It is the way you think and feel about yourself. 

6. Having high self-esteem means having feelings of confidence, worthiness and positive regard for yourself. 

Why Develop Self Esteem? 
The rewards of developing self-esteem include being able to take risks, having positive relationships, not 

being held back by fears and insecurities, pursuing your dreams and desires, making good choices and 

reaching your goals. 

Following are some outward signs of positive self-esteem:  

1. Confidence  

2. Self-direction  

3. Non-blaming behavior  

4. An awareness of personal strengths  

5. An ability to make mistakes and learn from them  

6. An ability to accept mistakes from others  

7. Optimism  

8. An ability to solve problems 

9. An independent and cooperative attitude  

10. Feeling comfortable with a wide range of emotions  

11. An ability to trust others  

12. A good sense of personal limitations  

13. Good self-care. 

What is Low Self-Esteem? 
Low self-esteem is a debilitating condition that keeps individuals from realizing their full potential. A 

person with low self-esteem feels unworthy, incapable, and incompetent. In fact, because the person with 

low self-esteem feels so poorly about him or herself, these feelings may actually cause the person‘s 

continued low self-esteem. 

Here are some signs of low self-esteem:  

a. Negative view of life  

b. Perfectionist attitude  
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c. Mistrusting others – even those who show signs of affection  

d. Blaming behavior  

e. Fear of taking risks  

f. Feelings of being unloved and unlovable  

g. Dependence – letting others make decisions  

h. Fear of being ridiculed. 

Building Self Esteem: 

a. Learn to be more assertive and not feel guilty about saying no  

b. Think positively  

c. Believe on your self 

d. Make plans for the future  

e. Set and achieve goals 

f. Do something challenging each day 

g. Look your best 

h. Do something for someone else 

i. Learn a new skill 

j. Handle things one at a time 

k. Use criticism constructively 

l. Ask for help – take advantage of learning opportunities 

m. Allow personal growth time each day 

n. Reward yourself  

o. List your accomplishments each evening  

p. Choose friends who value and respect you 

q. Focus on positive aspects about yourself. 

r. Replace negative self-talk with supportive self-talk. 

s. Act in accordance with your values. 

t. Consider mistakes learning opportunities. 

u. Try new activities to discover your talents. 

v. Exercise regularly to feel more energized. 

w. Focus on the positive aspects about yourself 

x. Supportive self-talk 

y. Work toward accomplishments rather than perfection 

z. Try new activities 

a1. Exercise regularly. 

Self Confidence 
1. Self-confidence is the difference between feeling unstoppable and feeling scared. 

2. Doing what you believe to be right,  even if others mock or criticize you for it. 

Building Self Confidence: 

a. Groom yourself  

b. Dress nicely 

c. Photoshop your self-image 

d. Think positive 

e. Kill negative thoughts 

f. Get to know yourself  

g. Act positive 

h. Be kind and generous 

i. Get prepared 

j. Know your principles and live them 

k. Speak slowly 

l. Stand tall 

m. Increase competence 

n. Set a small goal and achieve it 
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o. Change a small habit 

p. Focus on solutions 

q. Smile 

r. Volunteer 

s. Be grateful 

t. Exercise 

u. Empower yourself with knowledge 

v. Do something you’ve been procrastinating on 

w. Get active 

x. Work on small things 

y. Clear your desk. 

Conclusions 
1. People with high self-esteem feel good about themselves. They feel a sense of belonging and security. 

They respect themselves and appreciate others.  

2. The person with high self-confidence secure him in his own decisions making, actions and How free he 

is from doubts. 
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Introduction 
India is strengthening its hold in the international agricultural market while the majority (82%) of its 

farmers have small or marginal holdings of land and continue to live with drudgeries of agriculture, trapped 

in vicious poverty cycle. Micro land holdings afflict Indian agriculture, limiting any farmer's scope and scale 

to practice mixed farming, switch to growing numerous crops at once, or even try out new ways to cultivate 

a crop. Due to this fragmentation and disorganization, it is not economically viable for the farmers not only 

to adopt latest technology but also to use high yielding varieties and inputs like seeds and fertilizers (Anon, 

2015). In nutshell landholding is not supportive to economy of scale. So, in order to avoid isolation of small-

scale farmers from the benefits of agricultural produce they need to be integrated (Vadivelu and Kiran 

2013) as farmer collectives are viewed as an important element in linking smallholders with modern 

markets (input and output) as they provide many benefits for this interface (Trebbin and Hassler 2012). 

The government has been aggressive in recent years in building the suitable platform and implementing 

the essential measures to alleviate the burden of informal setup in agriculture and allied services. 

Promoting new ones and encouraging existing Farmer Producer Organizations (FPO) across the country is 

one such endeavour, which has benefited and encouraged the farming community as a whole.  FPOs are 

considered as farming start-ups which are being incubated by the centre through Small Farmer Agri-

business Consortium (SFAC), rural development bank NABARD, agriculture and horticulture departments 

of state governments and NGOs. 

Farmer Producer Organizations 
A Farmers Producers Organization (FPO) is a registered body with the producers as the shareholders in 

the organization. FPO is the emerging paradigm for social engineering of farmers into an organized group, 

so that they can be collectively involved in agricultural supply and value-chain operations (Venkattakumar 

et al 2017). FPOs are member-based farmer organisations that are critical to feeding the world's rising 

population while coping with dwindling resources and a changing climate.  

The Agriculture sector has achieved significant momentum in the past decade. Mobilizing farmers into 

their collectives, as Farmer Producer Organisations, have emerged as policymakers' and development 

agencies' preferred institutional instruments for farmer success. From humble origins, the FPO has grown 

to be a formidable force in many states. These organisations engage in agricultural produce-related 

economic activities and works for the benefit of its members. There are currently 6000 FPOs in the country 

to help farmers across the country receive fitting benefits to help them flourish and improve their income. 

These initiatives have served as an example for FPO transition to become sustainable and achieve scale in 

the long-run. 

Farmers’ collectives such as co-operatives and farmer producer organizations emerged as alternatives for 

increasing market participation and reducing transaction cost through collective action (Markelova et al., 

2009). 

A Growing Digital Ecosystem: The Agri-Tech-Startup Era 
India’s technology revolution is keeping up with the rest of the world and is progressing at a breakneck 

pace, penetrating almost every industry. One industry, however, has been slower in adopting technology 

as compared to the rest – agriculture. With a population of over 1.3 billion people and more than half of 

them employed in agriculture, it is, without a doubt, the backbone of the country.  
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As nearly 70% of rural households still depend primarily on agriculture for their livelihood, farmers are 

forming a very significant chunk of this population now accessing the internet in rural areas. They have 

started sharing information via popular communication apps on mobile phones, which enable them to get 

advisory services for growing their crops. In order to cater to these customers, almost all agri-tech startups 

have commenced operations to build mobile apps to solve problems related to the quality of soil, weather 

prediction, pests, disease control, equipment, prices in markets and storage of grain produced. While 

technology and startups form a critical part of urban India’s narrative, agriculture remains a mainstay for 

India’s rural population and the industry is plagued with a variety of problems including the use of outdated 

equipment, improper infrastructure, and farmers unable to access a wider range of markets with ease while 

making just limited profits on crop sales. 

What Helped Agri Digital Startups to Mushroom? 
We are living through an inflexion point in India’s agricultural technology (Agri-tech) sector. From less 

than 50 companies in 2013, India is now home to more than 1,000 Agri-tech startups working to transform 

the sector. As per a report in Inc42, the Indian Agri-tech market is expected to touch $24.1 Billion by 2025. 

India’s Agri-tech startups clocked just $204 Mn in 2020 which shows this segment is largely untapped and 

with the right push it has the potential to grow manifold.   

Ten years ago, the sector was little more than a twinkle in the sky. Investing in Agri-tech was considered 

lunacy. Then, in 2015, the business-to-consumer (B2C) startup sector glutted itself with funding and 

competing business models. Investors refocused on business-to-business (B2B) opportunities, especially 

those related to small and medium enterprises (SMEs), and Agri-tech came under the scanner. Initially, 

most of the venture capital (VC) investments in Agri-tech were focused on farm-to-consumer brands, B2B 

Agri marketplaces, and rural fintech for farmers. 

In the last few years, rapid advancement in underlying technologies like mobile internet and rural 

smartphone penetration has provided the digital backbone to scale both business-to-farmer (B2F) and 

business-to-business-to-farmer (B2B2F) models. An increasing number of farmers are now able to use 

digital platforms to improve their yields, lower their operating costs, and ensure their produce gets the 

right market value. These trends have helped catalyze a supportive Agri-tech ecosystem with participation 

from accelerators, strategic corporates, and venture capitals (VC) at every stage. 

Farm to Market: Agri-Startups Empowering Small and Medium Farmers in India 
The agriculture industry in India is still an unorganized sector categorized by fragmented landholdings, 

unpredictable monsoons, inadequate credit and financial cover for farmers, and poor infrastructural 

facilities. However, the industry is on its way to becoming more organized, owing to technology and 

processes being integrated by entrepreneurs of leading agri-tech startups. The Indian Agriculture sector is 

now witnessing an increased interest from the agri tech startups who are working on multiple fronts to 

enhance the sector. From developing the farm to fork model, to offering advanced logistics to consulting the 

farmers on various fronts, Indian agri-startups are sensing a boom in the industry. The COVID-19 

pandemic has actually accelerated the adoption of Agri-tech by Indian farmers and agribusiness 

intermediaries, shifting them from informal markets to the digital ecosystem. When traditional markets 

fell apart during the lockdowns, farmers, traders, and rural retailers turned to Agri-tech startups for 

solutions. Not only did they receive critical support, but they also experienced a better way of doing business 

in the long term. It is certainly an exciting time to be in this dynamic sector, as it holds tremendous 

opportunities in the coming years. 

Despite being one of the largest employers in the country, and seeing accelerated progress on the back of 

the introduction of agri-tech, farmers have often been seen expressing their woes of low income and pricing 

of products, lack of direct market access, and the presence of middlemen in the past. One of the key 

challenges for agriculture has been the informal nature of the sector. Farmers do not see farming as a 

business but as a way of life. This prevents farmers from maximizing the output from their farms. This is 

where FPOs come into the picture. One of the key factors expected to play a major role in the progress of 

the agriculture sector, Farmer Producer Organizations (FPOs) have been instrumental in driving the 

change in the agri-tech sector and helping it progress.  
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An important area where FPOs and Agri-tech companies have started converging is the ability to formalize 

the farm economy and bring benefits of formal scaled up businesses to farmers. FPO provides the legal and 

operational structure to help farmers get benefits of a scaled-up business. Agri-tech companies can provide 

the technology backbone to make this effective. Agri-tech companies are partnering with FPOs to provide 

effective ways of integrating the farmers into the FPO system and help them get benefits of scale as 

envisaged in its formations. 

Agri Tech Startups: Technology to the Rescue 

Startups working on full-stack farmer platforms are bringing together agronomy services, input supply, 

fintech solutions, and market linkages under the same umbrella. This is helping develop multidimensional 

engagement with farmers, which in turn creates rich data to improve the predictive powers of machine 

learning models. 

Conclusion 
There are several types of startups that have come up in the last decade that are filling the gaps in the food 

value chains in infrastructure deficit regions of the country and introducing innovations. Overall, the 

ecosystem for agritech startup in the country is promising. The government, through several initiatives 

playing their part in boosting innovation and entrepreneurship in the sector. Several incubators and 

venture capital firms are active increasing foot prints in terms of financial support, technical assistance, 

business mentorship etc. Never the less several factors remain to be addressed towards further enabling 

the agritech ecosystem and unleashing the full power of available technological innovations towards 

improving India’s agriculture growth. Farmers’ collectives such as co-operatives and farmer producer 

organizations emerged as alternatives for increasing market participation and reducing transaction cost 

through collective action. Agri-tech companies are partnering with FPOs to provide effective ways of 

integrating the farmers into the FPO system and help them get benefits of scale as envisaged in its 

formations. 
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S.No Problems  Solutions 

1. Long-distance travel for procurement of seeds and nutrients Input market place  

2. Lack of assessment of crop health in real time Satellite imaginary  

3. Inaccessible conditions Drones  

4. Determination of optimal time to plant Mobile application for sowing 

5. Real-time feedback of the impact of farmer’s techniques  Big data analytics 

6. Presence of middlemen Farm to retail linkage  

7.  Higher cost of mechanization with state-of-the-art equipment Farm equipment rental 

8.  Lack of quality assessment, counterfeiting Smart supply chain  
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Abstract 
Vegetable grafting is an old concept in some Asian countries, such as Japan and Korea, but it is a relatively 

new technology in India, where it is being viewed as an alternative technique to resolve biotic and biotic 

stresses in vegetable cultivation. The modern grower, on the other hand, is interested in growing new inter-

specific grafted plants to combat various biotic and abiotic threats. Pomato (Tomato scion grafted on Potato 

rootstock) has been successfully grown and is quickly becoming known for supervised indoor cultivation. 

The Grafting of Brinjal and Tomato (Brimato) has also demonstrated effective recombination technology in 

the field at ICAR-IIVR, Varanasi, last year. Due to the increasing population and synchronization of 

cultivated land due to industrialization, soil erosion etc. farmers have been focused to produce maximum 

yield on restricted areas. Growers would be able to get two crops from a single plant. 

Keywords: Vegetable grafting, Brimato, recombination technology, biotic and abiotic threats etc. 

Introduction 
Brimato means the production of brinjal and tomato products from the same plant through inter-specific 

grafting under-protected as well as open field condition. In addition to increasing vegetable productivity, 

inter-specific grafting has emerged as a promising method for increasing tolerance to biotic (bacterial, 

fungal, nematode and viral disease) and abiotic stresses (like soil-borne diseases, high and low 

temperature). The Dual or multiple grafting is a modern popularized technological tool that involves 

grafting together two or more scions from the same family to produce multiple vegetables and space-saving 

from a single plant/rootstock. It can be grown indoors and outdoor likewise. It is a Non-GMO plant that is 

developed through a simple grafting technique. The reason for the successful graft union of brinjal and 

potato is that both the crops shares close genetic relationship as it shares same basic chromosome number 

and belongs to the same family. Brimato plant is the compatible combination of two crop plants brinjal and 

potato used as scion and rootstock respectively. Brimato assured the double yield benefits from a single 

plant and can be considered as a useful technology for utilizing the vertical space for prospects as a 

horizontal land expansion for agriculture is the most difficult objective to cope up in the future. It is a 

combination of brinjal grafted on potato plant. Currently, breeding and genetic engineering have been seen 

as the most prominent technologies to resolve the problems regarding the qualitative and quantitative 

traits of the plant. But vegetable grafting is one of the most innovative ideas, can be used as an eco-friendly 

and safe process. The aim of this article to discuss vegetable grafting and the use of specific commercial 

rootstocks which affect vegetable fruit quality and, to some extent storability, as well as physical, sensorial, 

and bioactive aspects of consistency. 

Significance of Brimato 
This grafting technology could have a unique impact in developing countries like India. Brimato plant is 

developed through an inter-specific grafting approach but not-genetic engineering technique that’s why it 

is a non-genetic modified plant. It is considering a versatile plant because of dual cropping system, space-

saving, significantly growing in a kitchen garden and roof gardening for seasonally produce fresh vegetable. 

Presently, the utilization of various advanced breeding approaches and genetic engineering is commercially 

developed new plant with higher production and stress tolerance. Whereas, an emerging technique like 

inter-specific grafting precisely convenient, produce good ideotype plant easy to cultivate for solving the 

problems concerned with biotic and abiotic stress management and high yield per unit area. The selection 

of rootstock with a vigorous roots system and scion with superior fruit quality is a good combination for 

obtaining healthy crop produce with maximum yield per unit area from a single plant. 
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Fig1. Seedling stage, Fig.2. Fruiting stage, source- www.iivr.com 

This grafting technology can be utilized as an approach in succession to cope with sustainable horticulture 

production management systems. At ICAR-IIVR, Varanasi adopted this emerging technology in The Brinjal 

Hybrid - Kashi Sandesh and improved cultivar of Tomato - Kashi Aman were successfully grafted into 

brinjal rootstock - IC 111056. The Brinjal seedlings were 25 to 30 days old and tomato seedlings were 22 to 

25 days old at the time of grafting. The Brinjal Rootstock - IC 111056 has a tendency to develop two 

branches in around 5% seedlings. The side / splice grafting was used with 5 to 7 MM slanting cuts (45° 

angle) made in both the Rootstock and Scion. Soon after grafting, the seedlings were kept under a controlled 

atmospheric condition, where the temperature, humidity and light were kept at optimal for initial 5 to 7 

days, then in partial shade for another 5 to 7 days. Where, after grafting it was kept under controlled 

atmospheric condition for initial 10-15 days for proper scion and rootstock establishment and finally 15-18 

days after grafting the grafted planted in the main field with proper maintenance during evening time for 

vegetative and reproductive growth. Where, if any new developing shoots arise below the grafting union 

should be removed properly at an early stage. The application of FYM 25 tons per ha with 150:60:100 kg 

NPK/ha. The grafted brimato starts flowering and fruiting 60-70 days after planting in the main field and 

harvested maximum fruit yield from a single brimate plant about 2.64 kg brinjal and 2.3 kg of tomato. This 

inter-specific grafting technology would be more usefully for local as well as urban areas where the growing 

of vegetable in limited space and accommodating high yield. 

Conclusion 
Brimato is an ideotype interspecific grafted vegetable plant that may produce maximum yield per unit area 

and unit time with improved quality. This strategy can be used by farmers that have a small space for 

vegetable production and want to receive the most return per square foot. However, in the future, this 

grafting technology could result in profitable modifications in the current vegetable production scenario. 
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Summary 
Quinoa (Chenopodium quinoa Willd.), which is considered a pseudo-cereal or pseudo-grain, it is highly 

nutritious due to its outstanding protein quality and wide range of minerals and vitamins. It has been 

recognized as a complete food due to its protein quality. It has remarkable nutritional properties; not only 

from its protein content (15%) but also from its great amino acid balance. The quinoa grain protein is rich 

in amino acids like lysine and methionine that are deficient in cereal proteins. The grain is used to make 

flour, soup, breakfast, cereal and alcohol, while the flour is utilized in making biscuits, bread and processed 

food. Quinoa starch having small grains and high viscosity can be exploited for various industrial 

applications. It is also been found to contain minor compounds like phytosterols and flavonoids with 

possible nutraceutical benefits.  

Quinoa starch has some functional (technological) properties like solubility, good water-holding capacity, 

gelation, emulsifying, and foaming that allow diversified uses. Besides, it has been considered an oil crop, 

with an interesting proportion of omega-6 and notable vitamin-E content. Quinoa starch has physico-

chemical properties (such as viscosity, freeze stability) which give it functional properties with novel uses. 

Quinoa has a high nutritional value and has recently been used as a novel functional food because of all 

these properties. 

Introduction 
Quinoa is a grain with exceptional nutritional value; it has been cultivated for the last 5,000-7,000 years 

in the Andean region of Bolivia and Peru. 2013 was declared by the United Nations as the International 

Year of Quinoa as recognition of its significant potential [1-4]. Quinoa has high concentrations of protein, 

all essential amino acids, unsaturated fatty acids, and a low glycemic index (GI); it also contains vitamins, 

minerals and other beneficial compounds, and is gluten-free by nature. Quinoa is easy to cook and has 

versatility in preparation [1-4]. In this article, we present an extensive review of quinoa, starting with its 

history, analyzing its botanical characteristics, and covering its nutritional profile. In addition, we offer a 

critical comparison with other grains and describe quinoa culinary applications and uses.  

We also provide an updated review of the scientific information available on quinoa or quinoa compound 

properties through in vivo, in vitro and clinical studies, in order to evaluate its potential translational 

applications. 

Historical Background 
Quinoa is one of the oldest crops in the Andean Region, with approximately 7000 years of cultivation 

history, great cultures like the Incas and Tiahuanacu had domesticated and conserved this ancient crop 

(Jacobsen,2003), archaeological findings in Peru and Argentina indicate presence of quinoa seeds around 

the beginning of the Christian era (Heisser and Nelson, 1974). Quinoa seeds were also found in indigenous 

graves of Tarapaca, Calama, Tiltel and Quillagua Bollaerd and Latcham, as cited by Cardenas (1944). 

Quinoa was widely cultivated by pre- Columbian cultures and its grains have been used in the diet of 

inhabitants of the valleys, and in drier areas (350 mm rain fall) with higher altitudes (above 3500 m) and 

colder temperatures (average 12ºC) such as the Altiplano. Although quinoa is a fully domesticated species, 

its seed still contain saponin, removal of toxic saponins is necessary before they can be consumed (Mujica, 

1992; Heisser and Nelson, 1974).  
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Spanish conquest of region and an introduction of cereals such as barley and wheat resulted 

marginalization and replacement of quinoa crop (Mujica, 1992; Jacobsen and Stolen, 1993). It went 

unnoticed among the urban population of the region for mainly economic and social reasons, still the crop 

never lost among the Andean people. It was also noted that during the 80's, European and the United 

States market were opened for food products. The expansion of these food consumer markets in the search 

for new foods linked to ancient cultures helped to transform quinoa from a subsistence crop to a product of 

export potential (Risi, 1997). 

Chemical Composition of Quinoa Seeds 
Energy value Quinoa 

Kcal/100g 350.00 

Protein/100g 13.81 

Fat/100g 5.01 

Carbohydrates/100g 59.74 

Calcium mg/100g 66.60 

Phosphorus mg/100g 408.30 

Magnesium mg/100g 204.20 

Potassium mg/100g 1040.0 

Iron mg/100g 10.90 

Manganese mg/100g 2.47 

Zinc mg/100g 7.47 

Health Benefits of Quinoa 
Unlike most plant-based foods, quinoa is a complete protein, which means it contains all of the essential 

amino acids. Amino acids are the building blocks of the proteins that make up your muscles, bones, skin, 

and blood. The nine classified as “essential” must be obtained from food daily your body cannot produce or 

store them and quinoa provides all nine. 

Disease Prevention: The USDA recommends that at least half of the grains you eat be whole grains like 

quinoa. Refined grains have been stripped of most of the fiber, iron, and vitamins present in the whole 

grain. Including whole grains in your diet can help lower your risk of diabetes, heart disease, and cancer. 

Digestive Health: Quinoa is a great source of fiber. Fiber can prevent or treat constipation and may lower 

your risk of intestinal cancers. It also helps you feel full longer, so it may help with weight loss. 

Heart Health: Maintaining a healthy weight is important for heart health. The fiber in quinoa can also 

help with cholesterol and blood sugar levels, lowering your risk of diabetes and heart disease.  

Rich in Antioxidants: Quinoa is rich in antioxidants, which can prevent damage to your heart and other 

organs. A diet high in antioxidants has been linked with a decreased risk of heart disease. 

Conclusion 
Quinoa has the potential to shed its underutilized status and become an important industrial and food crop 

of the 21st century. Processing of quinoa resulted in easy digestion and absorption of protein, reduction of 

antinutritional contents like saponins, phytates, and tannins and increased bio availability of minerals like 

magnesium, manganese, iron and zinc which has beneficial results in reduction and prevention of 

physiological and neurological disorders due to the application of processing techniques. 

Quinoa also contains unsaturated lipids, fiber, complex carbohydrates and other beneficial compounds such 

as betaine, and may be used to improve the metabolic risk factor profile and help control type 2 diabetes.  

Quinoa may be useful for some other medical complications such as cancer, obesity and dyslipidemia. 

Furthermore, quinoa, as a plant food, is highly sustainable, with a carbon and water food print that is 30 

to 60 times lower than that of beef. 

The development of new functional foods that integrates quinoa in modern diets should be also of great 

value to improve public nutrition and health using traditional agricultural resources more efficiently. 
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The Women farmer, Smt. K. Jamuna belonging to Veldurthi (V), Jagtial (M&D) cultivates 

vegetables Tomato   Bhendi, Lettuce, Sorrel, Chilli, Cauliflower, Beans, Fenugreek, Coriander, Bottle 

gourd in his one-acre farming land. 

The Land Holding of the Farmer 
4 ha (Irrigated: 4 ha (Paddy: 2 ha, Maize: 0.8 ha, Turmeric: 0.4 ha, Vegetables: 0.4 ha, Mango: 0.4 ha). 

Educational Qualifications 
She studied Intermediate and having experience of 20 years in the field of agriculture. She started growing 

vegetables namely Tomato, Bhendi, Lettuce, Sorrel, Chilli, Cauliflower, Beans, Fenugreek, Coriander, 

Bottle gourd in her one-acre farming land. 

Innovativeness 
Smt. K. Jamuna is hard working farmer and she is able to grasp the technologies faster and adopt it. She 

is actively involved in all day to day working of the farm and marketing. She   can now identify important 

insect pest of vegetables, i.e., sucking pests and adopt the management practices.   She was also found to 

actively guide other farmers in adoption of new technologies. With her intervention they have started to 

grow different vegetable crops in a season in the village and as a result they are realizing better price in 

the market. 

Market Integration 
Smt. K. Jamuna, vegetable women farmer used to bring the vegetables to the market and sells directly to 

the customers instead of selling in wholesale and also, she is inspiring other villagers in profitable 

marketing. 

Interaction with RARS, Jagtial 
The Scientists of RARS, Jagtial frequently visits her vegetable farm and recommends management aspects 

related to seed, pesticides etc. and she is very keen in learning the subject explained by the scientists and 

follows it. 

Yield 
The yield from different vegetables is Tomato (10 q), (5 q) bhendi, (1q) Lettuce, Sorrel (2 q), Mirchi(20q), 

Beans (30 Q), cauliflower(10Q), fenugreek (1 Q), coriander (1 Q), bottle gourd (10 Q). 

New Varieties Being Tried by Her 
She has also started growing improved variety in Beans (a hybrid form Horticultural Research Station, 

Adilabad) with the support of RARS, Jagtial in procuring the variety. 

S.No Operation Cost incurred  

  Year-round cultivation 

of vegetables 

Paddy cultivation for 

kharif and rabi (2 

seasons) 

1  Land preparation   4200  5400  

2  Fertilizer   Animal manure: 15,000  5160  

3  Sowing  3000  19200  
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4  Weeding  7200  4000  

5  Spraying Pesticides& 

fungicides  

10,000  1900  

6  Harvesting    --  2800  

7  Transport  18000  4000  

8  Yield  90 q of vegetables  60 q  

9  Gross income  3,00,000  1,11,600  

10  Cost of cultivation  47,400  42,460 

11  Net income  2,52,600  69, 140  

Returns 
The Women Farmer earned an additional net income of Rs. 1, 83,460/- by the cultivation of vegetables over 

Paddy. 

The Factors Responsible for Profitable Cultivation of Vegetables are 
1. Direct Marketing to the customers in the Market 

2. Cultivation of HYVs in vegetables 

3. The women farmer along with her husband performs the operations i.e., weeding, fertilizer application, 

harvesting etc. without engaging the labour.  

4. Regularly updating about the seasonal crop protection measures from the information sources i.e., 

through the Scientists of RARS, Jagtial, Agricultural department officers and various agricultural mobile 

apps and printed literature. 

5. She follows weather alerts given at regular intervals by the RARS, Jagtial and plans her farm activities 

accordingly. 

Innovative Strategies of the Women Farmer 

 
Direct Marketing of the vegetables to the customers in the Market 
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Rice 
The availability of a rice genome sequence has led to the identification of thousands of molecular markers, 

making map-based cloning a viable option for studies on functional genomics of rice. QTL mapping is a 

powerful approach for locating genomic regions controlling complex traits. 

Drought: An increasing amount of research is being focused on developing crops that are resistant to 

abiotic stresses, such as drought, salinity, heat, cold, flooding, and nutrient limitation. Marker assisted 

selection (MAS) is one of the best approaches for the development of drought tolerance (DT) in rice, a major 

target for the plant breeders and biotechnologists. The technique of EcoTILLING was employed Oryza 

sativa lines for 1,800 bp of coding and regulatory region of ERF3, a candidate gene for drought tolerance 

and identified 31 SNPs and short indels that grouped into nine haplotypes from the sequence information 

of selected line. Haplotypes confined in a stock of 17 starch generation/degeneration genes were described, 

and within the genes related to sucrose synthase (types I and II) and starch synthase specifically, a large 

amount of haplotype variation was discovered. The capability of 50 barley genotypes to preserve grain 

starch content during extreme drought situations was analyzed. Thus, the assembled idea denotes a useful 

source for the generation of functional markers to determine a large number of barley genotypes to 

determine related haplotypes of starch generation/degeneration genes to seed starch content during 

drought and, therefore, will promote better development of barley genotypes for improved grain weight. 

Gene P5CS incorporated from V. aconitifolia in rice seedlings showed significantly higher tolerance to 

drought and better salt stress tolerance at 200 mM NaCl. 

Tolerance to High Temperature: Heat stress, especially during the flowering stage in rice, affects the 

seed setting rate and floret sterility, resulting in high yield losses. The main cause of spikelet sterility 

induced by high temperature at the flowering stage is another indehiscence. With the development of 

molecular-marker techniques and their widespread application, there were reports of genetic research on 

heat tolerance in rice by utilizing molecular markers. Much effort has been made to carry out molecular 

mapping of heat tolerance quantitative trait loci (QTLs) in rice at the booting, flowering and grain filling 

to ripening stages. In order to determine QTLs related to heat tolerance in rice, the progeny of BC1 F1 and 

F2 populations obtained from IR64 × N22 cross were treated at 38/24°C for 14 days at the flowering stage, 

and spikelet fertility was evaluated. With the employment of 384-plex Illumina GoldenGate genotyping 

assay the F 2 and selected BC1F1 plants were genotyped and four single nucleotide polymorphisms were 

found to be linked with heat tolerance in the BC1F1 population adopting selective genotyping and single 

marker analysis, and four representative QTLs for heat tolerance in the F2 population. The influence of 

qHTSF4.1 on chromosome 4 was validated in the selected BC2 F 2 progeny of IR64 × N22 cross, and the 

plants having qHTSF4.1 displayed considerably higher spikelet fertility compared to others. 

Cold Tolerance: Low temperature often affects plant growth and productivity, which causes signify can’t 

crop yield losses. Plants differ in their tolerance to chilling (0–15 °C) and freezing (<0 °C) temperatures. 

Biotechnology offers new strategies that can be used to develop transgenic crop plants with improved 

tolerance to cold stress. Molecular markers have facilitated the identifi cation of chromosomal regions 

associated with many complex traits in rice including tolerance to low temperature. Several QTLs linked 

to cold tolerance at the reproductive stage were mapped on different chromosomes using F 2, BC 5 F 3 and 

doubled-haploid (DH) populations  

Submergence: Submergence stress is a widespread problem in rice-growing areas, especially in the flood-

prone rainfed lowlands. Under submerged conditions, the concentration of ethylene increases while the 

concentration of abscisic acid (ABA) decreases. In intolerant plants, this triggers an increase in gibberellic 

acid (GA) and the induction of cell elongation. In tolerant plants, the ethylene-induced increase in SUB1A 
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expression and inhibits the accumulation of GA by increasing the accumulation of the GA-signalling 

suppressors thus decreasing the GA responsiveness. All studies on submergence have used the traditional 

genotype FR13A, which is one of the most submergence-tolerant donor varieties. 

Wheat 
Drought: Drought leads to abnormal germination and poor crop stand. conducted mapping of QTLs DNA 

markers closely linked with QTLs conferring drought tolerance would greatly enhance the selection 

efficiency. TaDREB1 is an important transcription factor related to drought stress. Therefore, a study was 

conducted for the identification of SNPs in the TaDREB1 gene based on sequencing on 20 hexaploid 

cultivars and 3 diploid species of wheat. 

Cold Stress: Freezing tolerance, one of these complex traits, is acquired through the cold acclimation 

process in many overwintering plants of temperate regions. In particular cold-responsive (Cor)/ late 

embryogenesis- abundant (Lea) genes are transcriptionally activated in cold acclimation, and the 

accumulated COR/LEA proteins lead to protection of the integrity of cell structures and functions from 

freezing damage. 

Maize 
Tolerance to drought in maize is a polygenic trait and typically has low heritability and is characterized by 

high genotype x environment interaction (GEI). breeding maize for reproductive stage drought tolerance 

could lead to the development of improved varieties able to withstand varying degree of water stress. In 

maize (Zea mays L.). A particular SNP was observed only in different drought tolerant Serbian inbreds T3, 

T5, T6, T7 and T8 which was not found in the Bulgarian maize inbreeds. Detection of SNP mutations 

accompanied with genes related to drought stress tolerance in maize will help in the development of 

functional markers for efficient use in marker-assisted breeding for drought tolerance. 

Barley 
Molecular markers have played an important role in understanding the genetic basis of economically-

important traits in barley. Over the last decade, comprehensive genetic maps have been constructed for 

seven barley chromosomes and have been used in QTL analysis. An important use of markers has been 

MAS, which is made possible by the identification of markers linked to commercially important traits such 

as disease resistance, response or tolerance to abiotic stress and seed or feed quality traits. 
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The world has faced numerous problems, one of which is feeding a rising and ever-increasing population 

under a changing climate with reduced external inputs on a sustainable intensification mode with minimal 

negative effect on environment. 

Land degradation and soil fertility deterioration are primary reasons of agricultural production stagnation 

and decline in the tropical regions. Repetitive tillage operations in traditional field preparation methods 

result in faster oxidation of soil organic matter, as well as a decrease in soil biodiversity and fertility. 

Furthermore, burning crop leftovers pollutes the environment and depletes important plant nutrients.  

Conservation agriculture (CA) has recently been emphasized as a potential solution for sustainable 

intensification of food production and soil fertility preservation. It (CA) refers to a set of agronomic practices 

that allow for minimal soil disturbance, crop residue maintenance, and a system approach with crop 

diversification and rotation both geographically and temporally. 

Conservation agriculture, a system avoiding or minimizing soil mechanical disturbance (no-till) combined 

with soil cover and crop diversification is considered a sustainable agro-ecological approach to resource-

conserving agricultural production. Agriculture, especially conservation agriculture, is not a standardized 

or uniform technology that can be used wherever at any time. 

Rather, it is a set of interconnected principles that promote the development of regionally tailored practices, 

approaches, and methodologies. CA has been adopted across 124 million hectares worldwide (Friedrich et 

al., 2011), with 87 percent concentrated in five countries: the United States, Brazil, Argentina, Australia, 

and Canada (26.5, 25.5, 25.5, 17.0 and 13.5 m.ha respectively). 

It strives to reverse the deterioration process that is inherent in traditional agricultural techniques, as well 

as ensure the effective use of natural resources in a holistic manner, in combination with external inputs. 

Hence, CA is a resource efficient/ effective agriculture (Suraj and Behera, 2014).  

Reduced tillage, year-round farming, crop rotation, and live or residual mulching are the core goals of 

conservation agriculture. Reduced mechanical tillage promotes the activity of micro and macro flora, which 

improves biological tillage of the soil that improves soil structure and plant development (Selvakumar and 

Sivakumar, 2021). 

It's a resource-conserving agricultural production strategy that seeks to attain production intensification 

and competitive yields while also improving the natural resource base (Stanojevic, 2021). It accomplishes 

this by adhering to three interconnected principles, which are accomplished by locally designed adaptation 

methods and other efficient production practices, such as crop, fertilizer, water, and pest management 

measures. The three interrelated principles are. 

Minimal Mechanical Soil Disturbance 
The term "biological tillage" refers to a natural process that occurs when soil microorganisms generate 

stable soil aggregates and a variety of pore sizes, allowing air and water to enter and infiltrate the soil. 

Mechanical tillage is similar to this process, however mechanical tillage disrupts soil biological structuring 

processes. This promotes gaseous exchange in the root zone, mild organic matter oxidation, soil pores-

assisted water transport, retention, and release, and limits weed seed re-exposure and germination. 
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Fig.1. Components of conservation agriculture and their positive interaction with 

environment (Swaminathan et al., 2021) 

Permanent Soil Organic Cover 
Maintaining a permanent soil organic cover (at least 30%) with crop residues or cover crops promotes the 

establishment of a protective layer on the soil surface that inhibits weeds, shields the soil from harsh 

weather patterns, helps to conserve soil moisture, and prevents soil compaction. It also protects soil from 

rain and light, guarantees a constant supply of food for soil organisms, and modifies soil microclimate for 

soil organism growth and development. As a result, biological activity in soil enhances soil particle 

aggregation and carbon sequestration (Ghosh et al., 2010).  

Rotation of crops: Crop rotation provides a diverse food for soil microorganisms and encourages the 

recycling of nutrients from deeper soil layers to the surface by using a variety of rooting patterns. A variety 

of crops in rotation also results in a diversified soil flora and fauna. Incorporating legumes into cropping 

sequences and rotations has a detrimental impact on pest species by disrupting their life cycles and 

increases biological nitrogen fixing. (Kassam and Friedrich, 2009). 

Controlling Field Traffic 
Another aspect being considered in recent years is controlled traffic that reduces soil compaction. In the 

long run, CA techniques appear to be promising in terms of resource efficiency and production. 

Functions of Conservation Agriculture 
Prevention of soil degradation and erosion: A virtuous cycle of soil and land development is 

established when the land's agro-ecological productive potential and soil-mediated ecosystem services are 

restored. The soil receives physical protection from the weather (impact of raindrops, force of the wind and 

heat from solar radiation), with a consequent reduction in soil and nutrient erosion (hence improved soil 

productivity), water evaporation, temperature fluctuations, and surface sealing and crusting. In a no-till 

system, cover crops offer food and habitat for soil organisms. Organic compounds have adhesion qualities, 

which help to produce and stabilise soil aggregates and increase soil trafficability.  

Balancing of the C/N ratio during crop rotation: The rotation between cereals (high in carbon) and 

legumes (high in nitrogen) can provide enough nitrogen, as well as structural carbohydrates (e.g. lignin), 

to allow nitrogen from decaying surface residues to be released gradually and serve as a source for the 

following crop. A high concentration of slowly decomposable crop residues, on the other hand, causes 

temporary soil nitrogen immobilisation, whereas only residues with a low carbon/nitrogen (C/N) ratio (e.g. 

legumes) improve nitrogen availability while decomposing too quickly to provide the necessary soil 

protection. 
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Maintenance of active soil biological infrastructure: Intensive crop rotations will supply enough of 

different organic matter to keep soil biota active, promote variety of genera and species, and improve their 

functional functions. 

Control of weeds, pests and diseases: The diversified rotation of complementary plants is an effective 

phyto-sanitary strategy.  

Realization of economic sustainability: In contrast to all other soil management strategies, which often 

have a delayed impact on farm profits, CA saves energy (fuel, labour) and capital (wear and tear) which 

translate into a decrease in production costs, with effect from the first year. Crop diversification is also 

advised for economic stability and long-term viability. 

Preservation of soil nutrients: The organic matter accumulation–mineralization cycle is the functional 

engine of conservation agriculture, since it aids in soil fertility restoration and erosion reduction. 

Soil moisture conservation: Increased water absorption and infiltration, as well as lower evaporation 

from the soil surface, are all benefits of a superficial layer of organic matter on the soil. 

Advantages of Conservation Agriculture 
CA is being advocated as a way to boost agricultural yield and food security, and it has the potential to 

minimize labour requirements for land preparation, improve soil fertility, and reduce crop water stress. CA 

provides: 

1. Physical protection against weather  

2. Improved soil structure and cohesiveness 

3. Aids in erosion management and nutrient delivery  

4. Saves money, time and energy.  

CA has a huge amount of potential for various soils and agro-ecological systems. CA adoption is not 

dependent on farm holding size, but small holder farmers need it the most to cut costs, enhance profits, 

and save resources. 
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Harvesting of Cashew Nuts 
Fully mature nuts are to be harvested. Cashewnuts when fully mature look greyish brown. It is better to 

pick the fallen nuts because there is a possibility of harvesting immature nuts which leads to poor quality 

kernel during processing. 

However, if one wants to use cashew apple for preparation of cashew apple products one has to pluck the 

fruits from the tree. One can know the maturity of nuts by just tapping the fruits. If it is fully mature the 

fruit just drops. 

Storage of Cashew Nuts 
Raw nuts immediately after harvest are to be separated from cashew apple and sun dried for 2 to 3 days. 

If the raw nuts are not dried properly, during subsequent storage, they get spoiled due to microbial 

infestation. 

Nuts after drying can be stored in gunny bags well protected from rodents and stacked on a platform above 

the ground level leaving space on all the sides of the room. Well dried raw nuts (moisture content 8 to 9%) 

could be stored upto one year without any quality deterioration. 

Cashew Apple Utilization 
Cashew apples are good source of Vitamin C. Besides Vitamin C, it contains sufficient quantity of minerals, 

water soluble vitamins and tannins. Tannins impart astringency and could be precipitated by the addition 

of gelatin. 

Alternatively steeping in salt solution also removes tannin. Juice, syrup, candies, pickles, chutney, jams 

and jelly, could be prepared from cashew apples. Cashew apples are fermented in Goa to produce an 

alcoholic beverage called 'Feni'. Attempts are underway at National Research Centre for Cashew for 

developing cashew apple-based products particularly fibre rich cereal / pulses blends. 

Nutritional Value of Cashew Nuts 
Cashew kernels are quite rich in fat, protein and carbohydrate and does not contain any anti-nutritional 

factors. Cashew kernel fat is quite rich in unsaturated fatty acids (olecic acid) which are good for health. 

Cashew Apple Based Products 
Cashew apple is a juicy fruit that can be an additional profit earning source for cashew farmers. But due 

to lack of suitable technologies in handling cashew apple during harvest and postharvest management 

about 4-6 tonnes of cashew apple per hectare goes waste without utilization. 

These cashew apples are rich source of vitamin-C which has an anti-scurvy effect and also possess anti-

bacterial properties. In spite of having high nutritional value, neither the fresh cashew apples nor the juice 

is consumed due to astringency. Several cashew apple technologies which are free from astringency and 

helpful to get additional income to cashew farmers and create employment opportunities in cashewnut 

growing areas of the country. 

Cashew Apple RTS (Cashlime): Unfermented Beverage 
Cashlime is a cashew apple and lemon juice blend RTS/Nectar prepared using cashew apple juice. This 

nutrient rich drink can be stored under refrigerated conditions for five months with retention of nutrients 

and biochemical quality. 
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Mechanism of Commercialization 
Cashew apple Cider: Fermented beverage: Cashew apple cider is a fermented beverage with alcohol 

content of 3.5-6.0%. Traditional cashew apple fermented beverage i.e. Feni has alcohol content of 42% which 

may have adverse effect on health. Whereas mild alcohol containing cashew apple cider can have beneficial 

effects. 

 

Cashew apple Jam: Cashew apple jam is an antioxidant rich functional food. ICAR-Directorate of Cashew 

Research has standardized a protocol for astringency free cashew apple jam, which could be stored for 6 

months at room temperature. 

 

Cashew apple Jelly: Cashew apple jelly is an attractive semisolid product of cashew apple juice and 

sugar. Jelly making is a good way to preserve fruit flavors throughout the year which is enjoyed by all. It 

is also an easy-to-prepare product without much special equipment. 

 

Cashew apple Crisp: Cashew apple crisp is an important extruded product prepared out of cashew apple 

pomace powder. This is similar to crispy snacks available in the market but enriched with natural fibers, 

proteins and biominerals which are beneficial to the human health. Converting the perishable cashew apple 

pomace to powder form helps in storing the raw material for diversified uses during off season. 
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Processing of Cashew 
Cashewnut Processing Machineries: In these machineries emphasis is given on improving efficiency 

and quality of cashewnut and cashew apple processing. 

Dual mode dryer for raw Cashewnuts: Raw cashewnuts are normally dried under the sun light after 

harvest to reduce the moisture content to 8% which is safe for storage. Early onset of monsoon in Southern 

states and coincidence of rains and cashewnut harvest in North-Eastern hills of India will affect the quality 

of raw cashewnuts, thus fetching a low price in the market. Therefore, it was envisaged to develop a dual 

mode dryer for raw cashewnuts which can be operated by either electricity or biomass such as cashew shell 

cake (CSC), wood etc. This dryer can also be used for drying of any farm commodities such as Spices, 

Arecanut etc. 

 

1. Radial Arm type Cashew Kernel Extracting Machine: In this kernel extractor, single operation 

enables splitting of steam boiled cashewnuts. This machine is operated in sitting posture, which reduces 

strain faced by laborer during shelling of raw cashewnut. This increases work efficiency and also production 

rate is improved with this shelling unit. This technology is suitable for small scale cashewnut processing 

units. 

 

2. Rotating drum roasting machine for raw Cashewnuts: Kernels obtained by drum roasting mode 

of processing gives a unique taste and flavour which is preferred over the steam boiled processed kernels. 

Traditional drum roasting of raw cashewnuts is being followed in certain parts of Andhra Pradesh, Tamil 

Nadu, Kerala and North Eastern states. However, these traditional methods are labour oriented where 

continuous attention of labour is needed for feeding the nuts, rotating the drum, regulating the fire below 

the drum and to remove the roasted cashewnuts from drum. These activities are performed automatically 

by rotating drum roasting machine, which reduces cost of processing. Another important feature of this 

machine is that the chimney is designed to reduce the release of smoke generated during roasting process. 
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3. Concentric drum type rotary sieve grader for raw Cashewnuts: In the raw cashewnut processing, 

the cashewnuts are graded based on size before processing because it increases the efficiency of shelling, 

peeling and grading processes. It can overcome problem of labour scarcity. Four different sizes of nuts can 

be segregated using this developed machine. This technology is suitable for medium to large scale 

cashewnut processing units. 

 

4. Hydraulic type Cashew apple juice extractor: Extraction of juice is essential in the cashew apple-

based beverage preparation such as RTS and Cider. Therefore, to extract clear juice from cashew apple, a 

hydraulic juice extractor was developed with this juice extractor about 80-85% of juice can be extracted in 

the first pass and about 60-65% of the residual juice is extracted in the second pass. This technology is 

suitable for cashew apple processing units. 

 

5. Updraft Gasifier for Cashew shell cake: Cashew shell cake is a byproduct of cashewnut processing 

industry. Currently, large quantity of Cashew shell cake is utilized for energy generation by burning which 

cause extensive pollution due to inefficient combustion. The gasification of biomass such as cashew shell 

cake into fuel can enhance its potential as an energy resource. This is a bioenergy technology which can be 

used in all thermal applications viz. cooking purpose in home and hotels, cashew processing and other 

industrial applications. 
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Summary 
The new farm bills are based on long-term benefit cannot get an immediate benefit. Negotiations with the 

Private Company will be more difficult (example Mandya sugar factory). Dispute settlement is a problem 

to a common man. Need cold storage facilities and go-downs at local level. Providing a cooperative 

marketing for horticultural crops like milk Farmers viewpoint. If open market system is preferred by the 

farmers then Agricultural Produce Market Committee (APMC) may run in loss and finally APMC may be 

abolished. Any PAN card holder can buy the produce from the farmers is not a good idea, because farmers 

might be cheated easily. Establishment of APMCs at local level and to strengthen them to compete with 

private companies. 

Introduction 
Agriculture plays a key role in the rural development of the country. The green revolution has paved a path 

for India to be self-sufficient in food production. An uninterrupted supply of food and raw materials is very 

much essential in India to curb inflation. The rapid increase in demand for food is witnessed in India due 

to the population pressure. In India farmers mainly face two types of risks. They are price risk and yield 

risk. Price risk refers to the loss occurring for the farmer due to the fluctuations in prices and yield risk 

refers to the loss occurring for the farmers due to the uncertainty in quantity and quality of their produce. 

Even though Minimum Support Prices exist in the country, it is not adequate enough to cover up for all 

losses. The recently introduced agricultural legislation is aimed at protecting farmers from these kinds of 

risks. Traditionally, government has been dealing with these risks by announcing distress packages. But 

an amendment of this kind is new to our economy. To bring down the income inequality in any country, it 

is very much essential to uplift the rural economy (Deepak Maurya, 2020). 

The Parliament Passed Three Agriculture Related Legislation in September 2020 
Three bills on agriculture reforms: 

1. The Farmers’ Produce Trade and Commerce (Promotion and Facilitation) Bill, 2020. 

2. The Farmers (Empowerment and Protection) Agreement of Price Assurance and Farm Services Bill, 

2020. 

3. The Essential Commodities (Amendment) Bill, 2020. 

Reform Bills 2020 
Aim: Transformation of agriculture sector and raising farmers income and livelihood status: 

The Farmers’ Produce Trade and Commerce (Promotion and Facilitation) Bill, 2020: This 

proposed legislation seeks to give freedom to farmers to sell their produce outside the notified APMC 

market yards (mandis). This is aimed at facilitating remunerative prices through competitive alternative 

trading channels. Farmers will not be charged any cess or levy for sale of their produce under this Act. 

The Farmers (Empowerment and Protection) Agreement of Price Assurance and Farm Services 

Bill, 2020: This proposed legislation seeks to give farmers the right to enter into a contract with 

agribusiness firms, processors, wholesalers, exporters, or large retailers for the sale of future farming 

produce at a pre-agreed price. 

The Essential Commodities (Amendment) Bill, 2020: This proposed legislation seeks to remove 

commodities like cereals, pulses, oilseeds, onion, and potatoes from the list of essential commodities and 

will do away with the imposition of stock holding limits on such items except under ‘extraordinary 

circumstances’ like war, famine, extraordinary price rise and natural calamity. 
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To Highlight the Challenges Regarding the Introduction of New Legislations 
Why have there been protests then?   

a. Farmer may not possess the bargaining leverage.  

b. Lead to the entry of private companies that further exploit the farmers.  

c. India is still plagued by huge connectivity issues. 

d. Easier for farmers to get to mandis. 

Why the Punjab and Haryana farmers are more agitated towards legislation? 

a. From Punjab 85% and from Haryana 75% of wheat and paddy procured at MSP rates. 

b. The Punjab government charges mandi tax, giving them an annual revenue Rs. 3500 crores. 

c. These revenues returned back to farmers as graceful subsidies in the form of electricity. 

Controversies 
The major stakeholders are not involved in drafting new legislations. Because of the entry of private 

companies APMC may collapse. If this happens states will have a lot of revenue loss and union government 

has not mentioned any way to compensate them. There is a possibility of middleman in private sector also 

because our farmers are not in a position to bargain with corporate houses. With the end of APMCs, MSP 

will also practically end this is the most important concern. Act does not prescribe or specify that contract 

price of the crop should be at least equivalent or above the MSP. Being big private companies, exporters, 

wholesalers, and processors, they will always have an edge in disputes. In private sector there will be no 

control and exploitation by middlemen may multiply. Limits of hoarding have been removed, big private 

players can any time cause artificial price fluctuation. 

Demand of the Farmers 
Convene a special Parliament session to repeal the farm legislation. Make minimum support price (MSP) 

and state procurement of crops a legal right. Assurances that conventional procurement system will 

remain. Implement Swaminathan Panel Report and peg MSP at least 50% more than weighted average 

cost of production. Cut diesel prices for agricultural use by 50 %. Repeal of Commission on Air Quality 

Management in NCR and the adjoining Ordinance 2020 and removal of punishment and fine for stubble 

burning. Release of farmers arrested for burning paddy stubble in Punjab. Abolishing the Electricity 

Ordinance 2020. Centre should not interfere in state subjects. It is against decentralization of power. 

Farmers Get Less for their Crops in Bihar 

 
Source: Study on Agricultural Diagnostics for the State of Bihar in India, 2019 report by 

NCAER. 
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Case Studies 
Sahoo et. al., (2020) reported that the issues and concerns raised by the protesters include the end of the 

MSP regime, the lack of relevance of the ‘mandis’ of the State- controlled APMC, the risk of losing land 

rights under the contract farming rule, the reduction of farm produce prices due to market dominance by 

large agribusinesses   and the exploitation by large contractors of farmers through contents. 

Thomas (2020) stated that instead of a complete structural change, a step-by-step process would be much 

desirable to bring out its full potential. The rural economy of India depends heavily on agriculture and they 

still rely upon the traditional methods. So, changes in the marketing structure alone cannot bring a full-

fledged improvement because the production techniques remain the same. The actual effects of this bill 

could only be realized after the proper implementation of the same. 

Maurya (2020) reported that, these bills would raise farmer’s income and promised to double the income 

by 2022. It will make the farmer independent of government-controlled markets and fetch them a better 

price for their produce. These bills aim to develop a new system where farmers are independent to sell and 

purchase there produce outside the mandis i.e., APMC (Agricultural Produce Market Committee). It will 

allow farmers an option to sell their produce directly to these new zones, without going through the 

middlemen and paying levies such as mandi fees. 

Pros of the New Farm Legislations 
1. The farmers have a chance towards a freer and more flexible system.  

2. Selling produces outside the physical territory of the mandis will be an additional marketing channel for 

the farmers.  

3. The direct marketing system helps the farmer to get the maximum price without paying any levy or 

commission. 

4. Essential Commodities Act helps the farmers to get better price. 

Cons of the Farm Legislations 
1. Bill does not give any statutory backing to Minimum Support Prices (MSPs).  

2. The government declares MSPs for crops, but there has been no law mandating their implementation. 

3. Corporate company is contracting based on quality parameters; if something went wrong farmers cannot 

go against big corporate companies. 

4. The new bills are placing farmers and traders at the mercy of civil servants, rather than of the courts. 

Implications 
If direct marketing is a choice to farmers, then nearly 80% of the produce will be sold offline. Hence farmer 

will face problems to fix price for his produce. Based on market demand farmers should grow the crops, and 

then he can get more prices for his produce. The state government should opt for public-private partnership 

and use APMC infrastructure under the existing legal framework. Crop diversification is there in 

Karnataka nearly 92 crops were grown. But UP, Punjab, Haryana hardly grows 10 crops. Better 

infrastructure and cold storage facility has to be provided. The government should give loans at less interest 

rate instead of subsidy for inputs. For dispute settlement farmer cannot approach district collector every 

time, so it’s better to do it at panchayat level. 

Conclusion 
The way the bills are passed created mistrust in farmers against government. Thus, I would like to conclude 

by proposing few suggestions to the implemented legislations. They are: In KVK, there should be a subject 

matter specialist from marketing department too. Government will give subsidy for inputs but there is no 

subsidy for marketing the produce. There will be no data regarding price or production if the direct 

marketing is implemented. If direct marketing is a choice to farmers, then nearly 80% of the produce will 

be sold offline. 

Then there will be no data regarding price. Hence farmer will face problems to fix price for his produce. 

Based on market demand farmers should grow the crops, and then he can get more prices for his produce. 

This has to be informed or advised by the agriculture and horticulture department. 
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Summary 
In order to maintain a competitive edge, businesses need the agility and focus to sustainably deliver value 

to their customers. A Lean system can provide businesses with the discipline and focus they need to satisfy 

their customers’ needs. Without the structure and guidance of Lean principles, it’s quite difficult to respond 

and adapt to shifts in the market: Most organizations are inherently chaotic, and operate with little 

understanding of how value flows through their business units. Agility and focus require the guidance of a 

disciplined, holistic approach to working that is fundamentally different from the way most organizations 

are run. Read to learn how the practices, principles, and characteristics of a Lean system can enable 

organizations with the clarity, visibility, and focus to move with agility and speed. 

Introduction 
In today’s competitive world, customer wants perfection and there is no room for error. Presently the world 

economy is customer driven, which led the producers, manufacturers and service providers compete in the 

breath-taking race of attracting huge number of consumers to their products and services. These factors 

present a big challenge to companies to look for new tools to continue moving up the ladder in a global, 

competitive, growing market. Quality management helps to achieve this goal. Quality management 

involves continuously monitoring, analyzing, and improving of systems and procedures throughout the 

process. The present seminar emphasizes on one such quality management techniques called ‘Lean system’ 

which is an improvement over the indigenous quality management systems. 

Lean system was first started by Toyota group of company, later used worldwide in almost all the 

industries, may be like agri-business and food processing industries or in manufacturing industries. 

Surprisingly, the lean system is taking its move into agriculture sector which is mostly unorganized in 

developing countries like India, at its early production, harvesting and post-harvest management stages. 

The important reasons for this are that lean methodology seeks to eliminate waste, increase the efficiency 

of resources and in the same way this methodology helps to reduce costs. With this background the present 

seminar is conceptualized with the following objectives. 

Lean System 
The term lean was coined in 1988 by John Krafcik and defined in 1996 by James Womack and Daniel Jones 

as “precisely specify value by specific product, identify the value stream for each product, make value flow 

without interruptions, let customer pull value from the producer, and pursue perfection. Lean System is 

an organized method for waste minimization without sacrificing productivity. Lean implementation 

emphasizes the importance of optimizing workflow through strategic operational procedures while 

minimizing waste and being adaptable. Waste is any step or action in a process that is not required to 

complete a process successfully (called “Non-Value Adding”). When Waste is removed, only the steps that 

are required (called “Value-Adding”) to deliver a satisfactory product or service to the customer remain in 

the process. 

There are Seven Types of Wastes 
1. Overproduction is a producing ahead of demand.  

2. High Inventory: Having more inventory than is minimally required at any point in the   process.  

3. Waiting: waiting includes products waiting on the next production step.  

4. Motion: People or requirement moving or walking more than is required to perform the process.  

5. Transportation: Moving products that are not actually required to perform the process.  

6. Defects: an imperfection that impairs quality.  
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7. Over Processing: Unnecessary work elements. 

Techniques of Lean System 
1. 5 S: sorting, set in order, shine, standardization, sustain. 

2. Total Productive Maintenance (TPM): It is a system of maintaining and improving the integrity of 

production and quality systems. TPM helps in keeping all equipment's and services in top working 

condition to avoid breakdowns and delays in processes. 

3. Just-in-Time (JIT): It is a collection of ideas that streamline a production process activity to such an 

extent that wastage of all kinds viz., of time, material, and labor is systematically driven out of the process. 

4. Kaizen Costing: This philosophy implies that small, incremental changes routinely applied and 

sustained over a long period result in significant improvements. It aimed to reduce cost below standard 

level. It encourages in collective decision making. 

5. Six Sigma (SS): Highly disciplined process that helps us focuses on developing and delivering perfect 

products and services. The central idea behind Six Sigma is that if you can measure how many “defects” 

you have in a process, you can systematically figure out how to eliminate them and get as close to “zero 

defects” as possible. 

6. Process innovation: Process Innovation means the implementation of a new or significantly improved 

production method. 

7. Business process re-engineering: it is the fundamental rethinking and radical redesign of processes 

to achieve dramatic improvements in critical contemporary measures of performance, such as cost, quality, 

service, and speed.” 

Case Study/ Research Study 
The dabbawallas are an extraordinary association of more than 5,000 individuals in Mumbai. People who 

work in banks, colleges, hospitals, government offices, factories and ports are all spread across different 

parts of the Mumbai city. The dabbawallas deliver lunch boxes for about 2 lakh people at their workplaces 

on time. They also carry the empty lunch boxes from the customers; they made only one mistake in six 

million transactions and have been consistently good at it for all the time of their operations. Since they 

made 1 error in six million transactions and they stood high along with MNCs like Motorola, GE etc. 

(Shubham Vasishta, 2018). 

Andersson et. al., (2020) conducted a study on “Lean-inspired development work in agriculture: 

Implications for the work environment”. The results showed positive effects of lean on the psychosocial 

work environment, better work structure, improved information, communication, and co-operation. The 

physical work environment was also improved by lean, where advantages such as a more structured and 

practical work environment with less physical movements and locomotion could be noticed. The lean 

concept provided a more structured and systematic approach to dealing with work and production 

environmental issues, for managers as well as for employees. 

Conclusion 
Lean system can be a powerful and strategic methodology to consistently measure results, which can 

become a new baseline for improved performance, ultimately getting you closer and closer to operational 

excellence. 
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Introduction 
Melatonin is well known as an animal hormone but new to plant biology is arousing great interest due to 

its broad distribution in the biological kingdom and the recent data on its possible physiological role in 

plants. Many studies on melatonin, as a phytochemical compound with potentially interesting health 

related properties, have recently appeared. Melatonin is a highly conserved molecule occurring in 

evolutionary distant organisms. Its role in plants seems to be similar to that in animals. Although 

Melatonin function in plants is not well known, yet a hypothesis can be put forward that it probably 

functions as a night signal, coordinating responses to diurnal and photoperiodic environmental cues. 

Melatonin (MEL) in Plants 
MEL (N-acetyl-5-methoxytryptamine), was isolated from algae and from more than 20 mono- and 

dicotyledon families of flowering plants. However, its occurrence was not yet investigated in other groups 

of plants such as mosses, ferns, gymnosperms etc. This indoleamine was found in many organs of higher 

plants such as roots, stems, leaves, flowers, fruits and seeds at concentrations usually ranging from 

picograms to nanograms per gram of tissue (Van Tassel and O’Neil 2001; Cole et al, 2008). 

Melatonin Biosynthesis 
MEL contains an indole heterocycle and two side chains, namely a 5-methoxy group and 3-amide group. N-

acetyl-5- methoxytryptamine (MEL) is synthesized from the amino acid precursor L-tryptophan. Similar 

way of MEL biosynthesis in plants, mammals, yeast and bacteria seems to be supported by the presence of 

serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine), which was found in fruit and vegetables more than 30 years ago. 

Biosynthesis in plants, mammals, yeast and bacteria seems to be supported by the presence of serotonin 

(5-hydroxytryptamine), which was found in fruit and vegetables more than 30 years ago. 

Possible Physiological Functions of Melatonin in Plants 
The relation between melatonin and vascular plants has been studied almost exclusively from a 

phytochemical viewpoint. However, the limited number of papers published covers the approaches followed 

to discover a possible role for melatonin in plants. These approaches look at its role: 

1. In reproductive development, including circadian rhythms. 

2. In cell protection. 

3. In vegetative development.  

Some of the most relevant studies on melatonin in physiological processes, including the plant species: 

a. Circadian cycle regulation 

b. Role of melatonin in reproductive development and circadian rhythms.     

c. Growth regulation and plant development 

d. Broad-spectrum antioxidant 

e. Role of melatonin in cell protection. 

f. Role of melatonin in vegetative development. 

Future Thrust 
Exploratory data on apical dominance, melatonin’s role in tropisms (photo-, geo- and others) and its relation 

with other hormones, especially ethylene, will possibly throw light on the role of melatonin in plants. The 

possible presence of specific melatonin receptors in plant cells cannot be discarded. In animals, various 
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subtypes of receptors (ML1 and ML2) have been characterized, and their genes have been sequenced. 

Another perspective is the possible interaction of melatonin with the postulated auxin receptor ABP-1 or 

with the recently identified intracellular auxin receptor TIR-1. The consideration of melatonin as an 

universal antioxidant due to its broad phylogenetic distribution is an interesting aspect that should be 

investigated specifically in plants. More physiological studies on the role of melatonin as protective agent 

against reactive oxygen/nitrogen species and other environmental contaminants is an important field to 

study. 

Conclusion 
To conclude, future studies will probably identity additional physiological processes in which melatonin is 

involved, pointing to a specific role in conjunction with other classical hormones such as auxin. Further 

research in this area could provide valuable information on the significances of plant derived dietary 

supplements (nutrition), agriculture and environment phytoremediation. 
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Abstract 
The air leaving the chamber contains - depending on product type - higher (protein rich powders) or lower 

(high-fat powders) amounts of powder. Before the drying air is discharged to atmosphere, the powder must 

be separated from the exhaust air as completely as possible, because even a small amount of powder will 

represent a noticeable economical loss and cause environmental problems. In EU and most other countries, 

the general requirement for maximum powder emission is 10 mg/Nm3. This review describes the different 

types of separation and recovery systems of various dried products like- cyclone separator, bag filter, Wet 

scrubber, CIP-able bag filter, Electrostatic precipitators and their types. 

Introduction 
The exhaust air from some old types of single stage spray dryers carries the total powder production to the 

cyclones.  However, in more modern systems partial separation of the powder from the drying air takes 

place already in the drying chamber so that the exhaust air contains much less powder. The actual amount 

depends on the product; spray dryer type and operating conditions. Factors contributing to low powder 

carry-over to cyclones are high feed total solids content, high fat content, high moisture content of the 

powder leaving the chamber, degree of agglomeration and low protein content. Under such conditions carry-

over is usually less than 10 %. On the other hand, the carry-over can be more than 50% especially for high-

protein low-lactose products dried from low total solids content feeds. The fraction of the powder carried 

over by the exhaust air is referred to as fines, as it consists of the smallest particles. 

There are various types and constructions of powder separation equipment are: 

1. Cyclone separator 

2. Bag filter 

3. Wet scrubber 

4. CIP-able bag filter  

5. Electrostatic precipitators 

6. Combinations of the above. 

Cyclone Separator 

The cyclone has some obvious advantages, such as high efficiency, if it is constructed properly, it is easily 

maintained as there are no moving parts, and, furthermore, it is easy to clean, if the construction is with a 

fully welded centre cyclone. 

The operation theory is based on a vortex motion where the centrifugal force is acting on each particle and 

therefore causes the particle to move away from the cyclone axis towards the inner cyclone wall. However, 

the movement in the radial direction is the result of two opposing forces where the centrifugal force acts to 

move the particle to the wall, while the drag force of the air acts to carry the particles into the axis. As the 

centrifugal force is predominant, a separation takes place.  

Powder and air pass tangentially into the cyclone at equal velocities. Powder and air swirl in a spiral form 

down to the base of the cyclone separating the powder out to the cyclone wall. Powder leaves the bottom of 

the cyclone via a locking device. The clean air spirals upwards along the centre axis of the cyclone and 

passes out at the top. 

The centrifugal force each particle is exposed to can be seen in this equation: 
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Where, 

C = centrifugal force  

m = mass of particle  

Vt = tangential air velocity  

r = radial distance to the wall from any given point  

From this equation it can be concluded that the higher particle mass, the better efficiency. The shorter way 

the particle has to travel the better efficiency, and the closer the particle is to the wall the better efficiency, 

because the velocity is highest and the radial distance is short.  

When designing a cyclone various key figure should be taken into account in order to obtain the highest 

efficiency. This is achieved if: 

 
In order to know a cyclone's efficiency, the following terms have to be defined:  

1. The critical particle diameter  

2. The cut sizes  

3. The overall cyclone efficiency. 

Types of cyclone separators: 

a. Single cyclone separators: They create a dual vortex to separate coarse from fine dust. The 

main vortex spirals downward and carries most of the coarser dust particles. The inner vortex 

created near the bottom of the cyclone, spirals upward and carries finer dust particles. 

 
b. Multiple cyclone separators: Also known as multiclones, consist of a number of small diameter 

cyclones, operating in parallel and having a common gas inlet and outlet. They operate on same 

principle as cyclones; creating a main downward vortex and an ascending inner vortex. Multiclones 

are more efficient than single cyclones because, they are longer and smaller in diameter. The longer 

length provides longer residence time while the smaller diameter creates greater centrifugal force. 
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Bag Filters 
Average powder loss from a normal high-efficient cyclone should not exceed 0.5% (250 mg/Nm3) when spray 

drying skim milk. However, today authorities conclude that 0.5% is too high a figure. From 2007 the EU 

requires a powder loss of <10 mg/Nm3. Final cleaning of the air is therefore necessary. This is usually done 

in bag filters consisting of numerous bags or filters arranged so that each bag receives equal quantities of 

air. The direction of the air is from outside in through the filter material to the inner part of the bag from 

where the cleaned air enters an exhaust manifold. With a correct selection of filter material high efficiencies 

can be obtained and collection of 1-micron particles is reported from the manufacturers. The collected 

powder is automatically shaken off by blowing compressed air via a Coanda venturi nozzle positioned inside 

the top part of each bag. The powder is collected at the bottom via a rotary valve. 

Wet Scrubbers 
The wet scrubber has been known for many years in the chemical industry. It is based on the venturi 

scrubber principle. When introduced in the dairy industry, it proved especially efficient, i.e., an efficiency 

very close to 100%. The droplet separator is designed according to the well-known cyclone principles, 

however with a modified outlet, resulting in a minimum liquid level, thereby minimizing bacteria growth, 

and a design reducing foam building. However, use of anti-foam agents is required, depending on the 

product being dried. The outlet air from the spray dryer containing powder particles is accelerated to a high 

velocity in the venturi inlet, where also the liquid is injected through full-cone nozzles. Due to different 

velocities between the air/particles and the liquid droplets, they will collide, and the powder will dissolve 

in the liquid droplets. Passing through the subsequent diffuser the dissolving process will continue 

simultaneously with a certain pressure recovery of the air/droplet mix.  

Two different flow systems can be used:  

a. Recirculation with water. 

b. Single-pass with milk or whey. 

CIP-Able Bag Filter 
Powder recovery from spray dryer exhaust systems for food and dairy products has in the past typically 

been done in cyclones, either alone, where environmental issues have not been in focus, or, where stricter 

requirements are enforced by the authorities, cyclones combined with wet scrubbers or textile bag filters.  

While requirements to environmental protection, energy consumption, noise level, production efficiency 

and product quality are increasing every day for the food and dairy industries, powder manufacturers have 

witnessed a development especially for powder recovery systems. The SANICIP™ CIP-able bag filter is 

replacing the cy-clones and has now reached a point where it is setting the standard for almost all dryers. 

Advantages of the SANICIP™ Filter:  

1. Low pressure loss across the bag filter and thus the entire exhaust system (i.e. reduced energy 

consumption and noise emission.) 

2. Designed for optimum air-to-cloth ratio and powder load (due to one to four bags being blown at the time)  

3. Better utilization of raw materials due to no second-grade products  

4. The scrolled air inlet offers low mechanical impact on the bags. Shaking is avoided and so is thus wear 

and tear of the bags. 
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Electrostatic Precipitators 
Electrostatic precipitation is a method of particle collection whose principle is based on electrostatic forces. 

A high voltage is applied to discharged wires, forming an electric field between them and the collecting 

plates that constitute the precipitator. As a result, the gas around these wires is ionized, being capable of 

charging the particle content of the drying air flowing around this area. Due to Columbic forces, the charged 

particles converge to the collecting plates and thus the air becomes devoid of dust. Electrostatic 

precipitators are also very efficient but seldom used taking into account the high equipment costs. They 

work on same principle as ionic air purifiers. Airborne particles receive a negative charge as they pass 

through ionized field between the electrodes. These charged particles are then attracted to a grounded or 

positively charged electrode and adhere to it. 

The collected material on the electrode material is removed by rapping or vibrating the collecting electrodes 

either continuously or at predetermined interval. Cleaning a precipitator can usually be done without 

interrupting the airflow. 

The following factors affect ESP: 

1. Larger collection surface areas and lower gas flow rates increases efficiency because of the increased 

time available for electrical activity to treat powder dust particles. 

2. An increase in the dust particle velocity to the collecting electrodes increases efficiency. The migration 

velocity can be increased by: 

a. Decreasing the gas viscosity 

b. Increasing the gas temperature 

c. Increasing the voltage field. 

Types of precipitators: 

There are two main types of precipitators: 

a. High voltage, single stage-single stage precipitators combine an ionization and collection step. 

They are commonly referred as Cottrell precipitators. 

b. Low voltage, two stage-two stage precipitators use same principle; however, the ionizing section 

is followed by collection plates. 

 

Combination of Above Systems 
A comparison of the different combinations of powder separators is given. Which one to select depends 

entirely of the product produced and how to collect product. 

 Cyclone Cyclone + Bag 

Filter 

Cyclone + Wet 

Scrubber 

SANICIPTM 

Emission 20-400 mg/Nm3  5-20 mg/Nm3  max 20 mg/Nm3  5-20 mg/Nm3  

Pressure loss 

Exhaust system 

(incl. ducts etc.)  

280 mm WG  

 

340 mm WG  

 

340 mm WG  

 

170 mm WG  
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Auxiliaries None  Compressed air  Liquid circulat- ng 

system  

Compressed air  

 Cleaning Suitable for CIP  

 

Difficult  

 

Suitable for CIP  

 

Suitable for CIP  

 

Hygroscopic 

products  

Insensitive Sensitive  

 

Insensitive  

 

Insensitive  

 

Use of separated 

product  

First grade  First and second 

grade  

Not recommended  First grade  

 

Maintenance Minimal  

 

Service of 

compressed air 

system and change 

of bags 

Minimal  

 

Service of 

compressed air 

system and change 

of bags  

Sanitary conditions  Good  Relatively good  Less good  Good  

Conclusion 
While the dairy industry is a contributor to dust emissions, it is not a significant source. The technical 

solutions have been demonstrated to reduce these emissions from powder plant. There are different 

statutory requirements in different countries which will determine the emission standard necessary. 

Furthermore, an economic assessment would be expected to accompany a decision on dust control systems, 

with relative energy costs and supply also taken into account. The selection of dust control technology is 

multi-faceted, but technology is available to reduce dust emission levels and, importantly, the finer 

particulate levels, where required. 
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Abstract 
Technological advances are gradually finding application in dairy and food products in response to one of 

the greatest challenges, which is to meet the needs of the growing population. Efforts are being made to 

replace the human operator with automated systems. Today, technology is becoming more affordable and 

smarter. It could be possible to automate many of the complex and repetitive tasks performed in the food 

and dairy industries through robotics.  

The field of robotics is both interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary as robots are incredibly complex systems 

composed of mechanical, electrical and electronic hardware and software. The dairy and food industry are 

lagging behind other industries in adopting robots due to the inherent differences in texture and shape 

between dairy and food products. Today's dairy and food industry is highly automated, from the extraction 

of raw materials to the processing and manufacture of products. The introduction of automation in the 

dairy and food industry offers great potential to improve safety, quality and profitability by optimizing 

process monitoring and control. However, there is a wide range of potential applications for robotics in the 

food and dairy industry: sorting of food products, pick-and-place operations, packaging and palletizing, 

processing of meat, fruit and vegetables, milk and dairy products, production and processing. 

Introduction 
Dairy & Food processing industries is highly labor-intensive, with sometimes labor costs at anything up to 

50% of the product cost. Improving productivity and reducing labor costs will therefore have a significant 

impact on profitability. Much of the manual work in dairy and food industry requires rapid, repetitive, and 

monotonous movement and, consequently, low levels of motivation among workers. This leads to poor 

quality control and a high incidence of industrial accidents. Automated systems are capable of performing 

their functions with greater accuracy and precision, and in less time, than humans. The application of 

robotics and automation have been successfully achieved in a wide range of manufactured industries 

dealing with well-defined processes and products (Hurd et al., 2005). However, there are particular 

research challenges associated with the use of robots in the food industries (Peters, 2010). The first is that 

the objects being handled are variable in size, shape, weight and position, so that some form of intelligent 

sensing is required. The second is that the objects to be handled are often delicate and covered with either 

slippery or viscous substances, and so the end effect or must be carefully designed if it is to handle the 

objects at high speed with secure lifting and without bruising. The third is the concern for hygiene, quality 

and consumer safety. But all the three challenges have been accepted by modern robots. 

Reasons for Automating Processes 

The purpose of automation is to increase process efficiency, safety, productivity and product quality.  

1. Need to reduce direct labor 

2. Can’t get people to do the job 

3. Need to increase quality 

4. Difficult to do the job manually 

5. Need to increase production 

6. Difficult to meet specifications consistently 

7. Need to provide flexibility in processes 

8. Hazardous to personnel 

9. Eliminates a contamination source. 
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Robot 
Robot, from the Czechoslovakian word, “robota” meaning forced labor. A robot can be defined as a 

programmable, lf-controlled device consisting of electronic, electrical, or mechanical units. More generally, 

it is a machine that functions in place of a living agent. According to British Robot specified manufacturing 

implements through variable programmed motions for the performance of specific manufacturing tasks.” 

The International Standards Organization (ISO) defines a robot as, “An automatically controlled, re-

programmable, multi-purpose, manipulative machine with several degrees of freedom, which may be either 

fixed in place or mobile for use in industrial automation applications.” 

Robotics 
Robotics is the branch of technology that deals with the design, construction, operation, and application of 

robots, as well as computer systems for their control, sensory feedback, and information processing. These 

technologies deal with automated machines that can take the place of humans in dangerous environments 

or manufacturing processes, or resemble humans in appearance, behavior, and/or cognition. 

Components of Robot 
1. Processor: The brain of the robot. It calculates the motions and the velocity of the robot’s joints 

2. Sensors: To collect information about the internal state of the robot or to communicate with the outside 

environment. 

 
Fig. Components of Robot 

3. Software: Operating system, robotic software and the collection of routines 

4. Rover or Manipulator: Main body of robot (Links, Joints, another structural element of the robot) 

5. Actuators: Muscles of the manipulators (servomotor, stepper motor, pneumatic and hydraulic cylinder) 

6. End Effecter: The part that is connected to the last joint hand of a manipulator 

7. Controller: Similar to cerebellum. It controls and coordinates the motion of the actuators. 

Robot Arm Configurations 
One method of classifying a robot is by the configuration of its work envelope. Some robots may be equipped 

for more than one configuration. Five basic configurations are identified with most of the commercially 

available industrial robots (Groover, 2008) 

1. Cartesian configuration 

2. Cylindrical configuration 

3. Polar configuration 

4. Jointed arm configuration. 

5. SCARA robots. 
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Fig.  i. Cartesian, ii. Cylindrical, iii. Polar, iv. Jointed Arm Configuration, v. SCARA robot. 

Types of Robots Used in Dairy and Food Industries 
The recent developments in the food industry, different types of robots were put into operation for several 

purposes. The old model SCARA (selective compliance assembly robot arm) robots for pick and place, spider 

robots for high-speed picking and placing of light weight objects are the recent examples of robots used in 

the industry. SCARA robots are one of the types of stationery robots also known as horizontal articulated 

arm robots, with motions same as human arm. Its reliability for fast and repeatable movements makes it 

fit for packaging palletizing, loading and unloading purposes (Brumson, 2011). Delta robots is also known 

as Parallel Link Robots are the category of modern-day robotics. Delta robots are designed for high-speed 

handling of lightweight products and offer lower maintenance due to the elimination of cable harnesses 

and absent of multiple axis. Parallel robots are deployed into many foods processing steps. Again, they offer 

high speed transfer food stuffs, primary (unpacked) or secondary (packaged) through manufacturer lines 

and a multitude of processes. 

Specifications for a Food Sector Robot 
A variety of robotic systems, developed for such sectors, are readily available from international companies, 

and are often offered as manufacturing solutions for the food industry. Any design should meet the 

guidelines for food-handling equipment (Lelieveld et al., 2007) and be ideally of stainless-steel grade AISI-

304 and construction with ingress protection rating to IP67, and all parts visible and accessible for 

inspection and manual cleaning. The standards of hygienic design required will depend on the application, 

being higher in processing poultry and fish products than in processing dry-food products, such as biscuits 

or bread. A general-purpose robot, which could potentially be used to process any type of product, should 

meet the highest standards of hygienic design. 

Application of Robotic in Dairy and Food Processing industries 
The food industry is a highly competitive manufacturing area, but with relatively little robotic involvement 

as compared to the automotive industry. This is due to the fact that food products are highly variable both 

in shape, sizes and structure which poses a major problem for the development of manipulators for its 

handling (Chua et al., 2003).  
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1. Harvesting of Fruits & Vegetables: Industrial Robot (1999) reports that, in the last 15 years, 

mechanization in farming has increased massively and the labor force has shrunk proportionately. Kondo 

et al., (1996) developed a fruit harvesting robot for use in Japanese agriculture systems which commonly 

produce crops in greenhouses and in small fields. Reed et al. (2004) developed an end-effector for the 

delicate harvesting of mushrooms. Ceres et al. (1998) designed and implemented a human aided fruit-

harvesting robot (Agri-bot). 

2. Grading of food products: The grading robot system made various effects like, labour substitution, 

objective grading operation without human subjective judgment, data accumulation for traceability and 

farming guidance to producer. System automatically picks fruit from containers and inspects all sides of 

the fruit. Grading robot’s maximum speed is 1 m/s and its stroke is about 1.2 m. It takes the robot 2.7 sec 

to transfer 12 fruits to trays, 0.4 sec to move down to the conveyor line, and 1 sec to return once fruits have 

been released, 0.15 sec are spent waiting for the next batch of fruit. The total time to complete the operation 

is 4.25 sec. One set of robots can process approximately 10,000 fruits per hour. 

3. Packaging and palletizing: Many food companies and packaging machinery manufacturers have 

successfully applied robots in a wide variety of processes in the dairy, meat, baking, confection, frozen, 

snack and even in beverage industries (Purnell, 1998). Beyond handling unwrapped products, robotic 

packaging systems have successfully been implemented in: Placing products into the in-feed buckets of 

side-loading cartons. Placing products directly into top-loading cartons. Filling the product pockets in a 

form, fill and seal machine. Creating product arrays or stacks at the in feed to a bagging operation. Loading 

and unloading a retort process. Descrambling bottles from bulk for the in-feed of filling, capping and 

labeling machines. Packing products into reusable or single-use trays.  

4. Meat processing: The potential applications of robots in the meat processing industry have been 

investigated for several years. The main aim of using an industrial robot is to reduce production costs and 

occupational injuries while improving process efficiency and hygiene. The strength of robotics, particularly 

in boning rooms where labour costs are inherently high, is in their ability to perform the required repetitive 

tasks more efficiently and consistently than is currently possible (Food Science Australia).  

5. Robotics in dairy industry: AMS are becoming increasingly important in dairy farming. AMS milking 

the cows any time without the need for a human worker to be present. Cows choose when to be milked and 

detailed data is recorded by the robot which can be accessed remotely by computer or mobile device. 

Relatively small base, robotic milking has been predicted to become increasingly common. DeKoning and 

Rodenburg, (2014) estimated that internationally there were around 5,200 AMS are operated. The world's 

first robotic rotary dairy was developed by De-Laval. The first commercial installation has been operating 

at Gala, the Dornauf farm in northern Tasmania. The first commercial rotaries will have up to 90 cow/hour 

capacity, depending on the number of robots installed. For example, the system can milk a herd of 540 cows 

three times per day or 800 cows twice per day or anything in between.  

6. Robotic Rotary Milking System (RRMS): Robotic milking is a voluntary milking system, which 

allows the cow to set her own milking schedule. In initial training period, cows are milked with limited 

human interaction. Each cow on a robotic milking platform is fitted with an electronic tag which allows the 

robot to identify her. When a cow enters, her ID tag is read and she receives a feed reward customized to 

her level of production, the robot cleans her teats, attaches the milk cups, and begins the milking processes. 

After milking is complete, the cups disconnect as each quarter finishes milking and she exits. 

7. Robotics in Cheese Manufacturing: In cheese manufacturing, robots can be employed to assist with 

handling and packaging operations. Robotic systems with vacuum grippers have been developed for 

handling wax-covered cheese rounds. Robots have developed an automated cheese curd slicing line, in 

which robot allows a large choice of automated and specific slicing tools depending on the recipe of the 

cheese being manufactured. In this robotic line includes turning of cheeses on cheese trays, loading and 

unloading of cheese trays, mixing of curdles-serum, removal of cheeses from the mold and 

packaging/palletization. 

8. Robotics in Ice-cream manufacturing: Industrial Research Ltd. has developed a robotic food 

processing system for ice cream portioning in soft serve ice creams. In soft serve ice creams, the size of the 

portion depends mainly on the opening time of the spigot and the length of time the spigot is open and the 

final shape of the serving is dependent on the distance of the cone from the outlet valve. Automation was 
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done by sensing indirectly the ice cream flow, modifying the predefined motion path and synchronization 

for the spigot opening profile to the cone movement. 

India’s First Robotic Dairy Plant 
India’s first robotic dairy plant was opened in Virar (Mumbai), by Amul Dairy, the largest food brand in 

India for milk and milk products. Built with a total investment of Rs 1.8billion, the Virar plant with an 

installed capacity of 1 million litre of milk processing per day, covers an area of 4.5 hectare and is the first 

across the globe with a fully automatic traffic management system for milk packing operations. It has a 

50,000 litre/hour integrated milk reception facility, energy conservation by utilization of hot water 

generator and water conservation through introduction of rain water harvesting system. Equipped with 

the largest ice cream manufacturing facility in the country 200,000 lit. per day. Operations such as 

conveying of crates, packed pouches from high-speed packing machines and filling of pouches in crates are 

fully automated and controlled through a centralized computer monitoring system. 

Future Challenges and Opportunities of R&D in Robotics 
A very recent trend is to apply the concept of Cyber Physical System (CPS) in dairy and food industry. 

Bridging the physical world with the virtual world, CPS is a recent multi-disciplinary research domain 

based on the concept of Internet of Thing (IoT) that finds potential to streamline end-to-end supply chain 

in food sector. CPS can play its role to achieve the highest level of certainty in food safety (Khan et al., 

2014). Food industry together with agricultural sector is listed as one of the priorities where CPS is 

anticipated to have significant impact in future. In the long-term milestone, the whole production and 

supply chain will witness communication of smart food labels so as to give in-depth insight of where exactly 

the food is coming from (Piramuthu & Zhou, 2016). Also, future CPS in emerging sectors like dairy and 

food industry will be beneficiated by cloud robotics. 

Conclusion 
Robots are primarily application of dairy and food industry are packaging and palletization, but 

applications range now widen. The future of robotics in dairy and food industry is both exciting and 

interesting. It will be interesting to see if the food industry will employ the same number of robots in the 

future as does the automotive industry at present. Hence there is immense potential of research in robotics 

for those specialized in automation, while educational institutions have an equally important role in 

imparting the advanced knowledge to keep the food industry at par with other more advanced sectors. 

Bridging the physical world with the virtual world, CPS is a recent multi-disciplinary research domain 

based on the concept of Internet of Thing (IoT) that finds potential to streamline end-to-end supply chain 

in dairy and food sectors. The serious requirement is to integrate various sorts of technology and 

engineering areas to realize competitive and innovative solutions. 
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Abstract 
Antibiotics are widely used in agriculture and their application value is as high as the number used by 

humans. The average number of antibiotics used in agriculture worldwide varies greatly from over 500,000 

tons per year. A wide range of antimicrobials, with the same chemical structure as antimicrobials used in 

human medicine, are used in animal husbandry, aquaculture and plant production. In some parts of the 

world antibiotics are used in greater quantities in animal husbandry than in humans. In crop production, 

the use of antibiotics is lower than in livestock. Widespread use of antibiotics, especially their unrestricted 

and indiscriminate use of agriculture, the current era of antibiotics is threatened by the emergence of high 

levels of antibiotic / antimicrobial resistance (AMR) of a significant pathogen. Many human viruses have 

developed resistant strains of the virus (MRSA, VRE, etc.) against antimicrobials that create a daunting 

task now of treating life-threatening illnesses that were once thought to be relatively simple. Not only 

humans but also other bacterial pathogens have developed resistance to important antibiotics such as 

streptomycin and oxytetracycline.  

Keywords: Antibiotics, Streptomycine, Oxytetracycline, Antimicrobial. 

Introduction 
Antimicrobial resistance (AMR) is an increasingly important global health problem, capable of making 

antibiotics ineffective, and ignoring treatments such as chemotherapy and organ transplants (O'Neill, 

2014). In the United Kingdom, concerns about AMR have led to significant reductions in the use of 

antibiotics in humans and animals; a 6% reduction in the total amount of antimicrobials used in human 

medicine, and a 35% reduction in the use of animal antibiotics from 2013 to 2017 (Veterinary Medicines 

Directorate, 2019). This has led to a reduction or decrease in most of the most important indicators of AMR 

(Veterinary Medicines Directorate, 2019) although certain types of allergies have developed, such as 

carbapenemase-producing organisms and Enterococcus faecium-resistant vancomycin in Scotland, as well 

as AMR. Escherichia coli and Klebsiella pneumonia in England. This resulted in an estimated 60,788 

severe AMR infections in England and 1424 drug-resistant bacteria in Scotland by 2018 (Health Protection 

Scotland, 2018, Public Health England, 2019). To date much of the work on AMR in the agricultural sector 

has focused on livestock, as animals are directly treated with antibiotics (e.g., to treat infectious diseases). 

AMR viruses (including zoonose and foodborne pathogens) and genetic predisposition can be passed on to 

consumers. However, plant extracts also represent the potential for bacteria and genes in the human 

microbiome, where international recognition appears to be relatively low. However, one health approach to 

fighting AMR should address this mode of transmission. This is particularly important when considering 

the importation of food and agricultural products from third countries, apart from the scope of UK law and 

surveys. 

This AMR risk assessment from horticulture begins with a combination of expert opinion and available 

official and informal literature on the direct use of antibiotics for plant health purposes in many countries. 

Although the direct use of antibiotics in plants may be the focus of mitigation efforts, an examination of 

the major sources of incorporation of antibiotics in plant systems is also important. This identifies feces, 

sewage and gray water as important sources of antimicrobials and provides examples of the spread of AMR 

viruses and Antiretrovirals (ARGs) in the field (as opposed to food after processing). Continuing in these 

specific sources of antimicrobials, there are many categories of widely used chemicals that can either 

combine AMR, or increase the chances of AMR mutation, and the most important examples of crop vision 
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theory are explored. The various strategies available to find both antibiotics and AMR are discussed, and 

the most effective ways to use them are highlighted. 

The term ‘antibiotic’ as used in microbiology is derived from the French word’s antibiotic and antibiotic, 

introduced by Vuillemin in the late 19th century to describe any compound that was harmful to an 

organism, especially microorganism (Vuillemin et al. 1890). Although earlier, conflicting effects between 

the microorganism were observed by Tyndall, Pasture, Koch and others and suggest that this condition 

may have some therapeutic potential (Bennett et al. 2015). The first antimicrobial drug, penicillin, was 

discovered by Sir Alexander Fleming in 1928 and was able to kill gram-positive bacteria, including 

gonorrhea, syphilis, and puerperal diseases. The term antibiotic came into use after the discovery of 

streptomycin by Selman A. Waksman, Albert Schatz and Elizabeth Bugie at the New Jersey Agricultural 

Experiment Station at The State University of New Jersey, USA (Bennett et al. 2015). 

Selman A. Waksman in 1947 gave a comprehensive description of antimicrobial drugs such as: Antibiotic 

is a chemical, produced by micro-organisms, that has the ability to inhibit growth and even destroy germs 

and other microorganisms. Antibiotic action against micro-organisms is naturally selective, some 

organisms are affected and some are not at all or to a limited extent; Each disinfectant is characterized by 

a specific antimicrobial spectrum. Selected antibiotic action is also seen against microbial vs. host cells. … 

Some antibiotics have amazing chemotherapeutic properties and can be used to control various bacterial 

infections in humans and animals (Waksman, 1947). 

Bacterial plant diseases are widespread and destructive. Bacterial infections can be very difficult to control 

because germs spread quickly, spread by wind, rain, insects, other animals, or humans, and often live inside 

plant tissues such as leaves or the vascular system. The control of infectious diseases is most effective 

through an integrated approach. These include household resistance, if detected, and the inclusion of 

bactericides, biological agents, or systemic gained resistance (SAR) inducers. It includes sanitation (i.e., 

removing diseased tissues, removing infected plants, cleaning tools) and cultural practices (i.e., increasing 

air flow, avoiding over-irrigation, avoiding field operations when the plants are wet). Among bactericides, 

antibiotics are often used to treat plants to control bacterial infections. Although antibiotics were originally 

a compound produced by microorganisms to prevent further infections, many synthetic antibiotics are now 

available. Antibiotics can be bactericidal, meaning they kill germs, or they can be bacteriostatic, which 

means they prevent the growth of germs but do not kill them. 

Antibiotics Used in Plant Agriculture 

The main antibiotics authorised for the control of bacterial plant diseases are streptomycin, 

oxytetracycline, kasugamycin, gentamicin and oxolinic acid. Of these, streptomycin and oxytetracycline are 

the most widely used (McManus et al., 2002).  

Streptomycin: Streptomycin is an aminoglycoside antibiotic that has been widely used in commercial 

agriculture in the USA since 1955 (Stockwell and Duffy, 2012), when it was widely used to control apple 

and pear fireblight (Stockwell and Duffy, 2012, Sundin, 2018). Some small uses in the USA are reported in 

floriculture, potatoes, tobacco, and other vegetable crops (Vidaver, 2002), although previous use of tomatoes 

is discontinued (Sundin, 2018). It has recently been approved for use on all 764,000 hectares of citrus in 

the USA (Jacobs, 2019). Streptomycin resistance is widespread among viral phytopathogens (Vidaver, 

2002), and the emergence of streptomycin strains of Erwinia amylovora, Pseudomonas spp., And 

Xanthomonas campestris inhibited the control of a number of important diseases (McManus 2002, Sundin 

et al al. Wang, 2018). Streptomycin is known to be registered for use in fireblight control in the USA, Israel, 

New Zealand, Canada and Mexico. Its use has also been approved for emergency outbreaks in other 

European countries (Austria, Switzerland and Germany) (Stockwell and Duffy, 2012) although it has been 

replaced by aluminum potassium sulphate in Germany since 2014 (Director-General) Health and Food 

Security., 2019). 

Oxytetracycline: Oxytetracycline is a naturally occurring antibiotic of tetracycline widely used in 

agriculture to control firelight on apples and pears. Its use began in the 1980s in response to streptomycin 

resistance in Erwinia amylovora (Sundin, 2018). In the USA it is also used to control the location of bacteria 

in the fruit stone (Prunus spp.). In Mexico and Central America, it is used to control a number of bacterial 

infections in vegetable crops. Although expensive and time consuming it can also be incorporated into palm 
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and elm tree trunks to control phytoplasmas (Stockwell and Duffy, 2012). Plant resistance to 

oxytetracycline does not appear to be an important issue (Vidaver, 2002). 

Kasugamycin: Kasugamycin is another aminoglycoside antibiotic isolated in 1965. It has been registered 

for use in plant protection recently (2015) and is used in the USA, as well as for emergency outbreaks in 

Hungary, against fireblight (Sundin, 2018, Health and Director-General of Food Security, 2019), and New 

Zealand to control kiwi canker (Question List Answer). Its development was largely due to streptomycin 

resistance. 

Gentamicin: Another aminoglycoside disinfectant registered for use in Mexico, Central and South 

America in apples and pears to control firelight, and in many vegetable plants to control diseases caused 

by Pectobacterium, Pseudomonas, Ralstonia and Xanthomonas (McManus et al., 2002, Stockwell noDuffy, 

2012). 

Oxolinic Acid: Oxolinic acid is an antimicrobial of synthetic quinolone used in Israel only to control the 

light of a fire outside and related plants, especially when fireblight is resistant to streptomycin, and is 

registered in Japan to control bacterial panicle blight blight of rice (Stockwell and Duffy, 2012). 

Streptocycline: Information from India suggests that streptocycline, a 90:10 mixture of streptomycin and 

tetracycline is recommended for use in 8 plants (Table 2) (Center for Science and Environment, 2019, 

Khullar et al., 2019). 

Regulation of Antibiotics 
It is difficult to determine which countries allow the use of antimicrobials to control plant-borne plant 

diseases. This information is not widely available online, and routes to individual countries are often 

unsuccessful. The information we have collected in this report has been obtained from a number of reports 

and papers, as well as additional information collected from a limited number of responses in our 

questionnaire. 

Reports suggest that only 30-40 countries have regulations at all, including countries where they are 

permitted (Rajashekara et al., 2019), but where the control and control of consumption is strong, the use of 

antibiotics and the presence of plant food residues is limited. 

In the UK, antibiotics, including streptomycin and oxytetracycline, have been used in the past for cosmetics 

(Young et al., 1999) but currently no antibiotics have been approved as plant protection products in the UK 

(or EU), preventing them. for their success. use to control plant diseases (Jon Winfield, Chemical 

Regulation Division, Health & Safety Executive, personal communication, January 2020). Historically, 

several EU member states have used antibiotics to control diseases in vegetable and fruit plants but this 

use has now stopped (General Consumer Policy XXIV and Consumer Health Protection, 1999, Director-

General of Health and Food Security, 2019). 

Some EU member states (Austria and Hungary) authorize their emergency use to control outbreaks, but 

the prices used are ignored and their application is strictly regulated (Stockwell and Duffy, 2012, Health 

and Food Safety Directorate-General, 2019). In some countries, although some control measures are in 

place, they are not strong and there may be conflicting recommendations for the use of antibiotics between 

different organizations (Khullar et al., 2019). 

Antibiotics Use in Agriculture 
Livestock: Antibiotics are used not only for humans but also for the treatment of individual animals with 

bacterial infections and disease prevention in herds or herds. They are also used as growth agents in animal 

husbandry, a controversial and widely used application. The use of antimicrobials as a “growth promoter” 

in livestock began accidentally in the late 1940s when tetracycline synthesis products were used as 

substitutes for chicken feed instead of vitamin B. The use of antimicrobials to improve “feed efficiency”, or 

the ability to speed up animal production, was first approved by the US Food and Drug Administration 

(FDA) in the early 1950's and this practice led to a shorter harvesting period for farmers. costs to 

consumers. According to Katherine, the activities of promoting antibiotic growth were explained by treating 

small animal diseases in a large group before they became seriously ill, thus preserving the health of the 

animals. This definition makes it difficult to distinguish between the function of growth promoters and the 

antimicrobial activity of antibiotics in animal feed. 
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Thus, the use of antibiotics in animals can be divided into three categories: 1. Treatment: An infected 

animal receives a large dose of antibiotics for a short period of time. 2. Prophylactic agents: The animal 

receives small doses of antimicrobials through food or drinking water to prevent infections, when the signs 

and symptoms of infection are not present but suspected. Here the occasional administration of antibiotics 

is done for a few days during the animal health cycle. 3. Growth promoters: The animal receives very low 

doses of antibiotics throughout the life cycle of the diet to increase growth and productivity. 

In animal husbandry, more than 63,000 tons of antibiotics were used worldwide in 2010 and half of them 

were consumed in China (23%), US (13%), Brazil (9%), India (3%) and Germany (3%). ) 4, 7. This figure is 

expected to increase by two-thirds by 2030, to 105,600 tons, to meet the nutritional needs of an estimated 

8.5 million people. Increases in project use of antibiotics in animals are highest in China followed by USA> 

Brazil> India. About 30 different classes of antimicrobials are used in livestock and most of them are also 

used in humans. By selling the top three classes used in animals are macrolides, penicillins and 

tetracyclines, each in turn for USD 500 million a year. According to Van Boeckel et al. The global annual 

dose of antibiotic intake is estimated at 172 mg / kg of pork, 148 mg / kg of poultry and 45 mg / kg of cattle. 

There are also reports of a decrease in the effectiveness of the “growth” activity of antibiotics, in the 1950s, 

using 5–10 ppm tetracycline, while 50–200 ppm is now required. There is very little difference between 

antibiotics used in animals and humans. They participate in many common classes of antibiotics and vary 

in type of antibiotics. The World Health Organization (WHO) in considering the importance of antibiotics 

as a human medicine has provided a list of antimicrobial drugs ("very important", "most important" and 

"essential") that need to be kept for human use But in the Indian poultry industry. several antibiotics, for 

non-medical reasons, are listed by the WHO. 

Aquaculture: FAO estimates that the fishing and aquaculture industry provides an estimated 110 million 

tons of fish annually, providing a total of 16.7 kg per capita of which 47% of your income comes from the 

production of marine fish. However, unexpected deaths caused by pathogenesis hamper this production 

and to address this, fish farmers often use antimicrobial compounds to treat disease. The Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) in the USA has approved the oxytetracycline, florfenicol, and antibiotics 

Sulfadimethoxine / ormetoprim for aquaculture. Karunasagar et al. reports the use of cotrimoxazole, 

chloramphenicol, streptomycin, erythromycin as antimicrobials in India aquatic fish. Antimicrobials are 

delivered to fish by specialized feed mixtures, but the fish do not successfully produce these controlled 

antibiotics and later transmit most of them to the surrounding feces. It is estimated that about 75 percent 

of the antimicrobials fed to fish are released into the water. Burridge et al. reported that the level of 

antimicrobials used in aquaculture varies widely between countries. According to previous estimates, in 

1994 about 500-600 tons of antimicrobials were used in the production of shrimp in Thailand. In accordance 

with the National Residue Control Plan (NRCP), a report by the Export Inspection Council of India, India 

applied for a total tolerance to chloramphenicol, nitrofuran metabolites and nitroimidazole antibiotics and 

listed them as Group 4 compounds. -MRPL (Minimum Required Performance Limit) of 0.3, 1.0 and 1.0 3.0 

ppb, respectively. The NRCP also included MRL (large residual limit) of quinolones, tetracyclines, 

antibiotics sulfonamides in Group B products. inhibited antibiotics and pharmaceutical substances for use 

in aquaculture and are: chloramphenicol; nitrofuran which includes furazolidone, nitrofurazone, 

furaltadone, nitrofurantoin, furylfuramide, nituratel, nifursoxime, nifurprazine and all derivatives; 

neomycin, nalidixic acid; sulphamethoxazole; aristolochia spp and its preparations; chloroform; 

chlorprpmazine; colchicine; dapsone; dimetridazole; metronidazole; ronidazole; ipronidazole; some 

nitroimidazole; clenbuterol; diethylstilbestrol; sulfonamides (with the exception of the approved 

sulfadimethoxine, sulfabromomethazine and sulfaethoxyrphyidazine); floroquinolones and glycopeptides. 

Crop Protection: Through plant protection use, streptomycin was the first antimicrobial drug registered 

in the United States in 1959 and according to McManus et al. in the United States, the use of antimicrobials 

in police protection is less than 0.5% of antimicrobial use and is widely used to control burns of 

pomegranates, caused by enterobacterium Erwinia amylovora. The first antimicrobial drug selected to 

protect plants is Japanese blasticidin S. Blasticidin S was isolated from the traditional filters of 

Streptomyces griseochrogenes and used as a therapeutic agent against rice rashes. The effective treatment 

of blasticidin S-flavored rice encouraged further research on pesticides and led to the development of 

commercially available pesticides such as kasugamycin, validamycins etc. Aureofungin is a hepatitis ne 

antibiotic and is extracted from Streptomyces cinnamoseous var. terricola. It is a comprehensive spectrum 
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systemic fungicide, effective against many types of fungi. In India it is registered against gummosis in 

citrus. 

The anti-systemic fungicidal antibiotic is validamycin which is highly resistant to soil-based diseases and 

is used to control Rhizoctonia solan rice, potatoes, vegetables, etc. Validamycin is isolated from the 

fermentation of Streptomyces hygroscopicus var. limoneus. Antibiotic origin antibiotics include strobilurins 

and odemansins. They are produced by many species of fungi, most notably Basidiomycetes, but a few 

strobilurins are also produced by Ascomycete Bolinea lutea. Most of these fungi grow on rotting wood. In 

contrast, myxothiazols are produced by a variety of myxobacteria (so-called by-products). A total of 16 

strobilurins, four oudemansins and 34 myxothiazols were known. 

Strobilurin fungicides inhibit mitochondrial respiration by disrupting the activity of the Cytochrom bc1 

complex. Currently commercially available strobilurins are azoxystrobin, picoxystrobin, pyraclostrobin, 

kresoxim-methyl, etc. In India without streptomycin, the antibiotic tetracycline has been registered against 

a number of plant diseases. The antibiotic aminoglycoside, Gentamicin is used in Mexico and Central 

America to control various bacterial infections of vegetable plants caused by the varieties Pectobacterium, 

Pseudomonas, Ralstonia, and Xanthomonas. Gentamicin has the same mechanism of action as 

streptomycin that inhibits protein formation by binding to the ribosome of bacteria. 

But unlike streptomycin, gentamicin binds to several sites in the ribosome thus preventing the virus from 

resisting rapid generation. Oxolinic acid, a synthetic quinolone antibiotic, is used only in Israel to control 

the burning of pears and related plants, especially in areas where E. amylovora is resistant to streptomycin. 

Oxolinic acid is also registered in Japan to control bacterial panicle blight, which is caused by Burkholderia 

glumae. In the production of rice, seeds and crops during panicle emergence or flowering it is treated with 

oxolinic acid. Oxolinic acid inhibits DNA replication and consequently bacterial growth. 

Crops and Diseases: Antibiotics are used primarily to control bacterial infections in plants. Far and far 

the main use of antibiotics is in the presence of fire on the pome fruit (apples and pears) caused by the 

bacterium Erwinia amylovora (Stockwell and Duffy, 2012, Rajashekara et al., 2019). This was a key driver 

in the development of the use of antibiotics as plant protection products and has remained so to this day. 

In the USA, 90% of all streptomycin used in horticulture is for fire control. 

More recently (in 2019) and possibly more importantly over the full use of antimicrobials in the USA, the 

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has approved oxytetracycline and streptomycin for general use in 

citrus trees to control citrus infections., especially citrus greening. Previous authorization (2016) was for 

emergencies only (Donley, 2019, Jacobs, 2019). Given the extent and severity of the disease, as well as the 

number of crops in southern orange-growing countries, this increase in orange consumption leads to a 

predictable increase in pesticide production from 70,000 kg (currently), to 510,000 to 900,000. kg per year 

(Rajashekara et al., 2019). 

Compared to these two conditions, some plant uses are relatively small, although our research reveals that 

in various countries around the world, antibiotics have been approved or recommended for use in a variety 

of fruit and vegetable crops. 

Records show that antibiotics are used (and approved) to control plant pathogens in various countries, 

although reports indicate widespread use of a wide range of plants (especially vegetables). This 

unauthorized use has been classified as abuse. Infectious diseases of plants reported to be controlled by 

antibiotics are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1. Plant bacterial diseases reportedly being controlled by antibiotics (S = Streptomycin, 

O = Oxytetracycline, K = Kasugamycin, OA = Oxolinic acid, G = Gentamycin, SC = 

Streptocycline). 

Plant Diseases Antibiotics Used 

Potato Blackleg (Pectobacterium atrosepticum) 

Bacterial wilt (Ralstonia solanacearum) 

Soft rot (Pectobacterium) 

O, G, SC 

Tomato Bacterial canker (Clavibacter michiganensis pv 

michiganensis)  

O, G, SC 
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Bacterial speck (Pseudomonas syringae pv tomato) 

Bacterial spot (X. campestris pv vesicatoria) 

Agave Heart rot (Erwinia species)  G 

Cabbage Bacterial black rot (X. campestris pv. campestris) G 

Capsicum Bacterial spot (X. campestris pv vesicatoria) S, K, G 

Watermelon Black rot (Xanthomonas species) G 

Stone fruit (Prunus) Bacterial spot and canker (X. arboricola pv. pruni) 

Bacterial blast (Pseudomonas syringae) 

S, O 

Cauliflower and 

broccoli 

Bacterial soft rot (Erwinia species) G 

Rice Bacterial panicle blight (Burkholderia glumae) Bacterial 

leaf blight (X. oryzae pv. oryzae) 

OA, SC 

Pome fruit (apples 

and pears) and 

ornamentals 

Fireblight (Erwinia amylovora) S, O, K, G, OA, SC 

Kiwi fruit Kiwi canker (Pseudomonas syringae pv. actinidiae) S, K 

Bean Halo blight SC 

Citrus Citrus greening disease (Candidatus Liberibacter spp) 

Citrus canker (Xanthomonas axonopodis pv. citri) 

S, SC 

Tobacco Wildfire (Pseudomonas syringae pv. tabaci S, SC 

Farming Practice 
Many applications of antibiotics are used in spraying in orchards (Vidaver, 2002). Antibiotics used in plant 

protection are usually formulated as powders with active ingredients between 17% and 20%. Antibiotics 

are dissolved or suspended in water to mix between 50 and 300 ppm and sprayed as a small mist on the 

vulnerable part of the plant. Because of their cost, their use is usually limited to high value plants such as 

fruit trees, vegetables and ornamental materials (McManus et al., 2002). 

For some applications, spray time can be critical. For example, in the case of lighting fires, the disinfectant 

only works during flowering, when the bacteria are spread from temperatures above wintering to open 

flowers with bees, wind or rain. Once the bacterium has migrated from the flower tissue into the stems and 

branches, causing it to wither and die, the lethal drug no longer works. 

The sprays are usually used every five days as the antibiotic stays active for less than a week. However, 

the need for sprays also depends on the weather. If temperatures during flowering are too low to support 

pathogen development, there is no need to spray and in countries like the US, the wise use of disease risk 

models has significantly reduced the number of sprays and the amount of antibiotics used. 

A recent FAO report stated that “in countries where the laws and regulations of antibiotics are strict, the 

use of antibiotics and their residues in plant foods is extremely low. However, for LMICs, the quantity and 

type of antimicrobials used in agricultural applications are undocumented - a problem compounded by the 

challenges of accessing quality-based antimicrobials, including the growing industry of counterfeit and 

substandard products” (FAO Antimicrobial Resistance Working Group, 2018). In most LMICs there is little 

if there is effective control, control and monitoring of antibiotic use. 

Conclusion 
A good number of clinically important antibiotics are being used for agricultural purpose and the applied 

quantity reaches to thousand tons in some country. Indiscriminate and over use of these antibiotics in 

agriculture, especially in animal husbandry and aquaculture has caused great treat to the normal human 

health. Because of development of antibiotic resistant microbes, now days many human infections, which 

are previously thought easy, are difficult to treat. The effect is global and very little awareness has 

developed in developing countries. Not only human pathogen, several plant pathogenic bacteria has also 

developed resistance against antibiotics. To control their overuse in agriculture more awareness should 

reach to the end users and a strict regulation policy is needed. 
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Storage of flowers is a vital practice in post-harvest management of flowers. It results in orderly marketing, 

reduced retailer’s hazards resulting from unforeseen decline for demand, anticipating holidays, improved 

production efficiency, saving energy and making possible long-term shipment.  

Important factors which determine the storage life of the flowers are quality of the flower to be stored, 

stage of harvest, temperature and relative humidity during storage, light, ethylene production and 

pathogens. The flowers to be stored should be of good quality. Flowers should be free from any physical 

injury and incidence of pests or diseases. The injured and diseased tissues are potential sources of ethylene 

and are also highly prone to infection with pathogens. The flowers must be cut at an optimum harvest 

maturity. Some flowers like gladiolus, roses, lilies, narcissus and irises can be stored at bud stage as buds 

of these flowers possess the ability to open after storage. 

Temperature management during storage is an important component which determines subsequent vase 

life of flowers. Temperature fluctuations in the cold room should be avoided. Relative humidity inside the 

cold room should preferably be kept high (90-95%). Low relative humidity causes excessive water loss from 

the flowers thereby stimulating their desiccation. Cold rooms should be kept clean to prevent the spread of 

pathogens as well as ethylene accumulation by the decaying plant tissues and microbes. 

The storage of flowers is done by different methods including cold storage (wet and dry cold storage), 

controlled atmospheric storage, modified atmospheric storage, low pressure storage, etc. 

Cold Storage 
Cold storage is the common method of storing cut flowers. Flowers should be harvested at the optimal stage 

of development, should be pre-treated with an appropriate floral preservative and pre-cooled for fast 

packing. Low temperature treatment during storage or shipment period reduces the entire metabolism in 

the tissue and slows down the respiration.  

It is necessary to maintain a stable and uniform temperature during storage. In general, temperate flowers 

(Rose, Carnation) are stored at 0-1C whereas subtropical (gladiolus, jasmines, proteas and gloriosa etc) at 

4-7C and tropical flowers (Anthurium, Cattleya, Vanda, Euphorbia) are stored at 7-15C. In cold storage, 

flowers can be stored dry or wet, depending upon the requirement. 

Wet Storage 

In wet storage, flowers are stored with their base dipped in water or preservative solution for a short time. 

During wet storage, flowers are kept at 3-4C temperature slightly higher than that used for dry storage. 

The lower-most leaves are removed from the stems in order to avoid wetting and subsequent decay. The 

vase water may get infected by fungi, bacteria and yeast and can cause plugging of cut stem. So, water 

disinfection with sodium hypochlorite should be practiced in time. 

Table 1: Wet storage temperature (Singh et al., 2013): 

Flowers Temperature (C) 

Anthurium 13 

Carnation 4 

Chrysanthemum 4 

Gladiolus 4 

Gerbera 4 

Rose 2-5 
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Dry Storage 
Dry storage method is used for long term storage. In this method, fresh flowers are harvested in the 

morning, graded and sealed in plastic sleeves/ bags or boxes to prevent the loss of moisture. Prior to storage, 

flowers may be pulsed with floral preservatives containing sugar, anti-microbial and anti-ethylene 

compounds.  

Before packing in polythene sacks or boxes these should be lined with butter paper bag or newspaper. 

Flowers should be wrapped in soft paper to absorb condensed moisture appearing on the bloom. 

Table 2: Dry storage temperature (Singh & Arora, 1995): 

Flowers Temperature (C) 

Carnation 0-1 

Chrysanthemum 1 

Gladiolus 4 

Gerbera 2 

Rose 0.5-2 

Controlled Atmospheric Storage (CA) 
The principles of controlled atmosphere storage for cut flowers are based on the close regulation of three 

parameters viz. temperature, oxygen and carbon dioxide. It extends storage life due to inhibited ethylene 

production and action, by elevated concentration. Nitrogen enrichment storages have promising result in 

daffodils and roses (100% N2 and 99% N2 + 0.5-1% O2 respectively.  

The use of CA did not pick unexpectidiously in floriculture industry due to high cost of application and 

inconvenient handling of various cut flowers. This includes the: 

1. Accumulation of ethylene. 

2. Increase of CO2. 

3. Decrease of O2.  

Higher concentration of CO2 at CA storage controls disease infections in carnation, daffodils and 

Anthurium. 

Modified Atmospheric Storage (MA) 
MA storage is a less preferred storage technique in which the flowers are packed in sealed bags which leads 

to reduction in O2 and increase in CO2 levels due to respiration of the tissue. This increased level of CO2 

reduces the biosynthesis of ethylene and hence increases the flower longevity. It is a cost-effective method 

of flower storage as no special atmospheric conditions are required in this method of storage. 

Low Pressure Storage (LPS) /Hypobaric Storage 
In this storage method, flowers are stored under reduced pressure, low temperature and cooled moist air. 

In LPS, gaseous substances like CO2 and ethylene produced by flowers through stomata and intercellular 

spaces much quicker under low pressure than at normal pressure. The desirable effect of LPS is attributed 

to the reduction of ethylene production at low O2 levels and other volatile compounds. Various reports have 

indicated that LPS of 40-60 mm Hg pressure is helpful in prolonging vase life of cut flowers. Cut roses at 

180-210 mm Hg pressure can be stored up to 3 weeks with retention of 63% of the original vase life. 

Table 3: Cold Storage conditions for exotic cut flowers (Lutz and Hardenburg, 1968): 

Cut flowers Temperature (C) Relative humidity (%) Duration range (days) 

Alstroemeria 0-4 90-95 6-10 

Anthurium 12.5-15.5 90-95 3-10 

Carnation 0-7 90-95 3-42 

Chrysanthemum -0.5-8 90-95 7-42 

Cymbidium -0.5-4 90-95 7-14 

Gerbera 1.5-4.5 90-95 2-14 

Gladiolus 0.5-10 90-95 6-8 

Lilium 0-0.5 90-95 4-28 

Narcissus 0-2 90-95 7-21 
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Rose 0-5 90-98 4-14 

Tropical Orchids 15 90-95 7-28 

Tulip -0.5-2 85-95 3-42 

Conclusion 
The major cause of post-harvest loss is availability of poor infrastructure for post-harvest management 

(PHM) and processing of commodities. These losses can only be minimized by proper handling, packaging, 

storage, marketing and processing of flowers. the flowers should be harvested at optimum maturity stage 

and after harvest the cut flowers should be kept in water immediately to avoid air embolism, and should 

be taken to packaging house using cold chain facility. The loose flower should be harvested and immediately 

should bring to shade to avoid water and weight loss. 
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Summary 
The potential yield of agricultural and horticultural crops is affected by various kinds of biotic and abiotic 

stress factors which can reduce the quantity and quality of crop production. Roughly, direct yield losses 

caused by pathogens, animals, and weeds, are altogether responsible for losses ranging between 20 and 40 

% of global agricultural productivity.  Farmers use excessive chemical compound to protect their crops from 

diseases. It not only increases the cost of production, but also increase the danger of toxic residue in 

agricultural products. Disease control could be more efficient if disease can be identified timely in the field 

and treated locally. For efficient control of disease, we need information from the field as early and 

accurately as possible. With modern technological advancements, it is now possible to gather all the 

information at right time with more accuracy. Remote sensing technology is one of them which can provide 

information on distribution of diseases over a large area with relatively low cost. 

Introduction 

India has a basically agro based economy. But in some cases, production is not as expectation. There are so 

many reasons of down fall of production. Among those plant diseases can cause huge damage to the crop. 

Roughly, direct yield losses caused by pathogens, animals, and weeds, are altogether responsible for losses 

ranging between 20 and 40 % of global agricultural productivity (Oerke,1994). So, it is very important to 

control or manage plant diseases. The most important tactic for control or management of plant diseases 

its identification. The most common and conventional method we generally use is manual field survey. The 

traditional ground-based survey method requires high labor cost and produces low efficiency. To overcome 

those constrains now a days a new science called remote sensing is in use. Remote sensing is the art and 

science of acquiring information about some property of an object, area or phenomena which is not in 

physical contact with the objects or area under investigation (Berhane, 2016). The most common example 

of remote sensing is our eyes, with which we can see any object without touching.  

Fortunately, remote sensing technology can provide spatial distribution information of diseases and pests 

over a large area with relatively low cost. Remote sensing, today, incorporates new technologies that 

provide increasingly efficient, complete, accurate, and timely information. These new technologies, together 

with historical photographs, provide the information as a practical management tool for site specific 

management of crops (Acharya and Thapa,2015). 

Remote Sensing Applications in Plant Pathology 
1. Early detection and identification of diseases. 

2. Locating the pathogen distribution and intensity.  

3. Monitoring condition favourable for pathogen. 

4. Mapping of geographical distribution of disease along with GIS. 

5. Resistance screening. 

How Remote Sensing Detect Plant Diseases? 
Remote sensing technique is basically based on reflectance behaviour of object, so it is very important to 

know about reflectance behaviour of plant. 

In disease plant due to presence of pathogen some changes like Changes in pigmentation, chemical 

composition, water uptake and gas exchange, structural and textural differences are seen. For example, 

due to presence of powdery mildew changes occur on leaf surface, structure, and chlorophyll content. 
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Variation in the spectral reflectance helps in identification of affected crops from the normal plants 

(Falkenberg et al.,2007). 

Sensors for Plant Disease Detection 
RGB-imaging sensor: Digital photographic images are important tools in plant pathology for assessing 

plant health. Digital cameras are easy to handle and are a simple source of RGB (red, green, and blue). 

Digital images use for disease detection, identification, and quantification. The technical parameters of 

these simple, handheld devices such as the light sensitivity of the photo sensor, spatial resolution, or optical 

and digital focus have improved significantly every year. RGB sensors are used on every scale of resolution 

for monitoring plants during the growing season (Konanz et al., 2014). 

Multi- and hyperspectral reflectance sensors: Spectral sensors are generally categorized based on the 

spectral resolution (i.e., the number and width of measured wavebands), on their spatial scale, and on the 

type of detector, (i.e., imaging or nonimaging sensor systems). Multispectral sensors were the first spectral 

sensors invented. These sensors typically assess the spectral information of objects in several relatively 

broad wavebands. Multispectral imaging cameras may provide data, for instance, in the R, G, and B 

wavebands and in an additional near-infrared b and hyperspectral sensor provide information in narrow 

bands and at wave length ranges 350 to 25000 nm (Iackburn et al.,2007). 

Thermal sensors: Infrared thermography (IRT) assesses plant temperature and is correlated with plant 

water status, the microclimate in crop stands and with changes in transpiration due to early infections by 

plant pathogens. Emitted infrared radiation in the thermal infrared range from 8 to 12 μm can be detected 

by thermographic and infrared cameras. The leaf temperature has a close correlation to the plant 

transpiration which is affected by a diversity of pathogens in different ways. Whereas many foliar 

pathogens, such as leaf spots or rusts, induce local and well-defined changes, impairment by root pathogens 

(e.g., Rhizoctonia solani or Pythium spp.) or systemic infections (e.g., Fusarium spp.) often influences the 

transpiration rate and the water flow of the entire plant or plant organs. In the plant-pathosystem for apple 

and V. inaequalis, thermography was also able to visualize the spatial colonization of apple tissues by the 

pathogen over and beyond visible symptoms (Mahlein et al.,2015). 

Fluorescence imaging sensor: This method has been used to study differences in the photosynthetic 

activity caused by biotic and abiotic stresses over the leaf area. Combining fluorescence imaging with image 

analysis techniques has been shown to be useful for discrimination and quantification of fungal infections 

(Konanz et al. 2014). 

Conclusion 
Forecasting with the help of remote sensing for insect pests and diseases in Agro-ecosystem provides 

opportunity to inform farmers about possible outbreaks for preparedness and taking timely action for 

management practices. This will lower the cost of production and reduces the crop losses due to diseases. 
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Water apple botanically known as Syzgium Samarangense is a species of flowering plant in the family 

Myrtaceae and grows up to a height of 3 to 10 meters. With a coarse tough deep-brown bark supporting 

widespread branches, the leaves of this tree have a prominent sheen and are long and narrow. It is not 

actually an apple, it is a tropical fruit that the water apple plants naturally thrive in wet and humid 

climatic conditions, where the soil has rich moisture content. Its native environments include tropical 

South-East Asian countries namely Malaysia, Indonesia, Philippines, India and Sri Lanka. Due to its 

amazing advantages for enhancing overall health, they are also acclimatised and cultivated in temperate 

environments of Florida and California in the United States, as well as in southern regions of Australia. 

This plant blossoms in the summer months of May through August, with pale green, cream and white 

flowers in full bloom from august through November, upon developing, the fruits are creamy-green in colour 

(green water apple) and turn a bright pinkish-red once completely ripened (water apple or rose apple). The 

ripe water apple fruits are bell-shaped, have deep red coloured skin on the outside encompassing a white, 

juicy flesh within. They ooze a mildly pleasant aroma and usually have one or two seeds in the interior. 

 

Other Names 

The flesh inside will be white or pink, and generally somewhat sweet. Some varieties can be tart, 

though. The flavour is very “mild”. Depending on the variety, the flesh can be crisp or soft, juicy or 

dry. Because of the faint flavour, if the flesh is juicy, it sometimes just gets described as “watery”, and hence 

once of its names in English. Owing to this watery characteristic, it’s considered a good thirst-quencher. 

Although bearing the common name rose apple and appearing similar to an elongated apple on the outside, 

these nutritious fruits do not resemble the rose or the apple in terms of fragrance, taste and texture. These 

luscious water apple fruits have an intrinsically crunchy texture and are quite sweet in taste when ripe. 

However, the unripe green water apple possesses a characteristically astringent flavour and hence is ideal 

for use in the preparation of juices, shakes and jams. 

1. Bell fruit. 

2. Java apple. 

3. Wax apple. 

4. Rose apple 

5. Jamaican apple. 

6. Apple chamba 
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7. Love apple. 

 

Nutritive Value 
Sl. No Nutrients Amount Daily value (%) 

1 Ash 0.4g - 

2 Water 93g - 

3 Energy 25kcal - 

4 Carbohydrates 5.7g 2% 

5 Protein 0.6g 3% 

6 Fat 0.3g 0% 

7 Calcium 29mg 2% 

8 Iron 0.1mg 1% 

9 Potassium 123mg 3% 

* The % Daily Value (DV) tells you how much a nutrient in a serving of food contribute to a daily 

diet. 2000 calories a day is used for general nutrition advice. 

The nutritional profile of water apple fruits, also commonly called rose apple, is quite impressive, with 

plenty of beneficial elements. They comprise immense levels of vitamin C, vitamin B1, vitamin A, which 

guarantee optimal immunity, instant energy and enhanced eyesight. Significant quantities of vital trace 

minerals such as iron, calcium, magnesium, manganese, potassium contribute towards increased red blood 

cell synthesis, strong, reinforced bones and joints, as well as alleviation of muscle cramps. 

Moreover, these luscious fruits are loaded with hydrating constituents, proteins, dietary fibers are low in 

saturated fats, calories, with zero cholesterol, making it easy to include in any weight loss diet. With a 

treasure trove of anti-inflammatory and antioxidant compounds, namely flavonoids, tannins, carotenoids, 

besides selenium and zinc, water apple uplifts skin appearance, promotes hair growth, lowers the risk of 

cancer, diabetes, cardiac problems and neurodegenerative disorders. 
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Health Benefits 
1. Fights Free Radical Damage: Water apple is rich in Vitamin C and other phenolic compounds called 

flavonoids. These prevent the damage of cells due to free radicals, pollutants and toxic chemicals which 

lead to the health ailments such as heart disease, cancer and arthritis. Free radicals are developed in the 

body when the body gets exposed to the radiation, tobacco or smoke and during the process of breaking 

down of food. The antioxidant property of water apples effectively combats toxins in the body. 

2. Bolsters Immune Function: Vitamin C enhances the white blood cells production and also assists in 

the functioning. As Vitamin C is an antioxidant, it eliminates the oxidative damage and enhances the 

smooth functioning. Vitamin C effectively boosts the immune system to counteract the colds. 

 

3. Reduced Risk of Stroke: The negligible amounts of sodium and cholesterol in the water apple lowers 

the chances of stroke and health ailments such as inflammation, oxidative damage, cardiac 

health, atherosclerosis, blood pressure and endothelial health. The development of plaque in the body 

results in the stroke or heart attack which could be reduced with the Vitamin C. 

4. Boosts Good HDL Cholesterol: Water apple is the source of Niacin which 

regulates cholesterol synthesis in the system. Niacin enhances the good HDL cholesterol levels and reduces 

the amounts of harmful triglycerides and bad LDL cholesterol in blood. 

5. Improves Metabolism: Consuming water apples in routine diet helps to speed up the assimilation of 

carbohydrates, fats and proteins in food, by acting as a catalyst to enzymes in biochemical processes. This 

in turn promotes proper appetite and metabolism and helps maintain optimal body weight. 

6. Prevents Constipation: Dietary fiber in water apple supports the digestive system in the material 

movement and adds bulk to the stool which is helpful for those having the irregular bowel function 

or constipation. It supports in healthy weight and reduces the chances of heart disease and diabetes. 

7. Heals Muscle Cramps: Water apple possess adequate amounts of potassium and water. It enhances 

the strength of muscles and reduces the muscle cramps often caused due to the low levels of potassium, 

sodium and dehydration. 

8. Hydrates the Body: The abundant water content in water apples makes them a perfect way to quench 

thirst and cool the body during peak summer, when people are often dehydrated. The fruit can be consumed 

as such or squeezed into a juice, chilled and sipped, to ensure adequate water supply and for electrolyte 

replenishment in the body cells. 

9. Pregnant women care: The amount of blood transported within the system in pregnant women is 

increased as they have to meet the nutritional requirements of the developing baby in the womb as well. It 

helps to control low blood pressure or hypotension and also hydrates the body, assisting in managing 

frequent episodes of nausea and dizziness.  

Water apple contains essential minerals and vitamins such as Vitamin A and iron, that are crucial for 

pregnant women due to their increased nutrient needs and to deal with symptoms of discomfort. Also, the 

leaves possess analgesic activity and help to relieve pain and soreness in a woman post childbirth. 

Furthermore, during pregnancy, there are inevitable health conditions such as fainting and vomiting which 

can cause dehydration during pregnancy; water apples help to keep them hydrated. 

https://www.netmeds.com/health-library/post/foods-to-boost-your-immune-system?utm_source=Blog-Post&utm_medium=Post&utm_campaign=NMSBlogPost
https://www.netmeds.com/health-library/post/atherosclerosis-causes-symptoms-and-treatment?utm_source=Blog-Post&utm_medium=Post&utm_campaign=NMSBlogPost
https://www.netmeds.com/health-library/post/heart-attack-and-the-hidden-secrets-for-survival?utm_source=Blog-Post&utm_medium=Post&utm_campaign=NMSBlogPost
https://www.netmeds.com/health-library/post/cholesterol-is-it-good-or-bad?utm_source=Blog-Post&utm_medium=Post&utm_campaign=NMSBlogPost
https://www.netmeds.com/prescriptions/high-cholesterol?utm_source=Blog-Post&utm_medium=Post&utm_campaign=NMSBlogPost
https://www.netmeds.com/health-library/post/6-ways-to-boost-your-metabolism?utm_source=Blog-Post&utm_medium=Post&utm_campaign=NMSBlogPost
https://www.netmeds.com/health-library/post/constipation-signs-symptoms-and-treatment?utm_source=Blog-Post&utm_medium=Post&utm_campaign=NMSBlogPost
https://www.netmeds.com/health-library/post/5-amazing-foods-to-cure-muscle-cramps-infographic?utm_source=Blog-Post&utm_medium=Post&utm_campaign=NMSBlogPost
https://www.netmeds.com/health-library/post/hypotension-causes-symptoms-and-treatment?utm_source=Blog-Post&utm_medium=Post&utm_campaign=NMSBlogPost
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Recipe 
Refreshing summer water apple juice  

Ingredients:  

Water apple: 1 cup 

Sugar: 2 - 3 tbsps. 

Water: 1 ½ cups  

Ginger juice: 1 tbsp. 

Lemon: 1 tbsp. 

 

Procedure:  

a. Wash the water apples thoroughly and remove the seeds while cutting into pieces 

b. Add sugar, lemon juice and ginger juice 

c. Blend together and strain the juice 

d. Add ice cubes and serve chilled. 

Note: Add any food colour to the juice, to enhance its appearance. 
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Introduction 

The analysis of foods and food components is essential for various reasons, such as to safeguard the quality 

of commercial food products. Food analysis deals with a broad spectrum of dietary components, from 

inorganic ions to proteins. These components can be found in minimal concentrations inside a complicated 

sample matrix, further complicating matters. These components might appear at just trace levels inside a 

complex sample matrix. As a result, food scientists need cost-effective and straightforward analytical 

procedures that are highly selective and sensitive. 

The capillary electrophoresis technique is used to separate and occasionally used to purify macromolecules 

- especially proteins and nucleic acids - that differ in size, charge, or conformation. Capillary electrophoresis 

is an analytical technique based on the migration of charged molecules dissolved in an electrolyte solution 

inside a capillary that separates ions based on their electrophoretic mobility when high voltage is applied. 

The analytes migration rate is proportionate to the applied voltage / electric field; as the field strength 

increases, mobility also increases. Only the electric field influences cations and anions, while neutral 

species are unaffected. When two ions are of the same size, the one with the higher charge moves faster. 

Because the smaller particle has less friction and a higher migration rate for ions of the same charge, this 

approach is simple, inexpensive, and sensitive 

Instrument Set-Up 
A high-voltage power supply, a sample entrance system, a capillary tube, a detector, an output device, and 

a temperature control component are all part of a conventional capillary electrophoresis system. Because 

analyte separation is dependent on electrophoretic mobility, the viscosity of the solutions decreases as the 

column temperature rises. An electrode is attached on either side of the high voltage power supply. By 

producing an electric field, these electrodes help to induce the migration of the sample from the anode (+ 

ve end) to the cathode (- ve end) via the capillary tube. The capillary is made of fused silica and occasionally 

has a polyimide covering. Both sides of the capillary tube are dipped in a vial containing the electrode and 

an electrolytic solution, or aqueous buffer. Before the sample is introduced to the column, the capillary 

must be saturated or cleaned with the appropriate buffer solution. A tiny window at the cathodic end of the 

capillary detects the absorption of UV-VIS light that passes through the analyte. A photomultiplier tube is 

also connected to the capillary's cathode end, enabling the generation of a mass spectrum and calculating 

the ionic species' mass to charge ratio. 

Theory 
Electrophoretic mobility (EM): Electrophoresis is the process of moving sample ions under the influence 

of an applied voltage. The product of an ion's net charge and the strength of the electric field determines 

the force exerted on it. A drag force equal to the product of f, the translational friction coefficient, and the 

velocity also affects it. The migration of ionic species will be accelerated by high voltage. Electrophoretic 

mobility can be calculated as follows: 

μEP= q/ f = q/6 πηr 

Where q is the effective charge of the solute; η is the viscosity of the electrolyte solution; r is the Stoke’s 

radius of the solute. 
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Instrumental Set-up 

Electro-Osmotic Flow (EOF) 
The application of high-voltage to an electrolyte-filled capillary causes EOF. EOF develops only when the 

buffer greater than pH 3 runs through the uncoated silica capillary; the Silenol (SiOH) groups present in 

the inner wall of the capillary will ionize to become SiO ions. As a result, electroosmotic flow occurs from 

the anode to the cathode. The negative charged inner wall develops a double layer of cations attracted to 

it. As a result of the applied electric field, the free cations travel toward the cathode, resulting in a strong 

bulk flow. 

CE Types 
Capillary electro separation can be accomplished using six different techniques: Capillary Zone 

Electrophoresis (CZE), Capillary Gel Electrophoresis (CGE), Micellar Electrokinetic Capillary 

Chromatography (MEKC), Capillary Electro Chromatography (CEC), Capillary Isoelectric Focusing 

(CIEF), and Capillary Isotachophoresis (CITP). CZE, also known as free solution capillary electrophoresis, 

is the most extensively utilized of the six procedures. 

In CZE, the separation is based on variations in electrophoretic mobility, which is relative to molecule 

charge and inversely related to solvent viscosity and atom radius. The electrophoretic mobility and the 

electric field's size are directly proportional to the ion's movement velocity. So, individual components from 

a mixture solution can be easily separated. 

In CGE, separation occurs based on charge to mass ratio within a capillary packed with a gel that functions 

as a molecular sieve. The smaller molecules travel more readily and faster across the gel's network than 

bigger molecules. Thus, the molecules with equal charge-to-mass ratios are segregated by molecular size. 

CGE is used to separate different proteins, DNA fragments, and biological macromolecules with 

comparable charge-to-mass ratios. 

MEKC is considered a fusion technique between electrophoresis and chromatography. In MEKC, the 

separation occurs in an electrolytic solution containing a surfactant at a concentration greater than the 

critical micellar concentration (CMC). According to the solute's partition coefficient, the solute molecules 

are distributed between the aqueous buffer and the pseudo-stationary phase composed of micelles. This 

technique helps separate neutral and charged solutes with high efficiency and instrument suitability of 

CE. The anionic surfactant Sodium Dodecyl Sulphate (SDS) is one of the most often utilized surfactants in 

MEKC; however other surfactants, such as the cationic surfactant Cetyl Trimethyl Ammonium salts 

(CTAB), have also been employed. 

In CIEF, an isoelectric focusing coated capillary is used to create no electroosmotic flow, and separation of 

the molecules takes place based on their isoelectric point. The capillary filled with the solution and charged 

molecules migrates in a pH gradient formed by ampholytes with a broad range of isoelectric point (pI 

values) (Polyaminocarboxylic acids) dissolved in the separation buffer under the influence of the electric 

field. Compounds with comparable or equivalent isoelectric points are "focused" into sharp segments that 

stay in their designated zone, allowing for their identification. 
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CEC uses a packed column, similar to that used in chromatography, which serves as the separating 

mechanism. Flowing liquids and particles interact with the silica wall. The charges on the stationary 

surface generate an electroosmotic flow. 

CITP involves a moving boundary zone where the sample zone is sandwiched between two leading and 

terminating electrolytes, and all solutes flow in different bands at the same speed. In a single CITP run, 

either cations or anions may be examined for their ionic composition. 

CE in Food Application 
Protein and Peptides: A simple CZE method was developed using borate run buffer at pH 8.0 and 15 kV 

applied across a fused silica capillary to resolve a-Lacto albumin in whey proteins extracted from an acetic 

acid medium. The separation was rapid, achieving resolution within 5 min and gave reasonable limits of 

detection for the intended application analysis of degradation products of Milk proteins.  

CE in tandem with two-dimensional polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (2-DE) to characterize cheese 

proteolysis. During the ripening of cheeses, proteolysis occurs, resulting in the formation of bio-chemical 

breakdown products that may have significant ramifications for a quality product. CE was used to identify 

the main caseins present from different species in cheeses manufactured from mixtures of bovine, ovine, 

and caprine milk. 

Amino acids and Biogenic amines: Amino acids are essential nutrients that may be used to determine 

protein composition. The problem with the amino acid analysis is that it does not possess a strong 

chromophore. CZE and micellar electrokinetic chromatography (MEKC) detected the amino acids. Amino 

acids can be derivatized to enable laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) or electrochemical detection. They can 

be left underivatized and detected by conductivity or electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS). 

The choice of methodology is mainly dependent on the sensitivity required and the range of amino acids to 

be separated. 

Vitamins: CE was used to study riboflavin and related flavins, flavin mononucleotide, and adenine 

dinucleotide. Flavins are luminous and water-soluble by nature, making them excellent candidates for CE 

analysis. Their fluorescence may be detected using LIF, which solves the challenges of selectivity and 

sensitivity that make determining other vitamins at trace amounts in complicated food matrices difficult. 

The effectiveness of this simple CZE technique for determining riboflavin in a variety of foods, including 

wines, vegetables, wheat flour, and tomatoes, has been proven. 

Carbohydrates and gelling agents: Carbohydrates and their polymers offer a challenge for analysis by 

CE since many are neutral molecules with no chromophore for detection by ultraviolet (UV) or fluorescence 

spectroscopy. Derivatization is an approach to overcome both issues. An interesting example is the 

derivatization of monosaccharides with 3- amino-phthalhydrazide to allow detection using an online 

chemiluminescence detector with hexacyanoferrate as the post capillary chemiluminescence reagent. 

Phenolic compounds: Phenolic compounds are found naturally in many plant-derived foods and drinks. 

They represent a vast category of secondary plant metabolites ranging from essential molecules to more 

complicated oligomeric and highly polymerized structures. The antioxidant properties of phenolic 

compounds are of interest for application as natural alternatives to synthetic antioxidants for food 

preservation. Analyze by simple CZE or MEKC methods based on a borate run buffer at alkaline pH. 

Organic acids: CE offers a fast and cost-effective method for estimating organic acids in the foods and 

beverages industries. A technique using 2-hydroxypropyl-b-cyclodextrin as a chiral selector has been 

applied to study the levels of lactic acid enantiomers during the brewing of sake. The analysis of these hop 

acids is essential since they are a source of bitter flavour in beer and was achieved using a 50 mM borate 

buffer (pH 9.3) containing 40 mM SDS for separation in a fused-silica capillary (64.5 cm x 50µm ID) with 

an applied voltage of 25 kV. 

Toxins and residues: Glycoalkaloids are toxins that occur naturally in plant products (e.g., potatoes and 

tomatoes), which can be problematic for analysis because they lack a strong chromophore. A possible 

approach is to couple CZE to ESI-MS, but this drawback is that the choice of buffer for CZE is constrained 

by the requirement for compatibility with the ESI process. Non-aqueous CE (NACE) coupled to ESI-MS 
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was applied successfully to separate and detect a-chaconine and a-solanine in potato tubers, giving data in 

good agreement with other techniques. 

Advantages of CE 

 

Conclusion 
CE is very flexible in applicability because it has so many techniques. Further, the combination of capillary 

electrophoresis-mass spectrometry enables the sensitive measurement of analytes with a lower detection 

limit, giving confidence for everyday usage in functional food analysis. Nonetheless, capillary 

electrophoresis has shown significant promise in food analysis due to its excellent resolving power, fast 

technique development, simple sample preparation, and inexpensive operating costs. 
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Even after 75 years of independence, India is still primarily an agricultural economy. In a nation where 

70% of the population relies on farming for a living, the burden of providing for families falls equally on 

men and women. However, the contribution of women to the economy is frequently unnoticed, unseen, and 

unacknowledged. Women perform 70% of total manual labour and play a significant role in agro-based 

socioeconomic development. Women also work in agriculture-related fields such as animal husbandry, 

horticulture, and fish farming, amongst many others. Gender bias is pervasive in every industry. Gender 

and occupation beliefs are deeply ingrained and widely accepted. The fraction of women in rural areas who 

rely on agriculture for a living is as substantial as 84 percent. Over 70% of livestock work is done by women 

in India's livestock sector, which is the world's largest livestock production system. Women make up 

approximately 47 percent of the agricultural workforce in tea plantations, 47 percent in cotton cultivation, 

45 percent in oilseed production, and 39 percent in vegetable production. Despite their huge involvement 

and contribution, women farmers are frequently under-equipped to thrive in farming. According to studies, 

women have minimal access to inputs (seeds, fertiliser, labour, and finance), vital services (training, 

insurance), and coordinated markets than men. 

Land ownership is a critical issue for tackling inequality. Land is a crucial asset for farmers. With less than 

8% of female farmers owning land, they frequently farm without being classified as farm proprietors or 

landowners. Access to land and good soil (women frequently own land with inferior soil to their male 

counterparts) would thus be a basic condition for correcting inequities. Land ownership is not simply an 

issue in India; it is a problem in most agriculturally reliant countries, where, unlike in India, women 

frequently do not even qualify to own land. 

Markets are the second issue. Markets are the fundamental motive for farming, if land is the very first 

step. The persistent difference in price realisation is well recognised. One of the primary reasons for this is 

unequal access to catalytic technology. Consider digital technology, which has become increasingly 

important in connecting farmers to markets. Phones, for instance, are quickly becoming an indispensable 

tool in farming, allowing farmers to purchase, sell, report, argue, transfer money, and claim insurance. 

Women are 10% less likely than males to own a mobile phone in low- and middle-income nations and 313 

million fewer women than men utilise internet service. As a result, socioeconomic inequities frequently 

materialise as technological disparities. 

The government's current emphasis on aggregation via Farmer Producer Organizations (FPOs) is an 

effective vehicle for resolving some of these underlying concerns of lack of agency, price inequities, and 

women's participation in production and market systems. FPOs are founded by collectivising a group of 

farmers with the goal of increasing their earnings and offering greater economies of scale. They are legally 

recognised as a collective of farmers and are frequently based around self-help groups (SHGs). FPOs have 

demonstrated the ability to produce value across several post-harvest processes, including harvesting, 

primary processing, storage, secondary processing, and market linkages, over the years. There is also 

growing evidence that FPOs are helpful in expanding market access, negotiating leverage, collective 

agency, and lowering transaction costs for women farmers. For example, in Bihar, the JEEViKA initiative 

has mobilised over 200,000 women small-farmers into commodity-based FPOs. These FPOs have greatly 

increased their turnover and have effectively sold grains, fruits, and vegetables. Farmer returns have 

increased by 20-30 percent in certain circumstances. The success of the FPO model in general, as well as 

the success stories of women-owned and managed FPOs, is emerging as a very good trend. 

Climate change and women's ability to adapt will have to be taken into account as well. Climate change 

and the uncertainties that accompany it have begun to have a negative influence on agricultural production 

systems across the world. It will have an impact on India's agricultural industry, which is heavily reliant 
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on natural resources and meteorological conditions defined by the monsoon season. In coping with the 

volatility, small-holder agriculture producers in general, and women producers in particular, will suffer 

the short end of the stick. This necessitates a more comprehensive strategy to better equipping women 

farmers to adapt to and manage their agricultural livelihoods. India's promises at COP 26 demonstrate the 

country's leadership in exploring the possibilities of agriculture and agriculturist—farmers. As an essential 

stakeholder in numerous of the country's climate mitigation and adaptation measures, state-level execution 

and participation of all landholders and landless will be critical. 

A gender-specific and gender-sensitive strategy to adapting optimal agricultural practices and addressing 

structural inequities is required to realise the enormous potential of women farmers. A qualified and skilled 

female staff can help farmers double their income. The empowerment of women in agriculture via equal 

access and opportunity would result in a fundamental revolution in India's rural economy, benefiting the 

lives of millions. 

How Economic Empowerment for Women can Benefit the World? 
Economic empowerment for women has the potential to eliminate poverty for everyone. To do so, we must 

first repair the current faulty economic paradigm, which undermines gender equality and causes great 

economic disparity. The neoliberal paradigm has made it more difficult for women to obtain better-paying 

occupations, address inequities in unpaid care work, and limit women's influence and decision-making 

ability. To gain economic empowerment for women, we need to have a human economy that works for both 

men and women, and for all of us, not only the richest 1%. 
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Introduction 
Global climate changes have significant impact on agriculture and insect-pests. Agricultural crops and its 

pests are directly or indirectly affected by climate change. It is likely that the main drivers of climate 

change significantly affect population dynamics of insect-pests and extent of crop losses. It creates new 

ecological niches providing opportunities to establish/spread in new regions. Therefore, intense pest 

problems in form of invasive pests imposing threats to food security can occur. Invasive pest is non-native 

organism living outside their native geographical range and harm environment, economy, plants, animals 

or human health. Overall, 21 major insect pests’ invasions have been reported into the India and recent 

introduction of insect-pests are discussed hereunder. 

Fall Armyworm (FAW) 
Spodoptera frugiperda (J. E. Smith) (Lepidoptera: Noctuidae) is an alien invasive pest of maize. It was 

firstly reported in West and Central Africa in early 2016. It reached India and Gujarat during 2018 

(Sisodiya et al., 2018). 

Host Range: It is highly polyphagous pest, surviving on >76 plant families and 353 crop species. Notably, 

2 strains of FAW occur namely, R-strain preferring rice and pasture grasses and C-strain prevalent on 

maize, cotton, sorghum, pearl millet etc. Yield losses - 22-36%. 

Marks of Identification and Life Cycle:  FAW has a complete life cycle having 4 stages viz., egg (2-4 

days); 6 larval instars (13-17 days) with by black dots arranged in trapezoid pattern on dorsal side and 

square pattern on 8th abdominal segment with an inverted “Y” line on the head; pupa (8-11 days) and adult 

(female: 9-12 and male: 7-9 days). Adult male - forewing shaded grey brown with triangular white patch 

on apical region. Adult female - forewings are greyish brown with fine mottling of grey and brown scales.  

Nature of Damage: The young larvae feed on developing leaves in the whorl, creating window effect, while 

the larger larvae bore into maize cobs, reducing yield quantitatively and qualitatively. Larvae hide in whorl 

during day, attack the crop at night to feed on the leaves.  

Management: Collection and destruction of egg masses and neonate larvae also avoid monocropping. 

Judicious utilization of fertilizers and application of neem cake 250 kg/ ha. Installation of pheromone traps, 

50/ ha for mass trapping. Seed treatment with cyantraniliprole 19.8% + thiamethoxam 19.8% FS 4-6 ml/ 

kg seeds. For effective management application of sand or soil 5 g/plant or Bacillus thuringiensis var. 

kurstaki 1% WG 20 g/10 lit water or poison bait, rice bran or maize flour 25 kg + jaggery 5 kg + thiodicarb 

75 WP 250 g/ha or emamectin benzoate 5 SG 125 g/ha or whorl application of chlorantraniliprole 0.4% GR 

20 kg/ha (Suthar et al., 2020) or spraying of spinetoram 11.7 SC 0.117%, emamectin benzoate 5 SG 0.0025% 

or chlorantraniliprole 18.5 EC 0.006% first at appearance of pest and second after 15 days (Thumar et al., 

2020) were found effective. 

Flower Thrips (Black) 
Thrips parvispinus (Karny) (Thysanoptera: Terebrantia: Thripidae) is also called as western 

thrips/taiwanese thrips/tobacco thrips. It is now distributed in Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh, Telangana, 

Kerala, Tamil Nadu and Gujarat (Sridhar et al., 2021).  

Host Range: It is a polyphagous pest, heavily damaging chilli crop and wide host range of papaya, green 

bean, potato, strawberry, brinjal, citrus and ornamental crops etc. 
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Marks of Identification and Life Cycle: It through egg, two nymphal instars, prepupal, pupal and adult 

with an average lifespan of 11-13 days in male and female. Characterized by 7 antennal segments, no 

median ocellar setae and two parallel rows of setae on forewings.  

Nature of Damage: The nymphs and adults congregate in masses lacerating the plant parts leading 

towards retarded growth and marked damage symptoms involving deep punctures as well as scraping of 

leaf tissue giving a distorted lightly mottled and streaked appearance. While, nymphs feed on leaves, adults 

scrap the buds and flowers leaving them to dry up and wither. This pest is reported to reduce the yield up 

to 20-80% (Rachana et al., 2022).   

Management: Use of resistant genotypes, timely planting with plastic mulch, balance fertilizer, use of 

yellow/blue sticky traps 25-30/acre, spraying of neem oil 3%, azadirachtin 0.003%, B. albus, Lecanicillium 

lecanii, Pseudomonas fluorescence or insecticides viz., cyantraniliprole 10.26 OD or spinosad 45 SC or 

spinetoram 11.7 SC or tolfenpyrad 15 EC etc can be effectively utilised to mitigate the menace of this 

invasive pest. 

Rugose Spiralling Whitefly (RSW) 
Aleurodicus rugioperculatus Martin (Hemiptera: Aleurodidae) is an invasive pest infesting palms. It was 

first described by Martin from Belize on coconut in 2004. Whereas, in India, the first incidence was observed 

on coconut in Kottayam, Kerala and in Gujarat it was first reported during August, 2019 (Jethva et al., 

2020). 

Host Range: It is a polyphagous pest attacking more than 118 plant species including palms, fruits, woody 

ornamentals and weeds. It is reported to affect 44% coconut, 22% palm species, 16% gumbo limbo, 9% 

avocado and 3% mango fields surveyed (Patel et al., 2020).   

Marks of Identification and Life Cycle: Eggs are elliptical and creamy white to dark yellowish with 

white waxy matter in a spiral pattern thus named as spiralling whitefly; crawlers are oval and flat covered 

with waxy filaments and adults have a pair of pale brown wavy bands on forewings. The life cycle spans 

over a period of 53-62 days (Patel et al., 2020).  

Nature of Damage: The nymphs and adults congregate on the lower leaves and excrete sticky, glistening 

liquid honeydew that covers leaves by black sooty mould interfering the photosynthetic activity. Yield 

reduction - 20-60% on coconut (Jethva et al., 2020).  

Management: Cultivation of tall varieties, water and fertilizer management, banding or erecting yellow 

sticky traps. Encarsia guadeloupae, Chrysoperla zastrowi and Isaria fumosorosea are effective biocontrol 

agents. Neem seed kernel extract 5%, azadirachtin 1%, trunk injection with imidacloprid 17.8 SL 5 ml/ 10 

litres of water or spraying of thiamethoxam 25 WG 4 ml or dinotefuran 20 SG 10 ml/ litres of water are 

also effective. 

Stem Fly 
Melanagromyxa sojae (Zehntner) (Agromyzidae: Diptera) is also called as soybean stem fly or soybean stem 

miner. Its infestation has been found over 24 countries of the world. It is first reported infesting Urd bean 

from Anand, Gujarat in 2021 (Pathan, 2022).  

Host Range: It is a polyphagous pest, reported to infest Leguminosae and Fabaceae like green gram, 

soybean, pea and black gram etc. Yield loss due to stem fly varies from 30-80%.  

Marks of Identification and Life Cycle: The incubation, larval and pupal period range from 3-5, 7-12 

and 6-10 days, respectively. Total life period of male and female are 25-37 and 26-37 days, respectively. 

Maggots are translucent to light yellow and pupa is yellowish brown to dark brown. The adult is black in 

colour with transparent wings (Pathan, 2022). 

Nature of Damage: It is causes serious damage to seedling stage of the crop. The adult stem fly deposit 

its eggs by making puncture in leaf tissues. Maggot feed within the stem and cause extensive tunnelling 

and infested plants become yellowish, stunted and in severe cases the pest may cause complete loss of the 

crop. The plant wilts and stems crack and reducing the yield. 

Management: Sowing of during 1st and 2nd week of March and 3rd and 4th week of July for summer and 

kharif, respectively. Genotypes viz., SKNU-12-07, SKNU-15-01 and SKNU-15-02 are found resistant. 
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Intercropping with either maize or sorghum (3:2). Seed treatment with imidacloprid 600 FS and 

thiamethoxam 30 FS 5.0 and 7.5 ml/kg seeds (Pathan, 2022). 

Pink Bollworm (PBW) 
Pectinophora gossypiella (Saunders) (Lepidoptera: Gelechiidae) has become economically the most 

destructive pest of cotton. In parts of India, it is resistant to Bollgard I with Cry1Ac and even to Bollgard 

II with Cry2Ab (Parmar and Patel, 2016).   

Marks of Identification and Life Cycle: Eggs are white to orange (3-4 days). Young larvae are tiny and 

white while mature turn pink in the 4th and final instar (10-14 days). The pupa is light brown lasting for 

7-10 days. Adults are small, greyish brown with fringed wing tips. 

Nature of Damage: The young larvae penetrate in ovaries of flowers or young bolls which either open 

prematurely or get badly affected and pupate inside. Flowers give a Rosette flower appearance. Black spots 

on green bolls are indicative of PBW damage. Yield reduction - 2.8-61.9% in seed cotton yield and 2.1-47.1% 

in oil content (Parmar and Patel, 2016). 

Management: Timely sowing and cultivate early maturing varieties of about 150 days. All other 

management strategies such as pheromone traps, PB rope, botanicals, bioagents and insecticides 

(Profenophos 50 EC 10 ml, alpha cypermethrin 10 EC 10 ml, spinosad 45 SC 3 ml, emamectin benzoate 5 

SG 3 g, chlorpyriphos 16% + alpha cypermethrin 1% EC 10 ml, fenpropathrin 30 EC 10 ml, chlorpyriphos 

50% + cypermethrin 5% EC 10 ml in 10 lit of water) alone and with integration can be effective for control 

of PBW (Parmar and Patel, 2016). 

Conclusion 
FAW, flower thrips, RSW, stem fly and PBW are emerging insect-pests of agricultural crops that should be 

seriously addressed. Actions directed towards strict quarantine measures should be undertaken. Moreover, 

management strategies involving cultural, mechanical, physical, biological and chemical control are needed 

to be strictly followed to mitigate the menace of invasive insect-pests. 
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Introduction 
Organic farming is a holistic way of farming with the aim of conserving the natural resources. Indian 

agriculture has a better chance to convert itself as organic agriculture because, the per capita and per ha 

consumption of chemical fertilizers and pesticides in the country is much lower than the global estimates. 

Sustainable agriculture practices can effectively prevent the entry of pesticides and toxicants in the food 

chain and prevent soil and water pollution. It is adopted with a blend of ecologically safe modern 

technologies. The organic agriculture, though not in its orthodox version, has the potential to be accepted 

by the farmers (Sreenivasa et al., 2009). 

Panchagavya, Jeevamruth and Beejamruth are cheaper ecofriendly organic preparations made by cow 

products namely dung, urine, milk, curd and ghee. The Panchagavya is an efficient plant growth stimulant 

that enhances the biological efficiency of crops. It is used to activate soil and to protect the plants from 

diseases and also increase the nutritional quality of fruits and vegetables. It is used as a foliar spray, as 

soil application along with irrigation water, seed or seedling treatment etc. Three per cent Panchagavya is 

an ideal concentration for the foliar spray. Jeevamruth promotes immense biological activity in soil and 

makes the nutrients available to crop. Beejamruth protect the crop from soil borne and seed borne 

pathogens and it improves seed germination also (Devakumar et al., 2008). Cow urine has got anti-fungal 

properties and also good source of plant nutrients. It is being used in crop production since ages. 

The cost of inorganic fertilizers is increasing enormously to an extent that they are out of reach of small 

and marginal farmers. Use of inorganic fertilizers and insecticides reduce the population of beneficial 

organisms that become soil becomes barren and decreases soil fertility. 

Panchagavya: Impact on Organic Farming 
It is very important to apply natural organic product like Panchagavya to produce harmful chemical free 

crops. When we convert a land from Inorganic to Organic system, we will observe yield reduction under 

normal condition. But Panchagavya has the power to make up the yield level of all crops from the very first 

year when the land is converted into Organic from Inorganic system. It also improves the shelf life and 

taste of the grains, fruits and vegetables (Borgohain et al., 2020). 

Impact of Panchagavya on Insect and Pest Management 
Panchagabya shows its greater beneficial effect in reducing the disease and insect attack and work as a 

pest- repellent (Swaminathan et al., 2007). Banana Wilt can be controlled by the application of 

Panchagavya. Tomato Wilt can be controlled by the soil drenching of Maha Panchagavya Slurry @10%. It 

is also found that Panchagabya is superior to Carbendazim in increasing the fruit yield and suppressing 

the Plant Disease Index of Tomato. 

Application of Panchagavya on Various Crops 
Application on Tomato plant: Shakila and Anburani (2008) applied 3% Panchagavya solution on tomato 

plant at 25 DATP over no spray. First flowering at 26 days and 50 % flowering (29.67 days) was observed 

by the application of it. The early and 50 % flowering in tomato plant due to the presence of high amount 

of proline amino acid present in milk, as a constitute of Panchagavya. Similarly, the presence of higher 

amount of endogenous proline enhance auxin and cytokinin toward early flowering in tomato, chilli, okra, 

cowpea by Mathews et al., (2017). 
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Application on Chilli plant: Chilli seeds were soaked in 3% Panchagavya solution for half an hour and 

sown on nursery. After 73 DAP first spray of 3% Panchagavya solution was given to plant. Every 20 days 

interval spary was given to plant till the harvesting. The first flowering was observed after 8 th day of 

planting. It was observed that the application of Panchagavya enhance the parameters like number of 

brunches per plant, number of flowers per plant and total yield per plant (Rao et al., 2015). 

Application on Baby corn plant: Recommended dose of fertilizer and Panchagavya solution was given 

to babycorn plant. Cob length, number of cobs per plant and cob girth was give advantageous result by 

foliar spray of Panchagavya and recommended dose of nutrients. The highest yield of babycorn viz., cob 

length (25.40, 26.66 cm), cob width (4.44, 4.46 cm) and individual cob weight (28.02, 26.69 g) were observed 

under RDF + 4 spray of 3% Panchagavya at 15, 25, 35 and 45 DAS. Application of RDF and Panchagavya 

spray at different stage of crop growth leads to more extensive root system and better photosynthetic 

activity on plant (Vimalendran et al., 2013). 

Application of Jeevamrut on various crops: The beneficial effects of Jeevamrut reported by 

Devakumar et al., (2008) was attributed to higher microbial load and growth harmones which might have 

enhanced the soil biomass thereby sustaining the availability and uptake of applied as well as native soil 

nutrients which ultimately resulted in better growth and yield of crops. Significant differences in yield of 

capsicum per hectare were observed with application of cow urine (Palekar et al., 2006). 

The yield of any crop plants depends on the assimilatory surface of the plant system. A sound source in 

terms of plant height, LAI, number of branches to support and the leaves are logically able to increase the 

dry matter and its distribution in different parts is important for determination of total yield of the crop 

(Krishnamurthy et al., 2012). Number of fruits per plant did not differ significantly due to the interaction 

effect of Jeevamrutha and cow urine, Jeevamrut and Panchagavya and cow urine and Panchagavya. Yield 

per hectare of capsicum did not vary significantly due to the interaction effect of Jeevamrutha and cow 

urine, Jeevamrutha and Panchagavya and cow urine and Panchagavy. 

Conclusion 
The most of the soil are not responding towards productivity because indiscriminate use of synthetic 

fertilizers and pesticide. Under such condition buildup of soil health is urgent need. At this juncture, 

organic farming as a remedy to cure the ills of modern chemical agriculture. Organic farming makes all 

inputs from natural materials; therefore, they save the cost of fertilizers and plant protection chemicals. 

The application of these liquid formulations would supplement the application of biofertilizers and they 

can be prepared easily by locally available materials by farmers, in rural area. 
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Introduction 
Flowers are integral part of heritage, for its aesthetic value and now realized for their economic importance.  

During last few years, various export-oriented units sprang up, in collaboration with European Union 

nations.  But poor technology transfer, in adequate export infra-structure, lower price realization has led 

to reduced exports. These constraints led to the commercialization of dry flower industry. India has a share 

of 1.5% of European union export of dry flowers and is expected to rise high.  USA is the largest consumer 

of dried and artificial flowers estimated at 2.4 million dollars annually. Dry flowers are near natural, dried, 

preserved and processed having beauty as well as ever lasting value. The microbial activity, the aging effect 

come to a standstill in the absence of moisture.  It can be stored for a long period. They are used in bouquets 

and floral arrangements making flower pictures, festive decorations, used in pot-pourri (a mixture of 

scented plant material that are for room freshness) used for making cards, covers, wall plates, wreaths etc. 

Preparation 
The dry flower preparation involves major steps like: 

1. Drying. 

2. Bleaching. 

3. Dyeing. 

Drying 
Dehydration process, (i.e) dry under artificially produced heat and controlled temperature, humidity, air 

flow.  There are many methods to dry they are: 

1. Air drying: 

a. Flowers are attached to rope/wire and kept hanging either in dark/sun or may be spread over 

blotting sheets.   

b. It is simple, cheap and weather dependent, quality of flowers is not good. 

2. Embedding and drying: 

a. The flower and foliage are embedded in drying material, sand/silica gel in a container here 

original shape of flower is maintained.   

b. Silica gel → highly hipgroscopic and expensive.  So fine sand is best for drying. 

3. Press drying: Flowers/leaves are placed between pages of a book.  But original shape can’t be 

maintained.  Flowers, which are dried by methods, are listed as follows. 

a. Zinnias are best dried in sand/borax method 

b. Gomphrena globosa by hanging upside down. 

c. Bougainvillea, Dahlia, Candytuft, Dombeya, Gerbera, Rose, Limonium were embedded in white 

silver sand or borax or silica gel medium in suitable containers and allowed to dry naturally in shady 

and well-ventilated place. 

d. Statice → air drying is easiest and effective. 

e. River sand mixed in varying proportion with borax (Sand: Borax ratio 1:1,2:1,3:1) and flowers 

dried in 10,15,20 days and flower quality were good in terms of blemishes, texture.  Roses, carnation 

dried in 15-20days with river sand that contained a high proportion of borax. 

f. Thomler (1997) → majority of upright growing flowers dry their best upside down. 

g. Straw flowers, globe amaranth, cockscomb, statice, baby’s breath is best when air dried after 

harvesting in morning hours after dew has disappeared. 

h. Alleman (1994) →reported silica gel which is in the form of small crystals used to dry roses.  The 

self-indicating nature of silica gel ensures the moisture content by exhibiting blue colour when dry 

and pink when it regained mositure from the flowers.  Flowers are placed face up in a shallow pan 
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and silica gel is poured to about 2 inches to completely cover the flowers.  Aster, Balloon flowers, 

Daffodils, Pansies, Carnation, Rose, Iris, Tulip dried with silica gel. 

i. Verey (1994) → glycerinizing replaced water content of leaves giving them a strong and pliable 

nature.  The preserving solution consists of 1 part glycerin and 2 parts hot water along with addition 

of chlorohexidine to reduce bacterrial growth.  Eucalyptus, Choisya, Hydrangea, Iry, Magnolia, 

Barries also be glycerinized, foliage of Holly, Crab apple, Sycamore also glycerinized. 

j. Pressing is easiest for fine textured like Pansies, Viola, Azalea and soft foliage of ferns and lace 

leaf. 

Bleaching 
1. The process of bleaching any plant material was chemical modification of coloured compounds within the 

plant tissues.   

2. Plant tissues contained variety of coloured organic pigments (Chlorophyll), Carotenoid pigments 

(Xanthophyll), Anthocyanins and lignin.   

3. The molecules appear coloured due to presence of chromophore. 

4. Sodium chlorite is an excellent bleaching agent for its selective action against lignin.  2 classes of bleaches 

(Oxidative and reductive) have different mode of action.   

5. The hypochlorite and peroxidases (Oxidative) destroy the chromophore by cleaning the double bonds and 

brought about the bleaching.   

6. The reductive bleaches eliminated double bond by facilitating formulation of covalent bonds at the double 

bond site.  Peroxidase poses no pollution hazard. 

Activators of bleaching: 

a. Chlorites need to be activated.  Formic acid and acetic acid preferred to strong mineral acids.   

b. Commercial bleaching is carried by raising pH to 10.5 by adding Na silicate. 

Dyeing 
1. Dyeing of fresh flowers is by the method of absorption.  The cut stems are placed in dye solution causing 

the petals to become coloured.   

2. Also flowers might be dipped into a solution of dye to which few drops a washing up liquid is added to 

increase the spreading. 

a. Hydrangias and Gypsophila dyed by absorption (dyes added to water, plant material takes it). 

b. For colouring seed heads and pods, dip dyeing and spraying is done.  Cooled juice from black 

berry, goose berries may be used.  Azo dyes are banned by GOI.  List of dyes from strong tea. Rit 

dyes, Easter egg dyes, Mushrooms, Flowers of Marigold, Iris, Hulls of walnut, Sunflower etc. 

Storage of dried flowers: 

a. Dried flowers are stored in cool, dry, airy place otherwise led to wilted and limp flowers.   

b. Flowers dried through silica gel are stored by sprinkling some of crystals on the bottom to prevent 

moisture from being picked up by them.   

c. Plastic is not used for wrapping flowers because it can retain moisture and rain the dried flowers.   

Flowers and leaves are packed in cardboard boxes and placed in a cool and dry place.  Fragile material 

wrapped with tissue paper and kept in boxes. 
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Introduction 
Soil moisture and oxidation of soil organic matter are the major limiting factors for crop production under 

rainfed situation. So, moisture conservation and addition of organic matter is important to achieve higher 

yields and economic returns. Among the various soil moisture conservation practices, mulching is one of 

the technologies is assuming greater importance. Mulching is the process of covering the surface soil with 

various mulching materials such as straw, dry leaves, stubbles, cut grasses, polyethylene etc. In general, 

mulches have favorable effect on physical, chemical and biological properties of soil by stabilizing soil, 

aggregates, enhancing soil organic matter, soil nutrients and reducing run off and soil erosion by 

intercepting rain drops. Further, mulching reduces evaporation, checking down weeds and there by 

enhance infiltration of water. Further it moderates wide fluctuation in soil temperature too. Green 

manuring also plays an important role in soil and moisture conservation and improvement of soil 

properties. (Rajashekarappa et al., 2016). 

Effect on Soil Physical Properties 
Soil moisture content (%): The soil moisture content measured at 15 cm depth varies significantly only 

at 75 DAS. Here, in situ green manuring with sunhemp recorded the highest soil moisture content of 16.37 

percent which was on par with exitu green leaf manuring with glyricidia (16.13%) and intercropping of 

horse gram (15.87%). The control treatment recorded the lowest soil moisture content at all stages due to 

more exposure of soil to solar radiation. While, at 30 cm depth treatments differed significantly at all stages 

except at 60 DAS. However, at 60 DAS, insitu green manuring with sunhemp recorded numerically higher 

soil moisture content of 16.13 per cent. At all growth stages, insitu green manuring with sunhemp, exitu 

green leaf manuring with glyricidia and intercropping of horse gram are in the order of merit. Higher soil 

moisture content in green manure incorporated plots and intercropping of horse gram in maize was due to 

covering effect on soil as a result less evaporation, reduced runoff and more infiltration. 

Soil Temperature: The soil temperature recorded at 10 cm depth did not influence significantly among 

different organic mulches. However, the treatments where sunhemp grown as inter crop in between crop 

rows and incorporated as in situ recorded numerically lower temperature of 24.16, 24.93, 26.66 cm at 10 

cm, respectively. At both the depths the control treatment registered highest temperature at all stages. 

The dense canopy created an environment of low temperature, poor light penetration and high humidity. 

Bulk density (g/cc): Bulk density of the soil estimated after the harvest of the crop revealed that the 

treatments were found non-significant. But numerical variations were there with lowest bulk density of 

1.42 g /cc recorded by sunhemp insitu green leaf manuring and horse gram intercropping. The highest bulk 

density of 1.47 g /cc was noticed in tank silt application treatment. This may due to addition of organic 

matter through incorporation of suhhemp as in situ and glyricidia leaves and horse gram intercropping. 

Infiltration rate (cm/hr.): Infiltration rate of soil did not vary significantly among the treatments. 

However highest infiltration rate of 9.68 was registered in sunhemp in-situ green manuring which was 

numerically superior over the others. This is attributed to rain drop interception by the crop canopy under 

the treatment as a result of reduction in runoff. 

Effect on Soil Chemical Properties: Soil Organic carbon content did not vary significantly among 

treatments due to mulching treatments. However, sunhemp in-situ green manuring recorded numerically 

higher organic carbon of 0.47% closely followed glyricidia green leaf manuring (0.46%) and horse gram 

intercropping (0.46%). All treatments have registered numerically higher organic carbon content than the 

control plot (0.4%), This may be attributed to the addition of dry matter to the soil as a result of addition 
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of organic matter through green manuring and nitrogen by sunhemp and horse gram intercropping in 

maize. Significant amount of organic matter (Up to 3654 kg/ha) was added as a result of insitu green 

manuring justify the changes in organic carbon status. Wani, et al (1994) reported 67% higher carbon 

content of top 15 cm soil layer in case of pigeon pea based intercropping system as compared to non legume 

system. Paustian et al. (1997) to recorded higher soil carbon input with the continuous cropping, 

particularly when fertilizers were applied and legumes were included in the system. 

Effect on Soil fertility: In this investigation, significant differences were found among the various 

treatments, with regard to soil nutrients (nitrogen, phosphorous and potassium) at the end of 

experimentation at harvest, the data on available nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium as influenced by 

different mulching treatments indicated the superiority of sunhemp in-situ green manuring on available 

soil nitrogen (280.8 kg/ha), phosphorus (77.8 kg/ha) over others. While mulching with coconut fronds (136 

kg/ha) has recorded higher available soil potassium closely followed by sunhemp in situ green manuring 

(135.6 kg/ha), green leaf manuring with glyricidia (135.2 kg/ha).  

More respiration and more microbial activity resulted in more net mineralization under intercropped 

situation compared to sole stand (Rutherford and Juma, 1989) and reduced nitrate leaching in 

intercropping systems and treatments. Ngo Huu Tinh, (1990) have obtained higher humus content and 

total nitrogen and improvement in soil fertility following intercropping in maize compared to sole crop of 

maize. The higher P solubilizer population of 15.66 CFU x 10-4 and 14 CFU x 10-4 was noticed, respectively, 

in sunhemp in situ green manured and glyricidia leaf manured plots. The mineralization of native P in soil 

due to root exudates and organic acids released during decomposing of organic matter in legume cropping 

systems could also be the reason for higher available P noticed.  

Inal, et al. (2007) reported significantly higher acid phosphatase activity in rhizosphere of intercropped 

maize than sole cropping with maize. Increased biological and chemical activity in rhizosphere might have 

resulted in higher available ‘P’ under in situ, glyricidia leaf manuring and intercropping with legumes. 

More available nutrients in above said treatments also reason out for weed suppression due to smothering 

effect. 
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Brinjal (Solanum melongena Linnaeus) is known as a “King of vegetables” originated from India, where a 

wide range of wild types and land races occurs (Thompson and Kelly, 1957). India is the second largest 

producer of brinjal after China (Anonymous, 2012). Brinjal crop suffers severely due to the attack of various 

insect pests, which reduces its fruit yield and quality. The major insect pests infesting brinjal crop are: 

shoot and fruit borer, Leucinodes orbonalis Guenee; jassid, Amrasca biguttula biguttula (Ishida); whitefly, 

Bemisia tabaci Gennadius, aphid, Aphis gossypii Glover, mites, Tetranychus cinnabarinus Boisdual and 

Epilachna beetle, Henosepilachna vigintioctopunctata (Fab.) etc.  Among these pests, shoot and fruit borer 

is the most destructive pests causing economic damage to the crop.  Fruit damage due to shoot and fruit 

borer have been reported to the tune of 14-43 per cent (Khajuria et al., 2014; Khajuria et al., 2017). Little 

leaf disease in brinjal caused by mycoplasma like organisms (MLO) leads to considerable economic losses 

in brinjal crop (Varma, et al., 1969). This is a serious viral disease and transmitted by leaf hopper, Cestius 

(Hishimonus) phycitis and Amrasca biguttula biguttula. The infected plants are characterized by stunting, 

excessive branching, reduction in the leaves and phyllody of flowers. In early infection, no fruiting takes 

place and in late infection, fruits are formed but they are deformed and the seeds are shriveled. Chemical 

insecticides are used as the frontline defense sources against little leaf disease, shoot and fruit borer. 

However, their indiscriminate and continuous use creates a number of problems. Therefore, there is a need 

to exploit agronomic practices which can reduce the infestation/incidence of pests. In brinjal crop several 

experiments suggested that late planting was critical to obtaining higher yields and good economic returns, 

due to a lower level of pest infestation/incidence. In view of the above factors, frontline demonstrations by 

transplanting of brinjal crop during September were undertaken in a systematic manner on farmers field 

to show the efficacy of recommended technology and convince the farmers to adopt the same. 

Materials and Methods 
The field experiments were carried out during 2014-15 and 2015-16 to demonstrate the recommended 

technology of Anand Agricultural University (AAU), Anand, Gujarat under frontline demonstrations (FLD) 

activity of ICAR-Krishi Vigyan Kendra Panchmahal (Gujarat) at farmer’s field. Twelve innovative and 

receptive farmers from Taluka Kalol, district Panchmahal were selected for conducting the demonstrations. 

Brinjal crop var. Uttra (IIVR, Varanasi variety) was transplanted in the first week of September used as 

recommended technology to minimize the incidence/occurrence of little leaf disease, fruit and shoot borer 

and to get the higher fruit yield, while the prevailing farmers practices brinjal crop transplanted during 

kharif (Ist week of July and Ist week of August) treated as control for comparison. FLDs were conducted by 

following all standard and recommended packages of practices such as tillage, spacing, irrigation etc. for 

cultivation of the crop. Observations on the per cent little leaf disease, shoot damage, fruit damage, yield 

and the Cost: Benefit ratios were recorded in all the practices. The crop was not sprayed with any 

insecticide. 

Statistical Analysis 
The data collected were transformed into angular transformation values as per the standard requisites. 

The experiments were subjected to statistical scrutiny following the method of Panse and Sukhatme (1989) 

and the means were compared with Least Significant Difference (L.S.D.). 

Result and Discussion 
A comparison of frontline demonstrations based on recommended technology and farmers practices were 

analyzed as presented in Table 1. Of the three practices, recommended practice of brinjal crop transplanted 
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in the first week of September which minimize the occurrence of little leaf disease, fruit and shoot borer 

and it was found to be more effective over farmers practices. During 2014-15, recommended technology (T3) 

revealed lower mean incidence of shoot borer (10.0%), fruit borer (22.25%) and little leaf (4.0%) followed by 

crop transplanted in first week of August (T2) shoot borer (17.25%), fruit borer (33.25%) and little leaf 

(13.5%). The crop transplanted in first week of July (T1) showed higher infestation of shoot borer (20.5%), 

fruit borer (38.5%) and more little leaf disease incidence (25.0%). Highest yield of 225.5 q/ha was recorded 

in recommended technology (T3) followed by crop transplanted in first week of August (T2) 205.5 q/ha and 

185.5 q/ha in first week of July (T1) resulting higher C:B ratio of 1:2.53 in T3 followed by T2 (1:2.34) and T1 

(1:2.16). 

During 2015-16 at all the locations of demonstrations, mean shoot borer, fruit borer and per cent little leaf 

disease were observed lower in recommended practice as compared to higher in other practices. The lower 

incidence of shoot borer, fruit borer and little leaf disease in recommended demonstration plots (T3) were 

(9.25, 20.75 & 5.5 as compared to T2 (15.75, 30.50 & 12.25) and T1 (18.5, 35.75 & 17.5), where it was 

significantly higher.  Highest yield of 242.5 q/ha was recorded in recommended technology (T3), 210.3 q/ha 

were recorded in crop transplanted in August (T2) and 197.5 q/ha in crop transplanted in first week of July 

(T1).  The Cost: Benefit ratio was also high in the recommended technology (T3) 1:2.57 followed by (T2) 1:2.38 

and (T1) 1:2.27 (Table 1). 

The data over two years (2014-15 & 2015-16) of demonstration (Table 1) indicated that recommended 

technology was better than the other practices under local conditions. The results are in agreement with 

Farrel and Stufkens (1992) found that late planting of cereal crops to avoid peak aphid flights has been 

successful in reducing aphid infestation and virus infection. From these results, it was evident that the 

recommended technology was better than the other practices under local conditions. Farmers were 

motivated by results of recommended technology applied in the front-line demonstrations and it was 

expected that they would adopt this technology in the coming years. This study suggested that brinjal crop 

transplanted in the first week of September may yield better on account of low little leaf damage, fruit and 

shoot borer. Thus, this could be one of the important components of a pest management strategy to manage 

little leaf disease, fruit and shoot borer in brinjal. 

Table 1. Effect of transplanting time on damage (%) by shoot and fruit borer, little 

leaf disease, yield and C:B ratio of brinjal at Panchmahal, Gujarat: 

Transplanted 
time of 
brinjal crop 

Shoot borer 
damage (%) 

Fruit borer 
damage (%) 

Little leaf 
incidence (%) 

Yield (q/ ha) Cost: Benefit 
ratio 

2014-

15 

2015-

16 

2014-

15 

2015-

16 

2014-

15 

2015- 

16 

2014- 

15 

2015- 

16 

2014- 

15 

2015-

16 

First week of 

July (T1) 

20.50 18.50 38.50 35.75 25.00 17.50 185.5 197.5 2.16  2.27 

(26.90) (25.47) (38.35) (36.72) (29.99) (24.70) 
  

  

First week of 

August (T2) 

17.25 15.75 33.25 30.50 13.50 12.25 205.5 210.3 2.34 2.38 

(24.52) (23.37) (35.20) (33.52) (21.54) (20.45) 
  

  

First week of 

September (T3) 

10.0 9.25 22.30 20.75 4.00 5.50 225.5  242.5 2.53 2.57 

(18.66) (17.69) (28.11) (27.08) (11.45) (13.49) 
  

  

S.E± (0.58) (0.47) (0.39) (0.35) (0.83) (0.74) 
  

  

CV (5.01) (4.31) (3.13) (2.93) (8.00) (7.61) 
  

  

LSD (5%) (2.02)* (1.65)* (1.06)* (1.02)* (2.90)* (2.57)* 
  

  

Figures in parenthesis are transformed angular values. 

*Significant at 5%. 
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Contract Farming 
In an age of market liberalization, globalization and expanding agribusiness, there is a danger that small-

scale farmers will find difficulty in fully participating in the market economy. In many countries such 

farmers could become marginalized as larger farms become increasingly necessary for a profitable 

operation. 

Attempts by governments and development agencies to arrest this drift have tended to emphasize the 

identification of “income generation” activities for rural people. Unfortunately, there is relatively little 

evidence that such attempts have borne fruit. This is largely because the necessary backward and forward 

market linkages are rarely in place, i.e., rural farmers and small-scale entrepreneurs lack both reliable and 

cost-efficient inputs such as extension advice, mechanization services, seeds, fertilizers and credit, and 

guaranteed and profitable markets for their output. Well-organized contract farming does, however, 

provide such linkages, and would appear to offer an important way in which smaller producers can farm in 

a commercial manner. Similarly, it also provides investors with the opportunity to guarantee a reliable 

source of supply, from the perspectives of both quantity and quality. 

Regulation in India 
1. Regulated under the Indian Contract Act, 1872. 

2. The Model APMC (Agricultural Produce Market Committee) Act, 2003 provides specific provisions 

for contract farming, like compulsory registration of contract farming sponsors and dispute settlement. 

3. Ministry of Agriculture came out with a draft Model Contract Farming Act, 2018. The draft Model Act 

seeks to create a regulatory and policy framework for contract farming. Based on this draft Model Act, 

legislatures of states can enact a law on contract farming. 

Farmers’ (Empowerment and Protection) Agreement on Price Assurance and Farm 

Services Act, 2020 
Its objective is to promote contract farming. Farming agreement provides for a farming agreement between 

a farmer and a buyer prior to the production or rearing of any farm produce. The minimum period of an 

agreement will be one crop season, or one production cycle of livestock.  The maximum period is five years, 

unless the production cycle is more than five years. 

The price of farming produce should be mentioned in the agreement. For prices subjected to variation, a 

guaranteed price for the produce and a clear reference for any additional amount above the guaranteed 

price must be specified in the agreement. 

Issues with Farmers 
Farmers are reluctant to accept the change in the system of MSP (Minimum Support Price) and APMC. 

Government has not given strong clarification on continuation of MSP. Farmers fear that big companies 

will bind them with unfavourable contract and they will be helpless to fight legal battle. In the long term 

it will make APMCs nonfunctioning; it will lead to revenue loss to states. 

Middle men working in the company will lose their income and livelihood so farmers will not have any back 

up option and it will promote exploitation by farmers. 
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Contract Farming Benefits 
1. Contract farming enhances market linkages and reduces dependence on middlemen. 

2. Integrate farmers with bulk purchasers including exporters, agro- industries etc.  Since the factories will 

be next to clusters of farms, wastages will be very largely eliminated. 

3. Better price realization through mitigation of market and price risks to the farmers.  It facilitates better 

access to technology, crop diversification, extension services, financing and crop insurance. 

4. Farmers no need to transport their produce to the mandis, as sponsors usually collect the produce from 

the farm gate. This reduces farmers’ cost and, thereby, translates into increased incomes. Ensures smooth 

agro raw material supply to the agro industries.  Food-processing will get a boost as an employment 

generator. 

5. Encourage the new generation to takeup farming instead of migrating to cities. Rural women, instead of 

being employed as farm labourers will work in sorting and grading of fruits and vegetables. 

6. It also gives farmers an alternative in cases where the procurement mechanism is ineffective. 

Reality and Myth of Agricultural Farm Laws 

 

Conclusion 
Contract farming is viable alternative farming model in India which provide assured and reliable input 

services to the farmers and desired farm produce to the contracting firms. Success of the contract farming 

depends on the profitable market, the physical and social environment and government support. 
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Introduction 
Environment friendly practices are one of the current challenges in agriculture. In order to address rising 

public demand and promote agricultural products, high chemical inputs in the form of fertilisers, pesticides, 

fungicides, insecticides, nematicides and weedicides, as well as extensive irrigation procedures, enabled to 

meet the aim to a certain stage, yet their widespread use is neither environmentally beneficial nor 

economically feasible in the long run. Alternative inputs of organic and microbiological origin can be 

employed to mitigate the harm caused by synthetic and chemical inputs, securing environmental and 

agricultural safety.  

Microorganisms thrive in abundance in soil and it is well known that a substantial percentage of bacterial 

and fungal species have a functional interaction with plants and form an integrative system. These 

bacterial and fungal species can be used as inoculants in agriculture, thus called bio-inoculants. Hence, 

bio-inoculants can be defined as individual strains or consortia of recognised microorganisms with potential 

plant growth-promoting advantages.  

Bio-inoculants can be used as both bio-fertilizers and bio-pesticide. Following are the major characteristics 

of bio-inoculants: 

1. Contain living organisms 

2. Applied as seed inoculation, root dipping or soil inoculation 

3. Colonize the rhizosphere or the interior of the plant 

4. Aids in the suppression of disease-causing pathogens by boosting the supply of nutrients to the host 

plant. 

5. Bioinoculants are natural sources of plant nutrients that can be used to augment artificial fertilisers. 

Importance and Applications of Bio-Inoculants in Agriculture 
Biofertilizers are environment-friendly, low-cost agricultural inputs which play an important role in 

enhancing crop productivity through nitrogen fixation, phosphate solubilization and in the production of 

plant growth-promoting and biocidal compounds capable of inhibiting pathogens/pests in the soil (Prasanna 

et al., 2008). The importance of microbial inoculants in agriculture and their mechanisms of action are 

depicted schematically in Figure 1.  

Some of the major applications of bioinocualnts in agriculture are discussed below: 

 
Figure 1. Schematic representation of microbial inoculants, their importance and 

mechanisms of action (Alori and Babalola, 2018) 
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1. Harvest yield: Bioinoculants used as biofertilizers in crop production significantly increases harvest 

yield by increasing the supply or availability of nutrient to plants through the process of nutrient 

transformation like nitrogen fixation, phosphorus solubilisation etc. 

2. Plant protection (Pest and disease management): When applied in an environment, bioinoculants 

or biocontrol agents elicit stimulatory effects on plant growth and/or suppressive effects on pests or diseases 

through a number of processes. Direct parasitism, lysis, competition for food, direct antibiosis, or indirect 

antibiosis through the formation of volatile chemicals such as ethylene, hydrogen cyanide, alcohols, 

monoterpenes, and aldehydes reduce plant pathogens (Juan et al., 2005). The important genera of 

biocontrol microbes include Trichoderma, Aspergillus, Chaetomium, Penicillium, Neurospora, Fusarium 

(saprophytic), Rhizoctonia, Dactylella, Arthrobotrys, and Glomus. 

3. Nutrient supply and uptake: It is a well-established fact that soil microorganisms have varied enzyme 

systems hence executes numerous nutrient transformations in soil, which is critical for soil homeostasis 

and health. Nitrogen and phosphorus transformations are important among nutrient transformations since 

they are the principal plant nutrients acquired from the soil. Bio-inoculants used for nutrient supply are 

also known as biofertilizers (Beg and Singh, 2009). Biofertilizers are classified in various categories on the 

basis of their role in supply of particular nutrient to plants. Major biofertilizer groups are given in Table 1: 

S.N. Groups Examples 

A N2 fixing biofertilizers 

 1. Free living Azotobacter, clostridium, 

Anabaena, Nostoc 

 2. symbiotic Rhizobium, anabaena 

azollae 

 3. Associative symbiotic Azospirillum 

B P solubilizing biofertilizer 

 1. Bacteria Bacillus subtilis, 

Pseudomonas striata 

 2. fungi Penicillium, aspergillus 

awamori 

C P mobilizing biofertlizers 

 1. Arbuscular Mycorrhiza Glomus sp., Scutellospora 

sp. 

 2. Ectomycorrhiza Laccaria sp., Boletus sp. 

 3. Ericoid Mycorrhiza Pezizella ericae 

D Biofertilizer for micronutrients 

 1. Silicate and Zinc solubilizers Bacillus sp. 

Table 1: Types of biofertilizers 

4. Improves Soil quality: Biofertilizers improve soil texture, structure, nutrient supply, water holding 

capacity and the proliferation of beneficial soil microbes. The use of biofertilizers helps mycorrhizal hyphae 

to retain soil masses together, therefore strengthen soil structure and reduces soil erosion. Thus, the 

incorporation of manure enhances soil texture and increases porosity. 

5. Abiotic stress management: Some volatile organic compounds (VOCs) such as 2-pentylfuran, 3-

hydroxy-2-butanone (acetoin), dimethyl hexadecyl mine and 2,3-butanediol released by microorganisms 

namely, Alternaria, Arthrobacter, Bacillus, Pseudomonas and Fusarium, promotes growth under different 

abiotic stress conditions (Incheira and Quiroz, 2018). 

Microorganisms like AM fungi and PGPR might be useful to plants in conserving water. The AM fungus 

can boost plant performance under drought stress by increasing stomatal resistance, adjusting plant 

hormone balance, increasing water and nutrient uptake (specially Zinc and Copper).  

The application of PGPR has emerged as an environmentally friendly technique of increasing agricultural 

yields by aiding cell division, embryogenesis, root formation, fruit development and ripening, as well as 

resistance to biotic and abiotic challenges and maintaining plant water conservation status. 
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Conclusion 
Chemicals may be avoided in agriculture hence they can be eliminated from human meals. Understanding 

the mechanisms of action used by microbial inoculants will be critical for their application in sustainable 

agriculture. Bio-inoculants can reduce the usage of chemical fertilisers, lowering environmental risks, 

improving soil structure and benefiting agriculture. Increased mineral and water intake, root development, 

vegetative growth, and nitrogen fixation are all the additional benefits of using Bio-inoculants. Including 

bio-inoculants in farming practices will empower future populations with healthy food security. Hence, we 

can conclude that as eco-friendly and cost-effective inputs, these prospective bio-inoculants would play a 

major role in soil production and sustainability while also protecting the environment. Farmers must also 

be educated on the consequences of indiscriminate application of agrochemicals. 
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Introduction 
Fruit and vegetables are a good source of vitamins and minerals, including folate, vitamin C and potassium. 

They are the excellent sources of dietary fibre, which can help to maintain a healthy gut and prevent 

constipation and other digestion problems. A diet high in fibre can also reduce your risk of bowel cancer. 

Fruits and vegetables have a natural waxy layer on the whole surface (excluding underground ones). The 

idea of using edible coatings has also been obtained from skin of fruits and vegetables (Goldstein et al., 

1992). These are thin layer of edible materials which restrict loss of water, oxygen and other soluble 

material of food. Waxing is especially important if tiny injuries and scratches on the surface of the fruit or 

vegetable are present and these can be sealed by wax. Skin coating (Protective coating) - is defined as 

artificial application of a very thin film of wax or oil or other material to the surface of the fruits or 

vegetables as an addition to or replacement for the natural wax coating. Waxes - are esters of higher fatty 

acid with monohydric alcohols and hydrocarbons and some free fatty acids. Waxing generally reduces the 

respiration and transpiration rates, but other chemicals such as fungicides, growth regulators, preservative 

can also be incorporated specially for reducing microbial spoilage, sprout inhibition etc. However, it should 

be remembered that waxing does not improve the quality of any inferior horticulture product but it can be 

a beneficial in addition to good handling. Edible coatings have also a high potential to carry active 

ingredients such as antibrowning agents, colorants, flavours, nutrients, spices and antimicrobial 

compounds that can extend product shelf life and reduce the risk of pathogen growth on food surfaces 

(Ricardo et al., 2012). During the last few decades, a range of formulations of edible coating have been 

developed which are widely used in fruits and vegetable industries. 

Advantages 
1. Improved appearance 

2. Reduced PLW - reduced moisture losses and retards wilting and shriveling during storage 

3. Reduced weight loss 

4. Prevents chilling injury and browning 

5. Protect produce from bruising 

6. Reducing respiration rate - by creating diffusion barrier between fruit and surrounding as a result of 

which it reduces the availability of O2 to the tissues. 

7. Protects fruits from micro-biological infection 

8. Considered a cost-effective substitute in the reduction of spoilage when refrigerated storage is 

unaffordable. 

9. Carrier agent - used as carrier for sprout inhibitors, growth regulators and preservatives. 

10. Increase in the shelf life 

11. Mango fruits treated with wax emulsion containing 8 to 12% solids have one- or two-week’s longer 

storage life than the untreated ones. 

Disadvantages 
Development of off-flavour if not applied properly. Adverse flavour changes have been attributed to 

inhibition of O2 and CO2 exchange thus, resulting in anaerobic respiration and elevated ethanol and 

acetaldehyde contents. 

Specifications of a Desirable Wax 
1. The selected wax material should provide a lasting shine. 

2. Must be manufactured from food grade materials. 
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3. It should not develop any off-flavour and resistant to chalking. This can be determined by cooling waxed 

fruit to 0°C and allowing moisture to condense on fruit on removal from cold room It should reduce weight 

loss of commodity by 30% to 50%. 

4. Rapid drying, competitive price and easy clean up. 

How Fruit Coating Works? 
Fruit coating results in the restriction of the gas exchange between the fruit and surrounding atmosphere. 

This causes a buildup of CO2 and a depletion of O2 with in the fruit, thus causing an effect similar to CAS 

(controlled atmosphere storage). If surface coatings and their concentration are not selected properly, the 

respiratory gas exchange through fruit skins is excessively impaired leading to development of off-odours 

and off-flavours. Over waxing also results in abnormal ripening and softening that affects the marketing 

of such fruits. 

Fruit coatings can be formulated from different materials including lipid, resins, polysaccharides, proteins, 

and synthetic polymers. Most coatings are a composite of more than one film with the addition of low 

molecular weight molecules such as polyols, that serve as plastisizers (increase the plasticity or fluidity of 

the material). Otherwise, coatings can be too brittle and will flake or crack on the coated product. 

Surfactants, antifoaming agents, and emulsifiers are also often used in coatings (Bourtoom, 2008). 

Fruits Suitable for Waxing 
Immature fruit vegetables - cucumbers and summer squash. 

Mature fruit vegetables - eggplant, peppers and tomato, potato, pumpkin, carrot, snake gourd, 

coccinia and capsicum. 

Fruits – apple, avocado, banana, citrus (orange, mandarin, lemon, grapefruit), guava, mangoes, melons, 

papaya, peaches, pine apple etc. 

Food grade waxes are used to replace some of the natural waxes removed in washing and cleaning 

operations, and helps in reducing loss during handling and marketing. If produce is waxed, the wax coating 

must be allowed to dry thoroughly before further handling. 

Types of Waxing 
1. Natural waxing: On the plant when fruit attains desired stage of maturity, nature provides them with 

thin coat of whitish substance, which is called bloom or natural waxing. Natural coat is clearly visible on 

fruits and disappears after harvest due to repeated handling of fruit. 

Ex: apple, pear, plum, mango and grapes. 

2. Artificial waxing: To prolong the shelf life of produce some of the fruit and vegetables are dipped in a 

wax emulsion and then dried for few minutes. This process provides thin layer (<1 μ) of artificial wax on 

skin of the produce by which the small pores present on the skin are fully covered and reduce the 

transpiration and respiration process resulting in increased shelf life. Artificial wax also provides good 

shining and luster to the produce, which increases its market value. Artificial waxes like solvent waxes, 

water waxes and paste or oil waxes are used. 

List of Commercial Waxes 
1. Shellac. 

2. Carnauba wax. 

3. Bee wax. 

4. Polyethylene (12% used in Israel for Mango). 

5. Wood resins. 

6. Paraffin wax. 

Methods of Wax Application 
Performance of waxing depends on method of application. Amount of wax applied and uniformity of 

application are extremely important. Fruits should be damp dry prior to wax application to prevent 

dilution. Waxes should never be diluted with water. The following methods are commonly used. 
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1. Spray waxing: This is most commonly used method. Fruits and vegetables which move on the roller 

conveyor are sprayed with water-wax emulsion. The waxed produce is dried in a current of air at 55°C. 

There are two types of spray waxing namely low pressure spraying and high-pressure atomizing. 

2. Dipping: Here fruits are dipped in water wax emulsion of required concentration for 30 to 60 seconds. 

The fruits or vegetables could be waxed by keeping them in wire boxes holding about 100 fruits (30 kg) and 

dipping in 30 litre capacity tank containing wax emulsion. The fruits are then removed and allowed to dry 

under electric fan or in the open air or with warm air at 54 to 55°C. The produce should be turned 

periodically while drying. 

3. Foam waxing: Foaming is a satisfactory means of application because it leaves a very thin coating of 

wax on the fruit after the water has evaporated. A foam generator is mounted over a suitable brush head, 

and water is applied to the fruit or vegetable in the foam of foam. Spraying tends to waste wax, but it can 

be recovered in catch pans. 

4. Flooding: Flooding is similar to dipping and is a safe and convenient method of application. 

Trade Name of Some Extensively Used Waxes 
1. Citrashine@ from DECCO, India UPL 

2. Waxol -12 – Oil/ water-emulsion wax containing 12% solids 

3. Tal-Prolong 

4. Semper fresh 

5. Frutox - Emulsion of different waxes with 12 % solids. 

Table.: Use of wax concentration on the fresh produce: 

Conc. of wax (%) Commodity 

12 Carrot, brinjal, snake gourd, potato, cucumber, coccinia, capsicum, ribbed gourd, 

pine apple, guava and papaya 

09 Tomato, lime, orange 

08 Apple 

06 Mango and musk melon 

Quantity of Wax Emulsion at 12% Concentration Required for One Mt. of Commodity 
Item Wax emulsion (12%) in L 

Orange 3.6 

Mosambi 5.4 

Mango(300-350gm) 3.6 

Potato 7.9 

Apple 5.4 

Guava 5.7 

Tomato 5.0 

Banana 3.0 

Lime 9.0 

Cost of Wax Treatment 
Approximately it costs around 1 rupee for treating 100 apples/oranges, Rs. 2.0 for 100 mangoes and about 

Rs. 6.0 for 40 kg. of potato. 

Colouring waxes: Dyes are sometimes added to waxes for greater consumer appeal, it is being used on 

red variety of Irish potatoes, sweet potatoes, and other vegetables. They enhance the colour to give the 

same shade or tint as when the roots were freshly dug. In citrus fruits, dye has been approved for general 

use. Citrus Red No.2 is 1-2(2,5-dimethoxy phenylazo) 2-napththol with an established tolerance of 2 ppm. 

Conclusion 
Edible coatings improve the external and internal quality characteristics of diverse commodities and also 

reduce dehydration and oxidation as well as the resulting undesirable changes in colour, flavour, and 

texture. Waxes and other coatings delay ripening and senescence of fresh produce and can increase the 
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microbial stability. Coatings show promise as environment friendly quarantine treatments. Most coating 

materials are produced from renewable, edible resources and can be manufactured from waste products 

that represent disposal problems for other industries. More research and development efforts are required 

to develop edible coatings and also edible films that have good packaging performance besides being 

economical. 
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Introduction 
Morels (Morchella) are edible mushrooms having a honeycomb appearance with ridges and pit networks in 

its cap.They are one of the most desired wild mushrooms in the world and are acknowledged for their 

flavour, texture and appearance. Some of the recent studies have suggested that morels have antitumor, 

immunomodulatory, anti-inflammatory and neuroprotective effects, antioxidant activity and hepato-

protective activity due to which it can be used to treat a wide range of medical conditions. Morels are the 

most treasured and popular mushrooms in most of Europe and North America and their products were 

approved by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA).  They are universally known by different names 

viz., sponge, pine cop, corncob, honeycomb and truffles of the north. In India morels are ordinarily known 

as “Guchhi” in the Indian market. About 80 species of Morchella were reported until the turn of the 21st 

century. Morchella belong to Phylum Ascomycota, Class Pezizomycetes, Order Pezizales and Family 

Morchellaceae. They are mostly observed in the temperate regions of North America, Turkey, China, India 

and Pakistan. Due to the difficulties in its cultivation, the commercial production of these highly prized 

mushrooms is booming as a multimillion-dollar industry. In India, morels collected from the Himalayas 

priced approximately Rs 14,000–15,000 per kg. 

Commercial Cultivation 
The economic value of morel mushrooms has been remarkably realized worldwide. In natural habitat, the 

fresh morels season is very short, and they could be typically found in the markets for few weeks, mainly 

in the spring season. The underground mycelium has the symbiotic relationship with the temperate forest 

trees.  Because of the complexity of their life cycle and lack of knowledge of its ascocarp formation, these 

delicacies are not artificially cultivated. 

Development of cultivation techniques of morels remains a rare and difficult task despite of more than 100 

years of efforts. Various methods of cultivation have been attempted for centuries. However, the outdoor 

artificial cultivation of morel mushrooms has been developed rapidly in China in recent years. The first 

patent was applied in 1993 based on the successful artificial cultivationof M. esculenta. 

However, with this technique, the morels developed have poor stability and reproducibility and required 

further work for more efficient morel production. The bionic cultivation of morels on the Populus bonatii 

and crop straw was found successful in 2002 and was commercialized in Yunnan Province in 2004. The 

largest commercial production of morel was 33 ha with a yield of 450–3000 kg per ha. However,due to more 

wood consumption this technique is not common. Invention and application of an exogenous nutrition bag 

is the most important breakthrough in morel, which made an important evolution in the field cultivation 

of morels. 

Cultivation of morels can be accomplished in various regions, including plain-hills zones, plateau zones, 

and mountain zones. For the growth of morels dim light and a canopy is needed as direct sunlight is harmful 

and the cultivation process includes spawn production, land preparation, spawning, an exogenous nutrition 

supply, fruiting management and harvesting. 
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Spawn Production 
Typically, PDA (Potato dextrose agar) or PDA with humus is used as the medium for the starter culture of 

morel. The same or a similar medium can be used for the preparation of mother spawn and the final spawn. 

The extensively used raw substrate materials are comprised of sawdust, wheat bran, wheat, quicklime and 

humus. For spawn production the following recipe can be used: wheat 46%, husk 20%, wheat bran 18%, 

sawdust 10%, gypsum 1%, precipitated calcium carbonate (PCC) 1%, and humus 4%. For mother and final 

spawn, the glass or heat-resistant plastic bottles and plastic bags, respectively are often used for convenient 

transportation. Approximately, 4500 bags (14-28 cm) of the final spawn (3000–3375 kg) are used per ha. 

Numerous spawn producers have newly loomed in China and most of the morel growers directly purchase 

the final spawns. 

Spawning 
Well aerated loose soil is good for the growth of morels. Plowing of soil and removing left over are necessary 

before spawning. To manage pests and adjust pH, occasionally, quicklime can be used. The mushroom bed 

for the morels should be 80–150 cm wide and 15 cm deep. The distance between the neighboring beds 

should be 30 cm. The spawning is different for most mushrooms given that the spawn of morel is sown 

directly into the cropland or forest, which is similar to the seeding of agriculture crops.   

The season for morel spawning changes based on the different altitude (mostly from October to the middle 

of December). Spawning mostly begins when the highest regional temperature is less than 200C. The soil 

humidity should be maintained at 50–70%. Both sowing in trenches and strewing should be used. After 

spawning at a depth of 3-5 cm the non-nutritive casing soil is applied evenly over the spawn. Temperature, 

humidity nd dim sunlight should be maintained with the help of film mulching and a canopy. 

Exogenous Nutrition Aiding 
After spawning the mycelium of morel get colonized in the soil under suitable temperature and humidity 

(less than 200C temperature and 50–70% humidity) conditions. After 10–15 days, an enormous stretch of 

white patches will be visible on the surface of the mushroom bed, which is commonly known as “powdery 

mildew” and this vast white area is the morel mycelia and conidia that are produced on the soil surface. 

Then, an exogenous nutrition bag should be placed in the mushroom bed. The substrates mostly used for 

the exogenous nutrition bag consist of wheat, chaff, sawdust, and cotton seed hull. The same composition 

can be used as the final spawn and some of the compositions are subjected to many Chinese patents. The 

recipe of exogenous nutrition does not seem to be very strict. These exogenous nutrition bag should be heat-

resistant plastic bag and subsequently sterilized. The exogenous nutrition bag should be placed tightly in 

the mushroom bed after making holes or a large cut in the bag. A distance of 50-cm should be maintained 

between each bag. Under suitable temperature and humidity, morel mycelia will grow with the help of 

added nutrition and become full of the nutrition bag after 15–20 days. After 40-45 days, when the nutrition 

bag gets depleted, they can be removed. In current technique, the exogenous nutrition aiding is necessary 

for the development of ascomata of morels. However, the mechanism underlying the current technique is 

still unknown. 

Fruiting Management 
During morel cultivation, the soil moisture and atmospheric humidity are the two most important 

environmental factors which should be maintained by micro-spray irrigation, timely draining of rain water 

and supplementing water during drought. The humidity on the soil surface should be maintained less than 

50%. For fruiting, the soil and air humidity should be increased. In the spring, when the temperature 

increases to 6 - 80C, the trench between the beds is flooded slowly to maintain the air humidity at 85–90% 

and the soil moisture at 65–75%, stimulating the differentiation of the morel’s primordium. Flooding 

stimulates the morels to feed on beneficial bacteria which is essential for the fruiting. However, the 

mechanism behind the flooding is still too unknown. The optimal temperature needed for differentiation of 

primordium should be 6 – 100C. Diurnal temperature variations less than 100C is required tostimulate 

primordium differentiation. Morel fruit bodies cannot grow well at temperatures less than 200C. However, 

the temperature could be adjusted by film mulching, canopy, proper water spraying and proper ventilation 

in outdoor cultivation. Pest control is another most important management aspect of morel cultivation. 
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Major competitive contaminants in morels are: Trichoderma, Aspergillus, Rhizopus, Mucor, Neurospora, 

Coprinus and bacteria. Some of the common insect pests include Limax, mites, spring tails and maggots. 

Chemical pesticides are completely prohibited, but pests could be managed by physical and biological 

control techniques. 

Harvesting 
The fruiting bodies of morels should be harvested, when the ascocarp developed upto 10–15 cm with optimal 

ridge and sinus and fruiting bodies can be dried at low temperature. 

Future Thrust 
True morels are highly prized because of their medicinal and nutritional values and are exclusively 

collected around the world by mycophiles. Although, outdoor artificial cultivation technique of morels has 

been successful developed in China but the knowledge regarding the factors controlling the initiation and 

development of fruiting bodies remains unclear. Along with the rapid inflation of artificial cultivation of 

morel in China, various notable obstacles, including spawn aging and mechanisms of exogenous nutrition 

are still the subject of concern. The enhancement of biological research will be helpful for solving these 

problems and popularizing the technology worldwide for the promotion of artificial cultivation of morels. 
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Introduction 
Various methods have recently been employed to improve fruits to avoid losses from various Biotic and 

abiotic factors around the world. It is becoming increasingly important to develop Techniques for improving 

fruit production, appearance, quality and reducing diseases and pests with lesser chemical application due 

to increased awareness towards safe/ least pesticide load On the produce to confirm the safety of employees, 

consumer health, and environmental Protection. 

Pre-harvest fruit bagging has become an effective method to combat biotic and abiotic stresses. In this 

Technique, individual fruit or fruit bunches or fruit berries are bagged on the tree for a specific Period. This 

technique offers help in improving the physical appearance as well as the Chemical quality of fruits by 

decreasing the external damaging factors like fruit cracking, Sunburn and russseting. 

Therefore, bagging has been used extensively in many fruit crops to Enhance the appearance of fruits (skin 

colour) and to minimize the insect- pest infestation, Occurrence of diseases, mechanical damages, 

agrochemical residues on fruit surface/ in fruits, Earlier the bags were used for export Markets and 

processing units to improve fruit quality but nowadays it is being used extensively on fruits for domestic 

consumption also. Bagging technique is commercially used in various Fruits viz. mango, guava, banana, 

litchi, grapes, pomegranate, citrus, apple, peach etc. 

The physical appearance of the peel, including its size, shape, color, gloss, and freedom from defects and 

decay, is extremely important in the highly competitive export markets and some local market. In these 

prime outlets, buyers require consistent supplies of uniform fruit with blemish-free peel. Inability to meet 

these demands may result in the loss of market access and consequent economic decline. Therefore, several 

factors affect fruit appearance, including pest infestation, bird attacks, pathogens, physiological disorders, 

and mechanical damage, which leave bruises and wounds. 

Bagging 
Bagging refers to the covering of fruits with bags to protect them from various biotic and Abiotic factors. It 

is a technique, which provides physical protection to the fruits, which helps in improving their physical and 

internal quality as well as changes the microclimate inside the Bag for proper growth and development. 

Bagging Material 
1. Paper bags (Black and Brown) 

2. White-coated bags 

3. Net bags 

4. Spun-bound light-yellow fabric bags 

5. Plastic Boxes. 

6. Leaves (e.g. Banana) 

7. Cellophane or fabric bags 

8. Orange and black bags for better skin colour 

9. Black or blue polyethylene bags 

10. Transparent polypropylene micro-perforated bags. 
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Effect of Fruit Bagging 
Fruit requires a very specific type of climate for healthy growth and development. The growth and 

development of the fruit is influenced by a number of environmental and biotic factors. Temperature 

changes or a long dry spell, for example, cause fruit to crack, lowering its beauty and marketability. The 

growth of different fungal infections is favoured by high humidity and low temperature. It alters the micro-

environment inside the bagged fruit and provides a proper climate for the fruits' growth and development, 

while also reducing the occurrence of numerous pathogens and physiological illnesses and improving the 

fruits' postharvest quality. By maintaining a somewhat stable temperature inside the bagged fruit, bagging 

protects the fruit from frost damage. During winter months, it increases the temperature inside The bag 

by 1-2 °C and in summer or hotter months 3-6 °C. 

Advantages of Fruit Bagging 
1. Reduces the residues of pesticides, improves eating Quality of fruit. 

2. It significantly improves the appearance of the fruit, which facilitates in obtaining a good market price. 

3. It eliminates fruit fly infestations, restricts bird damages and reduces infectious diseases. 

4. The paper bags are recyclable and biodegradable. 

5. It is an integral part of organic fruit production. 

6. It protects the fruit from cracking and sunburn. 

7. It is an environment-friendly technology. 

Effects of Bagging on Fruit 
Economic impact and cost–benefit ratio of preharvest bagging: 

Effect of bagging on physiological factor: 

a. Fruit size and weight 

b. Fruit maturity 

c. Fruit ripening 

d. Fruit appearance 

e. Fruit colour development 

f. Colour inhibition. 

Biotic factors influenced by fruit bagging: 

a. Pest control 

b. Disease control 

c. Bird damage. 

Physiological and biochemical factors influenced by bagging: 

a. Physiological disorders 

b. Fruit nutrient concentration 

c. Enzymatic activities 

d. Fruit quality. 

Phenolic compound content and anti-oxidants activities: 

a. Aroma volatiles 

b. Fruit firmness 

c. Pesticide residues. 

Bagging in Different Fruit Crops 
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Future Prospects 
Only a few research have looked into the impact of preharvest bagging on fruit quality and storage 

capabilities after harvest. As a result, future study should concentrate on the impact of preharvest bagging 

on postharvest fruit quality. Factors such as the type of bag used, fruit development when bagged, bagging 

length, and fruit exposure to natural sunshine following bag removal all influence the outcome of 

preharvest bagging. Previous research has advised the use of plastic bags since they can increase fruit 

quality and are reusable in most weather situations, albeit their resistance to degradation causes disposal 

issues once their usefulness has passed. Although there are recycling factories that recycle plastic trash, 

mechanical recycling may use more energy over time than producing the same product from virgin 

polymers. Plastic leftovers also stay in the soil for years, and large pieces are not only a hindrance to plant 

growth but also a potential hazard to animals if the site is later turned over to grass. Paper bags have also 

been shown to improve fruit quality, but they are susceptible to wind and rain damage, which disintegrate 

the bags, allowing insects to reach and damage the fruit during its growth stages. Despite these obstacles, 

preharvest bagging has become an essential element of the commercial culture of apples, pears, peaches, 

and loquats in nations like Japan, China, and the United States. Preharvest bagging's advantages must be 

highlighted internationally. To confirm the research and support its widespread adoption, cost–benefit 

evaluations should be done. Natural bacteria destroy biodegradable bags made of polyolefin plastic fully 

over time. Decomposition can also be altered by controlled deterioration, such as the addition of 

prodegradants like cobalt or manganese stearate, and can be increased by natural light, heat, and oxygen. 

Plant-based products made from sago derived from starch and natural fiber, disposable foam food 

containers made from starch and nanoclay, biodegradable products made from cassava (Manihot esculenta) 

starch, mulching film, and bags made of corn (Zea mays) starch and oil derivatives are among the 

biologically based polymers being manufactured to conserve petrochemical resources and minimize 

environmental impact. Among the main benefits of using lignocellulosic or agricultural fibers as fillers or 

reinforcements in plastics are their low densities, nonabrasive character, high filling levels possibly 

resulting in high stiffness properties, easily recyclability, biodegradability (the wide variety of fibers 

available throughout the world would generate rural jobs and boost nonfood agricultural and farm-based 

economies), low energy consumption, and cost. However, although attempts have been made to produce 

biodegradable polymers, little has been reported regarding their use for preharvest fruit bagging. 

Therefore, future research is necessary to critically examine the use of biodegradable plastic materials for 

this purpose. 
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Conclusion 
Although preharvest bagging is a simple and grower-friendly technique that is safe to use and has several 

beneficial effects on the physical appearance and chemical quality of tree fruit, it is an expensive practice 

for large-scale production. However, farmers can reduce production costs and increase productivity and 

profit by more than 90% per hectare. Furthermore, it is an effective alternative to replacing the use of 

agrochemicals like fungicides and insecticides that can threaten the safety of workers in the horticultural 

industry and the health of consumers. Any food sample, especially unprocessed fruit, is prone to containing 

pesticide residues because they are widely dispersed from their application areas. Many studies have 

recommended the use of plastic bags; therefore, there is a need to develop and test biodegradable bags that 

decompose after use. There is also a need for future research to standardize specifications for the most 

effective types of bag to be used and to determine the optimum bagging and debagging timetables for 

growers to benefit from this technology. 
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Apart from the yield loss arising from biotic stress like insect pest, disease causing pathogens and weeds, 

abiotic stress also causes yield loss in rapeseed-mustard. Management of abiotic stress therefore attains 

significance in the crop in order to attain higher productivity. The major abiotic stress in rapeseed-mustard 

is frost, fog, high temperature at seedling stage, soil salinity and alkalinity. The management of these 

abiotic factors is discussed below. 

Frost 
Frost is a sudden crop killer with devastating potential, especially in the north and northeastern parts of 

India where temperature unexpectedly drops below 0°C during December-January, When the frost occurs, 

the temperature invariably drops below 0°C, however it is not essential to have very high relative humidity 

(RH). It directly affects the flower and pod development and prevents the seed formation, thus affecting 

the crop productivity. It can cause considerable yield loss or total crop failure. On an average, a loss up to 

70 per cent in seed yield has been reported. 

Management: The conditions favoring frost development generally occurs in the night.  When such 

conditions exist, the crops can be saved by burning waste material, dung or straw on windward side of the 

field in the evening till morning so that the temperature of the surroundings is increased preventing frost 

injury.  

a. Irrigate the field at 10-15 days interval when the temperature is low, so as raise the soil 

temperature. 

b. If possible, raise a protective vegetation taller than mustard to prevent direct impact of cold wave. 

c. In the areas, where frost damage is a regular phenomenon, frost tolerant mustard varieties, 

Urvashi, RGN-48, RK 9001 and RH 8816 should be grown.  

d. To protect the crop from the frost, chemicals may also be applied.  Spray Dimethyl sulphoxide 

(DM-50), Difolatan, Dithane M-45 or H2SO4 (0.15%) for effectively mitigating the freezing injury.  

If required, repeat the spray at 15 days interval. 

Fog 
Rapeseed mustard is also affected by fog. The conditions for fog build up is ideal when the sky is clear, wind 

does not blow and relative humidity is more that 75 %. It is not necessary to have temperature below 0°C 

for foggy weather to develop. Fog development has been noticed to occur even at temperatures of 10-12°C. 

During fog, the photosynthesis activity of the plants is restricted due to non - availability of proper sunlight. 

This affects the crop growth and ultimately the oilseed yield. 

Salinity: 

a. Reduces the residues of pesticides, improves eating Quality of fruit. 

b. It significantly improves the appearance of the fruit, which facilitates in obtaining a good market 

price. 

c. It eliminates fruit fly infestations, restricts bird damages and reduces infectious diseases. 

d. The paper bags are recyclable and biodegradable. 

e. It is an integral part of organic fruit production. 

f. It protects the fruit from cracking and sunburn. 
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g. It is an environment-friendly technology. 

Management: 

a. The rapeseed - mustard crop is relatively tolerant to salinity build up in the soil resulting from 

the irrigations with saline-blended water especially when a pre sowing irrigation with good quality 

water is given. 

b. Indian mustard (Brassica juncea) yields higher than other species under salinity. Some varieties 

of Indian mustard like CS-52, CS-54 and Narendra Rai have better salt tolerance potential and can 

be grown in such situation. Use 25% higher quantity of seed and nitrogen than the normal and adopt 

a closer spacing.  

c. The saline soils, which contain large amount of calcium salts and on leaching do not develop much 

alkalinity are easier to reclaim.  Salts are removed from rhizosphere by leaching where water table 

is low. The field is divided into small plots by ridges in dry season and allowed to fill by rainwater. 

The water drives soluble salts to lower horizon and keeps the salts away from root zone. The field 

is never allowed to dry throughout the crop. This method is successful where irrigation water is 

sufficient.  

d. Another method of reclamation is scrapping it, which is expensive. The surface layer of soil up to 

8-10 cm depth is scrapped physically and removed, which contains maximum number of salts.  

e. In the area of sufficient irrigation and efficient drainage facilities, flushing off soluble salts can 

be done. The field is divided into plots and allowed to fill by the rainwater, plowed to dissolve the 

salts and flushed (drained). This run off method, which drives the salts out is repeated 2-3 times. 

Alkalinity 
Alkali soils are formed in arid and semi-arid climates where exchangeable sodium form hydroxide on 

hydrolysis. The hydroxide of sodium produces alkalinity beyond pH 8.5. This strong alkali dissolves organic 

matter and on evaporation leaves black residue on the surface of the soil; therefore, these soils are called 

as “black alkali”. The electrical conductivity of saturation extract of such soils is less than 4 m mhos/ cm at 

25°C and exchangeable sodium is more than 15 %.  Alkali soil is highly deflocculated or dispersed due to 

large amount of sodium hydroxide (alkalinity) and soil becomes compact. Due to compactness aeration and 

movement of water are very poor, making the tillage difficult and his crop root penetration is restricted. 

Alkaline water affects the physical properties of the soil. Prolonged use may lead to dispersal of soil 

granules and after evaporation the soil becomes very hard. A fine impermeable layer develops on the soil 

surface. The soil pH increases and availability of N, Zn and Fe nutrients decrease. 

Management: 

a. Alkali soils are rendered less injurious by treating the soils with chemical amendments. Gypsum 

is a cheap and very effective amendment for reclaiming alkali soils. The requirement of Gypsum 

differs with the pH and texture of the soil and are worked out in the laboratory by estimating the 

milli equivalent (me) of sodium exchanged from 100 gm of soil. 

b. Farmyard manure, compost, green manures, etc. can also be used as organic amendments 

integrated with the chemical amendment.  Microbial decomposition of organic matter produces 

carbon dioxide, which dissolves in soil solution and forms carbonic acid. The carbonic acid solublizes 

salts and reduces the alkalinity of soil. The organic matter also improves the physical conditions 

and permeability of the alkali soil. 

c. If the laboratory test report of alkaline water indicates Residual Sodium Carbonate (RSC) @ 2.5 

me/liter of water or less, there is no need of any reclamation (safe limit). However, above this value, 

gypsum application is must. 

d. From the safe limit of RSC, for every additional me/liter RSC to be neutralized, agricultural grade 

gypsum (70 % purity) @ 12 kg/ha should be applied for each centimeter of irrigation water to be 

applied. The quantity of gypsum is thus determined by the RSC to be neutralized and the quantity 

of water required for irrigation during a growing season or on yearly basis. For example; If the value 

of RSC to be neutralized is 1.0 me/liter of water and two irrigation is to be given to rapeseed-mustard 

crop for 7.5 cm depth, then the gypsum requirement would be worked out as follows: 

   RSC to be neutralized          =       1; from 3.5 me/litre to 2.5 me/litre  

   Number of irrigations           =       2 (7.5 cm each)  
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   Gypsum required (tonnes)    =      12x1x2x7.5/1000 = 0.18 t/ha  

e. Sometimes, application of gypsum as per requirement of the irrigation water alone would be 

insufficient as the soil may also be alkali in nature, the gypsum should be added both on the basis 

of soil requirement as well as to neutralize the RSC of irrigation water. Thereafter, application of 

gypsum is needed on the basis of irrigation water only. Since water is used year after year, 

application of gypsum needs to be repeated over the years.  

f. Proper time for application gypsum is the rainy season, after a couple of rains are received.  

g. Apply 25% more N than normal along with 25 kg ZnSo4/ha and FYM/ compost/ green manure 

before sowing. 

h. Some varieties of Indian mustard like CS-52, CS-54 and Narendra Rai are most suitable under 

the alkalinity stress. 
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Introduction 
The concept of food security has been on the international agenda as far back as 1948, when the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights affirmed that “Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for 

the health and well-being of himself and his family, including food.” Article 11 of the International 

Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights went further, in 1966, when it affirmed the “right of 

everyone to be free from hunger”. This right to food is even characterised as a “fundamental right” and is 

acknowledged as the primary economic right of a human being.  

This global concern heightened after the 1974 World Food Conference, when diminishing world food 

supplies and large-scale food shortages triggered responses in the international community that focused 

on increasing domestic agricultural production and creating international grain reserves. Food security 

was identified with commercial food prices and physical food availability, rather than with demand and 

consumption, especially by the poor and vulnerable. 

Food Security 
In 1986 the World Bank further added the dimension of activity level and defined food security as “secure 

access at all times to sufficient food for a healthy and active life” (World Bank 1986). At the household and 

individual level, the concept of adequate food is considered in both quantitative terms (i.e., caloric 

sufficiency) and, even more so, in qualitative terms (i.e., variety, safety and cultural acceptability). 

Similarly, household food security depends not only on the availability of an adequate and sustainable 

supply of food but also on the means employed by households to acquire the needed food. 

The term ‘food security’ referred to overall national, regional or even global food supply and shortfalls in 

supply compared to requirements. However, the recognition that despite overall adequacy of food supply at 

the national or regional levels certain vulnerable groups have insufficient food intake meant that the term 

food security had to be relevant at the community, household or individual level. 

Nutrition Security 
The term ‘nutrition security’, on the other hand, emerged in the mid-1990s and focused on food 

consumption by the household or the individual and on how that food is utilized by the body and thus in 

principle is more than food security.  

Building on UNICEF’s conceptual framework of malnutrition, the International Food Policy Research 

Institute (IFPRI) in 1995 proposed that ‘nutrition security’ be defined as ‘adequate nutritional status in 

terms of protein, energy, vitamins, and minerals for all household members at all times.’ 

Food and Nutrition Security 
“Food and Nutrition Security is achieved, if adequate food (quantity, quality, safety, socio-cultural 

acceptability) is available and accessible for and satisfactorily utilized by all individuals at all times to live 

a healthy and happy life.” 

“Food and nutrition security exists when all people at all times have physical, social and economic access 

to food, which is consumed in sufficient quantity and quality to meet their dietary needs and food 

preferences, and is supported by an environment of adequate sanitation, health services and care, allowing 

for a healthy and active life.” 
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Ensuring Food and Nutrition Security 
1. Ensuring food and nutrition security is a challenge for India, given its huge population and high levels 

of poverty and malnutrition. 

2. Food availability is threatened by the effects of climate change and declining water resources. 

3. Economic access to food by about one third to one fourth of the population living below the poverty line 

is problematic. 

4. Despite impressive economic growth in the recent years, the level of food distribution & absorption are 

low. 

5. About 44% of children under the age of 5 are underweight, 50% are stunted, and around half of pregnant 

women and children are anaemic. 

Challenges to Food Security 
1. Climate Change: Higher temperatures and unreliable rainfall makes farming difficult. Climate change 

not only impacts crop but also livestock, forestry, fisheries and aquaculture, and can cause grave social and 

economic consequences in the form of reduced incomes, eroded livelihoods, trade disruption and adverse 

health impacts. 

2. Lack of access to remote areas: For the tribal communities, habitation in remote difficult terrains 

and practice of subsistence farming has led to significant economic backwardness. 

3. Increase in rural-to-urban migration, large proportion of informal workforce resulting in unplanned 

growth of slums which lack in the basic health and hygiene facilities, insufficient housing and increased 

food insecurity. 

4. Overpopulation, poverty, lack of education and gender inequality. 

5. Inadequate distribution of food through public distribution mechanisms (PDS i.e., Public 

Distribution System). 

a. Deserving beneficiaries of the subsidy are excluded on the basis of non-ownership of below poverty 

line (BPL) status, as the criterion for identifying a household as BPL is arbitrary and varies from 

state to state. 

6. Biofuels: The growth of the biofuel market has reduced the land used for growing food crops. 

7. Conflict: Food can be used as a weapon, with enemies cutting off food supplies in order to gain ground. 

Crops can also be destroyed during the conflict. 

8. Unmonitored nutrition programs: Although a number of programs with improving nutrition as their 

main component are planned in the country but these are not properly implemented. 

9. Lack of coherent food and nutrition policies along with the absence of intersectoral 

coordination between various ministries. 

10. Corruption: Diverting the grains to open market to get better margin, selling poor quality grains at 

ration shops, irregular opening of the shops adds to the issue of food insecurity. 

Status of Food and Nutritional Security 
The status of food security of a country needs to be assessed at three levels.  

1. First is the availability of food at national level on sustainable basis, which depends on level and growth 

of food production, or adequate capacity to import food (if availability elsewhere is assured).  

2. Second is the physical and economic access of all households to food. Physical access requires efficient 

marketing, transport, and storage system to carry the food within an easy reach or at a reasonable distance 

from human settlements (villages). Economic access of every household to food depends on its purchasing 

power and prices of food at which it is available.  

3. And third is the utilization of available food by individuals, which depends on intra-family allocation of 

food, and maintenance of reasonable level of health of all individuals to consume and absorb required level 

of food. Social factors like education, primary healthcare, gender bias, and role of women in household 

decisions affect food security at the individual level. 

Conclusion 
Food and nutritional security is a major concern in global agriculture that needs a significant increase in 

order to be able to feed the expected growing world population. The continued growth in agricultural 

production and productivity can assist to meet the survival requirements, fight against hunger, decrease 
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the dependency on imported foods, uplift the balance of trade, achieve the sustainable growth and increase 

the food and nutritional security. In the future, most of the increases in global agricultural production are 

expected to result from applying further existing or new technologies and practices. 
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Among the beneficial insect’s species, bees bring economic benefits to humans. The beekeeping business is 

well developed in abroad and some parts of India. Gujarat also has good opportunities for the development 

of this business. If honey is extracted from bees by raising them in a modern and scientific way, are sweet, 

translucent, thin and golden in colour. People are afraid of honey bees, because these tiny stingers make 

us cry when they sting. These four-winged creatures are a blessing of nature and produce the best of sweet 

things called 'honey'. The World Bee Day is celebrated every year on May 20th to raise awareness about the 

importance of honey bees. 

Species/ Types of Honey Bees 
There are different species of bees in the world but only 7 of them are honeybees. And only 5 of them have 

commercial importance in India, they are as follows: 

1. The rock bee, Apis dorsata   

2. The Indian hive bee, Apis cerana indica  

3. The little bee, Apis florea  

4. The Italian or European bee, Apis mellifera  

5. Dammer bee or stingless bee, Melipona irridipennis. 

The Rock Bee, Apis dorsata 
These giant bees are originating from India and is also known locally in Gujarat as Sarangmakhi It is 

found in flat plains as well as in hilly areas up to an altitude of 1500 meters. These forms large beehive 

under tall trees, large houses, tall water tanks in an open area which is about 6 feet long and 3 feet deep.  

Rock bees are brutal and hard to raise. These bees are very angry by nature and soon gets upset and bites. 

As well as tending to migrate. They produce about 30 to 40 kg of honey per comb every year.   Due to the 

nature of this bee, it is not possible to raise it on a domestic and commercial basis. 

The Indian Hive Bee, Apis cerana indica 
These bees are found all over in India. They are the tamed species and do not build single comb, instead, 

they build different parallel combs with an average honey yield of 6-8 kg each colony per year. These honey 

bees are bigger than Apis florae (little bee) however littler than Apis mellifera (European or Italian bee). 

They are local in India and Asia. 

The Little Bee, Apis florae 
These bees can be found up to an altitude of 200 meters.  These bees construct single vertical combs. They 

additionally build combs in tree branches, corners of walls, and small vertical hives in the hollows of wells, 

supports, structures, caverns, void cases, and so on. They produce about half a kg of honey each year per 

hive. It is not convenient to keep this fly because it bites. 

The Italian or European Bee, Apis mellifera 
Same to Indian bees, European or Italian bees also construct parallel combs and are bigger than all other 

honeybees except the rock bees. The normal production of honey per colony is 30-50 kg every year. They 

have been imported from European nations (Italy).  These bees are humble in nature and collect a lot of 

honey goes too far to collect. Currently, this species of bee can be reared commercially. 

Dammer Bee or Stingless Bee, Tetragonula iridipennis 
The stingless bees are a lot littler than the real honey bees and have very good pollen carriers of different 

food crops. They can be tamed but the honey yield per hive every year is 200 gms. 
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The Life Cycle of Honey Bee 
The bee goes through four stages in its life cycle from egg to adult. The first one starts with egg. After egg 

develops larvae and passes through the pupa, it becomes a mature bee, whether it's a worker, drone or 

queen, although there will be slight variations in the time it takes for each to emerge from the egg cell. 

Eggs: In the hive, only the queen bee lays eggs in a wax, hexagonal egg cell.  The honey bee queen may lay 

between 2000 to 3000 eggs per day. Fertilized eggs will become females (potential queens or workers).  

Unfertilized eggs will become drones (male honey bees) and are laid in 'drone cells' which are larger cells 

than those of worker bees. A potential future queen honey bee is laid in a special cell, called a 'queen cell'. 

Larva: After 3 days, the egg develops into larva, which looks like small white grub.  It has no legs and is 

blind. The larvae are fed by young worker bees that have not yet left the hive.  Initially, all the larvae are 

fed royal jelly for three days, and after this they are fed bee bread, which is a mixture of honey and pollen. 

A larva destined to be a queen is fed only on royal jelly, which a special substance is made in special glands 

in the head, and the salivary glands in the mouth.  Royal jelly is sometimes called 'bee milk' and is produced 

by young nurse bees (worker bees of between 5 & 14 days old).  Royal jelly contains protein, vitamins, fats 

(lipids), and sugar. As the larva grows, it will moult (shed its outer skin) several times.  After about 6 days 

(depending on whether the bee is a worker, drone or queen), the egg cell is covered with a layer of wax by 

the worker bees. 

Pupa: Inside the sealed egg cell, the larva begins to spin a cocoon around itself and pupate.  During this 

phase, the larva develops into a recognizable bee, with wings, legs, head, thorax and abdomen. 

Adult: Ultimately, a young adult bee will emerge from the egg cell, by chewing its way through the wax 

capping. All in all, from the time the egg was laid, it takes new queens about 16 days to emerge from the 

egg cell, whereas workers require between 18 and 22 days to fully develop and drones need 24 days. 

Life Cycle of Honey Bee 
Types Egg Larvae Pupa Total 

Queen 3 5 7-8            15-16 

Worker 3 4-5                11-12 18-20 

Drone 3 7 14 24 

Bee Family: Honeybees are social bees and lives in hives or colonies which consist of three types of adult 

bees. One colony normally includes thousands of worker bees, a single queen and hundreds of drones.   

Drones: The drones are the male bees in the colony. The average lifespan of a drone is 55 days. Their main 

function is to fertilize the virgin queen (new honey bee queens) by mating and die immediately after 

successful mating. There are reports on drones living about 90 days or about 12 - 13 weeks. By the end of 

the summer, they will no longer be needed by the colony. Honey bees need reasonable weather to forage, 

during the winter time, there is far less nectar and pollen available. Drones do not collect pollen or nectar, 

and those still alive will be elbowed out by the workers, so that winter food resources are not drained. 

Workers: The worker bees are female, they do not breed. They are responsible for all other activities, such 

as taking care of the queen and her eggs, collecting nectar, building comb, guarding the hive and honey, 

keeping the hive clean, and producing honey.  Whereas, the queen honey bee life cycle revolves primarily 

around mating and laying eggs, the life of worker honey bees also progresses through various stages of 

functions within the colony. Workers may live six or seven weeks. 

Queen honey bees: The queen honey bee is the only sexually developed female and her primary function 

is to lay drones (unfertilized eggs) and workers (fertilized eggs) for the colony. A productive queen, favoured 

by the colony and free from disease should certainly live for about 2 years, but could live for up to 3 or 4 

years or even longer, partly depending on whether the beekeeper decides to get rid of the queen, or whether 

the colony decides to replace her. The act of deposing the queen by the colony is called ‘supersedure’. Queens 

are difficult for beekeepers to identify among the thousands of workers, and so they are marked with a 

special type of paint, as can be seen by the dot of white paint.  

For the survival of a colony, all three types of bees are extremely needed.   
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Beekeepers can domesticate these species in their artificial hives. In India, most commonly used species 

for profitable purposes are Indian Bee and Italian bee. Indian bee farmers tamed these for getting the high 

yield of honey production as well as other cherished products such as royal jelly, beeswax, propolis or bee 

glue, bee venom, bee pollen, etc. Thus, beekeeping provides multiple advantages in increasing agricultural 

productivity, has role in employment generation, rural development and nutritional security and is crucial 

in maintaining biodiversity and provides environmental sustainability. 
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Summary 
Survival of every entity on this planet is dependent on the way Mother Nature reacts to every activity that 

is being performed on this Earth. There is an immediate need to increase food production so that it can 

meet the needs of the human population to some extent, and this can only be accomplished by successfully 

incorporating sustainable agricultural cultivation and management strategies in place of traditional crop 

cultivation methods. Wheat is confronted by some serious biotic and abiotic constraints that are causing a 

threat in its successful production. One of them is Spot Blotch of Wheat that is prevalent is the Eastern 

part of India especially in the Indo-Gangetic plains. 

Introduction 
The report of Indian Ministry of Agriculture, Directorate of Economics and Statistic (2008/09-2012/13) says 

that Wheat grows in several states like Uttar Pradesh (32% of the total production), Punjab (18%), Haryana 

(13%), Madhya Pradesh (12%) and Rajasthan (9%). The global wheat production reached more than 780 

million tons in 2021 which was a new record for wheat production as stated by the Food and Agriculture 

Organization of the United Nations. The abiotic stresses mainly include changes in macro and micro 

climate of wheat growing areas and edaphic factors. The biotic stresses can be in form of bacteria, 

nematodes, fungi, viruses, insects or weeds. Many warm regions of the world, including as Latin America, 

Africa, Asia, and Southern Asia, are mostly afflicted by foliar diseases, particularly Bipolaris sorokiniana, 

a well-known wheat fungal pathogen (Dubin and van Ginkel, 1991). Bipolaris sorokiniana is primarily a 

seed borne pathogen that causes Spot Blotch in wheat in several areas around the world, predominantly in 

the warmer parts of the country. 

Spot Blotch of Wheat 
Wheat is hugely affected by several diseases like rusts, smuts and foliar diseases. Foliar blight is a complex 

disease caused by a multitude of causative organisms or pathogens that cause blotch, blight, or spot, 

notably in a nation like India (Dubin and Duveiler, 2002). Spot blotch of wheat is regarded as one of the 

most serious diseases in environments characterized by high temperatures and humidity (van Ginkel and 

Rajaram. 1993). Other Bipolaris hosts include barley, oats, rye, Phalaris, Agropyron, Lolium, Polac, 

Setaria, Bromus, Festuca, and others (Bakonyi et al., 1997). Bipolaris sorokiniana (syn. Helminthosporium 

sativum, teleomorph Cochliobolus sativus) is a well-known cause of Spot blotch in wheat and barley in 

warm and humid climates around the world (Kumar et al., 2002). Spot blotch pathogen is found all over 

the world and is especially aggressive in high temperatures and relative humidity, which is sometimes 

associated with imbalanced soil fertility (Sharma and Duveiller, 2004). Terminal heat stress is already a 

major constraint in reduced yield of wheat and increased spot blotch severity may also aggravate further 

yield damage (Juroszek and von Tiedemann, 2013). Shoemaker (1959) separated the genus 

Helminthosporium, naming the germinicolous Helminthosporium species Drechslera for those that 

germinate from any cell of the spores, and Bipolaris for those with fusoid, straight, or curved 

phragmospores that germinate bipolarly. 
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Distribution of Bipolaris sorokiniana 
This pathogen, Bipolaris sorokiniana, and the disease it causes are prevalent in warm and humid 

environments. This pathogen is found in North America (Mathre, 1997), South America, and several Asian 

countries (Mathre, 1984; Kutcher et al., 1996; Kumar et al., 2002; Sharma et al., 2004). Singh and 

Srivastava (1997) discovered spot blotch in wheat in North-Western Uttar Pradesh. Bipolaris sorokiniana 

was also found in Bihar and West Bengal, according to Singh et al. (1997). Singh et al. (2001) conducted a 

detailed survey on the prevalence of wheat spot blotch in 16 Indian states, including West Bengal, Uttar 

Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Rajasthan, Punjab, Orissa, Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Kerala, Karnataka, 

Jammu & Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh, Haryana, Gujarat, Delhi, and Bihar. 

Continent Country Reference 

Africa Kenya, Malawai, Sudan, South Africa, Tanzania, Zimbabwe USDA ARS 

Fungal 

Database 
Asia China, Korea, India, Indonesia, Taiwan, Thailand 

Austrralia Australia, New Zealand, Papua New Guinea 

Europe Austria, Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Germany, Greece, 

Hungary, Italy, Poland, Scotland, United Kingdom, USSR 

North America Indiana, Kansas, Minnesota, Montana, North Dakot, South 

Dakota, Utah, Virginia 

South America Argentina, Brazil 

Worldwide distribution of Bipolaris sorokiniana (Krishnendu Acharya et al. Australian 

Journal of Crop Science, 2011). 

 
Distribution of Bipolaris sorokiniana- Globally (left) India (right) 

Yield Loss Due to Spot Blotch Disease 
Mc Rae (1930) reported an epidemic caused by Bipolaris sorokiniana in the proximity of Pusa in India 

(Bihar). According to Ram and Joshi (1979), severe infection from the tillering stage onwards caused ear 

length reduction, as well as a decrease in the number of grains per ear and 1000 grain weight. According 

to Chowdhury and associates (2013), yield losses in the Eastern Gangetic Plains of India can range from 

10 to 50 percent, causing devastation for farmers. Spot blotch is a common disease in parts of the world 

such as Eastern India, Bangladesh, Nepal's Terai, Latin America, China, and Africa, causing significant 

yield losses (Gupta et al., 2018). Due to various climatic changes, the disease is now expanding in the North 

Western Plain Zone (NEPZ). 

Morphological Characteristics of Bipolaris sorokiniana 
Bipolaris sorokiniana is a fungus with interwoven hyphae that vary from light to dark grey or brownish 

black and form a loose cottony mass. The colony is white at first, then gradually darkens and blackens with 

subsequent sporulation. According to Subramanian (1971), the conidiophores are tufted, geniculate, dark 

red in colour, and 6-10 m thick. The condiophores are in tufts arising from stomata, or by rupturing the 

epidermis or through wounds and produce conidia in succession on new growing points. The hyphae and 

conidia appear to be dark in color due to presence of melanin like any dematiceous fungi (Bashyal et al., 

2010). 
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Host Range of Bipolaris sorokiniana 
Nagrajan and Kumar (1998) conducted host studies and concluded that B. sorokiniana infected not only 

wheat, but also a large number of grasses that shared the area with wheat. According to Nelson and Kline 

(1966), this pathogen can also attack rice seedlings and has been observed on Andropogoin bicornis, Aristid 

appalens, Cynodon dactylon, Echinochloa crusgalli, and Paspalum notatum (1985). Hirsmath (1994) 

identified Paspalum notatum as a new host for this pathogen, as well as several cereals. Monitoring of 

fungi on weeds in wheat fields and adjacent areas in Faizabad (Eastern U.P.) in 1994-95 revealed that 

Bipolaris sorokiniana is present on Phalaris minor and that the latter acts as the alternate host of the 

former (Singh et al., 1995) and the latter acts as the alternate host of the pathogen. Several plant species 

apart from these monocots also serve as hosts for B. sorokiniana like Brassica campestris, Glycine max, 

Vigna radiata, Vigna mungo, Sesamum indicum and Pennisetum americanum. 

Disease Symptoms 
According to Mehta (1981), well-developed lesions are elliptical, lens-shaped, and have a lot of sporulation, 

covering up to 22 percent of the leaf area. Necrotic lesions in the shape of a boat appear on the coleoptiles, 

leaves, crown, stems, and roots. The first symptoms occur as chlorotic spots of light brown colour. The spots 

on the upper leaf surfaces are few millimeters initially that grow as elongated dark brown spots of more 

than 1-2 cm (Chand et al., 2002). Under favourable conditions, this pathogen severely infects the entire 

ear, including the awns, the seeds are heavily infected and shrivelled, grain size is greatly reduced, and 

yield is adversely affected. When fungus attacks spike, a black point on the seed develops, which is a 

blackish discoloration around the germination point of the seed (Mahato and Bimb, 1996; Dubin and 

Duveiler, 2000). Under humid conditions, older spots produce more conidia, and a chlorotic stripe can be 

seen converging from the lesion's border due to increased toxic material production (Mercado Vergnes et 

al., 2006; Bockus et al., 2010). 

Disease Cycle 
According to Reis (1991), this pathogen can perennate both internally as mycelium in seeds or crop residues 

and externally as conidia, volunteer plants, and secondary hosts. Taking everything into account, the most 

common source of primary inoculums is infected seed. The pathogen's perpetuating organs become active 

with the germination of seeds. According to Reis, appressorium forms at the intersection of the epidermal 

cell wall around twelve hours after germination (1991). When there is leaf wetness for more than 18 hours 

with a mean temperature of around 18 °C or greater, there is maximum disease symptoms development 

(Couture and Sutton, 1978). With the advent of favourable conditions, there is production and emergence 

of conidiophores from hyphae through stomata out of the leaf surface. Conidia in succession are produced 

from these conidiophores then transmitted by rain and air. The conidia then land on different surfaces of 

leaves and germinate producing germ tube encompassed by mucilaginous substratum that helps in 

adherence of the conidia with host surface. Air borne conidia are the main cause of secondary attack 

(Duveiller et al., 2005). The development of the pathogen occurs systemically inside the host results in 

increased rate of leaf senescence (Dehne and Oerke, 1985); but leaf spot symptoms occur only when flag 

leaf has come (Duveiller et al., 2007). 

Resistance Shown Towards Bipolaris 
According to Van Ginkel and Rajaram (1998), sources of spot blotch resistance fall into three categories: 

Latin America, Chinese, and wild relatives or alien species that have been identified. According to a report 

from the Directorate of Wheat Research (Anon, 1998), strains such as KEA'S', ISWYN-29, and MG-75-513-

2-1 were resistant to spot blotch, whereas HS-364, PBW-414, VL-773, VL-775, WH-912, UP-52, and others 

were moderately resistant. Chaurasia et al. (1999) tested spring wheat lines from India and the CIMMYT 

gene pool and discovered 43 resistant lines, with CIMMYT lines showing better tolerance than Indian lines. 

In India, commercial wheat cultivars are less resistant to Bipolaris sorokiniana. Triller and Mehta (1997) 

investigated the effect of flag leaf age on the expression of resistance in wheat against Bipolaris sorokiniana 

under controlled environmental conditions. Triller and Mehta's experiments after studying 17 wheat 

genotypes revealed that older flag leaves had more infection. Some morphological characteristics, such as 

leaf surface waxes and leaf angle, are positively related to resistance to spot blotch (Joshi and Chand, 2002). 
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Management of Spot Blotch Disease 
According to Bikesh Yadav et al. (2010), the crop that was twice sprayed with Propiconazole followed by 

two applications of Carbendazim, Hexaconazole at the tillering and boot leaf stages of crop had the lowest 

disease incidence. The use of bio-agents and plant-based extracts was considered to be relatively less 

effective in reducing disease incidence. Although no complete resistance to spot blotch has been reported 

in wheat, resistance to the disease varies between wheat cultivars as stated by Gurjar et al., (2018). Some 

microorganisms and compounds can be used to induce resistance. It was discovered that combining 

Trichoderma harzianum and methyl jasmonate increased the activity of defense-related enzymes such as 

catalase, ascorbate, peroxidase, phenylalanine, lyase, and peroxidase (Singh et al., 2019). Furthermore, 

methyl jasmonate has been shown to inhibit spore germination in B. sorokiniana. Application of 5% Neem 

cake extract at the tillering and boot leaf stages resulted in a 12.66% reduction in disease severity with a 

37.51 percent reduction in severity, and it was effective at both stages. 

Conclusion 
Spot Blotch disease has established itself as important disease for wheat especially in the Indo-gangetic 

plains due to its survival in comparatively higher weather conditions and crop stubbles. Considering all 

the factors that are responsible for Spot Blotch development, it can be concluded that combination of bothe 

chemical and biological methods along with botanicals are the most effective for the management of Spot 

Blotch pathogen. 
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Introduction 
Custard apple (Annona squamosa L.) is a small group of edible fruits of genus Annona and family very 

delicious fruit from the family Annonaceae. Custard apple is known to be arid zones crop due to their wider 

adaptability, freeness from pests and diseases, hardy nature and escape from stray and grazing animals. 

Moreover, it has widened the food basket by providing variety in diet as it is a rich source of carbohydrates 

(23.5 g), proteins (1.6 g) and minerals like calcium (17 mg), phosphorus (47 mg), iron (1.5 mg) and vitamin 

C (37 mg) (Bal, 1997). 

Custard apple having an insecticidal, antitumor agent, anti-diabetic, antioxidant, anti-inflammatory 

property due to presence of cyclic peptides and it is used by Indigenous. Fruits are taken for cool fever, to 

increase mother’s milks and used against diarrhea and dysentery. Besides, being used as a table fruit, it 

can be preserved as jam, jelly and preserved pulp are also used in ice-cream and other milk products. 

Therefore, custard apple is becoming very popular not only among growers but consumers too. The area 

under custard apple in India is increasing due to its suitability to waste land, forests, rocky slopes, 

uncultivated areas, its nutritional value and wide uses in processing industries; as well as in 

manufacturing bio-pesticides. 

Health Benefits 
Custard apple is rich in fiber, vitamins and minerals, this may support immunity, reduce inflammation, 

promote eye and heart health. Custard is full of antioxidants which fight free radicals in your body. 

Presence of Vitamin B6 may reduce risk of depression and boost your mood. High potassium and 

magnesium regulate the blood pressure also improves digestion capabilities. Custard is rich in flavonoids 

which help to treat tumors and cancers. It is having an anti-aging property which keeps skin youthful. 

(Pandey, 2011). 

Climate and Soil Requirement 
Custard apple thrives well in Tropical climate. Dry, hot and humid climate are ideal and leads to good 

growth and fruit set. High humidity and winter condition during the flowering and fruit set stage favors 

an excellent yield. Custard apple grows well in annual rainfall of 500-800 mm. Custard can be grown in all 

types of soil. Fertile, shallow marginal lands are all suitable for Custard apple cultivation. A soil having 

good drainage capacity and pH ranges from 5.5-6.5 is ideal for custard apple cultivation. 

Propagation and Seed Treatment 
The best method for propagation is vegetative method but seed sowing are done as well. Nevertheless, the 

tree can be multiplied by inarching or by budding or grafting onto its own seedlings or onto soursop, sugar 

apple or pond apple rootstocks. The seeds having 2 to 3 years with good viability is use for custard apple 

sowing. Seed should be soaked in cold water for 50-60 hours after that seed should be treated with 500 ppm 

of GA3. 

Seed Sowing, Planting and Spacing 
Square and triangular systems of planting methods are adopted in custard apple cultivation. Seedlings 

which are prepared in nursery beds and for quick growth grafting method are ideal other than other 

method. 18 to 26 0C are ideal for seed sowing. The pits are dug with a size of 60cm x 60cm x 60cm at a 

spacing of 5m x 5m (plant to plant and row to row distance). Pits should be filled with FYM along with SSP 
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and neem cake under dry condition. Staking, shade management and watering are the basic requirements 

during new plantation. 

Irrigation 
Custard Apple is basically a rain-fed crop. Irrigation at the stage of flowers and fruit setting stage are ideal. 

The mist sprinkling method of irrigation is best which creates humid nature which leads to develops large 

number of flowers and boost the fruiting activity. Flood or drip irrigations are also applicable. 

Manures and Fertilizer 
Custard apple trees respond very well to manures and fertilizers and produces excellent yield with good 

quality fruits under management practices. 

Year Nitrogen(g/plant) Phosphorous(g/plant) Potassium(g/plant) 

1-2 75 50 50 

3-5 150 100 100 

Above 5 250 125 125 

Apart from above NPK, you can add any green manure or farmyard manure every year before 

the monsoon. 

Training and Pruning 
Training and pruning are the important part to established strong framework of plant at initial stage of 

growth. The main stem should be kept clean up to 50 to 60 cm from ground level. Misplaced limbs need to 

remove timely as it is necessary to build strong framework. Custard apple requires more corrective pruning. 

Pruning regulates the growth and fruit set and also regular bearing. Custard apple bears on current 

season’s growth so it requires regular pruning for better yield (S. R. Parkhe, 2018). 

Plant Protection 
It is utmost priority to control pest and disease timely to get higher yield. Custard tree is hardy in nature, 

and are less susceptible to pests and diseases. However, proper care should be taken for plant protection 

in case of any disease attack. Trees may suffer from: Mealybug, Scale insects, Fruit boring caterpillar, Leaf 

spot, Anthracnose, Black stone. 

Harvesting 
Generally, fruit colour changes during maturity from dark green to light pale green. After initiation of 

flowering, it may take three to four months to fruit set. Ripening fruits indicate cracking in carpels. Hand 

picking is the best method to harvest. Delay in harvesting leads to yield loss as the fruit is perishable in 

nature and quick ripening. 

Yield 
Yield is largely dependent upon the variety, tree age, climate, Soil and management practices. Custard 

apple generally yield an average yield of 7 tonnes/ha. In high density planting yield can rise up to 25 tonnes/ 

ha. 

Value Addition 
The fruit having pleasant flavor, mild aroma, sweet taste, good nutritional and medicinal value gives 

commercial importance to fruit. A value-added product like ready to serve beverage, fermented beverage, 

ice cream, squash, toffee etc. can be prepared and having the nutritional importance and new added flavor 

in the market (B. C. Khodifad, 2016). 

Conclusion 
Custard apple crop can be grown on various types of soil including marginal and forest lands. Crop having 

wider adoptability and grows well in arid zone. Training and pruning take an important role in production 

technology as the fruits are produced on new season’s growth. Custard apple is rich in fiber, vitamins and 

minerals, this may support immunity, reduce inflammation, promote eye and heart health. Custard apple 
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is having good acceptability in various value-added products. Study in the area of value addition having an 

excellent potential in future. Simple nature and minimum care with good yield makes great opportunity to 

farmer. 
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Abstract 
Mango (Mangifera indica) having family Anacardiaceae. India Ranks 1st with 56% of total mango 

production in the world. Mango is also one of the most favored fruits among all sections of the society in 

India, due to its high palatability, excellent taste, flavour and exemplary medicinal and nutritive values; it 

is regarded as the king of tropical fruits. The yield and quality of mango across the country is often 

compromised by some major physiological disorders such as biennial bearing, fruit drop and mango 

malformation. Spongy tissue a physiological disorder commonly found in Alphonso mango severely reduces 

its export potential. Physiological disorders refer to the breakdown of tissues in response to adverse 

environmental conditions especially temperature or to a nutritional deficiency during growth and 

development. Physiological disorders in mango pose a serious threat to the profitability which directly 

affects production and yield of mango. 

Introduction 
Mango (Mangifera indica) it is also known as king of fruits and commonly called as bathroom fruit with 

family anacardiaceae and chromosome number. 2n=40 it is grown in India for over 400 years. India shares 

about 56% of total mango production in the world (Anonymous). Its production has been increasing since 

independence, contributing 39.5% of the total fruit production of India (Singh 1996).  This tropical fruit 

crop has profuse, wide-spreading, feeder root system, Trunk stout 90 cm in diameter; bark brown, with 

many thin fissures; thick, becoming darker, rough and scaly. The fruits, which range from 2.5 cm to more 

than 30 cm in length, depending on the cultivar, vary in shape.  The temperature between 24 and 27°C is 

ideal for its cultivation. Mango is also one of the most favored fruits among all sections of the society in 

India. The yield and quality of mango across the country is often compromised by some major physiological 

disorders such as biennial bearing, fruit drop and mango malformation. Spongy tissue a physiological 

disorder commonly found in Alphonso mango severely reduces its export potential. Physiological disorders 

refer to the breakdown of tissues in response to adverse environmental conditions especially temperature 

or to a nutritional deficiency during growth and development. It does not include mechanical damage or 

damage by pests/pathogens. Some important physiological disorders affecting mango fruit and orchard and, 

their possible causes along with suggested corrective measures are discussed below. 

Biennial Bearing 
The term biennial, alternate or irregular bearing generally refers to the tendency of mango trees to bear a 

heavy crop in one year (on year) and very little or no crop in the succeeding year (off year). Most of the 

commercial varieties in north India, namely, Dashehari, Langra and Chausa are biennial bearers, 

generally mango trees when laden with fruits; do not produce new shoots (Bhargava et al. 2011). Even after 

harvesting, if new shoots are produced, they are negligible in number and do not flower in the coming year 

because new vegetative flush of mango required (8- 10 months) for flower bud differentiation. Normally if 

this year it flowers and fruits, next year new shoots will be produced in the months of March-April which 

flower particularly in tropical areas where the temperature does not go low enough to trigger flowering 

(Ahlawat et al. 2014). Rejuvenation of old mango orchards by grafting regular bearing varieties is also 

recommended to convert the alternate bearing orchards into regular bearing one’s. To overcome this 

problem, use hybrid like, Amrapali, Mallika, Ratna, Dashehari-51, Pusa Arunima, Pusa Shrestha, Pusa 

Pitambar, Pusa Lalima, Pusa Pratibha, Arka Anmol, Arka Aruna, Arka Puneet, Arka Neelkiran these 

variety for commercial cultivation as they are regular bearing in nature.  To manage, proper maintenance 

of orchard by way of effective control of pests and diseases and regular cultural practices may also result 

in better performance of the tree every year. 
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Fruit Drop 
In mango, there is a heavy drop of hermaphrodite flowers and young fruits amounting to about 99% or 

more due to climatic factors, disturbed water relation, lack of nutrition, more attack of pest and disease 

and hormonal imbalances.  Embryo abortion, this factor mostly leads to fruit drop. The intensity of fruit 

drop varies from variety to variety. In this case the commercially grown varieties like Langra are more 

susceptible to fruit drop, while Dashehari is the least susceptible. The fruit drop classified into three 

category (i) pinhead drop, (ii) post-setting drop and (iii) May-month drop. The fruit drop in first two 

categories is insignificant compared to the third category which affects the final yield significantly and 

reduces fruit quality and productions, hence needs more attention in third category. 

Control: Spray of NAA 20 ppm at pea stage or foliar application of Alar (B-nine) @ 100 ppm to control fruit 

drop in mango. Apart from these, regular and frequent irrigation during the fruit development period, 

planting of wind breaks around the orchard and timely plant protection measures can also reduce fruit 

drop in mango. 

Spongy Tissue 
It is a major problem in Alphonso variety of mango, where a pulp patch fails to ripen.  Spongy Tissue is 

serious physiological disorder occurs during ripening stage of mango fruit caused because of inactivity of 

ripening enzymes due to high temperature, convective heat and exposure to sunlight. In this disorder, a 

non-edible sour, yellowish sponge like patch develops in the mesocarp of the ripening fruit. The affected 

fruit tissue is visible only when the fruit is cut. Affected fruits have a bad odour and are unpalatable. 

Control: Post-harvest exposure to low temperatures ranges between 10-15 0C for 10-18 hours and also use 

of mulching has been useful in reducing this disorder (Ahlawat et al. 2014.) 

Mango Malformation 
Mango Malformation is also a serious issue observed in mango, more than 50% of the trees suffer from this 

disorder. It is widely prevalent in northern India, particularly in the states of Punjab, Delhi and western 

Uttar Pradesh. Panicle mostly get damaged where greenish in colour and stunted growth is observed. The 

complexity of the disorder is attributed to cultural, nutritional factors like, mites, fungal, viral, hormonal 

imbalance etc.  

Control: Spraying of Planofix at burst stage (200 ppm) during the first week of October is a remedial 

measure against mango malformation. 

Black Tip 
Black Tip is a serious disorder, particularly in the cultivar of Dashehari. The environmental gases like 

carbon monoxide, ethylene and sulphur dioxide constituting the fumes of brick kiln are known to. Black tip 

was first reported by Woodhouse in 1908 from Bihar (Zhang et al. 1995). The damaged fruits become 

unmarketable and reduce the yield to a considerable extent. The colour changes brown and finally black 

tip disorder has been detected in orchards located in the vicinity of brick kilns. Irrigation, condition of the 

tree and management practices also play important role in deciding the severity of the disorder. 

Control: Spraying Borax (1%) or caustic soda (0.8%) should be done positively at pea stage followed by two 

more sprays at 15 days interval. Planting of mango orchards should be away 5-6 km from the brick kilns 

may reduce incidence of black tip to a greater extent. 

Clustering in Mango ('Jhumka') 
A fruiting disorder, locally known as 'Jhumka', is characterized by the development of fruitlets in clusters 

at the tip of panicles. Such fruits drop down pea or marble stage after a month of fruit set. Insufficient 

pollinators in the mango orchards are the major reason of clustering. The other reasons causing the 

disorder are old and overcrowding of trees; indiscriminate spraying against pests and diseases. Sometimes 

the fruit may split longitudinally. Dashehari variety is more prone to this disorder (Priyanka et al. 2017). 

Control: Introduction of beehives in the orchards during flowering season for increasing the number of 

pollinators and restrict insecticidal sprays at full bloom to avoid killing of pollinator. 
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Jelly Seed 
Jelly seed affects the interior of the mesocarp and is characterized by a more pronounced yellow colour in 

the affected area as compared to the rest of the mesocarp, which remains whitish or pale green in young 

fruit. As the symptoms develop, the yellow colour intensifies and reaches a larger portion of the mesocarp. 

The affected pulp around the stone, eventually becomes brown, softens and may be completely 

disintegrated to the small isolated water-soaked grayish areas appear in the lower half of the fruit. Brown 

spots develop, followed by the formation of dark brown necrotic areas on the fruits which delimit green 

pans with indefinite outline. Later on, the brown tissues turn into brownish black necrotic lesion, which 

extend towards the pericarp. These necrotic areas exude gummy substances, developing stones turn brown 

and longitudinal cracks appear in the fruits. Affected fruits drop down and do not ripen during storage 

(Priyanka et al. 2017).   

Causative Factors:  The incidence is more prominent in sandy soils; boron deficient soils and it varies from 

cultivar to cultivar. For instance, cv. ‘Langra’ is free from this disorder. 

Control: Application of borax @ 500g/tree or foliar sprays (0.5%) at marble stage is very effective in 

controlling this disorder. 

Conclusion 
Physiological disorders in mango pose a serious threat to the profitability it directly affected production 

and yield of mango fruit to overcome these problems use of good quality material purchased from certified 

nurseries also proper orchard management and regular cultural operations and growing of improved 

cultivars can reduce theincidence of these disorders. Rejuvenation of old orchards, top working with 

improved varieties, use of plant growth regulators, application of micronutrients as and when required and 

provision of pollinizers in mango orchards can also resolve these disorders to a great extent. Proper 

management of this entire thing will overcome this problem and can also increase the quality production 

and overall yield of mango orchard. 
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Abstract 
Hardwickia binata Roxb, is a striking deciduous tree and characteristic species of degraded dry deciduous 

forests. Anjan normally found at an altitudinal gradient of 0-300 m with mean annual temperature of 22-

34 0C and mean annual rainfall of 250-1500 mm. This tree can grow faster in deep porous soil. It tolerates 

acidic to neutral soils. As this timber is very hard, heavy and durable it is classified as class-1 timber. Anjan 

is mainly propagated by direct sowing of seeds or by raising of seedlings in the nursery. It is excellent 

source of fiber, fuel and high quality of fodder for cattle. Agroforestry system in arid and semi-arid region 

has advantage of producing fiber and fodder and fixation of atmospheric nitrogen in the soil. Medicinal and 

pharmacological value of Anjan has traditional importance as it is used for curing various types of disease. 

Propagation Practices 
Anjan tree is propagated by Seeds or raising of seedlings in the nursery. The pods are collected from the 

tree by shaking the trees or lopping the branches or plucking the pods. Pod should be collected when it 

turns brown with some moisture content (10-12%). Fully mature pods should be placed under sun for 

extraction of seeds. 

Seed should be clean by winnowing or by blower. Seed remains viable for 5 years at room temperature. 

There is no problem of dormancy so pretreatment is not required for Anjan. Seed takes 10-15 days and 

about five weeks to germinate. Anjan have tendency to grow fast at artificial condition as compare to 

natural habitat. (L.K. Behera*, 2019). 

Commercial Utilization 
The wood is extremely hard and heavy, fairly durable, moderately strong and highly resistant to decay and 

classified as class I timber (Rao & Purkayastha, 1972). The tree is also commercially used where great 

hardness and heavy weight is required such as beams, mine props, bridge and house construction, naves 

of cartwheels, ploughshares, clod crushers, agricultural implements and bridge building. Timber is used by 

Indian railways for making of sleepers. Presence of high calorific value of sapwood and heartwood gives an 

importance for making fuelwood and charcoal. 

Presence of good protein in leaves is a good fodder for livestock’s (Singh, 1982). Treated bark powder can 

be used for the removal of mercury from water and wastewaters (Deshkar et al., 1990). The gum is used 

externally to cure gonorrhea. The bark decoction is used in the treatment of diarrhea, piles, toxemia, skin 

diseases, dysentery and worms. As characteristics of multipurpose tree species (MPTs) having the nature 

of fixing atmospheric nitrogen into the soil is adopted as a main component in the different agroforestry 

systems in the arid and semi-arid regions. 

Pharmacological Property 
Medicinal property of Anjan gives a unique importance in agroforestry. It is used for curing various diseases 

like diarrhea, leprosy, worm’s infection, indigestion, leucorrhoea, chronic cystitis, gonorrhea, cancer, gram 

negative and gram-positive bacteria and fungi Parts like roots, leaves, bark, bark, wood, seed, Husk used 

for extraction and isolated compounds in for curing of different disorder like antimicrobial, analgesic, 

antitumor antifungal, antibacterial, cardio protective, anti-inflammatory. Root bark extract are used as a 

remedy for breast cancer and has been used traditionally by Malayatu tribes of Chitteri hills. Leaf extract 

is used against gram-positive or negative gram- bacteria and screen for antibacterial activity. (Shingade 

and Kakde, 2021). 
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Conclusion 
H. binata is a tree having great economic importance particularly in the arid and semi-arid regions. It is a 

lesser known and underutilized tree species. In spite of its excellent characters as a plantation crop in 

drought prone areas, this tree is not planted extensively due to the difficulty in getting enough quality 

planting materials and seeds are prone to pathogenic attack during maturation. The plant grows fast in 

artificial condition as compare to natural habitat. This tree needs an unusual awareness for various land 

use systems to obtain maximum commercial benefits. The plants of this genus possess anticancer, 

Analgesic, Antibacterial, Antifungal activities and DNA polymerase β inhibitor. This aims to distribute 

importance of Anjan regarding commercial used and especially pharmacological activity which may help 

in future research to improve human health care. 
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Introduction 
Flowers have always remained an integral part of human life. Besides the demand for flowers is rising 

progressively with the increased standard of living. And to meet these growing demands there is a need for 

increasing the production and more importantly proper postharvest handling at all levels. Flowers are 

considered highly perishable and are vulnerable to post-harvest losses. However, a presentable and delay 

in flower senescence are crucial for the market. So, it is necessary to know the factors affecting the post-

harvest life of flowers, to provide the required conditions to prolong post-harvest life to ensure a longer life 

for flowers. 

Biochemistry of Flower 
After pollination, the flower becomes photosynthetically competent. After harvesting, membrane 

permeability of sepal tissues increases gradually until it reaches senescence. Flower senescence is described 

as the abscission of stamens layer by layer, followed by browning and abscission of nectaries. During 

senescence sugars and soluble proteins contain in the sepal tissues increased during flower opening and 

declined subsequently. Besides, as the flower advanced towards senescence the protease activity increased. 

Thus, the decline in the sugar content and elevation in specific protease activity led to the degradation of 

proteins which led to regulating and development of senescence in flowers. The soluble protein contained 

in the flower tissue shows an overall quantitative decrease like the expression of high molecular weight 

proteins but there is an increase in low molecular weight proteins during flower development and 

senescence. Degradation of proteins, lipids, carbohydrates, and nucleic acids is linked with Petal 

senescence, which is accompanied by an increase in the activity of catabolic enzymes, ion leakage, and 

nuclear fragmentation and these led to the mobilization of nutrients from petals. The α-amino acid content 

and concentration of total phenols increased during flower formation but later decreases as senescence 

progressed. There is also a decline in water content and soluble carbohydrates of flowers and individual 

sepals during floral development from bud to fully open bloom after which it declined. The decrease in the 

fresh and dry mass of flowers is due to the abscission of stamens. Flowers (sepal/petal tissues) switch from 

being a sink to a source during senescence and the changes such as the decline of fresh mass, dry mass, 

and soluble carbohydrates are often linked to PCD (Zhou et al. 2005).  

Postharvest conditions often result in an extensive reduction to a total elimination of photosynthesis, 

necessitating the reliance upon existing reserves. The respiratory pathways that are operative after 

harvest in both intact plants and severed plant parts are the same as those before harvest. The major 

changes are the finite supply of respiratory substrate available to the various pathways and the new 

equilibrium established between supply and tissue demand for it. The loss of substrate from stored plant 

products results in a decrease in energy reserves within the tissue. This loss decreases the length of time 

the product can effectively maintain its condition. Loss of energy reserves eventually results in tissue 

starvation and accelerated senescence, and is especially critical in products such as leaves, flowers, and 

other structures that are not carbon storage sites. 

Respiratory losses decrease the total food value (i.e., energy content) of the flower. Respiration removes 

oxygen from the storage environment. If the oxygen concentration in the environment is severely depleted, 

anaerobic conditions occur that can rapidly spoil most plant products. As a consequence, the rate of 

respiration is important for determining the amount of ventilation required in the storage area. It is also 

critical in determining the type and design of packaging materials to be used, as well as the use of artificial 

surface coating on the product. 
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Biochemistry of Flower Senescence 
The rate of water absorption by cut flowers depends on the hydraulic conductivity of the stem and the 

difference between the water potential of cut flowers and the preservative solution. The balance between 

water absorption and respiration is needed to maintain the quality and vase life of cut flowers. The presence 

of microorganisms in vase solutions can cause physical plugging of cut stems, release toxic metabolites and 

result in programmed cell death. This water stress is a result of vascular obstruction and water conductivity 

decrease in the stem or an increase in the amount of evapotranspiration and transpiration. Borochov and 

Woodson (1989). 

The flower's color depends on the number of carbohydrates in the tissues around the petals. Carotenoids 

are pigments that play an important role as an antioxidant and are essential compounds for the 

photosynthesis system. These compounds also eliminate reactive oxygen species involved in photosynthetic 

complexes. The application of different chemical preservatives delayed the chlorophyll and anthocyanin 

degradation while the treatment of flowers with the protein synthesis inhibitor compounds such as CHI 

prevents cell death by delaying the protein degradation. 

Water balance reduces the activity of MDA, thus delaying the senescence of cut flowers. Peroxidation of 

lipids in cell walls, under the influence of free radicals, is the most important mechanism for cell membrane 

damage and a sign of aging and programmed cell death. Antioxidant enzymes inhibit the ethylene 

biosynthesis and external factors damaging the flower, thus preventing the aging of cut flowers by 

neutralizing the toxic effects of free oxygen resulting from the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide which 

is one of the most important factors in the early aging of petals. 

Increasing activities of reactive oxygen species such as superoxide radicals and hydrogen peroxide (H₂O₂) 

cause the aging of flowers through the destruction of proteins, lipids, and nucleic acids. To neutralize the 

toxic effects of reactive oxygen species, a very effective antioxidant system is required. SOD is considered 

a key enzyme in the antioxidant defense system of plants because it controls the concentration of superoxide 

anion and H₂O₂ in plants. Among antioxidant enzymes, POD plays an important role in neutralizing 

hydrogen peroxide in cells. Therefore, it protects intracellular components such as proteins and fats against 

oxidation. 

Need for Proper Post-Harvest Handling Practices 
Even after harvest flowers remain alive and carry on their metabolic activities leading to depletion of 

carbohydrates, raised in temperature, increased respiration rates, increased accumulation of ethylene, and 

biotic and abiotic stress. These activities lead to the deterioration of the harvested flowers, affecting the 

longevity of the fresh produce. According to Salunkhe et al. (1990) and Bhattacharjee and De (2003) 

Pre-harvest factors, Harvest factors, and post-harvest factors are the major factors that influence the 

deterioration of the harvested flowers. 

Environmental Factors 
Light: The carbohydrate content of a flower is determined by photosynthesis, a physiological process 

regulated by light, and flowers that contained higher amounts of carbohydrates especially sugar last longer 

in the vase. High light intensity causes scorching of the foliage and flower buds, dropping of leaves and 

petal senescence whereas Low light causes Blueing/discoloration of petal and Bent-Neck in Rose and Stem 

Bending. 

Temperature: Temperature requirements of different crops differ. A difference of 10 °C during days and 

night temperatures is considered ideal for growth and flower production.  Low night temperature results 

in low respiration rates and it led to a decrease in the utilization of sugars, thereby improving the net 

accumulation of carbohydrates in the petals while high temperature accelerates the respiration rate which 

causes a reduction of net carbohydrate reserves leading to poor post-harvest life. Too low temperature also 

causes freezing injury to buds Halevy and Mayak (1979). 

Humidity: Different crops require different humidity levels. While High humidity leads to fungal and 

bacterial diseases, low humidity causes browning of leaf edges and thin leaves. There is a reduction of post-

harvest life at higher air humidity (90%) and a 24 h photoperiod due to the increased rate of water loss 

from the leaves as a result of the failure of stomata to close. 
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Growth Regulators 
Post-harvest life of flowers can be influenced by growth regulators. And Water relation changes associated 

with flower senescence are also affected by growth regulators Auxin does not play many roles in improving 

vase life. But Gibberellin helps in delaying senescence. For eg. In Gladiolus it helps in the opening of 

immature buds and the outer bracts of Gladiolus produced alpha-amylase and application of GA3 improved 

the vase life and quality of gladiolus cut flowers. While Cytokinins help in delaying senescence, the level of 

cytokinins decreases with aging. External application of BA had been proved to be effective in delaying 

senescence of various cut flowers by arresting the degradation of protein and chlorophyll. BA reduces the 

sensitivity of tissues to endogenous ethylene thus, delay senescence However Ethylene which is a 

hydrocarbon gas induces senescence in many flowers. Ethylene speeds up the decomposition of chlorophyll 

and early yellowing leaves of many plants. 

Conclusion 
The primary objective during the postharvest period is to maintain the product as close to the preharvest 

condition as possible (i.e., no significant growth in intact plants). The postharvest environment is 

maintained at a lower level, a level that will ensure maintenance of the product rather than enhanced 

growth and development. The effects of respiration substantially alter the methods employed in handling 

and storing many products and, hence, are of considerable commercial importance. in a marketing system 

based on weight, respiratory losses of carbon represent weight losses in the product, hence a decreased 

value. 
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Introduction 
Mango (Mangifera indica) fruit is an impotent fruit in India. Mango is also known as national fruit of India, 

King of tropical fruits, Bathroom fruit, Symbol of love and Pride of India. Many insect pests like mango 

hopper, stone weevil, fruit fly, stem borer, Eriophyid mite and red ant are infecting the mango fruit and 

reducing the productivity and quality of products, among which mango hopper, stem borer, stone weevil 

and fruit fly are important pests. The present article emphasis on the distribution, host range, 

identification, life cycle, nature of damage and management of major insect pests of the mango fruit. 

Mango Hopper 
Idioscopus clypealis lethierry, I. nitidulus Walker, Amritodus atkinsoni Lethierry and 

Idioscopus niveoparsus Lethierry (Cicadellidae: Hemiptera). 

Distribution: A. atkinsoni is more common in North India. I. clypealis is found all over India, more 

predominant is South Gujarat, Maharashtra and Karnataka. I. niveosparsus is recorded from peninsular 

India. 

host range: These are the most destructive pests of the varieties of only mango. No alternative host plants 

of these insects are known so far. 

Identification: 

S. No.  Adult Characteristics 

1 I. clypealis Greyish in color, three dark brown spots on the head, a median 

band and two black spots on the pronotum. The black triangular 

marking on scutellum and a central longitudinal dark streak 

dilated anteriorly and posteriorly   

2 A. atkinsoni Largest species, absence of a central longitudinal dark streak on 

the scutellum. Light brown having two spots on the scutellum.  

3 I. niveoparsus Three spots on the scutellum and prominent white band across its 

light brown wings. 

 

  
Adult Symptoms 

Life cycle: Hopper activity coincides the mango flowering and fruiting period (November- February). 

Female hopper inserts the eggs into flower buds and the inflorescence stalk (Side of oviposition). Egg period 

is 4-7 days and nymphal is 8-13 days. The time taken from egg to adult appearance 15-19 days and during 

a flowering season two and more brood of the pest may occur.  

Nature of damage: Both the nymphs and adult suck the sap from the inflorescence in large number 

causing withering and shedding of flower buds and flowers which results in heavy loss ranging from 25 to 

60 % due to poor fruit setting.  
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Management: 

a. Keep the nursery area clean, free of weeds and grasses; orchard sanitation etc.  

b. Application of Metarhizium anisopliae @ 1×108 cfu/ml or Beauveria bassiana @ 108 cfu/ml on tree 

trunk once during off season and twice at 7 days interval during flowering season. 

c. Conserve natural enemies: Isyndus heros, Epipyrops fuliginosa and Pipunculus annulifemur.   

d. Application of following pesticides; Buprofezin 25% SC @1.25ml/l of water, Deltamethrin 2.8% EC 

@ 0.03-0.05% and diamethoate 30 EC @ 990-1320 ml/l in 600-800 l. of water/acre. 

Mango Stone Weevil 
Sternochaetus mangiferae (Fabricius), (Cucurlionidae: Coleoptera) 

Distribution: This pest is more common in south India where late varieties suffer the most.  

Host range: Only mango fruits. 

Identification: A full grown grub is legless, fleshly and yellow with dark head. Dark weevils after 

emergence remain inactive, hidden in the cracks and crevices on the trunk. Adult is dark brown with a 

short snout. 

  
Grub Adult 

Life cycle: The weevils become active as soon as the formation of mango fruits takes place. Females 

oviposit singly in the skin of ripening fruit, when the fruit is about marble size or in inflorescence. Several 

eggs may be laid in each fruit. The eggs and pupal periods are 7 days each. The total life cycle from egg to 

adult occupies about 50 days.     

Nature of Damage: 

a. Grub makes zigzag tunnels in pulp and  

b. Eats unripe tissue and bore into cotyledons 

c. dropping at marble stage 

d. Fruit oviposition injuries on marble sized fruits. 

e. Tunnelled cotyledons in mature fruit by grubs. 

  
Symptoms Grub on mango 

Management:  

a. Collect and destroy the fallen fruits 

b. Maintain hygiene in storage place 

c. Spray any one of the following pesticides 

d. Acephate 75 SP 1.5g/lit. or Lambdacyhalothrin 5 EC 2.5 ml/lit at marble size stage of fruits, 

Phosalone 35 EC 2 ml/lit against Mango nut weevil. 

Fruit Fly 
Bactrocera (Dacus) dorsalis (Hendel) (Tephritidae: diptera) 

Distribution: India, Pakistan and Europe.  

Host range: Poluphagous pest- Mango, guava, peach, apricot, cherry pear, sapota, ber, citrus, chilli ets.  
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Identification: Maggot are apodous. The puparium is yellowish-brown and seed like. The adult is stout, 

a litter large than the ordinary housefly & the abdomen has horizontal black stripes and a longitudinal 

median stripe extending from the base of the third segment to the apex of the abdomen. These makings 

may from a “T” shaped pattern, but the pattern varies considerably. 

Life cycle: The eggs, maggot and pupal period are 2-3, 11-15 and 10 days respectively. Adult life span is 

about 4 months and feed on the ripe fruits’ exudations and the honeydew. The life cycle is completed within 

2-13 weeks and this is a multivoltine pests. 

Nature of Damage: 

a. Maggot bore into semi-ripen fruits with decayed spots and dropping of fruits. 

b. Oozing of fluid. 

c. Brownish rotten patches on fruits. 

Management: 

a. Collect fallen infested fruits and dispose them by dumping in a pit 

b. Provide summer ploughing to expose the pupa 

c. Monitor the activity of flies with methyl eugenol sex lure traps. 

d. Bait spray - combing any one of the insecticides and molasses or jaggery 10 g/l, 

i. Malathion 50EC 2 ml/l, 

ii. Dimethoate 30 EC 1 ml/l, 

iii. Carbaryl 50 WP 4 g/l. two rounds at 2 weeks interval before ripening of fruits. 

Biological control: Field release of natural enemies Opius compensates and Spalangia Philippines. 

Mango Stemborer 
Bactocera rufomaculata DeGeer and B. rubus Linnaeus (Cerambycidae: Coleoptera)  

Distribution: Wide range of distribution in India. Mango stem borer complex belonging to the genus 

Batocera in india and adjacent S.E. Asia countries comprises of Only rufomaculata DeGeer. 

Host range: Mango, Fig, Jack fruit, Rubber, Eucalyptus etc. Amlet and Mulgoa varieties of mango are 

highly susceptible. 

Identification: The egg is brownish- white, cylindrical with narrowly rounded ends and grub is 

sclerotized, without obvious legs. Pupa is robust, reddish setae on labrum and bases of mandibles and 

antennae.  

Life cycle: Adult appear during the monsoon & side of oviposition singly under the loose bark in a wounded 

or diseased portion of the trunk or a branch. Egg, grub and pupal period are 12 weeks, 3-6 months and 4-9 

months respectively. The life cycle may be completed in 1-2 years.  

Nature of Damage: 

a. Grub tunnels in the sap wood on the trunk or branches boring upward making irregular tunnels 

killing a branch or the entire tree, depending upon the place which they bore.  

b. Though the external symptoms of attack are not always visible, the side can be located from the 

sap or frass that comes out of the hole. The mamgo stem borer is also found in newly fallen trees. 

  
Symptoms Adult 

Management: 

a. Cut and destroy the infested branches with grubs and pupae within. 
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b. Remove frass near the holes on main stem and inject 4 ml of methyl parathion 50 EC mixed in 

one liter of water into the hole and plug it with mud. The grub can be killed by pouring chloroform, 

petrol or carbon disulphide into the bore hole and then closing the hole with mud. 
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Host Plant Resistance 
Definition: “Those heritable characteristics possessed by the plant which influence the ultimate degree of 

damage done by the insect” (Maxwell, F.G., 1972). “Relative amount of heritable qualities that influence 

the ultimate degree of damage done by insect” (Painter, 1951). 

History:  

a. J.N. Heavens (1792) Reported wheat variety ‘Under hill’ resistance to Hessain fly, Mayetiola 

destructor in New York. 

b. Lindly (1831) reported apple variety ‘winter majestin’ & ‘Siberian Bitter Sweet’ resistance to 

woody aphid, Eriosoma lanigerum in England. 

c. One of the outstanding successes in utilizing host plant resistance in pest management was the 

control of grape phylloxera in Europe. 

Principles of Host Plant Selection 
Host plant selection is the process by which an insect detects a resource-furnishing plant, within an 

environment of a multitude of diversified plant species. (Panda and Khush,1995) 

Correct sequence of host plant selection process in phytophagous insects is: 

1. Host habitat finding 2. Host finding 3. Host recognition 4. Host Acceptance 5. Host Suitability.  

Host-Habitat Finding: The first phase of foraging by phytophagous insect is host-habitat finding. The 

dispersing adult population have to travel a distance toward a general host habitat using mechanisms that 

include anemotaxis, phototaxis, geotaxis and probably temperature and humidity preference. For 

agricultural pests, this phase is not important as they stay in close proximity of crop. 

Host Finding: The process of finding is purposeful search involving behavior that enables the finder to 

establish and maintain proximity with its desired habitat and consequently locate its appropriate host 

Host Recognition: Host recognition is facilitated by specific volatiles and oviposition is characteristically 

triggered by a combination of olfactory and gustatory inputs. 

Host Acceptance: Host acceptance is usually determined by ‘test biting’ or by ovipositional probing. In 

the host acceptance process, insect-feeding behavior undergoes three phases, i.e., initiation, continuation 

and cessation of feeding at the point of satiation. 

Host Suitability: Host suitability is determined by the nutritional value of the plant in terms of sugar, 

amino acid, lipid, protein and vitamins, and by the absence of deleterious factors such as toxic compounds. 

These determine the adequacy of food to sustain the various physiological processes related to the growth 

and development of larvae and longevity and fecundity of adults.  

Characterization of Plant Resistance 
1. Resistance is heritable and controlled by one or more genes. 

2. Resistance is relative and can be measured only by comparing with susceptible cultivar of the same 

species. 

3. Resistance is measurable and its magnitude can be determined quantitatively and qualitatively. 

Intensity of Resistance 
These following terms are relevant to express resistance: 
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1. Immunity: An immune variety is one which is complete free from any particular pest and insect will 

not consume under any conditions.  

2. High resistance:  A variety with high resistance is one which possesses qualities resulting in small 

damage by a specific insect under given set of conditions. 

3. Low resistance: A low level of resistance indicates the possession of qualities which cause a variety to 

show lesser damage or infestation by an insect than the average for the crop under consideration.  

4. Susceptibility: A susceptible variety is one which shows average or more than average damage caused 

by an insect. 

5. High Susceptibility: A variety shows high susceptibility when much more than average damage is 

done by the insect under consideration. 

6. Moderate resistance: An intermediate level of resistance. (Painter, 1951). 

Types of Resistance 
1. Ecological Resistance/ Pseudo resistance/ apparent resistance: Apparent resistance resulting 

from transitory characters in potentially susceptible host plants due to environmental conditions. 

a. Host evasion: Host may pass through the most susceptible stage quickly or at a time when 

insects are less. This pertains to the whole population of host plant.  

Eg.  1. Early planting of paddy in kharif minimize the infestation of stem borer, Scirpophaga 

incertulas 

b. Induced Resistance: Increase in resistance temporarily as a result of some changed conditions 

of plants or environment such as change in the amount of water or nutrient status of soil. This is a 

non-heritable. Eg. Potash (K) and Phosphorous (P) induces resistance in plants. 

c. Escape: Absence of infestation or injury to host plant due to transitory process like incomplete 

infestation. This pertains to few individuals of host. (Painter,1951) 

2. Genetic Resistance: Based on number of genes: 

a. Monogenic resistance: Controlled by single gene.  

b. Oligogenic resistance: Controlled by few genes. Eg: Wheat varieties resistant to Hessian fly. 

c. Polygenic resistance: Controlled by many genes,  

d. Major gene resistance: Controlled by one or few major genes (vertical resistance). Major genes 

have strong effect and these can be identified easily. 

e. Minor gene resistance: Controlled by many minor genes, each contributing a small effect. 

Based on biotype reaction: J.E. van der plank recognized 2 types of resistance  

a. Vertical resistance: refers to the cultivars with resistance limited to one or few pest genotypes 

b. Horizontal resistance: cultivars that express resistance against a broad range of pest 

genotypes, it is also called as non-specific resistance.  

Based on evolutionary concept: 

a. Sympatric resistance: those heritable qualities possessed by an organism which influence the 

ultimate degree of damage done by a parasitic species having a prior continuous co-evolutionary 

history with that species of organisms. It is oligogenic in nature. 

b. Allopatric resistance: those heritable qualities possessed by an organism which influence the 

ultimate degree of damage done by a parasitic species having a no prior continuous co-evolutionary 

history with that species of organisms. It is polygenic in nature. 

Based on population/ Line concept:   

a. Pure line resistance: Exhibited by liens which are phenotypically and genotypically similar. 

Here all the plants convey to the same degree of resistance.  

b. Multiline resistance: Exhibited by lines which are phenotypically similar but genotypically 

dissimilar. 

Miscellaneous categories: 

a. Cross resistance: Variety with resistance incorporated against a primary pest, confers 

resistance to another insect.  

b. Multiple resistance: Resistance incorporated in a variety against different environmental 

stresses like insects, diseases, nematodes, heat, drought, cold, etc. 
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Mechanisms of Host Plant Resistance 
R.H. Painter (1951) has grouped the mechanisms of host plant resistance into three main categories  

1. Antixenosis (Non-preference). 

2. Antibiosis. 

3. Tolerance. 

*Antixenosis term was given by Kogan and Ortman (1978) 

*Non-preference term was given by Painter 

Antixenosis (Non-preference): Antixenosis = undesirability i.e., avoidance of insect. Plant 

characteristics that drive insects away from a particular host is antixenosis. The terms ‘Non-preference’ 

refers to the response of the insect to the characteristics of the host plant, which make is unattractive to 

the insect for feeding, oviposition or shelter. Such plant is less damaged by the pest and the phenomenon 

is called Non-preference. Morphological characters such as trichome, pubescence, surface waxes, thickness 

of cell wall and silica content resistance to insect pest. (Panda & Khush,1995 or Kogan, 1994) 

Antibiosis: Refers to unsuitability i.e., the adverse effect of the host plant on biology (survival, 

development or reproduction) of the insects and their progeny infesting it due to the bio-chemical and bio-

physical factors present in it. Development of biotypes is more in case of antibiosis. Breeder use antibiosis 

as a main tool for development of resistance variety.  

Tolerance: The ability of the plant to withstand on insect population sufficient to damage severely the 

susceptible plants is called tolerance. It is the plants response to insect attack. Non-preference and 

antibiosis are insects’ reaction due to plant action. One of the most outstanding successes in utilizing plant 

resistance in pest management was the control of grapevine phylloxera in Europe. Resistance root stock 

were used. Grapevine phylloxera devastated wine production in France. Eg. Early attack by the sorghum 

shoot fly on main shoot induced the production of a few synchronous tillers that grow rapidly and survive 

to produce harvestable ear heads. 
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Introduction 
With increasing population and health related risks, more focus is turned on achieving nutritional security. 

Earlier oat was only grown as fodder crop. However, with extensive research done on oat, different quality 

traits were identified which are potent source in achieving food and nutritional security side by side. Oat 

(Avena sativa L.) belongs to family poaceae. 

Oat grain is abundant in unsaturated fatty acids, minerals, globular proteins, and beta-glucans which 

makes it rich in nutritional value. It has good amount of anti-oxidants. Oats are a healthy grain crop that 

has been used for centuries, and there is evidence that products made from them can help avoid some 

chronic conditions. 

Oats has been added to the list of gluten-free foods suitable for celiac disease by EU Regulation 41/2009, 

provided that the gluten concentration in the grain does not exceed 20 ppm. 

Beta-glucan Structure and its Effect 
Beta-glucans are polysaccharides made up of 1,3 or 1,3-1,4 linked glucose monomers. The ratio of (1,3;1,4)-

D-glucans varies greatly between different crop cereal crops: In rye and wheat, arabinoxylans prevail, 

whereas (1,3; 1,4)—D-glucans predominate in barley and oats. Most segments in polymer chains are 

trimers and tetramers, usually in the oat grain their molar ratio is 1.5:2.3.  

Beta-glucans are not evenly spread throughout a kernel; the majority of them are located in the endosperm 

cell walls, aleurone, and sub-aleurone layers, and their quantity ranges from 1.8 to 7% (Havrlentova, 2013). 

It is not only the variety of cultivar that has a major role in affecting the number of beta-glucans in oat 

grain, it is also other factors, including cultivar, grain processing, and post-harvest storage.  

Among the many products of oat biosynthesis, soluble cellulose fibres and beta-glucans (as well as 

arabinoxylan, xyloglucan, and other secondary cellulose components) are probably the beneficial to 

humans, since they can lower blood cholesterol levels along with the risk of heart-related diseases. 

Plant growth phases also impact the number of beta-glucans in the grain.It was found that the content of 

beta-glucans steadily grew during the grain formation process, then plateaued or declined during the 

maturity phase. 

Health Benefits of Beta-Glucan 
1. Beta-glucans are plant-derived high-molecular carbohydrates that have a positive effect on the 

gastrointestinal tract and systemic functions in the human body (Brownlee, 2011). 

2. Beta-glucans aid in the reduction of cardiovascular disease risk (FDA, 2006). 

3. Reduce blood cholesterol (Harland, 2014).  

4. Dietary fibres are capable of lowering the glycemic index of food  

5. Improve liver function 

6. Reduce overweight 

7. These promote murine hematopoietic recovery after bone marrow damage by mobilizing progenitor cells 

from the bone marrow. 

8. Activates innate immune cells, which functions as an immunomodulator (helps fight illness). 

9. Beta glucan is also helpful in boosting lymphocyte function. 

10. It has antimicrobial property. 
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Source:  Murphy et al., 2021 

Micronutrients 
Iron deficiency causing anemia is major health problems provoking in the country while zinc deficiency has 

covered 1/3 of the world’s population. All of the trace elements tested had statistically significant differences 

in their content (Fe, Zn, and Mn). Barley and oat varieties have the greatest amounts of contamination. 

Between the extremes of Fe, Zn, and Mn concentration across barley genotypes, there was a 3- to 5.5-fold 

variation (Table 1). The difference in Zn concentration across cultivars was 7-fold, whereas the difference 

in Mn content was roughly 3-fold (Bityutskii, 2019). 

Table 1: Average values and ranges for the content of micronutrients (Fe, Mn, Zn) in caryopses 

of cereal crops: 

Crops Content, mg/kg 

 Fe Mn Zn 

Winter soft wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) 21.8 (19-4)   4.3 (3.3-4.9)  17.1 (13-21) 

Spring soft wheat (T. aestivum) 17.5 (15-2) 3.3 (2.4-4.1) 19.2 (14-22) 

Soft wheat (mean)  19.7 (15-24)  3.8 (2.4-4.9)  18.2 (13-22) 

Winter and spring rye (Secale cereale L.) 20.3 (14-30)  4.2 (2.6-7.0)  18.4 (15-24) 

Spring barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) 33.2 (24-79) 10.1 (7-21)  10.6 (6-33) 

Oats (Avena sativa L.) 26.7 (19-37)   6.1 (3.5-9.9)  26.3 (10-70) 

Antioxidants 
Oat flour has been utilized as a natural antioxidant since the mid-1930s. More study was then conducted 

to compare the anti-oxidative capabilities of oat flour to those of chemical antioxidants. When sterols 

derived from oats were added to heated soybean oil, the rate of oxidation was dramatically slowed compared 

to the control. Oat flour has maintained a solid niche as a natural component in eco-friendly food items, 

despite the widespread use of synthetic antioxidants. 

Conclusion 
Oat is a tremendously beneficial cereal crop, cultivated for both forage and oat grain. It has huge health 

benefits including proteins (crude and soluble), minerals, fibres (beta-glucans), antioxidants, 

micronutrients, good digestibility, sugar etc. The study of variability in different and diverse germplasm 

will provide opportunity for including genotypes having rich quality parameters after biochemical 

evaluation. 
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Introduction 
Rainfed agriculture accounts for approximately 67 percent of net cultivated land in our nation and employs 

a large proportion of our population. Dryland agriculture contributes significantly to food production, 

accounting for 42 percent of food grains, 91 percent of coarse cereals and pulses, and 80 percent of oil seeds. 

The main difficulties of dryland agriculture include soil moisture stress, low soil fertility, and recurring 

droughts. The various forms of dryland agriculture were discussed below (Table 1). 

Table 1 Types of dryland agriculture: 

Characters Dry farming Dry land farming Rainfed farming 

Annual rainfall (mm) < 750 >750 >1150 

Climate Arid Semi-arid Humid 

Length of crop growing 

period (days) 

<75 75-120 >120 

Cropping system Short duration 

monocrops 

Monocropping and 

intercropping 

Double cropping 

Soil moisture 

availability to crops 

Low Medium Sufficient 

Constraints in Dryland Agriculture 
1. Highly variable rainfall 

2. Late onset/early withdrawal of monsoon 

3. Inadequate rainfall distribution 

4. Low productivity 

5. Low resource-use efficiency 

6. Soil erosion 

7. Shallow soil depth (Low water retention capacity) 

8. Low soil fertility 

9. Poor soil health 

10. Multi-nutrient deficiencies 

11. Land degradation 

12. Poor crop establishment 

13. Soil surface crusting. 

Promising Technologies for Dryland Farming 
Conservation agriculture: Conservation agriculture (CA) is a resource-conserving crop 

production/farming technique that helps to regenerate degraded land while preventing the loss of arable 

land. It aids in sustainable land management, as well as the adaptation and mitigation of climate change. 

The global CA area is 180.4 million hectares, with the United States, Brazil, and Argentina occupying the 

top three positions. 

Land deterioration is one of the key issues in dryland farming that may be addressed through CA adoption. 

CA is based on three basic pillars: (1) minimal soil disturbance (i.e., zero till), (2) maintenance of permanent 

soil cover, and (3) diversified crop rotations (FAO, 2022) (Figure 1). CA enhances agricultural biodiversity 

as well as natural biological processes. CA could be one of the potential methods for increasing nutrient- 

and water-use efficiency on a long-term basis under dry land agriculture. 
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Figure 1 Three principles of conservation agriculture 

Foliar Nutrition 
Uncertain rainfall and soil moisture availability resulted in low resource-use efficiency in dryland 

agriculture. Because the majority of soil in drylands are deficient in nutrients, the crop yield suffers the 

consequences of multi-nutrient deficiencies. As a result, nutrient application in the form of foliar spray 

promotes quicker nutrient absorption and hence improves nutrient-use efficiency. For example, 2% urea 

spray or 2% DAP spray. Foliar fertiliser treatment is extremely beneficial in promoting quicker crop 

regeneration following rainfall. 

Crop Residue Retention 
In dryland agriculture, soil moisture is the major limiting factor in crop production. Crop residue retention 

in the form of mulches can help to decrease soil moisture loss owing to evaporation. Crop residues 

maintained as mulch on the soil surface aid in soil conservation, boosting soil fertility and biodiversity, and 

lowering soil temperature, salinity, weed infestation and surface retained residues decomposes slowly to 

release nutrient to aid in better crop productivity. 

Bed Planting 
Crop establishment in broad bed and furrows (BBF) in drylands is extremely useful in two ways: (1) 

moisture conservation during dry spells and (2) crop protection from water logging during heavy 

downpours. BBF technology is mainly useful in vertisols in dryland farming. 

Supplemental Irrigation 
Water harvesting in structures such as farm ponds, on-farm reservoirs, channel reservoirs, gully plugs, 

and other structures might be useful in providing supplemental irrigation to save crops during extended 

dry spells. Water held in these structures may also be utilised in micro irrigation systems such as drip and 

sprinkler to improve agricultural yield and sustain crop under extended moisture stress. 

Aqua-Sowing 
Good crop establishment is one of the challenges in dryland agriculture. Without the need for resowing, a 

well-established crop effectively utilises rainfall and soil moisture. Sowing seeds with the needed amount 

of water near the root zone is important for optimal crop establishment in dryland conditions. 

This technique is known as aqua-sowing and this strategy works well with chickpea and mustard crops. 

Similarly, aqua-fertilization, which involves applying water in the form of nutrient solutions to the root 

zone when seeding, can aid with nutrient availability and good crop establishment. 
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Intercropping 
Intercropping is the practise of growing two or more crops in a definite row pattern. Intercropping promotes 

soil fertility, resource efficiency, and weed suppression through shade. By supporting the other intercrops 

and sequential crops in the cropping system, legumes as an intercrop fix atmospheric nitrogen in the soil 

and reduce nitrogen requirements (Maitra et al. 2021). For example, Groundnut+pigeonpea intercropping 

system. 

Other Useful Dryland Technologies 
1. Drought tolerant varieties 

2. Timely sowing of crops 

3. Contingent cropping 

4. Insitu water harvesting technologies (percolation wells, check dams, farm ponds) 

5. Watershed development 

6. Mid-season corrections (Thinning, mulching, ratooning) 

7. Anti-transpirants spray 

8. Insitu moisture conservation techniques (Broad bed and furrow, dead furrow, tied riding, compartmental 

bunding) 

9. Pusa hydrogel. 

Conclusion 
To unleash the production potential of dryland environments, effective resource management, enhanced 

crop establishment methods such as bed planting and aqua-sowing, moisture conservation treatments, 

improved drought resistant cultivars, and sustainable cropping systems are essential. These technologies 

have the potential to boost crop productivity, profitability and resource-use efficiency in dryland 

agriculture. 
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Maize production and productivity is severely constrained by group of factors. Out of various stresses 

responsible for lowering productivity in middle Gujarat, diseases are priority. Maydis leaf blight, turcicum 

leaf blight and curvularia leaf spot are widespread and destructive- magnitude and dynamics of which are 

rapidly increasing under climate change. The field demonstrations on integrated management of major 

diseases of maize were conducted during Rabi seasons of 2019-20 to 2020-21 for two years in four villages 

of Panchmahal district. Farmers of the middle Gujarat Agro-climatic zone III growing rabi maize, are 

recommended to treat the seeds with talc-based formulation of Trichoderma viride (2x108 cfu/g) @ 7g/ kg 

seeds at the time of sowing; followed by four sprays of neem leaf extract, 10% (1 litre / 10 litre of water) at 

30, 40, 50 and 60 days after sowing was found to be the most effective IDM package for the management 

of maydis leaf blight, turcicum leaf blight and curvularia leaf spot diseases. This treatment recorded 

significantly lower disease incidence (8.50%) and maximum grain yield (31.95 q/ha). The treatment 

recorded 67.92% disease reduction and resulted in 24.71% increase in grain yield over farmer practices. 

Partial budget analysis revealed that the disease management practices recorded appreciable higher gross 

returns (` 51,120/ha) and net return (` 31,270/ha) with higher benefit cost ratio (2.58) as compared to 

farmer’s practices (2.18). The present study demonstrates the superiority of recommended practice in 

achieving a significant reduction in disease incidence and consequent improvement in yield.   

Key words: Frontline demonstrations, maize diseases, Trichoderma viride, neem leaf extract. 

Introduction 
Maize is major staple food crop grown worldwide adapted to several biotic and abiotic stresses. In India, 

maize is grown in a broad range of environments, extending from extreme semi-arid to sub-humid and 

humid regions. In Gujarat several diseases occur during different seasons, if they are not managed at 

proper time than they lead to yield loss. Maydis leaf blight, Turcicum leaf spot, Curvularia leaf spot, Banded 

leaf and sheath blight, (BLSB) etc., are the major constraints to be tackled for realizing genetic potential 

yield of the crop. The worldwide yield losses due to diseases in maize crop have been estimated at 4 to 14% 

of annual global harvest (Oerke, 2006). Disease management through holistic approaches, biological agents 

and botanical extracts is also of great importance. Several workers have reported antagonistic activities of 

Trichoderma spp (Subedi, 2015). Kumar et al. (2009) evaluated plant extracts against maydis leaf blight 

under field condition and recorded significantly higher grain yield as compared to unsprayed plots. 

Considering the importance of the crop, frontline demonstrations were conducted on farmer’s field to 

manage maize diseases. 

Methodology 
The field demonstrations were carried out during Rabi season of 2019-20 to 2020-21 for two years to 

popularize and demonstrate the recommended technology for the management of maize diseases under 

FLD activity of ICAR- Krishi Vigyan Kendra-Panchmahal (Gujarat) at farmer’s field. Twenty farmers from 

taluka Kalol were selected  for conducting the demonstrations to ensure their active participation.  The 

recommended technology was adopted from AAU, Anand (Gujarat). Implementation of management of 

maize diseases by treating the seeds with talc based formulation of Trichoderma viride (2x108 cfu/g) @  7g/ 

kg seeds at the time of sowing; followed by four sprays of neem leaf extract, 10% (1 litre / 10 litre of water) 

at 30, 40, 50 and 60 days after sowing while the prevailing farmers practice i.e. un-recommended pesticides 

were treated as control for comparison.  

Demonstrations were conducted by following all standard and recommended packages of practices such as 

tillage, spacing, irrigation and disease control for cultivation of the crop. Observations on the disease 
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incidence of maize diseases were made by standard procedures. At the time of harvest, yield was recorded 

both in the recommended practices and farmer’s practice fields and the cost: benefit ratios were worked 

out. 

In the present study, technology gap, extension gap and technology index were calculated using the formula 

given by Samui et al. (2000).  

Technology gap = Potential yield - Demonstration yield;  

Extension gap= Demonstration yield –Yield under existing practice;  

Technology index = Potential yield – Demonstration yield/Potential yield ×100. 

Result and Discussion 
A comparison of frontline demonstrations due to recommended technology and farmers  practice were 

analyzed and presented in Table 1. Of the  two practices, recommended practice was found to be more 

effective in  managing maize diseases over farmers’ practice. From the present investigation, it can be 

concluded that the recommended practices revealed lower mean disease incidence (8.50%).  The farmer 

practices showed more disease incidence (26.50%). These findings were in close agreement with Malik et 

al. (2018) reported that the seed treatment with Trichoderma viride and spraying of neem leaf extract on 

maize crop proved most effective in reducing the maize diseases.  

Higher mean yield of 31.95 q/ha in were recorded in the recommended practice which is almost 24.71%  

higher than farmers practice 25.63 q/ha resulting in higher C:B ratio of 2.58 demonstrated fields as 

compared to 2.18 for the farmers practices. Yield enhancement in maize crop in efficacy of pest management 

has been documented by Khajuria (2021) who obtained significantly highest yield and gave satisfactory 

management.  

From these results, it was evident that the recommended practice was better than the farmers practices 

under local conditions. Farmers were motivated by results of technologies applied in the front-line 

demonstrations trials and it was expected that they would adopt this technology in the coming years. Yield 

of the front-line demonstration trials and potential yield of the crop was compared to estimate the yield 

gaps which were further categorized into technology index.  

The technology gap show gap in the demonstration yield over potential yield and it was 8.05 q/ha. The 

frontline demonstrations were laid down under the keen supervision of KVK specialist at the farmer’s field. 

The observed technological gap might be attributed to dissimilarities in soil fertility, salinity, erratic 

rainfall and vagaries of weather conditions in the region. Hence, to narrow down the gap between the yields 

of different varieties, location specific recommendation appeared too essential. These findings were similar 

to the findings of Sharma and Sharma (2004). 

Technology index show the feasibility of recommended practices at the farmer’s field. The lower the value 

of technology index more is the feasibility. Result of study depicted in Table 1 revealed that the technology 

index value was 20.12 % and extension gap is 6.32.  The results of the present study were in consonance 

with the findings of Khajuria et al. (2016b) in case of chickpea crop. 

Table 1. Yield attributes, technology gap, extension gap and technology index of demonstration: 

Variables Disease 

incidence 

(%)  

Yield 

(q/h) 

Yield 

increase 

(%) (q/h) 

Technology 

gap (q/h) 

Extension 

gap (q/h) 

Technology 

index (%) 

Farmer’s 

practice 

26.50 

 

25.63 24.71 8.05 6.32 20.12 

Recommended 

practice 

8.50 

  

31.95 

The economics of maize production under front line demonstrations were estimated as presented in Table 

2. Economic analysis of the yield performance revealed that front line demonstrations recommended 

practices recorded higher gross returns (` 51,120/ha) and net return (` 31,270/ha) with higher benefit cost 

ratio (2.58) as compared to farmers practices (2.18). These results were in accordance with the findings of 

Khajuria et al. (2016a).  Further, additional cost of ` 1,050/ha in demonstration acquired on additional net 
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return of ` 9,070/ha with an incremental benefit cost ratio 9.64 suggesting its higher profitability and 

economic viability of the demonstration. Similar results were also reported by Khajuria et al. (2016c).   

Table 2. Economics of frontline demonstrations: 

Variables Cost of 

cultivation (`/h) 

Gross return 

(`/h) 

Net return 

(`/h) 

Benefit cost 

ratio 

Farmer’s practice 18,800 41,000 22,200 2.18 

Recommended practice 19,850 51,120 31,270 2.58 

Additional in 

recommended practice 

1,050 10,120 9,070 9.64* 

*Incremental benefit cost ratio. 

Conclusion 
Outcome of the frontline demonstrations clearly brought out that the  adoption of recommended practice, 

Seed treatment with Trichoderma viridae 7 gm/kg seed & spray the crop with 10 % neem leaf extract was 

feasible, economically viable and  effective technology for management of maize diseases. The 

demonstration convinced most of the  farmers to use recommended technology on account of  its obvious 

advantages and effective management of maize diseases. These innovative practices will help in solving 

the farmer’s problem, decision-making and ability to modify their farming practices. 
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Introduction 
Boron (B) is the sole non-metal and non-ionic micronutrient that is essential for the growth and 

development of new cells in plants. Boron is required for seed development, cell wall production, nodule 

formation, flowering and fruit development. In Indian soils, the amount of available B varies from 0.04 to 

7.40 mg kg-1 and its deficiency is next to zinc among all essential micronutrients covering around one-third 

of cultivated area (Gupta et al., 2008).  Boron is mostly derived via. soil organic matter (SOM) in the soil. 

Further, B is generally low in sandy soils due to leaching and inherently low B-containing minerals. In 

many soils, crop fertilization with B is consequently necessary; however, farmers are merely applying B 

fertilizers to soils leading to low crop yields, decreased nutrient-use efficiency (NUE), inferior produce 

quality and continued soil fertility degradation (Sahrawat, 2012). Therefore, it is necessary to highlight the 

management of B for increasing crop yields and sustaining food and nutritional security. 

Role of B in Humans 
The dietary intake of B that is regarded safe for an adult human is 1-3 mg day-1 (Neilsen, 1998). All soil 

nutrients, including B are driven and continuously cycled through the soil-plant-human continuum. 

Therefore, their sufficiency/deficiency in soils as well as plants is linked indirectly to human health. Boron 

deficiency in humans affects physiology of adults, affects thyroids production and lowers estrogen and 

testosterone level in blood in male, reduced glucose metabolism and affects short memory. 

Diagnosis of B Deficiency or Toxicity in Plants 
Plant species differ in their B requirements. Crops are categorized into three classes based on their relative 

B requirement and according to this classification, cereal crops are generally low B requiring plants. The 

general critical deficiency range is 5-10 mg kg-1 dry matter in monocots (wheat, barley etc.) and 20-70 mg 

kg-1 dry matter in dicots (legumes) (Gupta, 1993). The three important methods for diagnosis of B deficiency 

in crops are identification of visual deficiency symptoms in crop, analysis of B concentration in plants and 

soils. 

1. Visual deficiency symptoms in plants: Boron is relatively immobile within plant tissues; hence early 

deficiency is primarily found in plant growing tips. Its deficiency is indicated by chlorotic leaves, resulting 

in the loss of the apical bud and the regeneration of multiple auxiliary buds leading to bushy growth and 

somewhat thicker leaves. Plants have fewer flowers and have irregular fruit set, which causes them to 

ripen prematurely. The crop specific deficiency symptoms are: 

Rice: Chlorosis of the youngest leaves and stems, leaf tip burns and a pale band 2-3 mm broad on 

the leaves occurs in moderately B insufficient soil. Whitish and twisted new leaf tips appears in very 

B deficient soil.  

Wheat: In the vegetative stage of wheat, longitudinal splitting of the younger leaves close to the 

midrib resulting in a saw tooth effect on the margins. As a result, pollen germination, fertilization 

and grain setting are all compromised. Grain set failure was linked to anthers with less than 10 mg 

kg-1 B and carpels with 8 mg kg-1 B.  

Barley: Delayed ear emergence, male sterility, terminal spikelet degeneration, which gives the ear 

‘rat-tail’ appearance and fewer spikelet per ear is formed in barley and triticale. 

2. Plant Chemical Analysis: In general, a concentration of 20 mg B kg-1 in dry young leaf tissues is 

regarded sufficient, below which most crop plants' optimum growth is negatively impacted. On the other 

side, concentration of 200 mg B kg-1 B represents toxic level indicating a decline in crop potential 

development and yield. It has a higher concentration in young plants and growing tissues, but it declines 

with age. Plants show apparent signs of B insufficiency only in cases of acute deficiency, but at sub-optimal 
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level it affects plant growth dramatically. Plants show hidden hunger in this condition and respond to B 

fertilization application. 

3. Soil Testing: It must be noted that, the range between B toxicity and deficiency in soils for growing 

healthy plants is quite narrow. Hence, it is necessary to monitor B levels in soil, plant as well as irrigation 

water. Table 1 lists most commonly used soil extractants along with their respective critical range for 

determining soil B availability. 

S. 

No. 

Extractant Soil: solution Shaking 

time (mins) 

Critical 

limit 

(ppm) 

Used for 

1 Hot water 1:2 5 0.5 All soils 

3 0.1 M CaCl2 (pH-8.5) 1:2 10  0.61 All soils 

4 0.01 M CaCl2 + 0.01 M 

Mannitol (pH- 8.5) 

1:2 60  0.25 Alkaline soils 

5 0.1 M Salicylic acid 1:2 60 0.45 Acidic soils 

Table 1. Different extractants used for determining B availability in soils. 

Factors Affecting Boron Availability in Soils 
1. Soil pH: The most critical element affecting B availability is the pH of the soil solution. Below pH 5.0 

and between pH 7.2 and 8.7, availability of B is the lowest. As a result, excessive lime treatment to acid 

soils can sometimes cause B deficiency in plants.  

2. Soil organic matter (SOM): Boron linked with humic colloids is the primary B pool for plant growth in 

most agricultural soils and levels of SOM are often correlated with the quantity of hot water-soluble B.  

3. Soil moisture: Boron bioavailability reduces in dry situations due to lower B mobility in the soil due to 

mass flow to roots.  

4. Soil texture: Because coarse-textured soils have lower levels of SOM, they frequently have less available 

B than fine-textured soils. 

Management of Boron in Cereals 
1. Rate, source, time and method of B application: For various crops, application of 0.25 to 2.0 kg B 

ha-1 as a basal treatment is generally recommended. This rate of application varies greatly depending on 

the crop and crop variety, the source, the time of B application, the frequency of B application, the use of 

amendments such as lime, the number and source of irrigation, the option of incorporating organic manures 

and other management options. To treat B deficiency in soils, different crops require 0.50-1.0 kg B ha-1 or 

3.5-7.0 kg ha-1 borax pentahydrate. Sprays of 0.15-0.20% Solubor® or boric acid, 2-3 times with a gap of 2-

3 weeks commencing at 45-60 days of growth and later at pre-flowering stage can be done to correct B 

deficiency efficiently. Boron application leaves residual effect the subsequent crops. Application 0.8 kg B 

ha-1 to each crop or 1.6 kg ha-1 annually was found to be optimum for rice-wheat, maize-wheat, rice-lentil, 

maize-chickpea cropping system (Singh and Goswami, 2014). Foliar sprays are ineffective compared to soil 

application. Boron deficiency is usually noticed 20-30 days after the crop is planted. Boron has a hidden 

hunger effect on young and reproductive stages, thus most crops, especially cereals, should get a B soil 

spray. 

2. Nutrient interactions with boron for balanced nutrition: Boron shows either a synergistic or 

antagonistic influence on many nutrients in terms of absorption and crop use. Boron fertilization shows an 

inconsistent tendency of growing or decreasing BN, BS, BCu, and BP uptake. The interaction between 

BK, BZn, and BMo was synergistic, but antagonistic interactions were observed between BCa, BMg, 

BFe, and BMn. Most Indian soils are deficient in B, S, and Zn with deficiencies as high as 52, 49 and 46 

%, respectively; hence, a low rate of nutrients must be blended to generate optimal formulations for 

optimising yields (Singh and Goswami, 2014). 

3. Cultivation of tolerant crops and cultivars: Plant genetic characteristics, crop species and genotypes 

range greatly in their B absorption and utilisation capability, that affect the magnitude of crop response to 

B fertilization and their relative B requirement. Thus, tolerant crops or crop varieties should be cultivated 

in soils with low to moderate B fertility without yield loss. Few varieties of cereals with respect to their 

susceptibility to B is given in Table 2. 
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Crop Relatively susceptible to B Less susceptible to B 

Wheat HD 2329 > HD 2285 > HP 1102 Sonalika > UP 262 

Maize Suwan White = M 12 > UPB 742 AB (W) > Suwan Yellow > M-9 

Table 2. Relative susceptibility of cereals cultivars to applied boron (Sakal et al., 1996). 

4. Boron fortified fertilizer: As already mentioned, cereal crops have a low demand for B and therefore, 

its precise application is necessary. At present, depending on the nature of NP/NPK fertilizers, the 

government has permitted B fortification in the range of 0.1-0.3% and also providing subsidies on these 

fertilizers. The only approach to rectify B deficiency and increase crop output in large areas is to promote 

B enriched fertilizers. The major benefits of fortified fertilizers are: 

a. Ease of application and uniform distribution in soil. 

b. Correction of deficiency, soil enrichment and improved uptake of N, P, K nutrients. 

c. Reduced loss of N through volatilization (B Urea- B works as urease inhibitor). 

d. Cheaper amelioration and higher productivity per unit area. 

Conclusion 
Boron is an essential element for regular cereal development, reproduction, and improved yields and 

quality. Deficiency of B has been documented in all types of soils, crops, and agroecological zones, however 

B shortages are less common in places with groundwater irrigation. Boron deficiency can be treated by soil 

and foliar applications of B fertilizers, however new generation products such as borax pentahydrate 

granular/crystalline and sodium octaborate tetrahydrate powder have been proven to be more effective 

than borax decahydrate. Boron fortified NP/NPK (0.1-0.3% B) improves crop yields, produce quality, and 

fertilizer use efficiency by providing B in a most judicious way for deficient soils. Further, more research 

on the mechanisms of B availability and fixation in soils, as well as chemistry of B compounds found in soil 

is required. Boron fertilization strategies and crop selection in various cereal-based cropping systems need 

to be studied further in terms of direct and residual effects as well as nutrient usage efficiency. 
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Introduction 
It was in 1756, when a Swedish mineralogist Alex Fredrik Cronstedt, first identified the mineral zeolite 

from a copper mine in Sweden. He discovered that, on rapidly heating the material it produced a lot of 

steam from water adsorbed by the substance and thus, named it "boiling stones. " Zeolites are a group of 

over 50 soft, white aluminosilicate minerals of the tectosilicate type, which is a 3-dimensional framework 

of interconnected tetrahedra made up largely of aluminium, silicon, and oxygen atoms. A zeolite's general 

formula is Me2/nO.Al2O3. xSiO2. yH2O, where Me is any alkali or alkaline earth atom, n is its charge, x is 

the number of Si tetrahedrons ranging from 2 to 10, and y is the number of water molecules ranging from 

2 to 7. Because of the common oxygen atom between Si and Al tetrahedral, a low silica sodium zeolite has 

an open cage within the lattice and a wide network of negatively charged open channels (accommodating 

Na+ cation). These pores or channels are microscopically small in terms of molecular dimensions, hence are 

known as "molecular sieves," which aid in cation exchange during the adsorption process. Because of these 

unique properties, zeolites possess many applications in agriculture as nutrient source and slow-release 

fertilizer, etc. 

Natural zeolites are formed when volcanic rocks and ash layers reacts with alkaline groundwater. In 

shallow marine basins, zeolites crystallize in post-depositional conditions for periods ranging from 

thousands to millions of years. Natural zeolites are rarely pure and often contain other minerals, metals, 

quartz and some contaminants. The majority of the early research on the use of zeolites in agriculture was 

in Japan throughout the 1960s. According to the literature, Japanese farmers have been using zeolite rocks 

to manage moisture content and raise the pH of acidic volcanic soils for many years. 

Classification of Zeolites 
Zeolites have been classified on the basis of their morphological features, crystal structure, chemical 

composition, pore diameter and natural occurrence. The classification of zeolites based on the ratio of silica 

to alumina is as follows:  

1. Zeolites with a low ratio of Si to Al (1.0 to 1.5)  

2. Zeolites with intermediate Si to Al ratio (2 to 5) 

3. Zeolites with a high ratio of Si to Al (10 to several thousands) 

Elemental composition (%) 

SiO2 CaO K2O Al2O3 Na2O Fe2O3 MgO SiO2: Al2O3 

ratio 

56.7 4.30 - 13.2 0.48 1.12 - 4.29 

Table 1. Elemental composition of zeolites found in India (Ghadekar et al. 2008). 

The ratio of Si to Al in zeolites is an important characteristic. The ion-exchange characteristics of zeolites 

are determined by the charge imbalance caused by the presence of Al in the zeolite structure, which is 

expected to induce possible acidic sites. Table 1 shows the elemental constitution of zeolites found in India. 

Properties of Zeolites 
1. Zeolites have a 3-dimensional crystal lattice with loosely linked cations that allows it to hydrate and 

dehydrate without changing its structure (Holmes, 1994).  

2. In nature, zeolites are generated when high-pH, high-salt water mixes with volcanic ash, resulting in 

fast crystal formation (Oste et al., 2002).  

3. Zeolites are one of the most powerful cationic exhangers, with a cationic exchange capability 2-3 times 

that of other minerals found in soil.  
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4. Due to the capacity of their microporous structure to adsorb molecules at low pressure, zeolites act as a 

promising adsorbent (Kamarudin et al., 2003).  

5. There exists a wide variation in the cation-exchange capacity of zeolites, because of the differing nature 

of various zeolite cage structures, natural structural defects, adsorbed ions and their associated minerals. 

Use of Zeolites in Agriculture 
Zeolites are widely used in a variety of applications, including agriculture, environmental protection and 

even medicine. High cation exchange capacity, high water holding capacity in free channels, and high 

adsorption capacity are three major features of these minerals that are of great relevance for agricultural 

reasons. Clinoptilolite is the most common zeolitic mineral used in agriculture because of its excellent 

absorption, cation exchange, catalysis, and dehydration properties. The following are the most common 

uses of zeolites in agriculture: 

1. Zeolites are used as a plant growth promoter by increasing the value of fertilizers, its retention in soil 

and improvements in the quality of manures and sludge produced.  

2. They can be used as a filter media or a molecular sieve.  

3. Zeolites enhances nutrient use efficiency by enhancing the availability of P from phosphate rock, the 

utilization of N-NH4
+ and N-NO3

-, and reducing leaching losses of exchangeable cations, especially K+,  

4. Zeolites mixed with phosphate rocks can act as controlled delivery system and renewable source of 

nutrients for plants.  

5. Zeolites are also used for removing nitartes from water.  

6. The pronounced selectivity of clinoptilolite for large cations, such as NH4
+ and K+ has also been used in 

the preparation of chemical fertilizers that improve the nutrient-retention ability of the soils by promoting 

a slower release of these elements for uptake by plants.  

7. Zeolites have many other importances such as, in ion exchange, filtering, odour removal, chemical sieve, 

water softener and gas absorption.  

8. Apart from agriculture, numerous examples of their application are cement and brick production, 

stabilization of soil, building materials, paint components with anticorrosive property, defluorination of 

industrial wastes, desulphurization of flue gas, methylene blue and mercury removal, copper recovery from 

wastes, fixation of phosphates, chlorinated phenol removal and neutralization of acid wastes, cleanup of 

sewerage, and both heavy metal and ammonium ion removal. 

Properties of Zeolite for Use as Fertilizers 
The characteristics of zeolite (clinoptilolite) that is required for its application as fertilizer material is 

presented in Table 2. Most common physical property of zeolites is the particle size, which varies as: 

1. 2 μm (for bulk Na-X) to 800 nm (for micro-Na-X)  

2. 20 to 100 nm for nano Na-X zeolite. 

Bulk 

density 

(Mg m-3) 

Clinoptilolite  

content (%) 

CEC 

(meq 

100 g-1) 

Surface 

charge 

density 

(meq./Å2) 

Si/Al Pore size 

diameter 

(Å) 

Pore 

volume 

(%) 

Total 

surface area 

(m2 g-1) 

2.38-2.81 75-85 80-120 10 × 10-23 1-5 4-7 < 52 < 800 

Table 2. Physical properties of the Clinoptilolite. 

Mechanism of Zeolite in Soil 
When a zeolite fertilizer containing NH4

+ and/or K+ ions is applied to the soil, the NH4
+ and K+ from the 

zeolites are exchanged into the soil solution to maintain an equilibrium concentration in the soil. As plants 

remove NH4
+ and K+ from the soil, the zeolites release more to maintain a balance between the soil and the 

zeolite. Other ions, such as Ca2+ will be exchanged into the zeolite lattice in tandem with the release of 

NH4
+ and K+ to preserve charge neutrality. Insoluble calcium phosphate is replaced by soluble potassium 

and ammonium phosphates when Ca2+ is removed from the system, making them more available to plants. 

2K-Zeolite + Ca2+ (Aq.) = (Ca-Zeolite)2 + 2K+ (Aq.) 

2NH4-Zeolite + Ca2+ (Aq.) = (Ca-Zeolite)2 + 2NH4
+ (Aq.) 
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Urea is a nitrogenous fertilizer that is very soluble in water. It can be absorbed into dry zeolite when molten 

and crystallized at 132°C, acting as a slow-release fertilizer. This nitrogenous slow-release fertilizer is 

controlled by two mechanisms: 

a. Physical encapsulation  

b. Ion exchange of NH4
+ into zeolite 

Further, phosphate rock can be blended with this urea zeolite fertilizer to act as a slow-release phosphate 

fertilizer, whose release is basically controlled by two mechanisms: 

a. Ion exchange of calcium into the soil 

b. Acid leaching from the conversion of ammonium ions into nitrates, producing a fertilizer with 

slower release than super phosphates. 

Constraints of Using Zeolite as Fertilizers 
1. The excess sodium content of commercial zeolites had a negative influence on plant growth and yield. 

2. Application of zeolites is suitable under coarse-textured, highly leached and acidic soil pH conditions. 

3. Some zeolites like, erionite is reported to be harmful to human health.  

4. Limited availability of resources leading to a higher price of such fertilizers. 

Conclusion 
Zeolites can improve the nutrient use efficiency and may contribute to increased N uptake through the 

retention of ammonium ion and reduced leaching losses. Zeolites when mixed with major nutrients or 

micronutrients acts as a slow-release fertilizer for several crops. Zeolitic amendment is an effective way to 

improve soil condition in an arid and semi-arid environment owing to its cage like polyhedral unit and 

increased water-retention capacity of soils. For successful use of zeolites as fertilizer, development of 

methodologies for low-cost and effective organo-zeolitic manure/fertilizers as well as assessment of their 

long-term impact on soil biological functions is required. 
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Introduction 
Lemongrass originated in Asia and Australia. It is a tropical perennial plant that produces aromatic oil. 

The essential oil in the shoot has a typical lemon-like odour, hence the name lemongrass. The annual global 

production of lemongrass oil is around 1000 tonnes from an area of 16000 hectares. It is grown and found 

in different parts of India and is used in perfumes business and also for medicinal purposes. 

It is grown in approximately 4000 hectares in India, with an annual production of approximately 250 

tonnes. The crop is widely cultivated in poor, marginal, and waste lands, as well as along bunds as live 

mulch. The plant's well-ramified root system aids in soil and water conservation. Lemon is also used as a 

pesticide and preservative. Research shows that lemon grass has anti-fungal properties. Because of Lemon 

Grass wide spread use in different industries, Indian farmers have started cultivating it in huge amount. 

Major Uses of Lemongrass 
1. Uses of lemon grass oil: This form of Lemon Grass is the most popular and beneficial way to use in 

Industries. The oil is extracted from the leaves and stem of lemon grass plant. Lemon Grass oil is used in 

the making of soaps, and also in perfumes, scents, attar and incense sticks (agarbatti). Lemon oil is widely 

used in perfume industry directly and indirectly. It is used extensively in soaps, detergents, house-hold 

cleaner, mosquito cream, Agarbatti, teablending etc. Oil also serves as starting material for certain 

important isolates such as Geraniol, Citronellol, these can be converted into some of most widely used 

aromatics. Lemongrass oil was a traditional source of citral. This oil was used as a raw material for the 

manufacture of ionones and methyl ionones. Lemongrassoil has bactericidal properties. No limit is specified 

in the use of lemongrass oil in flavours and fragrances. Citral, the major component of essential oil in 

lemongrass, is commonly used in soaps, perfumes, detergents, cosmetics, and candles. Most soaps and 

aftershaves with a fresh lime fragrance use citral. The essential oil is a popular ingredient in aromatherapy. 

2. Lemon Grass Leaves: Dry Lemon grass leaves are widely used in Herbal tea, Lemon tea and various 

other types and varieties of Herbal tea. Herbal Tea producing companies use Lemon Grass leaves in great 

quantity. In India, Lemon grass leaves (especially grown in Madhya Pra-desh) are exported to major Herbal 

Tea Companies based in England and France. Apart from the above-mentioned uses, Lemon Grass oil has 

various other uses. 

It is used in Kadaa (Concentrated liquid) to recover from illness. Lemon grass oil gives a cooling effect 

which is extremely helpful in curing cold and other respiratory problems. When com-bined with Black 

Pepper in the form of Concentrated liquid (Kadaa) it helps in kidney related diseases. It is also used for 

reliving muscles pains and joint pain. 

Lemongrass belongs to the family Graminae (Poaceae) and the genus Cymbopogon. Generally, three species 

are identified. 

a. Cymbopogon flexuosus (Nees ex Steud) Wats. (2n=20, 40) 

b. Cymbopogon citratus (DC) Stapf. (2n=40, 60) 

c. Cymbopogon pendulus (Nees ex Steud) Wats. 

Origin and Distribution 
Lemongrass is found in Africa, India, South America, Australia, Europe, and North America. In India, they 

grow wild in all regions ranging from sea level to 4200 m. Several species are unique to India. East Indian 

Lemongrass grows wild in India and is well cultivated in Kerala, Assam, Maharashtra, and Uttarpradesh.  

Lemongrass has traditionally been grown as a rainfed crop throughout Kerala state. However, it is grown 

as an irrigated crop in semi-arid tropical conditions. 
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Cultivation of Lemon Grass 
Proper selection of land, which supports the plant growth for a longer period, is essential for optimum 

growth and satisfactory recovery of oil. For Lemon grass cultivation, deep, well drained, fertile soil is 

suitable, the areas with fear of water stagnation should be avoided for cultivation. Soil of around pH 6.0 is 

considered optimum and attitude of 150-200 m is ideal, the plant grows satisfactorily upto the height of 

700 m. Humid Climate with regular rainfall is most favourable for plant growth and oil production as well. 

Temperature of 380C and 200C do not support proper plant growth. It grows well on poor soils along hill 

slopes. 

Land Preparation 
The soil has to be ploughed well, so that it is aerated enough. Labour intensives and capital intensives 

ways of ploughing can be use. Land is prepared by ploughing, discing and filling the soil for several times 

 

Plantation 
Once it is cultivated, it can be yielded for the next 5 years. Planting material is obtained by dividing the 

clumps from the old plantation; the divided units are called ‘Slips’. Before digging out the clumps, all the 

leaves should be removed 20-25 cm from the ground to minimize water loss from transpiration. Lengthy 

roots are trimmed and the dead leaves are removed from the slips to allow quick establishment of the slips 

in soil and to protect it from soil born insect and pests. Slips plantation is done on flat beds or ridges 

depending upon the texture of the soil. Slips are placed in holes of about 5-8 cm deep and the soil 

surrounding the slips is properly pressed and watering should be done. Plantation is done at 45×45 cm, 

60×60 cm distance, however in areas with fairly large growing period planting distance may be increased 

to 70×70 cm or even 90×90 cm. Closer planting helps plantation to compete against weeds. A spacing of 30 

cm×30 cm with a plant density of 111000/ha is recommended. 

Manures and Fertilizers 
Lemon Grass cultivation should make extensive use of cow dung manure or composite manure. You should 

use manure while tilling/preparing the soil for cultivation. For best results, apply manure 5 times per year 

and spread it around the plant's roots. Manure should be applied at a rate of 10 tonnes per acre for Lemon 

Grass plantation. In terms of chemical fertilisers, an average of 60 quintals nitrogen, 16 quintals 

phosphorus, and 16 quintal potassium can be used. A third of this nitrogen fertilizers mixture should be 

used while tilling/preparing the soil, and the rest when mowing. 

Weed Control 
Lemon grass is susceptible for weed competition for few months after plantation; the problem is more in 

rainy season. The plantation should be kept weed free for 60-75 days, which is critical period for weed 

competition. Weeds can be managed by manual removal or by selective herbicides, Simazine 1.5 kg, Diuron 
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1kg or Oxyfluorfen 0.25 kg/ha applied pre planting in first year and after hoeing in subsequent years of 

growth. Application of organic mulch (citronella distillation waste) 5 tones/ha, alone or in combination with 

herbicide has been found to be advantageous. 

Irrigation 
Lemon grass requires moist condition for good growth. In sub-tropical areas where rainy season lasts for 

3-4 months, the crop requires regular irrigation during rain free period and 8-10 irrigations are considered 

to be sufficient to meet the water requirement. In areas of prolonged rainy season, the crop is cultivated as 

rain fed crop. 

Diseases and Pests 
There are two important diseases of Lemon grass, which affects the growth of plant and oil production, 

these are blight leaf and anthracnose. Application of dithiocarbamate is recommended for control of the 

both diseases. No serious insects or pest grow on lemon grass, however plantation in north-eastern and 

southern parts are affected by steam borer which can be checked by application of Carbofuron 15 kg/ha. 

Harvesting 
First harvesting is done from newly established plantation from 4-5 months of plantation, after that the 

crop harvesting is done at the interval of 3-4 months. Thus minimum 3 and maximum 4 harvest are taken 

in a year. Some harvesters take 5 or more harvests in a year, but frequent cutting minimize longevity of 

the plantation and deteriorates the oil quality. Cutting can begin as soon as the nights dews have 

evaporated from the plants, as wet grass left for later distillation quickly ferments. Sunny days are 

preferable, since cloudy and misty conditions tend to depress leaf oil content. The first harvest at 75 days 

after planting, second at 120-130 days after first harvest and the third at150-160 days after second harvest. 

The harvesting season begins in May and continues till the end of January. An herbage yield of 10-15 

t/ha/harvest may be obtained. 

 

Oil Distillation 
Freshly harvested leaves are taken for the purpose of distillation. During mild weather condition the 

harvested leaves can be spread in shade or left in field for 12 to 24 hours to make it semi-dry. This allows 

better packing of plant material in distillation stills and economises the consumption of fuel also. If the 

leaves are over-grown, then they may be chopped into pieces into distillation stills for better oil recovery. 

Distillation process is completed within 3 to 3.5 hours with boiler operated plant and it takes 4 to 5 hours 

with directly fire plant. Steam distillation or water distillation are done for recovery of oil from citronella 

leaves. 

Oil Content and Yield 
Leaves of lemon grass contains 0.8 % of aromatic oil, which varies greatly upon the fertility of land, climatic 

condition of the cultivated area, cultivation method and species of lemon grass and the season of harvesting. 

Lemon oil recovery and content is lowest in rainy season and highest in dry months, as in hot season leaves 

are short but the blade size is wider. 
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Conclusion 
Lemon grass is grown commercially in order to extract aromatic oil from the leaves. It is critical to take 

into account factors such as soil type, climatic conditions, planting method, lemon grass species, fertiliser 

and manure application, harvesting, and so on. Lemon grass cultivation methods and measures yield a 

high yield and better oil recovery from the leaves. The aromatic oil has a lemon-like odour due to the 

presence of Citral in the oil; lemon has about 28% Citral and lemon grass has about 80% Citral. The oil is 

used in perfumery, detergents, and for medicinal purposes. Lemon grass cultivation is thus highly 

profitable for farmers in rainfed and irrigated areas. 
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Introduction 
Maillard reaction is a form of non-enzymatic browning reaction that occurs between Ɛ-amino group of amino 

acids and carbonyl group of reduced sugars during thermal treatments of foods. Brown color is produced 

during thermal treatment of food due to non-enzymatic browning as a result of Maillard reaction. The 

Maillard reaction was first described by Louis-Camille Maillard in 1912, while conducting pioneer work on 

sugar-amino acid condensations. He reported that the development of yellow-brown color during heating 

of sugars and amino acids in water (Kumar et al. 2013). It is classified into three stages: initial, 

intermediate and final stage. The products of the reaction known as Maillard reaction product (MRPs) 

include 5-hydroxymethylfurfural, furfural, reductones & α-dicarbonyl compounds etc. MRPs are largely 

responsible for the development of color, taste and especially aroma of thermally treated foods. However, 

some MRPs are reported to give beneficial effect on health such as antioxidative and antibiotic (Tamanna 

and Mahmood 2015) effects. On the other hand, some MRPs give adverse effect on health such as high 

carboxymethyl lysine (CML) promotes diabetes and cardiovascular diseases, while acrylamide acts as a 

carcinogen etc. (Tamanna and Mahmood 2015). 

Chemistry of Maillard Reaction 
Maillard reactions is a very complex reaction occurring between carbonyl group of reducing sugar and Ɛ-

amino group of amino acid; this reaction occurs spontaneously in the thermal process or storage of foods. It 

is divided into three stages: initial, intermediate and final (Hodge, 1953). 

 
Figure 1: Maillard reaction scheme adapted from Hodge (Martins, 2001) 
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1. The initial stage of Maillard reaction: In the initial stage of Maillard reaction, the condensation 

reaction occurs between the primary amino group and a reducing sugar with a carbonyl group. The products 

of the reaction include water molecule and a Schiff’s base, in equilibrium with N-substituted glycosyl amine, 

that is not stable and undergo isomerization reaction and form the Amadori rearrangement products 

(ARPs) (1-amino-1-deoxy-2-ketoses) (figure 1). The product produced at the initial stage is colorless and 

show no absorption in UV (Aljahdali and Carbonero 2017). 

2. Intermediate stage of Maillard reaction: The obtained Amadori rearrangement products are not 

thermostable and degrad in various ways, depending on the original reducing sugar and pH conditions  In 

acidic or neutral conditions (pH between 4 and 7) Amadori compounds undergo 1,2- or 1,3-enolisation 

mechanism and produce Schiff’s base of 5-hydroxymethylfurfural (HMF) or furfural, and three water 

molecules are generated. The production of HMF or furfural depends on nature of acting sugar, in case of 

hexose and pentose sugars, HMF and furfural, respectively, are produced (Martins et al., 2001). At alkaline 

condition (pH > 7), the Amadori compounds undergoes 2,3-enolisation mechanism and produce reductones 

and dicarbonyl molecules (Singla et al., 2018). At the intermediate stage, yellow or colorless (with strong 

UV absorption) compounds are produced, including 5-Hydroxymethylfurfural, reductone, and dicarbonyl 

compounds etc. (Aljahdali and Carbonero, 2017). 

3. Final stage: Finally, furfural and HMF turn into aminoketones, aldimines and ketimines, and finally 

melanoidins (figure 2) with the important contribution of amino compounds are formed (Gupta et al., 2016). 

The brown color compound i.e., melanoidins are formed as a result of polymerization of carbonyl through 

aldol or aldehyde amine condensation (Adrian, 1974). 

 
Figure 2 Melanoidin 

Effect of Maillard Reaction on Health 
1. Toxicity and carcinogenicity: Toxic and carcinogenetic properties are produced by the MRPs such as 

HMF, Acrylamide, HCAs, and AGEs (Aljahdali and Carbonero, 2017). HMF converted into 5-

sulphooxymethylfurfural (SMF) by sulfotransferase and 5-chloromethylfurfural (CMF) via allylic 

chlorination. These both are toxic and mutagenic compound. It is represented that the intake of HMF 

(estimated as 8.57 mg HMF/day) may only represent a long-term health risk. (LEE et al. 1995). 

Acrylamide is a potentially carcinogenic and toxic compound. Several studies demonstrated that cytotoxic, 

genotoxic, and tumorigenic activities is possesses by acrylamide (Capuano and Fogliano, 2011). In a study 

it has been observed that the exposure of acrylamide on rodents in different amounts led the risk of 

developing cancer in the lung, thyroid, skin, and pancreas (Beland et al., 2013). However, the actual 

mechanisms responsible for carcinogenicity by acrylamide arestill not well documented. 

2. Metabolic and cardiovascular diseases: MRPs are produced the metabolic and cardiovascular 

diseases through binding of AGEs with the receptor for advanced glycation end products (RAGEs) (Goldin 

et al., 2006). The transcription nuclear factor-kappa B (NF-kB) is activated by the binding of AGEs-RAGEs 

in the endothelial cells, which induces pro-inflammatory cytokines and up regulates inflammation, notably 

in association with the development of diabetes and cardiac dysfunction. Low density lipoprotein (LDL) 

enhanced by the high-AGE diet. LDL induces vascular toxicity through protein kinase stimulant in diabetic 

patients (Aljahdaliand Carbonero, 2017). An inflammatory mediator is induced by high diet of AGEs such 

as TNF-a (contributes to develop of diabetes) (Vlassara et al., 2003). Lower levels of circulating AGE is led 

by reduction of AGE intake and improved insulin sensitivity in db/db mice (Hofmann et al., 2002) and 

cardiovascular reduced by associated mortality in renal failure patients (Uribarri et al., 2003; Aljahdali 

and Carbonero, 2017). 
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It has been reported in various studies MRPs contribute to insulin resistance, atherosclerosis, 

inflammation and endothelial dysfunction in different rodent models. The consumption of HMF, 

acrylamide, HCAs and AGEs may cause the cancer, increase the risk of cancer in lungs thyroid and skin, 

induce kidney and bladder toxicity. The binding of AGEs with receptor for glycation end products (RAGEs) 

can caused the diabetic problem. 

Conclusion 
Maillard reaction occure between the Ɛ-amino group of amino acids and carbonyl group of reducing sugars 

during thermal treatments of foods and storage of product. During the maillard reaction several 

intermediate compounds are formed like HMF, Acrylamide, HCAs, and AGE etc. Theses MRPs possess 

toxic and carcinogenic properties and may increase the risk of skin cancer, lungs cancer and toxicity in 

kidney. Therefore, it is advisable that to prevent the maillard browning keep the temperature minimum 

during processing and storage and do not consume product in which maillard browning occurred as per 

daily requirement like the maximum limit for HMF is 8.57 mg HMF/day. 
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Introduction 
The term autophagy derived from Greek word that’s meaning is ‘eating of self’ whereas auto means ‘shelf’ 

and phagy means ‘eating’ (Glick et al., 2010). Autophagy is a self-digesting mechanism responsible for 

removal of long-lived proteins, damaged organelles, and malformed proteins during biosynthesis by 

lysosome (Badadani, 2012). Autophagy is a lysosome-dependent cellular degradation system, which is 

triggered by various environmental changes such as starvation, hypoxia, foreign compounds, and bacterial 

invasion (Mizushima et al., 2011; Yano et al., 2020). During the starvation or under many types of cell 

stress condition, the autophagy play a major role in maintaining regular energy supply chain by recycling 

of macromolecule through the fusion and degradation. 

Autophagy was morphologically identified first in the 1960s in mammalian cells; however, the molecular 

mechanism for this process has only recently begun to be elucidated (Tsukada and Ohsumi, 1993). In 1963, 

Christian de Duve Coined the term of autophagy and introduced at the CIBA Foundation Symposium on 

Lysosomes (Mizushima, 2018). In 1966, de Duve and Wattiaux predicted the main function of autophagy 

which are regulated by autophagy regulated genes (ATGs). Yoshinori Ohsumi got the Noble prize in 2016 

for discovery of the mechanisms for autophagy (Levine and Klionsky, 2017). 

Mechanism of Autophagy 
The mechanism of autophagy is regulated by more than 30 autophagy regulated gens (Atg) through three 

pathways. The first pathway is modulated by nutrient or nutrient induced insulin which depends on the 

mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR). Class-1 phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K) activate the protein 

kinase (Akt) and mTOR. The activated mTOR inhibit the ULK1 complex that is a yeast homolog Atg1-

Atg13-Atg17. The second pathway is regulated by beclin-1 that is yeast homolog of Atg6. The beclin-1 act 

with the class-3 PI3K followed by VPS34 that is vacular protein sorting 34) and form a beclin1- Vps34 

complex and is activated by the ULK1 complex. The activated complex of beclin1- Vps34 is required for the 

formation of phagophore lipid membrane formation. The 3rd pathway of autophagy is controlled by two 

ubiquitin like protein such as Atg12 and LC3 that is microtubule associated protein on light chain 3 (yeast 

homolog of Atg8). The LC3 control the elongation of phagophore membrane and formation of 

autophagosome. 

Atg12 is activated by Atg7 and transferred to Atg10 where it conjugated with Atg5 to form Atg12-Atg5 

complex. That complex further reacts with Atg16 and form Atg12-Atg5-Atg16 complex which is attached 

to phagophore membrane and separated when the autophagosomes entirely formed. The LC3 is cleaved by 

Atg14 which is regulated by Atg7 and Atg3 and converted from LC3 to LC2. LC2 is connected with lipid 

phosphatidylethanolamine which promote the elongation and closure of membrane or autophagosomes. 

Once the autophagosomes formed, that is localized to perinuclear region of lysosomes through microtubules 

where it fused with lysosomes. The degradation of autophagosomes start with the disruption of the inner 

autophagosome membrane (IAM) and Atg5 is responsible for degradation of IAM. Once the IAM degrade 

the lysosome enzyme enter into the cells and degrade the autophagy substrate into smaller molecules. The 

macromolecules are converted into monomeric units that are transferred to cytosol for reuses as energy 

source. 
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Figure 1 mechanism of autophagy 

Role of Food in Activation of Autophagy Mechanism 
The mechanism of autophagy is induced under the stressed or nutritional starvation condition to full fil 

the energy requirement of body or keep cell survival. The induction of autophagy mechanism is largely 

mediated via the activation of AMPK and suppression of mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR). 

Bioactive compound present in the food, that enhance the autophagy process through the activation of 

AMPK pathway and suppression of mTOR activity. In the food component the presence of bioactive 

compound can regulate the process of autophagy. 

Resveratrol 
Resveratrol found in berries, nuts, grapes, and other plants is a kind of polyphenol which have antioxidant 

activity, anti-inflammatory activity, cytoprotective effect and neuroprotective properties. Several studies 

proposed that resveratrol can induced the autophagy activity through the regulating of 

AMPK/mTORC1/p70S6K1/4EBP1 and JNK signal pathways for dissociating Beclin1-Bcl-2 complex (Xu et 

al., 2018). It has been proven that the resveratrol induced the autophagy process through suppression of 

the mTORC1 pathway via AMPK activation (Song et al., 2018). 

Epigallocatechin-3-Gallate 
Epigallocatechin-3-gallate (EGCG) is a bioactive polyphenol present in green tea, which have several health 

promoting properties such as anti-cancer effects, prevention of metabolic syndromes, lifespan extension 

and anti-allergic effects. EGCG can reduce the progression of metabolic diseases by activating autophagy, 

thereby reducing lipid accumulation in vascular endothelial cells. Also, it has a capability to regulate 

insulin sensitivity, inflammatory response, vascular endothelial function, lipid metabolism, and 

neuroprotective roles. Further studies shown that EGCG can induce autophagy process in body through 

the typical upregulation of autophagic biomarkers such as LC3-II, Beclin1 and Atg7 (Xie et al., 2019). 

EGCG directly inhibits mTOR activity through the depletion of ATP, which indicating that it can be induces 

autophagy through the inhibition of mTOR activity (Yano et al., 2020). 

Curcumin 
Curcumin is a principal component of turmeric that has been used as a therapeutic since ancient times, it 

has anti-inflammatory, antioxidant activity as well as it has cardiovascular, hypolipidemic and 

neuroprotective effect. Huang and copartner (2015), reported that curcumin inhibit the process of apoptosis 

and enhance the process of autophagy by inducing the expression of Bcl2 and inhibiting the expression of 

Beclin1, which would promote the rate of cell survival. It has been reported that curcumin enhance the 

autophagy flux by a flux assay using a lysosomal inhibitor and induced autophagy mechanism through the 

activation of AMPK pathway and inhibition of mTOR. 
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Trehalose 
Trehalose is a naturally occurred non-reducing disaccharide contain two glucose molecules. It is found in 

many animals, plants and microorganisms like yeast, fungi and similar microorganism. The consumption 

of trehalose in high concentrations does not cause any adverse effects on health. It has been reported that 

the trehalose activates the autophagy process in various cultured cell. It has been suggested that trehalose 

may mediate the autophagy process by inhibition of the glucose transporter that inhibits the absorption of 

glucose into cells. Decreased glucose levels can induce starvation conditions that will activate mechanisms 

of autophagy through activation of AMPK. 

Quercetin 
Quercetin is a member of the flavonoids family and ubiquitously distributed in plants which give 

antioxidant activity, inhibit the carcinogenic activity of enzymes, and modify the signal transduction 

pathways. It has been approved in clinical trials for tyrosine kinase inhibition. It is found in larger quantity 

in vegetable and fruits. it has been induced autophagy by inhibiting mTORC1 through AMPK activation. 

Conclusion 
Autophagy process play an important role in maintaining health and prevention of diseases. The process 

of autophagy regulated by more than 30 autophagy regulated gens (Atgs). The autophagosome formed 

during the autophagy process which engulfed various cytosol and degradative proteins and components 

inside of the membrane. That will be fused with lysosome and the macromolecule degraded into monomeric 

units that will transferred to cytosol for reuse as energy source. The bioactive component present in food 

can activate autophagy process through several mechanism. The food component can induce autophagy 

through the activation of AMPK pathway and inhibition of mTOR. 
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Introduction 
Organic farming is based on the system-oriented approach and the use of organic liquid fertilizer like 

Panchagavya resulted in higher growth, yield and quality of crops, therefore, there has been a growing 

trend towards using liquid formulations. Panchagavya is one of the most popular traditional organic liquid 

formulations, which is a fermented product of nine ingredients, such as cow dung, cow urine, milk, curd, 

jaggery/ sugarcane juice, ghee, banana, tender coconut water and water. When these are suitably mixed 

and used, have a miraculous effect. Panchagavya is a potential source which plays a great role in promoting 

growth and providing immunity in plant systems. Chemical properties of Panchagavya revealed that it 

possesses almost all the major primary nutrients like N, P, K; micro nutrients, and crop growth hormones 

like IAA and GA. A low pH, milk products, and the addition of jaggery/sugarcane juice as a substrate for 

growth may be responsible for the dominance of fermentative microorganisms like yeast and lactobacillus. 

Low pH of the medium was due to the organic acids produced by fermentative microbes as evidenced by 

the population dynamics and organic detection in GC analysis. Lactobacillus produces various beneficial 

metabolites such as organic acids, hydrogen peroxide and antibiotics, which are effective against other 

pathogenic microorganisms besides its growth. The key feature of Panchagavya is its efficacy to restore the 

yield level of all crops when the land is converted from inorganic cultural system to organic culture from 

the very first year. The harvest is advanced by 15 days for all the crops. It not only enhances the shelf life 

of vegetables, fruits and grains, but also improves their quality and taste. By reducing or replacing costly 

chemical inputs, Panchagavya ensures higher profit and liberates the organic farmers from loan. 

Ingredients Used for Preparation of Panchagavya 
Fresh Cow Dung                                             7 kg 

Cow Urine                                                        10 liters 

Cow Milk                                                                  3 liters 

Cow Curd 2 liters 

Cow Ghee 1 kg 

Tender Coconut Water 3 liters 

Jaggery/ Sugarcane Juice 3 kg/ 3 liters 

Well Ripened Poovan Banana 12 numbers 

Water 10 liters 

Yeast 100 g 

     
Cow Dung Cow Urine Cow Ghee Cow Milk Water 

  

 

  
Cow Curd Tender Coconut  Jaggery Banana 
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Protocol for Preparation of Panchagavya 
Mix thoroughly fresh Cow dung (7 kg) + Cow ghee (1 kg) 

 
Incubate for 3 days 

 
Add Cow urine (3 liters) + 10 liters of water 

 
Stir properly (both in morning and evening hours daily for 15 days) 

 
Add Sugarcane juice (3 liters)/ Jaggery (3 kg) 

 
Add Cow milk (3 liters) 

 
Add Cow curd (2 liters) 

 
Add coconut water (3liters) 

 
Add yeast 100 gram and 12 ripened bananas 

 
Panchagavya will be ready after 30 days 

The preparation should be filtered through double layered muslin cloth, stored in bottle under refrigerator 

and used as & when required. The container should be kept in shade and covered with a wire mesh or 

plastic mosquito net to prevent houseflies from laying eggs and the formation of maggots in the solution. 

Physico-Chemical and Biological Properties of Panchagavya 
Days Available Nutrient Status (%) Physical 

Properties 

Microbial Population (cfu ml-1) 

N P K Ca Mg EC  

(ds m-1) 

  pH Bacteria 

(106)     
Fungi 

(104) 

Actinomycetes 

(103) 

0 0.18 0.02 0.24 0.54 0.81 0.62  6.47 10 4 8 

7 0.32 0.13 0.41 1.01 1.16 0.73  6.53 21 9 16 

14 0.62 0.12 0.53 1.15 1.13 0.98  6.72 38 14 18 

21 0.97 0.28 0.65 1.31 1.63 1.20  6.83 110 25 21 

28 0.77 0.18 0.45 1.24 1.28 1.78  6.92 68 22 20 

(Source: Suchitra et al., 2017) 

Method of Application 
1. Foliar Application: Foliar spray of Panchagavya @ 3 % is recommended for all the crops. 

2. Soil Application: Panchagavya can also be effectively applied in the soil with irrigation water. 

Panchagavya @ 50 liters/ha is recommended for soil application with irrigation water. 

3. Seed Treatment: Seeds of different crops can be treated with 3% solution of Panchagavya. Seeds should 

be soaked for half an hour in the panchagavya solution then dried under shade and sown. 

Time of Application 
1. Five times Panchagavya application are suggested for better results in case of field crops. 

2. Before Flowering: Two foliar sprays are given at 15 days interval. 

3. Flowering and Grain/Pod Setting Stage: Two foliar sprays are given at 10 days interval. 

4. Grain/Pod/Fruit Maturation Stage: One foliar spray during maturation. 

Crops Time Schedule 

Rice 10,15,30 and 50 days after transplanting 
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Sunflower 30,45 and 60 days after sowing 

Green gram 15, 25, 30, 40 and 50 days after sowing 

Black gram Rainfed: 1st flowering and 15 days after flowering 

Irrigated: 15, 25 and 40 days after sowing 

Groundnut 25 and 30 days after sowing 

Advantages of Panchagavya 
1. Branching is relatively high. 

2. The rooting is profuse and dense which helps in maximum intake of nutrients and water. 

3. It improves the water holding capacity of soil thereby improves soil health and fertility. 

4. It encourages the growth and reproduction of some beneficial soil microorganisms. 

5. Eco friendly approach. 

6. It can be used against diseases and pests’ attack. 

Disadvantages of Panchagavya 
1. Very slow in action. 

2. Sometimes contamination occurs during fermentation. 

3. There is a lack of awareness regarding its uses. 

Conclusion 
The increasing concern for environmental safety and global demand for chemical residue free food has 

evoked keen interest in crop production using eco-friendly products which are easily biodegradable and do 

not leave any harmful toxic residues besides conserving nature. So, it is necessary to use natural organic 

products like Panchagavya to produce chemical residue free food crops and hence Panchagavya can play a 

major role in organic farming. 
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The multipurpose nature of corn (Zea mays L.) makes it an important cereal crop. Next to rice and wheat, 

it is the third most important cereal crop in India. Due to its wide adaptability from tropical to temperate 

regions maize is cultivated all over India. Among the maize growing countries, India ranked 4th in area and 

7th in production contributing 2 % of total world maize production using 4 % of the world area. In 2020-21, 

the total area under maize in India was 9.89 million ha with the production of 31.65 MT. 

Successful maize cultivation depends on both balanced nutrition of macro and micronutrients. Zn is one of 

the essential micronutrients as it is directly related to the structure and function of more than 300 enzymes, 

including carbonic anhydrase, alcoholic dehydrogenase, alkaline phosphate, carboxypeptidase, 

phospholipase, and superoxide dismutase (SOD) which regulate the growth of various cells, protein 

synthesis, photosynthesis, gene transcription, and RNA metabolism. 

The zinc deficiency in Indian soils is primarily 49 %, and it will increase to 63 % by 2025 (Arunachalam et 

al., 2013), with more than 80 % of soils deficient in zinc. West Bengal's soils are deficient in Zn in 55% of 

the cases (Takkar et al., 1989). Zn deficiency is commonly found in arid and semi-arid regions due to their 

alkaline calcareous soils.  In addition, anthropogenic activities (metal smelting, copper industry, etc.) are 

also a source of Zn toxicity. 

Therefore, to maximize crop growth and yield, Zn should be applied in a balanced way. Zn toxicity and 

deficiency have been addressed through biological approaches by most scientists. These approaches are eco-

friendly and cost-effective. It is becoming increasingly common to use Arbuscular Mycorrhizal Fungi (AMF) 

symbiosis in these biological approaches. They can protect plants from Zn-induced stress. Through AMF 

vaccination, Zn is taken up by crops in a balanced manner, increasing their growth and yield. 

Status of Zinc in Indian Soil 
Currently, zinc is considered as India's fourth most important yield-limiting nutrient, after nitrogen, 

phosphorus, and potassium. Unfertilized soil contains 10 to 300 mg Zn/kg of soil with an average of 50-55 

mg Zn/kg soil (Smolders et al., 2013). Zinc deficiency was found in 48.5% of soil samples from India and 

44% of plant samples, affecting crop yields most frequently. The Southern States have a deficiency of zinc 

due to the extensive use of NPK without micronutrients. 

Plants suffering from zinc deficiency problems are generally believed to be caused by soil conditions such 

as neutral to alkaline reactions, especially where the pH level exceeds 7.4, high calcium carbonate levels 

in topsoil or subsoil exposed during field levelling or by erosion, coarse texture (sandy soil) and low organic 

matter content, permanently or intermittently waterlogged soil, highly available phosphate status, high 

bicarbonate or magnesium concentrations in soil or irrigation water and acid soil of low zinc status 

developed on highly weathered parent material. 

It is significant to note that the presence of calcium carbonate lowers zinc availability in soils due to the 

increased pH; salt-affected soils include saline soils (Solonchaks) and sodic soils (Solonetz) which occur 

mainly in arid and semiarid regions. Salinity in soil limits the kinds of crops that can be cultivated and 

reduces the availability of zinc. Waterlogging reduces zinc availability due to high pH; zinc presents as an 

insoluble zinc sulphide (ZnS). 
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Source: Narwal et al., 2017 

Effect of Zinc Deficiency in Maize Plant 
Plant metabolism is regulated by zinc by activating and regulating various enzymes. When Zn is deficient, 

the net photosynthetic rate, chlorophyll content, superoxide dismutase activity (SOD), Peroxidase (POD), 

and catalase (CAT) activity are reduced. A reduction in carbonic anhydrase activity decreased the 

photosynthetic rate inhibiting protein production and photosynthesis. A lack of Zn also affects flowering, 

pathogen responses, and photomorphogenesis. The thickness of membranes and the content of proteins are 

also affected. Zn deficiency often increases radical oxygen production, causing irreparable damage to 

polyunsaturated acids and membrane phospholipids, as well as disrupting cellular permeability, thereby 

preventing nutrients (K+), amino acids and sugar from reaching the cell. 

 
Source: Saboor et al., 2021 
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Effect of Zinc Toxicity in Maize Plant 
Soil zinc contamination is also caused by human activity such as fertilizers, industrial effluents, dust, and 

sewage. As too much zinc accumulates in the plant cytosol, it is immediately transported to plant vacuoles 

upon plant demand. The root and shoot growth of maize seedlings is affected by zinc toxicity. Shoot toxicity 

is more pronounced than root toxicity. Toxic amounts of Zn alter the shape of the stomata, the thylakoids, 

and the chloroplasts. In treatments with Zn toxicity, cell wall structure was fractured and mitochondrial 

numbers decreased. Consequently, the high Zn concentration reduced K, P, and Ca uptake in plants, 

reducing both growth and yield. 

Role of AMF in Plants 
AMF is a nutrient and water-supplying obligate biotroph that consumes photosynthates from plants. The 

benefits of AMF-mediated plants can not only be attributed to improved nutrition and water content but 

also their protection from soil-borne pathogens, especially pathogenic fungi. Fungal hyphae enclose plants' 

roots and form a network of hyphae, extraradical hyphae allow plants to obtain nutrients without having 

to rely on the rhizosphere. Several changes in the morphology and physiology of plants are brought about 

by AMF colonization. AMF stimulates the growth of plants as a natural growth regulator. Glomalin-related 

soil protein (GRSP) is secreted by mycorrhizal fungi within their mycorrhizosphere, which controls water 

translocation from soil to plants, thereby maintaining moisture within the soil. 

How AMF Help to Cope with Zinc Deficiency and Toxicity 
In low-Zn soils like Zn deficient soil, mycorrhizal fungi trigger antioxidants that help plants to thrive. 

Plants inoculated with mycorrhiza possess high levels of antioxidant enzymes in their above-ground and 

below-ground parts. Zn and P concentrations were also increased by AM fungi, resulting in positive effects 

on physiological processes such as photosynthesis, respiration, and stomatal conductance. Consequently, 

improved Zn nutrition in mycorrhizal plants stimulates chlorophyll synthesis. 

The colonization of Glomus mosseae and Glomus intraradices can help with mycoremediation of zinc-toxic 

soil, according to numerous studies. While the yields are similar to non-mycorrhizal plants, there has been 

a significant reduction in the Zn level in the plant residue, improving P utilization, and also increasing the 

plant's tolerance to Cd and Zn toxicity. 

Mechanism of AMF Activity Under Zinc Stress 

 
Source: Abdel Latef et al., 2016 

On Zn-deficient soil, mycorrhizal growth increases Zn accumulation in plants. By promoting the growth of 

extraradical hyphae or altering root morphology, AMF increased Zn uptake. A study conducted by Jansa 
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et al. (2003) showed that Zn level was more abundant in plants inoculated with Glomus intraradices than 

in non-inoculated plants. As compared to non-inoculated plants, inoculated plants showed a higher level of 

colonization as the result of AMF releasing a highly stable product in the soil, called Glomalin-related soil 

protein (GRPS). The glycoprotein is capable of binding soil Zn and controlling its uptake by plants. The 

GRSP makes up about 5 percent to 21 percent of total soil organic carbon. 
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Introduction 
Biotechnology is defined as a technique that engages any living organism or its component for the 

improvement of plants or other living organisms as desired by a human being. The biotechnological product 

may be obtained from a microorganism, a cell or tissues of an animal, plant, etc. Therefore, biotechnology 

is not an independent discipline, rather it is a broad aspect involving various fields of science, viz., genetics, 

biochemistry, microbiology, agriculture, biology and many other related subjects. Successful 

biotechnological approaches in agriculture and crop protection can be highlighted by Bt-cotton, transgenic 

crops and insect suppressive agents. 

Biotechnological Methods Involved in Crop Enhancement 
These can be grouped into two categories based on the technique involved, i.e., tissue culture techniques 

and recombinant DNA technology.  

Tissue culture techniques: There are four popular techniques which involve tissue culture, viz., 

protoplast fusion, clonal propagation, soma clonal variation and mutant selection. 

a. Protoplast fusion: This is used in production of somatic hybrids and novel plants from species 

that would not cross in the wild habitats. Examples: Herbicide resistant potato plants, Pomato- a 

cross between potato and tomato. 

b. Clonal propagation: This technique is used to produce uniform plants by culturing protoplasts 

of a desired species of plant or variety. Examples: Diseases free potatoes and strawberries. 

c. Soma clonal variation: This involves culturing of protoplasts with useful traits that are 

normally hidden or not exposed. The research on this technique is being carried out on a large extent 

to add substantial benefits to agriculture. 

d. Mutant selection: used for culturing protoplast and stressing them. The cells that survive the 

process are selected and released as an output. Example: Herbicide resistant maize. 

Recombinant DNA techniques: Few recombinant techniques commonly used are Agrobacterium based 

plant transformation, particle acceleration, electroporation and microinjection. 

a. Agrobacterium based plant transformation: Inthis technique the Ti-plasmid is used to carry 

a novel DNA into plants. Examples: Bt insect-resistant crop plants (tobacco, corn, cotton) 

b. Particle acceleration: In this process the DNA coated gold particles are fired into growing 

tissue. Example: Used in production of Transgenic soyabean. 

c. Electroporation: Electric current used to alter protoplast membranes permitting DNA uptake. 

Example: Transgenic rice. 

d. Microinjection: In this technique the DNA molecules are injected into the nucleus or cytoplasm 

of a protoplast. Example: Transgenic tomato. 

Steps Involved in the Production of a Transgenic Organism 
1. Identification of the traits to be altered and genes to be inserted 

2. Gene insertion 

3. Selection of organisms or cells with inserted genes 

4. Evaluation of gene expression (whether it is stable or passed on to its progeny) 

5. Lab assays with genitically transformed organisms 

6. Field trials, i.e., evaluation of risk associated with environmental release 

7. Commercialization of transgenic organism. 
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Transgenics in Crop Protection 
A plant derived by artificial incorporation of a foreign genetic material purposefully to elicit a desired 

response is called transgenic plant. 
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Introduction 
Pesticides are chemical compounds that are used to kill pests, including insects, rodents, fungi and 

unwanted plants (weeds). Pesticides are used in public health to kill vectors of disease, such as mosquitoes, 

and in agriculture, to kill pests that damage crops. The term pesticide includes all of the following: 

herbicide, insecticides, nematicide, molluscicide, rodenticide, insect repellent, animal repellent, 

antimicrobial, and fungicide (Poudal et al. 2020). Pesticides are widely used in most areas of crop production 

to minimize infestations by pests and thus protect crops from potential yield losses and reduction of product 

quality.  In fact, intentional pesticide use goes back thousand years when Sumerians, Greeks, and Romans 

killed pests using various compounds such as sulphur, mercury, arsenic, copper or plant extracts. 

Pathogens and pests are causing global wheat losses ranging from 10% to 28%, rice losses ranging from 

25% to 41%, maize losses ranging from 20% to 41%, potato losses ranging from 8% to 21%, and soybean 

losses ranging from 11% to 32%, according to a study published in the journal Nature, Ecology & Evolution. 

(Savary et al. 2019). 

Pesticide Usage Pattern 
There are 293 pesticides registered in India, and it is reported that 104 pesticides are still being 

produced/used in the country despite being prohibited in two or more nations around the world Goi (2021). 

Out of total insecticides used for pest management in India, 50% are diverted to cotton pest management, 

Mooventhan et al. (2020). In 2017 the Indian use is low, compared to 19.6 kg per ha in Saint Lucia, 16.59 

in Hong Kong, 13.9 in Ecuador, 13.3 in Taiwan and 13.07 in China, at about 0.31 kg per ha of pesticide. 

America has reduced its use by 2.54 kg per hectare (Roser2019). The present pesticide use pattern in India 

is insecticides>herbicides>fungicides+bactericides>other-pesticides, whereas the global pesticide use 

pattern is herbicides>fungicides+bactericides>insecticides>otherpesticides. Currently, India is the world’s 

fourth largest producer of pesticides. The Indian pesticides industry was worth Rs 214 billion in 2019, 

according to Research and Markets. The market is expected to reach Rs. 316 billion by 2024, with a 

compound annual growth rate of 8.1 percent (TAAS (2020). 

Pesticide use in developing countries: Pesticides are currently a widely used tool for pest and disease 

management across developing countries. Concomitantly, human health and environment issues related 

to pesticide handling are often pronounced in developing countries because farmers and agricultural 

workers very often do not have adequate personal protective equipment and may also be unable to read 

labels with safety instructions. 

 Scale of use: The perceived role of pesticides in reducing uncertainty regarding harvests means that the 

scale at which pesticides are being used is expanding rapidly. Both large producers and smallholders 

purchase pesticide. Subsidies for pesticides have become less common in most developing countries since 

the 1990s, due to a combination of structural adjustment policies and emerging sustainability thinking. 

Currently, around two million tonnes are used per year on a global basis, most of which are herbicides 

(50%), followed by insecticides (30 %), fungicides (18 %) and other types such as rodenticides and 

nematicides. Industry lobby group Crop  Life International (here in after Crop Life) has said that of 6,400 

crop protection products sold by its members in 2015, 15 % were Highly Hazardous Pesticides (HHPs), as 

defined by the World Health Organization (WHO), one indicator of the extent to which dangerous pesticides 

still exist in great numbers. Increased usage can be driven by the expansion of export markets or changing 

opportunity costs for labour, which makes hiring local workers more expensive. It may also be caused by 

disease, like the coffee leaf rust in Central America that began in the 2011-2012 harvest, which prompted 

the return to pesticide use for coffee farmers. Emergency situations can sometimes lead to strong increases 

in pesticide use. 
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In Kazakhstan, the area treated with pesticides to control locusts quadrupled between 1998 and 2000 due 

to the development of a locust outbreak. The outbreak of Black Sigatoka disease affecting the banana crop 

in Honduras led to a doubling of national fungicide use from 1991 to 1992.While only 2-4 % of the global 

usage is in Africa, demand for pesticides is expected to surge in the continent, driven, among other factors, 

by population growth and the expansion of local markets. Directly bordering the EU, Ukraine saw a 47% 

increase in pesticide use between 2015- 2019, a trend that is expected to continue. Agricultural production 

in Brazil will continue increasing, and so will the associated demand for pesticides.Growth in 2020 relative 

to 2019 was estimated at 6.6% in terms of pesticide volume (975 000 tonnes); 5.8% in terms of revenue; and 

8.0% in terms of application area (1.6 billion ha), of which 2.0 % referred to new agricultural areas. 

Conclusion 
Pesticides are tremendously helpful in the control of pest because they provide means for the control of loss 

of crops during production or storages. The use of pesticide in developing countries is increasing especially 

as it pertains organophosphate pesticides among others. These pesticides in some cases find their way to 

human through animal that feed on contaminated feeds. The contaminated feeds exact some kind effects 

on animals and thus reduce their performances. Biopesticides can help farmers transition away from 

chemical pesticides and toward more dependable, sustainable, and environmentally friendly options. 
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Alien insect pests are non-native or exotic organisms that occur outside their natural adapted habitat. 

Characteristics of Alien Insect Pests 
1. Abundant in natural range. 

2. Wide distribution in different habitat. 

3. Fast growth, early maturity and high reproduction. 

4. Ability to go without food and water. 

5. Efficient means of spread. 

Factors Responsible for Growing Alien Pests Numbers in India 
1. Expansion of geographical range, climate change: insect – pests are expected to extend their geographical 

range which leads to increase tropical insects and sudden outbreak of insect- pests. 

2. Temperature is single most important environmental factors influencing insects’ behaviour, distribution, 

reproduction. 

3. With 2°C temperature increase, insects might experience one to five additional life cycles per seasons, 

eg. Helicoverpa armigera continously expanding in North India on cotton mealy bugs increasingly on cotton 

from 2000. 

4. Increase in international trade, modernization in agriculture. National level legislation to prevent or 

control alien insects has not increased, as of 2010 only half of the world to the Convention on Biological 

Diversity had enacted national legislation against alien insect pests. 

The Following are Examples of Alien Pests 
1. Sugarcane woolly aphid, Ceratovacuna lanigera appeared in pestiferous form with alarming speed of 

spread was recorded in Sangli district of Maharashtra, in Belgaum district of Karnataka with total of 15.5% 

area under sugarcane is presently infestated with highest infestation in Sangli (25.29%). 

2. Thrips Parvispinus, warrants special attention in India as it is a potentially damaging plant pest in 

states of Andhra Pradesh, Chhattisgarh, Karnataka, Kerala, Tamil Nadu. Survey have been conducted to 

monitor the species, a total of 849 specimens were examined from five states viz, Andhra Pradesh (194), 

Chhattisgarh (94), Karnataka (378), Kerala (27) Tamil Nadu (156). Serious damage was recorded in Andhra 

Pradesh, Chhattisgarh, Karnataka on Capsicum annum & in Tamil Nadu on Mangifera indica. Nearly 

12000 acre of Capsicum was affected by thrips in Guntur districts alone during the current cropping season 

(R.R Rachana et al 2022). 

3. Papaya mealybug Paracoccus marginatus was first observed on papaya crop in Jammu and till now rapid 

spread among horticulture crops. It was necessary to take immediate steps to limit the yield and crop 

losses. 

4. Western flower thrips, Frankliniella occidentalis reported for first time from Kolkata. WFT transmit 

tomato spotted wilt virus.  

5. Tomato pin worm, Tuta absoluta on Tomato &Potato was observed for first time in Pune & Ahmad nagar, 

Nasik region & six districts of Karnataka in 2014. This pest has been classified as most serious threat for 

tomato production with (50-87%) plants affected. If T.absoluta invades rest of world, the tomato pest 

management cost may arise up to 500 million per year . 
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Extent of damage by T.absouluta: 

State Fruits 

Tamil Nadu 0.5-13.5 

Karnataka 2-100 

Maharasthra >50 

Gujrat 5-12 

6. Rugose spiraling whitefly, Aleurodicus rugioperculatus had been reported on coconut palm, mango, 

guava at Kottayam district, Kerala in India through accidental introduction. It produces honey dew which 

results in development of sooty mould. The severity of infestation ranged from 25-40%0n leaf in banana. 

Complete drying of leaves was also noticed in several places of Tamil Nadu. 

7. Fall army worm, Spodoptera frugiperda is emerging as the most destructive pest of Maize in India. Its 

rapid spread to more than 90% of maize – growing areas within a span of 16 months presents a major 

challenge to small holder maize farmers, maize-based industry, as well as food and nutritional security 

(Suby et al. 2020). 

Current Status of Cotton Mealy Bug in India 
Fall armyworm, Spodoptera frugiperda is an economically destructive, highly mobile important pest. FAW 

has been reported in state of Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh, Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu but recently it has 

been reporting for the first time in Southern Rajasthan on winter maize crop in Banswara and Dungarpur 

district.This is a new invasive pest in this zone, infestation has been reported in some of the popular hybrid 

and sweet corn.It reduces corn grain yield upto 30% in these districts of Rajasthan (Ramesh et al. 2019). 

Insecticidal Activity of Diverse Chemicals for Managing the Destructive Alien Insect 

Pests 
1. Insecticidal activity For Fall Army Worm-Being an exotic alien pest and lack of proper natural enemies 

in nature, this pest has perpetuated in many folds and socio –economics losses-Central Insecticide Board 

and Registration Committee recommended –Chlorantraniliprole18.5SC, Thiamethoxam 12.6%, 

Spinetoram 11.7%SC. 

2. Insecticidal activity for Cotton mealybug- the effectiveness of different chemicals against cotton 

mealybug among these chemicals chloropyriphos2.5ml/lit was found to be effective and recorded 100 

percent mortality at 24 hours after treatment followed by imidacloprid 0.4gm/lit, it recorded 86.66 percent 

mortality & least mortality was noticed by neem oil 3mil/lit. 
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Microbial biopesticides are the largest group of pest-specific, broad-spectrum biopesticides. Microbial 

pesticides include use of microbes such as bacteria, viruses, fungi and protozoans as active ingredients for 

the management of insect pests. They are relatively precise for their target species. Microbial biopesticides 

are self-perpetuating, host-specific and environment-friendly. Among the most widely used microorganisms 

against insect pests is Bt. It is used to control a wide array of pests including lepidopterans, coleopterans 

and dipterans. (Gill et al. 1992). 

Types of Microbial Biopesticides 
1. Fungal Biopesticides: The pathogenic fungi are another group of microbial pest management 

organisms that grow in both aquatic as well as terrestrial habitats and when specifically associated with 

insects are known as entomopathogenic fungi. Entomopathogenic fungi are often reported as causing high 

levels of epizootics in nature and are the most flexible biological control agents. 

Fungi Host range Product 

Beauveria 

Bassiana 

white grubs, flea beetles, plant 

bugs, grasshoppers, thrips, 

mites, mosquito larvae and 

aphids, whiteflies and stored 

pest 

Botanigard, Mycotrol, Naturalis, 

Racer BB, Ostrinil, Brocari l, 

Boverin, Naturalis-L, Naturalis-T&O 

Metarhizium 

Anisopliae 

Effective against a wide range 

of pests. 

Black vine weevil, locusts and 

Grasshoppers, termite, soil 

inhabiting beetles 

Bio-Blast, Bio-Path, Green Muscle, 

Met52 Metaquino, Pacer MA, Tick-Ex 

Verticillium lecanii White fly, aphid, greenhouse 

pests 

Verticillium 50, mycotal, vertalec. 

List of commercially available fungi-based biopesticides. 

2. Bacterial biopesticides: The bacteria that are used as biopesticides and are the most common form of 

microbial pesticides. Bacteria interrupt the digestive system of insect by producing endotoxins (insecticidal 

proteins), which are specific to the specific insect. 

Bacteria used Target pests Trade name 

B. popilliae Japanese beetle grubs Doom, Japidemic 

B. sphaericus Mosquito larvae Sphericide, VectoLex 

B. thuringiensis 

subsp. Aizawai 

Lepidopterans Certan, Agree 

B. thuringiensis 

subsp. 

Israelensis 

Mosquito, blackflies Bacticide, Bactimos, Biodart M, Larvect 50, Deltafix, 

Skeetal, VectoBac, Vectocid, teknar 

B. thuringiensis 

subsp. Kurstaki 

Lepidopteran larvae Abtec Btk, Agni, Bioasp, BioDart, Bactur, 

Biobit, Bioworm, Biolep, B.T.Killer, 

Caterpilin, Cezar, CID, Deflin, Dipel, 

Dipole, Gold Btk, Halt, Jas Bt, Kavach Bt, 

Krishi Bio, Prasar, Lipel, Mahastra, 

Minchu, Neelstaki, thruicide 
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B. thuringiensis 

subsp. 

Tenebrionis 

Colorado potato beetle, 

stored pests, coleopteran 

adults and larvae 

Foil, M-one, M-track, Novardo, Trident 

B. thuringiensis 

subsp. Galleriae 

Lepidopteran larvae, 

bollworms, Diamondback 

moth 

Spicturin 

List of Bacillus thuringiensis-based pesticides commercially available 

3. Viral Biopesticides: Over 700 insect-infecting viruses have been isolated, about a dozen of these viruses 

have been commercialized for use as biopesticides.  Virus coming under family Baculoviridae cause  disease 

in lepidopteran larvae. 

Target pest Host Products available 

NPV of H. armigera 

(HaNPV) 

H. zea 

H. armigera 

Biokill-H, BioVirus-H, Heli-Cide, Heliokill, 

Helimar-NPV, Helivax, Virin-H, Helicop, 

Elcar,  Heligard, Somstar-Ha 

NPV of S. litura 

(SlNPV) 

Spodoptera 

Litura S. exigua 

BioVirus-S, Jas Viro–S, Spodocide, 

Spodopterin, Somsta-SL 

Nuclear polyhedrosis 

for Gypsy moth 

Gypsy moth 

Caterpillars 

Gypchek virus 

Tussock moth NPV Tussock moth 

Caterpillars 

TM Biocontrol-1 

Granulosis virus for 

Codling moth (GV) 

Codling moth 

Caterpillars 

Madex, Carpovirusine, CYD-X 

List of commercially available viral biopesticides 

(Source: Usta 2013). 

4. Nematode Biopesticides: Group of microrganisms that can control pests is the entomopathogenic 

nematodes, which control weevils, white grubs and various species of insect pest. These attractive 

organisms suppress insects in cryptic habitats (such as soil-borne pests and stem borers).  

Commercially two families, namely Steinernematidae and Heterorhabditidae, have been effectively 

identified and used as bionematicides in pest control programs (Kachhawa 2017). 

Entomopathogenic 

Nematodes 

Host range Commercial products 

H. bacteriophora Root weevils, cutworms, 

fleas, borers and black 

vine weevil  

Biosafe, Larvanem, Nemaplant, 

NemaShield-HB, Nematop, 

Nematech-H ,NemaTrident-H, 

NemaTrident-C, Nema-green 

Steinernema 

feltiae, S. riobravis 

black vine weevils, 

strawberry root weevils, 

cutworms, cranberry 

girdler and termites 

 Ecomask, Hortscan, 

Guardian, Millenium, Nematac C, 

NoFlea, Savior WG, Scanmask, 

Termask, Vector 

S. carpocapsae Borer beetles, 

caterpillars, crane 

fly, moth larvae, coconut 

rhinoceros beetle 

Capsanem, Carpocapsae-system, 

Optinem-C,NemaGard, Nemastar, 

NemaTrident-T, NemaRed, 

Nemasys-C, 

List of commercially available EPN based biopesticides 

Source:  Ruiu (2018) 

5. Protozoan Biopesticides: Protozoans are also referred to as microsporidians. Although they infect a 

wide range of pests naturally and induce chronic and debilitating effects that reduce the target pest 

populations, the use of protozoan pathogens as biopesticide agents has not been very successful. Two 

genera, Nosema and Vairimorpha have some potential as they attack lepidopteran and orthopteran insects. 

Protozoan Host Range Products 

Nosema 

Locustae 

European corn borer caterpillars, 

grasshoppers and Mormon crickets 

NOLO Bait, 

Grasshopper attack 
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Protozoa based successful commercial biopesticides 

Source: Usta (2013). 
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Introduction 
The Cowpea aphid, Aphis craccivora is distributed in India, Bulgaria and oriental region. Nymphs and 

adults are known to suck sap from a variety of plants viz., cowpea, beans, citrus, lablab, groundnut etc. and 

sometime cause damage of 10-40 per cent. It is a vector of rosette disease of groundnut, papaya mosaic and 

cowpea mosaic. It is suitable host for rearing coccinellid predators viz., Scymnus quadrillum Mots, 

Micraspis discolor F., Adonia variegate Goeze, Menochilus sexmaculatus F. and occasionally of chrysopid 

larvae. The present article emphasis on the biology, Rearing, Equipment, facilities and precautions of mass 

rearing of cowpea aphid. 

Common Name: Cowpea aphid 

Scientific Name: Aphis carccivora Koch 

Order: Hemiptera 

Family: Aphididae. 

Biology 
Biology of cowpea aphid on cowpea seedling is given in table. 

Stage  Host (cowpea sprouts) 

Minimum  

 

Maximum 

Nymphal period (days) 4.50 6.00 

Longevity (days) 3.00 18.50 

Fecundity (nymphs/female) 10.00 89.00 

Duration of life cycle (days) 7.00 25.50 

Mean multiplication rate  

(apterous mother aphid/day) 

2.10 4.50 

 
Image :  Aphis carccivora Koch 

Rearing 
The aphid was multiplied on sprouts of cowpea (Vigna Uniguiculata L.) in the laboratory. Cowpea seeds 

were cleaned, washed and soaked in water. After 24 hours, hundred seeds that were about to germinate 

were gently spread over the wet absorbent cotton placed inside a petridish. Twenty-five ml. of water was 

used to submerge 2 g of cotton wool, and 100 healthy and fully grown apterous female aphid were gently 

released on the sprouts kept inside the paired petridish. The lid of the petridish was removed on 3rd days 
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and it was shifted to the jar (20 ×15 cm) along with the germinated cowpea seeds and developing aphid’s 

colony. The jar was covered with moist mustin cloth in order to prevent escape of aphids and minimize 

interference of light, which is required for plant growth. As many as 3100-6580 aphids per petridish were 

harvested on 7th day at 25±2 0Cand 50±5 per cent R.H. The aphid can also be multiplied in the jars by 

directly placing a layer of absorbent cotton (2 cm), wherein seeds are sprinkled after moistening it. 

Equipment and Facilities 
A room, air conditioner, humidifier, humidistat, hot air circulator, timer, castor racks with photoperiod 

attachment petridishes, jars, cowpea seeds, camel hair brush, absorbent cotton, muslin cloth, water bottle, 

etc. 

Precautions 
1. Never remove sprouted seeds from the cotton wool unless aphid colony is established. 

2. Cowpea seed should be rinsed in water thoroughly before soaking in water. 

3. Water the seedling by gently sprinkling the water with a wash bottle as and when plants start losing 

their turgidity. 

4. Aphids should either be transferred with brush or sprouts containing aphid colony may be uprooted and 

placed in a new petridish jar.  

5. For rearing the predators, direct inoculation of aphid in a jar containing one day old soaked seeds is 

preferred. 

6. Proper care should be taken to keep the culture away from ants and scavenger flies. 

7. In case of flies development, open the jar outside the laboratory so as to facilitate the flies escape or use 

malathion bait (1 ml malathion 50 EC + 1 g sugar crystals) in the laboratory as and when necessary. 

8. All precautions needed for maintaining a healthy insect colony should be followed. 
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Introduction 
Modern agriculture emphasizes in using hybrid seeds and high yielding varieties that are highly responsive 

to large doses of chemical fertilizers and irrigation. Indiscriminate use of synthetic fertilizers has led to 

pollution and contamination of soil and water basins. This has resulted in soil being deprived of essential 

plant nutrients and organic matter. It has led to depletion of beneficial micro-organisms and insects 

indirectly reducing soil fertility and making crops more prone to diseases. It is estimated that by 2020, to 

achieve the targeted production of 321 million tons of food grain, the requirement of nutrient will be 28.8 

million tons, while their availability will be only 21.6 million tons being a deficit of about 7.2 million tons, 

thus depleting feedstock/fossil fuels (energy crisis) and increasing cost of fertilizers which would be 

unaffordable to small and marginal farmers, thus intensifying the depleting levels of soil fertility due to 

widening gap between nutrient removal and supplies. 

Chemical fertilizers which are now being used extensively since the green revolution have depleted soil 

health by making the soil ecology non-inhabitable for soil micro flora and micro fauna which are largely 

responsible for maintaining soil fertility and providing some essential and indispensable nutrients to 

plants. Biofertilizers are the products containing one or more species of microorganisms which have the 

ability to mobilize nutritionally important elements from non-usable to usable form through biological 

processes such as nitrogen fixation, phosphate solubilisation, excretion of plant growth promoting 

substances or cellulose and biodegradation in soil, compost and other environments. In other words, 

biofertilizers are natural fertilizes which are living microbial inoculants of bacteria, algae, fungi alone or 

in combination and they augment the availability of nutrients to the plants. (Kumar, et al., 2017). 

Biofertilizer: The Need of the Hour in Agriculture 
At present times, there is a growing concern about environmental hazards and threats to sustainable 

agriculture. In view of the above stated facts, the long-term use of bio-fertilizers proves to be economical, 

eco-friendly, more efficient, productive and accessible to marginal and small farmers over chemical 

fertilizers. The need for the use of biofertilizer thus arises primarily for two reasons. First, because increase 

in the use of fertilizers leads to increased crop productivity, second, because increased usage of chemical 

fertilizer leads to damage in soil texture and raises other environmental problems. (Chandel, et al., 2020). 

Classification of Biofertilizers 
Several microorganisms and their association with crop plants are being exploited in the production of 

biofertilizers. They can be grouped in different ways based on their nature and function. 

Rhizobium: Rhizobium is a soil habitat bacterium, which colonizes legume roots and fixes atmospheric 

nitrogen symbiotically. The morphology and physiology of Rhizobium vary from free-living condition to the 

bacteroid of nodules. They are the most efficient biofertilizer as per the quantity of nitrogen fixed concerned. 

They have seven genera and are highly specific to form nodule in legumes, referred as cross inoculation 

group.  

Azotobacter: Of the several species of Azotobacter, A. chroococcum happens to be the dominant inhabitant 

in arable soils capable of fixing N2 (2-15 mg N2 fixed /g of carbon source) in culture media. The bacterium 

produces abundant slime which helps in soil aggregation. The numbers of A. chroococcum in Indian soils 

rarely exceeds 105/g soil due to lack of organic matter and the presence of antagonistic microorganisms in 

soil.  

Azospirillum: Azospirillum lipoferum and A. brasilense (Spirillum lipoferumin earlier literature) are 

primary inhabitants of soil, the rhizosphere and intercellular spaces of root cortex of graminaceous plants. 

They develop associative symbiotic relationship with graminaceous plants. Apart from nitrogen fixation, 
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growth promoting substance production (IAA), disease resistance and drought tolerance are some of the 

additional benefits of inoculation with Azospirillum.  

Cyanobacteria: Both free-living as well as symbiotic cyanobacteria (blue green algae) have been 

harnessed in rice cultivation in India. Once so much publicized as a biofertilizer for rice crop, it has not 

presently attracted the attention of rice growers all over India. The benefits due to algalization could be to 

the extent of 20-30 kg N/ha under ideal conditions but the labour-oriented methodology for the preparation 

of BGA biofertilizer is in itself a limitation. 

Azolla: Azolla is a free-floating water fern that floats in water and fixes atmospheric nitrogen in association 

with nitrogen fixing blue green alga Anabaena azollae. Azolla either as an alternate nitrogen source or as 

a supplement to commercial nitrogen fertilizers. Azolla is used as biofertilizer for wetland rice and it is 

known to contribute 40-60 kg N/ha per rice crop. 

Phosphate solubilizing microorganisms (PSM): Several soil bacteria and fungi, notably species of 

Pseudomonas, Bacillus, Penicillium, Aspergillusetc. secrete organic acids and lower the pH in their vicinity 

to bring about dissolution of bound phosphates in soil. Increased yields of wheat and potato were 

demonstrated due to inoculation of peat-based cultures of Bacillus polymyxa and Pseudomonas striata.  

AM fungi: The transfer of nutrients mainly phosphorus and also zinc and sulphur from the soil milleu to 

the cells of the root cortex is mediated by intracellular obligate fungal endosymbionts of the genera Glomus, 

Gigaspora, Acaulospora, Sclerocysts and Endogone which possess vesicles for storage of nutrients and 

arbuscles for funnelling these nutrients into the root system. By far, the commonest genus appears to be 

Glomus, which has several species distributed in soil.  

Silicate solubilizing bacteria (SSB): Microorganisms are capable of degrading silicates and aluminium 

silicates. During the metabolism of microbes several organic acids are produced and these have a dual role 

in silicate weathering. They supply H+ ions to the medium and promote hydrolysis and the organic acids 

like citric, oxalic acid, Keto acids and hydroxy carbolic acids which form complexes with cations, promote 

their removal and retention in the medium in a dissolved state.  

Plant growth promoting rhizobacteria (PGPR): The group of bacteria that colonize roots or 

rhizosphere soil and beneficial to crops are referred to as plant growth promoting rhizobacteria (PGPR). 

The PGPR inoculants promote growth through suppression of plant disease (termed Bioprotectants), 

improved nutrient acquisition (termed Biofertilizers), or phytohormone production (termed Biostimulants). 

Species of Pseudomonas and Bacillus can produce as yet not well characterized phytohormones or growth 

regulators that cause crops to have greater amounts of fine roots which have the effect of increasing the 

absorptive surface of plant roots for uptake of water and nutrients. 

Methods of Application of Biofertilizers 
Seed Treatment: 200 g of biofertilizer is suspended in 300- 400 mL of water and mixed gently with 10 kg 

of seeds using an adhesive like gum acacia, jiggery solution, etc. The seeds are then spread on a clean 

sheet/cloth under shade to dry and used immediately for sowing.  

Seedling Root Dip: This method is used for transplanted crops. For rice crop, a bed is made in the field 

and filled with water. Recommended biofertilizers are mixed in this water and the roots of seedlings are 

dipped for 8-10 h and transplanted.  

Soil Treatment: 4 kg each of the recommended biofertilizers is mixed in 200 kg of compost and kept 

overnight. This mixture is incorporated in the soil at the time of sowing or planting. 

Advantages of Using Biofertilizers 
1. They are eco- friendly as well as cost effective 

2. Their use leads to soil enrichment and the quality of the soil improves with time.  

3. Though they do not show immediate results, but the results shown over time are spectacular. 

4. These fertilizers harness atmospheric nitrogen and make it directly available to the plants.  

5. They increase the phosphorous content of the soil by solubilising and releasing unavailable   

phosphorous.  

6. Biofertilizers improve root proliferation due to the release of growth promoting hormones. 
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7. Biofertilizer contains microorganisms which promote the adequate supply of nutrients to the host plants 

and ensure their proper development of growth and regulation in their physiology.  

8. Biofertilizers can also protect plants from soil borne diseases to a certain degree. (Agarwal, et al., 2018). 

Constraints in Biofertilizer Technology 
1. Technological constraints like unavailability of good quality carrier material and lack of qualified 

technical personnel in production units. 

2. Infrastructural constraints like lack of essential equipment, power supply, etc.  

3. Financial constraints like non-availability of sufficient funds and problems in getting bank loans.  

4. Environmental constraints like seasonal demand for biofertilizers, simultaneous cropping operations 

and short span of sowing/planting in a particular locality, etc.  

5. Human resources and quality constraints like lack of technically qualified staff in the production units, 

lack of suitable training on the production techniques.  

6. Marketing constraints like non availability of right inoculant at the right place at the right time, lack of 

retail outlets or the market network for the producers. 
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Introduction 
Rice is the major staple food for more than half of the World's population. Rice consumes 40 per cent of all 

fresh water used in Asia and 80% in India. The productivity of Asian irrigated rice system has been 

threatened every day by water scarcity (40-60%). Therefore, aerobic rice technology could be a possible way 

to reduce the water scarcity. Aerobic rice refers to grow rice in condition of non-flooded and non-puddled 

low land soil with supplemental irrigation. Aerobic rice recorded substantial water savings by minimizing 

seepage, percolation and greatly reduced evaporation. Aerobic rice generally requires 30 to 50 per cent less 

water but it resulted in a yield penalty of 20 to 30 per cent. Poor germination, uneven crop standing is the 

major constraints for the adoption of aerobic rice. The adoption of aerobic rice is facilitated by the 

availability of seed priming technologies. Seed priming is a pre-sowing treatment which leads to a 

physiological state that enables seed to germinate more efficiently. The majorities of seed treatments are 

based on seed imbibitions allowing the seeds to go through the first reversible stage of germination but do 

not allow radical protrusion through the seed coat. Seeds keeping their desiccation tolerance are then 

dehydrated and can be stored until final sowing. During subsequent germination, primed seeds exhibit a 

faster and more synchronized germination and young seedlings are often more vigorous and resistant to 

abiotic stresses than seedlings obtained from unprimed seeds. Hence, by keeping these views in mind an 

experiment was conducted to study the effect of seed priming practices on dry matter production, yield and 

yield attributes during navarai season under aerobic rice technology. (Pazhanisamy, et al. 2020). 

Seed Priming Methodolog 
As per the recommendation, viable seeds at 30 kg ha-1 were used for sowing. One per cent KCl was prepared 

by dissolving 1 g of KCl in 100 of ml water. Two per cent moringa leaf extract was prepared by dissolving 

2 ml of moringa leaf extract in 100 ml of water (Tender leaves were grounded in pestle and mortar at 2 g 

per ml of water to obtained the moringa leaf extract as suggested by Rehman, et al. 2015). 

One per cent pungam leaf extract was prepared by dissolving 1 ml of pungam leaf extract in 100 ml of water 

(Tender leaves were grounded in pestle and mortar at 2 g per ml of water to get the pungam leaf extract). 

Five per cent cow dung slurry was prepared by dissolving 5 g of fresh cow dung in 100 ml of water. 

Initially the seeds were soaked in water or KCl or moringa leaf extract or pungam leaf extract or cow dung 

slurry as pre-treatment for 12-16 hours and then to shade dry for 24 hours to attain its original weight. 

Effect of Seed Priming Practices on Dry Matter Production 
The results evaluated that among the various seed priming practices, at vegetative phase higher DMP was 

noticed in seed priming with 2% moringa leaf extract (1810.6 kg ha-1) and it was on par with seed priming 

with 5% cow dung slurry (1763.0 kg ha-1). At reproductive phase more DMP was noticed in seed priming 

with 2% moringa leaf extract (8425.0 kg ha-1) which was on par with seed priming with 5% cow dung slurry 

and P4 seed priming with 1% pungam leaf extract (8283.1 and 8014.3 kg ha-1 respectively). 

Lower DMP of 7553.1 kg ha-1 was observed in seed priming with 1%KCl. However, seed priming practices 

had no significant effect on DMP at maturity phase. Afzal, et al. (2002) reported that in case of dry matter 

production especially in vegetative and reproductive phases a better performance of crop when primed with 

two per cent moringa leaf extract, due to increased metabolic activities at low water potential. 

Abdalla, et al. (2013) stated that more zeatin hormone presence in the moringa leaf extract, which was 

responsible for the improved growth of the crop at vegetative and reproductive phase. 
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Effect of Seed Priming Practices on Yield Attributes 
The results from the present investigation revealed that priming with two per cent moringa leaf extract 

produced higher number of panicle hill-1, panicle length and panicle weight (3.3 g) when compared to other 

priming practices. The same trend of better performance was visualized when seeds were primed with two 

per cent moringa leaf extract for number of total grains per panicle, number of filled grains per panicle and 

filling percentage also. However, lower was record in seed priming with water. The probable reason that 

could be quoted for the better performance might be due to vigorous growth and profuse tillering. Earlier 

tillering and higher tiller emergence by seed priming with moringa leaf extract are in agreement with the 

results of Yang and Zhang (2016). In case of test weight was higher in seeds primed with two percent 

moringa leaf extract and lower in seed primed with water (22.2 g). Basra et al. (2009) stated that moringa 

leaf extract being rich in amino acids, K, Ca, Fe, ascorbate and growth promoting substances like Zeatin, 

is an ideal plant growth enhancer. This accelerates germination and growth of young plants, thereby 

increasing the photosynthesis and increases the number of roots and shoots. Increase in root shoot ratio 

manages a good source sink relationship. 

Effect of Seed Priming on Grain Yield and Straw Yield of Aerobic Rice 
The result observed that seed priming with two per cent moringa leaf extract produced a higher grain yield 

of 2257 kg ha-1 and straw yield of 8963.9 kg ha-1. Moringa leaf extract plays major role in rapid emergence 

of seedlings and maintaining photosynthetic area by delaying senescence and promoting source-sink 

relationship. Similar results were reported by Rady et al. (2013) and Rehman et al. (2015). 

Conclusion 
From, the present study proved that seed priming with two percent (2%) moringa leaf extract markedly 

enhances the biomass and yield of aerobic rice during navarai season in coastal deltaic region of karaikal. 

This practice also mitigate the untoward incidence of drought under aerobic rice cultivation. 
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As the global population is increasing at a rapid pace, a study conducted by United Nations estimates that, 

the world population will exceed 10 billion people by 2050, posing a threat towards sustainability and food 

security. In order to feed this growing population, food production must increase by 70% (United Nations, 

2018). Between 20 to 30 percent of overall environmental impact (5 and about 30 percent of world 

greenhouse gas emissions are attributed to food production (Vermeulen et al., 2012). Due to the highly 

significant environmental trade-offs such as disintegrating natural habitats and endangering biodiversity, 

carbon emissions from land clearance, fertilizers, and livestock farming, and nitrogen run-off from 

fertilizers disrupting marine, freshwater, and coastal ecosystems, formerly used methods to strengthen 

agriculture will be phased out in the near future. In addition to it, there will be an inevitable short supply 

of protein as it is one of the major nutrients for our lives. Traditional protein sources are expected to be 

insufficient, as protein consumption is presently 202 million tonnes (MT) per year and is expected to rise 

to 360–1250 MT by 2050 (Soto-Sierra et al., 2018). Many additional reasons have increased the pressure 

on limited global resources to supply more food of extensive variety.     

Animal-derived proteins have traditionally supplied considerable human food security by delivering higher 

quality essential amino acids, energy (calorie), and key minor nutrients such as minerals and vitamins that 

are generally deficient in agrarian plant-based diets. However, in recent years, consumption of these foods 

has been associated with a higher risk of sustainability, as livestock farming accounts for nearly 15.5 

percent of global greenhouse gas emissions (methane, nitrous oxide, and carbon dioxide), accounting for 9% 

of global carbon emissions, 37% of global methane emissions, and 65% of global nitrous oxide emissions (Fu 

et al., 2021). As a consequence, protein-rich products resulting from terrestrial livestock agriculture are 

now being examined more closely. To fulfil consumer demand and projected global protein requirements, 

alternative protein sources and manufacturing methods are necessary. 

Microalgae – The Next Wave Investment in Alternative Protein Front Runner 

 
Figure 1: The most abundant forms of microalgae species 
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Plant based protein alternatives from novel sources from pulses are now increasingly popular and a rapidly 

expanding protein industry. But due to insufficiency of land and water resources, a much stronger demand 

of alternative protein persists. Thereupon over the past few years, microalgae have risen to prominence in 

the worldwide as a viable protein alternative for human consumption. Microalgae are a large genus of 

unicellular, microscopic microorganisms with about 200,000 species.  The most abundant forms can be 

classified into four divisions. 

Several of these species are currently used in biotechnology for cosmeceuticals, animal feed, fatty acids, 

alginates, wastewater treatment, biofuel production and human consumption. Several species of 

microalgae have been found to provide equivalent levels of protein to conventional protein sources such as 

milk, soybean, egg, and meat. However, the protein content varies enormously amongst microalgal species 

and strains, and influenced by the environment in which they're cultivated. 

Food Supplementation from Microalgae - A rich Source of Metabolites 
Developed countries, due to their busy and modern lifestyle tend to consume high calorific diets which leads 

to various health complications. Hence a balanced diet containing proteins, carbohydrate, fat, vitamin and 

antioxidants are indispensable for the healthy lifestyle. Vitamins A, B1, B2, B6, B12, C, and E, as well as 

the minerals such as potassium, iron, magnesium, calcium, and iodine, are abundant in microalgae.  Table 

1 represents the nutritional composition of some microalgae species which are consumed. 

Table 1: Composition of microalgal species in percentage of dry biomass matter (Becker, 2007; 

Koyande et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2020): 

Sl. No Microalgae Species Composition (% dry matter) 

Protein Lipids Carbohydrates 

1 Anabena cylindrical (Bornet & Flahault) 43-56 4-7 25-30 

2 Aphanizomenon flos-aquae (Ralfs ex Bornet & 

Flahault) 

62 3 23 

3 Chaetoceroscalcitrans (Ehrenberg) 36 15 27 

4 Chlamydomonas rheinhardii (P.A.Dang.) 48 21 17 

5 Chlorella vulgaris (Beijerinck) 51-58 14-22 12-17 

6 Chlorella pyrenoidosa (Chick) 57 2 26 

7 Diacronema vilkianum 57 6 32 

8 Dunaliela salina (Emanoil C) 57 6 32 

10 Euglena gracilis (Klebs) 39-61 22-38 14-18 

11 Haematococcus pluvialis (Flotow) 48 15 27 

12 Isochrysis galbana (Parke) 50-56 12-14 10-17 

13 Porphyridium cruentum (S. F. Gray) 28-39 9-14 40-57 

14 Prymnesium parvum (N. Carter) 28-45 22-38 25-33 

15 Scenedesmus obliquus (M.J.Wynne) 50-56 12-14 10-17 

16 Scenedesmus dimorphus (Kützing) 8-18 16-40 21-52 

17 Scenedesmus quadricauda (Meye) 47 1.9 21-52 

19 Spirulina maxima (Turpin ex Gomon) 60-71 6-7 13-16 

20 Spirulina platensis (Turpin ex Gomon) 46-63 4-9 8-14 

21 Synechococcus sp. (Nägeli) 63 11 15 

22 Tetraselmis maculate (F.Stein) 52 3 15 

Amongst the species listed in table 1, Spirulina sp., Chlorella sp., Dunaliella sp., Aphanizomenon 

sp. are the most widely used. However, Chlorella and Spirulina species have led the global microalgae 

market in recent years, since they have acquired recognition in health-food supermarkets and stores due 

to their nutrient-rich profiles.  

1. Proteins/peptides: Microbial biomass is an ideal source of vegetarian protein due to its high protein 

content and even-keeled amino acid composition. Microalgae's cell wall defends protein against 

denaturation, enabling them to be applied in adverse conditions such as low pH and high temperature. 

They demonstrate a high protein (50-70 dry matter) extraction when compared to other protein sources 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Martinus_Beijerinck
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like beef (17.4%), fish (19.2-20.6%), skimmed milk powder (36%), cheese (36%), whole egg (47%), beer yeast 

(45%).  

2. Lipids: Micro-algae are the sole vegetarian source of omega -3 fatty acids which manifest in infant 

nutrition and vegetarians. In food applications, lipids from algae manifest for fat, calories, and cholesterol 

reduction.  

3. Pigments: The pigments of commercial nutraceutical prospects from microalgae includes chlorophyll, 

phycocyanin, β –carotene and leutin, They act as long term sustainable source of natural food colourants.  

4. Phytosterols: Phytosterols derived from microalgae exhibit a wide range of biological activity and 

structural diversity 

5. Vitamins: Vitamins from microalgae contains a high concentration of Vitamin A, E, B1 and folic acid 

when compared to other conventional food sources. In addition to it, microalgae can synthesize vitamin B12 

(cobalamin) thereby justifying a vegan diet. 

6. Anti-oxidants: Micro-algal biomass is thought to be a more valuable choice of nutritional anti-oxidants 

than traditional plant-derived sources because of its enhanced production capability.  

Microalgae can potentially produce numerous components in the same species. In spite of the abundance 

of these functional ingredients present in microalgae, the whole microalgae can be used for the development 

of several nutritionally enriched functional foods.  Earlier, the microalgae biomass was marketed as a 

healthy supplement in the form of tablets, capsules, powders, and liquids. However, due to the consumption 

of nutrient-dense healthy foods, numerous food products like pasta, beer, wine, noodles, gums, candies, and 

snacks have been supplemented with microalgae. Chlorella vulgaris have been supplemented in pasta, 

noodles, cookies, yoghurt, and cheese conferring better nutritional value. Spirulina platensis, due to its 

higher phenolic content and free radicle scavenging activity, improved swelling index and lower cooking 

loss have been mixed with several foods like pasta, noodles, bread, and biscuit, cookies, extruded snacks, 

yoghurt, cheese, ice cream. Likewise, other microalgae species considered as edible supplementation 

include Isochrysis galbana, Diacronema vlkianum, Dunaliella salina, Nannochloropsis oculata, 

Tetraselmis suecica, Scenedesmus almeriensi, Haematococcus pluvialis, Arthrospira platensis, 

Phaeodactylum tricornutum, Nannochloropsis oculata. 

Extraction and Processing of Protein from Microalgae 
Microalgae are subjected to free radicals and significant oxidative stressors as a result of the hostile adverse 

environments and phototrophic mode of development. Consequently, microalgae evolved to produce natural 

defensive systems such as pigments and antioxidants which are useful for human supplementation. Several 

microalgae species are high in proteins, carbohydrates, lipids, and other bioactive substances. In terms of 

productivity and nutritional value, application of algae for protein synthesis has various advantages over 

traditional high-protein crops. Some of the protein rich products that can be obtained from micro-algae are 

depicted in the figure 2. 

 
Figure 2: Flowchart indicating the main processing line of different products from Microalgae 

(Soto-Sierra et al., 2018). 
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Microalgae are composed of complex cell wall polysaccharides like cellulose, lignin, hemicellulose, and silica 

for the retrieval of biomolecules found inside the cells. Hence, to maximise the effectiveness of the 

extraction process and lower the cost, it is necessary to disrupt the cell and release the intracellular 

components (Amorim et al., 2021). A variety of cell wall disruption techniques which can be applied singly 

or in combination have been evaluated for efficient cell disruption. For effective cell disruption, a large 

number of strategies have been examined, categorized into mechanical and non-mechanical ways. 

1. Mechanical methods: Are more often used in the destruction of microalgal cells because their efficacy 

is less impacted by microalgal species. Microalgal cells are typically mechanically disrupted in high-

pressure homogenizers or bead mills. Mechanical disruption techniques, on the other hand, are often 

inefficient in energy utilization, and temperature control may be necessary for some circumstances to avoid 

the breakdown of heat liable components or the release of lytic bio-compounds like those of proteases. 

2. Non-mechanical disruption techniques: Include chemical agents, enzymes, and physicochemical 

approaches for releasing chemicals from biomass. They are less aggressive than mechanical disruption in 

general, hence they are used in the recovery or extraction of bio-compounds that may deteriorate under the 

extreme situations of mechanical disruption. They are utilised to perforate the cell or boost its permeability. 

A variety of substances, including antibiotics, chelators, chaotropic agents, detergents, solvents, 

hypochlorites, acids, and alkalis, can be used to destabilize microalgae cells. However, the selectivity and 

efficacy of such compounds vary depending on the cell wall composition. Figure 3 depicts the usage of 

different technologies evaluated for microalgae cell disruption. 

 
Figure 3: Different techniques used for Microalgae cell disruption 

Microalgae in Meat Processing Line: Meat Analogue 
Once the micro-algal biomass and protein are recovered/ extracted, it has a high potential to be used as 

meat analogues. They are subjected to different food processing techniques like texturizing, fat imitation, 

and flavour adjustment techniques which increase the scope for attractive meat analogues.  

1. Texturizing techniques like extrusion which is a continual process that transforms and re-organizes 

basic materials using thermal-mechanical force. Low moisture extrusion, high moisture extrusion, and 

spinning are the most commonly used techniques to convert into plant-based meat analogues. 

2. Flavor adjustment techniques: The control of unpleasant odours due to the volatile organic 

compounds (VOCs) like hydrocarbons, aldehydes, alcohols, ketones, lactones, sulphur, fatty acids etc from 

microalgae include: earthy, musty, grassy, fishy, herbaceous hinder its application in food. Hence methods 

like cooking, and the addition of nitrogen to the growth medium. Altering the harvesting time can help 

reduce the release of VOCs from the algal biomass. The meat-like flavour can be formulated either through 

the use of spices/condiments or through a Maillard reaction (chemical conversion of amino acids and sugars) 

which results in sulfur-containing furans, thiophenes and lipids facilitating strong meaty, roasty aromas.  
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3. Fat intimation techniques: Like the addition of fat/ vegetable oil such as canola oil, sunflower oil, corn 

oil, coconut oil, and cocoa butter can be added, where an oil-in-water emulsion is formed followed by cooking 

where gelation occurs; thereby improving the tenderness, juiciness and flavour of meat analogue.  

The use of substitute or nonmeat protein components to build innovative structured matrices that might 

mimic the textural functioning of genuine meat has now become possible due to advances in food 

structuring research. The fibrous/ meat-like texture is formed due to the physicochemical and 

morphological changes influenced by the phase transitions in the protein interaction systems: protein-

protein, protein-water, protein-lipid, and protein-polysaccharide. Hence the factors namely moisture, 

protein type/concentration, lipids, polysaccharides, temperature, pH, shear, and structural relationship 

impose a big challenge in the food industry to manufacture meat analogues with controlled structural 

attributes. 

Conclusion 
Microalgae are a renewable nourishment, and interest in algal functional foods and nutritional 

supplements in the form biomass or protein is constantly expanding. In areas where animal proteins are 

sparse or dietary necessary amino acid balance is difficult to attain, microalgal proteins can aid to balance 

dietary proteins. They are valuable protein sources for human health promotion along with additional 

applications in cosmetics, pharmaceuticals, animal feed etc. However, due to the rarity of sustainable and 

cost-effective cultivation, harvesting and cascade processing expertise, and methods to manufacture light-

coloured micro algal proteins, their utilisation remains a problem. The most important bottleneck is that 

some strains of microalgae produce toxins which raises the allergenicity issues on consumption of micro 

algal species. As a result, substantial research and product surveillance are required to ensure the 

nutritional profile and safety of end consumers by improved production techniques in the form of protein 

concentrates or isolates. As a result, larger biomass yields would be possible, allowing civilization to 

produce more palatable human food supplementation.   Continued advancements in microalgae technology 

and research should result in higher biomass yields, which permits to achieve high-quality protein-rich 

diets for human food supplementation. 
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Challenges to food security are forcing us to enhance global crop production for feeding the growing human 

population. But sustainable production is being hampered by environmental factors. An array of strategies 

including increased cropping efficiency and modification of belowground plant traits can be implemented 

to circumvent the effects of the above ground modified traits. Focusing on belowground traits, especially 

root exudates possess great promise to meet this challenge. Belowground traits vary greatly between and 

within species (Catarina et al 2014) and also with environmental conditions. They represent a mostly 

unexplored research area in the search for tools to ameliorate the current threats to food security. A range 

of traits related to the roots and rhizosphere could be targeted to improve yield and reduce the input of 

fertilizers and pesticides in future. 

Root exudates contain vast array of compounds in the rhizosphere, including sugars, organic acids, amino 

acids, secondary metabolites etc. The mechanism of their exudation is primarily a passive process mediated 

through three separate pathways: diffusion (small polar molecules and uncharged molecules), ion channels 

(sugars, amino acids and carboxylate anions) and vesicle transport (high-molecular weight compound). Root 

exudates are involved in a range of biotic and abiotic interactions. Exudates may increase the availability 

of some nutrients like phosphorus (P), by releasing phosphatases and chelation by exuded organic acids. 

Exudation may have negative impact on neighbouring plants (allelopathy) (Badri et al 2009). It also has 

great influence on symbiotic relationships in an intercropping system, e.g., a maize–faba bean 

intercropping system, where both can complement each other by enhancing N nutrition, biomass, and yield 

(Coskun et al 2017). But domestication has led to undermining of microbes and their function.  

Crop wild relatives (CWRs) have an untapped avenue for root exudates, a potential source of information 

and genetic material for agricultural improvement. CWRs have desirable traits linked to mycorrhizal 

associations, pest resistance and tolerance to challenging climatic conditions. Crops tend to have lower 

resistance to herbivores compared with their wild ancestors, perhaps due to direct selection to remove 

protective but undesirable food traits, such as a bitter taste, toxicity, toughness, and/or because breeding 

for increased yield has led to trade-offs with defensive mechanism (Catherine et al 2020).  

The wild ancestor of maize, teosinte (Zea mays subsp. parviglumis), and European maize varieties produce 

and emit the sesquiterpene (E)-β-caryophyllene from their root, which attracts an entomopathogenic 

nematode that feeds on the beetle larvae but absent in most North American maize cultivars (susceptible) 

(Tobias et al  2008). This might have been lost during breeding. Its restoration may help to increase the 

resistance of these lines against agronomically important pests. 

Metabolomics studies within rhizosphere are mostly untapped. The natural variation in exudate metabolic 

patterns of genetically diverse accessions of Arabidopsis thaliana by combining the nonsense mutations 

with metabolic patterns. This has facilitated the determination of the genetic base of specific metabolite 

absences, which can help in metabolomics characterization and in unravelling biochemical and molecular 

processes in the rhizosphere (Susann et al 2016). 

The root traits from CWRs incorporation into cultivated crops is hampered by its underground nature and 

unreliable exudation pattern in field condition, and can be solved to some extent by noninvasive root and 

rhizosphere phenotyping through 4D technologies like Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), X-ray computed 

tomography (CT), Positron emission tomography (PET) (Saoirse et al 2020). 

This can shift from single root traits to rhizosphere selections, which can be managed dynamically on farms. 

Shoot and rhizosphere phenotyping in combination with precision agriculture may allow selection of 

genotypes and practices on farms to speed up crop productivity. 
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Summary 
A new category of tender vegetables with unique characteristics known as microgreens have attracted 

different groups of consumers from vegans to raw foodist. Its popularity maybe attributed to higher 

nutritional composition against their matured part, distinct texture, colours and flavours and easy growing. 

Introduction 
Exotic type of young and edible seedlings called as microgreens has gain huge recognition in the last few 

years as a culinary specialty. They are produced from seeds of different vegetables, herbs and aromatic 

plants (Xiao et al., 2021). On average, after seeding they are harvested at about 10-14 days composing of 

central stem, cotyledon leaf or leaves, and a pair of young true leaves (Choe et al., 2018). They are used in 

the preparation of salads or use as a garnish, they enhanced multisensory appeal due to their varieties of 

colour, texture and flavours (Teng et al., 2021). The high contents of bioactive compounds and 

micronutrients have further increased the value of the microgreens apart from their physical appearance. 

As compared to their counterparts’ mature leaves the nutrition composition differs greatly. Higher amount 

of minerals and phytonutrients has been reported in microgreens.  Demanding categories of consumers, 

like vegetarians, vegans and raw foodists can diversify and enrich their diet by consuming microgreens 

utilizing their unique characteristics (Renna et al., 2018). 

Production and Shelf Life 
Microgreens are grown either in large scale for commercial purpose or by individuals for personal 

consumption. They are suited for indoor cultivation and can be grown throughout the year with light and 

heat supplementation under control growing system. Containers, channels, benches or control environment 

with floating system etc., are usually used for production on commercial scale.  Standard soil, sterile soil, 

different mixes of vermiculite, peat, perlite, bark, natural fiber substrates etc., can be utilized for growing 

of microgreens (Teng et al., 2021). 

For enhancing of germination, seeds are soaked overnight. Broadcasting or row seeding is done and kept 

under reduced light condition or covered during germination. It can be watered daily and exposed to light 

about 3 days after seeding till the first set of true leaves appears (Mir et al., 2016; Turner et al, 2020). Too 

much thick seeding must be avoided as it increases the threat of different diseases and elongated stems, 

although, for higher production it is possible. Increase yield with fertilizers applications have been reported 

with organic ones particularly. Nutrients like minerals, carotenoids, glucosinolates etc., can be improved 

by controlling the light intensity (Choe et al., 2018; Kopsell et al., 2012, Kopsell and Sams, 2013). The 

duration from seeding to harvesting days differs from crop to crop. Depending on the types of crops, they 

may be harvested at about first true leaf stage (Mir et al., 2016).   

Microgreens are highly perishable due to the high respiration rate of the young tissues under ambient 

condition, which is one of the limiting factors for commercial production and marketing. Selling 

microgreens in the growth medium under rooted condition is the best shelf life (Turner et al, 2020). 

Different factors affecting the shelf life are pre-harvest and post-harvest treatment, handling practices, 

packaging materials and practices (Paradiso et al., 2018). For increasing the post-harvest shelf life two 

techniques used are storage temperature and storage atmospheric conditions. Physiological activities such 

as the rate of respiration and microorganisms’ activities which may spoil produce are reduced by storing at 

low temperature. With high storage temperature, growth of different microorganisms and spoilage is 

increased. Shelf life is also extended by the used of modified atmospheric packaging by increasing carbon 

dioxide and decreasing oxygen (Mir et al., 2016). 
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Conclusion 
The nutritious and easy growing microgreens can contribute to the ever growing health consciousness, 

shrinking of arable land and food security. 
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The essence of digital farming lies in creating value from data. Digital Farming means to go beyond the 

mere presence and availability of data and create actionable intelligence and meaningful added value from 

such data. Digital farming is integrating both concepts - precision farming and smart farming. According 

to a paper on Digital Agriculture by DLG (German Agricultural Society), digital farming is understood to 

mean “consistent application of the methods of precision farming and smart farming, internal and external 

networking of the farm and use of web-based data platforms together with Big Data analyses”. Farmers in 

India are using AI (Artificial Intelligence) to increase crop yields (a report by Microsoft News Center, India 

on 7 November, 2017). AI in agriculture is just getting started. Shifting weather patterns such as increase 

in temperature, changes in precipitation levels, and ground water density, can affect farmers, especially 

those who are dependent on timely rains for their crops. Leveraging the cloud and AI to predict advisories 

for sowing, pest control and commodity pricing, is a major initiative towards creating increased income and 

providing stability for the agricultural community. 

Implementation of Digital Agriculture in India 
The main factor behind the gradual acceptance of digital farming in India is the prominence of segregated 

small-holder farms in the country, this complicates data gathering. Additionally, limited penetration of 

mechanisation tools and frequent natural calamities, like droughts, floods and excessive monsoon rains, 

have negatively impacted the deployment of digital solutions in the sector. Thus, a customised approach 

would be needed to implement digital agriculture to a typical Indian small farm, this can be later be scaled 

up and made available to many Indian farms. Following measures could be implemented to make digital 

agriculture a success in India: 

1. Low-cost technology: The average annual income of an Indian farmer is >US$ 1,000. This low income 

explains the precarious financial circumstances in which a typical farmer operates in India. Thus, lowering 

the cost of technology will help. 

2. Portable hardware: As typical Indian farms are small, plug and play hardware has a better 

opportunity in the Indian market. Also, agricultural land leasing is widely prevalent under various farming 

arrangements, therefore a farmer farming on a specific plot of land may move to another farm plot next 

season. In such scenarios, investing in portable equipment is better for farmers. 

3. Renting and sharing platforms for agriculture equipment and machinery: Owing to both 

constrained financial resources and small farm plots, opportunity exists for digital platforms that offer 

equipment renting and sharing services instead of outright purchases. A few agritech start-ups like 

Farmkart (rent4farm), EM3 AgriServices and Trringo, are already providing equipment rental services. 

4. Academic support: The local agricultural organisation and academic institutes regularly interact with 

farmers through various locally conducted programs and government initiatives. Training facilities 

provided by various academic institutes and agricultural organisations will improve digital adoption among 

farmers. 

The Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare has Developed Major Digital 

Applications in Order to Boost Technology Adoption Among Farmers 
1. National Agriculture Market (eNAM): Launched in April 2016, the National Agriculture Market 

(eNAM) is a pan-India electronic trading portal that links the existing Agricultural Produce Market 

Committee (APMC) mandis, to create a unified national market for agricultural commodities. eNAM helps 

farmers sell products without the interference of any brokers or mediators, by generating competitive 

returns from their investment. 
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2. Direct Benefit Transfer (DBT) Central Agri Portal: Launched in January 2013, the DBT Agri Portal 

is a unified central portal for agricultural schemes across the country. The portal helps farmers adopt 

modern farm machineries through government subsidies. 

 
Figure 1: Mahyco banner – Indian agriculture in the digital age 

Source - https://mahyco.com/indian-agriculture-in-the-digitalage- how-can-it-help-the-farmers/ 

Benefits of Digital Agriculture 
1. Increases agriculture productivity and lowers production cost. 

2. Inhibits soil degradation. 

3. Lessens chemical application in crop production. 

4. Promotes effective and efficient use of water resources. 

5. Uplifts socio-economic statuses of farmers. 

6. Reduces environmental and ecological impacts. 

7. Augments worker safety. 

 
Figure 2: Modern Agriculture in India to benefit from digital  knowledge sharing 

Source - https://www.developmentnews.in/modernagriculture- india-benefit-iot-digital-

knowledge-sharing/ 

Key Challenges in Digital Farming 
1. Connectivity in rural areas. 

2. Non-awareness of the varying farm production functions. 

3. Size of individual management zones. 

4. Barriers to entry for new firms. 

5. Lack of scalability and configuration problems. 

6. Benefits not immediately apparent. 

https://mahyco.com/indian-agriculture-in-the-digitalage-
https://www.developmentnews.in/modernagriculture-
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Way to Overcome the Challenges in Digital Farming 
For the relationship to work, costs and the price of end products must not increase, whilst allowing yields 

to rise. This is particularly important moving forward as the Food and Agricultural Organisation of the UN 

(FAO) has predicted that in order to keep pace with population growth; food production must increase by 

70% by 2050. The agriculture industry is faced with a number of challenges in achieving these imperatives 

with limited availability of arable land; global climate change; the growing scarcity of water; the price and 

availability of energy particularly from fossil fuels; and the impact of urbanization on the supply of rural 

labour. Technology will play a central role in helping to overcome these challenges while ensuring costs are 

kept to a minimum and this can already be seen with the arrival of precision agriculture in the milking 

industry, for example. 

Conclusion 
With Indian agriculture and allied sectors on the verge of adopting new technologies such as IoT and Agri-

drones, foreign companies can play a very important role in supplying these new technologies to farmers. 

Though there are many India companies active, close to 267 million farmers need to be catered for. This 

enables private and foreign entities to expand their footprint in this part of the globe. However, their 

technologies also need to be affordable. To cater for them, government, industry, and research institutions 

have to form a consortium, so that Agri- Tech start-ups can flourish and meet the demands of Indian 

farmers. 
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Introduction 
Salinization has been identified as a major process of land degradation and the greatest cause of declining 

productivity in many irrigated lands (Akram et al., 2010; FAO, 2009). Salinization is the process by which 

water-soluble salts accumulate in the soil. It is a resource concern because excess salts hinder the growth 

of crops by limiting their ability to take up water. The beginning of the 21st century is defined by worldwide 

water scarcity, pollution, and rising salinization of land and water. Two risks to agricultural sustainability 

are the growing human population and the shrinking amount of land accessible for production (Shahbaz 

and Ashraf, 2013). High salinity affects 20 percent of total cultivated and 33 percent of irrigated 

agricultural lands worldwide. Furthermore, for a variety of causes, including very less rainfall, high surface 

evaporation, weathering of native rocks, irrigation with saline water, and poor cultural practises, salinized 

areas are growing at a pace of 10% each year. It has been estimated that more than 50% of the arable land 

would be salinized by the year 2050 (Jamil et. al. 2011). Excess salts hinder plant growth by affecting the 

soil-water balance. Soils containing excess salts occur naturally in arid and semiarid climates. Salt levels 

can increase as a result of cropping, irrigation, and land management. Although EC does not provide a 

direct measurement of specific ions or salt compounds, it has been correlated to concentrations of nitrates, 

potassium, sodium, chloride, sulfate, and ammonia. For certain non-saline soils, determining EC can be a 

convenient and economical way to estimate the amount of nitrogen (N) available for plant growth. 

Irrigation agriculture played an important role in ensuring food security for billions of people in arid and 

semi-arid areas in the past. However, their current and future state of affairs leaves much to be desired 

due to low crop yield and land degradation (Mason, 2002). 

Present Status and Causes of Salinity 
Salt-affected soils span around 800 million hectares of land, accounting for more than 6% of the world's 

total land area. Primary (natural) and secondary (added) salinity are the two types of soil salinity (due to 

human activity, i.e., dry land and irrigated land salinity). Natural processes such as salt accumulation over 

extended periods of time in arid and semiarid zones have produced the bulk of saline soils (Munns and 

Tester 2008). This is due to the fact that the parent rock from which it developed contains salts, primarily 

sodium, calcium, and magnesium chlorides, as well as sulphates and carbonates to some extent. In low-

lying coastal areas, sea water is another source of salts. Besides natural salinity, a significant proportion 

of cultivated land has become saline due to land clearing or irrigation. 

Effects of Salinity on Plant Growth 
Soil salinity is a major issue in irrigation-based agriculture. Soils in hot and arid areas of the world are 

typically saline and have little agricultural potential. The majority of crops are cultivated under irrigation 

in these locations, and inefficient irrigation management causes secondary salinization, which affects 20% 

of irrigated land worldwide (Glick et al., 2007). Salinity reduces water availability for plant use. High salt 

levels hinder water absorption, inducing physiological drought in the plant. The soil may contain adequate 

water, but plant roots are unable to absorb the water due to unfavorable osmotic pressure. This is referred 

to as the osmotic or water-deficit effect of salinity. Plants are generally most sensitive to salinity during 

germination and early growth. The second effect of salinity is shown when excessive amounts of salt enter 

the plant in the transpiration stream and injure leaf cells, which further reduces growth. This is called the 

salt-specific or ion-excess effect of salinity (Greenway and Munns, 1980). Symptoms may include restricted 

root growth, marginal or leaf tip burning/browning, inhibited flowering, reduced vigor and reduced crop 

yields. Growth or survival of the plant is tested to determine plant tolerance to salt stress because it 

integrates the up- or down-regulation of several physiological mechanisms. That occur inside the plant 
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Osmotic equilibrium is necessary for saline medium growing plants. Failure of this equilibrium causes 

turgidity loss, cell dehydration, and eventually, cellular death. On the other hand, adverse effects of salinity 

on plant growth may also result from impairment of the supply of photosynthetic assimilates or hormones 

to the growing tissues (Ashraf, 2004). 

Conclusion 
In India, soil salinization is a severe problem that threatens food security. It is a dynamic process caused 

by a variety of natural and human-induced processes, and socioeconomic and political factors frequently 

play a significant role in speeding up the process of soil salinization. Such variables are frequently beyond 

the control of individual farmers and require policymakers' attention. It is the responsibility of the different 

governments to make appropriate policy decisions and corrective measures to keep soil salinization under 

control and to rehabilitate soils that have already been contaminated by salts. 
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Introduction 
High density planting is a to make the best use of field per unit area, per unit time & to get maximum 

return per unit area. 

Types 
1. Low Density Planting: It is a non-intensive system of cultivating fruit crops. It is an age-old planting 

system is which trees are planted at wide spacing accommodating about 100-250 trees on a hectare. 

Pruning is resorted at a minimal level and orchards are nurtured so as to favour maximum development 

of tree. Dwarfing rootstocks don’t find place in planting. Trees acquire commercial production potential 

after 10-15 years of planting. The output from the orchard during early 10-15 years is less. The system 

being less input and care intensive holds popularity among growers. 

2. Medium density planting: Threes are planted at highly minimized distance covering 250-500 

plants/ha. Proper pruning is undertaken to manage the tree in desirable shape. The system being more 

care-intensive the labour requirement is more and so also the yield obtained is more. This system is taking 

lead in output conscientious growers to produce amenable fruits crops like pomegranate, citrus, guava, 

papaya, banana etc with assured production management system. 

3. High density planting: This system is very condensing in planting accommodating 500-100000 plants 

on a hectare basis. Different types of high-density planting are as under (Mohammed and Wilson, 1984): 

a. Medium high density : 500-1500 plants/ha. 

b. Optimum high density : 1500-10000 plants/ha. 

c. Ultra- high density : 100000 plants/ha. 

This system relies heavily on rigorous training and pruning. Maintenance pruning is very heavy in this 

system. Use of dwarfing rootstocks and chemicals find place in the high-density planting. Passo et al., 

(1979) reported inoculation of some viruses and viroids in controlling the size of plant. The expenses per 

unit are high and so is the yield. 

4. Meadow Orcharding: The term meadow literally means grassland. Analogous look of grassland 

covering every bit of land forms the basis for naming. This is ultra- high density planting system in which 

20000- 100000 plants/ha is accommodated in order to maintain tree form, severe top pruning is practiced 

similar to mowing of grassland. The plant intended to produce yield after two years age, heavy use of grow 

regulator is made in meadow orchard. In case of apple during first year attempt is made to induce shoots 

to reproductive stage and during second year, plants flower and produce fruits. When fruiting is over, they 

are cut back severely in stump form and again new shoots appear and repeat the biennial cycle of fruiting. 

Mechanized harvesting is followed using combine which separate the fruit from the shoot. However, the 

system being capital intensive, it may not suit the small growers. Suiting to the requirement, Erez (1982) 

devised two systems of meadow orcharding; mechanized system for a large farm and intensive system for 

the small farm. In the mechanized system only one stem is allowed tobear fruit. When the fruiting is over, 

this is cut from ground level and over new shoot, hormonal spray is made to accomplish fruiting in two 

years cycle. In intensive system the tree is developed to two shoots. Out of these two shoots, one is allowed 

to produce fruits and another is pruned to a stump. The pruned shoot regenerates to produce new growth 

and flower bud during the growing season. Thus, all shoots produce fruits every second year. The tree 

managed by intensive system yields more in comparison to mechanized system due to increased flower bud, 

fruit set and yield per tree. Fruit plants which are very easy to propagate by cutting are especially suitable 

for HDP. The species which are propagated by deploying rootstock, removal of sprouting appearing out of 

it, makes meadow orcharding difficult. 
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Plant Competition in HDP 
Increasing number of plants per unit area produces more yields in proportion to the increased number of 

plants until the competition between plants sets in. when the plant population per unit area increase and 

the competition sets in for recourses, there is reduction in yield in proportion to the degree of competition 

between plants. With increase in population beyond the optimal, the plants respond to population pressure 

in form of decreased number, reduced size, reduced colour of fruits etc. Even though with reduced fruiting 

surface there is progressive decline in per plant yield, the yield per unit area is higher in HDP owing to 

higher plant population. 

Component of HDP 
HDP is resorted by adopting a dwarf scion varieties b dwarf rootstock c training and pruning d suitable 

crop management practices e use of bio regulators (Singh 2008). 

1. Dwarf scion varieties: 

Apple: Red spur, star Crimson Spur, Gold Spur, Well Spur, Oregon Spur, Silver Spur, Red Chief, Hardi 

Spur and Hardi Spur. 

Peach: Red Heaven, Candor 

Cherry : Compact Lambert, Compact Stella Pecan : Western, Desirable, Cheyenne. 

Walnuts: Hartely, Chico, Vina, Howard 

Sour cherry: English, Morello 

Papaya: Pusa Nanha 

Banana: Dwarf Cavendish 

Mango : Amrapali 

Sappta: PKM-1, PKM-2. 

2. Dwarf rootstock varieties: HDP is possible using dwarf growing rootstocks. These rootstocks for 

different fruits are as under` 

Apple: M9, M26, M4, M7, M9, MM106, M27 (ultra-dwarfing.) 

Pear: Quince 

Cherry : Mahaleb 

Mango : Vellaikolumban (for alphonso), Olour (for Himsagar & Langra) 

Guava: Pusa Srijan, Psidium friedrichsthalianum, Aneuploid No.82 

Citrus: Trifoliate orange, Sour orange, Citranges 

Avocado: Mexican rootstocks 

Loquat: Quince 

Ber: Zizyphus nummularia 

3. Physiology of dwarfing: The dwarfing effect of rootstock is impacted by the translocation of auxin. 

The translocation of auxin from shoots and young leaves to roots is governed by the amount of IAA oxidase, 

peroxidase and phenols and other compounds present in the phloem and combial cell. The levels of these 

compounds are genetically controlled and may vary from one species to another. Such variation is 

responsible for varying growth performance. The rootstocks with thicker bark and high per cent of starch 

indicate low levels of auxins. Dwarfing rootstock or interstock may have dwarfing effect by controlling flow 

of auxin through bark of rootstock or interstock (Lockard and Schneider 1981). The bark of different genetic 

compositions allows different amount of auxin to pass through. It affects root growth. This ultimately 

affects the cytokinin synthesis. The level of cytokinin synthesic affects shoot growth leading to small or 

large tree. 

4. Training and pruning: Training and pruning are effective tools in HDP by virtue of their impact on 

shape and size control of the tree. HDP amenable training and pruning methods are described as under 

a. Bush system: In this system, the height of the plant is kept to 2.0 metres. During first year, the 

plant is cut at a height of 70 cm. No shoot is allowed to grow up to a height of 25 to 30 cm. above 

this height, 3 to 4 branches are allowed to grow over which number of branches emerge out. The 

plants acquire the shape of bush. The centre of the plant is kept open. This system is suitable for 

apple. 

b. Pyramid system: In this system the plants are trained in a fashion so that lower branches may 

remain longer and higher branches gradually smaller. The alternative tiers of horizontal branches 
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radiating from main stem scattered all around, gives the plant an appearance of pyramid. The 

branches are allowed to grow on main stem at 20 cm height from ground level. The plants are pruned 

from the tip of main stem and branches to maintain pyramid shape. 

5. Espalier system: The word espalier is French in origin meaning a fence, a fruit wall or paling. It refers 

to the support used for training trees especially apples and pears. The tree trained through this system 

consists of three to six tiers of horizontal branches trained to grow one foot apart from one another at right 

angles to the main stem. Thus, the branches grow parallel to the ground. In this system using poles, three 

to six rows of wires are stretched one above the other. The first row of wire is stretched at a height of 60 of 

70 cm, the second row at 130 to 140 cm height and the third row is stretched at a height of 200 cm from 

ground level. Over these wires, the branches of the trees are trained in both the directions parallel to the 

ground. In this system, the line-to-line distance of the plant is kept less as the plants are grown only in two 

directions along with wire. 

6. Cordon system: Cordon refers to closely spurred single stemmed tree tied to a support e.g. wires or 

bamoo canes, either in vertical, oblique or horizontal position. This system usually finds favour in apples 

and pears. The trained plants bear early crop as compared to dwarf pyramid and bush systems. The plants 

are planted at a distance of 1 to 1.5 m. the stem of the plant is tied with wire. The wires of 12 to 13 gauges 

are fixed to the ground using cement and concrete at 4.5 to 6.0 metres interval. The plants are maintained 

single stemmed by practicing severe pruning of emerged branches during winter and summer. Depending 

upon the number of main stems trained along with wire, the system is known as single cordon and triple 

cordon. 

7. Tatura trellis: This is system of training fruit trees along with trellis of wire to harvest early and high 

yield without use of dwarfing rootstock. The alignment of tree lies in the centre of trellis and its branches 

are trained along the wires of the trellis. The systems were developed by David Chalmers, Ban Van den 

Ende and Leo van Heek during the year 1973 at irrigation Research Institute, Tatura, Victoria, Australia. 

The trellis of wire is erected using iron pole of 10.5 ft height over which 12 ½ guage high tensile steel wire 

is stretched. In between two trellises, gap of 7 ft is maintained. The orientation of trellises is kept to north-

south directions. Common orchard cultural practices are followed. Canopy of tree is maintained under 

desired frame using mechanical hedger. Harvesting is done mechanically. However, the system is highly 

labour intensive, as it requires hand training and hand thinning also. To get more yields of large, high-

quality fruit. The system favours high yield owing to optimum light interception and close planting. This 

is suitable for training and maintaining orchard of apple, pear, peach, plum, apricot, nectarine, sweet 

cherry, kiwifruit, grape etc. which sustain the rigour of pruning. 

8. Hedge row system: As the name indicates, the system accommodates plants similar to as in hedge 

planting. The distance between trees is set 50 cm -2 and that between rows 3-4 meters. The close planting 

of tree develops in form of compact wall looking like hedge. The orientation of row should be North-South 

so as to have ensured availability of light in both sides of the hedge walls of the tree. The tree can be 

arranged in single, double or multiple rows system. However, arrangement in single row is favorable in 

view of maximum availability of solar radiation to the trees. Reduction in spacing within row between 

plants reduces yield and also the size of fruits. Multi- row system though favours light interception and so 

also the yield but the fruit colour is less desirable. Added to this, the canopy being too compact. 
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Cell Ageing 
Ageing is an inevitable process in the majority of organisms. Ageing is associated with the occurrence of a 

spectrum of diseases including Alzheimer's disease, osteoporosis, type II diabetes and cancer. The problems 

of ageing and its related healthcare and economic issues result in a heavy burden all around the world.  

Stem cells are thought to demonstrate high potential in the field of anti‐ageing. During ageing, the decline 

in the self‐renewal and differentiation ability of stem cells and exhaustion of stem cells pool have been 

widely shown in various organs. Interference with ageing‐driven dysregulation on self‐renewal and 

differentiation ability of stem cells by remodulation of intrinsic and extrinsic factors should be a solution 

in the development of anti‐ageing drugs. 

Factors contributing to stem cell ageing are classified as systemic and micro‐environment including 

hormones, systemic inflammation, host microbiome, local immune system and niche structure. 

Increasing evidence suggests that microbiota plays an important role in stem cell ageing. In line with this 

hypothesis, dysbiosis in the gut triggers serious responses. Dysbiosis causes an increase in gut permeability 

and facilities the commensal metabolites, derived small molecules and stress responses entering the blood 

circulation system and delivering ‘leaky’ materials to the multiple tissues. Afterwards, metabolites 

influence on stem cells metabolism, activation of pro‐inflammatory cytokines in the immune system as well 

as induction of DNA damage and aberrant methylation of histone mark in stem cell epigenetics. 

During this process, the ‘leaky’ microbiota and their metabolites activate Notch, Wnt, TGF‐ β along with 

JNK pathways causing the erroneous differentiation of stem cells and overuse of stem cells thus resulting 

loss of tissue homoeostasis and ageing in the long‐term. At the same time, the host becomes susceptible to 

bacteria or virus‐mediated tissues damages due to the increase in the gut permeability and subsequently 

more stem cells are required for tissues repairing and thus resulting in the positive feedback loop on 

exhaustion of stem cell pool and accelerating the ageing process. 

Reconstruction of gut microbiota and in turn restoring gut permeability is a crucial strategy in dealing with 

the stem cell‐associated ageing process.  

There is evidence that faecal microbiota transplantation improves the growth performance by reducing 

intestinal permeability in piglets and maintaining intestinal morphology. Since increasing intestinal 

permeability has been known in ageing‐associated diseases, restoring intestinal permeability by faecal 

microbiota transplantation may be an effective and regenerative medicine strategy in stem cell 

development for aged. However, it remains to be investigated whether fecal microbiota transplantation 

from young donors to old receivers restores the self‐renewal, differentiation and regenerative capacity of 

stem cells in order to ameliorate the health span. In conclusion, more investigations in the cross‐talk 

between microbiota and intestinal stem cells are required to pave the way for the development of 

therapeutic drugs in prolonging lifespan and tackling ageing‐associated diseases. 

Cancer 
Cancer is one of the leading causes of death worldwide. Despite extensive research and considerable efforts 

for developing targeted therapies, many tumors are still characterized by poor prognosis and high 

mortality. 

Facts: 

a. Deregulated redox homeostasis is a hallmark of cancer cells 

b. Increased ROS levels are able to promote tumor growth and malignant progression 

c. Increase antioxidant ability in malignant cells is a common feature 
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d. Alteration of specific metabolic pathways in tumors is frequently found 

e. Tumors can be sensitized to chemotherapy and other antitumor treatment by disabling 

antioxidant defenses (NADPH and GSH) through metabolic inhibition 

Nuclear factor-kappa B (NF-kappa B) transcription factors and the signaling pathways that activate them 

are central coordinators of innate and adaptive immune responses. More recently, it has become clear that 

NF-kappa B signaling has a critical role in cancer development and progression. NF-kappa B provides a 

mechanistic link between inflammation and cancer, and is a major factor controlling the ability of both pre-

neoplastic and malignant cells to resist apoptosis-based tumour-surveillance mechanisms. NF-kappa B 

might also regulate tumour angiogenesis and invasiveness, and the signalling pathways that mediate its 

activation, provide attractive targets for new chemo-preventive and chemotherapeutic approaches. 

Recent evidences indicate that altered redox balance and deregulated redox signaling, which are two 

common hallmarks of tumors, can be strongly implicated in malignant progression and resistance to 

treatment. It has been long postulated that cancer cells exhibit persistently high reactive oxygen species 

(ROS) levels as a consequence of genetic, metabolic and microenvironment-associated alterations. These 

are then compensated by an increased antioxidant ability from these cancer cells. Redox signaling events 

require the simultaneous regulation of sources, transducers and scavengers in a precise spatial and 

temporal framework, whose alteration may disrupt key redox nodes and promote aberrant signaling. The 

loss of control over specific redox circuitries is likely to represent a tumor-specific alteration that may 

trigger unrestricted proliferation and malignant progression.  

Compelling evidence gained from untargeted/targeted lipidomics studies, cancer preclinical models and 

clinical trials, has revealed the crucial role of lipid classes and molecular species in supporting tumor 

growth and metastatic dissemination. Disrupting lipid metabolic pathways to unbalance lipid homeostasis, 

through the targeting of enzymes, receptors or bioactive lipids, induces tumor regression and inhibits 

metastatic spread.  

These effects result from:  

a. Fundamental changes in lipid raft composition; or  

b. Sustained ERS-induced UPR, both leading to cancer cell death; or 

c. Disruption of the lipid-mediated crosstalk between stromal and tumor cells, impeding the pro-

tumoral function of stromal cells. 

Stratified analysis based on menopausal status revealed that IEAA was associated with development of 

postmenopausal breast cancers. In addition, methylome-wide analyses revealed that a higher mean DNA 

methylation at cytosine-phosphate-guanine (CpG) islands was associated with increased risk of breast 

cancer development whereas mean methylation levels at non-island CpGs were indistinguishable between 

cancer cases and controls. 

Epigenetic age acceleration and CpG island methylation have a weak, but statistically significant, 

association with breast cancer susceptibility. 

Heat shock protein (HSP) synthesis is switched on in a remarkably wide range of tumor cells, in both 

experimental animal systems and in human cancer, in which these proteins accumulate in high levels. The 

significance of elevated HSPs is underpinned by their essential roles in mediating tumor cell intrinsic traits 

such as unscheduled cell division, escape from programmed cell death and senescence, de novo 

angiogenesis, and increased invasion and metastasis. An increased HSP expression thus seems essential 

for tumorigenesis. Perhaps of equal significance is the pronounced interplay between cancer cells and the 

tumor milieu, with essential roles for intracellular HSPs in the properties of the stromal cells, and their 

roles in programming malignant cells and in the release of HSPs from cancer cells to influence the behavior 

of the adjacent tumor and infiltrating the normal cells. These findings of a triple role for elevated HSP 

expression in tumorigenesis strongly support the targeting of HSPs in cancer, especially given the role of 

such stress proteins in resistance to conventional therapies. 

Conclusion 
Age is the most important risk factor for cancer development and the increase in life expectancy will 

heighten both medical and social consequence of this and other age-related disease. 
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Mammalian cells can respond to damage or stress by entering a state of arrested growth and altered 

function termed cellular senescence. Several lines of evidence suggest that the senescence response 

suppresses tumorigenesis. Human fibroblasts stimulate premalignant and malignant, but not normal, 

epithelial cells to proliferate in culture and form tumors in mice. In culture, the growth stimulation was 

evident when senescent cells comprised only 10% of the fibroblast population and was equally robust 

whether senescence was induced by replicative exhaustion, oncogenic RAS, p14(ARF), or hydrogen 

peroxide. Moreover, it was due at least in part to soluble and insoluble factors secreted by senescent cells. 

In mice, senescent, much more than presenescent, fibroblasts caused premalignant and malignant 

epithelial cells to form tumors. The findings suggest that, although cellular senescence suppresses 

tumorigenesis early in life, it may promote cancer in aged organisms, suggesting it is an example of 

evolutionary antagonistic pleiotropy. 

The complexity of the ageing process and its players has been progressively unrevealed by the thorough 

effort operated by researchers leading to the comprehension that inflammation represent the common 

milieu of the ageing process and age-related pathologies. Cronic antigen load, cellular senescence, self-

debris damage response, gut microbiota, metaflammation and miRs all together influence and foster 

inflammaging. 

The deep comprehension of the processes involved in inflammaging opened the possibility for therapeutic 

interventions leading to an increased control of age-associated disease and the cancer, ultimately to a 

healthier ageing and healthier life. 
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Introduction 
Pigeon pea [Cajanus cajan (L.) Millsp.] belongs to the genus Cajanus, subtribe Cajaninae, tribe Phaseoleae, 

and family fabaceae. It is commonly known as red gram, tur, arhar, no eye pea, etc. The word Cajanus is 

derived from a Malay sword ‘katschang’ or ‘katjang’ meaning pod or bean. Many species of the closely 

related genus Atylosia successfully cross with pigeon pea. Pigeon pea seeds used as dal are rich in protein 

(21%), iron and iodine. 

They are also rich in essential amino acids like lycine, tyrocene, cystine and arginine. The green pods are 

used as vegetable. The pod husk and leaves after threshing serve as a valuable fodder for cattle. Woody 

plant stems are used as fuel. 

Benefits / Advantages of Toor Dal Farming are 
1. Survive in poor soil conditions and tolerant of dry weather 

2. Nutritious and high-protein pulse crop 

3. Leaves can be used for animal feed or fodder 

4. The fast-growing plants make good shade for other crops, e. g. vegetables, herbs, vanilla 

5. Perennial for up to 5 years 

6. Woody parts can be used for firewood 

7. Water and nutrients from deep in the soil can be caught by its deep taproot 

8. Plants can be used along contour barriers for erosion control 

9. Helps in agro-ecology, performance of Pigeon Pea as an intercrop is remarkable and even after the 

harvesting of the intercrops it continues protecting the soil. 

Botany 
Pigeon pea has a taproot system. The root growth, under ideal conditions, begins on the 2nd day after 

sowing of the seed. Pigeon pea is nodulated by the cowpea group of rhizobia, mainly on the upper 30 cm of 

the root system. Nodulation starts approximately 15 days after sowing (DAS) and continues up to 120 

days.  The Pigeon pea has a strong woody stem. For agronomic purposes Pigeon pea plants can be grouped 

as compact (erect), semi-spreading (semi-erect), and spreading types. Based on the flowering pattern Pigeon 

pea plants may be determinate, semi-determinate or non-determinate. The first two leaves in the seedling 

called primary leaves, are simple, opposite, and caduceus. In most cultivars, flowers are borne on terminal 

or auxiliary racemes (4-12 cm) and are carried on a long peduncle. The raceme inflorescence forms a 

terminal panicle in non-determinate types and a somewhat corymb-shape bunch in the determinate types. 

Pigeon pea is a short-day plant and Anthesis in Pigeon pea starts from 6.00 hrs and continues till 4.00 pm.  

Pigeon pea is an often-cross-pollinated crop. The pod wall develops more rapidly than the young seeds. Seed 

development is visible 7 days after pollination. A pod is formed 15-20 days after fertilization.  

Origin: Africa  

Area and Distribution: Pigeon pea is next only to chickpea in area and production among all the pulse 

crops grown in India. India ranks first with about over 3/4 of acreage and production of the globe. The crop 

is extensively grown in Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh and Gujarat. In India, pigeon pea occupies an area 

of about 3.73 million ha with a total production of 3.08 tonnes and average productivity of 826 kg/ha. It is 

mostly grown as a rainfed crop in dryland areas. 

Classification of Pigeon pea: Based on maturity, floral and seed characteristics, the cultivated Cajanus 

are classified into 2 groups as below: 
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a. Cajanus indicus var. bicolor: Also known as arhar comprises most of the perennial types that 

are long duration, late-maturing, tall and bushy. This is more prevalent in northern India. Rowers 

are yellow with purple streak. The standard petal, which is the largest of the 5 petals in the flower, 

possesses red veins on the dorsal side. Pods are dark colored and each pod has 4 to 5 seeds. Pods are 

synchronous in maturity.  

b. Cajanus indicus var. flavus: Also known as tur comprises the commonly cultivated varieties. 

These are grown as field crop in southern India. This includes short duration early maturing 

annuals having smaller plants and bear yellow flowers coupled with fewer plain pods with 2-3 seeds. 

Pods do not mature at a time and picking is done at an interval of 15-16 days. 

Climate Required for Cultivation: Pigeon pea grows well in warm tropical and subtropical climate. The 

crop prefers a fairly moist and warm climate during the periods of its vegetative growth. During the 

flowering and ripening stages of its growth, it requires bright sunny weather for the setting fruits. It is 

highly susceptible to frost at the time of flowering.  

Soil Required for Cultivation: While pigeon peas will grow in almost any soil, they prefer light, cool, 

well-ventilated soils to a depth of at least 6 inches. Well-drained, alluvial and loamy soils are good for its 

cultivation. It can grow successfully on soils having pH ranges from 6.5 to 7.5.  

Varieties: AL 882, AL-15, AL-201, PAU 881, PPH 4, UPAS 120, AL 882, ICPL 151 (Jagriti), Pusa Ageti, 

Pusa 84, IPA-203, IPH 09-5 (Hybrid). 

Field Preparation: Pigeon pea responds well to properly tilled and well-drained seedbed. A deep 

ploughing with soil turning plough followed by two to three cross harrowing and proper levelling should be 

given to ensure uniform irrigation and proper drainage. 

Seed and Sowing:   

a. Seed rate: 12-15 kg/ha 

b. Sowing Time: 1st fortnight of June 

c. Sowing Method: ridge-and-furrow system (IARI) 

d. Broad-bed and furrow system (ICRISAT)   

e. Spacing: RxR- 60-75cm and PxP- 15-20cm 

f. Seed treatment: Carbendazim (Bavistin) or Thiram @3 g/kg. 

Manures and Fertilizers: 15 Kg N and 45 Kg P2O5 per hectare. 

Water Management: Pigeon pea is largely grown as a rainfed crop; however, it is well established that 

flower initiation and pod setting stages are most critical for moisture stress. Therefore, irrigation at these 

stages usually helps the crop. The drought-stress symptoms on pigeon pea are indicated by the leaves 

pointing towards the sun at noon. Long duration pigeon pea with deep root system and flushes of flowering 

can withstand drought.  

Weed Management: Pigeon pea is infested by several grassy and broad-leaved weeds. Some of the 

common weeds associated with pigeon pea are – Cyperus rotundus L., Commelina bengalensis L. 

Phyllanthus niruri, Euphorbia parviflora L., Celosia argentena L., Amaranthus viridis L., Amaranthus 

spinosus L., Echinochloa colona (L.) Link, Digitaria sanguinalis, Dactyloctenium aegyptium (L.), Ageratum 

conyzoides L., Eclipta alba L., Portulaca oleracea L.(Common purslane), Trianthema portulacastrum L. etc. 

Cropping Systems: Short duration arhar fits well in following cropping systems: 

a. Pigeon pea- wheat 

b. Pigeon pea- late potato 

c. Pigeon pea- lentil 

d. Pigeon pea- sugarcane 

e. Pigeon pea – moong. 

Harvesting and Threshing: Pigeon pea should be harvested when 75-80% of the pods are at physiological 

maturity. Harvesting of pigeon pea, about 25 days after anthesis when pods turn brown and are dry have 

been suggested by many scientists.  

Pigeon pea may yield about 20-25 quintals of grain and 50-60 quintals of sticks/ha. 
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Summary 
Majority of tribal people in the North Eastern state is engaged in agriculture. Shifting cultivation and bun 

agriculture are the two major farming systems prevailing there. Shifting cultivation is a system that has 

been practiced overtime and revolves around an agro-eco system of cultivation based on traditional 

knowledge and indigenous practices. Since the beginning, shifting cultivation has been characterised by 

rotation of fields rather than rotation of crops, the exclusive use of human labour, absence of draught 

animals and manuring, use of dibble stick or hoe, and short periods of occupancy alternating with long 

fallow periods to assist the regeneration of vegetation, culminating in secondary forests. In the hilly region 

of Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Manipur, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland and Tripura, shifting cultivation, 

locally known as jhum, continues to be a dominant mode of food production and the economic mainstay of 

many rural households. Major crops grown is the variety of rice, maize, millets, legumes, potato, pumpkins, 

cucumbers, yams, tapioca, chillies, beans, onion and arum are cultivated. Shifting cultivation practices are 

linked with the ecological, socio-economic and cultural life of the people and are closely connected to their 

rituals and festivals. However, jhum cultivation is primitive and unscientific land use that depletes forest, 

water and soil resources. They hold that felling of trees and clearing of bushes accelerates soil erosion and 

accentuates variability of rainfall, which may lead to droughts or floods. The overall impact is the decline 

in soil fertility. Considering the importance of the problem and in order to improve the livelihoods of the 

people, eradicate poverty and stop the degradation of land, there is need for transformation and 

improvement of shifting cultivation methods toward a sustainable way. 

Introduction 
Jhum cultivation which is popularly known as shifting cultivation is one of the oldest types of cultivation 

practices of India and is practiced predominantly by the tribal of North East India and in some parts of 

Orissa, Andhra Pradesh, Chhattisgarh and Karnataka. It is a very primitive, uneconomic and exhaustive 

form of cultivation. However, many farmers do wish to maintain shifting cultivation because it is the only 

viable way of farming on the steep slopes they inhabit, and may also form an integral part of their cultural 

identity. In India the total area under jhum cultivation is 0.94 Mha whereas North East India itself 

accounts for 80 percent of the jhum area (0.76 Mha). Of the total schedule tribe rural population of Manipur, 

Jhumias contribute 36.46 per cent. In Manipur, shifting or jhum cultivation is known as "Pam-Lou" and is 

widely practiced in all the hill areas inhabited by different tribes. Others indigenous farming system of the 

hilly peoples include Zabo system, Bamboo drip irrigation practice, Bench terraces and crop grown under 

bun cultivation, etc. 

Impact of Jhum Cultivation on Soil and Ecology 
The shifting cultivation practice invariably involves slashing of woody vegetation, burning, clearing 

including debris followed by cultivation of crops and sowing of various crops in which upland paddy was 

the predominant crop. Every year thousands of hectares of forest are destructed as a result of this practice. 

Jhum was widely condemned as threat to biodiversity: both natural and agricultural. One of the most 

important negative environmental impacts of shifting cultivation is the damage that it causes to the soil 

system. It accelerates the soil erosion manifold. The loss of top soil in the hill areas to the extent of 22 

percent of the total soil due to Jhum practice causes a serious fall in the fertility of the soil and thus creates  

serious economic problem for the tribal community. In earlier times, the time given for a land to regain its 

vegetation growth was almost 25-30 years which replenished the soil to its complete fertility but as the 

population grew people had to use the same land more frequently and the time given for it to replenish 
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reduced significantly to as less as 5-6 years. This has resulted in large-scale deforestation, soil and nutrient 

loss, and invasion by weeds and other species. The loss in biodiversity affects the environmental climatic 

conditions of a region affecting the various faunas. Deforestation that results from the cause of shifting 

cultivation interference with the rain as vegetation plays a vital role in the rain cycle. Cumulative losses 

from shifting cultivation in the tropics can affect the local to regional to global balance of carbon and 

nutrient cycles. Thus, this practice has a bad impact on the soil and the ecology.  

However, jhum cultivation also had various advantages like it  conservation of agro-biodiversity, especially 

the local and native crop species and varieties, controls weeds, pests and diseases in crops as they burn 

their fields before shifting to new places, fire also adds ashes to the soil thereby correcting soil acidity, also 

provides food security to the Jhumias and their families, generate more  income  per unit  area  as they  

utilize  every inch  of  land for  cultivation  as  compared  to monocropping in plains. 

Improvement Strategy of Jhum Cultivation in NE India 
Shifting cultivation cannot be completely removed since it has linkages with indigenous ethnic culture. The 

tribal were totally dependent on it for survival and the economic security provided by jhum and its cultural 

importance to indigenous tribes. So, steps need to be taken to improve the shifting cultivation and make it 

socially, ecologically and economically sustainable and protect our environment to counter the problems of 

climate change.  

For higher productivity of jhum, improved practices like proper soil and water conservation measures, 

improved agro-techniques viz., improved variety, proper land use systems through integrated farming 

system and agroforestry intervention technologies, planting across the slope etc. and models of watershed-

based farming systems should be adopted. Some forest areas can be protected and cultivation should not 

be allowed in the protected areas to prevent deforestation. Participatory land use planning and fallow 

management is considered essential for the long-term ecological sustainability of jhum lands, especially in 

areas where soil erosion has led to decline in crop yield threatening local food security. The soil fertility 

and nutrient status of Jhum fallows can be improved by soil incorporation of green manure crops like 

Crotolaria juncea, Sesbania bispinosa, Thysanolaena maxima etc. The ICAR Research Complex for NEH 

Region, Umiam, Meghalaya, India has developed 8 models of farming systems involving components to 

check soil erosion and rain water conservation. 

Sloping Agriculture Land Technology (SALT) 
Sloping agricultural land technology (SALT), otherwise known as contour hedgerow intercropping 

(agroforestry) technology (CHIAT), is a system in which dense hedgerows of fast-growing perennial 

nitrogen-fixing tree or shrub species are planted along contour lines thus creating a living barrier that 

traps sediments and gradually transforms the sloping land to terraced land. The nitrogen-fixing hedgerows 

lining the terrace help improve soil fertility through nitrogen fixation at the roots and incorporation of the 

hedgerow trimmings into the soil. The hedgerows both markedly reduce soil erosion and contribute to 

improving and/or maintaining soil fertility. The technology was introduced in South Mizoram by Rev. 

Harold Watson of Mindanao Baptist Rural Life Centre Kinuskusan, Philippines in 2004. The SALT 

approach when suitably adapted to the local conditions has the potential to offer the hill tribes with an 

alternative method of agriculture, which while being climate smart, will also provide the farmers with a 

means of sustainable livelihoods. 

Conclusion 
There is no denying the fact that shifting cultivation is a way of life in North East India and practices of 

the tribal people - their climate, terrain, food habits, needs, and self-reliance, all have a say on shifting 

cultivation. Farmers should be aware of the loss that they might incur if they do not follow the procedure 

of Jhum cultivation appropriately. Awareness on “jhum improvement” should provide to the farmers for 

sustainable cultivation in the hilly slopes. There is need to be strengthening the existing government policy 

and action on jhum regulation and forest policy involving local people/village development council and also 

urgent need for evolution of proper strategic plans and policies based on reliable and sound data based 

upon land records to find compatible land uses for jhum land management. 
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Abstract 
Melia azedarach, belonging to the Family: Meliaceae, is a deciduous tree that is native to northeastern 

India. It is known by different names such as, White cedar, Persian lilac, Tulip cedar and Chinaberry in 

different parts of the world. The plant has been introduced into several countries in Asia, North America 

and Latin America. In Jordan, it has been planted as an ornamental plant. For the Indian natives, it has 

been known for quite long time, that the tree members of family Meliaceae are good source of folk medicines 

which drew the attentions of many scientists around the world to study the potential contribution of those 

plants to their efforts in finding a suitable, effective and environment friendly products to control pests and 

or diseases. Extracts of fruits, seeds and leaves of M. azedarach have shown many characteristics of 

medicinal and pesticidal activities against several pathogenic and pest organisms, respectively. In medical 

and veterinary entomology, extracts of M. azedarach show efficacy against various pests of medical, 

agricultural and veterinary importance. Insecticidal, acricidal, fungicidal and rodenticidal chemicals of 

extracts are made from various parts of the plant. The various useful effects of chemicals are briefly 

discussed in this chapter. 

Introduction 
Plant species have been exploited for the treatment of diseases by different ethnic societies in different 

parts of the world for quite long time. According to the world health organization (WHO), infectious diseases 

are the main cause of death worldwide and account for 50% of the death in tropical countries. It has 

revealed that about 80% of individual from developing countries use traditional medicine, therefore such 

plant species should be investigated in order to have a better understanding of their pharmacological 

properties, efficacy and safety. Insecticides of plant origin have been well known for decades. Many 

commercial products have been marketed worldwide and have proved to be effective, efficient and less 

harmful to the man and his environmental components. M. azedarach, commonly known as bread tree, has 

potential activity as a pesticidal and medicinal plant. 

Scientific Name 
Melia azedarach belongs to the Family- Meliaceae (Melia- Greek name of Manna Ash that refers to the 

resemblance of the leaves to those of the Ash, (Northern hemisphere Ash, genus Fraxinus); azedarach 

(Persian. azad = noble and darach = tree). 

Common Names 
Chinaberry, Persian lilac, Pride of India, China tree, Indian lilac and Breed tree (English; Bakain, Drek, 

Pejri, Padric (India); Bakainu (Nepal); Thamga (Burma); Inia (Hawai); Alelaila (Peurto Rico); Jacino 

(Panama); Aleli (Venzuele); West Indian Lilak, Lilac (West Indies); Lilas (Haiti, French); Cinnamumo 

(Brazil) and Zanzalacht (Jordan)), Standard trade name: White Cedar (WC).  

Habitat and Description 
Melia azedarach is a small to medium deciduous tree attaining a height of 5-15 m and a stem diameter of 

110 cm. It is an attractive ornamental and shade tree with a high lateral branching. It is hardy and drought 

resistant having ferny foliage that turns yellow in Autumn; leaves are dark green on the upper surface and 
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pale underneath that emit a pungent smell when crushed; flowers are purple and fragrant; fruits or berries 

are yellow, nearly round, smooth and so hard as a stone, containing 4 to 5 black seeds. 

 
Fig 1. M. azedarach 

Distribution 
Melia azedarach is native to tropical Asia. It is wide spread and naturalized in most of the tropical and 

subtropical countries. It was introduced and naturalized in Philippines, United States of America, Brazil, 

Argentina, many African countries and many Arab countries. 

Pesticidal Potentials 
1. Insecticidal, Acaricidal and Rodenticidal Activities: The Meliaceae plant family is known to 

contain a variety of compounds, which show insecticidal, antifeedant, growth regulating and development 

modifying properties. The fruit and leaf extracts from M. azedarach have larvicidal and oviposition 

deterrent (anti-oviposition) effects on Aedes aegypti (Diptera: Culicidae). However, kernels of ripe fruits of 

Azadirachta indica against larvae of dengue fever vector is superior over M. azedarach. Ethanolic leaf 

extract of M. azedarach is a strong larvicide on A. aegypti. In comparison with leaf extract, the fruit extract 

shows much weaker effects. According to Nathan et al. (2006) both leaves and seeds methanolic extracts 

against the malarial vector Anopheles stephensi under laboratory conditions showed strong larvicidal, 

pupicidal, adulticidal, antiovipositional activity and biting deterrency, though seed extract exerted higher 

bioactivity than leaves extract at all doses tested.  

Many triterpenoids present in plants of the Meliaceae family are described as showing insecticidal activity. 

These include Meliacarpin derivatives from M. azedarach leaves (Show larvicidal activity to Spodoptera 

littoralis), crude Ethanolic seed extracts of Bazilian M. azedarach (show both phagoinhibitory and 

antimolting activities to the hemophagous insect Rhodnius prolixus, one of the vectors of chagas disease), 

Hexane-Chloroform extracts of ripe fruit (show larvicidal, anti-oviposition and antiembryogenesis activity 

i.e. good efficacy on larval mortality and to less level of efficacy in case of female adults against the tick 

Boophilus microplus) etc.  

In addition to triterpenoids, both seeds and leaves also contain alkaloids, steroids and condensed tannins. 

These compounds are able to inhibit development or insect feeding and also they display ovicidal activity 

in insects. Head louse, Pediculus humanus captis can be managed using M. azedarach extracts 

(Pediculicidal and ovicidal activity) (Carpinella et al. 2007). The chemical analysis of the ethanolic extract 

revealed the presence of flavonoids and triterpenes. One triterpene Meliartenin with an isomer 12-

hydroxyamoorastatin, is the most effective biopesticide. Its spectra and mode of action are similar to the 

wellknown limonoid compound azadirachtin (Carpinella et al., 2003). M. azedarach fruit extract is a good 

stomach poison insecticide for the noctuid lepidopteran larvae. Constituents of M. azedarach is also a 

feasible biopesticide against plant sap sucking insects such as aphids and whitefly. Fruit and leaf aqueous 

and methanolic extracts have shown comparable effects against adult whiteflies, sweet poato whitefly 

Bemisia tabaci and others.  

The extracts of M. azedarach also proved effective against various pests mostly lepidopterous pests, such 

as, fall armyworm Spodoptera frugiperda (Fruits-anticholineesterase activity), maize stalk borer Buseola 

fusca (Seed, leaf- larvicidal activity), spotted bollworm Earias vittella (Seed- antioviposition and 
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hatchability activity), diamond back moth Plutella xylostella (Fruit- anitifeedant activity), noctuid 

caterpillars, cabbage looper Trichoplusia ni (Seed-antifeedant activity) and armyworm Psedaletia 

unipuncta (Seed- antifeedant activity) etc. and also against a variety of insect species belonging to three 

orders including Coleoptera, Lepidoptera and Orthoptera. Seed oil is used as biopesticide effective against 

citrus red mite, Panonychus citri and the orange spiny white fly, Aleurocanthus spiniferus but is not 

harmful to several predatory mites such as Amblyseius spp. Polar (MeOH) and nonpolar (Hexane) seed 

extracts from plant inhibit folliculogenosis in and thus help in reducing the number of normal single-

layered follicles in albino rat. In rats, 50% ethanolic extract of stem bark is devoid of anti-implantation 

activity. Leaf extract of M. azedarach is inactive as a pregnancy interceptive. Chloroform extract of roots 

show a significant contraceptive activity. Hexose monophosphate pathway also appear to be sensitive to 

treatment with the plant extracts and show an inhibitory effect on the enzyme activities of glucose-6-

phosphate dehydrogenase.        

Some of the limonoids isolated from the fruits of chinaberry are melianol, meliacin, meliacarpin and 

meliartenin. Meliacarpin was found first in M. azedarach extracts (Kraus, 1986) and later in A. indica 

(Kraus, 2002). Melianol show strong antifeedant properties against the desert locust, Schistocerca gregaria 

and meliartenin inhibit larval feeding of E. panuelate and S. eridania. Seed oil of M. azedarach acted as a 

strong oviposition deterrent for rice gall midge, Orseolia oryzae and a feeding deterrent for oriental army 

warm, Mythmina separata.  

2. Fungicidal Potential: The ethanolic leaf, seed and fruit extracts from M. azedarach are utilized in 

controlling plant and human pathogenic fungi such as Aspergillus flavus, Fusarium moniliformae, 

Microsporum canis and Candida albicans etc. A serial agar dilution method is generally utilized in proving 

the fungistatic activity of hexanic and ethanolic extracts from fruit, seed kernels and leaves against A. 

flavus, Diaporthe phaseolorum var. meraidionales, Fusarium oxysporum, F. solani, F. verticilioides, and 

Sclerotinia sclerotiorum. Three compounds were isolated from crude extracts and identified as, vanillin, 

hydroxyl-3-methoxycinnamaldehyde and pinoresinol (Carpinella et al. 2003). The seeds of ripe fruits from 

M. azedarach were utilized to isolate the active compound Scopoletin, a hydroxyl coumaramin (Carpinella 

et al. 2005) and the subsequent testing of its antifungal synergestic effect revealed a good antifungal 

activity of the isolated compounds when tested against F. verticillioides as well as its synergistic effect 

when it was combined with two conventional fungicides Mancozab or Carboxin.  

The antibacterial potential of M. azedarach was tested using crude leaf extracts against human pathogenic 

bacterial strains (Abdul Viqar et al. 2008). Various bacterial pathogens Bacillus subtilis, Proteus mirabilis, 

Shigella flexeneri, Sh. dysenteriae, Plesiomonas shigellides and Staphylococcus aureus were subjected to 

extracts (using Petrol, Benzene, Ethyl acetate, Methanol and Aqueous Chloramphenicol). The results 

revealed that Ethyl acetate was the most effective extract followed by methanolic fraction that inhibits the 

growth of all tested pathogens. 

Medicinal Potentials 
Melia azedarach flower extracts are prepared and used to treat bacterial skin diseases in children. The 

methanolic extract of flowers is used to make a cream preparation. The flower extracts show its potential 

in curing rabbits suffering from a skin infection produced by Staphylococcus aureus.  Meliacin, a peptide 

isolated from leaves of M. azedarach, inhibit the multiplication of foot and mouth disease virus. Aqueous 

extract of chinaberry exhibits an antiviral activity against Vesicular stomatitis (VSV), polio and herpes 

simplex (HSV) viruses. The purified extracts from leaves of M. azedarach contain meliacarpin that inhibit 

VSV and HSV-I multiplication without causing cytotoxicity and tissue damage.  

M. azedarach extracts are viable in reducing the viability of Trichomonas vaginalis. The plant extract has 

an antiprotozoal effect on T. vaginalis cells through the inhibition of cell multiplication as well as the 

impairment of protein synthesis. Aqueous extract of M. azedarach can reduce the urinary calcium oxalate 

and calcium phosphate levels. Thus, M. azedarach has inhibitory potential on induced nephrolithiasis 

judged by serum and urine levels of creatinine. Lipid component of M. azedarach which is mainly 

phytosterol fraction is capable to reduce the free and total HCl combined with reduction of total acidity and 

significant increase of the volume of gastric juice, thus revealing its antiulcer potentiality. M. azedarach 

extracts have the larvicidal and ovicidal activity against helminthes Haemonchus contortus. Both leaves 

and seed extracts revealed the presence of triterpenoids and steroids and both also presented alkaloids and 
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condensed tannins. Compounds present in leaves are different from those in seeds, since the former inhibit 

mainly egg hatching and the later, larval development. The plant extracts are directly placed in contact 

with eggs or larvae of the parasite to evaluate the effect on egg hatching and larval development. Results 

proved that these extracts were effective as antiegg hatching and also as an inhibitor of larval development. 

Conclusion 
Synthetic chemicals have several adverse effects on the environment as well as human beings. Therefore, 

there has been a continuous effort to find a suitable, effective and environment friendly materials to 

substitute the most dangerous synthetic chemicals. Plant materials are becoming increasingly important 

as a source of medicinal and pesticidal components, although folk practices in utilizing plant materials for 

medicinal purposes as well as materials used to deter economical pests have been recognized for centuries. 

M. azedarach contains Meliacin, Meliacarpin and Meliertin in addition to other groups of compounds. 

Extracts of seeds, leaves, fruits are the most important parts of the plant containing various compounds. 

Activities of various extracts are proved to be effective against many economical pests including insects, 

mites, fungi and rodents as well as against many pathogenic organisms including bacteria, viruses and 

parasites. It also controls some physiological illnesses such as induced stomach ulcer and ethylene-glycol 

induced nephrolithiasis. 
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Introduction 
India ranks 2nd in the world in production of staple foods such as rice, wheat, groundnuts, fruits, and 

vegetables. Agriculture is an important sector in India, contributing about 20% of total GDP, employing 

over half of the country's 1.4 billion people and providing the primary source of income for over 70% of rural 

households. However, it is also a major contributor of greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) due to deforestation, 

improper land usage and rice production. India is the world's third-largest emitter of greenhouse gases, 

with methane emission from livestock and agriculture accounting for 74% and rice farming accounting for 

17.5% of agricultural carbon emissions. Concerning to the increasing level of GHG in the atmosphere and 

climate change, the United States Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) was held at 

Kyoto, Japan in 1997, where the world's nations collaborative decision proclaimed ‘carbon credits’ as an 

effective strategy to mitigate CO2 and other GHG emissions, globally. On August 26th, 2002, India joined a 

group of such countries that are committed to limiting GHG, reinforcing its commitment to climate change 

action. The idea of swapping national debt with developing countries to safeguard natural resources was 

advocated in the early 1980s as a way to protect biological variety (Lovejoy, 1984). Carbon credits were 

modelled after such debt-for-nature swaps. The Kyoto Protocol's goal was to allow developed countries, who 

had benefited from economic development based on high-carbon GDPs, to financially support developing 

countries whose economies were being hampered by carbon emission limitations and were highly indebted 

to foreign creditors. 

Carbon Credit 
Carbon credits are a part of national and international action to mitigate the increase in GHG 

concentrations in the atmosphere. A carbon credit, often known as a carbon offset is a monetary value 

assigned to GHG that are reduced or removed from the atmosphere as a result of an emission reduction 

project. It can be used by governments, industry, or private individuals to offset emissions that they 

generate elsewhere. Carbon credits are bought and sold through international brokers, online shops and 

trading platforms and are equal to one metric tonne of carbon dioxide or carbon dioxide equivalent gases.  

Carbon credits are frequently generated through agricultural or forestry operations, but they can be 

generated by almost any initiative that cuts, avoids or catches GHG emissions. In the case of a tree-planting 

farmer, the landowner will receive the money that the corporate will pay to offset their emissions. Such 

type of trading is termed as "voluntary market." And, this approach can be used by farmers to finance 

carbon reduction schemes and earn credits through GHG mitigation projects. While, in the “involuntary” 

or "compliance market", the governments set a cap on how many tonnes of emissions various sectors such 

as oil, transportation, energy and waste management can discharge. These are the two types of carbon 

trade markets. Therefore, businesses that are difficult to meet carbon emission regulations can buy carbon 

credits to offset their own emissions by placing assets towards renewable energy, forest conservation and 

reforestation projects across the world. One metric tonne of carbon offset signifies one metric tonne less 

carbon dioxide in the atmosphere than there would have been otherwise. 

Carbon Credit Trade in Agriculture 
India is well-positioned to pioneer agriculture-related carbon credit trading by integrating technology into 

each value point of the agricultural ecosystem. There has been an increase in deterioration of soil fertility 

as a result of the intensive farming practice adopted after the Green revolution. Microbes in flooded rice 

fields produce methane, part of which is released into the atmosphere. Also, the organic carbon content of 

the soil is decreasing because of tillage practices and no organic supplements. This provides an opportunity 
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to farmers in the important rice-growing region that may be eligible for carbon credits if they implement 

sustainable measures that reduce GHG emissions and boost soil carbon sequestration. The farmers need 

to be educated about such scientific agricultural practices and only after seeing the results, they would 

conform to adopting such practices. These include the practices of crop residue management that prevent 

the farmers from stubble burning by spraying their stubble with bio-decomposers. Similarly, given the 

water-intensive nature of paddy cultivation (flooded rice), it is considered one of the significant sources of 

methane emissions worldwide from agriculture. Possible ways to reduce methane emissions are switching 

from continuous flooding to intermittent flooding (Alternate Wet & Dry, or AWD) or moving to the direct 

seeding method (DSR) instead of transplantation. Apart from saving 15-30% on water usage, AWD-DSR 

also reduces the incidence of certain pests and diseases, further improving yields and boosting farmers’ 

resilience. Another way to improve efficiency while lowering the carbon footprint is the introduction of 

precision agriculture. In conventional agricultural practice, spraying of pesticides, insecticides or 

herbicides is done manually or with the help of tractor-mounted sprayers where high quantities of 

pesticides and water are used. A sizable portion of spray goes waste in these procedures. However, the use 

of boom sprayers/ drones in agriculture helps increase the efficiency of applying crop protection chemicals 

by reducing manpower, time, water and chemical consumption and saving drift to the environment along 

with reducing human exposure to chemicals.  

The carbon credits generated by farmers can be purchased by companies such as aviation, mining and 

fertilizer makers who are unable to minimise their carbon footprints due to the nature of their operations. 

As per the estimates, one carbon credit is worth roughly $10. Farmers can earn carbon credit for using 

sustainable practices and few companies are incentivizing small farmers for adoption of environmentally 

sustainable agriculture practices, especially in the rice growing regions of the country. One of them is, 

nurture. Farm i.e., the first company to successfully generate and forward sell agricultural-related carbon 

credits in India. These agriculture technology-based start-ups plays an important role, helping in activating 

the agriculture industry, ushering in a new era of carbon credit-based incentive models. While sustainable 

agriculture is acclaimed as a climate change mitigation method, a carbon credit-based model can assist 

farmers embrace sustainable agriculture more quickly, ensuring global food security in a climate-

constrained world. 

Agricultural Management Practices for Changing Soil Carbon Levels 
Management practices that help in carbon sequestration and GHG reduction must be integrated by farmers 

to generate carbon credits and achieve a premium commodity price for climate-friendly crops. Although 

carbon-increasing strategies come in a variety of shapes and levels of complexity, there are nine major ways 

that affects soil organic carbon (SOC) levels. The importance and relevance of these techniques varies 

depending on the type of land-based farming system, which can be split into three categories: arable/ 

permanent crops, animal farming on grassland/pastures, and marginal agricultural areas with significant 

grazing (regenerative grazing systems). 

1. Erosion management: Topsoil erosion is a major cause of SOC loss; hence erosion control measures 

need to be adopted in order to prevent carbon loss. 

2. Soil tillage: Intensive tillage reduces SOC by exposing organic materials to the environment, hastening 

breakdown and mineralization and interfering with activities that serve to stabilise SOC, therefore 

adoption of zero-tillage/ no-tillage practices is required. 

3. Irrigation: More water reaching the soil enhances organic matter inputs and supports biological 

processes. However, irrigation can also induce soil salinity and lowered groundwater table, therefore it 

must be used with caution, ideally using a precision irrigation system.  

4. Organic matter fertilization and management: The amount of stable SOC is proportional to the 

amount of nitrogen, sulphur, and phosphorus in the soil. Under similar environmental conditions, soils 

with a lower pH (more acidic) might hold less SOC. Organic additives (such as manure and compost) have 

an impact on SOC. 

5. Selection of plant type and diversity: The above and below ground litter inputs and their quality 

differ greatly depending on the plants chosen. Thus, the plants chosen for crop rotation, cover crops, or 

permanent pasture can have a significant impact on the SOC produced.  
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6. Livestock management and integration: Integrating livestock into agricultural systems can boost 

SOC even more. In agropastoral systems, SOC storage benefits the most with Adaptive Multi-Paddock 

(AMP) grazing.  

7. Agroforestry: This can be included into any of the farming systems mentioned above. A more diversified 

and deeper root species can result in higher carbon sequestration capacity and many other major benefits 

such as, less soil erosion, greater water retention, higher biodiversity, etc. 

8. Land use changes: Shift in land-use pattern by changing from low to high SOC scenarios (e.g., change 

a portion of farmland from tilled annual monocrop with chemical fertilizer to permanent pasture with AMP 

grazing), or move marginal lands towards uses that increase SOC. 

9. Innovative approaches: A number of practices are being researched and may be financially viable for 

increasing SOC due to several benefits (e.g., biochar and melanized fungi inoculates). 

Conclusions 
Carbon credit, also known as a carbon offset is a tradable certificate or permit that allows its holder to emit 

a certain quantity of CO2. Carbon credits make sustainable farming a more viable approach to farmers. 

The immediate benefits of implementing these methods can be seen in yield and soil health, while on the 

other hand, the demand for legitimate carbon credits from voluntary carbon markets can provide a financial 

incentive for smallholder farmers. Carbon credits for agribusiness will thereby strengthen Indian farmers' 

resilience by ensuring higher harvests, increased soil health and improved livelihoods. 
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Introduction 
The Tripura state located in agro-climatic zone of humid Eastern Himalayan Region with an area of 

10,491.69 sq km and population is 4.06 million. The state is situated between 2206´ and 24032´ N latitudes 

and between 90009´ and 92020´ E longitudes has an average rainfall 2100 mm. The winter temperature 

variation is 100C to 350C from winter months to hot summer months and there is distinct four seasonal 

variation viz. Pre-monsoon, monsoon, post-monsoon and summer (Chakrabarti, 1996). 

The state has a typical monsoon climate that ranges from subtropical in the plains to temperate in hilly 

areas. Animal husbandry and agriculture is backbone of the state economy that provides 51% of total 

workforce in the state. Livestock sector is an indispensible and integral part of agricultural system of the 

state because of only about 27% of total geographical area available for cultivation and rest 60% is high 

land. Integrated farming system (IFS) is suitable alternative for marginal farmers of the state and help in 

reversing resource degradation and stabilizes farm income (Chakrabarti et al., 2022).   

The total livestock population in Tripura is 13.18 lakh and 5367.61 lakh is the total livestock population in 

the Country. Among the livestock production dairying is a preferred choice for livelihood improvement in 

Tripura state and practised by maximum small holders in integrated farming system (IFS). Most of the 

farmers prefer small scale dairy production with locally available indigenous cattle of the state. 

In Tripura 56.08% of livestock population is cattle. The cattle perform multiple tasks like milk production, 

manure, fuel and above all indigenous cattle used for draught purpose. The cattle convert low values 

agricultural by-products and crop residues into a valuable milk and manure. Small holder farmers consider 

milk as a cash crop. Milk of indigenous cattle is preferred over milk of crossbred animal in the state. 

Cattle Population and Milk Production Status of Tripura 
As per 20th Livestock Census (2019) the total cattle population of India is 1934.63 lakh and in Tripura state 

it is 7.39 lakh, of which crossbred and exotic population is 1.29 lakh and indigenous cattle population is 

6.16 lakh. An increase of 2.25% cattle population in state is over 19th Livestock Census (2012).  Tripura 

contribute 0.43% nondescript and 0.38% of total cattle population of the country, out of which 0.26% male 

and 0.51% female. 

The indigenous cattle of Tripura are smaller in size, well-built cylindrical type body and compact with 

strong legs. The adult animal weight varies from 150 to 200 kg. The coat colour of animal is predominantly 

chocolate, black, brown, grey, tan and white colour. Daily milk yield of indigenous cow is about 1.5 kg with 

6% fat. Average lactation length is 4 to 8 months and dry period is about 3 to 6 months.  

The status of milk in the state as follows: 

2019-20 Demand Target Achieved Annual growth 

rate 

Per capita 

availability 

Milk (‘000 tonne) 234.35 214.01 197.27 7.50% 136.39gm/day 

Existing Dairy Production System of Tripura State 
A typical dairy production system is prevailing in Tripura state. Cattle are reared under semi-intensive or 

intensive system of management. The farmers do not follow the routine feeding system for production of 

cattle rather they use locally available feed resources and traditional housing system and indigenous 

method of treatment for livestock. 
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Housing System 
The farmer produces low-cost traditional housing for animals. The cattle shed is made up of with wood, 

bamboo and thatch. Roof is constructed with elephant grass, paddy straw or with G I sheet. Very few 

farmers construct shed with brick wall and cement concrete floor. Mud floor is very common thus resulting 

in accumulation of dung and urine in the floor leads to heavy parasitic infestation and more disease 

incidences. 

Housing of cattle is a neglected sector and one of the major causes for poor production in Tripura. The 

unhygienic way of management is a setback to the dairy production system in the state. Housing system 

has a positive correlation with milk production (r=0.45) and herd size (r=0.16). Generally, farmer 

accumulates dung near cattle shed or dig a pit nearby shed and store dung and urine there for long time 

and thus causes various disease incidences viz. Foot and mouth disease (FMD), foot rot, mastitis and 

parasitic infestation to the animals. 

The Tripura state falls under hot humid climate with heavy rainfall area. Due to lack of proper housing 

system performance of animals reduces drastically especially during hot summer, rainy and winter months. 

  
Village woman going for grazing of cattle Cattle shed at farmers house 

Feeding System 
For feeding of cattle the farmers mainly depend on forest land or grasses produced in barren land and less 

dependent on cereal grains. The state is rich in many wild grasses, weed, shrubs and fodder trees. The 

farmers claim that non-grain feeding system is suitable for smallholder dairy production for indigenous 

cattle and do not follow feeding practices as per physiological condition of the animal. There is a positive 

correlation (r=0.65) between feeding and milk production. 

They rarely follow balanced feeding system and uses homemade concentrate feed like rice polish, mustard 

oil or ground nut cake. The indigenous cattle of Tripura consume on an average 20 kg of green grasses per 

day. But, the farmers of Tripura rarely cultivate fodder grasses in their land. Moreover, the grasses if 

cultivated or produced from field, the farmers provide animal without chaffing of grasses and there are 

countable losses or wastage of fodder by the animals.  Most of the farmers do not purchase concentrate feed 

from the market and uses homemade feed or agri-wastes or agri-by-products. 

Only 2 to 3 kg concentrate feed is offered per day to milch animals and for rest of the cattle rarely provide 

concentrate feed. During lean season there is acute scarcity of green fodder and farmers provide paddy 

straw to the animals which is stored mostly after ‘Rabi’ season. Generally, common salt is used along with 

concentrate feed but mineral mixture is rarely given to the animals. 
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Cultivated maize fodder Hybrid Napier grass Cultivated cow pea fodder 

Breeding System 
Breeding is very important to increase the productivity of cattle. Farmer prefers natural breeding for 

indigenous cattle. Few people adapting artificial insemination (AI). Farmer detects heat of animals by 

observing behaviour of the female animals. Breeding facility of the state has not improved due to poor 

knowledge about AI, lack of timely AI facility in hilly area, low conception rate through AI and   heat 

detection. Generally, scrub bull is used in villages for breeding of indigenous cows. Farmers rarely maintain 

breeding bull in cattle herd. Nowadays AI is preferred due to lack of space and shortage of feed to maintain 

a breeding bull. The first caving age of indigenous cattle is 3 to 5 years, service period 3 to 5 months, calving 

interval 16 to 36 months, herd life 12 to 15 years and number of calving 8 to 10. 

  
Indigenous bull Indigenous cow 

Healthcare System 
The most important diseases of cattle in Tripura state are FMD, HS, BQ, Mastitis, Milk fever and parasitic 

diseases. The reproductive diseases include retention of placenta, anoestrous, metritis and other urinary 

tract infections. Farmers also do not practise deworming and vaccination schedule for animals. Most of the 

farmers of the state are not aware about vaccination and deworming of cattle. Some of the farmers practice 

indigenous methods of treatment for livestock. The quack or non-professional persons are involved with 

the unauthorised practices in rural Tripura. Due to lack of veterinary care, insurance of animal and prompt 

health care management most of the rural farmers face a substantial economic loss. 

Conclusion 
Geographically the third smallest state of North-East India is Tripura having about total 13.18 lakh 

livestock population. Total cattle population of the state is 7.39 lakh, of which indigenous cattle population 

is 6.16 lakh. Per capita availability of milk is only 136.39gm/day and far below the national average (407 

gm/ day). The famer maintains a small herd of indigenous cattle in IFS model and uses local grasses and 
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agri-byproducts/ agri waste for cattle. The overall management is very poor due to lack of knowledge of 

scientific cattle rearing practices. Regular veterinary aid including vaccination and deworming is the main 

hindrance for more production. To improve the production performances from indigenous cattle in Tripura 

a state wise regular farmer awareness campaign regarding scientific management of dairy cattle is 

necessary. The superior quality milk of indigenous cattle with or without value addition may be marketed 

through FPO or SHG via milk producer’s cooperative society in the state to increase the farmer’s daily 

income. 
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Introduction 
Coffee has become “The most choice” among youngsters to release the stress. Due to the hectic life style 

and workaholic nature of youngster, made their attraction towards quick stress releasing drink. Along with 

coffee, collagen is also needed for the healthy skin and bone growth. Therefor drinking collagen coffee can 

be good drink for people, since having both the benefit of coffee and collagen. 

What is Collagen? 
Collagen is a dense, insoluble, and fibrous protein, makes up one-third of total body protein by weight and 

found in bones, muscle, skin, and tendons. There are mainly three types of collagens found in your body, 

which are Type I, Type II and Type III. Type I is important of your skin, tendons, ligaments, bone, dentin, 

and interstitial tissues. Type II is needed for cartilage throughout your body, vitreous humor of the eye and 

type III is for skin, muscles, and blood vessels.  

With increase in age, body decrease the production of collagen, resulting in a structural decline in skin and 

bones which leads to the aging sign like wrinkles and joint pain. To counter this problem and to look young 

it is important to increase collagen intake in your diets.  

Source of Collagen 
Collagen supplements come from a variety of origins like pants, animal and microorganisms. Most common 

source of collagen is pork and cattle. However, most of people avoid using these collagens due to religious 

practices and Halal issues. Marine sources like fish, shellfish and Seaweeds are the good alternative for 

non-vegetarian people.   

Most collagen supplements come hydrolyzed into peptides, meaning they are already broken down. This 

makes them easier for your body to digest and incorporate into connective tissue. The majority of collagen 

supplements come in powder or liquid form, as well as either flavoured or unflavoured, it can be added to 

foods and beverages without affecting the taste. 

Potential Benefits of Adding Collagen to Coffee 
Collagen and coffee actually make a wonderful duo. After drinking collagen coffee, you not only get collagen 

but numerous of nutrients provided by coffee itself. Some people also find it easier to stick to a regular 

collagen routine by incorporating it into their morning coffee.   

Here are some potential benefits of drinking collagen coffee- 

1. Coffee brightens your mood, helps fight depression  

2. Coffee boosts your physical performance.  

3. Coffee may help you to lose weight.  

4. Coffee helps you to stay focus and alert.  

5. Coffee reduces risk of cancers. 

6. Collagen can support better hydration, smoother skin and improved skin quality.  

7. Collagen can provide many of the amino acids and nutrients needed for hair growth.  

8. Collagen helps build muscle tissues. 
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Is Collagen Destroyed by Heat? 
When we talk about adding collagen to coffee, people think that collagen may be destroy by heating. But it 

is not so, one study exposing collagen to temperature of 150-420oC and found that the initial degradation 

of collagen occurred at around 150oC. However, the boiling temperature of water (coffee) is up to 88oC, 

which is much lower than denaturation temperature of collagen. 

How to Make Collagen Coffee? 
There no standard recipes to make collagen coffee, people make their coffee according to their taste. Still 

there some common recipes to make collagen coffee-  

1. Simple morning coffee 

2. Collagen mocha  

3. Chocolate collagen frappe 

4. Cinnamon roll latte 

5. Pumpkin spiced latte. 

Conclusion 
Coffee is among one of the most likable drinks, it is important to find new ways to prepare coffee so that 

people can get best outcome out it. In the last it is concluded that collagen coffee not only refresh your mood 

but also well for health, skin and bones. 
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Abstract 
The diversification of cropping systems encompasses different strategies that may help maintain or 

enhance the sustainability of agriculture. Thousands of experiments have been carried out around the 

world since almost five decades to evaluate and compare the performances of various diversification 

strategies in a wide array of agroecosystems and climates. Among these strategies, rotation and associated 

plant species are dominant in the literature followed by intercropping, agroforestry and landscape 

heterogeneity. This study reveals that rotation and intercropping are associated with yield increases. 

Agronomy, horticulture, agroforestry systematically induces an improvement of biodiversity and soil 

quality—in particular soil organic carbon. This studies review reveals that a significant knowledge gap 

remains, in particular regarding water use, farmers' profitability, product quality and production stability. 

Introduction 
1. India is a country of 1.3 billion peoples and the primary source of livelihood of 58% population of India 

is by agriculture. “We strongly believe that agriculture that is environmentally, economically and socially 

sustainable can make a vital contribution in our response to most urgent challenges, reducing poverty and 

ensuring food security” (Dacian Ciolos and Andris Piebalgs). 

2. The main challenge of sustainable agriculture is to make best use of natural and biophysical resources. 

In India most of the farmers are using a same type of crop rotation every year for example: - rice and wheat. 

Same crops grown year after year may give good profit in starting but not for long term. Same type of crop 

always uptake same types of nutrients so there will be deficiency of those nutrients and farmer will use 

chemical fertilizers that ultimately increase cost of production per unit output. Same types of crops want 

same tillage operation and soil erosion will occur. Same crops year after year increase the infestation of 

pest and for their management farmer must use the agrochemical that ultimately increase the all over cost 

of cultivation. 

3. Crop diversification is necessary to avoid those problems by using crop rotation or change in cropping 

pattern cropping systems by adding of new crops and removing of same crops that was grown every year  

Definition 
Sustainable Agriculture: Sustainable agriculture is farming in sustainable ways meeting society's 

present food and textile needs, without compromising the ability for current or future generations to meet 

their needs 

Crop Diversification: Crop diversification refers to the addition of new crops or cropping systems to 

agricultural production on a particular farm taking into account the different returns from value- added 

crops with complementary marketing opportunities. 

Way of Applying 
There are three ways of applying crop diversification. 

1. Add new crop: In this way farmer can add an extra short duration crop that increase the productivity. 

For example, in rice and wheat crop rotation farmer could add a new legume rice – wheat – susbenia. 

2. Change crop or replace crop: In that way farmer can change any one crop in crop rotation. For 

example, in rice and wheat crop rotation farmer replace wheat by mustard 

3. Change the whole crop rotation: In that way farmer change the whole crop rotation. Farmers grow 

maize instead of rice and mustard instead of wheat. The crop that farmer add in rotation must be productive 

in that particular area, must have a good demand for Marketing and should be a high value crop. There is 
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no need of replacement of 100% crop farmer can apply intercropping in a season for example maize - 50% 

mustard and 50% gram. farmer can grow other crops on bund. 

Type of Crop Diversification 
There are two types of crop diversification: 

1. Horizontal Diversification: It especially useful for small farmers who hold a small piece of land. This 

allows them to earn more by escalating cropping intensity. It is related to area expansion by increasing 

cropping intensity. Inter cropping and cropping on bund also include in this type. 

2. Vertical Diversification: It refers to the incorporation of industrialization along with multiple 

cropping. It is related to industrialization for example if there is an orchard of horticulture crops so farmer 

could start a fruit processing unit in farm or farmers could start a seed processing unit in farm so this type 

of crop diversification is related to industrialization 

Past Years Reviews 
1. Bhattacharyya, R., (2008) “Crop Diversification: A search for an Alternative Income of the 

Farmers in the state of West Bengal in India” has found that the agricultural sector of West Bengal 

is gradually diversifying towards high value commodities namely fruits, vegetables and flowers. The 

diversification has come through individual efforts of the small farmers with little support from the 

government. It is because food security issues are still critical in the state as well as the country and 

government policy are still obsessed with self-sufficiency in cereals. However, the speed of diversification 

is rather slow and is much less than that of the country as a whole. 

2. Brenda (2011) in his study “Resilience in Agriculture through Crop Diversification: Adaptive 

Management for Environmental change” has highlighted that the potential of increasing diversity 

within farm systems is essential to helping farmers adopt to greater climate variability of the future. By 

adopting farm systems that promote ecosystem services for pest and disease control and resilience to 

climate change variability, farmers are less at risk to production loss and are more generally resilient to 

environmental change. 

3. In a case study in Arunachal Pradesh found Diversification of crop is considered important to raise 

farm income and mitigate production risk. Many studies have reported positive relationship between crop 

diversification and farm income. Hence, the study made an attempt to examine the extent of crop 

diversification and its impact on farm income in the State. The Simpson index of diversification (SID) was 

computed to measure the extent of crop diversification. The value of SID was found to be high and 

increasing over the years. It was computed to be 0.71 in 1990-91 which rose to 0.83 in 2007-08. However, 

it declined to 0.79 in 2012-13 and again rose to 0.80 in 2013-14. 

Table: Simpson Index of Crop Diversification (SID) for Arunachal Pradesh: 

Year SID value 

1990-91 0.71 

2001-2 0.78 

2007-8 0.83 

2012-13 0.79 

2013-14 0.80 

Source: Statistical Abstract of Arunachal Pradesh (Computed) 

4. Changing of cropping pattern in India (area in million hectares): 

Year 1990- 91 1995-96 2000-1 2005-6 2010-11 2013-14 

Total area under crop 185.742 187.471 185.340 192.737 197.563 200.859 

Net area sown 142.87 142.197 141.336 141.162 141.563 141.428 

Cropping intensity 131.0 131.8 131.1 136.5 139.0 142.0 

Area under food crop 141.031 138.276 138.493 141.168 145.087 143.983 

Area under non food crop 44.711 49.195 46.847 51.569 52.562 56.957 

Net irrigated area 48.024 53.402 55.205 60.837 63.659 68.1 

Gross irrigated area 63.204 71.352 76.187 84.280 88.933 95.772 

Source: Ministry of Agriculture & farmer’s welfare, Govt. Of India. 
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5. We can see the total area under crop increased 185.7 to 200.8 in year 1990-91 to 2013-14 respectively. 

The cropping intensity and diversification in food crop and non-food crop also increased. And these all 

happened because by adopting crop diversification the yield and sustainability is increased. 

Advantages 
1. Productivity: crop diversification helps in increasing the productivity of soil. Crop diversification is a 

alternate way not only for the conservation and regeneration also in improving the productivity by 

improving soil fertility and reduce the cost of cultivation by decreasing the use of agrochemicals. It helps 

in control soil erosion by reducing the tillage operation in field. 

2. Increase use efficiency of inputs: Crop diversification helps to increase the use efficiency of nutrients 

by crop rotation. Increase water holding capacity by binding the soil particles. If even after these 

agrochemicals has to be sprayed, their use efficiency will increase. There will be less chances of developing 

resistance of agrochemicals in pests just because of applying crop diversification. 

3. Sustainable: meaning of agriculture sustainability is utilization of agriculture practices for future 

aspects for future generations. If farmer use the crop diversification there will be utilization of inputs and 

less or no pollution, less harmful effects on environment by less use of agrochemicals. Soil microbial 

activities will increase and organic matter also. 

Conclusion 
1. This article present the impact of crop diversification on the economic efficiency and sustainability of 

farm, as well as factor conditioning crop diversification in these farms. In India the cropping pattern is 

shifting to commercial crops like sugarcane, oil seeds, vegetables, fruit, spices etc. but not that much that 

requires. For increasing productivity and maintenance of sustainability in our country by crop 

diversification following are some suggestions we would like to make: 

a. Government should take immediate steps to promote crop diversification in our country by 

promoting education, research, and development of institutions for awareness, marketing, 

processing and packing of products. 

b. NGO, government institutions, panchayat should be involved in awareness among farmers for 

diversification and industrialization. 

2. Diversification not only increase the productivity and sustainability it also increases employment 

opportunities and have less harmful effects on environment. 
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Abstract 
Is Tissue Culture the very first thing we might need? A key challenge is whether continued production 

growth can be achieved sustainably by Tissue Culture or not. The food we consume and come across every 

day connects us to a vast global web of farmers, food manufacturers, consumers and many other people 

involved in getting food from farms to us. The Majority of us probably don't pause to think about it while 

consuming it or simply noticing it. Still, this global food system is central to humanity's biggest challenges. 

Meeting the world's food requirements due to population outbursts and shrinking agricultural land. It is a 

significant concern for scientists and researchers. Plant Tissue Culture is the key to such problems in 

upcoming years. It has led to comprehensive contribution and advancement in agriculture in recent years, 

and it will be the backbone of agriculture shortly. Further insights may clear some of the doubts. In this 

review, the current status, applications and main results of the experiments conducted under tissue culture 

technology are discussed, supported by various theoretical and practical aspects. 

Introduction 
Considering the second half of the last century, the enhancement in genetic engineering and molecular 

biology techniques has led to the occurrence of several improved and new agricultural products in several 

countries worldwide. All these advancements in this field are only possible due to the development of tissue 

culture techniques. In addition, for crop improvement by producing somaclonal and gametoclonal variants, 

plant tissue culture is considered the most efficient technology. The micropropagation techniques have 

characteristic potential to grow plants of various superior quality, isolation of valuable variants with high 

yielding genotypes with better disease resistance and stress tolerance capacities. The development of tissue 

culture techniques depends on two properties of plant cells: cell totipotency and cell plasticity. Cell 

totipotentiality is the genetically retained capacity of all living cells to emerge a new genetically identical 

cell and to be able to form tissues, organs, organ systems and complete individuals after the cellular division 

and differentiation process. (Haberlandt, 1921; Takebe et al, 1971). Cellular plasticity is the property which 

sets the difference between plant and animal cells in their capacity for multiplication, division, 

differentiation and formation of a new individual. 

In simple words, Tissue Culture is the in-vitro aseptic cultivation/mass multiplication of plants, seeds, and 

plant parts (cells, tissues, organs, embryos, protoplasts etc.) under the controlled condition on desired 

nutrient media. American pathologist Montrose Thomas Burrows coined the term 'tissue culture'. Tissue 

culture engages small pieces of plant tissue (explants) cultured in a nutrient media under aseptic and 

sterile conditions. The primary goal being crop improvement and multiplication at a faster rate, plant tissue 

culture techniques are becoming increasingly popular as alternative means of plant vegetative propagation. 

The success of in-vitro plant regeneration is the base of tissue culture.  

A Brief History of Tissue Culture 
1. In 1885 Wilhelm Roux removed a section from an embryonic chicken and contained it in a warm saline 

solution for days, establishing the basic principle of tissue culture. 

2. The first step toward plant tissue culture was made by well known German plant physiologist Gottlieb 

Haberlandt in 1902. Initially, he presented his idea as totipotentiality: "Theoretically, all plant cells can 

give rise to a complete plant." In 1902 

3. Hannig, in 1904 attempted embryo culture of some selected crucifers. 

4. Knudson, in 1922 performed in-vitro asymbiotic germination of orchids. 

5. In 1922 Robbins attempted in-vitro culture of root tips 

6. In 1939 Gautheret, Nobecourt and White successfully established continuously growing callus cultures. 

7. In 1944 Skoog attempted in-vitro adventitious shoot formation in tobacco. 
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8. Morel and Martin, in 1952, used meristem culture to obtain virus-free dahlias and attempted the first 

application of micrografting. 

9. In 1959 Gautheret published the first handbook on plant tissue culture. 

10. Murashige and Skoog, in 1962, developed Murashige and Skoog nutrient media. 

11. In 1970 selection of biochemical mutants in-vitro by the use of tissue culture-derived variation was done 

by Carlson. 

12. In 1971 Takebe et al. attempted regeneration of the first plant from the protoplasts. 

13. In 1978 somatic hybridization of tomato and potato resulting in pomato was done by Melchers et al. 

14. In 2005 map-based sequence of the rice genome by the International Rice Genome Sequencing Project. 

Tissue Culture Technology in Asia and Worldwide 
Plants in developing countries grown by applying tissue culture are tomato, banana, pineapple, oil palm, 

plantain, pine, date, eggplant, jojoba, rubber tree, cassava, yam, sweet potato etc. 

1. Tissue culture techniques have been refined to meet the needs of orchid species and hybrids known to 

grow well in Southeast Asia. 

2. In Thailand, tissue culture has been used to reproduce slow-growing and environment-sensitive orchids. 

Thailand is the top country across Southeast Asia in tissue culture, producing approximately 50 million 

plantlets a year. 

3. Micropropagation by shoot culture technique has been developed for the mass propagation of bananas. 

This is widely used in the Philippines as one of the control approaches to viral diseases in bananas, such 

as banana bunchy top virus (BBTV) and banana bract mosaic virus (BBrMV), which generally spreads 

through propagative materials. 

4. In the Philippines, the National Seed Industry Council released rice varieties developed through the 

Anther Culture technique. IRRI in 1995 developed and released the first Anther culture- derived, Salt 

tolerant variety PSBRc50 (Bicol). 

5. The Philippines Rice Research Institute developed eight salt-tolerant varieties and two rainfed varieties. 

6. Wide crosses between the African rice Oryza glaberrima and the Asian Oryza sativa resulted in a new 

type of rice plant for West Africa (NERICA – New Rice for Africa). It employs the embryo rescue technique. 

7. Swertia chirayita, a medicinal plant in India, is economically significant due to its bitterness, 

antihelminthic, hypoglycemic, hepatoprotective, and antiviral properties. There have been no studies 

considering in-vitro flowering, but there have been few studies about the tissue culture of S. Chirayita. If 

new advancements in S. Chirayita show in vitro flowering system, then there may be a slight chance to 

overcome problems associated with in vitro flower growth and development; this would also open the idea 

for in vitro fruit and seed production. 

8. "Banana-Plantain, one of the staples in Ghana, in the past two years, two million Musa seedlings were 

distributed for planting in 1,300 hectares in Ghana. IITA and other partner researchers, through a 

micropropagation technique, developed these seedlings worth US$2.5 million. 

9. A study in 2005 showed that a 300,000 ha of banana plantation produced 2.8 million tons of bananas, 

valued at $710 million. 

10. The Asia Pacific Consortium on Agricultural Biotechnology (APCoAB) has recently released a new 

publication titled "Micropropagation for Production of Quality Potato Seed in Asia-Pacific" and 

"Micropropagation for Quality Seed Production in Sugarcane in Asia and the Pacific". 

11. Success stories of quality potato seed production in some Asia-Pacific countries and sugarcane seed 

production in India, Australia, and the Philippines using Micropropagation are catching the world's 

attention. 

12. Molecular marker-assisted selection, Micropropagation techniques and genomics tools, such as cDNA 

microarray, are being used to accelerate tea breeding efforts in China. 

Estimations and Data 
1. From 1996 to 2008, the actual area of plants produced by biotechnology was estimated at 800 million 

hectares worldwide (James, 2008). Still, this data only included GM crops without considering non-GM 

technologies such as Micropropagation. 

2. The cultivated area with transgenic plants worldwide in 2008 was 125 million hectares, with an increase 

of 9.4% compared to 2007. 
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3. 13.3 million farmers in 2008 incorporated transgenic plants into their production systems, compared to 

11 million that cultivated them in 2007. 

4. It Was estimated that around 600 companies produced 500 million tissue cultured plants from 50,000 

species by 1994. 

5. It was estimated that out of 196 laboratories Destined to carry out work related to diverse Fields of plant 

biotechnology in Latin America, around 25% were dedicated to in-Vitro plant propagation in 2005, with an 

estimation of 75 million in vitro Plants produced per year. 

6. Brazil, Mexico, Argentina, Peru, Cuba, Costa Rica, Colombia and Chile are the countries with more 

significant investments in the field of biotechnology in Latin America. 

7. In Chile, technologies for mass propagation are available for species of economic importance, such as 

European hazelnuts, strawberries, Grapevines, blueberries, cherries, tulips, avocados, peaches, and sweet 

cherries, grape, Chilean strawberries And Chilean endemic orchids Chloraea crispa. 

Tissue Culture Applications in Agriculture (Worldwide) 
1. Biotechnology and its application in agricultural practice have led to high efficiencies and enhancements 

in agriculture. 

2. The growth of the global area cultivated with transgenic plants is continuously increasing worldwide. 

3. In integration with the propagation of plants on a massive scale, it has turned into a key technology for 

agriculture worldwide. 

4. Massive clonal propagation of genotypes of interest. 

5. Mass production and propagation of disease-free plants by tissue culture. 

6. Somaclonal variation. 

7. Management and modification of the ploidy levels. 

8. Embryo rescue 

9. Germplasm conservation 

10. Genetic transformation 

11. Organogenesis 

12. Combination with other techniques. 

Benefits 
1. Greater flexibility within the productive systems. 

2. Reduced use of chemicals (especially herbicides and pesticides). 

3. The potential to use degraded soil. 

4. The reduction of production costs and consequently a decrease in prices to the consumers. 

5. A lower environmental impact. 

6. Greater sustainability in the system (James, 2008). 

7. Currently, the newer varieties being released include the ones with greater drought tolerance and better 

fertilizer use efficiency, which will mean real advantages of applying such molecular technology. 

Conclusion 
In some cases, Micropropagation is the only technique that supports the maintenance and promotes the 

economic value of specific agricultural species. Plant tissue culture techniques have become industrially 

crucial in plant improvement, disease elimination, plant propagation and production of secondary 

metabolites, apart from their elegant use in research and development in recent years. Plant tissue culture 

is a straightforward technique mastered and accomplished by many developing countries. Its application 

strictly requires trained human resources, a sterile workplace, a nursery, a greenhouse etc. Unfortunately, 

tissue culture being highly labour intensive and time-consuming, can be costly, including all the raw 

materials and workplace. Developing countries are growing plants vital to them through tissue culture 

techniques: tomato, banana, pineapple, oil palm, plantain, pine, date, eggplant, jojoba, rubber tree, cassava, 

yam, sweet potato, etc. This Micropropagation technique has led to the conservation and successful 

management of endangered, threatened and rare species due to the high coefficient of multiplication and 

small requirements on the number of initial plants and space. The technique is now playing a significant 

role in agriculture advancements and enhancement in many developed and developing countries in which 
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the current production has to be doubled by 2050. The technology has demonstrated its usefulness and 

effectiveness in today's world; now, it's our turn to use it on a massive but responsible scale. 
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The term phytoremediation (phyto = plant and remediation = correct evil) is relatively new, coined in 1991. 

Basic information for what is now called phytoremediation comes from a variety of research areas including 

constructed wetlands, oil spills, and agricultural plant accumulation of heavy metals. 

The term has been used widely since its inception, with a variety of specific meanings. In this document 

phytoremediation is used to mean the overall idea of using plant-based environmental technologies, not 

any specific application. 

Phytoremediation is a bioremediation process that uses various types of plants to remove, transfer, 

stabilize, and or destroy contaminants in the soil and groundwater. There are several different types of 

phytoremediation mechanisms. 

Application of Phytoremediation 
Phytoremediation is applied for the elimination/treatment of metals, radionuclides, pesticides, explosives, 

fuels, Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) and Semi Volatile Organic Compounds (SVOCs). Researchers 

are also working to find out how phytoremediation plays role to remediate perchlorate, a contaminant that 

has been shown to be consistent in surface and groundwater systems. 

It may be used to clean up contaminants present in soil and groundwater. For radioactive substances, 

chelating agents are sometimes used to make the contaminants accessible to plant uptake. 

The following plants are best for phytoremediation: 

1. Indian mustard 

2. Willow 

3. Poplar tree 

4. Indian grass 

5. Sunflower. 

Classification of Phytoremediation on the Basis of Mechanisms 
There are different types of phytoremediation mechanisms that are used to eliminate or degrade 

contaminants from soil and water discussed as follows: 

1. Rhizosphere biodegradation. 

2. Phytostabilisation. 

3. Phytoaccumulation or phytoextraction. 

4. Rhizofiltration. 

5. Phytovolatilization. 

6. Phytodegradation. 

7. Hydraulic control. 

Advantages of Phytoremediation 
1. In principle, plants that engage in phytoremediation of toxic elements could be harvested, thus removing 

these elements from the polluted site. 

2. The plants can be easily monitored 

3. The possibility of the recovery and re-use of valuable metals (by companies specializing in “phytomining”) 

4. It is potentially the least harmful method because it uses naturally occurring organisms and preserves 

the environment in a more natural state. 

5. It preserves the topsoil, maintaining the fertility of the soil 

6. It increases soil health, yield, and plant phytochemicals. 
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Limitations of Phytoremediation 
1. Phytoremediation simply relocates toxic heavy metals, it does not remove them from the locale. 

2. Phytoremediation is limited to the surface area and depth occupied by the roots. 

3. Slow growth and low biomass require a long-term commitment 

4. With plant-based systems of remediation, it is not possible to completely prevent the leaching of 

contaminants into the groundwater. The survival of the plants is affected by the toxicity of the 

contaminated land and the general condition of the soil. 

5. When taking up heavy metals, sometimes the metal is bound to the soil organic matter, which makes it 

unavailable for the plant to extract. 
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Crop models are a formal way to present quantitative knowledge about how a crop grows in interaction 

with its environment. Crop models are mathematical algorithms that capture the quantitative information 

of agronomy and physiology experiments in a way that can explain and predict crop growth and 

development.  

Crop models contribute to agriculture in many ways. They help explore the dynamics between the 

atmosphere, the crop, and the soil, assist in crop agronomy, pest management, breeding, and natural 

resource management, and assess the impact of climate change. 

Importance of Modelling 
1. Sometimes conducting an experiment becomes expensive or disruptive or impossible to conduct. In these 

cases, those experiments can be conducted by use of any modelling approach by simulating them on a 

computer. As an example, nuclear explosions are disruptive type of experiments; in these cases, simulating 

a model can be helpful to conduct these experiments. Besides, missile testing is so expensive experiment 

so it can be simulated. Measuring of actual transpiration by plants is so difficult, it can also be simulated. 

2. In case of studying long term effects through time horizon, a modeller can control the running of a model. 

Eg. For rainfall prediction over time series, long term rainfall data can be used. Phosphorus building in soil 

can be simulated by developing a model. For studying change in Carbon and Nitrogen dynamics, Century 

model is used. 

3. Modelling can be helpful for understanding a system in reality, modelling helps in understanding 

relevant information about the system and then helps to analyse the gaps within the study. One can 

understand about a system through critical review of the system and can get whole comprehension of the 

system. 

4. New systems can be developed by system synthesis, when a new crop is to be introduced to an area, two 

things are required i.e., to conduct experiments and another one is to superimpose the climatic 

requirements of the crop under real climatic conditions of that area and then simulate the growth. 

Disadvantages of Modelling 
1. Sometimes modelling experiments are relatively expensive and time consuming. 

2. Sometimes a modeller goes on dragging the model without any significant output. 

3. When very complex experiments are going to be simulated, because of unavailability of required 

information some assumptions are made that results in oversimplification of the actual experiment. 

4. Sometimes it is difficult to validate each and every aspect of the model. 

5. Sometimes while building the model, some assumptions are made, which may become irrelevant in 

future times. 

Aims of Modelling 
1. A Model can act as a medium which can specify the gaps in present knowledge or data of the system. 

Gaps and various type of errors in a system can be specified through a model. 

2. A Model can act as a tool for giving information about the experiments which can be conducted based on 

the results of the experiments already conducted. 

3. A Model can act as a platform for developing a new system. 

4. Models can be used for making decisions in decision support system (DSS), under an experiment, at 

which stage fertiliser should be given or when irrigation should be applied, in these situation models help 

to make decisions. 
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“The Future of India lies in its villages” were the words of our father of nation, Mahatma Gandhi. About 

70% of India’s population lives in the villages and their main source of livelihood is agriculture. Hence, 

agriculture is considered to be the backbone of our country. Rural India contributes to India’s GDP through 

agriculture, self-employment, services, construction etc. This sector accounted for 18.8 per cent (2021- 22) 

in Gross Value Added (GVA) of the country with a growth of 3.6 per cent in 2020-21 and 3.9 per cent in 

2021-22.  

In spite of contributing to Indian Economy, agriculture lags behind in various aspects like unreliable and 

delayed information to the farmer, non-adoption or less adoption of modern technology, lack of awareness 

among farmers about the improved technology and others. The technology being developed in agriculture 

is crop specific, varies with the type of soil, weather conditions etc. The improved technology in one area 

may not hold good in other areas. The research organizations in our country are striving hard to develop 

suitable techniques to increase the production. Merely developing the technologies may not be beneficial so 

long that information is not made available to the end user. 

 
From age old days, the farmers are using conventional modes in transfer of technology. With the 

introduction of Information and Communication Technology tools the farmers are able to resolve their 

issues on time. ICT is used as a predominant term including all modes of transmission like electronic 

devices, networks, mobiles, services and applications which help to disseminate information with the help 

of technology. In the recent years, ICT has proved to be extremely beneficial for farmers including small 

land holders, marginalized and poor farmers, and helped them in marketing, precision farming and 

improved profits. 

Few ICT Initiatives in India 
1. Computerization of land records: The maintenance of land records is as old as the Indian civilization. 

It has progressed over time with different administrative systems and socio-economic conditions. 

Computerization of land records helps in easy accessibility of land details and is one of the most important 

aspects in agriculture. It promotes transparency of register of lands, Record of rights, tenancy and crop 

inspection register, mutation register, etc.  
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Few ICT initiatives in different states of our country include Apna Khata in Rajasthan; Bhuiyan in 

Chattisgarh; Jamabandi in Haryana; HimBhoomi in Himachal Pradesh; Bhoomi in Karnataka; Bhulekh 

in Kerala, Madhya Pradesh, Odisha; Dev Bhoomi in Uttar Pradesh, Uttarakhand and Banglar Bhumi in 

West Bengal.  

2. m kisan: mKisan SMS Portal has been developed to give a significant rise in coverage of farmers and 

geographical area. It was inaugurated by the Hon'ble President of India on July 16, 2013. It promotes 

timely, specific, holistic and need based knowledge dissemination among the farmers by making best use 

of the mobile device so as to reach out to the farmers to all the sectors through this platform and as well to 

address their queries and needs [3].  

3. Kisan Call Centre (KCC): The “Kisan Call Centre” scheme was launched on January 01, 2004 with an 

aim to answer the queries of the farmers over the telephone call in their own language. It provides 

agriculture related information to the farmers through toll free telephone number “1800-180-1551”. The 

number is accessible through all the mobile phones and landline devices. KCC services operate from 6 am 

to 10 pm on all days of the week. The agents working at KCC are called Farm Tele Advisors (FTA). The 

queries that are not answered by them will be transferred to the subject matter specialists present at State 

Agriculture Departments, ICAR and State Agricultural Universities. 

4. e-Sagu: e-Sagu is a web based agro-advisory system to solve the agriculture related issues that uses 

information technology. Sagu is a local term in Telugu language and it means cultivation. Hence, e-Sagu 

literally means “Electronic Cultivation”. It was developed by IIIT Hyderabad and Media Lab Asia. The 

farmer uploads the queries in the form of digital photographs in the portal and the agriculture expert gives 

the advice without visiting the field in person. This saves the time of both the farmer and agricultural 

expert; the farmer receives real time information and follows the advice before incurring any damage to 

the crop. 

Conclusion 
Likewise, the Government of India is coming up with various ICT initiatives so as to benefit the agriculture 

sector to earn good profits, increase production, market the produce and others. In the current situation, 

the need of the hour is to improve the technology in ICT to make it more user friendly and to enhance the 

use of ICT tools in rural areas of our country. 
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Abstract 
The injudicious use of chemical fertilizers and pesticides has imposed a serious threat globally leading to 

degradation of environmental and ultimately resulting in declining productivity. The environmental 

degradation is signified by changes in rainfall pattern and rise in temperature.  Due to indiscriminate use 

of chemical fertilizers and pesticides natural resources are polluting and the food consumed by human 

beings is also intoxicated due to this excess use of chemicals. Thus, vermicomposting can be a solution to 

move from toxic chemical loaded food to healthy and nutritious food along with environment safety. In an 

era of 21st century mechanizations as bullocks are being replaced by tractor, thus the population of dung 

producing animal is regularly decreasing. Therefore, dung that formed the major component of farmyard 

manure is not available to meet out the demand of production system. Hence, Vermicomposting is the only 

viable method to restore the problem. Vermicomposting is cost effective means of safe guarding 

environment as well as its turn biodegradable waste into useful manure. 

Keywords: Vermicompost, organic fertilizers, earthworms. 

Introduction 
The large amount of agriculture waste is generated every year in India which pose a threat for safe disposal 

of waste. To mitigate this problem, a nutrient rich compost can be made with the help of earthworms. 

Vermicomposting is a method of preparing enriched compost with the use of earthworms. Vermicomposting 

is one of the easiest methods to produce good quality compost and recycle agricultural wastes. Earthworms 

consume biomass and excrete it in digested form called worm casts. Worm casts are popularly called as 

Black gold. The vermi cast is rich in nutrients, plant growth promoting substances, beneficial soil micro 

flora etc. Vermicompost is stable, fine granular organic manure, which enriches soil quality by improving 

its physicochemical and biological properties. It is highly useful in raising seedlings and for crop production. 

Vermicompost is becoming popular as a major component of organic farming system. 

Importance of Vermicompost 
1. Vermicompost is a good source of plant nutrients. 

2. Due to application of vermicompost, the crop growth improves. 

3. High yields are obtained with the application of vermicompost. 

4. Reduction in soil C:N ratio thus mineralization of nutrients is fast. 

5. Improved soil health due to improvement in soil physical, chemical and biological properties. 

6. Vermicompost is a stable and enriched soil conditioner.  

7. Vermicompost helps in reducing population of pathogenic microbes.  

8. Vermicompost helps in reducing the toxicity of heavy metals.  

9. It is economically viable and environmentally safe nutrient supplement for organic food production.  

10. Vermicompost boosts growth of plants making them strong and healthy and free from pest attack.  

11. It helps microorganisms produce polysaccharides, improving soil health. 

12. Vermicompost is rich in several micro floras like Azospirillium, Actinomycetes, and Phosphobacillus 

13. Buffering action neutralizes soil pH. Due to buffering action, minerals and trace elements become 

available more easily to crops. 

14. By preparing compost on site, transportation cost of manure can be avoided. 

Types of Earthworms 
There are two types of earthworms burrowing and non-burrowing types: 
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1. The burrowing type live deep in the soil, mainly eats soil and live for 12-15 years. eg. Pertima elongata 

and Pertima asiatica. 

2. Non burrowing type live in the upper soil layers, eats organic waste materials and live only for 1.5-2 

years. eg Eisenia foetida and Eudrilus eugenae. 

Methods of Vermicomposting 
1. Bed method: Composting is done on the pucca / kachcha floor by making bed (6x2x2 feet size) of organic 

mixture. This method is easy to maintain and to practice. 

2. Pit method: Composting is done in the cemented pits of size 5x5x3 feet. The unit is covered with thatch 

grass or any other locally available materials. This method is not preferred due to poor aeration, water 

logging at bottom, and more cost of production 

Materials Required for Vermicomposting 
Decomposable organic wastes such as animal excreta, kitchen waste, farm residues and forest litter are 

commonly used as composting materials. In general, animal dung mostly cow dung and dried chopped crop 

residues are the key raw materials. Mixture of leguminous and non-leguminous crop residues enriches the 

quality of vermicompost. 

Process of Vermicomposting 
1. Vermicomposting unit should be in a cool, moist and shady site. 

2. Cow dung and chopped dried leafy materials are mixed in the proportion of 3: 1 and are kept for partial 

decomposition for 15 – 20 days.  

3. A layer of 15-20cm of chopped dried leaves/grasses should be kept as bedding material at the bottom of 

the bed.  

4. Beds of partially decomposed material of size 6x2x2 feet should be made. 

5. Each bed should contain 1.5-2.0q of raw material and the number of beds can be increased as per raw 

material availability and requirement.  

6. Red earthworm (1500-2000) should be released on the upper layer of bed. 

7. Water should be sprinkled with can immediately after the release of worms. 

8. Beds should be kept moist by sprinkling of water (daily) and by covering with gunny bags/polythene. 

9. Bed should be turned once after 30 days for maintaining aeration and for proper decomposition.  

10. Compost gets ready in 45-50 days. 

11. The finished product is 3/4th of the raw materials used. 

Harvesting 
When raw material is completely decomposed it appears black and granular. Watering should be stopped 

as compost gets ready. The compost shout be kept over a heap of partially decomposed cow dung so that 

earthworms could migrate to cow dung from compost. After two days compost can be separated and sieved 

for use. 

Methods of Earthworm Harvesting 
1. Manual method • Used by small scale growers. • Involves hand sorting or picking the worm directly 

from compost by hand.  

2. Screen method • A box is constructed with screen at bottom and compost along with earthworm spread 

above the box can be separated.  

3. Use of Cow Dung Ball • A cow dung ball is placed into the bed and the ball is kept for about 24 hrs. • 

The cow dung ball should be taken out on the next day and finding all the worms sticking to the ball. • The 

worms can be separated out by placing the cow dung ball in a bucket full of water. • The collected worms 

can be used for the next batch of composting. Sieving may be done to separate earthworm and cocoon. 

Storing and Packing of Vermicompost 
The harvested vermicompost should be stored in dark and cool place and it should be protected from 

sunlight. • It is more advisable to store the compost in open dark room rather than closed sector. • The 
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moisture level of prepared compost should be maintained, so packing should be done at the time of selling. 

• The compost can be stored for one year without loss of quality, if moisture is maintained at 40 % level. 

Doses 
The doses of vermicompost application depend upon the type of crop grown in the field/nursery. For fruit 

crops, it is applied in the tree basin. It is added in the pot mixture for potted ornamental plants and for 

raising seedlings. Vermicompost should be used as a component of integrated nutrient supply system. 

Crops Dose/rate Field crops 5-6t/ha Fruit crops 3-5kg/plant Pots 100-200g/pot. 

Precautions During the Process 
1. Only Eisenia foetida and Eudrilus eugenae spp should be used for vermicomposting. 

2. Only biodegradable waste should be used in vermicomposting. 

3. Materials of animal origin should not be used in vermicomposting. 

4. The earthworms should be protected against birds, ants and termites. 

5. There are few predators like ants, birds and lizards; they damage or predate the earthworm. To avoid 

all these problems of predation, the pit or heap should be covered by gunny bags 

6. Make sure that compost beds/heaps are not covered by plastic sheets/material since this can trap the 

heat and gases due to non-porous nature 

7. The floor of the unit should be compact to prevent earthworms’ migration into the soil.  

8. 15-20 days old cow dung should be used to avoid excess heat.  

9. The organic wastes should be free from plastics, chemicals, pesticides and metals etc.  

10. Aeration should be maintained for proper growth and multiplication of earthworms.  

11. Optimum moisture level (30-40 %) should be maintained  

12. For protection from sunlight and rain, a thatched roof may be provided to protect the vermicomposting 

unit from direct sunlight and rain 

13. 18-25oC temperature should be maintained for proper decomposition. 
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Dog is the first domesticated animal. The feeding of dogs from ancient times varies. As science progresses, 

several feeding habits are identified and developed by researchers. Dog is an omnivorous animal which 

feeds on both vegetarian and animal diet. The nutrient requirement varies for different stages of life and 

is governed by many factors such as age, breed, activity level, reproductive status, environmental 

conditions. Dogs are called as companion animals, work animals which are used in highly specialised 

operations in police department. Smaller dog breeds need highly palatable feed adlibidum while medium 

and large breeds consume less palatable diets which have to be fed in a restriced method. The small breeds 

require calorie dense diet than large breeds because of high energy requirement per unit body weight. Due 

to faster growth the larger breed of dogs is more susceptible to high calcium intake and skeletal disorders 

than smaller breeds. 

Dogs have more premolars and molars in the rear for the purpose of crushing the food material. Dogs can 

synthesise the nutrients such as arachidonic acid, preformed vitamin A and taurine from the nutrient 

precursors’ linoleic acid, beta carotene and sulphur containing amino acid.  The salivary glands of dogs 

have the function of evaporative cooling and the secretion of parotid gland is around 10 times than human 

beings which is helpful for them for the regulation of body heat.  

The dog intestine is around 4.5 m long. (Small intestine-3.9 m and large intestine- 0.6 m). Dogs have large 

absorptive surface area that is responsible for increasing the rate of nutrient digestion and absorption due 

to the presence of villi. The proximal stomach of dog has a thinner mucous membrane with distinct gastric 

glands and the distal stomach has thicker mucous membrane with less distinct glands. The gastric mucosa 

is branched into narrow band of cardiac glandular mucosa and wide gastric and pyloric glandular mucosa. 

The caecum is a coiled appendage located distally to the ileocaecal valve. 

Importance of Nutrients in Feeding of Dogs 
The major nutrients carbohydrates, proteins and fats are dietary essential in feeding of dogs and cats. The 

carbohydrates are physiologically essential to the dogs. However, it is not in the diet of either species except 

for the lactating dogs with the high protein level that is enough to supply sufficient glucogenic amino acid 

for the maintenance of plasma glucose.  When carbohydrate free diet is fed to the dogs, they have increased 

protein requirement. The carbohydrates are useful dietary energy source that can be readily digested by 

dogs. Dogs are able to digest starch well. Around 40 per cent of total energy in the diet can be provided by 

carbohydrates. The recommended level of carbohydrate content in the diet is based on the amount of feed 

consumed by the dogs, feed density and the requirement of energy by the dogs. Cereal grains are 

carbohydrate rich ingredient that can be used in formulation of dog diet.  

Lactose intolerance in dogs may be encountered in adult ones if they are fed with more than 10 to 20 ml of 

milk per kg body weight daily. (Around 0.6 to 1 g of lactose per kg body weight per day). Lactose intolerance 

is the inability to digest lactose sugar. It is characterised by diarrhoea in dogs and puppies.  

A dog's protein requirement depends upon the life stage and activity of the dog. Puppies need more protein 

than adult dogs. Protein needs of a puppy can be met by a high-quality protein providing 20 to 25% of 

dietary calories. Severe protein deficiency in dogs’ results in poor food intake, growth retardation or weight 

loss, subnormal concentrations of blood proteins, muscle wasting, emaciation and death. 

Less severe deficiency can cause a rough, dull hair coat, compromised function of the immune system and 

poor milk production in reproducing bitches. During periods of stress, the protein requirement may be 

increased. In animals fed diets containing more protein than is needed, extra protein is metabolized and 

used for energy. 
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Amount of Fibre in the Diet of Dogs 
The level of fibre in the diet of dogs should be around 2.5 to 5 g in 100 g of diet. The level may vary depending 

on the health condition of dogs. The recommended level of fibre in the dog diet is around 3.5 per cent to 6 

per cent for optimum nutrition. Diets with fibre level below 2.5 per cent can impede the normal bowel 

function. Feedstuffs such as oats, oats bran, wheat, wheat bran are the commonly used feed ingredient of 

dog’s rich in fibre content. 

The amount of fibre content in diet also plays a major role in weight management in dogs. The addition of 

fibre in the dog diet may reduce the excess energy intake of dogs thereby reducing the excess body weight 

in these animals. The longevity of companion animals is very important to the pet owners who think the 

pets as one of their family members. Hence, the diet of dogs is very important as they may have major 

impact on the health of the dogs. A very less amount of fibre in the diet causes the restriction of excess 

calories and causes good intestinal function. Diseases such as obesity and diabetes in dogs can be controlled 

by the inclusion of fibre in the dog diet. 

Importance of Fat and Essential Fatty Acids in Dog Diet 
Addition of fat in dog diet enhances palatability of dogs and also improves the hair growth. Inclusion of fat 

also decreases the occurrence of skin diseases in dogs. Around 5 to 8 per cent fat can be added in dog diet. 

In commercial foods, fat content is added around 5 per cent.  

Essential fatty acids are important in dog diet as there are important for the maintaining the functional 

integrity of cell membranes. Deficiency of essential fatty acids can cause reduced reproductive efficiency 

and skin related problems. 

Minerals 
Dogs need six major minerals and six macro minerals. Major minerals include Calcium, Phosphorus, 

Magnesium, Sodium, Potassium and Chlorine. Macro mineral include Iron, Copper, Zinc, Manganese, 

Iodine and Selenium. Minerals play an important role in protection and regulation of general metabolic 

functions.   

Around 0.5 per cent of Calcium and 0.4 per cent Phosphorus is required by adult dogs during its growth 

period. The requirement is high during reproduction i.e. 1.0 per cent Calcium and 0.9 per cent Phosphorus. 

Common sources of Calcium and Phosphorus are fresh meat, poultry and fish which supply these minerals 

in the ratio of 1:15 – 20. Feeding less amount of these minerals can affect the growth rate of the dogs and 

can also result in conditions such as eclampsia, nutritional secondary hyperparathyroidism etc., Similarly, 

higher intake of Calcium can also cause adverse effects on the bone development in large breeds of dogs 

during the growth period.  

Potassium is also an important mineral in the body as they are involved in metabolic reactions of body. 

Deficiency of such mineral in dog diet can cause diarrhoea, vomiting and `sometimes lead to kidney disease 

in the animals. However, high potassium level in the body may cause hyper adrenocorticism in dogs.  

Micro minerals are also important in dogs as their deficiency may cause weakness, retarded growth, skin 

related disease conditions in dogs. 

Common Feedstuff that are Used in Dog Diet 
The common feedstuffs that are used in dog diet are meat and they’re by products, animal by products such 

as blood meal, meat meal, bone meal, dairy products (Cream, Skimmed milk, cheese), egg, cereals and 

they’re by products, vegetables etc. Dairy products should not be used in higher levels as the lactose present 

in dairy products is not digested well as secretion of enzyme lactase is minimal. 
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Types of Dog Food 
Prepared foods are sometimes fed to companion animals. The prepared food can be classified on the basis 

of its moisture percent. They are dry food (5-12%), semi-moist food (15-30%) and canned food (70-85%). 

 

Feeding of Puppies 
The first two weeks after birth is considered to neonatal period. Puppies get the required nutrients from 

milk during the first 3 or 4 weeks of life. Cow’s milk is not a substitute as the composition varies. In the 

event of feeding orphan puppy, feeding puppy under insufficient mother’s milk, cow milk can be used with 

appropriate modification can be provided. Young puppies should be fed four or six times daily at equal time 

intervals, as nearly as possible. Milk substitute can be prepared by adding 200 g cream to 800 ml cow milk 

along with one egg yolk, 6 g steamed bone meal, 2000 IU Vitamin A, 500 IU Vitamin D and 4 g citric acid. 

Age in days Frequency of feeding Milk g / day as per body weight (Kg) 

1-7 Once in 2 hours 45 90 180 270 360 450 

7-14 Once in 3 hours 60 120 240 330 480 570 

14-21 Once in 3 hours till evening 75 150 300 450 600 750 

21 and above Once in 3 hours omit evening feeding 75 150 300 450 600 750 

Feeding of Dogs 
Dogs can be fed in two ways. They are portion controlled feeding, ad libidum feeding and timed feeding. 

Adult animals usually follow portion-controlled feeding and nursing and lactating animals usually fed by 

adlibidum feeding. The feeding schedule for dogs is given below in the table. The meat portion in the dog 

diet can be reduced by adding one to two eggs and pulses or oilseeds in the diet. Addition of vegetables in 

dog diet also meets the nutrient requirement of dogs. 

Feeding Schedule for Dogs 
Body weight (Kg) Cereals (g) Meat (g) Milk (g) 

2 to 5 100 to 200 50 to 100 125 to 150 

5 to 10  200 to 300 100 to 200 150 to 250 

10 to 29 300 to 500 200 to 400 250 to 400 

Dogs should be fed with fresh food at least once daily. Adlibidum feeding can result in excessive weight 

gain in the dogs. Homemade foods can also prepare for dogs by knowing the basic nutrient requirement of 

dogs. Certain food items such as grapes, onions, garlic and chocolates should not be given to dogs as they 

may adversely affects in dogs. These are the basics in feeding the dogs. 
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Introduction 
Fortification is the addition of essential vitamins and minerals in staple food crops such as rice, wheat, oil, 

milk to improve the nutritional content. Biofortification is process by which the nutritional value of food 

crops is improved / enhanced by using modern biotechnological techniques. Biofortified staple foods cannot 

deliver the high level of minerals and vitamins per day as alternate / supplement, but they can help by 

increasing the daily adequacy of micronutrient intakes among the people (Bouis et al., 2011). 

Methods of Biofortification 
1. Selective breeding 

2. Genetic biofortification 

3. Agronomic biofortification. 

 

List of Biofortified Crops 
1. Cassava 

2. Maize 

3. Sweet potato 

4. Beans 

5. Cumbu 

6. Rice 

7. Wheat 

8. Sorghum 

9. Cowpea 

10. Potato. 

Global Conference on Biofortification 
Third global conference on biofortification is held on New Delhi from 10.4.2017 to 12.4.2017. 
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Advantages 
1. It helps in the health improvement 

2. Biofortified crops are more resilient to pests 

3. It gives good yield 

4. It is low-cost technique 

5. It acts as alternate to iron supplements 

6. Improvement of food security is done by using this technique 

7. Correction of malnutrition 

8. Micronutrient deficiency is reduced among poor people. 

Benefits of Iron and Zinc Biofortified Rice 
1. Seedling rate is decreased. 

2. Improving human nutrition. 

3. Better seed viability and seedling vigour. 

4. Improving abiotic stress tolerance. 

Conclusion 
Micronutrient malnutrition affects the half of the world’s population and it is considered to be more serious 

problem in the world. It will mostly affect the women and children due to low diet intake of micronutrients. 

Biofortification will act as the solution to address the malnutrition problem. 
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Introduction 
The term wildlife is a self -explanatory word. The general meaning of the term “wild” means 

“undomesticated” or grow in natural habitat. The wildlife is a term which is used to describe flora and 

fauna live in natural habitat. In simple words, we can say that wildlife is the species of plants and animals 

live in natural habitat or the undomesticated animals live in natural habitat(forest). You can find various 

species of animals in various habitats. Some are found in the forest; some are in the rainforest, some are 

in the desert etc.  

In the last few decades, human encroachment was one of the biggest threats to facing India’s wildlife. 

Indian Government built many National Parks in order to facilitate endangered species up to some extent.  

1. The Forest Conservation Act 1980 was enacted to lessen the large-scale habitat destruction caused by 

deforestation. 

2. India also indorsed the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and 

Flora (CITIES) in 1976. As a result, ban was imposed on the commercial trading of Asian elephants which 

involved the export of ivory. 

3. There has been a significant change in the Forest Department’s planning policy, which not only brought 

an end to the alteration of first-growth forests into eucalyptus plantations, but it also swung the importance 

from a commercially-centered forest management to the conservation-centered forest management. 

4. The elephants have enjoyed an absolute protection in Uttar Pradesh, since the promulgation of a Wild 

Elephant Protection Act 1879. The authorities are also putting their efforts to instigate Rajaji National 

Park, Motichur and Chilla reserves. 

5. The Forest Department also compensated the families whose persons were killed by the wild animals. 

6. The capturing of elephants has been superseded. 

7. A new conservation area was also established which was named as Nilgiri Biosphere Reserve covering 

5,520 km2. This area protects elephants ranging from North of Palghat Gap in Karnataka, Tamilnadu, and 

Kerala. 

8. The Karnataka state government has decided to exclude tourist development on elephant migration 

routes all throughout the Kabbini River 

Threats of Wildlife 
Today their use is increasing, and their population is declining day by day. According to a report, the 

population of wildlife animals is decreased by 68% since 1970 globally and also have said that we are near 

to sixth mass extinction. There are various reasons why this population is decreasing. Some of them are: 

1. Overpopulation 

2. Poaching 

3. Smuggling 

4. Overexploitation 

5. Climate change 

6. Pollution 

7. The natural or man-made disaster. 

Overpopulation:  The human population is increasing day by day, which increases the demand for land 

and other things. The increasing demand of land cause habitat loss of these animals, which is the major 

threat to wildlife. 
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Poaching: Poaching can be defined as the illegal trading of animals. It is increasing day by day as they 

are very expensive and have a high cost in the international market. Some people brought these animals 

to fulfil their interest. 

Overexploitation: overexploitation can be described as the diminishing of species faster than its recovery. 

Many animal species are overexploited to meet the need of human beings. This is another major threat to 

wildlife.  

Climate change: climate plays an important role in every aspect. In the past few decades, the temperature 

of Earth is increasing, which cause the melting of the glacier, volcanic eruptions etc. Global warming also 

plays a huge role in the destruction of wildlife habitat. 

Pollution: Pollution is one of the major threats to wildlife. Air pollution, water pollution and another type 

of pollution are playing a major role in the destruction of habitat and reduce the population of many species 

of animals. 

Natural or man-made habitat: Disaster can be either man-made or natural. Forest fire, earthquake, 

floods which are the natural disaster become a major reason for species loss. Land degradation and 

fragmentation, deforestation etc. are the man-made disaster which also contributes to the extinction of 

species. These are the major threats to wildlife and hence biodiversity. Wildlife needs to be protected for 

ecological balance and sustainable life on Earth. To protect wildlife, many international organizations and 

countries at the national level make efforts for wildlife conservation. 

What is Wildlife Conservation and its Types? 
The wildlife conservation is a method of protecting wild species and their natural habitat from the various 

threats like poaching, killing, smuggling etc. by protecting them; we can enhance, restore and protect the 

ecosystem. 

For wildlife conservation, many efforts have been taken at the international and national level. Many 

NGOs are working towards wildlife conservation. Convention on International Trade in Endangered 

Species of Wild Flora and Fauna (commonly known as CITES) in 1973 is one of the prominent agreements 

at International level. It lists the various species into different categories. There are two types of wildlife 

conservation: 

1. Ex-situ conservation. 

2. In- situ conservation. 

In- situ conservation:  In this, the species remain in their natural habitats and the places is protected 

through protecting the whole ecosystem of the place—example: wildlife sanctuary. 

Ex- situ conservation: In this, the protection of biodiversity or wild animals are taken from their natural 

habitat and transferred to a new place. Example: the zoo. Many efforts are made by countries at the 

national level. India also launched various campaigns, acts and policies to curb out this issue. 

Effort Made by Indian Government for Wildlife Conservation 
The following are the efforts made by the Indian Government for wildlife conservation: 

1. Project Tiger’ 

2. Project Elephant 

3. Sea turtle project. 

4. Crocodile conservation project. 

5. Dolphin. 

6. Captive Breeding program 

Project Tiger: It is a centrally sponsored scheme launched in 1973 for the conservation of Indian Tiger 

which is endangered. The Tiger population has been reduced from many last decades. For this, the National 

Tiger Conservation Authority is constituted. The program started with 9 Tiger reserve, and presently it is 

approximately 20. Tiger census has occurred in every four years. 

Project Elephant: It is also a centrally sponsored scheme and launched in 1992. It is implemented in 13 

states. Under this, 88 Elephants corridors were set up. Haathi Mere Saathi scheme was also launched by 

the Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change in partnership with wildlife trust of India. 
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Sea Turtle Project: It was launched by Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change in 

collaboration with UNDP in 1999. The Olive Ridley Turtle visits India during Winter. The implementing 

agency of this project is the Wildlife Institute of India. It is in the Vulnerable in IUCN list. 

Crocodile Conservation Project: The main aim of this project is to protect the remaining population of 

crocodiles in their natural habitat. “Ghariyal” is listed as Critically Endangered in IUCN list. 

Project Dolphin: Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change has notified Ganges River 

Dolphin as National Aquatic animal. It was listed in Schedule I of Wildlife Protection Act 1972. Major 

threat: river water pollution, poaching and siltation. 

Captive Breeding Program: Captive breeding can be described as the selection of wild species and bred 

in the artificial condition under experts. It may represent the last chance to preserve a species in the wild. 

Conclusion 
Wildlife conservation is necessary for sustainable development. Various efforts have been made at the 

international and national level. In India also various efforts have been made like: project Tiger, Project 

Elephant, Captive breeding program etc. India also adopts various methods and policies at international 

level or in the line of international agreements and convention. 
  

https://pscnotes.in/wildlife-protection-act-1972/
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Summary 
Carrots are highly nutritious vegetable which can be consumed in raw and processed form throughout the 

world. Carrot plays a vital role for the protection and development of human body. Carrot recorded the 

highest amount of carotene content of any human foods. The post-harvest losses of carrot were noted as 15-

20%. Carrot is a seasonal crop and perishable. Due to seasonal variations the price of carrots varies. The 

preparation of value-added products from carrot is an idealistic solution to reduce the postharvest loss. 

This paper describes about the processed products of carrot. 

Introduction 
Carrot (Daucus carota L) is one of the most important cool season root crop vegetables cultivated in tropical 

region as well as temperate regions during winter and summer season, respectively (Raees-ul and Prasad, 

2015). Carrots are biannuals belongs to the Apiaceae (Umbelliferae) family, with a crispy texture when 

fresh. During the last 30 years, world-wide carrot production was significantly increased. 

Carrots are moderately hard, long and thin, cylindrical or spherical in shape (Alam et al., 2018). The most 

usually eaten part of a carrot is the taproot, which contains high levels of β-carotene (pre-vitamin A) and 

carbohydrates (sugars). 

The different varieties of carrot cultivated in all over India are Ooty-1, Early Nantes, New Korda, India 

Gold, Pusa Kesar and Half Long Danvers. Basically, carrot root flesh is available in different colors viz., 

white, yellow, orange, red, purple, or very dark purple. Now-a-days, orange color carrots become very 

popular due to the presence of provitamin A content and high amount of α and β-carotene.  

Carrots are highly nutritious vegetable which can be consumed in raw and processed form throughout the 

world. Carrot plays a vital role for the protection and development of human body. Carrot recorded the 

highest amount of carotene content of any human foods. Carrot contains vitamins viz., B1(Thiamine), 

B2(Riboflavin), B6(Niacin) and B12 (Cobalamin) besides rich in source of β-carotene and dietary fibres 

which are helpful to prevent cancer and other dreadful diseases occur in human body. 

Carrot not only contains the vitamins but also consists of pectin, iron, complex carbohydrates and various 

minerals such as Ca, P, Fe and Mg. 100 g fresh carrot contains 8285μg of β-carotene and 2.8g of dietary 

fibers, which are beneficial to human health. 

The post-harvest losses of carrot were noted as 15-20%. Carrot is a seasonal crop and perishable. Due to 

seasonal variations the price of carrots varies. The preparation of value-added products from carrot is an 

idealistic solution to reduce the postharvest loss when it is available in plenty with less price especially 

during the glut season. 

The value-added products obtained from the carrots were pickles, chips, canned slices, juice, concentrate, 

preserve, cake, halwa, strips, flakes intermediate moisture foods, dehydrated, and various types of ready 

to serve beverages such as flavored carrot juice and blended beverage. 

Processed Products 
1. Carrot Candy: Preserve or carrot candy is the sweet food product prepared by dipping the carrot slices 

in the sugar syrup followed by draining off the excessive sugar syrup and drying to the equilibrium state. 

The total soluble solid content of the carrot candy should be 70-75°Brix. Research was made to develop a 

honey-based carrot candy and concluded that candy prepared at concentration of 4 :3 was found to have 

better sensory parameters when stored in glass and LDPE packaging materials.  
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2. Carrot Jam: Jam is prepared from boiling of pulp with predetermined quantity of sugar and pectin till 

the jel structured final product of low pH is maintained. In modified methods of jam preparation, carrot 

juice is added with citrus juice to prevent carotene oxidation. The mixture is cooked with sugar with 

addition of lemon juice and pectin for the proper gel formation. The method is widely preferable as it retains 

the most of the original compounds like phenolics, carotene, and potassium as well as colour attributes.  

3. Carrot Pickle: For the pickle preparation, sodium chloride (NaCl) brine or potassium meta bisulfite 

can be added to prevent the softening of the carrot as well as it acts as a preservative. Carrot can be 

incorporated with brinjal and chilli. Generally, lactic acid has been used for the fermentation of carrot. It 

has been reported that pickles are good appetiser and add the palatability of meal. 

4. Carrot Juice: Pure carrot juice and its blends in different juices such as orange juice, pineapple juice 

has been most popular among the non-alcoholic beverages. Carrot juice has been extracted by pressing. 

Carrot juice is the rich source of α and β carotene. 

It has been reported that squeezing of blanched carrot mash produced higher yield of juice and carotenoids 

as compared to cold squeezing. In order to reduce the bitterness of kinnow, carrot juice incorporation has 

been a great option. Black carrot juice has also been incorporated as a colouring agent in manufacturing of 

strawberry jam. The carrot juice had incorporated at the concentration of 5-20% in milk and prepared 

excellent quality carrot yogurt.  

5. Carrot Halwa: Carrot halwa which is famous and popular sweet dish in northern India. The steps 

involved in the preparation of carrot halwa: cleaning, grading, peeling and grating. The grated slices were 

boiled for 30 min along with sugar syrup. After completion of the process, the halwa was cooled and packed 

in storage bags. 

6. Carrot Dehydrated Powder: A kheer mix product, prepared from dehydrated carrot powder, skim 

milk powder, sugar and other ingredients and its shelf life studies were conducted for shelf stability as well 

as sensory quality. The kheer mix product packed in paper-aluminium foil-polypropylene laminate pouches 

was found to be the best packaging material and the food products were stored up to 9 months with good 

sensory quality. 

A carrot based condensed milk product (gazrella) was developed using waste residues (pomace) obtained 

from the carrot juice extraction. The carrot pomace was dipped in 650 brix syrup firstly, then added 35% 

dry sucrose powder to the pomace followed by conventional drying at 60°C temperature for 2h. The 

osmotically dehydrated pomace was packed in laminated aluminium laminated package (100 gauge) under 

vacuum conditions. Results showed that gazrella product had good acceptability after 6 months stored 

under ambient conditions. 

Suman and Kumari (2002) developed the carrot products such as halwa, biscuits and carrot curry by using 

dehydrated carrot products like carrot shreds, carrot powder and carrot chops respectively. Results 

revealed that dehydrated products can be stored for 2-3 months and carrot powder had more β-carotene 

retention (70%) during storage.  

7.  Carrot Crispy Snacks: Healthy crispy carrot snack was developed by using sequential infrared 

blanching (IR), hot air (HA) drying and vacuum frying technologies. IR blanching and HA drying technique 

and vacuum technologies were applied in producing carrot snacks with better sensory quality. 

8. Carrot Leaves: Carrot leaves can be used as low-cost source of nutrients to increase the nutritional 

value of the diet. After 100 days of sowing, fully developed fresh carrot leaves has significant amount of 

saturated fatty acid that has largest concentration of palmitic acid, stearic acid, whereas little significant 

amount of myristic, behenic and lignoceric acids. Dehydrated powder of the carrot leaves can be 

incorporated in production of soups, broths etc. 

Conclusion 
This paper clearly describes about the importance of value addition and processed products. By creating or 

making the value-added products, increase the value of that particular product, shelf life and prevent the 

post-harvest losses. The author concludes that by creating the awareness to farmers on value addition, 

products can prepare their own, income will generate and farmers becomes own entrepreneurs. 
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Introduction 
The term puddling was defined by Buehrer and Rose (1943) as, the destruction of the aggregated condition 

of the soil by mechanical manipulation within a narrow range of moisture contents above and below field 

capacity, so that soil aggregates lose their identity and the soil is converted into a structurally more or less 

homogeneous mass of ultimate particles. Throughout South East Asia puddling is used to prepare soil for 

lowland rice. It involves cultivation of the soil after it has been softened by flooding for several days and 

creates a layer of soft mud which often overlies a dense plough pan. Puddling and the maintenance of 

flooded conditions create favourable conditions for rice by aiding weed control, making seedling 

transplanting easier, creating reduced conditions which improve soil fertility and reducing deep percolation 

of the standing water in which rice is grown but in terms of the degree of alteration of soil structure, 

puddling is a rather extreme form of tillage, because it results in aggregate breakdown and the destruction 

of macropores. Puddling or wet tillage coupled with submerged conditions are responsible for making 

drastic effects on soil physical characteristics of rice soils. These effects can be continued either for short or 

long time. During rice-rice or rice-wheat cropping sequence the system undergoes transition from saturated 

to unsaturated conditions. While this happens, the soil physical properties again undergo changes. 

Mechanics of Puddling 
The term puddling was defined as “the destruction of the aggregated condition of the soil by mechanical 

manipulation within a narrow range of moisture contents above and below field capacity (0.3 bars), so that 

soil aggregates lose their identity and the soil is converted into a structurally more or less homogeneous 

mass of ultimate particles.” After puddling, a soil is called a puddled soil, defined as a “dense soil with a 

degraded soil structure; dominated by massive or single-grain structure, resulting from handling the soil 

when it is in a wet, plastic condition so that when it dries it becomes hard and cloddy” (Gregorich et al., 

2001). Ghildyal (1978) defines a puddled soil as follows: “A puddled soil is one whose structure has been 

destroyed, whose aggregates have lost their identity, and which has been converted into a structurally 

homogeneous mass of fine aggregates and textural separate.” The degree of puddling depends on the soil 

and cultural practices. A clay content exceeding 20% favours puddling (De Datta, 1981). Smectitic clays 

puddle more readily than Kaolinitic or oxidic. Sodium clays puddle easier than calcium clays. As the content 

of organic matter or that of iron and aluminium oxides increases soils are less readily puddled (Sanchez, 

1976). The changes brought about by puddling are not static. The soil particles settle and undergo 

stratification into clayey, silty and sandy layers, the bulk density increases, the moisture content decreases 

in spite of the soil being flooded and gases are trapped in the puddled layer. The thickness of the oxidized 

surface layer increases during the season and reddish-brown streaks and mottles are visible in the reduced 

puddled soil. When the soil is drained and dried, it cracks. Alternate drying and wetting and tillage 

regenerate aggregates. Soils high in organic matter or iron and aluminium oxides are easier to regenerate 

than others (Sanchez, 1976). 

Effect on Soil Physical Properties 
The primary consequence of puddling is the destruction of soil aggregates (Sharma and De Datta,1985). A 

puddled soil consists essentially of a two phase or soild liquid system. Individual clay particles or clusters 

thereof are oriented in parallel rows and are surrounded by capillary pores saturated with water. The 

degree of aggregates destruction is difficult to quantify because drying is necessary to measure aggregation. 

Kawaguchi et al. (1956) and other provide evidence of aggregates destruction after puddling and 

subsequent drying. Non capillary pores are essentially eliminated in the process of puddling. Bodman and 
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Rubin (1948) found that 91 – 100% of the volume occupied by such pores was destroyed by puddling a silt 

loam. Immediately after puddling a saturated soil, the apparent specific gravity or bulk density is less than 

that of original soil because of the larger total pore volume occupied by water. With time however, the bulk 

density of the flooded soil increases probably because of a slow settling of the clays. Saturated hydraulic 

conductivity (Ks) of surface soil measured at harvest of rice crop was significantly reduced over farmers 

practice (puddling by 3 passes of cross ploughing) when puddling was done by a helical blade puddler and 

power tiller operated case wheel and rotavator. Reduction of Ks value may be due to elimination of 

transmission pores due to intense puddling by puddler and power tiller (Barua et al., 2007). Sandhu and 

Singh (2001) also showed that puddling decreased the percolation rate of water by up to 92% depending on 

the depth and intensity of puddling and soil texture. Soils with higher organic matter content responded 

more to puddling in terms of reduction in percolation rate. A puddling depth of 10 cm at high intensity of 

puddling was more effective in reducing the rate of settling of suspended particles and percolation rate of 

water. The process of water percolation was studied by Kukal and Aggarwal (2002) in a puddled sandy 

loam rice field with three puddling intensities. Percolation losses of water decreased with medium-puddling 

by 54-58%, but it remained unaffected by increased puddling intensity as well as puddling depth. 

Percolation rate (PR) decreased with time with both medium and high puddling intensity but it increased 

with increased depth of ponding water. Kukal and Aggarwal (2003) recorded the 14-16% decrease in 

percolation losses with the increase in puddling intensity whereas the requirement of irrigation water 

decreased by 10-25% with increased intensity of puddling. Puddling depth did not affect percolation losses 

or the amount of irrigation water applied. Mohanty et al. (2004) evaluated three tillage treatments viz., no 

puddling (P0), puddling with four (P1) and eight (P2) passes of power tiller under the same nutrient 

management practice and concluded that puddling, on an average, reduced seepage plus percolation to 5.6, 

2.8 and 2.4 mm/h in P0, P1 and P2, respectively. Thus, puddling reduces percolation losses of water in rice 

fields, the extent of reduction being a function of intensity and depth of puddling. Course textured soils and 

soils with high organic matter respond more to puddling in terms of reducing percolation losses of water. 

Yadav et al. (2011) showed that there was greater cracking on puddled soils than on non-puddled soils 

during soil drying, and that this was associated with a faster rate of drying in the puddled soil. Mohanty 

et al. (2006). The increase in grain yields due to increase in plant height, panicle length and root length 

density and decrease in soil penetration resistance. Sood and Acharya (1991) conducted an experiment on 

silty clay loam soil with deep ploughing and deep puddling (DP), shallow conventional cultivation and 

puddling (CP), conventional cultivation and non-puddling, compaction after conventional cultivation (CC) 

and zero tillage without any preparatory tillage (ZT) as the tillage treatments and observed that CC showed 

significantly higher plant height and number of tillers per hill at all growth stages and higher dry matter 

accumulation at 30 DAT whereas DP produced higher panicle length and dry matter accumulation at 

panicles initiation stage in rice. Rath (1999) observed that yield attributing characters and subsequently 

yield was significantly higher in case of the peg type puddler and compaction after flooding compared to 

rotary puddler, spade puddling and no tillage in a silty clay loam soil. Low yield in case of rotary blade 

puddler was attributed to higher hill mortality and greater bulk density of soil leading to lesser root growth. 

Conclusion 
Continuous inclusion of lowland puddled rice in a cropping sequence year after year results in the 

development of hard subsurface layers, which act as a hydraulic barrier and impede water movement. 

Water retention in puddled soils is always higher than the non-puddled soil. However, when the submerged 

puddle soils revert back to upland non-puddle condition, its water retention falls. Crop establishment was 

shown to be the most limiting factor for post-rice crop production followed by the extraction of soil water, 

which is a function of root growth. Puddling is needed only to the required level that improved growth of 

rice and will also deteriorate less the soil physical condition as compared to more intense puddling. 

Breakdown of hard pan by deep ploughing after every 3- 4 year for better post rice crop. Post rice crops 

with the ability of their roots to penetrate hard sub soils would better explorer of available soil water. 

Nutrient and microbial deficiencies of puddled soil correction could be done by proper fertilization, 

application of organic matter and bio-fertilizers for better post rice crops. Sufficient rice straw should be 

incorporated to the plough layer to maintain soil organic carbon and then to improve soil puddle ability 

and the recovery of pore structure with wetting and drying cycles. Adoption of low water requiring SRI and 

aerobic rice cultivation system may be an alternative to existing puddled rice system for efficient growing 
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of post rice dry season crops. The prospects of growing another crop after puddled rice requires systematic 

study on tillage of rice crop and its effect on post rice crops. 
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Introduction 
Agriculture is the largest consumer of water and total evapo-transpiration from global agricultural land 

could double in next 50 years if trends in food consumption and current practices of production continue. 

There is an imminent need to improve the WUE (Water Use Efficiency) or more importantly the WP (Water 

Productivity). Further, Appropriate water accounting procedures need to be put in place to identify the 

opportunities for water savings. As pressure on the available land and water increases, higher water 

productivity is the only solution to providing the food that will be needed with the water that is available. 

 
Multiple Expectations from Water Productivity 

The Key Principles for Improving Water Productivity at Field, Farm and Basin Level 
1. Increase the marketable yield of the crop for each unit of water transpired plant. 

2. Reduce all outflows (e.g., drainage, seepage and percolation), including evaporative outflows other than 

the crop stomata transpiration. 

3. Increase the effective use of rainfall, stored water, and water of marginal quality. 

Crop Productivity Maximizing Measures 
1. Proper selection of irrigation methods according to crops, soil types, topography, climate and stream sizes 

are important to secure high water productivity.  

2. Introduction of water-saving irrigation techniques like drip and sprinkler will enhance the crop 

productivity.  

3. Institutional and Governmental policies will also promote the spread of these technologies, which could 

result in higher productivity.  

4. Improved agronomic practices, such as site-specific nutrient management, good weed management and 

proper land leveling can increase the crop yield significantly without affecting ET and therefore, may result 

in increased water productivity. 

5. Adoption of water –saving irrigation technology in rice namely System of Rice Intensification (SRI), 

aerobic rice and dry-seeded rice techniques would increase the water productivity of rice.  
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6. Optimum scheduling of irrigation is most important way of improving crop water productivity. 

 
Processes involved in simulating effective water supply for irrigation 

Recent Evidence Shows that the Sustainability of the Production System is at Risk as 

Yield and Reason Behind 
1. A deteriorating natural resource base, especially soils. 

2. Inefficient use of inputs (fertilizer, water, and labor). 

3. Changing climate, Increasing water and labour scarcity. 

4. Rising cost of cultivation, emerging energy crisis. 

5. Escalating fuel prices, and emerging socio–economic changes (such as urbanization, labor migration, 

preference of nonagricultural work). 

Crop Management Practices to Improving WP 
1. Choice of crops and varieties: Wang et. al., (2017) concluded that high planting density of maize 

(75000plant/ha) in mixed cropping as well as monocropping system gave higher grain yield and WUE of 

maize over low planting density (45000 plant/ha). 

2. Time of sowing: Kumar et. al., (2016) obtained significantly higher grain yield of rice and WP in 

Modified SRI system of cultivation over best management practices. In case of date of sowing, sown on 20 

June resulted in significantly higher seed yield while WP was higher when rice crop sown on 20 July. 

Genotype Ajay showed its superiority over Tapaswini genotypes.  

3. Method of planting/ sowing: Ahmed et. al., (2019) found that raised bed planting method gave 

significantly higher grain yield and WUE of barley over drilling and ridge method of planting during both 

the year of experimentation and pool analysis.  

4. Spacing: Jadhav et. al., (2018) recorded significantly higher pigeon pea yield, B:C ratio and WUE at 

spacing 120 cm x 45 cm. Whereas, application of irrigation through drip at 75% Epan resulted in 

significantly higher seed yield and B:C ratio over other treatments.  

5. Fertilizer: Ram et. al., (2018) concluded that to obtaining higher seed yield and WUE from green gram 

crop, it can grow on raised bed, use 20 kg/ha seed rate and apply12.5:40 N:P2O5 kg/ha.  

6. Irrigation & Tillage: Arora et. al., (2018) obtained significantly higher seed yield of riceunder combined 

treatment of deep tillage, full irrigation and early maturing cultivar while, WP under combined treatment 

of deep tillage, partial irrigation and early maturing cultivar of rice.  
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7. Weed management: Pal et. al., (2016) reported that pre-emergence application of Pretilachlor 500 g ha-

1 at 2 DAS followed by wheel hoeing at 20 and 40 Day After Sowing gave comparable seed yield of rice, 

WUE and B: C ratio to that of weed free plot.  

8. Mulching: Brar et. al., (2019) observed significantly higher tuber yield, WP and B:C ratio of potato on 

bed planting with drip irrigation and mulching (6.25 t/ha) over other treatment combinations. 

Conclusion 
From foregoing discussion, it can be concluded that by little interventions in conventional agronomical 

practices of crop production like selection of appropriate genotypes/variety of crop, proper sowing time, 

optimum planting density, adoption of latest scientific sowing/planting method, proper irrigation 

scheduling with right irrigation method, adoption of new herbicides and method of application, adequate 

nutrient management etc, farmers can obtained economical crop yield with higher water productivity. 
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Introduction 
Honeybees are a remarkable and highly helpful insect species that actually supports life on planet Earth. 

They include homeowners, wildlife, and anybody with an interest in nature, and they are an important 

element of both our agricultural economy and the entire environment. Honey bees are important 

components of the agro-ecosystem because they provide free ecosystem services in the form of pollination, 

which not only improves the productivity of agricultural crops but also contributes to the conservation of 

biological diversity by propagating wild flora, in addition to providing honey and other hive products. Apis 

florae (little bee), Apis dorsata (rock bee), Apis ceranaindica (Indian bee), and Apis mellifera (Italian bee) 

are the four commercially important honey bee species found in India. Although the first three are native 

to India, Apis mellifera was imported in the 19th century and is well suited to domestication in the country. 

Apiculture is the science of honey bee rearing and commercial honey production. Apiculture (beekeeping) 

as a non-land-based source of income and employment is quickly becoming a key component of today's 

integrated rural development and off-farm employment plans. 

Why Bees are Important? 
Although honey is a common food item, it is not the primary reason for the honey bee's importance. 

Beeswax, royal jelly, bee pollen, beauty goods, and other hive products are among the valued non-food 

products generated by honey bees. Beeswax is used in candles and cosmetics, royal jelly is used in cosmetics, 

and bee pollen is used as a protein source, among other things. These items are popular as health foods 

and cosmetics, but they are not the state's primary source of honey. Aside from honey bees, honey bees 

pollinate a variety of crops. Honeybees get nectar and pollen from flowering plants, and honeybees do their 

part by pollinating flowers, maintaining genetic diversity, and insuring the survival of that plant species. 

Honey bees are the most efficient pollinators for all agronomic crops because they have the following 

characteristics: – A modified body structure that allows them to gather multiple pollen grains at once. They 

are adjusting to unfavorable and hard environmental conditions, presence of body hair on their body. Bees 

can work for long periods of time, have a high reproductive rate, and have a unique communication system. 

Honeybee as a Pollinator 
Pollination is the most important benefit of honey bees and beekeeping, with honey and beeswax coming 

in second. Cross-pollination by honey bees increases the production of various crops. Honeybee pollinators 

are directly or indirectly responsible for providing 30% of the world's food supply. Honeybee pollination has 

increased apple and strawberry productivity and quality. In peach, apple, citrus, and plum trees, 

pollination by bees improves fruit quality and lowers fruit drop. Bee pollination has been shown to 

drastically reduce the number of deformed strawberries. 

Table: 1 Pollination of fruit crops by honey bees: 

Fruit Crop Type of Pollination Major Pollinator Required number 

of hives/ha 

Apple Cross Pollination Honeybees, bumblebees ≥ 2 

Apricot Cross Pollination Honeybees, Solitary bees 2-3 

Grapes Self-sterile to Self-fertile Honeybees, Solitary bees 

and flies 

1 

Pear Self to cross pollination Honeybees - 
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Kiwi Fruit Cross Pollination Honeybees - 

Litchi Cross Pollination Honeybees, wasp and 

houseflies 

4-5 

Mango Cross Pollination Houseflies, honeybees 8-15 

Peach Male sterility, cross pollination Honeybees 1-3 

Plum Cross pollination Honeybees 2-5 

Cherry Cross Pollination Honeybees 2-3 

Almond Cross Pollination Honeybees 5-8 

Citrus Self-sterile to Self-fertile Honeybees 1-2 

Avocado Cross Pollination Honeybees, Wasps - 

Table: 2 Pollination of vegetable crops by honeybees: 

Vegetable Crops Type of Pollination Major Pollinator 

Tomato Self-Pollination Honeybees and bumblebees 

Pumpkin Cross Pollination Honeybees 

Bitter Gourd Cross Pollination Honeybees and bugs 

Carrot Cross Pollination Honeybees, solitary bees and flies 

Cauliflower Cross Pollination Honeybees and flies 

Chilli Often Cross Pollination Honeybees and solitary bees 

Cluster bean Self-Pollination Honeybees 

French bean Self-Pollination Honeybees 

Cowpea Self-Pollination Honeybees 

Garden pea Self-Pollination Honeybees 

Okra Often Cross Pollination Honeybees, flies and beetle 

Onion Cross Pollination Honeybees 

Radish Cross Pollination Honeybees, flies 

Increase in Yield Due to Bee Pollination 
According to research, installing 3-5 Apis cerana indica bee colonies per acre of crop increased yield in apple 

by 15-20%, cherry and citrus by 5-15%, mango by 3-5%, plum by 10-15%, almond by 15-20%, cashew by 5-

15%, coconut by 3-5%, grapes by 10-20%, guava by 5-10%, litchi by 20-25%, papaya by 5-10% and pear by 

10-15%. 

Threats to Honeybees Population 
Bees Pollinators such as bees and other insects are under danger. Due to human effects, current species 

extinction rates are 100 to 1000 times greater than normal. With 40% of invertebrate pollinator species – 

mainly bees and butterflies – risking extinction, insects will likely account for the majority of future 

biodiversity loss. Vertebrate pollinators (16.5 percent) are similarly threatened with extinction, albeit to a 

lower extent. 

Changes in land use and landscape structure, intensive agricultural practices, monocultures and use of 

pesticides have led to large-scale losses, fragmentation and degradation of their habitats. Pests and 

diseases resulting from reduced resistance of bee colonies and from globalization, which facilitates the 

transmission of pests and diseases over long distances, pose a special threat. Furthermore, climate change 

also has a negative impact. Higher temperatures, droughts, floods, other extreme climate events and 

changes of flowering time hinder pollination largely by desynchronizing the demand (flowers in bloom) with 

the supply of service providers (abundant and diverse populations of pollinators). 

Protective Measures: Save the Bees 
1. Create pollinator gardens with wildflowers. 

2. Increase the number of nesting spots. 

3. Pesticides that have a less residual effect on honey bees should be selected and not be applied during the 

blooming period. 

4. The importance of crop pollination should be made known to the general public. 
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5. The legal protection of honeybees and other insect pollinators, particularly the conservation of honeybees 

against chemical poisoning, should be emphasized. 

6. The central focus should be on developing conservation policies for pollinators. 

Conclusion 
Applied pollination, pollinator management, and managed pollination are some of the newer methods for 

increasing yield in cross-pollinated crops and attracting pollinators to the target crop. Because bees play 

such an important part in agricultural pollination, they must be maintained, enhanced, and supplemented 

with domesticated honey bees. A fall in their numbers will have a negative impact on both our lives and 

the environment. Encouragement of beekeeping for pollination of horticultural crops will benefit both 

beekeepers and farmers. Research investigations are required to safeguard honeybees and other natural 

pollinators, boost their potential for agricultural pollination, and allow them to flourish in a pollution-free 

environment. 

“If honey bees become extinct, human society will follow in four years – Albert Einstein”. 

“85% of plants exist because of bees”. 
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Introduction 
Fusarium is a genus of ascomycetes fungi first described by Link (1809) as Fusisporium. Members of the 

genus are numerous and can be recovered from plants and soil worldwide as pathogens, endophytes and 

saprobes. Most members of the genus produce an array of secondary metabolites, which vary widely in 

chemical form. A number of the secondary metabolites are important as mycotoxins that are toxic and/or 

carcinogenic to humans and domesticated animals, may have a role in plant disease. Collectively, Fusarium 

comprises approximately 300 phyllogenetically distinct species that have been discovered via molecular 

phylogenetics; however, most of these species have not yet been described formally. Many fusarium species 

are soil-borne and depending on the ecological context, may be parasites, endophytes or pathogen of healthy 

host plants. Different Fusarium species are identified on the basis of morphological, biological and 

phylogenetic characters of the fungus. There are more than 30 fusarium species complex which causes 

diseases in different hosts. Among them Fusarium fujikuroi complex, Fusarium graminearum complex, 

Fusarium solani complex and Fusarium oxysporium complex are most important. Fusarium species 

contaminate crops with different types of mycotoxins like T-2 toxin, Fumonisin, Nivalenol toxin and 

Deoxynivalenol toxins etc and causes diseases like Bakanae disease of rice, Ear rot of maize, Head blight 

of Wheat and Barley, foot and root rot, Vascular wilt etc. Fusarium produces wilt, rot and blight symptoms 

in infected hosts. 

Classification 
The taxonomy of Fusarium focuses primarily on providing a framework to identify existing species, 

understanding the relationships between species within the genus and on the identification and 

characterization of new species of the genus.In Fusarium the primary morphological features are: 

Macroconidia, Microconidia, Chylamydospores, Pigment produced and growth rate. 

Macroconidia 

  

 
F. ananeacum F. equiseti F. crookwellense 
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Microconidia 

    
  

Oval Two-celled Three-celled Reniform Globuse Pyriform 

Chylamydospores 

 

Current Systematic Status of Phytopathogenic Fusarium Species Complex 
Currently Fusarium is estimated to comprise at least 300 genealogically exclusive phylogenetic species; 

the most important plant pathogens reside in the following four groups: the Fusarium fujikuroi species 

complex, Fusarium graminearum species complex, Fusarium oxysporum species complex and Fusarium 

solani species complex. 

1. Fusarium fujikuroi species complex (FFSC): These species induce Bakanae disease of rice, ear rot 

of maize, pitch canker of pine, and contaminate corn and other cereals with fumonisin mycotoxins Most 

species within the F. fujikuroi species complex, as we now know it, would have been recognized as F. 

moniliforme in Synder and Hansen‟s nine species system. The 13 FFSC species that are known to 

reproduce sexually are all heterothallic. Phylogenetic analyses using several genes, among which β-tubulin 

and calmodulin, revealed 46 species in the F. fujikuroi complex 

2. Fusarium graminearum species complex (FGSC): These species induce Fusarium head blight 

(FHB) of wheat and barley and contaminate grain with trichothecene mycotoxins such as deoxynivalenol 

(DON) and nivalenol (NIV) as well as estrogen analogue. Several different species of Fusarium have been 

reported to cause FHB, such as F. graminearum, F. culmorum, F. cerealis. F. avenaceum, F. tricinctum, F. 

sporotrichioides, F. poae 

3. Fusarium oxysporum species complex (FOSC): These species cause vascular wilts, damping-off, and 

crown and root rots on a wide range of economically important hosts. Over 100 formae speciales and races 

of F. oxysporum have been recognized and reported, which illustrates the importance of this complex to 

phytopathology. These strains have differentiated from each other on the basis of pathogenicity as formae 

speciales. 

To date a sexual cycle has not been discovered within the FOSC. Different formae speciales of Fusarium 

oxysporum causing diseases on different host plants. eg. Fusarium oxysporum f. sp. cubense causes panama 

wilt of banana and f.sp. melonis causes wilt of muskmelon Individuals within formea specialis that attack 

certain variety of host species, such individuals make up a race. e.g., Fusarium oxysporum f. sp. melonis 

Race 0, Race 1, Race 2, and race 1,2 causes wilt on different cultivars of muskmelon. 

Emerging Disease Threats 
1. Head blight of wheat: Causal organism - Fusarium graminarum 

2. Bakane disease of rice: Causal organism - Fusarium fujikuroi comple 

Conclusion 
There is no doubt that Fusarium will continue to be one of the most important genera of fungi globally. The 

diseases that species cause, the toxins they produce and the general social impact on agricultural 

communities are profound and ongoing. Fusarium species are quite diverse and have a huge range of 
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diseases on an extraordinary range of host plants. A practical approach to identify the species of Fusarium, 

especially in relation to those that affect plants is needed. 

Studies of Fusarium species and populations are expected to continue rapidly and provide considerable 

new insights in fungal evolution, host-pathogen interactions, and the population dynamics of fungi in 

agriculture. Fusarium species will continue to be of substantial social, biological, and economic importance 

in the coming decades. These fungi have an enormous ability to adapt and evolve to attack crops, both those 

with existing resistance and new crops, and an ability to move into and adapt to new areas and ecosystems. 

So that the researchers working with the Fusarium may get a common platform to know the diversity. 

Identification of diverse Fusarium population and consequently developing effective disease management 

strategies would be challenging jobs for the researchers in near future. 
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Introduction 
In the past decades, chemical pesticides and fertilizers have been extensively used for plant protection and 

growth promotion. These agrochemicals have resulted in numerous serious problems globally. Hence, there 

arises public awareness of the use of eco-friendly biopesticides and fertilizers in crop production. In such a 

scenario, the development of natural plant growth regulator attracts immense research interest, which is 

the pivotal task for future sustainable agriculture. Chitin derivatives, especially water-soluble 

oligosaccharides fragments, offer an excellent alternative, which are considered to be one of the most 

effective plant elicitors and growth stimulators. 

Chitin 
Chitin is a polysaccharide of animal origin found abundantly in nature and characterized by a fibrous 

structure. It forms the basis of the main constituent of the outer skeleton of insects and crustaceans like 

shrimp, crabs and lobster. The chemical structure of chitin is similar to cellulose, having one hydroxyl 

group on each monomer substituted with an acetylamine group. Chitin [(C8H13O5N)n] is 

a polymer consisting of N-acetylglucosamine subunits joined by covalent β-(1→4)-linkages. 

 

Chitosan 
Chitosan the unique natural biopolymer is commercially derived from chitin. It is prepared by the 

deacetylation of chitin to varying degree. To convert chitin to chitosan, chitin is N-deacetylated by an 

enzymatic preparation or a chemical process. In the chemical process, acids or alkalis (NaOH) are used to 

deacetylate chitin. In case of enzymatic preparation, chitin deacetylases (EC 3.5.1.41) is used to catalyze 

the hydrolysis of N-acetamido bonds in chitin to convert it to chitosan. Although typically manufactured by 

de-acetylating chitin through chemical processes. Chitosan is also found in nature, for examples as a key 

component in fungal cell walls. Its chemical structure can most simply be described as a co-polymer of 

glucosamine and acetyl-glucosamine. 

 

Applications of Chitosan 
The applications of chitin and chitosan include uses in a variety of areas, such as food industry, wastewater 

treatment, agriculture, cosmetics, pharmaceutical, and medical applications, paper production, and 

textiles. Some of the important areas where chitosan is used are as follows:  

1. Antimicrobial Agent: It has been reported from several studies that chitosan possesses good 

antimicrobial activity. Vital antibacterial activities have been observed against various types of bacteria 

https://www.thoughtco.com/definition-of-polymer-605912
https://www.thoughtco.com/definition-of-covalent-bond-604414
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like B. cereus, Staphylococcus aureus, Lactobacillus plantarum, Bacillus megaterium, L. bulgaris, 

Salmonella typhymurium, E. coli, Pseudomonas fluorescens, Vibrio parahaemolyticus. The mechanisms of 

antimicrobial activities of chitosan as well as chitin are still mostly unknown; however, several hypotheses 

shed light on a different mechanism. One of the most accepted assumptions describes that a positively 

charged amino group is responsible for rendering the antimicrobial activities of chitosan. The positively 

charged amino group interacts with the negatively charged microbial cell membrane. This interaction 

causes the leakage of various proteins and other cellular components of the microbes. Chitosan may show 

the different mechanisms in inhibiting the fungi. For example, chitosan may inhibit the protein synthesis 

of Saccharomyces cerevisiae and affect the intracellular ultrastructures and membrane integrity of 

Candida albicans, thus inhibiting the two fungi. The antimicrobial agent is affected by pH and molecular 

weight. The pH has an inverse effect on the antimicrobial properties of chitosan.  

2. Immunity: Chitosan has the ability to boost the immune system. To fight diseases, harnessing immune 

systems’ methods daily using the most probable components, is the key to the highest development. 

Suppressing secondary tumor or adjuvants increase the body’s immune response to vaccination. 

3. Agriculture: The antimicrobial, anti-insecticidal, non-toxic, and biodegradability properties of chitosan 

can be used effectively for agricultural purposes. Chitosan-based nanoparticles have been developed, which 

can be used to deliver essential agrochemicals and genetic materials to the plant. Chitosan nanoparticles 

can provide pesticide and herbicide for crop protection, deliver fertilizers, deliver nano-sensors for crop 

monitoring, and improve soil health. Chitosan biopolymers help plants to defend the pathogen attacks by 

several mechanisms. Chitosan can activate some pumps of the plant cells that may secrete anti-pathogenic 

compounds. Chitosan can induce the production of key enzymes of the phenylpropanoid pathways. It can 

also stimulate the plant to produce various types of immune enhancers and elicitors and activate the Ca2+ 

dependent defensive pathways. Moreover, these responses make the plants more resistant to secondary 

infections and help the plants to produce more secondary metabolites. Chitosan also can improve 

germination capacity, root length, and activity, and seedling height. Studies have confirmed that chitosan 

can form a semi-permeable film on the film surface due to its film-forming capability, which helps maintain 

the plant seed’s moisture. Moreover, the chitosan coating also helps the plants become tolerant to the 

drought stress by developing the root system and increasing the plant root’s capability to absorb more 

water.  

4. Environmental Protection: Chitosan and its derivatives can be used to remove various environmental 

pollutants from the environment. These pollutants can be both inorganic and organic pollutants. Pesticides 

like glyphosate can be eliminated from the environment using the chitosan-alginate complex. 

Chitosan in Plant Protection 
There are a few main generally accepted mechanisms of action of chitosan in plant protection that are given 

below: 

1. Direct antimicrobial toxicity: 

a. Disrupting the Cell Membrane/Cell wall: Probably the most discussed mechanism refers to 

the alteration of cell permeability and lysis of the cell membrane. This effect is presumably caused 

by electrostatic interactions between the positively charged chitosan molecule and negatively 

charged cell membrane. The antimicrobial activity of chitosan is based on the presence of the amino 

groups of the polymer chain. These amino groups can be protonated, giving chitosan a positive 

charge. Therefore, chitosan becomes soluble in aqueous acidic solutions when the pH value is lower 

than its pKa value of 6.3, in which case the –NH2 groups are converted to a soluble protonated 

form −NH+3.  

b. Interaction with Microbial DNA: Another mechanism consists of the interaction of chitosan 

hydrolysis products with microbial DNA, thus affecting protein synthesis by inhibiting mRNA. The 

ability to penetrate a cell’s membrane and to enter in the cell was observed in the cases of low 

molecular weight chitosans. It is assumed that the negatively charged phosphate groups in the 

chain of nucleic acids interact with the positively charged amino groups in OCNPs, thus affecting 

pathogen activity. 

c. Chelation of Nutrients by Chitosan: The high chelating capacity of chitosan towards various 

metal ions (Ni2+, Zn2+, Co2+, Fe2+, Cu2+) when the pH value is higher than its pKa value could explain 
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the inhibitory effect of chitosan towards microbial growth. It is known that chitosan has chelating 

properties, so it can chelate metal ions and essential nutrients that are important for the growth of 

the microbial cell.  

2. Elicitation of plant defense responses: 

a. Induction of PR proteins: Chitosan act as an efficient inducer of PR proteins namely Chitinase 

and β-glucanase in plants. Chitinase and β-glucanase diffuse and affect the chitin-supported 

structure of the cell walls of several pathogenic fungi (e.g. Rhizoctonia solani) 

b. Induction of defense related enzymes: Chitosan and its derivatives increase level and activity 

of chitinase, phenylalanine ammonia-lyase, peroxidase, polyphenol oxidase and catalase. Example: 

Chitosan treatment significantly increased the peroxidase activity of pear fruit. 

Conclusion 
Chitosan is proving to be low cost and safest alternative to the used chemical fungicides and bactericides 

against various plant pathogens. It is eco-friendly, biodegradable and non-toxic to nature as well as user. 

It can be incorporated with bio-control agents owing to its compatibility. Although chitosan is not still used 

in all the fields shortly, chitosan should significantly impact plant protection. More researches should be 

performed to make chitosan a compound of many applications and possibilities. 
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Wetlands make up the world's most important ecosystems. Wetlands in general can be described as 

interface between land and water. These are the transitional zones where water flow, nutrient cycling, and 

sun energy converge to create a special ecosystem with hydrology, soil, and vegetation (Westlake, 1963; 

Keddy, 2000; Mitsch and Gosselink, 2000; Gopal, 2003). The integration of aquatic and terrestrial 

environments which creates ‘wet-lands’ renders this ecosystem one of the world’s most dynamic. Wetland 

is a standard term used to describe the area of marshes, swamps, bogs, fens and similar ecosystems. 

Wetland usually has a range of hydrological characteristics such as water sources, depth of water and 

evaporation characteristics; soil characteristics such as hydric soil markers, soil colors, soil 

hydrogeochemistry processes; vegetative traits such as hydrophytic plants, biodiversity and chemical 

characteristics, i.e., oxidation/reduction processes. Wetlands are vital elements of the global environment, 

ecosystems, potential resources and biodiversity. 

Features of Wetlands 
Minimize growing global temperatures: Tropical wetlands are exceptional in preserving temperature 

balance by evaporation-transpiration thereby reducing global temperature rises. Wetlands also help to 

control the balance between carbon and methane, and increase the effect of humidity, thus increasing 

rainfall. So, keep the temperature of the planet cool and work micro climatically functions. 

Discharge and refilling groundwater: Wetlands help maintain the water table level and exert 

hydraulic head power that provides groundwater drainage and discharge powers to other water as well. 

The main source of drinking water in both urban and rural India is groundwater.  

Prevents soil erosion and flood: Wetlands on the coasts of seas, lakes, rivers and streams protect the 

natural area from floods by serving as a "sponge," temporarily storing and gradually releasing floodwater 

back into the system. Wetlands with a wide surface area often serve as a wide drain, spreading massive 

flows over a wider area of land and reducing the rushing water momentum. Wetlands thus help to protect 

adjacent and downstream property from potential flood damage. 

Wetlands products: Wetlands are perhaps the most important ecosystems on Earth in terms of biomass 

production. Wetland resources can be gathered for grain, forage, vegetables, medicines, bio-fertilizers, 

small-scale raw materials and other miscellaneous purposes. The most important wetland asset is fish that 

have all or part of their life cycle within the wetland system. Due to its position between land and open 

water, wetlands are especially good filters for water. This helps many contaminants to be captured and 

assimilated until they reach rivers, streams, or lakes. By connecting the soil particles through their roots, 

they can enhance the water quality by reducing the amount of sediment or organic material and chemical 

compounds present therein. Rainwater flowing off rural, suburban and industrial areas gathers sediments, 

nutrients, hazardous materials and other waste as the rainwater flows through the wetlands before 

reaching the river or lake. Many of these contaminants are absorbed into the soil and the species of plants 

found therein. Hence, they were identified as the landscape's "kidneys".  

Recreation and aesthetics: Wetlands can provide substantial recreational opportunities that can be 

harnessed to promote tourism growth at the site. 

Heavy metal and microbial waste processing: City water also includes heavy metals including 

cadmium, chromium, copper, lead and nickel. Many of these contaminants are usually connected to 

sediments that join the wetland environment. Wetland plants can trap heavy metals and pathogenic 

substances such as bacteria and viruses from runoff water and temporarily fix them in plant tissues. 
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Diversity spot: Wetlands attract wildlife for a variety of reasons: 1- their vegetative cover provides shelter 

for migratory birds from place to place during long migration 2- They provide perfect breeding habitat for 

many waterfowl; 3- they provide resting places for migratory birds during long migrations; 4- they provide 

critical spawning and nursery habitat for commercially valuable fish and shellfish. 

Carbon sequestration: Throughout the carbon cycle, swamps, mangroves, peat lands, mires and marshes 

play a major role. Although wetland sediments are the long-term carbon reserves, there are biomass 

(plants, animals, bacteria and fungi) and dissolved components in the surface and groundwater (Wylynko, 

1999) present in wetlands. Wetlands sequester C by strong inputs of organic matter and decomposition 

levels (Pant et al., 2003). Wetland soils can contain up to 200 times more C than their vegetation. Drainage 

of large wetland areas and their subsequent agriculture in many cases had, however, made them a net 

source of CO2. Wetland restoration will reverse them to an atmospheric CO2 sink (Lal, 2008). Restored 

wetlands 'carbon sequestration capacity (over 50 years) is estimated to be around 0.4 tons C / ha / year 

(IPCC, 2000). 

Coastal wetlands play a major role in carbon sequestration in India. In India the total coastal ecosystem 

area (including mangroves) is around 43,000 km2 (Kathiresan and Thakur, 2008). As a carbon sink, 

mangrove wetlands are more important in eastern India than those on the west coast, since they are larger 

in scale, more complex and more complicated due to tidal creeks and canals network. As a whole, mangroves 

are capable of sequestrating around 1.5 metric tons of carbon per hectare per year, with high carbon content 

in the upper layers of mangrove sediments, with conservative estimates of 10 percent (Kathiresan and 

Thakur, 2008). Wetlands act as net sequesters or greenhouse gas sources, depending on their bio-geo-

chemical and hydrological mechanisms. 

Pollution abatement: For many agricultural and urban landscapes, wetlands serve as a drain to 

pollutants. Wetlands have also been proposed from an environmental perspective as a low-cost tool for 

minimizing point and nonpoint emissions (Bystrom et al., 2000). In temperate areas, the overall capacity 

for nitrogen and phosphorous removal by wetlands ranges from 1000 to 3000 kg N / ha / year and 60 to 100 

kg P / ha / year (Groffman and Crawford, 2003; Kadlec and Reddy, 2001). 

Conclusion 
Wetlands are ecosystems that combine terrestrial and aquatic habitats to create a unique and productive 

environment. Wetlands are important for many natural cycles and supporting a diverse spectrum of 

wildlife. They filter and refill our water, as well as providing fish and grains for billions of people. They act 

as a natural sponge, protecting our coasts and aiding in the battle against climate change. Wetlands, which 

are rich in biodiversity, are important carbon sinks. Wetlands are also extremely productive ecosystems 

that provide a wide range of benefits to people all over the world. So more awareness should be provided 

for the conservation and protection. 
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Summary 
The zero-energy cool chamber (ZECC) is an ecofriendly system and cost of construction is very less. ZECC 

can be used as short-term on-farm storage of perishable agricultural commodities as well as for pre-cooling 

of fruits and vegetables before transit and storage in cold storage. It is constructed with locally available 

materials therefore these structures can be easily constructed in rural areas It also saves energy as it does 

not need electricity for its operation. The zero-energy cool chamber (ZECC) is used as storage for the 

extension of the shelf life of stored fruits and vegetables as compared to refrigerators. The most important 

environmental factors affecting the ripening process of fruits and vegetables were temperature and relative 

humidity in the storage chamber. This paper clearly describes the importance and construction of zero 

energy cooling chamber. 

Introduction 
India is the second largest producer of fruits and vegetables in the world after Brazil and China with a 

production of 311.71 Million tonnes (MT) of which 97.35 MT & 184.40 MT are fruits & vegetables, 

respectively. In a tropical country like India, Storage of fresh horticultural produce after harvest is one of 

the major problem. Fruits and vegetables have a short shelf life and are easily spoilt due to their high 

moisture content. It is estimated that 30 to 35 percent of India's total fruits and vegetable production is 

wasted during harvest, storage, grading, transportation, packaging, and distribution each year, reducing 

the growers' share. Only 2% of these crops are processed into value added products. However, the absence 

of adequate cool storage space on farms and refrigerated storage at markets contributes to increased fruit 

and vegetable losses. Reducing the postharvest losses in fruit and vegetable operations is a worldwide goal. 

Moreover, proper storage practices become a strategy for achieving higher returns. 

Areas of Application 
1. Storage of processed agriculture and horticulture products.  

2. Storing of non-perishable products like fresh vegetables, fruits and flowers.   

3. Ripening of tomato and banana. 

Different types of low-cost storage structures were used for safe storage of fruits and vegetables such as 

Clamps, Cellars, Ventilated storage structures, Zero energy cool chambers, Pot-in-pot and Charcoal cooler. 

In this article, an attempt is made to review the basic concept, principle and importance of zero energy 

cooling system with their application in storage of fruits & vegetables. 

The zero-energy cool chamber (ZECC) is a low-cost and environmentally friendly storage technology. The 

term implies that it operates without the use of energy or electricity. Cost of construction is low, since it is 

made of locally available resources such as bricks and sand, making them easy to build in rural regions. 

ZECC is suitable for short-term on-farm storage of perishable agricultural commodities as well as for pre-

cooling of fruits and vegetables before transit and storage in cold storage. Temperature and relative 

humidity in the storage chamber are important environmental factors affecting the ripening process and 

the final quality of fruits. Zero Energy Cooling Chamber (ZECC) is a cooling chamber in which the 

temperature inside is 15-20 degree Celsius which is lesser than the outside ambient temperature. The 

relative humidity is maintained up to 90%. It works based on the principle of evaporative cooling. It means 

that the evaporation of water can create a cooling effect.  
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The chamber is a brick-walled structure that stands above ground. Fine sand is used to fill the cavity of 

the double wall. By watering the chamber twice, a day, we can achieve a rise in relative humidity (90 

percent or higher) and a drop in temperature (10-15oC) from the ambient state. The performance and 

efficiency of cool chambers in various places across India were determined to be adequate for short-term 

storage. ZECC is a simple type of storage structure which is used to store fruits and vegetables and consists 

of outer and inner brick walls with a gap between two walls which is generally filled with sand. Water is 

sprinkled on the sand for the cooling purposes. Dirpan et al., (2017) [15] reported that ZECC with watering 

20 liters of water per day decreases temperature and increases relative humidity inside ZECC which helps 

to maintain the quality and storability of fruits and vegetables inside the ZECC. 

 
Fig: Zero Energy Cooling System 

Advantages of Using ZECC 
Environment friendly storage system with no pollution. Cost of construction is less. Better marketability 

of fresh horticultural produce than ambient. Fresh fruits, vegetables and flowers can storage for months 

without any damage. Retain nutritive value. 

Conclusion 
Due to the lack of proper storage structures and processing facilities in different locations of India, only 2% 

of horticultural produce goes for processing and value addition. Refrigerated cold storage is considered to 

be the best way for storing fruits and vegetables, but it requires huge capital investment. To make available 

more quality vegetables and fruits by avoiding post-harvest losses using the most appropriate way can 

become an enhanced means of increasing income for the farmers. The zero-energy cool chamber (ZECC) is 

a simple, low cost, effective and farmer’s friendly technology which can be easily adapted by the farmers. 
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Introduction 
Eucalyptus is an important pulpwood species widely used in the paper and pulp industries. The gall wasp, 

Leptocybe invasa (Blue gum chalcid), which migrated from Australia and spread throughout the world, 

gained entry into India in 2001 and damaged eucalypts plantations in large areas in south India. It was 

first reported in Villupuram district of Tamil Nadu, from were spread to the neighboring states of Kerala, 

Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh and to the other eucalyptus growing areas of the country. 

Nature of Damage 
Leptocybe invasa produces galls on leaf mid ribs, petioles and shoot tips, which slowly damage the shoots 

leading to stunted growth. Heavy galling prevents further growth of infested shoots thus causing heavy 

loss to wood production. Many nurseries produce eucalyptus seedlings on a large scale and supply to 

growers for raising plantations. The nursery stock was severely affected by this gall wasp and as a result 

planting rate had come down gradually. The outbreak of this gall wasp threatened the productivity of the 

eucalyptus plantations (146t/ ha) and had become a constraint to the expansion of plantations throughout 

India. There were no effective management strategies to reduce the impact of this pest. 

Infestation period: Throughout the season but more active soon after rainy season. 

Integrated Pest Management 
1. To develop ecologically sound control measures for management of L. invasa, the basic approach should 

be the application of good silvicultural practices, integrated and complemented with biocontrol agents. 

2. Released and recovered native parasitoids, viz. Aprostocetus gala and Megastigmus sp., in Eucalyptus 

seedlings against gall wasp under greenhouse conditions (Kulkarni et al.,2010). 

3. Yellow sticky traps have been extensively used for monitoring as well as mass trapping insect pests both 

under field and green house conditions (Kavitha et al., 2009).  

4. Use light trap hanging over water trough containing few drops of kerosene for killing adults during 

emergence and check further egg laying. 

 
Development of galls in leaves, petioles / stems of eucalyptus; Emergence of adult 
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5. Clones 271 and AP 411 had 47.50 and 40.00% incidence of early-stage galls, respectively; thus, these 

clones were considered tolerant (Goud et al., 2010). Use resistant clones of Eucalyptus for further plantation 

programme. 

6. In the current situation, the consensus is to adopt quarantine measures to prevent large-scale spread 

from human activity, silvicultural measures to remove and destroy any susceptible species and cultivate 

the resistant varieties (Xia-Lin Zheng, 2014). 

7. In case of apparent heavy incidence on important planting stock or young plantations, requiring 

immediate management, the stock may be sprayed with biopesticide Spinosad 45% SC 0.05% (1.1 ml/lit of 

water) for six months at 15 days interval (Roychoudhury,2103), or safer insecticide like Imidacloprid 17.8 

S.L.@ 0.03% (1.68 ml per lit of water) for application in smaller areas. 

Conclusion 
The invasive eucalyptus gall wasp is a pest of young seedlings and coppices and does not affect grown up 

trees. As against weekly spray applications, the planting materials in nursery can be protected through 

seed treatment and cutting dip up to 30 days, when the seedlings/ clones are most vulnerable for attack. 

An integrated approach involving seed treatment/ cutting dip along with use of sticky trap and use of 

insecticides needs to be developed in order to provide infestation free seedlings for planting. Alternatively, 

the vast eucalyptus genotype needs to be surveyed for resistance to overcome the menace of the pest. 
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Introduction 
Maintenance of soil health has attracted world-wide concerns in recent years because of stagnation or 

declining trend in agricultural productivity in almost all cropping systems. Soil is a dynamic living body, 

contains numerous organisms ranging from the invisible microbes to the more familiar macro-fauna and 

even larger animals. These organisms particularly play important role in the formation of soil structure, 

carbon and biogeochemical cycling of nutrient elements, decomposition of plant and animal residues and 

inorganic soil pollutants and production of greenhouse gases. 

Indicators of Soil Biological Health 
Soil health assessment can be done by measurement of several physical, chemical and biological properties. 

Soil biological properties are easy to determine and indicates early for a change in soil health and have 

been suggested better indicators than soil physical and chemical properties. However, the biological 

properties in soil are depends on soil physical and chemical properties and vice-versa. Therefore, physical, 

chemical and biological indicators of soil should be considered in integrated manner for the assessment soil 

health. Counting of soil organisms is direct and convenient method for monitoring the status of soil 

biological health. Several methods for the estimation of soil organisms are available; but, each of them has 

one or more limitations.  

Traditionally, selective plate counts are used to estimate microbial counts; recently molecular techniques 

are becoming popular for assessing soil microbial diversity, since they do not require isolation and 

cultivation of microorganisms (Kirk et al. 2004). A variety of soil indicators can be used to analysis soil 

biological health, such as soil organic matter (SOM) microbial biomass, respiratory activity, nitrogen (N) 

mineralization, soil enzymes, and soil fauna.  

Understanding the MBC (microbial biomass Carbon) which is the active fraction of SOM, in systems with 

reduced soil function is important, while SOM measurement alone records only the passive fraction. As, 

microorganisms differs in C: N ratio (>10 for fungi and >5 for bacteria), therefore, determination of MBC 

and MBN (microbial biomass nitrogen) provide an insight on the microbial community and biological health 

of soil.  

In soil, respiration (uptake of oxygen and/or release of carbon dioxide) is an indicator of microbial 

activity, as 80-90% of biological activity in soil occurs due to soil microbes. Biomass specific respiration 

defined as CO2 evolved or O2 consumed per unit microbial biomass, is an ideal parameter to assess the 

microbial status and biological quality of the soil (Insam et at. 1996). 

Management of Soil Biological Health 
It is well known that numerous organisms live in soil and require a congenial environment for their growth, 

multiplication and functions. Changes in the soil environment affect both the number and kinds of soil 

organisms, which in turn modify the soil's biological properties and health. Soil biological functions can be 

improved by adoption of good agricultural practices, which again depends on soil type and climate.  

Conservation Tillage: Conservation tillage is beneficial for conserving organic matter as well as 

microorganisms. Microbial biomass and microbial activities have been found more in undisturbed soils due 

to labile organic reserves in soil generally decreases with intensive cultivation. Conventional tillage usually 

stimulates microbial activity because of the destruction of soil aggregates, improvement in aeration and 

better exposure of microorganisms to degradable substrates and a higher population and respiration 

activity is seen in conventional tillage. In contrast, according to Ayanaba et al. 1976 higher microbial 

biomass and microbial activities were found in undisturbed than in cultivated soils. The favorable effects 

of conservation tillage on microbial population and activity were mainly observed on the surface (5-10 cm) 
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soil layer and little or no effect was observed in soil layers below the depth of ploughing (Carter 1986). 

Higher number of MBC, dehydrogenase activity and earthworm population recorded in rice-

wheat/mustard/linseed sequence following zero tillage, double no-till and minimum tillage practices in NE 

India (Ghosh et al.,2010)  

Crop Rotations and Intercropping: Cropping systems influence the microbial biomass and soil 

productivity depending upon rotation length inter and/or substitute crops, fallow duration and fertilization. 

Soil under continuous cropping has higher MBC and MBN than soil under fallow and cropping + fallow 

soils. These variations could be explained because of variations in amount and composition of root exudates 

(Baudoin et al. 2003). Chandra (2011) reported significant impact of cropping sequence on various soil 

biological properties due to variation in rhizo deposition and return of organic residues. In general, legume-

based systems better supported the soil biological properties.  

Organic Manures and Crop Residues Application: Manures and plant residues have a major role in 

maintaining SOM content. Soil microorganisms grow rapidly during early phases of decomposition of plant 

residues and consequently some of the available soil nutrients, particularly N, P and S get locked through 

immobilization. The decomposition process by microbial community depends mainly on the bio- chemical 

composition of the applied organic materials. An organic material rich in N favours the bacterial growth as 

it requires high N. Materials having wider CIN ratio such as cellulose, hemicelluloses etc. enhance the 

fungal growth on the other hand, relatively require more C. It was also observed that exhaustion of the 

available carbon led to decrease in microbial biomass. Application of plant residues as mulch usually 

favours fungi because their hyphae are able to grow into the litter layer, whereas incorporation of plant 

residues into the soil favours the bacterial population because of the increased contact surface between the 

substrate and bacteria. These responses, however, depends on the soil type and other soil management 

practices.  

Green Manuring: Green manuring involves the soil incorporation of any field or forage crop while green 

for the purpose of improvement in soil conditions and to provide plant nutrients, especially N. Biomass and 

N accumulation in green manure legumes are influenced by species grown, water regime, nutrient supply, 

soil type, photoperiod, inoculation and age of green manure.  

Integrated Nutrient Management: Balanced integrated use of plant nutrients promotes the soil 

microbial counts and various soil biological properties. Results of the long-term experiment conducted with 

the application of N and P fertilizers did not show significant increase in the organic C content of soil but 

the total N, MBC and MBN increased significantly. The organic C only slightly increased on the addition 

of heavy doses of N, P and K fertilizers. Manna et al. (2005) said that applying only N or N + P led to decline 

in POM and soil respiration, MBC and MBN, which were, however, improved on addition of NPK. 

Imbalanced use of chemical fertilizers had the harmful effect on soil biological health. Application of animal 

manures such as FYM builds-up soil carbon in passive fractions like humus, which are important for soil 

quality functions like buffering. However, building-up carbon in large fractions such as POM (particulate 

organic matter) is equally important for improving biological soil quality functions like ability to decompose 

fresh organic materials and mineralization of nutrients for sustaining productivity.  

Microbial Inoculation: The application of inoculants of soil beneficial organisms, such as N-fixing 

bacteria, phosphate solubilizing microorganisms (PSM), blue green algae and Mycorrhiza helps in 

minimizing the use of chemical fertilizers. The population of N fixers is generally low in tropical soils due 

to high temperature and moisture stress (Raverkar et al. 2005). Singh and Tarafdar (2002) stated that 

Rhizobium inoculation in mungben brought improvement in the population of total bacteria and 

actinomycetes, significantly besides Rhizobium population, in rhizosphere possibly due to vigorous plant 

growth following inoculation. The population of fungi and Azotobacter, however, remained unaffected. Use 

of plant growth promoting rhizobacteria (PGPR) inoculants has attracted much attention because of their 

multiple benefits through various mechanisms such as atmospheric N2 fixation, solubilization of P from 

insoluble sources, secretions of plant growth hormones, suppressing the activity of pathogens through 

production of antibiotics, ammonia, siderophores, HCN etc. Rao and Burns (1990) reported that BGA 

inoculation in submerged soils improves soil health through building-up of organic matter, stimulating the 

bacterial and fungal populations, microbial biomass, soil enzyme activities, polysaccharide production and 

soil aggregation.  
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Organic Farming: Organic farming system of crop production attempts the maintenance of soil fertility 

and the control of pests and diseases by the enhancement of natural process and biological cycles. In 

general, organically managed soils support higher biodiversity and microbial population compared to 

chemical/conventional farming system. In a long-term experiment, Mader et al. (2002) found higher soil 

microbial biomass, enzymes activities, mycorrhiza and earthworms in organic than in conventional soils. 

Soil Amendments: Soil organisms require some specific soil conditions for their growth and functioning. 

Most bacteria and actinomycetes prefer neutral soil pH, while slightly acidic soil conditions are optimum 

for the growth of fungi. Microbial growth and activity are affected adversely under conditions of drought, 

soil acidity and sodicity. Batra and Manna (1997) have shown considerably low dehyrogenase activity in 

sodic and saline soils in comparison to normal soil. Soil reclamation strategies such as lime in acid soils 

raise the pH and allow better survival of inoculated and native microbes in soil. Similarly, gypsum and 

pyrite were observed promising amendments for sodic soils to protect the soil biota and plants from toxicity 

of sodium and alkalinity. 

Conclusion 
Soil health plays a vital role in maintaining the soil functions and establish agricultural and environmental 

sustainability. Practicing conservation tillage, crop rotations, integrated nutrient management, organic 

farming and use of organic manures, soil inoculants, and soil amendments helps in enhancing the soil 

microbial population which in turns encourages soil humus, fertility of soils. These practices help in 

attaining sustainability, as it encourages the ecological processes. 
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Introduction 
A three-dimensional (3D) printing established since 1980s, known as additive manufacturing (AM) have 

the capacity of accelerating the process of industrial innovation and creation of goods based on end-users’ 

needs. This AM creates model by adding material layer by layer from a computerized 3D solid model. The 

main aim of this printing is to construct a complexity model without mold and die, fixtures, cuttin tools and 

coolants. The application of construction AM model have been widely used in many fields of industry such 

as automotive, architecture, medical and fashion design.  

In the past few years, 3D food printing emerged as a technology that has the potential to revolutionize the 

food industry through precision, customization, and innovation in the structure and texture of various 

foods. (Feng et al., 2018; Le Tohic et al., 2018). 3D printed food is a way of preparing a meal in an automated 

additive manner and work virtually the same way as traditional 3D printers. 

Most 3D food printers use extrusion printing technology and use paste-type ingredients. A syringe or 

cartridge holds food ingredients and printer 3D print food, layer after layer, generally through a syringe-

like extruder, and create a wide range of food from pizzas to cakes. The raw material used in a 3D food 

printer must have a certain degree of viscosity and must, therefore, be inserted into a syringe-like container 

for later extrusion. 

Moreover, as 3D printed food can be customized according to users’ needs, it can be helpful in many fields, 

such as medicine and may also represent a hope for the world hunger crisis and avoid malnutrition in the 

future. It can also deliver transformative solutions for sustainability, food waste reduction, and fully 

personalized nutrition (Kakuk, 2019). 

Classification of 3D Printing Techniques 

 

1. Extrusion based printing: This technique is similar to conventional Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) 

which constructs food model by extruding food through a nozzle at constant pressure. However, the starting 

material of extrusion-based printing can be both solid and paste (soft) with low viscosity, while the starting 

material of FDM is wire. In extrusion-based printing process, material is loaded in extruder (cylinder) 

before it is extruded through nozzle by ram pressure to create food shape layer by layer as shown in Fig 1. 
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Fig 1: Extrusion-based printing Fig 2: Binder jetting 

 
Fig 3: Inkjet Printing (IJP) 

(Sun et al., 2015) 

2. Binder jetting: This technique constructs model by using a binder to selectively bond layers of powders. 

In this process, small droplets of binder with diameters less than 100 μm are successively deposited on to 

the powder bed surface (Fig 2), which those are a drop-on-demand print head based on rater scanning 

pattern. After deposition of the liquid binder, the entire surface of the powder bed is exposed to a fixed 

amount of heat, which commonly use a heat lamp, for establishing an appropriated mechanical strength 

via partially cured binder within the generated layer to withstand the shear and gravitational compressive 

forces involved in the spreading and printing of subsequent layers. These steps are repeated for each layer 

until the whole feature was completed. For binder jetting process, properties of powdered material and 

binder are important to the successful fabrication of parts. The binder has to be suitable low viscosity in 

which surface tension and ink density are suitable properties to prevent spreading from nozzles. 

3. Inkjet Printing (IJP): This printing dispenses a material stream of droplets from a thermal or 

piezoelectric head to certain regions for creating the surface filling or decorating on food surfaces, such as 

cookie, cake, and pizza. The print head is electrically heated to establish pulses of pressure that push 

droplets from the nozzle shown in Fig 3. There are two types of inkjet printing methods: a continuous jet 

printing and a drop-on-demand printing. For the continuous jet printer, an ink is ejected continuously 

through a piezoelectric crystal by vibrating with a constant frequency. In order to obtain a desired flow 

ability of the ink, some conductive agents had been added. For a drop-on-demand printer, a valve is a 

controller ink to eject out from heads under designed pressure. The printing rates of drop-on-demand 

systems are generally slower than the continuous jet systems though the resolution and precision of 

produced images are higher. The inkjet printer does not find application on the construction of complex 

food structure. 

The different techniques of 3D printing used for food design have its own requirement of types of materials 

used for printing, advantages, disadvantages and its application as shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Different techniques of 3D printing applied for food design (Pitayachaval et al., 2018): 

 3D printing techniques 

Extrusion 

-based printing 

Binder jetting Inkjet printing 
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Material Solid based, 

Paste material 

Liquid based, 

Powder based 

Liquid based, low 

viscosity material 

Advantages -Low cost of the entry 

level machines 

-A variety of raw 

materials are available 

- Easy to customize 

-Large number of 

potential materials 

-Very high production 

speed 

-Support structures are 

included automatically in 

layer fabrication 

-Low imaging specific 

energy 

-Complex 3D food 

fabrication 

-No waste of model 

material 

-High resolution and 

accuracy 

-Multiple materials and 

multiple colors 

-Fast fabrication 

Disadvantages -Low level of precision 

and long build time 

-Unable to build sharp 

external corners 

-Anisotropic nature of a 

printed part 

-Difficult to hold 3D 

structures in post 

processing 

-Rough or grainy 

appearance 

-Post processing required 

to remove moisture or 

improve strength 

-Limited material 

-Less nutritious products 

-Post processing may 

damage thin and small 

features 

-Support materials 

cannot by recycled thus 

wasted 

-Simple food design 

-Only for surface filling 

or image decoration 

Application Chocolate, Confection, 

Decorations made of 

sugar, Candies 

Chocolate, Pizza (Powder 

form), fake food 

Chocolate, Liquid dough, 

sugar icing, meat paste, 

cheese, jams, gels 

Applications of 3D Printing in Food 
3D food printing has the capability to revolutionize food innovation and protection through better 

creativity, personalized and digitized nutrition with the delivery of a potent mix of the right nutrients, and 

broadened sources of food materials. 

The application of 3D food printing across specific food areas are given briefly in Table 2 below:  

Table 2. Industries Benefiting from Food Printing (Attaran and Attaran, 2020): 

Industries Applications Benefits 

Military & Space -Production of meals on demand 

-Production of meals in remote locations 

-Producing food during long space 

missions 

-Enables the Army to deliver food 

tailored for each soldier  

-Extends the shelf life of food 

material  

-Printing food in zero gravity 

-Reducing delivery and production 

cost of food in space 

Confectionary & 

Bakery Markets 

-Printing chocolate structures, candies 

and sugar sculptures 

-Dispense chocolate into beautiful 

and high-throughput confectionary 

Elderly Market -Production of proper food at Nursing 

Homes  

-Customized medical and nutritional 

supplements 

-Design meals with the right taste 

and proper ingredients for elders  

-Create unique food formulation for 

dietary needs 

Restaurants -Production of Meals on demand  

-Customized food products in shape, color, 

flavors, textures, and nutrition 

-Moves cooking technologies into 

the digital age  

-Improves creativity  

-Reduces cost and increases 

efficiencies 
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Conclusion 
3D food printing has several advantages over the traditional food cooking methods, however, a little bit 

complex to understand and apply while printing the food. The process of printing depends on several factors 

such as the physical state of the food (whether powder, liquid or semi solid), size and shape of the syringes 

getting used, the composition of the ingredients such as carbohydrates, proteins and fats. However detailed 

study is required to be studied and understand the effect of 3D printing on the microstructure of the food. 

This printing can also be used as a treatment for the people suffering from nutrition related problems such 

as malnutrition by enhancing the nutritional profile in their meal. Thus, 3D food printing is a revolutionary 

technology used now and will pave a way for a larger scope in future. 
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Introduction 
Radio frequency is also known as high frequency heating. It is a thermal processing technology and has 

found applications in many areas. The process can suitably be described as RF dielectric heating.  Some of 

the example application of RF heating are in plastics (welding), textiles (drying), paper and board (drying), 

wood (gluing and drying) and food industries. This technology has very much similarity with microwave 

and ohmic heating. All these electrical heating technologies generate the heat volumetrically throughout a 

product rather than having to rely on the slow conduction of heat through its surface. 

Principle of RF Heating 
RF heating works on the principle of direct conversion of electrical energy to heat energy within the volume 

of the food itself. This electrical energy is provided by a high frequency electric field applied between the 

plates of a capacitor (the RF applicator). 

Application to Food Processing 
Radio frequency heating has been used in the food processing industry for many decades.  

1. Baking: The post-baking of biscuits is one of the most accepted and widely used applications of RF 

heating in the food processing industry. The addition of a relatively small RF unit to the end of a 

conventional baking line results in a substantial increase in product throughput, together with 

improvements in product quality.  

2. Drying: The principal role of RF heating in baking is the removal of moisture, particularly at the end of 

the process when conventional heating is inefficient. RF drying is intrinsically self-levelling with more 

energy being dissipated in wetter regions than in drier ones. This RF levelling leads to improvements in 

product quality and more consistent final products. 

3. Defrosting: RF heating is also used for the bulk defrosting of meats and fish. Conventionally, large 

blocks of meat are thawed slowly, often over a period of days. The volumetric nature of RF heating allows 

the thawing process to be accelerated, whilst still maintaining control of the temperature distribution 

within the food product. Typically, RF defrosting times of 1–2 hours are possible. 

4. Pasteurisation/ Sterilization: There is a great demand for more in-package pasteurisation. As a non-

contact volumetric heating technique, RF is an ideal process for this application. Increased public concern 

and awareness of food safety issues are leading to more RF pasteurisation and sterilisation applications 

being investigated, and it is likely that a number of these will become industrial processes in the near 

future. 

Advantages 
1. Improved food quality: The main reason for using RF heating in food processing (rather than any 

other thermal technology) is improved food quality. First, the volumetric process leads to more uniform 

heating, removing the risk of overheating food surfaces while trying to heat the centre of products. 

Secondly, the selective nature of RF heating, with energy being dissipated according to the local loss factor, 

can produce very uniform products, even when there are relatively large variations in the unprocessed food. 

2. Increased throughput: Volumetric RF heating avoids the risk of overheating, allowing production 

lines to operate much faster. 
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3. Shorter process lines: As an alternative to increased throughput, food processing lines which include 

RF systems can be significantly shorter for a given throughput. 

4. Improved energy efficiency: Since the RF energy is dissipated directly within the product being 

heated, processing lines using this technology can be very efficient, particularly when the increased 

throughput is also taken into account. 

5. Improved control: Since the power dissipated within the food is due to the presence of an electric field, 

if this field is changed, or switched off, the heating of the food products responds almost instantaneously. 

In this way, RF heating can be controlled very precisely, again leading to improvements in food quality. 

6. Contactless heating: Although the heating mechanism is essentially the same as with ohmic heating, 

RF does not require the electrodes to be in contact with the food.  

7. Increased power penetration: The longer wavelength at radio frequencies compared with microwave 

frequencies, and the dielectric properties of foods, mean that RF power will penetrate further into most 

products than microwave power.  

8. Simpler construction: Large RF applicator systems are generally simpler to construct than microwave 

ones. In particular, the longer wavelength at radio frequencies allows relatively large entry and exit ports 

to be designed.   

9. Improved moisture levelling: In food products, the variation of the dielectric loss factor with moisture 

content is generally greater at radio than at microwave frequencies. Consequently, the use of RF heating 

for baking and drying applications leads to improved moisture levelling and correspondingly higher quality 

final products. 

Disadvantages 
1. Equipment and operating cost: For an equivalent power output, RF heating equipment is more 

expensive than conventional convection, radiation or steam heating systems. It is also more expensive than 

an equivalent ohmic heating system.  

2. Reduced power density: The power density will be much higher at microwave than radio frequencies. 

The main consequences of this are that RF systems are usually significantly larger than microwave heating 

systems of the same power rating, and that faster heating rates can often be achieved with a microwave 

system. 
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Introduction 
A rollover protection structure (ROPS) is a mechanical structure that takes a proportion of the impacting 

energy generated by the mass of a farm tractor (as defined by SAE J2194) in the event of a rollover accident 

(SAE, 2009). ROPS reduces the possibility of serious human injuries by establishing a clearing zone to 

protect the worker within the ROPS envelope. Agricultural tractors equipped with a rollover protective 

structure (ROPS) and seatbelt almost eliminate these fatalities when utilized correctly. Foldable ROPS are 

becoming more popular and are often used in agriculture, where they are needed because of low trees, 

overhead barriers, and limited storage space. 

Tractor overturns are still one of the primary causes of serious crashes to farmworkers each year. India’s 

occurrence rate of mortality was almost 5.7 per 100,000 individuals per year (Gite, 2010). These tragedies 

might've been mitigated if the tractors had been fitted with a rollover protective structure. Therefore, 

numerous national authorities decided that the fitting of ROPS would be the only plausible option, as this 

would eliminate both the assessment of the driver and the risk of a safety measure operating both rapidly 

and properly. 

Why ROPS is Not Popular in India? 
Manufacturers say Indian farmers don't know about ROPS, so there's no market demand. They also think 

axle housings must be redesigned for ROPS. Variations in axle housing top, fender location, and axle 

housing strength make current tractors less likely to have ROPS. Tractor axle housings are made of grey 

cast iron for strength in torsional loading. Retrofitting ROPS onto current tractors is difficult. Earlier 

findings suggested targeting popular tractors for ROPS retrofitting because a common solution for each 

tractor is complex. 

Classification of ROPS 
Three important forms of ROPS were presented by Liljedahi et al. (1997) namely, a skeleton frame, a frame 

with an overhead roof, and an enclosed cab. Some ROPS frames and enclosed cabs were provided with 

overhead canopies to safeguard the operator from falling items. Canopies that guard against falling items 

were classified as FOPS (Falling Object Protective Structures). Such canopies are recommended while 

operating front-end loaders, working mostly in woods or in other situations where falling debris may pose 

a hazard. Such canopy constructions were labeled as FOPS, not ROPS. 

ROPS were also categorized by the count of roll bars or posts that supported them. 2-post (2P) ROPS uses 

two posts for overhead projection. Low- and medium-horsepower tractors, lawnmowers, and other self-

propelled machinery had such ROPS. 4P-ROPS was used in heavy construction machinery like JCB cranes, 

dozers, and bulldozers. A ROPS were also classified by their location, internal or external. Internal ROPS 

mounted to the vehicles inside the cabin. It fits wagon, utility, and bus roofs and supports original 

structures. These structures require less mass for strength and a more stable center of gravity. External 

types were designed to mount to the chassis rails under the vehicle somewhere behind the cabin as part of 

the rear tray, sometimes extending over the cabin roof. They raise the CG and are damaged by loads. 

Mounting such structures is limited to the chassis, increasing rollover propensity due to added weight. 

Rollover and Energy Criteria 
ROPS contact the ground during a rollover, dissipating kinetic energy. Guzzomi et al. (2009) said that 

considering velocity and height of fall during accidents demonstrates that available energy much exceeds 

that absorbed in the ROPS in any conventional testing or the severest accident. The rollover sequence 
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doesn't end immediately when ROPS touches the ground, but it's plausible. Most of the available energy is 

wasted on sliding surfaces, ground penetration, and tractor part deformation. 

Need for Alternative Deployable ROPS Over Manual? 
In most of the manual ROPS systems folding type ROPS is used. If operating a machine with a folding 

ROPS, it should be pinned in the upright position. This doesn’t happen always. Foldable ROPS are difficult 

to fold, thus they're often left down during operation. 

The operation needed to fold up a ROPS includes: Halt the tractor and engine - Remove the seatbelt 

- Exit the tractor - Move to the rear of the tractor - Detach the quick-lock pins (linchpins or clip pins) on 

both sides of the ROPS - Pull out the hitch pins on both sides of the ROPS May require shaking or pliers to 

disable pins from ROPS. - Fold up the ROPS (overcoming weight and frictional forces, which typically 

requires standing on the drawbar for larger tractors) - Hold the ROPS up while aligning the holes in the 

raised position - Insert hitch pins on both sides - Insert quick-lock pins on both sides - Climb back into the 

seat; fasten the safety belt; start the engine; and begin driving. 

Then the process needs to be reversed to fold the ROPS down upon approaching another obstacle. Lowering 

and raising the ROPS is time-consuming and strenuous, therefore, many operators prefer to leave the 

foldable ROPS in an inoperative (folded) position. Alternative options for manually foldable ROPS exist, 

including: 

1. Automatically deployable ROPS. 

2. Powered Foldable Rollover protective structures. 

3. Telescopic ROPS. 

4. Hydraulic gas cylinder powered FROPS. 

5. Spring assembled FROPS. 

Advances in ROPS Around the Globe 
Paul Ayers (2017) A computer-based ROPS Design Program (CRDP) was created to rapidly generate ROPS 

designs associated with agricultural tractor weights and specifications. A simple foldable ROPS lift assist 

was devised and tested to assist in the lifting and lowering of ROPS, decreasing the lifting torque from 90 

Nm to less than 50 Nm while simultaneously lowering the resisting torque to lower the ROPS. A model to 

predict the critical ROPS height CRH based on off-road vehicle dimensions and center of gravity (CG) 

height was created and evaluated. 

Gonzalez, D. O (2018) A ROPS with automatic deployment was designed, built, and tested. The 

HydraROPS prototype established two assistance levels for the folding ROPS's elevation. In the very first 

level, the driver decides to manually adjust the ROPS position using the board's manual activation switch. 

In the second level, an automatic change to the operational position occurs in imminent rollover situations 

without driver intervention. At this level, a phone message containing the GPS location is automatically 

sent to emergency response personnel. 

Latorre-Biel, J. I (2019) A ROPS must absorb rollover energy without collapsing or deforming enough to 

impede the tractor operator's safety zone. Any device that absorbs rollover energy, prevents ROPS collapse 

or breaches the safety zone increases safety. A device to dissipate energy was tested. It had a metal piece 

in each of the four points where the ROPS was attached to the tractor frame. The metal piece deformed 

and spread out the energy when the ROPS bent enough to put the driver's safety at risk. 

DTAEBT (2015) developed a device to monitor tractor stability on slopes. It warns the driver as instability 

and rollover risk rise. IncliSafe is an aftermarket tractor add-on. 

Liu and Koc (2013, 2015) developed a smartphone app to transmit accelerometer and gyroscope signals 

over wifi to a computer. SafeDriving showed how a mobile phone can be used to assess a tractor's stability. 

These systems teach operators how to avoid risky situations. 

Conclusions 
In India, ROPS are still not common on all tractors. Tractor manufacturers are not giving ROPS on 

domestic models, but the same is given on export models since it is compulsory in other nations. The 

Government of India (GOI) has issued a resolution to install ROPS on all tractors built in the country, and 
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to this effect, directions were provided to the manufacturers, but the result has not been observed to date. 

The Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR) has come up with an issue of agricultural accidents 

and operator mortality and is pressuring companies for different forms of modern ROPS fitting on all 

models. GOI also looked at the scenario of farming tragedies and tried to introduce some more stringent 

controls like in developed countries to prevent accidents. 
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Most plants are only about 0.2% P by weight, but that small amount is critically important. Phosphorus is 

an essential component of adenosine triphosphate (ATP), which is involved in most biochemical processes 

in plants and enables them to extract nutrients from the soil. Phosphorus also plays a critical role in cell 

development and DNA formation. Insufficient soil P can result in delayed crop maturity, reduced flower 

development, low seed quality, and decreased crop yield. Too much P, on the other hand, can be harmful in 

some situations; when P levels increase in fresh water streams and lakes, algae blooms can occur. When 

algae die, their decomposition results in oxygen depletion which can lead to the death of aquatic plants and 

animals. This process is called “eutrophication”. 

Crop Uptake 
One goal with field crop management is to optimize crop uptake of available P. A typical corn silage crop 

will remove about 4.3 lbs of P2O5 per ton of silage (35% dry matter). Soil testing of available P can help 

avoid application of fertilizer P that is not needed for optimum production. Applying fertilizer beyond crop 

needs is a waste of time and money, and can be harmful to the environment. 

Phosphorus Cycle 
Phosphorus exists in many different forms in soil. For practical purposes, we can group these sources into 

four general forms: (1) plant available inorganic P, and three forms which are not plant available: (2) 

organic P, (3) adsorbed P, and (4) primary mineral P. The P cycle in Figure.1 shows these P forms and the 

pathways by which P may be taken up by plants or leave the site as P runoff or leaching. The general P 

transformation processes are: weathering and precipitation, mineralization and immobilization, and 

adsorption and desorption. Weathering, mineralization and desorption increase plant available P. 

Immobilization, precipitation and adsorption decrease plant available P. 

 
Figure 1: Simplified phosphorus cycle. 
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Weathering and Precipitation 
Soils naturally contain P-rich minerals, which are weathered over long periods of time and slowly made 

available to plants. Phosphorus can become unavailable through precipitation, which happens if plant 

available inorganic P reacts with dissolved iron, aluminum, manganese (in acid soils), or calcium (in 

alkaline soils) to form phosphate minerals. 

Mineralization and Immobilization 
Mineralization is the microbial conversion of organic P to H2PO4– or HPO4

-2, forms of plant 

available P known as orthophosphates. Immobilization occurs when these plant available P forms are 

consumed by microbes, turning the P into organic P forms that are not available to plants. The microbial P 

will become available over time as the microbes die. 

1. Maintaining soil organic matter levels is important in P management. Mineralization of organic matter 

results in the slow release of P to the soil solution during the growing season, making it available for plant 

uptake. This process reduces the need for fertilizer applications and the risk of runoff and leaching that 

may result from additional P. 

2. Soil temperatures between 65 and 105°F favor P mineralization. 

Adsorption and Desorption 
Adsorption is the chemical binding of plant available P to soil particles, which makes it unavailable to 

plants. Desorption is the release of adsorbed P from its bound state into the soil solution. 

1. Adsorption (or “fixing” as it is sometimes called) occurs quickly whereas desorption is usually a slow 

process. 

2. Adsorption differs from precipitation: adsorption is reversible chemical binding of P to soil particles while 

precipitation involves a more permanent change in the chemical properties of the P as it is removed from 

the soil solution. 

3. Soils that have higher iron and/or aluminum contents have the potential to adsorb more P than other 

soils. 

4. Phosphorus is in its most plant available form when the pH is between 6 and 7 (Figure 2). At higher pH, 

P can precipitate with Ca. At lower pH, P tends to be sorbed to Fe and Al compounds in the soil. 

5. Every soil has a maximum amount of P that it can adsorb. Phosphorus losses to the environment through 

runoff and/or leaching increase with P saturation level. 

6. Precise fertilizer placement can decrease P adsorption effects by minimizing P contact with soil and 

concentrating P into a smaller area. Band application of fertilizer is a common example of this. 

 
Figure 2: Soil pH impacts P availability. 

Runoff 
Runoff is a major cause of P loss from farms. Water carries away particulate (soil-bound) P in eroded 

sediment, as well as dissolved P from applied manure and fertilizers. Erosion control practices decrease P 

losses by slowing water flow over the soil surface and increasing infiltration. 
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Leaching 
Leaching is the removal of dissolved P from soil by vertical water movement. Leaching is a concern in 

relatively high P soils (near or at P saturation), especially where preferential flow or direct connections 

with tile drains exist. 

Summary 
Crop uptake is the goal of applying P fertilizer or manure to the soil. If soil test P levels are already 

optimum, P additions through fertilizer or manure should not exceed crop removal. If additional P is needed 

(soils testing low or medium in P), P adsorption can be minimized by band applications and by maintaining 

an optimum pH. Naturally occurring immobilization of P by microbes can help ration plant available P to 

crops over the course of a growing season. Steps should be taken to reduce losses in order to maximize the 

efficiency of fertilizer and manure applications. 
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Introduction 
A meal must be consumed that contains a particular mixture of foods and nutritional qualities. 3D printing 

is a novel method for increasing the nutritional importance of meals while also reducing hunger in regions 

where fresh, affordable ingredients are rare. 3D printing is being used by the worldwide food sector to make 

production of food more competent and maintainable. 

What is 3D Printing? 
3D printing is a technique for making three-dimensional objects with high precision and polish in all 

dimensions. Aviation, automotive, packaging, construction, medicine, and food industries all use the 

technology. In the food industry, 3D printing is being investigated for a diversity of applications, counting 

unique food projects, personalized and digitalized diet, a more efficient supply chain, and a greater variety 

of components’ of food. 

Only extrusion or fused deposit modeling (FDM), binder jetting, bio-printing, selective sintering, and inkjet 

printing have been employed in food manufacturing out of the seven categories of three-dimensional 

printing. The materials utilized, as well as whether they are powder, liquid or semi-solid, determine the 

printing technique chosen. Extrusion requires high viscosity materials with self-sufficient qualities, while 

inkjet requires low viscosity materials. Selective Sintering and Binder jetting both use powdered materials 

fused by hot air, sprayed liquids or lasers. 

3D printing uses a layer-by-layer method to construct the desired structures (Fig.1). Extrusion The most 

widely studied and implemented technology in food goods is 3D printing. This method uses a hydraulic 

piston to extrude food items through a moving nozzle, resulting in layered constructions. The layers are 

then bonded together based on the characteristics of materials, which can solidify or form hydrogels when 

cooled. Inkjet drops materials having low viscosity continuously or as droplets on a support structure 

through a thermal or piezoelectric head to generate surface decorations or fills. 

 
Fig. 1 Layer-by-layer 3D Printing of chocolate 
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Crystallized sugar cake, ravioli, ready-to-bake pizzas, and, exquisite chocolate designs and yeast structures 

like cracker with spores and seeds that can sprout over time are all popular culinary alternatives among 

3D printed food customers. 

Benefits to Look Forward to 
The advantages if using 3D printing are as follows: 

1. Because the 3D printer can calculate the exact percentage of nutrients for a specific age and manufacture 

the appropriate number of vitamins, fatty acids and carbs based on the involvement, meal customization 

is possible. 

2. 3D printing saves time and energy when it comes to experimenting with new types of gourmet meals. It 

also helps you achieve perfection with less effort and time. 

3. The use of the food printing technique encourages innovation and creativity. By modifying the 

ingredients, users may create entirely unique recipes. Users can also use 3D printing to change the mix or 

combine two products to create a new meal. 

4. Food reproducibility can be aided by 3D printing. Making the same recipe using the same ingredients 

several times reduces food waste. It also enables the long-term use of ingredients like insects, grass, algae 

and duckweed which can be used to create recipes. 

Challenging Aspects 
The following are some of the issues that come with using 3D printing: 

1. First and foremost, food safety is a significant issue. Food is produced in a short amount of time using 

3D printing, which limits the capacity to heat meal at specific temperatures or causes temperature changes, 

allowing bacteria to grow and contaminate the food. As a result, in order to decrease the risk of 

contamination, food manufacturers must follow certain standard practises and processes. 

2. Food producers lack access to all of the components required in traditional cooking. Each ingredient has 

unique cooking and storage requirements, as well as a preferred temperature range. While 3D printing 

meals, all elements, including the primary component or dough, cannot be placed in the same container. 

3. Operating 3D printing equipment necessitates the use of trained employees. Individuals are taught using 

3D printer for food production, resulting in a high-cost deal. The skills and knowledge required to work 

with the equipment boost the training costs. 3D printers are also costly, ranging in price from $1,000 to 

$5,000. The company is put under a lot of pressure because of the utilisation of skilled employees and 

machine prices. 

Market Scenario 
The market for 3D printing technology is estimated to rise as a result of factors such as growing call for 3D 

printed food products. Buyers can look up recipes in online databases to assist them maintain a healthy 

diet by counting the appropriate essentials into their foods. Food printing was difficult before to 2014. 

Instead, food manufacturers are showing interest in 3D printing technology. Traditional food preparation 

methods are being replaced by cutting-edge technologies such as 3D printing in these firms. The survey 

found that European early adopters of 3D printing are more concerned with providing bespoke items and 

boosting manufacturing flexibility, while their American counterparts are more interested with co-creation 

factors. 

Conclusion 
In the food industry, 3D printing technology opens up new options like personalised nutrition, automated 

cooking, and decreased food waste, to mention a few. In the food sector, 3D printing technology can meet 

unmet demands in terms of individualised nutrition, food waste, demand, and availability. Three-

dimensional printing is a technique with the potential to revolutionise the food business and usher in the 

age of personalization by permitting the creation of items that are suited to specific individual demands. 

Texture design allows for the creation of healthier food products with decreased salt, sugar, and oil content. 

Food texture can be designed using multi-material printing and intricate interior structures in 3D printing. 

For the time being, the literature suggests that printed foods have distinct textural features in comparison 
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to commercial products, such as lower hardness levels than their traditional equivalents, making them 

viable alternatives for persons with swallowing difficulties. 

Numerical simulations can be used to assess the printability of materials and optimise printing 

parameters. Furthermore, as with any novel technology, consumers' attitudes and awareness of 3D-printed 

food should be considered, and additional advertising and education activities should be launched to 

promote the benefits of 3D printing. 
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Introduction 
Nanoparticles help in reducing soil pollution because its size is less but surface area is more so the easily 

use by crop plants. Nanomodification of fertilizers useful for soil health because nanofertilizers nutrient 

use efficiency is more than chemical fertilizers. Chemical fertilisers are overused, which diminishes soil 

fertility while also depleting the number of helpful soil microorganisms. Nanoscience is a long-term 

environmental solution. For better agricultural development, new methods such as nanoparticle science 

are required. Nanoscience can assist us in developing new agricultural materials with unique features and 

reproducibility. 

What is Nanoparticle? 
A nanoparticle (also known as a nanopowder, nanocluster, or nanocrystal) is a tiny particle with at least 

one dimension of less than 100 nanometers. 10-9 m = 1 billionth of a metre = 1 nanometer A virus, by 

comparison, is about 100 nanometres (nm) in size. People have been exposed to nanoparticles for as long 

as people have existed; in other words, "nano" isn't intrinsically harmful. It's difficult to comprehend the 

scale of nanotechnology. A billionth of a metre, or 10-9 of a metre, is one nanometer. Here are a few samples 

to get you started: An inch contains 25,400,000 nanometers. The thickness of a sheet of newspaper is 

around 100,000 nanometers. In comparison, if a marble were a nanometer, one metre would be a 

nanometer. 

Properties of Nano-Particle 
Large number of surface atoms - smaller particles allow for better surface coverage. Plants and animals 

can even transmit nanoparticles through their cell walls. This procedure is used by nanotechnologists to 

deliver at the cellular level, which is more effective than the traditional method. Surface energy is high. 

Confinement of space. 

Methods of Producing Nanofertilizers 
1. Gas condensation method: The gas build-up approach is the most basic method for integrating 

nanocrystalline metals and composites. A metallic or inorganic material is disintegrated in this approach 

by applying thermal dissipation, such as Joule heated devices or electron pillar vanishing contraptions, at 

pressures of 1-50 m bar. Ultrafine particles are formed by the collision of dissipated molecules with residual 

gas atoms. 

2. Vibrating Ball Mill method: Amorphous alloys are often made in a vibrating ball mill. The variations 

of powder and milling tools in the vertical trend are disconcerting at high speeds (1200rpm). 

3. High energy ball mill: One of the simplest ways to make nanoparticles of certain metals and alloys 

the ball mill is high-energy. Various mill types, including enlarged to 500 rpm, are employed in this 

procedure. Similarly, the temperature of the processing was more tightly controlled. 

4. Aerosol synthesis method: To make nanoparticles, researchers employ five different aerosol methods: 

I furnace, (ii) electro spray, (iii) flame, (iv) physical vapour deposition, and (v) chemical vapour deposition. 

The production of particles smaller than 100 nm using the furnace process is fairly difficult. The flame 

approach can be used to successfully generate TiO2 nanoparticles if certain safeguards are taken. 
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5.Thermolysis of Metal Complexes: The breakdown of organometallic precursors is an effective 

approach for framing nanoparticles. Warmth (thermolysis), light (photolysis), or sound should all be 

capable of disintegration (sonolysis). The main benefit of employing organometallic mixtures is that the 

precursors may be separated at relatively low temperatures to obtain the desired result. Polymers, organic 

topping agents, and basic hosts are frequently utilised to control nanoparticle size progression. 

6. Chemical Precipitation: A chemical precipitation process has three key steps: chemical reaction, 

nucleation, and crystal development. Chemical precipitation is usually not a controlled process in reaction 

kinetics, solid phase nucleation and growth processes. Chemical precipitation produces large molecule size 

distributions, uncontrolled particle shape, and agglomeration solids in this manner. The main 

requirements for producing nanoparticles with a narrow size conveyance are I a high level of 

supersaturation, (ii) a uniform spatial fixation distribution inside a reactor, and (iii) a uniform development 

period for all particles. 

7. Sol-gel technique: The three processes are chemical reaction, nucleation, and crystal growth. This is a 

low-temperature process. Sol-gel technique produces various materials such as aerogels, zeolites, and 

ordered porous solids via organic-inorganic hybridization. Sol-gel is used to make nanotubes, nanoparticles, 

and nanorods, among other things. The network is generated in this procedure by forming'sol,' which is a 

liquid, and then connecting the sol particles. Thin films and even huge solids can be made by drying liquid 

powders. This process produces ceramics, metal oxides, sulphides, borides, and nitrides. 

8. Electrodeposition: Electrodeposition is a common and simple method for producing nanocrystalline 

materials. Multilayered metals can be electrodeposited employing either two distinct electrolytes or, more 

suitably, legitimate control of fomentation and electrical condition from a single electrolyte. The 

interference of one ion with the deposition of the other can be used to create 3D nanostructure crystallites. 

This approach can deposit a metal layer on the conducting surface. The carrying charge rate of the ions in 

solution that are deposited onto the negatively charged cathode is the current in the external circuit. This 

technology, while somewhat despised, allows for composite shapes. The layer thickness is determined by 

the current density and current rates. 

9. Photochemical Synthesis: The absorption of light energy causes a range of photochemical processes 

and changes the structure of molecules. A low-pressure mercury pillar lamp is commonly used for 

ultraviolet irradiation, while a high-pressure column such as an indium lamp is commonly used for visible 

photo irradiation. The advantage of this method is that it uses mild reaction conditions and the apparatus 

is simple and inexpensive. 

10. Gamma-Irradiation Method: The synthesis of nanometer materials using gamma irradiation is one 

of the most recent and effective technologies. This approach has been used to make nanocrystalline metals, 

alloys, oxides, and polymer nanocomposites. 

How to Increase Nutrient Use Efficiency by Using Nanofertilizers? 
"Nano fertilisers are synthesised or modified forms of traditional fertilisers, fertilisers bulk materials, or 

extracted from different vegetative or reproductive parts of the plant by different chemical, physical, 

mechanical, or biological methods with the help of nanotechnology to improve soil fertility, productivity, 

and quality of agricultural produce." Because direct application of rock phosphate nano particles to the crop 

prevents fixation in the soil and there is no silicic acid, iron, or calcium for phosphorus fixation, it may 

improve phosphorus availability to the crop plants. denitrification, volatilization, leaching, and fixing in 

the soil, especially NO3-N andNH4-N. The key reason for fertilisers' popularity is their superior 

penetration capacity, size, and surface area compared to the same material in bulk form. This is owing in 

part to the high surface-to-volume ratio of nanoparticles. As a result, when compared to bigger particles, 

nanoparticles have a correspondingly higher reactive surface area. The surface free energy of a particle is 

a function of its size, and its surface area increases as particle size decreases. The outcome was the same. 

Conclusion 
Nanotechnology is new in agriculture field. The nanofertilizer have more nutrient use efficiency than 

commercial fertilizers because the size of particle is less but the surface area is very high. Nanofertilizer 
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also use direct on plant through foliar spray so nutrient losses reduce like leaching loss, denitrification and 

some nutrient element fixed in soil. So, the nanotechnology good for soil health and environment. 
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Introduction 
Corona virus has had a global impact. Business frameworks and schedules have been disrupted as a result 

of the steps taken to control the spread of the pathogen. Internationally, these procedures include physical 

separation and lockdowns. COVID-19 is a global epidemic and health catastrophe that also has an impact 

on the global economy and financial markets. Reduced income, unemployment, and disruptions in 

transportation, services, and manufacturing are all effects of a declining economy. The Indian agriculture 

sector has been greatly influenced by Covid-19 in the following ways. 

Reducing the Cost of their Crops 
Some farmers have been unable to sell their harvests properly since the outbreak began. However, some 

farmers indicate that they are able to sell their crops, but only at significantly reduced rates, from which 

they are unable to even manage their daily tasks. It happened because transportation networks were 

delayed, marketplaces and mandis were closed, and the country's borders were closed. Lower crop prices 

imply that agricultural households have less or no income to buy food, pay for their children's education, 

re-invest in the farm, and pay off their bank debt. 

In this pandemic, small farmers face numerous concerns, including lower revenues and rising costs. They 

said that their poor salary prevented them from properly feeding their families. They are suffering very 

serious hunger-related issues. Everything, including fertilisers and seeds, becomes more expensive to 

purchase due to a lack of a solid supply chain. Demand rises while supply falls, according to them, but 

supply prices rise day by day. In this situation, it’s what people buy or eat. 

Interference in the Movement of People and Goods by the Supply Chain 
The COVID-19 pandemic had unexpected effects on food structures, food supply networks, farm work, 

preparation, transportation, and coordination, as well as important social changes. Despite these 

challenges, food supply networks have demonstrated great flexibility. As cumulative behavior faded and 

supply ties reacted to increased desire, supermarket owners have begun renewing their leases. The most 

serious threat to food security is when there is no food available. Buyers, on the other hand, have the 

fundamentals to avoid an increase in hunger and food insecurity. 

 

Future Threats May Cause Farmers to Become More Tense 
Many small farmers and households face difficult options in dealing with the pandemic's devastating 

effects. According to the farmers, they would be unable to raise finances in an emergency. This outcome 

may jeopardise their future; they are unable to improve their food security, and they are unprepared for 
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future problems. Smallholder farmers are an essential component of India's food value chain, as well as the 

global food system. 

Conclusion 
The COVID-19 pandemic has introduced new threats to livelihoods and food security. About 120 million 

smallholder farmers in India produce more than 40% of the country's grain and more than half of its fruits, 

vegetables, oilseeds, and other crops. India produces a large portion of the world's food staples, such as rice 

and wheat, and agriculture supports about half of India's people. 
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Abstract 
Since the dawn of agriculture conventionally used genetic and breeding methods aided substantially to 

enhance the yield thresholds and defending various pests and diseases. However, many unsolved problems 

through the conventional methods can be witnessed even after many decades of continuous efforts by the 

breeders. In this regard, biotechnology is being played an immense role in agriculture by providing better 

feed and fuel to the growing world. In the present paper, in order to reiterate the significance of this 

essential technology to those who ridicule it, I reviewed the fruitful outcomes of the intervention of 

biotechnological tools in food and nutrition security besides offering plausible solutions to inheriting, as 

well as emerging constraints in a comprehensive and concise manner. 

Keywords: Biotechnology, Food security and Nutrition. 

Introduction 
Feeding 9 billion people, anticipated by 2050 with virtually no scope for horizontal growth and shrinking 

farm resources besides uncertainties in global climate, is an undoubtedly a challenging task. Despite of 

significant progress in crop breeding especially rice and wheat after the Green Revolution in mid-sixties, 

the plateauing or declining of growth in yield could be witnessed from 1990 onwards. This could be 

attributed to ceiling of yield threshold, increased pests and diseases, etc. For the past few decades, however, 

productivity of agricultural crops has been enhanced through the process of advanced plant breeding 

methods and crop management practices. Recent advances in innovative biotechnological tools aided 

immensely to the enhanced production, as well as to unravel the issues related to defending biotic and 

abiotic stresses. The benefits of biotechnology in agriculture are long been supported by the farmers around 

the world. 

Enhancement of Productivity 
Despite new plant-type-based varieties and advances in hybrid technology enhanced the yield levels in 

unprecedented manner after the Green revolution, the burgeoning human population, as well as 

abnormalities in climate demands intervention of innovative biotechnology tools for crop improvement. One 

of the important success stories of biotechnology in productivity improvement comes from the development 

of NEw RICe for Africa (NERICA) varieties by Africa Rice Centre, Cotonou, Benin formerly known as West 

Africa Rice Development Association (WARDA) in Africa. NERICA lines were created by crossing Oryza 

glaberrima, African rice and O. sativa, Asian rice by Dr. Monty Jones for which he received world’s food 

prize in 2004. The NERICA lines combine the hardiness and weed suppression of the African rice species 

with the productivity of the rice species of Asia. Since these two species do not interbreed naturally, 

WARDA breeders sought to biotechnology to overcome the infertility problem by employing embryo rescue 

(Kijima et al. 2006). 

Plant Nutrition 
As with biopesticides or biological control agents, biofertilizers, nitrogen-fixing bacteria and/or mycorrhizal 

fungi also have implications to enhance the yield levels in plants. Biofertilizers not only reduce the input 

cost to the farmers but also environmentally safe as they prevent accumulation of nitrates and phosphate 

within soils. There are many instances where the biofertilizers can be used as an alternative to chemical 

fertilizers. For example, rhizobial inoculants were used to augment the nutritional status of soybean, 

groundnut and mungbean crops in Thailand (Boonkerd, 2002). A marketable biofertilizer based on 
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Rhizobium inoculants, i.e., Biofix was developed for sorghum by Kenya in a ’Microbial Resistance Centre 

Network’ (MIRCEN) project of UNESCO. This is the first success story of biofertilizers that has been in use 

since 1981 (Odame, 2002). 

Nutrition and Quality Enhancement 
Most of the staple crops are nutritionally deficient in some respect either in vitamins or micronutrients or 

amino acids which led to different forms of malnutrition especially for children and pregnant woman. 

Enrichment of micronutrients (iron and zinc), amino acids (lysine and tryptophan) and vitamins in the food 

supplements-regarded as ’Biofortification’—is of immense value to combat malnutrition in the world. Using 

conventional breeding, provitamin A enhanced orange-fleshed sweet potato varieties have been developed 

through ’Vitamin A for Africa’ (VITAA) program comprising mainly International Potato Centre (CIP), 

Chile together with other organizations. Likewise, CIMMYT succeeded in developing quality protein maize 

(QPM) having enhanced levels of lysine and tryptophan. 

Edible Vaccines 
Edible vaccines are known to as better replacement for traditional vaccines where storage and 

administration is a problematic to combat the infectious diseases such as diarrhoea and hepatitis especially 

in developing countries. Edible vaccines are manufactured by the genetic engineering methods by 

transferring the selected genes into widely grown crop plants such as rice, wheat, maize, banana, potato, 

tomato, soybean and lettuce. Accumulated reports provided the proof of principle that manufacturing edible 

vaccines is feasible. The first edible vaccine expressed the Streptococcus mutans surface protein antigen A 

(SpaA) in tobacco at 0.02 % leaf protein level was reported in1990 (Curtiss, 1990). Arakava et al. (1998) 

developed transgenic potato plants that synthesize human insulin. 

Prevention of Post-Harvest Losses 
Senescence retardation in horticultural crops (fruits and vegetables) is major thrust area to prevent post-

harvest losses. It gains further importance under tropical and subtropical conditions where senescence is 

much more rapid and an energy cost of cold storage is very high. The control over senescence was achieved 

by introduction of gene for ACC Synthase in tomato. 

Conclusions 
Biotechnology has the potential role in food and nutrition security. However, it cannot be considered as 

panacea for all the problems in the agriculture and also too early to judge its impact on sustainable 

development. Despite promising products delivered sofar, alternate approaches also should be considered 

in integrated manner. Completion of whole genome sequencing of crop plants culminated umpteen number 

and various types of molecular markers which have the potential to expedite the plant breeding process 

besides unraveling the genetic purity and adulteration problems. The knowledge gained from the basic 

research on model plants could be extended to better understand the complex biological 

mechanisms/pathways of crop plants. Although, the end user decides whether to opt a transgenic or non-

transgenic product in the market, as a new generation tool, the biotechnology tools are deserved to be 

welcomed in addressing food and nutrition security problems. 
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Introduction 
Enormous absorption of essential nutrients by plants, on one hand, and the natural phenomena of leaching, 

volatilization, and denitrification, on the other, often lead to depletion of soil nutrients. Such a situation 

necessitates an efficient availability of nutrient to growing the crops. To compensate imbalanced fertilizers 

which is harmful to soil fertility, nano-fertlizers is useful to increase productivity and soil fertility which is 

helpful for higher production. Nano-fertilizers uses in lower amount so that it is helpful for farmers that 

they can afford the cost of nano-fertilizer. By decreasing rate of fertilizers, unbalanced inputs used in field 

before that is main issue for soil health. 

Different Forms of Nano-Fertilizers 
1. Nitrogen-Based Nano-fertilizers: Nitrogen fertilizers used as inorganic nitrogen is the most essential 

requirement of plants for their handsome growth and yield. This can be obtained from ammonia (NH3) and 

its derivatives including ammonium nitrate (N2H4O3), urea (CH4N2O), and diammonium phosphate 

[(NH4)2HPO4] as well as the calcium products such as calcium nitrate [Ca (NO3)2] and calcium cyanamide 

(CaCN2). N-use efficiency of plants becomes typically low when fertilizer release rate is higher than the 

rate of its absorption by plants and/or when fertilizers/nutrients are converted to forms that are not bio 

available to crops. A sustained N availability for a low but continuous N-feeding of crops, which is too 

difficult to manage manually, is now possible using a variety of N-based NFs. In order to raise the level of 

N-use efficiency of crops, which normally varies from 30% to 50%, modified N fertilizers, termed as 

“intelligent nano-fertilizers,” have been put to use. This has raised the N-use efficiency of plants to 80%. 

One of the drawbacks of nitrogen fertilizers is their highly soluble nature, which may cause acute damage 

to crops and their surroundings. To overcome this problem, nano- and microporous zeolites are designed 

such that in combination with urea, their controlled release behavior ensures an improved uptake of urea 

N by plants. They help in retaining the maximum possible moisture to store soil nutrients and prevent 

their loss. The N-based NFs (e.g., porous nanomaterials such as zeolites, clay, or chitosan) could 

synchronize the release of fertilizer- N with its demand by the crop, thus preventing the undue loss of N 

and enhancing the plant uptake process. Similarly, ammonium-charged zeolites could improve the 

solubility of phosphate minerals, thus enhancing the availability of P for uptake by the crop. Graphene 

oxide film (a carbon-based NP) could prolong the process of potassium nitrate release, thus extending the 

time of physiological action and avoiding the loss of nutrient by leaching. The nutrient uptake, plant growth 

and yield, and grain N content were consistently higher for treatments with nano-zeo-urea than with the 

conventional urea, the response being more pronounced in alfisol than in inceptisol soil. The mechanism of 

how the applied nanoclays modify soil properties and later affect plant growth is yet to be clearly 

understood. 

2. Phosphorus-Based Nano-fertilizers: Phosphorus (P), the second most important nutrient 

requirement of plants after nitrogen.  In most of the tropical agricultural soils, P is the least accessible 

macronutrient, meagerly available to plants for uptake mainly because of its fixation with Ca in alkaline 

soils and its poor recovery from fertilizers applied. Supply of P at an early stage of crop is essential for the 

development of reproductive structures. Generally, the commercially available P fertilizers are water-

soluble phosphate salts, which are easily dissolved in in the soil solution and are available to be taken up 

by plants. However, being highly mobile in the soil, they undergo leaching and runoff and give rise to 

eutrophication in water bodies. P fertilizers in solid form, on the other hand, are less effective in providing 

P to the plant. Their experiments that mixtures of zeolite and phosphate rock had the potential to provide 

slow-release fertilization to plants in synthetic soils by means of dissolution and ion-exchange reactions. 

zeolites (clinoptilolite), when saturated with monovalent nutrient cations, such as NH4
+ and K+, can 
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increase the solubility of phosphate rock (PR). P-use efficiency of crops ranged from 18% to 20% during the 

year of application; the remaining 78–80% became part of the soil P pool to be released to the crop over the 

following months and years. P supply from fertilizer-loaded surface-modified zeolite (SMZ) was available 

even after 1080 h of continuous percolation, whereas P from solid KH2PO4 was exhausted within 264 h. 

Thus, being a good sorbent for PO4
3−, SMZ showed a great potential to act as a fertilizer carrier for slow 

release of P, which was duly confirmed by the subsequent research. PO4− release pattern, using various 

nanoclays and zeolites in a percolation reactor. Nano-formulations could release phosphate for an extended 

period of 40–50 days, whereas the conventional fertilizer let out nutrients only up to 10–12 days. 

Application of nanosized hydroxyapatite (nHA) increased the growth rate and seed yield of soybean plants 

by 32.6% and 20.4%, respectively, over those treated with a regular P fertilizer [Ca(H2PO4)2]. Improvement 

in biomass production was 18.2% in shoots and 41.2% in roots. Use of SMZ could be a potential strategy to 

promote P-use efficiency, which hardly exceeds 20% in the conventional system. Layered double hydroxide 

(LDH)-P (15, 30, 45, and 60 mg kg−1) increased soil pH in both sandy and clayey soils on harvesting maize 

(Zea mays) plants 25 days after sowing. They speculated that pH increase might facilitate the adsorption 

of P by plants. Hydroxyapatite particles were also used in agronomic applications for systematic release of 

effectiveness of foliar spray of different sources of P. Arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi have a crucial role in 

mobilization of soil P to roots. Piriformospora indica, a newly discovered arbuscular mycorrhiza-like root-

colonizing fungus, showed growth-promoting potential on being inoculated into Bacopa monnieri.  

3. Potassium-Based Nano-fertilizers: Potassium (K) is not a constituent of any plant structure or 

compound, it has an important regulatory role in nearly all processes needed to sustain plant growth and 

reproduction. Plants with sufficient K are more resistant to drought, to flood, and to high and low 

temperatures. A proper K fertilization can even abolish the need of pesticide application on crops. Some 

natural zeolites contain considerable amounts of exchangeable K+ that can enhance plant growth. Natural 

zeolites are highly selective for K+ than for Na+ or divalent cations, such as calcium and magnesium, due 

to location and density of negative charge in the structure and dimensions of interior channels. Potassium 

has a very high ion-exchange capacity of 216 cmol kg−1and hence is easily released from the crystal zeolite 

structure into the soil solution, eventually increasing its total content in the soil. Zeolites dominated by 

exchangeable K may be well-suited for plant growth-promoting applications. A slow and steady release of 

K from nano-zeolites possibly due to their ion exchangeability with selected nutrient cations. K+-loaded 

zeolite as a slow-release fertilizer and studied the growth features of hot pepper and the changes in the N 

and K contents of the soil. The dissolution rate of water-soluble polymer- coated potash prepared in the 

form of a cylindrical pellet and found that the lower the quantity of fertilizer and water, the slower was the 

release of K. The strength of the pellet had a vital role in determining the replenishment time. 

Plants use the mineral nutrients of NFs either (a) as nanostructured elements incorporated in a carrier 

complex that may or may not be a nanomaterial, e.g., NPs of essential elements incorporated by absorption 

or adsorption in a matrix such as chitosan, polyacrylic acid, clay, or zeolite or (b) as the element per se in a 

nanostructured form (in suspension or encapsulated), such as NPs of Fe or Zn. Treatments with 6/1000 

nano-K concentration were found most effective in increasing the leaf area, harvest index, grain yield, 

biological yield, potassium percentage, and chlorophyll content in Ocimumbasilicum. In order to achieve a 

slow release of fertilizer, obtained chitosan (CS) NPs by polymerizing methacrylic acid (PMAA) for the 

entrapment of N, P, and K NPs and evaluated the impact of this CS-PMAA-NPK NPs complex on garden 

pea (Pisum sativum var. Master B) plants by treating 5-day- old seedlings through root system. 

4. Zinc-Based Nano-fertilizers: Zinc deficiency is considered to be a major factor in limiting agricultural 

productivity in the alkaline soils. Normally, Zn-use efficiency does not exceed 2–3%, and the major portion 

of added Zn gets fixed in the soil. However, the zinc-based NFs have shown a great promise. Biogenic 

synthesis of zinc oxide (ZnO) NPs, by using different plant extracts and their application in agriculture are 

quite common these days. Various methods to synthesize ZnO nanocrystals, solution-evaporation method 

is more popular, as it may be carried out at ambient temperature, with a good control over particle 

morphology. ZnO NPs may be applied to crop plants by foliar spray, soil mixing method, or seed priming 

method, the last one being more effective, simple, and cost-effective. Application of low concentrations (≤100 

mg kg−1) of ZnO NPs to the soil increased Zn uptake by cucumber plant in comparison to the application 

of their bulk counterparts, but higher concentrations (1000 mg kg−1) inhibited plant grow. The natural 

zeolite (clinoptilolite), ball milled to achieve nano-dimension (90–110 nm) and fortified with Zn by loading 
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zinc sulfate (ZnSO4), was found to prolong the duration of Zn release from the substrate into the soil 

solution 5.44 times, compared to the Zn release from ordinary ZnSO4 serving therefore as a slow-release 

Zn fertilizer to improve the nutrient use efficiency of crops. Application of nano-zinc oxide to Zn-deficient 

soil improved the overall growth and the fresh and dry weights of sesame seedlings. Zinc-complexed 

chitosan nanoparticles (Zn-C NPs) for biofortification of durum wheat in field-scale experiments. 

Conclusions 
By using nano fertilizers increasing nutrient use efficiency and also maintain soil fertility. It reduces 

nutrient input cost and improve soil, water and air quality. It is helpful to farmer to decrease the nutrient 

input and cost of input because amount of input dose decreases and is much more advantageous to our soil 

that it is not degraded fastly. 
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In India, the availability of edible oils is insufficient to meet domestic demand and in quest for bridging the 

gap between demand and supply of edible oils, palm oil has good acceptance as a cooking medium because 

of its price but also due to geographical proximity to producing countries. The share of Palm oil is currently 

at almost 8 million tons which constitutes around 60% of our edible oil imports. India is the largest single 

importer of Palm oil and consume around 12-13% of the total global production. Palm oil is the highest 

yielding oil crop, with around 5 times greater per hectare production, offering better land-use efficiency 

than other vegetable oils. The Government of India is continuously been implementing several initiatives 

to increase the area and production of oil palm. Due to income generation through oil palm cultivation, the 

socio-economic situation of smallholders is also improved. The Oil Palm is grown following environment 

friendly practices without replacing any forest land and with no harm to biodiversity and natural resources. 

The Government of India is aware of the urgency of scaling up of oil palm area in National interest, 

considering the growing domestic demand for edible oils and the high cost to the exchequer on account of 

imports. It is therefore necessary to exploit domestic resources to ensure edible oil security strategy. 

Therefore, there is urgent need to intensify efforts for area expansion under oil palm in potential states It 

is estimated that India has the potential to cultivate Oil palm in 1.03 million hectares to produce 4-5 million 

tonnes of palm oil which would be able to cater to the consumption requirement of 330 million people @15 

kg/capita/per annum. 

Oil palm crop is one of the highest oil yielding crops among the all-perennial crops. Oil palm tree produces 

edible palm-oil as well as palm kernel-oil. This oil palm is considered as golden palm due to its high yielding 

capacity. Oil palm produces 4 to 5 tonnes per ha of Crude Palm Oil (CPO) and 0.40 to 0.50 tonne per ha of 

Palm Kernel Oil (PKO) from 4th to 30th year of its productive life spam. 

Oil palm is being cultivated in 13 states by covering about 3, 15,000 hectares by 2017-18 under irrigated 

conditions. Potential states are Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu and Bihar. 

Therefore, to fulfil the National interest, during the 12th Five Year Plan, a new National Mission on 

Oilseeds and Oil Palm (NMOOP) was launched under which Mini Mission - II (MM - II) was dedicated to 

oil palm area expansion and productivity increases. MM - II of NMOOP was implemented in 12 States viz; 

Andhra Pradesh, Telangana, Chhattisgarh, Tamil Nadu, Kerala, Gujarat, Karnataka, Odisha, Mizoram, 

Nagaland, Assam and Arunachal Pradesh w.e.f. 01.04.2014. with the aim to enhance the edible oils 

availability in the country by harnessing Oil Palm area expansion, increasing CPO production and to 

reduce the import burden on edible oils. Through this ambitious mission, the Government aims to improve 

self-sufficiency in edible oil in the country.  

Sustainably produced palm oil would help to protect the environment and ensure better social conditions 

for producers and workers. the key palm oil producing countries should work together; in Indonesia and 

Malaysia as part of creating a shared responsibility between producing and consuming countries in view 

of promoting sustainability in the palm oil sector. Expansion of oil palm plantations is more realistic option 

for India, to close the vegetable oil demand gap, as it will need less land and save foreign exchange. it will 

lead to a level playing field for sustainable production and trade in all vegetable oils in India and other 

palm oil producing countries with-out specifically targeting palm oil. 

Stop condemning palm oil, especially when we know that palm oil provides livelihoods to thousands of 

communities. 

Myths & Facts about Palm Oil 
1. It is not good for health: In actual, Palm oil has many health benefits, including protecting brain 

function, reducing heart disease risk factors and also improving vitamin A status. 
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2. Palm oil is harmful to the environment: The fact that the entire country of Malaysia, one of the 

world’s leading palm oil producers, is a net carbon sink meaning that it does not contribute to greenhouse 

gases. Malaysian palm oil has been produced sustainably and responsibly for more than 100 years, and its 

forest cover is actually increasing. 

3. Palm oil is unhealthy because it is high in saturated fat: Palm oil has higher levels of saturated 

fat compared with other plant oils such as olive oil and sunflower oil. Saturated fat is commonly found in 

animal fats and excessive consumption can raise total blood cholesterol levels, which can raise the risk of 

heart disease. However, it also contains mono-unsaturated fats and small amounts of polyunsaturated fats, 

which are generally considered “good” fats that can help improve blood cholesterol levels and decrease our 

risk of heart disease. 
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Introduction 
The oil palm tree (Elaeis guineensis) represents the Elaeis genus belonging to the Arecaceae family and 

originating from West Africa. There are three main crop types for cultivation in plantations: 

dura – with a thick shell (2-8 mm); 

pisifera – with no shell; 

tenera – a hybrid of the above two. 

Tenera is the most commercially valuable type, having a thinner shell and a bigger kernel, which is the 

most precious growing quality for plantations. Crop cultivation is performed mainly close to the equator in 

Latin America, West Africa, and Southeastern Asia. Growing an oil palm is a popular plantation business 

in Malaysia and India. 

In India Oil palm has been established as a successful crop in a number of states in the country and 

achieved an area of 3.00 lakh ha under oil palm cultivation up to the year 2015-16. Oil palm, as a small 

holders’ crop under irrigated conditions grown under varied agro-climatic conditions, is totally new to India. 

Oil palms grow bunches of fruit that look like dates or small plums, flanked by prickly fronds. 

The fruit is pressed, yielding palm oil - which is used in all sorts of packaged and processed foods, soaps, 

ice creams, cosmetics and even biofuel. The very versatility of the oil has made it an effective substitute for 

other kinds of oil. The government also includes palm oil in food rations for the poor. 

Oil palm plantations embrace subtropical and tropical latitudes, providing the best climate for the crop to 

thrive. Growth and production of oil palm are popular in Nigeria, India, Equador, Guatemala, Papua New 

Guinea, Colombia, Thailand, etc. Alongside Indonesia, vast oil palm plantations in Malaysia rank top 

among global market suppliers. 

On the Indian continent, plantations grow in fifteen states including Goa, West Bengal, Assam, Karnataka, 

Kerala, Gujarat, Andra Pradesh, and more. Oil palm tree cultivation in India embraces an area of nearly 

50,000 ha, providing employment and domestic vegetable oil source for local people. 

With 1.3 billion people, Indian consumption of this oil has exponentially increased in the last two decades 

simply because it comes cheap. However, the domestic market in the recent past has been marred with 

food inflation, including high prices of edible oils despite the government cutting down on import duty on 

crude palm oil to 10% from 15% and refined palm oils to 37.5% from 45%.  

Since the duty has been cut on palm oil and not soya bean or sunflower oil, which middle-class Indians 

widely use. Palm oil is used mostly by institutions, hotels and commercial establishments, and hence the 

commodity prices continue soaring. 

Significance of Oil Palm 
Oil palm cultivation assumes significance for augmenting the indigenous availability of edible oil as it is 

the highest oil yielding perennial crop. With good planting material, irrigation and proper management, 

there is a potential of 20-25 MT fresh fruit bunches (FFB) per hectare after attaining the age of 5 years.  

This in turn is capable of yielding 4-5 MT of palm oil and 0.4-0.5 MT palm kernel oil (PKO). In comparative 

terms yield of palm oil is 5 times the yield of edible oil obtainable from traditional oilseeds. This perennial 

crop has an economic life spam of plant 30 years, comprising three distinct phase viz. juvenile period (1-3 

years), stabilizing period (4-8 years) and stabilized period (9-30 years). 
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Oil Palm Potential Area 
The Committees constituted by Department of Agriculture, Cooperation and Farmers Welfare (DAC&FW) 

have identified 19.33 lakh ha area suitable for oil palm cultivation in 19 states of the country including 

2.18 lakh ha area in North Eastern States. 

This assessment was made by Dr. Rethinam Committee during the year 2012. Out of 19.33 lakh ha area 

more potential States are Andhra Pradesh (4.69 lakh ha), Gujarat & Karnataka with 2.60 lakh ha and 

Tamil Nadu & Bihar with 2.00 lakh ha area. In India, an area of 19.33 lakh ha has been identified by the 

Department of Agriculture, Cooperation and Farmers Welfare for oil palm cultivation in 19 states of the 

country including 2.18 lakh. 

The area in North Eastern States during the year 2012. Out of 19.33 lakh ha area more potential States 

are Andhra Pradesh (4.69 lakh ha), Gujarat & Karnataka with 2.60 lakh ha and Tamil Nadu & Bihar with 

2.00 lakh ha area. A statement indicating potential area, area covered and production of FFBs & CPOs in 

India. 

Efforts of Government of India 
In view of the importance and significance of oil palm cultivation, DAC&FW had taken up Technology 

Mission on Oilseeds & Pulses (TMOP) in 1991-92 in the potential states. A comprehensive Centrally 

Sponsored Scheme Oil Palm Development Programme (OPDP) was taken up during Eighth & Ninth Plan.  

During the Tenth and Eleventh Plan, Government of India had provided support for oil palm cultivation 

under Centrally Sponsored Integrated Scheme of Oilseeds, Pulses, Oil Palm and Maize (ISOPOM). To boost 

oil palm cultivation, Government of India had implemented a Special Programme on Oil Palm Area 

Expansion (OPAE) under RKVY from the year 2011-12 to 2014-15. 

During the 12th Five Year Plan, a new National Mission on Oilseeds and Oil Palm (NMOOP) has been 

launched under which Mini Mission-II (MM-II) is dedicated to oil palm area expansion and productivity 

increases. MM-II of NMOOP is being implemented in 12 States viz; Andhra Pradesh, Telangana, 

Chhattisgarh, Tamil Nadu, Kerala, Gujarat, Karnataka, Odisha, Mizoram, Nagaland, Assam and 

Arunachal Pradesh w.e.f. 01.04.2014.  

Government of India has already given emphasis to promote Oil Palm cultivation in North-Eastern States. 

The funding pattern of the Government of India scheme which was 50:50 percent share in between 

Government of India and State Government in 2014-15 has been revised to 90:10 percent share in case of 

North Eastern states from 2015-16. 

Mizoram, Assam, Nagaland and Arunachal Pradesh are implementing National Food Security Mission 

(NFSM)-Oil Palm Scheme for area expansion. So far 39400 hectares has been covered in these four states 

up to October 2019 and during 2019-20 an area of 3400 hectare has been targeted. 

Since, Agriculture is a State subject, DAC&FW has requested all the potential states to declare Oil Palm 

as plantation crop to facilitate captive farming and speedy expansion of Oil Palm cultivation in the Country. 

The major constraints & challenges in promoting Oil Palm plantation in the North-Eastern States are: 

a. Hilly and undulating topography and non- availability of flat land 

b. Oil Palm has long gestation period and restricts flow to farmers for at least 4-5 years. 

c. Small holding of farmers with limited resources. 

d. Price instability due to fluctuation in international CPO prices. 

e. Competition with crops like Tea, Rubber and Areca nut. 

Strategies of oil palm:  

a. Special focus for promotion of oil palm in all NE states.  

b. To meet the planting materials requirement for new plantation both from indigenous and 

imported sources.  

c. Support to farmers for planting materials, inter cropping & maintenance cost for gestation period 

(4 yrs), bore well, drip irrigation, harvesting tools.  

d. Capacity building of farmers and extension officials.  

e. Assured procurement of FFBs through processors.  
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f. Supporting oil palm growers through Market Intervention Scheme (MIS) to provide remunerative 

prices of FFBs as and when international CPO price fall below $ 800 per MT. 

Major Constraints in Oil Palm Cultivation 
1. Oil palm has a long gestation period and restricts income flow to farmers for at least 4-5 years.   

2. Small holdings of farmers with limited resources. 

3. Fluctuation in prices of CPO in the international market and price of FFBs. 

4. Erratic monsoon leading to shortage of water. 

5. Competition with other economically viable crops such as rubber, arecanut, sugarcane, banana, coconut 

etc.   

6. Variation in import duty on edible oils 

7. Non-availability is shortage of power and limited availability of new electric connections. 
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Abstract 
A large number of very small fish are landed as by-catch and do not have a ready market as fresh fish. The 

fish processing and filleting industries generate a large amount of fisheries waste. All of these are excellent 

sources of high-quality protein, fat, minerals, and so on. With increasing global fish production more waste 

material of fish is available for processing, increasing the amount of waste generated. Non-edible tissues 

such as bones, skin/scales, swim bladders, fins, intestines, blood, roes, liver, and so on are rich in valuable 

components such as protein, lipid, enzymes, bioactive peptides, pigments, flavours, vitamins, and minerals. 

Organic fertilizer prepared from fish waste is an another by product which can be prepared with very low 

budget with simple preparation process. Millions of fish waste is generated an as such it creates various 

problem hence it is beneficial to convert the fish waste into organic manure. 

Keywords: Fish waste, Organic fertilizer, By product, Composting. 

Introduction 
Fish is undoubtedly one of the most nutrient-dense foods available to humans. It is an important component 

of human diet & is the cheapest source of protein. Fish flesh on an average contain nearly about 18-20 % 

protein. It is a good source of all nutrients such as Vitamins, Minerals, Protein, Fat etc. Moreover, nutrient 

profiling of fishes show that fishes are superior nutrients and indefinitely number of health benefits are 

believed to be associated with routine fish consumption. As such some species of fish contain very high 

amount of body oil. There are few other species like shark, cod which are a good source of liver oil. But 

above all the edible flesh contain of fish is around 50% only, rest consists of frame, head, viscera which are 

inedible and are used for preparation of various fisheries by products. In general, about one-third of global 

fish catch is used for production of fisheries byproducts rather than direct human consumption. Fish by 

products are often been regarded as fish offal or fish waste. In general, the term by product indicates 

something that can be utilized further. Now a days by products are commonly and appropriately defined 

as all raw materials, edible or inedible, that are left over after the production of the main products. The 

traditional fishery by products is fish meal, fish body and liver oil, fish maw, issing glass etc. More over 

FPC, fish albumin, fish glue, gelatin, pearl essence, are also some of the common by products which are 

generally processed out of fish and shell fish waste. Apart from these, organic fertilizer prepared out of fish 

waste is another important fish by products which has recently gain much importance. As fish waste causes 

a variety of issues, it can be rather converted into organic manure. These fertilizers can be made using a 

simple technique and a small budget. This technique is not widely used in our country, so it should be 

promoted among fish sellers, researchers, and the general public so as to convert fish waste into wealth i.e 

waste to best, not only for environment & agriculture but also for the fishery industry. Fresh water fish 

waste is a source of nutrients. Fish waste composting is a relatively new, practical, and environmentally 

friendly method of disposing of fish garbage in order to eliminate unwanted fish parts and their foul odour, 

transforming fish waste into a valuable product with marketable value on soil. Though fish is available all 

year, a large amount of fish waste as well as non-edible fish related waste is generated during the post-

monsoon season in both village markets and household kitchens. The disposal of this waste material is a 

major issue. Because fish waste contains a high concentration of proteins, it cannot be stored for more than 

24 hours. So, by converting this waste in to organic fertilizer solves the problem of pollution and waste-

disposal & also help in earning extra income for the fish vendors. 
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Importance of Fish Waste Composting 
Composting is a great way to recycle organic waste that can be used in modern agriculture. The method of 

preparation of fertilizer from fish waste is not so hard and costly. It is a very simple technique & does not 

requires much money, hence it is a cheaper technique through which millions of fish waste can be converted 

in to organic fertilizer. The method of preparation is somewhat similar to that of vermi-composting. 

Worldwide nearly 70 % people prefers fish in their diet, which as a result generates millions of fish waste 

which can be use by the farmers as organic fertilizers in their farms to grow good quality crops. It is very 

well known to us that using chemical fertilizer is harmful to the soil, as it decreases the soil fertility so if 

we use the fish waste for preparation of organic fertilizer it will be help to both the farmers & fish sellers 

as it will help in earning extra income to the fish sellers. 

Steps for Preparation of Organic Fertilizer from Fish Waste 
At the very beginning earthen pit is prepared for decomposing of the fish waste. After that several layers 

are prepared, like the first layer includes several fish waste such as gills, viscera, intestine, kidney, liver, 

scales, fins, air bladder & other waste organs. After depositing of several fish waste in the first layer, in 

the next layer saw dust or other wood products are used as carbon source. Care should be taken for at least 

next seven days so that the pit remains undisturbed by cats or dogs or any other predators. After that 

watering should be done weekly, it is one of the most important criteria required for the composition 

process, because the bacteria those are responsible for the decomposition process requires humidity. Apart 

from watering, temperature & aeration are also the key factor required for decomposition process. For rapid 

decomposition process beneficial bacteria are added such as Phosphate solubilizing bacteria (PSB), 

Bacillus, Azatobacter and Rhizobium. After addition of beneficiary bacteria, waste generated from kitchen 

& other garden waste should be dumped into the pit. After that black soil is added in the pit & all the layers 

are mixed well for proper aeration & the worked is repeated for every 15 days till the fertilizer is prepared. 

After a period of around 180 days, good quality fertilizers are prepared. 

Conclusion 
Fish is being consumed worldwide & as such million tons of fish waste is generated every day. Fish waste 

creates various problems relating to pollution etc., so the fish waste can be converted to certain by products 

one of which includes organic fertilizer. The preparation process of organic fertilizer from that of fish waste 

is quite simple & less cost effective. It is a natural and safe process that destroys disease-causing organisms 

and flies’ larvae. Fertilizer prepared from fish waste is useful for increasing soil nutrient content, 

preventing some plant diseases, reducing parasites, and eliminating weed seeds. More over Fish waste 

fertilizer can be used as a soil amendment and fertilizer supplement in farms, gardens, vegetable 

production, field crops, trees, and landscapes to increase soil organic matter and nutrients, promote 

moisture holding ability, and improve production and quality. Over all it will be much beneficial for the 

fishers as well as for the farmers. 
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Introduction of Poverty 
Poverty is a state or condition in which a person or community lacks the financial resources and essential 

for a minimum standard of living. Poverty means that the income level from employment is so low that 

basic human needs can’t be met. 

Poverty is a curse for humanity; it is a condition in which people do not have the basic comforts of life such 

as food, clothes, shelter, etc. The United Nations defines poverty as the denial of options and opportunities. 

a violation of human dignity. It means a lack of basic skills to participate effectively in a society. 

Different Types of Poverty 
1. Absolute poverty: A condition where household income is below a necessary level to maintain basic 

living standards (food, cloth, shelter). Maintaining life is measured in terms of minimum nutritional 

requirements. 

2. Relative poverty: When a part of the population is relatively poor, compared to another more affluent 

part of the population, it is said to be relatively poor. 

Poverty in India 
According to Rangarajan Committee Report, a person earning Rs.32 per day in a rural area and Rs. 47 per 

day in an urban area is considered to be below the poverty line. Earlier it was Rs.27 per day for rural area 

and Rs. 33 per day for the urban area, according to the Tendulkar committee. After the recommendations 

of the Rangarajan committee, India’s poor increased by 100 million. 

The identification of Below Poverty Line (BPL) families is done by the State government. These families 

are the beneficiaries of government-aided programmes for the poor. 

Rural and Urban Disparity 
There is a disparity between rural and urban areas, as urban areas have more employment opportunities 

than rural areas due to the availability of jobs in manufacturing, services, etc. Informal employment is also 

concentrated in urban areas. Most of the rural people are in the agricultural sector, which is not very 

profitable due to poor harvests, lack of rain, etc. Because of these problems, people migrate to urban areas 

for better jobs and livelihoods. 

Causes of Poverty in India 
1. Population Explosion: India’s population has steadily increased through the years. During the past 

45 years, it has risen at a rate of 2.2% per year, which means, on average, about 17 million people are added 

to the country’s population each year. This also increases the demand for consumption goods tremendously. 

2. Low Agricultural Productivity: A major reason for poverty in the low productivity in the agriculture 

sector. The reason for low productivity is manifold. Chiefly, it is because of fragmented and subdivided land 

holdings, lack of capital, illiteracy about new technologies in farming, the use of traditional methods of 

cultivation, wastage during storage, etc. 

3. Inefficient Resource utilisation: There is underemployment and disguised unemployment in the 

country, particularly in the farming sector. This has resulted in low agricultural output and also led to a 

dip in the standard of living. 
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3. Price Rise: Price rise has been steady in the country and this has added to the burden the poor carry. 

Although a few people have benefited from this, the lower income groups have suffered because of it, and 

are not even able to satisfy their basic minimum wants. 

4. Unemployment: Unemployment is another factor causing poverty in India. The ever-increasing 

population has led to a higher amount of job-seekers. However, there is not enough expansion in 

opportunities to match this demand for jobs. 

5. Lack of Capital and Entrepreneurship: The shortage of capital and entrepreneurship results in low 

level of investment and job creation in the economy. 

Governmental Schemes in Past Seven Years 
At recent Since the NDA government came to power, the Government has launched many pro-poor schemes 

in the past 7 years for the upliftment of the poor. That are: 

Ayushman Bharat: World’s largest free healthcare scheme Ayushman Bharat is a flagship scheme of the 

Government of India, which was launched to achieve the vision of Universal Health Coverage (UHC). This 

initiative has been designed to meet Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and its commitment, which is 

to “leave no one behind.” 

It provides a cover of up to Rs 5 lakhs per family per year for secondary and tertiary care hospitalization. 

Over 10.74 crore poor and vulnerable families (about 53 crore beneficiaries) are eligible for these benefits. 

The scheme provides cashless and paperless access to services for the beneficiaries at the point of service. 

Pradhan Mantri Awaas Yojana Gramin: Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana Gramin was launched to 

address the housing gaps existing in the rural areas. The houses builtunder the PMAYG scheme are low-

cost and disaster-resilient. The Government also provides financial assistance to those who are homeless 

or living in kaccha houses. So far, 1.26 crore houses have already been built across the country under the 

scheme. 

Swachh Bharat Abhiyan: Swachh Bharat Abhiyan or Clean India Mission is a country-wide campaign 

initiated by the Government of India in 2014 to eliminate open defecation and improve solid waste 

management. The problem of open defecation and contamination of drinking and bathing water in India 

prompted the government to take measures to deal with the problem and improve the health conditions of 

the poor people. Since October 2014, over 9.5 crore toilets have been built all over the country and 564,658 

villages have been declared Open Defecation Free (ODF). 

Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana: Pradhan Mantri Jan DhanYojana was launched in 2014 to ensure 

comprehensive financial inclusion of all the households in the country by providing universal access to 

banking facilities with at least one basic bank account to every household for financial literacy, access to 

credit, insurance, and pension facility. Under this, a person not having a savings account can open an 

account without the requirement of any minimum balance. 41.94 crore accounts have been opened under 

Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana. 

Jal Jeevan Mission: To improve the lives of people Jal Jeevan Mission has been implemented with speed 

so that every household has the provision of assured tap water supply by 2024. In this period, in the whole 

country, about 4.25 Crore households have been provided tap water connections, thus increasing coverage 

by 22% to presently 7.50 Crore i.e., 39% of the total rural households in the country. Thishas also created 

new employment opportunities in villages boosting the rural economy. 

COVID- AID: Last year the central government announced a Rs 1.7 lakh crore economic package that aims 

to provide relief to 80 crore poor, migrant workers, and other Indians who have been economically hurt by 

the lockdown due to the coronavirus outbreak. These 80-crore people, including farmers, migrant labourers, 

construction workers, women, the specially-abled, and the old, are covered under various existing schemes 

of the central government. 

Though Programmes of the previous government like MGNREGA represent a quiet revolution in India’s 

poverty alleviation strategy. But there is no denying the fact that removal of poverty is the biggest challenge 

in India and these social protection programmes in India have helped reduce poverty significantly in these 

past 7 years. 
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Analysis 
1. After analysing the poverty alleviation programmes, we see that these have not benefitted the poor in 

terms of increase in income.  

2. Public Distribution System is plagued with seepage, corruption, high administrative cost and targeting 

errors.  

3. Wage employment programme is caught in red-tapism and administrative delays leading to poor 

utilization of the allocated funds.  

4. Compared to the magnitude of poverty, the number of resources allocated for these programmes is not 

sufficient.  

5. These programmes are mainly implemented by government and bank officials. Since such officials are 

inadequately trained, corrupt and vulnerable to the pressure of the local elite, the resources are inefficiently 

used and wasted. There is also nonparticipation of local institutions in implementing these programmes.  

6. Government policies have also failed to recognize a vast majority of vulnerable people living on or just 

above the poverty line.  

7. Successful implementation of any programme is not possible without the active participation of the 

society members. 
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Abstract 
Pesticides are not only a hazard to bees, but they also have a number of negative consequences for human 

and environmental health. Since the late 1970s, a plethora of scientific research from various disciplines 

has shed light on the off-farm human health and environmental risks of pesticide use (Vernier et al., 2017), 

concluding that the agricultural production system cannot be environmentally or socially sustainable in 

the long run if chemical inputs are used indiscriminately (Travisi et al., 2004). Pesticide misuse lowers soil 

biodiversity, destabilises soil structure, and increases greenhouse gas emissions. As a result, scientists are 

focused on biological control, which is safer for all environmental components. Biological control is when a 

biological organism is used to control a harmful organism in an agricultural field. Baculovirus is the most 

effective biological control agent of all. The coevolution of Baculovirus and the host insect has been used in 

the development of DNA insecticides to address the existing challenges. However, there are few drawbacks 

to using DNA pesticides. However, it is a scientific boon due to its selective character and environmental 

safety. 

Keywords: Baculovirus, DNA Insecticides, vIAP, hIAP, apoptosis, LdMNPV. 

Introduction 
Although we have a general perception that all viruses are nasty or dangerous, some are actually useful. 

The Baculiviridae virus family, for example, has been successfully used as a biocontrol agent against a 

variety of agriculturally significant insect pests. Bacuoviruses are double-stranded covalently closed DNA 

viruses that infect arthropods, such as insects, and are found all over the world. Even though there are 

many successful examples of their use in the field, host factors such as gut pH, peritrophic membrane 

shape, endocytosis, nuclear incorporation, enzymes, and apoptosis limit their efficiency. Apoptosis, which 

occurs when cells close to the infection site dies, is a crucial element in restricting the virus's secondary 

spread. Apoptosis is also known as programmed cell death coined by Carl Vogt in the year 1842 (Hongmei., 

2012) essential for the normal cell mechanism. Some key proteins associated in the procession of the 

apoptosis have been deciphered such as Bcl-2 family protein, caspases (aspartic acid specific cysteine 

protease), Bid, Bax etc. 

Keywords: Baculovirus, DNA Insecticides, vIAP, hIAP, apoptosis, LdMNPV. 

Co-evolutionary Adaptive Mechanism 
In this regard, scientists have also discovered the excellent evolutionary adaptation of baculovirus with 

many arthropods including insects (Cory and Myers, 2003).  
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Because of this co-evolution baculoviruses have the capability to block apoptosis caused by the insect host 

employing anti-apoptotic genes that are generally called IAP (inhibitors of apoptosis) belonging to viral IAP 

(vIAP) and host (hIAP). Despite the evolutionary relatedness of the IAPs, there exist structural differences 

where the conserved part of IAPs contains BIR (Baculovirus IAP repeat) domain and RING (really 

interesting new gene) domain. These domains are responsible for blocking the activity of caspase enzymes 

which inhibit the process of apoptosis. 

Mode of Action of DNA Insecticide 
The viral IAP gene was used to create a DNA insecticide. Because the vIAP and hIAP genes have similar 

sequences, they are acting on the host IAP gene. The DNA insecticides act on the RNase-H (Ribonuclease-

H) enzyme's concept. RNase-H is an endogenous enzyme that cleaves an RNA–DNA duplex's RNA strand. 

This is the most frequently used and proven technique for mRNA knockdown, with a reduction in mRNA 

and protein expression of more than 80%. Similarly, the oligoRING will bind to the host's RING domain, 

and the mRNA of the hIAP gene will be destroyed as a result of RNase-dependent oligonucleotide, resulting 

in a reduction in protein expression. 

 

Successful Stories of DNA Insecticides 
Oberemok et al. (2015) developed unmodified antisense DNA oligonucleotides (DNA insecticides) from the 

RING domain of Lymantria dispar multiple nucleopolyhedrovirus (LdMNPV) IAP-3 to suppress hIAP using 

the conserved domains as insecticidal oligonucleotides (Oberemok et al., 2015). The antisense RNase H-

dependent oligonucleotide oligoRING (5′-CGACGTGGTGGCACGGCG-3′) functions as an antisense 

RNAase H-dependent oligonucleotide to degrade target mRNA produced from hIAP genes.  

The target gene is then downregulated, and the target insect is eventually killed. Oberemok et al., (2017) 

tested the insecticidal activity of a DNA insecticide (OligoRING) derived from LdMNPV sprayed as an 

insecticide on infected and uninfected gypsy moth larvae. In LdMNPV-free larvae, considerable down-

regulation (2.04 -0.29-folds greater) of the host target IAP-Z gene (homologous to IAP-3 gene) and IAP-1 

gene was detected after 14 days of treatment compared to the control. 

Using the antisense of both BIR and RING from the IAP-2 gene of baculoviruses including LdMNPV, 

TnSNPV, AcMNP, and AcMNPV, the same scientists observed strong insecticidal activity of several 

baculoviruses on gypsy moths. In the year 2019, the aforementioned authors discovered that OligoRING 

was ineffective in the lab and investigated the effects of OligoRING and OligoRIBO-11 (antisense strand 

5.8S ribosomal gene) (5′-TGCGTTCGAAA-3′) in the field. 48.1 percent (oligoRIBO-11), 11.4 percent 

(oligoRING), and 11.1 percent (water) mortality were reported (Oberemok et al., 2019). 
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Conclusion 
The use of insect-specific ssDNA fragments as DNA insecticides opens the door to the development of 

"intelligent" insecticides that "think" before acting on the target pest (Oberemok et al., 2015). In the world 

of DNA insecticides, there are a few limits. However, because of its selectivity and environmental safety, it 

is a scientific boon. Polyphosphazenes, a multifunctional, biodegradable medication and gene delivery 

medium, can let DNA insecticides penetrate deeper. The unique hypothesis has the potential to 

revolutionise the field of agriculture. Because there is no insecticide resistance, they work selectively and 

biodegrade swiftly, and commercial nucleic acid in vitro synthesis is becoming more cost effective, the 

qualities of using unmodified nucleic acids as pesticides appear to be very promising. 
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Introduction 
The sorghum (Sorghum bicolor) crop is believed to have first been cultivated in Africa, it is a staple food 

source in many countries, particularly in arid regions of the world taking advantage of its hardiness. 

Sorghum is currently grown for primarily as a food and feed source. Zonate leaf spot of sorghum occurs 

throughout the wet sorghum growing regions of the world, it was first reported as a pathogen of sweet 

sorghum in Louisiana (Williams et al., 1978). Zonate leaf spots on sorghum damaged up to 85% of the 

photosynthetic leaf area under humid and cloudy weather conditions in India (Anahosur, 1986). Leaf 

weight decreased and leaf dry matter content increased with increasing severity of infection (Ahmad and 

Gupta, 1978). This type of damage affects forage production. 

Disease Symptoms 
Gloeocercospora sorghi (Bain & Edgerton) causes zonate leaf spot on sorghum, corn, millet, and other 

grasses (Frederiksen and Odvody 2000). The symptoms occurred in seedling, leaf, leaf sheath and peduncle 

of sorghum (Figure.1) and Johnson grass. The first visible symptoms are the appearance of small non-

diagnostic lesions on the lower leaves. These lesions may occur anywhere on the leaf as the lesions mature, 

they become circular or target shaped on the interior of the leaf and semi-circular on the leaf margins. 

Some zonate lesions do not have a target appearance and can be confused with physiological spotting or 

genotype-environment interactions. Zonate lesions are roughly circular to semi-circular if close to the leaf 

margins and, depending on the variety of the host, with alternating bands of dark purple, red, tan, or straw-

colour, giving it the characteristic concentric or zonate appearance (Purohit et al., 2013). Seedling infection 

can result in defoliation and death of the plant (Franklin, 2000). When the weather is favourable the disease 

progresses covering the whole plant and lesions may occur on all leaves of the plant and leaves may be 

blighted, forming microsclerotia. Microsclerotia are present on the seeds and soil also. 

 
Figure.1: A. Seedling blight    B. Sheath blight    C. Zonate spot on the leaf     D. Conidia 
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Epidemiology 
The pathogen overwinters as sclerotia on infected plant tissues (Odvody and Madden 1984). G. Sorghi 

produces both conidia and sclerotia. The conidia are rain-splash disseminated, sclerotia are the survival 

propagules and germinate via sporodochial formation or germ tube. No sexual stage is known. Sclerotia 

are formed sub-epidermally in infected leaf tissue and are released into the soil during leaf decomposition. 

Zonate leaf spot is more prevalent in warm, humid years and overwinters on crop residue. Disease severity 

depends on high rainfall, cloudy weather and high relative humidity. Disease development favourable at 

28-320C and RH <75%. In India, the disease severity increases on rainy season (last week of June to third 

week of October). As sorghum plants age, susceptibility to zonate leaf spot increases. A brief stage of 

susceptibility is also observed during the 2-3 leaf stage of seedling development. 
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Abstract 
Vermicompost is considered as a high nutrient biofertilizer with diverse microbial communities, it plays a 

major role in improving growth and yield of different field crops, vegetables, flower and fruit crops. 

Vermicomposting is the process of conversion of organic wastes into finely degraded peat like substances 

using earthworms, it is an alternative method for waste management through which vermicompost is 

produced with relatively high nutrient content than compost and manures. The concept of vermiculture of 

organic material with earthworms provides most useful organic manure on one hand and on the other hand 

it also minimizes the environmental pollution and health hazard. It maintains the soil in a proper 

homeostatic state. It also removes excessive amounts of heavy metals such as copper and lead and there by 

served as a means of detoxification. Vermiwash is rich in enzymes, plant growth hormones, vitamins along 

with micro and macronutrients which in-creases the resistance power of crops against various diseases and 

enhances the growth and productivity of crops. 

Keywords: Biofertilizer, Earthworm, Vermicompost and Vermiwash. 

Introduction 
A revolution is unfolding in vermiculture studies for vermicomposting of diverse organic wastes by waste 

eater earthworms into a nutritive “organic fertilizer” and using them for production of chemical free safe 

food in both quantity & quality without recourse to agrochemicals. Heavy use of agrochemicals since the 

“green revolution” of the 1960s boosted food productivity at the cost of environment & society. It killed the 

beneficial soil organisms & destroyed their natural fertility, impaired the power of ‘biological resistance’ in 

crops making them more susceptible to pests & diseases. Chemically grown foods have adversely affected 

human health. The scientific community all over the world is desperately looking for an economically viable, 

socially safe & environmentally sustainable alternative to the agrochemicals. 

Brief About the Worm 
Of about 350 species of earth worms in India with various food and burrowing habits Eisenia foetida, 

Eudrillius engenial and Perionyx excavatus are some of the species that are reared to convert organic 

wastes into manure. A combination of epigeic species that form no permanent burrows and live on the 

surface, Anecic that form semi-permanent and vertical burrows extending from the surface and Endogeic 

that typically live throughout the deeper layers may be considered. 

Vermicomposting 
Vermicomposting is a simple biotechnological process of composting, in which certain species of earthworms 

are used to enhance the process of waste conversion and produce a better product. Vermicomposting differs 

from composting in several ways (Gandhi et al., 1997). It is a mesophilic process that utilizes 

microorganisms and earthworms that are active at 10˚C to 32˚C (not ambient temperature but temperature 

within the pile of moist organic material). The process is faster than composting; because the material 

passes through the earthworm gut, a significant but not fully understood transformation takes place, 

whereby the resulting earthworm castings (worm manure) are rich in microbial activity and plant growth 

regulators, and fortified with pest repellence attributes as well. In short, earthworms through a type of 

biological alchemy are capable of transforming garbage into “gold” (Tara crescent.,2003). 

Beneficial Roles of Vermicompost 
Red worm castings contain a high percentage of humus. Humus helps soil particles form into clusters, 

which create channels for the passage of air and improve its capacity to hold water. Presence of worms 
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regenerate compacted soils and improves water penetration in such soils by over 50%. (Capowiez et 

al.,2009). Humic acid present in humus provides binding sites for the plant nutrients, such as calcium, 

iron, potassium, sulfur and phosphorus. The “humic acid” in vermicompost stimulates plant growth even 

in small amount. Microbial activity of beneficial microorganisms in worm castings is ten to twenty times 

higher than that of in the soil and other organic matter Studies found that the total bacterial count was 

more than 10/gm of vermin- compost. It included Actinomycetes, Azotobacter, Rhizo- bium, Nitrobacter & 

Phosphate solubilizing Bacteria ranges from 102 - 106 per gm of vermicompost. Castings contain slow 

released nutrients that are readily available to plants. Castings contain the plant nutrients that are 

encased in mucus membranes that are secreted by the earthworms. They dissolve slowly rather than 

allowing immediate nutrient leaching. The product has excellent soil structure, porosity, and aeration and 

water retention capabilities. Vermicompost also has very “high porosity”, “aeration”, “drainage” and “water 

holding capacity” than the conventional compost and this again due to humus contents. 

Precautions During the Process 
The African species of earthworms, Eisenia fetida and Eudrilus eugenae are ideal for the preparation of 

vermicompost. Most Indian species are not suitable for the purpose. Only plant-based materials such as 

grass, leaves or vegetable peelings should be utilized in preparing vermicompost. Materials of animal origin 

such as eggshells, meat, bone, chicken droppings, etc are not suitable for preparing vermicompost. 

Gliricidia loppings, tobacco leaves, onion, garlic, chilli etc. of kitchen wastes are not suitable for rearing 

earthworms. The earthworms should be protected against birds, termites, ants and rats. Adequate 

moisture should be maintained during the process. Either stagnant water or lack of moisture could kill the 

earthworms. After completion of the process, the vermicompost should be removed from the bed at regular 

intervals and replaced by fresh waste materials. 

Vermiwash 
Vermiwash is one of the by-products/indispensable parts of vermiculture and vermicomposting industry, 

having combination of secretion and wash of earthworms. The quality of vermiwash produced by 

earthworms depends on the vermicompost that is used (Sreenivas et al. 2000).The water that passes 

through the vermiculture, resulting in washing of the live and dead earthworms, soil microorganisms and 

decomposed organic matter, carries all the dissolved substances. As the water can dissolve some 

vermicasts, containing lots of nutrients, they find their way into vermiwash. The basic principle of 

vermiwash preparation is very simple. Earthworm worked soils have burrows formed by them called as 

drilosphere. Water that passes through these burrows washes the nutrients from these burrows to the roots 

to be absorbed by the plants (Somani, 2008). This principle is applied in the preparation of vermiwash. 

Conclusion 
“Vermiculture Movement” is going on in India with multiple objectives of community waste management, 

highly economical way of crop production, which re- places the costly chemical fertilizers. The new concept 

is “Ecological Agriculture”, which is different from “Organic Farming” that was focused mainly on 

production of chemical free foods. Ecological agriculture emphasizes on total protection of food, farm & 

human ecosystems while improving soil fertility & development of secondary source of income for the 

farmers. Vermiculture provides the best answer for ecological agriculture, which is synonymous with 

“sustainable agriculture”. 
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Introduction 
Ber is the Urdu name for the fruit, also known as Indian Jujube (Ziziphus mauritiana Lamk.), which is a 

sub-tropical and tropical Indian stone fruit of the Rhamnaceae family. It is considered the "King of Arid 

Zone Fruits", “poor man’s apple” and one of the most popular dryland fruit crops in India (Gajbhiya et al., 

2003). 

It is widely grown due to its ability of salt tolerance, drought tolerance and adaptability to grow in a wide 

range of soil and climatic conditions. Ber is a special and valuable fruit crop due to its low cost, high 

medicinal and nutritional value. Ber fruit is widely grown in southern Asia and the northern hemisphere. 

The most amazing thing is that Ber has been known for centuries in the subcontinent and was also depicted 

in the Ramayana. 

Ber has a history of more than 10,000 years and there are more than 100 different varieties of it. Ber fruit 

is originally from India but is also found in Afghanistan, Africa, Australia, China and Malaysia. Ber fruit 

is cultivated in an area of about 52,000 hectares with a production of 6,39,000 Metric Ton across India 

including states like Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, Gujarat, Haryana, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Punjab 

and Uttar Pradesh (Anonymous, 2022). Ber is a multipurpose fruit shrub. It enhances the livelihood of poor 

farmers by providing good nutrition and fuel. 

Qualities of Ber Fruits 
Indian jujube fruit is easily digestible; the pulp is sweet and rich in taste. Jujube fruits are very nutritious 

and are rich in vitamins A, B and C. It also contains minerals like calcium, phosphorus and iron (Pareek, 

2013). In India, ripe ber fruits are generally consumed raw. The slightly under-ripe fruits are candied by 

the process of pricking them and then dipping them in a salt solution. 

The ber fruit is also consumed in other forms, like; candied, dried, pickled, in juice form, or as ber pulp 

butter. Ripe ber fruits are preserved by sun-drying and for off-season purposes generally, a powder is 

prepared. Jujube fruit contains amino acids, flavonoids, microelements, organic acids, polysaccharides, and 

vitamins (Li et al., 2007). 

Nutritional Composition of Fruits 
Ber fruits contain high moisture and high ascorbic acid. Glucose, galactose and fructose are the major 

sugars found in ber fruits. The most abundant phenolic compounds in ber are pcoumaric, ferulic and caffeic 

acids having concentrations of about 19, 20 and 31 mg/kg dry mass respectively, and vanillic acid is the 

least found phenols having a concentration of 2.5 mg/kg (Pareek, 2013). Generally, the nutritive 

composition present in ber fruits is provided in Table 1. 

Table 1: General nutritional constituents of Indian Jujube (Ber fruit): 

Constituents Amount (per 100g) 

Ascorbic acid (mg)  65.8-76.0 

Calcium (mg)  25.6 

Carbohydrates (g)  17.0 

Citric Acid (mg)  0.2-1.1 

Fat (g)  0.07 

Fiber (g)  0.60 

Iron (mg)  0.76-1.8 
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Moisture (g)  81.6-83.0 

Phosphorus (mg)  26.8 

Protein (g)  0.8 

Reducing Sugars (g)  1.4-6.2 

Total Sugars (g)  5.4-10.5 

Source: Pareek, 2013 

Medicinal Use 
It contains significant levels of antioxidants. Due to these properties around the world, the ber is used in 

folk medicine to treat certain ailments. The flavonoids of ber help in treating various diseases like cancer 

and diarrhea. Flavones, isoflavones and anthocyanidins are present in Ziziphus species. The important 

flavonoids that exist in Indian jujube are epicatechin and quercetin. They are also considered as coolants 

and tonics. Ber is useful in treating abdominal pain during pregnancy. Ber fruit pulp mixed with black 

pepper and salt is given in biliousness (pitta) and indigestion. Its fruit purifies and enriches the blood, 

treats chronic illness, fever and enlargement of the liver. There is some evidence to suggest that fruits and 

their products have a protective effect against cancer, stroke and coronary heart diseases, which may be 

linked to the presence of biologically active compounds (Kalt et al. 1999). 

Properties and Benefits of Ber Fruits 
1. Consuming jujube can reduce fat, body weight and body mass index (BMI). That is why ber is known for 

weight control. To reduce weight, you can eat ber or its chutney directly. 

2. Ber eating also benefits bone health. Due to the low level of copper in the body, bone problems arise and 

especially weak bones. In such cases, the copper present in jujube can prevent the weakening of bones. In 

addition, ber also contains phosphorus and calcium, which are also essential for the formation and health 

of bone. 

3. Ber pulp has many such properties, which help to increase blood circulation in the human body. Blood 

flow and blood pressure can also be regulated by nitric oxide found in ber. For these purposes, both fresh 

and dried ber can be eaten. 

4. The antioxidants, amino acids and bioactive substances present in the ber fruit have been essential in 

fighting human cancer cells. Its consumption can be effective in the prevention of cancer. Note that Indian 

jujube cannot be considered a cancer treatment, as cancer is a serious disease, which needs to be treated 

by a doctor.  

5. Ber fruit contains a carbohydrate called polysaccharide, which strengthens the immune system by 

immune modulation activity. 

6. Ber contains substances called saponins, which help in improved sleep and relieve insomnia. It has also 

been considered helpful in relieving mental stress and calming the mind.  

7. Indian jujube exhibits the ability to protect against anti-cardiovascular disease. So ber fruit can be 

consumed to avoid the risk of heart disease. 

8. Indian jujube is useful to get relief from the problem of digestive system and constipation. With the 

presence of fiber in Indian jujube, it is good for the digestive system and its related problems. Indian jujube 

is considered an herbal medicine to regulate the digestive system. 

9. Ber pulp has antiulcer activity, which helps in getting relief from mouth ulcers.  

Ber has a wound-healing effect, which can heal skin wounds. Also, it can clean the skin by removing toxins 

from the body. 

Conclusion 
Ber fruit contains high levels of sugar and vitamins A and C, carotene, phosphorus and calcium. The 

mineral and vitamin content of the ber fruit helps to enhance metabolism and improve cardiovascular 

health. Ber is a multipurpose fruit shrub. In comparison to other fruit trees, the ber tree provides nutritious 

ber fruit at a relatively low cost with their multiple uses, but unawareness let them underutilized. 

Irrespective of drought, salinity and poor degraded land, Ber can provide food security with sustained 

production of the fruits. Its fruits, leaves, bark, seeds, flowers and roots are all useful. It is also helpful in 

controlling desertification in arid regions. 
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Introduction 
Mother nature has blessed us with several natural compounds that have been in use throughout the ages 

to treat various diseases such as asthma, cancer, diabetes, cardiovascular and respiratory disorders, etc., 

Spices are nature’s most potent anti-oxidant and anti-inflammatory agents. In particular, the Indian diet 

is incomplete without the indulgence of spices, the very reason why India is regarded as the “Spice bowl 

of India”. In addition to enhancing the taste, aroma, flavor, and color of food and beverages, the 

consumption of spices has also proven to reduce inflammation and boost our immune system. The many 

therapeutic benefits of spices are mainly due to the presence of several bioactive compounds in it. With the 

advent of Covid-19, “immune-boosting” has become a trend. Several kinds of research have been carried 

out to study the medicinal properties of spices. Given this, the effects of some common spices on immunity 

have been discussed in this article. 

Turmeric (Curcuma longa) 
Turmeric, also known as ‘Golden spice’ is a tropical perennial that belongs to the family, Zingiberaceae. 

The medicinal benefit of turmeric can be attributed to the presence of phenolic compounds called 

curcuminoids. The three principle curcuminoids responsible for the yellow colour of turmeric are curcumin, 

dimethoxy curcumin, and bisdemethoxycurcumin. Curcumin, which is the key ingredient is a potent 

immunomodulatory agent that can regulate the activation of B cells, T cells, neutrophils, macrophages, 

natural killer cells, and dendritic cells. Further, curcumin is reported to possess antiviral properties 

against several viruses. However, it has poor bioavailability, which is mainly due to its metabolic instability 

and poor absorption by the body. In India, turmeric along with milk is often taken as a remedy against sore 

throat, cold, and fever. 

Cinnamon (Cinnamomum verum) 
Cinnamon belongs to the Lauraceae family and is a well-known aromatic tree species. It has been in use 

as a popular spice in several countries all over the world throughout history. Cinnamon, a daily condiment 

is obtained from the bark of its tree. The bark contains nearly 21 chemical compounds including eugenol 

(3.19%) and cinnamaldehyde (60.41%) which have antibacterial effects. A study revealed that a higher dose 

of cinnamon (100 mg/kg) showed a drastic increase in phagocytic index, antibody titer, and serum 

immunoglobulin levels, while a lower dosage (10 mg/kg) increased both cell-mediated and humoral 

immunity. Cinnamon is also used in treating several disorders such as amenorrhea, diarrhea, flatulence, 

fever, toothache, leukorrhea, headache, and the common cold. 

Black Pepper (Piper nigrum) 
Black pepper, commonly known as pepper is a perennial climbing vine belonging to the Piperaceae family 

which produces a pungent spice from its fruits. Black pepper (Piper nigrum L.) is considered the ‘king of 

spices and has been widely used since ancient times. The bioactive compounds present in it are used in 

medicine, as preservatives, and perfumery. Piperine, an active alkaloid of black pepper, possesses several 

pharmacological properties such as anti-Alzheimer’s, antihypertensive, antiplatelets, anti-inflammatory, 

antipyretic, anti-oxidant, anti-tumor, analgesic, anti-asthmatic, anti-microbial and so on. A study showed 

that the bioactive compounds from black pepper such as piperanine and piperdardiine are active against 

Covid-19, which could be further used for the treatment. 
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Garlic Ginger 

Garlic (Allium sativum) 
It is a species that belongs to the onion genus, Allium. The flowers of the plant are used as spices and 

flowering agents as foods. Garlic (Allium sativum) is an annual bulb that belongs to the genus, Allium and 

its close relatives are shallot, onion, chive, and leek. Garlic has long been used as a spice and flavoring 

agent throughout the world because of its therapeutic function. 

The sulfur-containing amino acids and other compounds present in garlic enhance immune system 

response. It stimulates and protects immune cells that safeguard against viral infections. The principal 

bioactive compound present in garlic is Allicin (allyl 2-propenethiosulfinate). It is released only when garlic 

is chopped or crushed, where the enzyme alliinase is activated and converts alliin to allicin. These active 

ingredients render the antiviral properties. 

Ginger (Zingiber officinale) 
Ginger belongs to the family, Zingiberaceae. It is a flowering plant whose rhizome or root is widely used as 

a spice and in folk medicines. Ginger has a rich number of bioactive compounds such as phenolic groups, 

steroids, and alkaloids that have medicinal effects. The principal aromatic agent of the rhizome is 

Zingiberol with its close relatives such as shoals, zingerone, and paradol. 

They have the potential to mediate anti-inflammatory effects. Sore throat, a common symptom of covid-19 

can be reclined by the anti-inflammatory effect of ginger. The anti-viral properties of ginger are due to the 

presence of antioxidant compounds as well as potential anti-inflammatory and immune-boosting 

characteristics. Being a spicy and pungent herb, ginger generates heat in the body which is desirable during 

exposure to any virus. 

Conclusion 
The battle against Covid-19 is ongoing, as we encounter many new variants emerging day by day. Even 

with the development of vaccines, it is nearly impossible to eradicate the virus. Therefore, boosting 

immunity is the need of the hour. 

Given the many therapeutic benefits, the use of Indian culinary spices may play a significant role in 

fighting against viral infections. While no particular food or dietary supplement can cure or prevent Covid-

19 infection, optimum nutrition is mandatory in the current context.  As Hippocrates quoted once, “Let food 

be thy medicine and medicine be thy food”, a proper diet is of paramount importance to build a strong 

immune system and withstand any infection in the future. 
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Swarming 
Swarming is the natural process used for colony reproduction. In swarming, the old queen flies away from 

the hive with thousands of worker bees to form a new colony. In the first swarming, the mother queen 

leaves with 50–70% of the workers. There may be further swarming with a virgin queen. Repeated 

swarming reduces the number of workers each time, which may leave the colony and late swarms too weak 

to survive. 

Symptoms of Swarming 
1. The number of drone cells and drones in the colony increases 

2. Queen cells are seen at the edges of combs 

3. Bees cluster at the hive entrance 

4. Bees hover around the hive making a piping sound 

5. There are many bees flying a short distance from the existing hive and clustering on a nearby tree branch 

or similar place. 

Causes 
1. Genetic trait 

2. Congestion in the colony 

3. Lack of space for egg laying 

4. Lack of space for hive food storage 

5. Increase in temperature 

6. Delay in requeening. 

Season and Time 
Swarming takes place when there is a sufficient flow of pollen and nectar. The most favourable time is 

spring and autumn at lower altitudes, and, May, June, and July in the high hills. Swarming usually takes 

place on a sunny day from around 9 to 10 in the morning to 3 in the afternoon. In hot areas swarming may 

start earlier at around from 7 or 8 am. Swarming does not occur when it is rainy or stormy. 

Control and Management 
A strong colony can be weakened by swarming, which reduces honey yield. Management practices should 

aim to control swarming using the following approaches. 

Prevention 
1. Inspect the colony at regular intervals. 

2. Allow sufficient space in the brood and super for brood rearing and honey storage. 

3. Add new comb foundation so that the bees can make more comb cells for eggs and  

collection of nectar and pollen. 

4. Destroy unnecessary queen cells. 

5. Remove any combs with unnecessary drone cells. 

6. Enable good ventilation with full air circulation in the hive. 

7. Requeen the colony with a quality queen each year. 

8. Place a queen gate at the hive entrance if there are signals indicating the start of swarming. 

9. Divide the colony. 
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Swarm Capture 
If a colony does swarm, it should be captured and rehoused as follows. 

1. Try to settle the flying bees by spraying dust and water. 

2. Allow the bees to cluster for a while at one place. 

3. Capture the swarm with the help of a swarm bag or basket. 

4. Hang the bag with the swarm near the desired area for the new hive. 

5. Put the swarm in a new beehive. 

6. Transfer combs with nectar, pollen, and brood from the existing hive to the new hive. 

7. Provide supplementary feeding if there is a food deficit. 

8. Use a queen gate for 3 days to keep the queen in the new hive. 

Absconding 
Absconding is the process in which a honeybee colony completely abandons a hive as a result of problems. 

Absconding can result from unfavourable conditions, especially during the dry season or dearth period and 

in hot and rainy weather. Absconding usually takes place during the day between 10 am and 3 pm. Two 

types of absconding can occur: planned and emergency. 

Symptoms of Absconding 
1. Workers create a non-laying environment for the queen 15 days before absconding. 

2. The number of eggs, larvae, and pupae in the colony is reduced. 

3. Stores of nectar and pollen are depleted. 

4. Fewer bee flights (incoming and outgoing) are seen at the entrance. 

5. Many workers fly around the hive making piping sounds. Bees take off fast and fly higher. 

6. After planned absconding, combs are left empty. Some brood and honey may be left after emergency 

absconding. 

Causes 
1. Lack of food during the dearth period due to harvesting all the honey at the end of the honey flow season 

2. Endemic disease and attack by pests 

3. Too high a dose of medicine given to a diseased colony 

4. Inadequate and inappropriate seasonal management of the colony 

5. Transfer of a colony from a traditional to an improved hive at an unfavourable time of year 

6. Poor transfer of a colony from a traditional to an improved hive as a result of having inadequate technical 

skills 

7. Use of a sub-standard improved hive and technology 

8. Disturbance to bees as a result of poor methods of colony inspection 

9. In the case of Apis cerana, robbing as a result of insufficient space between hives 

10. Lack of an appropriate and safe site and obstacles in the path of bees flying to and from the entrance 

Genetic trait. 

Control and Management of Absconding 
1. Leave some honey when harvesting at the end of the honey flow period. 

2. Feed with sugar syrup continuously for 3 days if the brood combs don’t have any food stores. 

3. Ensure timely investigation and treatment of diseases. 

4. Protect colonies from pests. 

5. Do not disturb the colonies with over frequent colony inspection. 

6. Undertake seasonal management practices to protect bee colonies from cold, hot, and moist  

conditions. 

7. Place additional brood combs from a strong colony into a weak colony and protect the colony  

against robbing. 

8. Place beehives at an appropriate site that protects them from heat, cold, and other  

disturbances such as smoke, vehicle noise, and animal transit. 

9. Requeen the colony every year. 
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10. Provide additional brood combs from a strong colony to a colony suspected of planning to abscond during 

hive inspection. 

11. Make the bee entrance small using a queen gate. 

12. Try to settle the colony nearby through dusting or sprinkling water. 

13. Hive an absconded colony into a new hive after capture and placing the hive in a separate place to try 

and prevent further absconding. 

14. Have a skilled technician transfer a colony from a traditional to an improved hive during a favourable 

season and using appropriate technology. 

15. A colony in an apiary showing signs of absconding should be transferred to another hive and placed 

separately in a different place, otherwise other colonies may also develop an absconding impulse. 

Differentiating Absconding from Swarming 
Swarming and absconding are similar in the following ways: 

1. Worker bees crop the honey and exit from the hive at a specific time. 

2. The worker bees fly away after the queen bee exits. 

Swarming Absconding 

Swarming occurs during the honey and pollen flow 

season because of population growth and lack of 

space (congestion) in the hive. 

Absconding occurs during the dearth period and/ 

or because of adverse conditions resulting in 

weakening of the colony, including climate, lack of 

food, and occurrence of pests and disease. 

Bees continue foraging. Bees stop foraging. 

Only a portion of the colony leaves the hive. All bees abscond. 

Brood, pollen, and honey stores remain in the 

comb after swarming. 

Combs are generally empty after absconding, 

although some workers, brood and honey may be 

left. 

The swarmed bees settle temporarily nearby at a 

lower height while deciding on their destination. 

The destination has been decided, so absconded 

bees fly at greater height and settle permanently 

away from the apiary. 

Bees fly at a lower height. The bees fly higher and fast. 

The swarm settles easily into a new hive and 

starts foraging immediately after hiving. 

An absconded colony that is captured and placed 

in a hive does not settle easily and tries to abscond 

again. 

A new colony develops after swarming. This is a 

colony multiplication procedure and can be 

beneficial for a beekeeper 

Absconding is migration and no new colony 

develops. It is harmful for beekeepers. 

3. Swarming is the natural process of multiplication of honey bee colonies. 

4. In swarming the old queen bee accompanies the swarming bees, leaving behind a cross-section of the old 

population, having a few queen cells from which the new queen bee emerges. 

5. Two bee colonies may be united by newspaper method. 

6. Avoid spraying of pesticides when crop is in blooming. 

7. Extraction of honey is done when completely sealed or two-third capped. 
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Cluster bean (Cyamopsis tetragonoloba L.Taub.), commonly known as guar, has come to be recognised as 

one of the most important commercial crops in dryland areas. It is a drought-tolerant leguminous crop 

because of its deep tap rooting system and has a high capacity to overcome water stress. The cluster bean 

seed content has 30-33% gum in the endosperm. The discovery of the gum in the endosperm in 1948 led to 

this hitherto insignificant plant gaining importance as an industrial crop. The gum is utilized for many 

food items like ice cream, baked and dairy products, etc. Moreover, its gum is also used in many other 

industries like pharmaceuticals, cosmetics, mining, textiles, paper, oil drilling, explosive industries, etc. 

Traditionally, pods of the cluster bean are used for a variety of vegetable purposes. Its plants, seeds, and 

straw are good sources of nutritive fodder and feed for livestock. Cluster beans are also raised as green 

manure and cover crops. Being a leguminous crop, it enriches soil fertility by fixing atmospheric nitrogen. 

The crop is mainly grown during the rainy season, but it can also be grown successfully during the summer 

season under irrigated conditions. However, the average yield of cluster beans in arid and semiarid regions 

is very low as compared to its potential. It is mainly grown in India and Pakistan because of its good agro-

climatic conditions. USA, SA, Brazil, Zaire, and Sudan are also growing this crop but India is the leader in 

the position because it accounts for about 80% of world production mainly restricted to north-western India. 

Characteristics of Cluster Beans 
1. The plant is a moderately sized annual herb found throughout India, and it is native to India and 

Pakistan. 

2. The crop cycles fluctuate from 60-90 days in determinant varieties to 120-150 days in indeterminate 

varieties. It has been observed that in the southern areas of the Limpopo province (South Africa), sowing 

time should be no later than mid-December. Because of its latitudinal similarity, this should also be the 

appropriate sowing period if it is cultivated in Argentina. 

3. Flowering begins about 30 days after planting and pod development after 40 days, continuing through 

to maturity in 90 to 120 days. 

4. The growth characteristics of tetragonoloba make it beneficial for arid production areas. 

Uses of Cluster Beans 
1. Cluster beans are exported mainly as a seed crop for livestock feed, but their young tender pods are also 

used as vegetables and for traditional medicines. 

2. The plant is also grown as green manure or used as fodder. Seed flour is used to improve the strength of 

paper and stamps or in textile sizing. 

3. The seeds of the cluster bean are commercially valuable as a source of a natural polysaccharide 

(galactomannan), commercially known as guar gum. The gum is obtained from the endosperm of the seed, 

and it is employed as a thickener and stabilizer in a large variety of food products, such as salad dressings, 

ice cream, and yogurt. 

4. The gum and the water-soluble resin extracted from the seeds are also used in other industries, including 

paper manufacturing, cosmetics, mining, and oil drilling (Wong & Parma, 1997). As previously mentioned, 

the demand for guar gum is rapidly rising because the petroleum industries are using it as part of the 

fracking fluids employed in the fracking technologies that have revolutionized the field. 

Area and Distribution 
Cluster beans are chiefly grown in Rajasthan, Gujarat, Haryana, and Uttar Pradesh. Rajasthan stands 

first in terms of both area and production. The consumption pattern of its seeds is largely affected by the 

demands from the petrochemical industries in the USA and oil fields in the Middle East. The trend of 

consumption has also increased in the rest of the world, which has led to its introduction in many countries. 
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The world market area of the crop is estimated at more than 1.5 lakh tonnes annually. The total area under 

its cultivation is 0.2 million hectares around the world. The world’s total cluster bean production has been 

recorded at around 7.5 lakh tonnes in a calendar year. The production of cluster beans is dominated by 

India as the leading producer of the crop in the world, contributing to around 75–83% of the total 

production. 

Climatological Conditions 
Temperature: It is a sun-loving plant. It can tolerate the high temperatures in dryland areas. For proper 

growth, it requires a range of temperatures of about 25° to 30°C. It is susceptible to frost. 

Season: It is definitely a Kharif season crop in North India, but some varieties have been found to grow 

from March to June as spring-summer crops and other varieties grow from July to November as rainy 

season crops under South Indian climatic conditions. It is a crop that prefers a warm climate and grows 

well in the subtropics during summer. 

Rainfall: It grows well in an arid zone with 300-400 mm of rainfall. Intensive heavy rain is not suitable 

because it produces water logging conditions that are not suitable for the growing of cluster beans. 

Day length:  It is a short-day plant. It remains vegetative in long-day conditions. During short-day 

conditions, it flowers and also attains maturity in pods. 

Altitude: In India, it grows at an altitude ranging from mean sea level up to elevations of about 900 m. 

The average environmental latitude is 30°S to 30°N (FAO, Peter Griffee, 2000). 

Soil: Cluster beans can be grown in all types of soils, but medium-textured sandy loam soils are better for 

their growth. Moderate to moderate rainfall with plenty of sunshine promotes growth. The plant cannot 

tolerate shade and requires long days for vegetative growth and short days for flowering. The cluster bean 

prefers a well-drained sandy loam soil. It can tolerate saline and moderately alkaline soils with pH ranging 

between 7.5 and 8.0. Heavy clay soils, poor in nodulation and bacterial activity, are not suitable for this 

crop. Soils with medium to light constituents, without excessive moisture, are suitable for its cultivation. 

Even soils with poor fertility and depleted plant nutrients are suitable for growing Guar as a green manure 

crop. 

Varieties of Clusterbean Suitable for Dryland Area 

Variety/Hybrid  Recommended area and released Characters 

Pusa Sadabahar  

 

Selection from a local collection of 

Jaipur, Rajasthan at IARI, New Delhi  

 

Non-branching type, pods 

green and 12-13 cm long, 

tender and fibreless. First 

picking in 45-55 days after 

sowing. Suitable for sowing 

both in summer and rainy 

season.  

Pusa Navbahar  

 

Developed from a cross between Pusa 

Mausami and Pusa Sadabahar at 

IARI,New Delhi  

 

Non-branching type, pods 15 

cm long and of better 

quality, single stem, suitable 

for both summer and rainy 

season. Susceptible to 

bacterial blight and lodging. 

P28 1  

 

Developed by NBPGR  

Cross between Pusa Navbahar X 

IC11521  

Photo insensitive and 

suitable for both summer 

and rainy season. 

HFG-119 developed by CCSHAU, Hisar It is extremely drought 

tolerant, non-shattering and 

resistant to Alternaria leaf 

spot variety. 
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Maru Guar (2470/12) Developed at CAZRI, Jodhpur by the 

help of the germplasm material 

supplied by NBPGR, New Delhi. 

The variety is a dual type 

suitable for western 

Rajasthan. It yields 22.5 t/ha 

green fodder and seed yield 

is 9.5 q/ha. 

Sowing Practices 
Seed rate: An optimum seed rate is a non-monitoring tool for getting a higher yield. It plays an important 

role in maintaining a proper plant population. The optimum seed rate for both summer and rainy season 

crops is 15 kg ha-1. 

Time of Sowing: The crop is sown from the first week of July to the 25th of July. During the summer, it 

can be grown in the month of March. 

Seed Treatment: To prevent the crop from soil-borne diseases, seed can be treated with 2g of Thiram and 

1 g of Carbendazim/kg of seed. Seeds can be treated for 2-3 days before sowing. After fungicide seed 

treatment, the seed is inoculated with a suitable Rhizobium culture @ 600 g/13–15 kg seed. 

Planting distance: Row to Row: 45 cm (normal), 30 cm (single stem variety). Plant to plant, 15-20 cm. 

Reference 
1. Agronomy Leguminous Crops (A Regional Overview). 

2. Ramachandra R. K., Maheswara D. L., Amaranajundewara H., and Anjaneya Reddy B., (2015). Guar/cluster bean an 

industrial crop for arid regions of Karnataka. 
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Summary 
Pumpkins are known for high value as a vegetable but its seeds are no less. Its rich nutritive value makes 

it essential superfood to be included in our daily diet in different ways. It cures many annihiling diseases. 

Good for heart, skin, nervous system, digestive system, hair from head to toe every part is benefitted from 

pumpkin seeds. We just need to consume them in proper way as shown further in this article. 

Introduction 
Pumpkin (Cucurbita pepo). 

Family: Gourd family – Cucurbitaceae. 

Origin: Central America and cultivated in many parts of the world. 

No doubt pumpkin when cooked as a vegetable proves nutritive but there is much more which we ignore 

often. Yes, the seeds in it can act wonders if consumed properly. Since ancient times pumpkin seeds have 

been in use on regular basis by their seeds and their skin as they tasted so hard and bitter that it wasn’t 

easy to eat them while the seeds were sweet enough to consume. Traditionally, pumpkin seeds had several 

medicinal importance as a cure to treat intestinal worms, urinary tract and bladder infections, High blood 

pressure and blood sugar levels and kidney stones. Chinese used them to get rid of excess mucus in the 

respiratory system. Gradually, improved and edible varieties with high nutritive value in pulp were 

developed. Hence, pumpkin seeds set a long record of more than 7000+ years in Mexico as a nutritional 

staple food. 

Nutritional Properties of Pumpkin Seeds 
Despite being very small in size pumpkin seeds have high nutritious value. Except in Bihar and Bengal, 

where dried seeds are consumed in different ways either by frying in mustard oil or served raw, pumpkin 

seeds are just thrown away. Medically it’s proven that pumpkin seeds are super advantageous in terms of 

health problems and that too if consumed on everyday basis can eradicate many health issues.  

1. They are loaded with a good amount of polyunsaturated and monounsaturated fatty acids, essentially 

Omega-3 and Omega-6 good for health. 

2. Phosphorus good for the bones, heart and nervous system.  

3. They’re high in phytosterol, a plant-based chemical that can greatly lessen blood cholesterol levels. 

4. Nutrients, calories, lipids, proteins, and fibre galore in pumpkin seeds. 100 g of seeds include 574 calories, 

49 g of fat, 6.6 g of fibre, and 30 g of protein.  

5. Pumpkin seeds include various amounts of vitamins such as vitamin B1, B2, B3, B5, B6, B9, C, E, and 

K. 

6. Minerals such as calcium, iron, magnesium, manganese, phosphorus, potassium and sodium, selenium 

is also found in pumpkin seeds. Zinc has antioxidant property that helps in keeping cells healthy and 

prevent the degeneration effect of free radicals on them. 

Health Benefits 
1. Anti-Inflammatory: Fatty acids act as Antioxidants in pumpkin seeds that defend our cells from 

diseases and prevent inflammation in our body. Anti-inflammatory properties of pumpkin seeds have been 

shown to aid liver, bladder, colon, and joint functions in researches. 

2. Sleep deprivation: Eating pumpkin seeds just before sleeping helps in normalizing sleep pattern. Seeds 

contain the amino acid tryptophan, which aids in sleep. It is a precursor to the neurotransmitter’s serotonin 

and melatonin. Both serotonin and melatonin aid in sleep induction. 

https://www.botanical-online.com/en/medicinal-plants/antioxidants
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3. Skin and hair care: Antioxidants keep the cell generative process active that helps our skin 

nourishment, makes it soft and clear. It also prevents infections and holds the skin free from acne. 

4. Anti canceral property: Pumpkin seeds lessen the incidence of stomach, breast, and colorectal cancers 

when consumed in good quantity. This is owing to the fact that these seeds contain potent 

antioxidants.Pumpkin seeds contain carotenoids, which help to prevent prostate cancer. 

5. Cardio protection: Pumpkin seeds have been shown in experiments to inhibit the growth of breast and 

prostate cancer cells. They also trigger apoptosis, or the destruction of cancer cells. Magnesium also lowers 

bad cholesterol (LDL) levels and this reduces the risk of heart diseases. Fibre content in pumpkin seeds 

also lowers cholesterol levels. 

6. Anti-Diabetic: Magnesium is abundant in pumpkin seeds, which most people do not consume enough 

of in a day. It can control blood sugar levels, reducing the risk of diabetes. Pumpkin seeds have also been 

shown in studies to help diabetics control their blood sugar levels. 

7. Weight loss: Pumpkin seeds are rich in proteins and fibre. If consumed between meals they make full 

as digested easily, hence reduce the food intake and the number of calories intake. This helps in loss of 

weight. 

8. Immunity booster: Owing to the existence of vitamin E and zinc, pumpkin seeds are beneficial to our 

immune system. Vitamin E boosts immune responses and protects against harmful infections. It's also a 

potent antioxidant, preventing free radicals from harming our body's healthy cells. Zinc helps to protect 

our bodies from inflammation, allergies, and invading pathogens, which helps boost overall immunity. 

Antimicrobial, antifungal, and antiviral activities are found in pumpkin seeds. 

9. Nervousness: Magnesium in pumpkin seeds helps to reduce stress and anxiety. Its high content of Vit. 

B nourishes the nervous system and regulates sleep pattern. Keeps mind calm. 

When and How Much to Eat? 
A spoonful is enough. The best time to eat is either in the morning on empty stomach or as a snack in 

between meals. 

People with sleep issues: Right before going to bed or after dinner. 

For Women 
Pumpkin seeds contain a good amount of zinc that’s beneficial for the growth of baby during pregnancy. 

Moreover, reduces the risk of osteoporosis in women after their menopause. Beneficial for women with 

PCOS. 

For Men 
The symptoms of Benign Prostatic Hyperplasia (BPH) can be alleviated by eating pumpkin seeds. Zinc is 

abundant in pumpkin seeds. Prostate cancer is less likely to occur when zinc is consumed. Zinc also 

improves fertility in men. It increases the levels of testosterone and also the quality and quantity of sperms. 

Conclusion 
Nothing is waste in agriculture. Nature has blessed us with such amazing foods that if consumed properly 

with full awareness can work wonders for humans. Harmful diseases can be avoided at low cost instead of 

taking heavy medicines. These seeds are termed as “superfood” as it contains an awful amount of nutritions 

that are hard to get in one food. It’s easy to consume these kinds of foods anywhere, anytime. So why spend 

so much hard-earned money on medicines that harm the body. We must divert our attention to these kind 

of foods in our daily life. 

Reference 
1. https://www.webmd.com/diet/health-benefits-pumpkin-seeds#1 

2. https://pharmeasy.in/blog/health-benefits-of-pumpkin-seeds 

3. https://www.india.com/health/benefits-of-eating-pumpkin-seeds-for-women-with-pcos-5052134. 

  

https://www.webmd.com/diet/health-benefits-pumpkin-seeds#1
https://pharmeasy.in/blog/health-benefits-of-pumpkin-seeds/
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Summary 
Submerged soils have reduced conditions as well as oxidized conditions. Due to this behavior the nitrogen 

has to go certain transformations which affect its availability in the soil to the plants. To study the 

transformation process it is necessary to know about chemistry of submerged soils. 

Introduction 
Types of Submerged soils: 

a. Waterlogged (gley) soils- Saturated with water for a sufficiently long time annually. Forms 

horizons like: 

i. a partially oxidized A horizon high in organic matter. 

ii. a mottled zone due to alternate oxidation and reduction. 

iii. a permanently reduced zone with bluish green color. 

b. Marshy soils: 

i. Freshwater marsh- occur on the fringes of lakes and the networks of streams. 

ii. Saltwater marsh-marshes are found in estuaries, deltas and tidal flats.  

c. Paddy soils: Developed by cultivation practices of paddy (includes puddling, levelling and water 

stagnation) like maintenance of 5-10 cm of standing water during the 4-5 months the crop is on the 

land, draining and drying the fields at harvest, reflooding after an interval which varies from a few 

weeks to as long as 8 months, when irrigated soil undergoes reduction and turns dark grey. These 

operations and oxygen secretion by rice roots lead to the development of certain features peculiar to 

paddy soils. 

Characteristics of Submerged Soils 
1. Absence of Molecular Oxygen 

2. Oxidized Mud-Water Interface 

3. Presence of Marsh Plants 

4. Soil Reduction. 

Absence of molecular oxygen: Gas exchange between soil and air is drastically reduced. O2 and other 

atmospheric gases can enter the soil only by molecular diffusion in the interstitial water which is 10,000 

times slower than diffusion in gas-filled pores. Within a few hours of soil submergence, microorganisms use 

up the oxygen present in the water or trapped in the soil and render a submerged soil practically devoid of 

molecular oxygen. 

Oxidized mud-water interface: Concentration of O2 may be high in the surface layer which is a few 

millimeters thick and in contact with oxygenated water.  Below the surface layer, the O2 concentration 

drops abruptly to practically zero. The chemical and microbiological regimes in the surface layer resemble 

those in aerobic soils. 

Presence of marsh plants: Plants growing in submerged soils have two adaptations that enable the roots 

to accumulate nutrients and grow in an O2 free medium:  

a. O2 transport from the aerial parts (shoot, roots). 

b. anaerobic respiration. 

Oxidation and reduction in an anaerobic soil: 

10 e- + 2 NO3- + 12 H+→ 1 N2 + 6 H2O 

Electrons (e-) from organic matter in soil are accepted by nitrate (NO3-) instead of O2. 

a. Nitrogen (N) in NO3- is reduced; the N compound becomes nitrogen gas (N2) 
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b. Hydrogen ions (H+) react with oxygen from NO3- to produce H2O. 

Main Transformation Processes in Submerged Soil are 
1. Mineralization and Immobilization 

2. Nitrification and Denitrification 

3. Volatilization  

4. Biological nitrogen fixation 

5. Leaching loss 

6. Fixation of ammonia 

Mineralization and Immobilization: Conversion of soil organic nitrogen into inorganic forms is known 

as mineralization. Main products in anaerobic condition are CO2, CH4, organic acids, NH4+, H2S, and 

resistant residues. NH4+ ions in reduced layer either: 

a. Accumulate in reduced layer 

b. Due to mass flow NH4+ ions move towards plant roots for absorption 

c. As root rhizosphere is oxidized some NH4+ gets converted to NO3- is either absorbed by roots or 

diffuse away.  

d. This NO3- then can be used as terminal acceptor of electrons and reduced to NO, N2O and finally 

N2. 

e. May be utilized by microorganisms for metabolism called immobilization. 

How to reduce Denitrification losses? 

a. Incorporation of NH4+ fertilizers in reduced zone of soil 

b. Sub surface placement of Urea Super Granules  

c. Coated fertilizers 

d. Nitrification inhibitors- N Serve (2-chloro-6-(trichloromethylpyridine), DCD (dicyandiamide) and 

AM (2-amino-4-chloro-6-methylpyrimidine), neem, karanj. 

Volatilization: 

a. Losses can range from 5-35%. 

b. Less in flooded soils due to dilution of NH4+ ion in flooded water. 

c. Its loses are more in alkaline soils due to partial pressure difference between atmosphere and soil 

water system. 

How to reduce Volatilization losses? 

a. Light irrigation after urea application 

b. Incorporation of fertilizers in lower layers 

c. Adding organic materials 

d. Coated fertilizers 

e. Prevent over liming. 

Fixation of ammonia: 

a. Strong adsorbtion in 2:1 layer silicate clay minerals. 

b. Vermiculite > fine grained micas > smectite 

c. Fixation similar to K+ ions 

d. Not easily available for plants and microbes. 

Biological nitrogen fixation: Biological nitrogen fixation (BNF) occurs when atmospheric nitrogen is 

converted to ammonia by enzyme called Nitrogenase. 

The reaction of BNF is: 

 
Leaching: 

a. Vary from 2-50% 

b. Mostly as NO3- ions 

How to reduce leaching losses? 

a. Adding organic materials to increase water holding capacity 
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b. Split application 

c. Light irrigation with heavy frequency 

d. Crop rotation 

e. Use of Nitrification inhibitors and slow releasing fertilizers. 

Conclusion 
1. Nitrogen transformations in submerged soils are markedly different from those in drained, aerated soils. 

These differences affect the prevalent soil microorganisms and microbial activities and the turnover, 

availability, and losses of N. 

2. To deal with the differences in N transformations between submerged and drained soils it is necessary 

to understand the biogeochemical conditions existing in submerged soils and prevent losses of N. 
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Summary 
Phosphorus (P) is one of the three major nutrients required in crop nutrition, among nitrogen (N) and 

potassium (K). Phosphorus plays many vital roles in crop growth and is referred to by many as the “king-

pin” in Indian agriculture. The fixation of added phosphorus in the soil, may reach a level as high as 81 per 

cent. It has unique dynamics in soil due to their differing ionic forms and its high fixation capacity. 

Therefore, focus must be on increasing P use efficiency. 

Introduction 
1. Group 15th, Period 3rd, block p, atomic no. 15, mass no. 30.97 element. 

2. Always found in elemental form in minerals as phosphates mainly apatite. 

3. 11th most abundant element in the earth’s crust. At the same time, it is also the least mobile element 

among the major plant nutrients. 

4. Phosphorus nutrition is a global issue. 

5. In general, concentration of P in soil solution ranges from 0.003 to 0.3 ppm. 

Importance of P in Plants 
1. Cell division, development of new tissues 

2. Energy transfer reactions 

3. Cell membranes(phospholipids) 

4. Root growth, tillering, hastens maturity 

5. Respiration and photosynthesis 

6. Biosynthesis of nucleic acids (DNA, RNA). 

Deficiency Symptoms 
1. Stunted growth, dark green color 

2. Accumulation of carbohydrates and anthocyanin pigment in leaves 

3. Develop reddish purple color 

4. Delayed maturity. 

Factor Affecting Availability of P in Soil 
Fraction of total P in soil that is readily available for absorption by plant roots and microbes is present as 

inorganic P in the form of orthophosphate (HPO4
2- and H2PO4-ions).     

1. Soil properties: 

a. pH   

b. Parent material 

c. Root exudates 

d. VAM 

e. PSB/PSF. 

2. Agriculture management: 

a. crop rotation. 

b. tillage practices. 

c. fertilizers use. 

3. Environmental conditions: 

a. Organic matter (sesquioxide coating, phosphor-humic complex) 

b. Temperature 
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c. Over liming. 

4. Nature and amount of soil components: 

a. Hydrous oxides of Al and Fe. 

b. Clays. 

c. Amorphous colloids. 

d. Cations (valency). 

e. Anions. 

Fate of Fertilizer in Soil 

 

Increasing Phosphorus Use Efficiency 
1. Methods of P fertilization: 

a. Broadcast fertilizer 

b. Band with the seed or two inches below: 

2. Time of application: Basal dressing at seeding/planting 

3. Liming of acid soils to increase the pH upto 7 

4. Treatment of planting material with phosphorus: Dipping rice seedlings with SSP and water slurry. 

5. Mycorrhizal fungi: Vesicular Arbuscular Mycorrhiza (VAM) 

6. Role of PSB: Bacillus and pseudomonas spc. 

a. PSF: Aspergillus and penicillin 

7. Incubation of insoluble fertilizers with organic manure (fresh cattle dung) and organic acids 

8. Phosphorus Fertilizer management options in soil cropping system: 

a. 4 R Nutrient stewardship principles of fertilizer application 

i. Suitable P source for a given soil- crop situation 

ii. Proper rate 

iii. Timing to prevent rise and fall of P 

iv. Proper application method. 

b. Sparingly soluble P sources must be used with soluble P sources. 

c. Incorporation and broadcasting before transplanting for rice. 

d. In rice –wheat system fertilizer must be applied to upland crop. 

e. Recent findings in P fertilizer. 
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Conclusion 
Up to 2050 land area under crop production has to increase by 20% to support the demand for food of global 

population and also assume an increase in P fertilizer consumption. However, the economically available 

reserves of Rock Phosphate might be exhausted up to 2033.On the other hand, agriculture management 

has led to high soil Phosphorus concentration resulting in pollution and threatens water quality. So, we 

must be proactive in developing technologies to maximize the fertilizer P use efficiency in agro ecosystems. 
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Introduction 
India is agriculturally based country. One of the massive challenges in India is solid waste management 

more serious in urban areas. Almost all the agricultural activities generate agricultural waste. This is a 

serious threat to human health causing environmental pollution & handling waste causes economic losses. 

Rural area is backbone of Nation’s development. Earlier farmers used agricultural material as manure but 

now fertilizers have taken place of these farm wastes. The continuous and over use of fertlizers and 

chemicals has no doubt given tremendous yields & production but it also has caused permanent damage to 

soil health since many years. After harvest parts of the field like straw, leaves, sugarcane trashes, grass 

are used for livestock feed & remaining are burnt and dried in field or otherwise are left for degradation 

which under anaerobic conditions cause foul smell and flies & mosquitoes spread diseases. Hence, 

management is necessary. 

Agricultural waste is biodegradable in nature. Hence it can be used for composting. In the following ways: 

1. Compost: Cowdung can be used for composting as it easily available seeding material in rural areas. It 

is rich in nutrients hence improves the quality of field compost. Eathworms can also be used for composting 

to prepare nutritive quality vermicompost from vermicast. Vermicompost is rich in Nitrogen, Phosphorus, 

potassium, calcium, magnesium, carbon and it adds organic manure to the soil. 

2. Phospho-Sulpho-Nitro (PSN) Compost: Crop residues, urban waste, kitchen waste, horticultural 

industries-based wastes having low nutrition value can be converted to phospho-sulpho-nitro (PSN) 

compost. It can enhance soil biological activity. 1 tonne of PSN will require 1000 kg waste. Add cow dung, 

urea solution, rock phosphate and pyrites in layers and maintain moisture of 60-70%.  Repeat the process 

till the heap attain about 3-4 feet. Microbial consortia are also augmented in the process. Finally, cover the 

heap with cow dung slurry to maintain optimum moisture content inside the heap and cover with polythene 

sheets to protect from adverse climatic condition. Compost will be ready in 1.5-2.5 month of decomposition 

and one can get about 950-1000 kg of enriched PSN compost.     

3. Biochar: Agri wastes, weeds, crop stalks, leaves by pyrolysis method can be converted to biochar within 

2 hours using portable metallic kilns. 

4. Corn cobs for kulhad making: Corn cob powder is mixed with mud & cups are prepared by baking in 

direct fire. Alternative for disposal of corn cob disposal. 

5. Cotton stalks for mushroom cultivation: Cotton stalks are rich in lignocellulose, minerals like 

potassium and consists of about 50-60% holocellulose and 25-28% lignin. This makes them a potential 

substrate for production of oyster mushroom (Pleurotus florida and P. ostreatus) which could be a source of 

some additional income to the farmers.About 300 gm fresh oyster mushroom can be obtained from 1 kg of 

dry cotton stalks in 30 days.Market value of mushroom is Rs. 80-150 and production cost is 50 for 1 kg. 

6. Potato waste: 35% waste of potato pulp, culls, chips are produced during processing. Complete animal 

feed can be easily prepared with this potato waste. 

7. Biofuel production: Agri solid waste can be converted to green energy through anaerobic digestion. 

High protein & fats may impair the digestion stability. However, pretreatment techniques may improve 

the solubilization of organic particles or biogas production. This act will promote sustainability of energy 

resources. 

8. Pectin from citrus fruit residue: Peel of pre matured dropped fruits & waste originated from citrus 

processing industries can be used for pectin extraction. 
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9. Feed ingredients: Feathers are by product from poultry processing which accounts for 6 % of total 

livestock wt. of a mature chicken. Rich in keratin protein reported 84-87% protein content effective for 

feather meal for livestock. Apart from this it can also be used in erosion control, paper alternative, water 

filtration fibre, green house, animal feeds. 

10. Soap making: Traditional technology of Africa which includes using cocoa pods for either composting 

or making black soap. 

11. Egg shells used for Ca source: A rich source of calcium; it consists of 93-96% calcium carbonate and 

other trace elements. They can be used to correct the deficiency of blossom end rot in tomato and other 

related disorders in vegetable crops like Cabbage, Lettuce, Carrot, Celery, pepper. Can be used as mulch 

also so that when it decomposes nutrients are added to the soil. Adding crushed eggshells to the soil helps 

to supply enough calcium and cure growth disorders or diseases like Blossom end rot in a tomato plant and 

other vegetable plants. Also be a good source to maintain medium pH of the soil for plant growth. 

 

12. Recycle the food waste: Actions that government should take- Agri wastes (rich in cellulose, 

hemicellulose, starch, lipids & protein) produced in large tons are burnt in the field. The govt. should take 

action in collaboration with researchers towards increasing the useful conversion of biomass to alternative 

energy sources and biofuel generation. 

Conclusion 
Hence, nothing is waste in agriculture. There are several more ways to make use of agriculture waste, we 

just need to find ways that can makes best use of waste for food production. 

Sources 
1. https://icar.org.in/sites/Creating-Wealth-From-Agricultural-Waste 

2. https://www.justagric.com/ 
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Summary 
Precision agriculture enables farmers to address a wide range of issues. Simultaneously, it encompasses a 

wide range of instruments that growers must understand in order to get the most out of their output in 

terms of productivity. Agriculture practices nowadays lead to more wastage of fertilizers, water, capital if 

not done precisely. So, there is a need to save the environment in order to maintain the sustainability of 

the soil resources. 

Introduction 
What Is Precision Agriculture? Precision farming improves the crop quality and productivity by 

utilizing current technologies such as satellite images and field mapping. By maximizing the efficiency of 

traditional resources this system contributes to the agriculture towards sustainability by allowing for the 

resolution of both economic and environmental issues that are becoming increasingly severe. 

How it works? The technologies used in this system are GPS, GIS, drone technology, and satellite images. 

Based on this data, farmers receive information about their crop status, weather forecastings, 

environmental changes, etc. Moreover, this system manages the fields by dividing them into blocks that 

makes it easier to adjust their fertilizer amount and usage of fuel. This is one of the most peculiar 

differences between traditional farming and precision farming. 

Importance of Precision Agriculture 
1. Small farmers can manage large fields easily by precision system remotely. 

2. Crop productivity and input cost is increases. 

3. In the long run, farmer is able to make savings more than traditional methods of farming  

4. Planning of field operations is done in advance. 

5. Soil quality is improved making it a sustainable resource for man. 

6. It’s an emerging step towards global hunger issue. 

Benefits of Precision Agriculture 
1. Precision agriculture is a boon for growers as well as worsening conditions of     agriculture leading to 

deterioration of environment. 

2. Input costs like irrigation, fertilizers, seeds, fuels, harvesting tools, etc. are reduced. 

3. Less use of pesticides results in improved soil health. 

4. Weather condition is no more a barrier in agriculture 

5. Time of field management is reduced. 

Technologies of Precision Agriculture 
Precision farming uses hardware and software setup both, to collect and analyze all the information.  

1. Global Positioning System (GPS): GPS is a ground-based technology through which growers may 

collect data with accurate location in real-time using GPS. It allows: 

a. mapping irrigation systems, fields, and roadways 

b. detecting plant regions with problem 

c. soil testing in specific areas of the field; 

d. tractor driving with a parallel steering system; 

e. accurate seed and fertilizer application. 

2. Geographic Information Systems (GIS): Farmers can use GIS in precision agriculture to view 

information such as soil survey maps and plant history that have traditionally been grown in that area. 
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Aerial pictures and satellite images provide further information. It also allows to create digital maps using 

location data. Farm is divided into separate zones on the basis of their individual characters like soil type, 

nutrient availability, soil moisture content, pH and pest infestation. 

3. Satellite Remote Sensing: Through satellite images growers can obtain up-to-date information on 

disease infestation, moisture stress, nutrients deficiencies. Modern satellite imagery has a high spectral 

resolution, allowing growers to get the most accurate data. 

Challenges of Precision Agriculture 
Precision agriculture with several benefits shows some severe problems too: 

1. Growers have to individually determine the management solutions for soil and plant problems based on 

the received data. 

2. With the upcoming computer technology in agriculture dark side of cyber-crimes also rises. Stealing of 

data & information will always be a threat. 

3. In India, farmers are mostly dependent upon weather conditions.  

However, strategically, precision agriculture advantages are more symbolizing. So, this system is definitely 

effective and promising. 

Conclusion 
The ultimate goal of sustainable agriculture is to solve the global issues. Hunger is the key issue of the 

society. Precision farming ensures fulfilling the present as well as the future need of food without harming 

the environment. It conserves natural resources by allowing farmers to cultivate crops and soil with 

maximum efficiency without threatening the future. 
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Introduction 
Internal parasite has always been a problem for livestock farmers all over the world. Whether the animals 

are grazed on pastures or stall-fed, they must have encountered internal parasites in their lives. Animals 

of humid areas have been found more prone to internal parasitic problems as compared to those of dry and 

arid range lands. Chemical dewormers are losing their efficacy with the passage of time as complaints are 

emerging from various parts of the world. For improvement in the ruminant productive and reproductive 

performance there are two major obstacles: 

a. Inadequate nutrition. 

b. Parasitism. 

Gastrointestinal nematodes are main threats for health and production of cattle in extensive production 

systems. They cause considerable losses in the production in the whole world, mainly in young animals and 

periparturent females. Economic losses are related to a decrease in fertility, in food intake and in weight 

gain but also to the lower milk production, to more expensive treatments and control methods and to the 

death of severely parasitized animals.  

Under-nutrition in energy, protein and minerals/trace elements are direct or indirect predisposing factors 

that render the animals susceptible to parasitic infestation. Not only India but the world is also facing the 

challenge of the drug resistance. 

To provide the animal products free from such chemical residues an alternative parasite control approaches 

should be practised. Good managemental practices like grazing management, nutritional management, 

biological control, genetic control and vaccination could help to reduce the losses caused by the GI parasites. 

Instead of chemical drugs some alternative therapies should be practised to tackle the GI parasites in the 

herd. There is inverse relationship between the nutritional plan of animal and the parasitic load of animal. 

The nutritional management of the herd is very important to fight against the parasitic infections in the 

farm.  

In context to all this discussion, following are given a few management suggestions for internal parasites. 

1. Nutritional status: Good nutrition plays a key role in improving and strengthening the immune system 

of animals. Nutrition is the key aspect, which enable animals to overcome the detrimental effects of internal 

parasites. Poor nutrition can mislead the farmer for parasitism. Researches have shown that animal placed 

on higher plain of nutrition were able to lessen their worm burden significantly and even some sheep cured 

themselves.  

2. Pasture Management: The major part of a parasitic life cycle is outside the animal i.e. on the 

soil/pastures. Usually farmers keenly monitor animals, but seldom pay attention to plants and soil. 

Nutritional Management 
Effect of Parasites on Animal Nutrient Status: There is a complex relationship between the nutritional 

status of animal and the parasitemia, however without any doubt, the parasites increase the susceptibility 

to get animal infected because of altered nutritional availability. The alteration in animal metabolism is 

highly determined by the (i) parasitic and (ii) host factors. Parasitic factors include the number and level 

of larval challenge, and worm species. The host factors like age, nutritional, physiological and immune 

status influences the level of parasitemia. To maintain the tissue integrity and normal homeostasis there 

is increase in the protein demand of the animal and resulted in the reduction in growth rate for the same 

food supply.  
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Nutritional Exploitation can Increase Host Immunity to Gastrointestinal Parasite: By providing 

optimum nutrition the immunity against various parasite can be acquired. The plan of nutrition could 

enhance the host immunity by following ways: 

a. Regular monitoring of animals for parasitism. 

b. Provision of ample quality and quantity of forages, clean water and confortable bedding, it enable 

animals to overcome its deficiencies and better equipped against infections. 

c. Feed by-pass protein sources to improve health and immunity. 

d. On pastures, graze younger earlier than adults. 

e. Dewormers should be used with great care to avoid toxicity in animals and resistance development 

in parasites. 

f. Lavish use of antiparasitic drugs (e.g. ivermectin) should be discouraged. 

g. Reduction in faecal egg count  

h. Increase in body weight/growth rate of animals  

i. Reduced severity of infection and drench frequency  

Host acquired immunity against the GI parasite is very crucial that helps the host to reject the incoming 

larvae, expel the adult worms and decreasing fecundity of parasite. The acquired immunity is directly 

depending on the plan of nutrition especially the protein, iron, and trace elements content of the ration as 

these nutrients are majorly depleted by the parasites from host circulation. The under-feed animals, 

pregnant animal is more prone to get parasitic infestation. As the young animals cannot get sufficient 

protein from the pasture, they are more susceptible than the adult animal. The acquired immunity against 

the invading parasites is depend on the T cell function, which is badly affected by protein-energy deficiency. 

However, the feeding of increased amount of digestible protein could not be elicited the host resistance 

against parasite at early stage of infection, rather it is more beneficial to supplement the protein at latter 

stage of infection for optimum immunity against the parasite. The nutritional factors that can boosts the 

host immunity against the parasites could be an integral managemental component to fight against the 

parasitemia.  

The nutritional management should be in such a way that a higher emphasis on acquisition of immunity 

be given rather than growth in young animals. Whereas in adult animal, the reproductive performance 

should be on high priority. The increased dietary intake of metabolizable protein and energy and high-

quality pasture can directly promote the host resistance to worm infestation. It was reported that the 

animals that are reared on additional protein supplementation, were able to maintain growth rate. It was 

suggested that if the availability of amino acids is high enough, the animal can maintain its productive 

performance even in the parasitic challenge. 

If the animals are fed on additional high quality of protein, it not only affects the growth of parasite but 

also helps to produce more antiparasitic IgA which ultimately represses the parasitic growth. In the 

parasitic infection the nitrogen deficiency is the most crucial. Provision of non-protein nitrogen (NPN) such 

as urea in the diet can compensate for the deficiency and stimulate feed intake, enhance ruminal digestion, 

elevate ammonia-nitrogen level in rumen leading to increased ruminal microbial protein synthesis and 

availability to the intestine The nutritional management of young, adult, pregnant as well as diseased 

animals is very crucial for the optimum productive and reproductive performances. By adopting a good 

nutritional management practice in the farm, the farmers can reduce the chances of parasitic infestation 

in their herd. 

Conclusion 
The nutritional management should be in such a way that a higher emphasis on acquisition of immunity 

be given rather than growth in young animals. It was suggested that if the availability of amino acids is 

high enough, the animal can maintain its productive performance. If the animals are fed on additional high 

quality of protein, it not only affects the growth of parasite but also helps to produce more antiparasitic IgA 

which ultimately represses the parasitic growth The nutritional management of young, adult, pregnant as 

well as diseased animals is very crucial for the optimum productive and reproductive performances. By 

adopting a good nutritional management practice in the farm, the farmers can reduce the chances of 

parasitic infestation in their herd. 
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Summary 
The Indian Network for Climate Change Assessment (INCCA,2010), has reported the net GHGs emissions 

were 1727.7 million tons (Mt) of CO2 eq. and 35.9% of the total emissions from agriculture in India, 2007. 

To get the agricultural products to supermarkets, a large number of miles are added to the carbon footprint. 

Increased use of production inputs, such as mineral fertiliser, has made Indian agriculture more 

greenhouse gas (GHG)-intensive. Recent estimates report that global food production must increase by 70% 

to meet the projected food demand of the estimated 9 billion global population by 2050 (CTA-CCAFS, 2011). 

The present review aimed to understand whether growing our own food helps the environment. 

Introduction 
Today, the earth's average temperature rises due to increased concentration of greenhouse gases viz. carbon 

dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O), in the atmosphere leading to global warming which 

is the most distinguished environmental issue before the humanity. Globally, agriculture accounts for 54% 

of anthropogenic methane and 58% of nitrous oxide emissions. Huge agricultural production its 

transportation is also responsible for a much greater share of global emissions if the clearance of forests to 

make way for crops and livestock is included. Thus, the crop production sector (rice cultivation, soils, and 

field burning of crop residues) contributes 35.9% of the total emissions from agriculture. 

Table 1. Emissions of greenhouse gases from Indian agriculture during 2007: 

Source CH4 N2O 

Million 

 

ton 

CO2 eq. 

Enteric fermentation 10.10 - 212.09 

Manure management 0.12 - 2.44 

Rice cultivation 3.37 - 84.24 

Agricultural soil - 0.22 64.7 

Crop residue burning 0.25 0.01 8.21 

Total 13.84 0.23 371.68 

Source: INCCA (2010) 

The Ecological Benefits of Growing Our Own Food 
Growing our own produce can bring about a good desirable change in the environment at the same time it 

can help the environment to heal and nourish and one who practice it can reap many rewards. Some of the 

prominent benefits are:  

1. Reduce food waste: Growing our own produce is also a low-waste generation process as it helps reduce 

food waste by composting them, making use of the compost to improve the quality of our plants.  

2. Reduced carbon footprint: Another benefit of starting our own produce garden is that it allows us to 

cook with healthy nutritious food that have been grown in home gardens reducing our consumption of food 

grown across the country thereby decreasing our carbon footprint to get it from supermarkets. 

3. It helps eliminate the use of plastic: The use of plastic bags have a huge negative impact on the 

environment as it last for years and takes a long time for them to decompose. Furthermore, the dangerous 

harmful substances from it are released into the soil when they perish under sunlight and, if plastic bags 

are burned, they release a toxic substance into the air leads to air pollution. Most likely when buying food 

from the market it come in a type of plastic packaging. Although some supermarkets are trying to reduce 

the amount of plastic packaging they are using, they still have it to keep fruit and vegetables fresh, 
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especially if they are transported across the country. Plastic packaging can also be improperly disposed of, 

meaning that it can cause a large amount of damage to the ecosystem and foods grown in our home garden 

is going to be nutritious, fresh and no plastic package required. 

4. Limiting the use of pesticides: Pesticides are being used in farming especially in commercial 

agricultural production which crops grown are being sprayed with different pesticides to protect them from 

pests that could destroy them. But these contaminate the ecosystem they have disastrous environmental 

impacts from the continuous use of these harmful pesticides. But growing our own produce we can 

drastically reduce the pesticides used in the growing process and lessen the number of chemicals polluting 

the air and water and brings the reward of healthy, nutritious and home-grown foods. 

Conclusion 
To conclude several research studies highlights that growing our own food can make an impact for a better 

sustainable environment. Whether we begin our own herb garden or have a full vegetable patch, it will go 

a long way in helping the environment as a whole. Thus,this eco-friendly activities favour agricultural 

sustainability brings numerous environmental benefits which helps brings sustainable solution in harmony 

with our mother earth. 
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Introduction 
The National Agricultural Market (e-NAM) is a pan-India electronic trading portal which networks the 

almost 7,000 existing mandis run by Agricultural Produce Market Committees (APMC) to create a unified 

national market for agricultural commodities, with a promise to promote real-time price discovery based 

on actual supply and demand. 

By January 2019, when the first inter-State trade took place, there were only 585 mandis connected to the 

platform, although the Agriculture Ministry promised to integrate 415 more mandis by March 2020. At the 

end of March 2020, however, the number of markets connected to e-NAM still remained stagnant at 585, 

even as the nation went into lockdown due to the COVID-19 pandemic and hundreds of mandis shut their 

physical gates. 

India has become self-sufficient in the production of agricultural commodities as the food grains production 

has increased tremendously. But still, there is no substantial growth in terms of farmers' income. The 

reason being the producers are not able to find the right market to sell the produce at right time. Since the 

agricultural produce passes through several marketing intermediaries before reaching the ultimate 

consumers and also farmers have to sell their produce at specific mandis. Farmers are unable to reap the 

benefits of their hard earn labour due to involvement of middlemen. Therefore, producers’ share in 

consumers’ rupee is low; generally, varies from 15 to 40% and they do not get the remunerative prices for 

their produce as per the studies conducted by IFPRI and World Bank. High marketing costs, illegal 

deductions and various malpractices prompted regulation of agricultural marketing in different states of 

the country. Several measures have been initiated by GOI to reverse this situation. Thus, e-NAM is an 

important measure targeted at better price realization by farmers. Agricultural Marketing system has 

always remained a matter of great concern before as well as after Independence. 

The Royal Commission on Agriculture, 1928 had made the first attempt to understand the role of an 

efficient marketing system as a link between the producers and the consumers. The Government of India 

prepared a Model Bill in 1938 and circulated it to all states, but not much improvement was made till 

independence. Later, Agricultural Produce Markets Regulation (APMR) Act had been enacted in most of 

the states during 1960s and 1970s. Then, thereafter so many amendments have been done in the APMC as 

implementation of model APMC Act 2003, which was uneven across the states. In continuation of market 

reforms, more recently, the Model Agricultural Produce and Livestock Marketing (Promotion and 

Facilitating) Act (APLM), 2017, advocated electronic- markets (e-markets) through the abolition of the 

concept of notified area, so that trade can be carried out from anywhere in local markets through 

participation in electronic auction platform came into practice. 

A pilot project in Gulbarga market and subsequent state-wide rollout in Karnataka provided the base for 

e-NAM and was launched by the Prime Minister of India on 14 April 2016. The move was part of the 

implementation of the roadmap for doubling the income of the farmers by 2022 by connecting them directly 

to the consumers. e-NAM is an online market that connects the present existing mandis by integrating the 

dispersed APMCs through an electronic platform. Small Farmers’ Agribusiness Consortium (SFAC) is the 

implementing agency that help APMCs with both hardware and software. Agriculture marketing was state 

subject administered as per their agri-marketing regulations before commencement of e-NAM and the state 

is divided into several market areas, each of which is administered by a separate Agricultural Produce 

Marketing Committee (APMC) with its marketing regulation. Due to the fragmentation of the markets, 

the free flow of commodities hinders from one market area to another and multiple handling of agri-produce 

and multiple levels of mandi charges ends up hiking the prices for the consumers without commensurate 

benefit to the farmer. 
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Initially, e-NAM was launched in 21 mandis of 8 states for the trading of 24 commodities since then, as of 

January 2022, 1000 mandis in 18 states and 3 UTs were registered on eNAM in which the electronic trade 

is carried out instead of physical trade. The number of registered traders is 2,11,091 and the number of 

unified licences issued by state are 95,248. The common tradable parameters have been developed for 175 

commodities which were earlier for 90 commodities. 

In e-NAM, all the activities initiated from the gate-entry where the registration of farmer and vehicle is 

done which includes farmer’s name, commodity name, lot number, quantity, and bank account number. 

After registration, the weighmen of the product either lot wise or vehicle wise is done which is followed by 

the quality check of the produce through the collection of the sample for quality as saying. After this, the 

product goes to the commission agents for bidding by each trader and finally highest price bidder is selected 

and prices are done online. The quantity then goes to the highest commodity bidder. The timing for bidding 

is 9:30 to 1:30 pm, however, the final bidders will be announced by 1:30 pm. The information of the highest 

bidder for the trade will be provided through the announcement, scrolling on a TV screen in mandis, and 

through SMS to farmers, traders and commission agents regarding the prices and their respective names 

of the stakeholders. After e-auction seller exits the mandi with a post-trade slip or with a product or crop 

if it is not sold from the exit gate. 

 

e-NAM During COVID-19 
The immediate lockdown in the country during 2020 without prior information has impacted the movement 

of agricultural produce within and across the states. The agriculture sector has been hit hard during this 

period. It adversely impacted the farmers and traders of agricultural produce as well. During the first 

lockdown the agricultural produce affected due to the restricted movement hence most of the produce 

destroyed in the fields itself. Further the government took measure for the marketing of the harvested 

agricultural produce through various ways. The effectiveness and efficiency of the e-NAM enhanced by 

introducing FPO trading modules where FPOs can trade their produce from collection centres without 

bringing produce to APMC. Logistic module in which trackable transport facility is provided. e-NAM 

platform created an interface with large transport aggregators like Blackbuck, Rivigo, Mavyn, Truck 

Suvidha, Truck Guru, Transin Logistics, Elastic Run, etc enabling traders to access more than 7.86 lakh 

trucks through e-NAM platform. During March and April, 2020 out of 585 mandis 268 were operational 

and during this period 50 % of traded lots got assayed for quality. States like Jharkhand initiated farm 

gate trading through e-NAM platform whereby farmers are uploading the details of their produce along 

with picture for online bidding. The measure taken by government during the first lockdown were 

suspension of 1 % market fee collection from traders for trading of notified agricultural produces in the 

notified area, waiver of godown rent, interest on pledge loan and user charges for cold storages from 

farmers. All these relaxations from the government side have helped the farmers and traders in the 

marketing of their produce. But the impact of the covid is not over yet and although the restricts on the 

marketing and trade will not be same as during first lockdown. However, the government needed to take 

preventive measures for the smooth functioning of the e-NAM. 
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Introduction 
The idea of functional meals originated in ancient China and was later transferred to Japan. In 2005, Arai 

introduced the notion of isogonic medications and meals. Furthermore, Hippocrates, the inventor of 

medicine, defines and states, "Let food be the treatment, and drug be the food." There are several ways to 

make a natural food product effective. Something which is useful may be added, and something that is bad 

can be withdrawn. Even anything that comes from the outside may be improved to make it work. As a 

result, individuals will profit from improved health (Farnworth 2008). Functional foods are primarily 

viewed as food items and a factor affecting food choices in most marketplaces. The abundance of local food, 

philosophy, culture, rituals, economic standing, and, of addition, group values are all socio-cultural 

elements. Attitudes of consumers regarding functional foods. i.e., how readily these function meals may be 

incorporated into daily life and how often the consumer consumes foods that promote certain health 

advantages (Dey et al. 2019). 

Market Potential and Global Regulations 
The primary market dynamics in Europe for functional ingredients and nutraceutical goods regarding 

health promises. That is, the manufacturer's health claims include things like boosting immunity, 

promoting strong bones and teeth, providing energy, and promoting wellness. Meanwhile, in the United 

Kingdom, the claims are varied, such as providing energy, promoting bone health, promoting good teeth, 

lowering cholesterol, and reducing cancer risk. In France, appealing claims include providing energy, 

lowering cholesterol, increasing resistance to disease, boosting immunity, and preventing constipation 

(Daliri et al. 2015). Between the safety scales of functional foods and health supplements, there is a very 

narrow line. In comparison to nutritional supplements, functional meals are quite harmless. In comparison 

to cosmeceutical, there is no stringent defined intake restriction for functional meals. The nutraceuticals, 

on the other hand, produce rapid results. Together with the major meals, functional foods can be ingested 

as a basic food. We've already mentioned that healthy meals don't have a specific amount or quantity (Gul 

et al. 2016). 

Functional Foods and their Ingredient Composition 
The functional components are distributed among the different plant foods i.e. (garlic, it contains sulphides 

and terpenes; green tea (phenolic acid, flavonoids and coumarins; soybean, it contains phytates, phenolic 

acid, flavonoids and carotenoids; cereals contain phytates, phenolic acid, flavonoids; citrus (phenolic acid, 

flavonoids, terpenes, carotenoids; flax seeds (phenolic acid, flavonoids and lignans) studied by Craig (1999) 

and Saini et al. (2019). Antioxidants are a particularly essential category of chemicals in functional meals 

because they neutralise free radicals. Free radicals and reactive oxygen species (ROS) in the cell are both 

damaging to us. Anti-oxidants also serve a variety of roles. The modulation of oxidation state within the 

cell is one of them. Also, possible cell damage initiators and carcinogens are reduced. They trigger cell death 

by increasing cell permeability and removing carcinogens or delaying carcinogenesis (Atasoy et al. 2021). 

Market Products and their Health Benefits 
The availability of functional ingredients foods on the market is an important step in the product's 

diffusion. Chewing gums are another example. They will be substituted with xylitol instead of sugar. It will 

also help to avoid dental cavities. Also, there's gold rice and orangish sweet potatoes, which are high in pro-
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vitamin A, which is healthy for your eyes. There are a variety of nutraceuticals on the market. This is the 

name of the company. So, this is the specific component present that is accountable for focusing on the 

medical benefit or illness prevention. Betatene is indeed the brand name for a product that includes 

carotenoids. Carotenoids are antioxidants, as you are well aware. It will also boost your immune system. 

Lutein esters, for example. It's also excellent for your eyes. Lipoec is a substance that includes alpha-lipoec 

acid. It's also a powerful antioxidant. Generol, on the other hand, includes phytosterol. It also aids in the 

treatment of coronary artery disease. It will lower the incidence of heart disease (Santini et al. 2018; 

Buscemi et al. 2018).  

DHA and EPA are found in Marinol. Omega-3 fatty acids are beneficial to cardiovascular health. The active 

ingredient in Clarinol is CLA. It's a kind of linoleic acid called conjugated linoleic acid. It's also beneficial 

for maintaining the constituents' fat loss. Saponin is the active component or bio-active component of 

Cholestaid. Probably no one would be aware that saponin can help lower cholesterol levels. So now that 

we've covered all of this, you're aware of the many functionals and nutraceuticals on the market. Whenever 

one goes to the market or any other location to purchase these things. You should be knowledgeable about 

the health advantages and active ingredients (Daci et al. 2020). 

Conclusion and Future Prospects 
Technological structure is also a key stumbling block in the manufacture of nutritious meals. Then there's 

the issue of a new regulation for functional foods. Currently, the Food Safety and Standards Authority of 

India (FSSAI) is the regulatory authority in charge of these functional foods and nutraceuticals. Resistance 

to genetically engineered foods is another essential element to consider. As a result, the importance of 

functional ingredients, their regulatory characteristics, and other factors must be emphasized (Thakur and 

Srivastava 2016; Grumezescu and Holban, 2018). 
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Introduction 
Organic agriculture is a comprehensive production management system which promotes and enhances 

health of agro-ecosystem, including bio-diversity, soil biological activity and biological cycles. It gives 

importance to the use of management practices particularly the use of off-farm inputs, taking into account 

that regional conditions require locally adapted systems. Panchagavya is an organic product produced by 

using five different by-products of cow like cow dung, cow urine, cow milk, cow ghee, cow curd and other 

ingredients. It has the potential to play the role of promoting growth and providing immunity in plant 

system thereby confers resistance against pest and diseases. Panchagavya contains several nutrients i.e., 

macronutrients like N, P, K and micronutrients which are required for the growth and development of 

plants. Panchagavya plays a major role in organic farming. 

Ingredients used for preparation of panchagavya are: 

Fresh cow dung- 10 kg, Cow urine- 10 lit, Cow milk- 2 lit, Cow curd- 2 lit., Cow ghee - 1 kg, and Tender 

coconut water- 3 lit, Sugarcane juice- 3 lit, Ripened banana- 12 numbers Grape juice - 2 lit Sugarcane juice 

and coconut water are used to accelerate the fermentation which also help in minimizing the bad odour. 

Preparation of Panchagavya 
1. Panchagavya has to be prepared in a wide mouth container made of mud, concrete or plastic. The 

container should not be made of any metal. 

2. The first step is to mix fresh cow dung and ghee in the container. Mix it twice a day.  

3. On the fourth or fifth day the remaining ingredients cow milk, cow curd and cow urine should be added 

to the container and kept for 7 to 8 days more.  

4. The ingredients in the container should be well mixed by stirring for 20 to 30 minutes.  

5. This stirring should be carried out both in the morning and evening to facilitate aerobic microbial 

activity.  

6. Then add tender coconut, jaggery and grape juice.  

7. Then add banana by making banana paste.  

After 10 days the panchagavya should be prepared and used as a foliar spray for plants or crops. 

Dose and Application Time of Panchagavya in Field 
The functional components are distributed among the different plant foods i.e. (garlic, it contains sulphides 

and terpenes; green tea (phenolic acid, flavonoids and coumarins; soybean, it contains phytates, phenolic 

acid, flavonoids and carotenoids; cereals contain phytates, phenolic acid, flavonoids; citrus (phenolic acid, 

flavonoids, terpenes, carotenoids; flax seeds (phenolic acid, flavonoids and lignans) studied by Craig (1999) 

and Saini et al. (2019). Antioxidants are a particularly essential category of chemicals in functional meals 

because they neutralise free radicals. Free radicals and reactive oxygen species (ROS) in the cell are both 

damaging to us. Anti-oxidants also serve a variety of roles. The modulation of oxidation state within the 

cell is one of them. Also, possible cell damage initiators and carcinogens are reduced. They trigger cell death 

by increasing cell permeability and removing carcinogens or delaying carcinogenesis (Atasoy et al. 2021). 

Market Products and their Health Benefits 
1. At pre-flowering stage- once in 15 days  

2. At flowering and pod setting stage- once in 8-10 days  

3. At fruit/pod maturation stage once during fruit/pod maturation. 

SPRAY SYSTEM -3% solution is effective. 3% of panchagavya mixed with every 100 litres of water is 

suitable for all crops.  
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FLOW SYSTEM -the solution of panchagavya can be mixed with irrigation water at 48- 58 litres per hectare 

either through drip irrigation or flow irrigation.  

SEED/SEEDLING TREATMENT -3% solution of panchagavya can be used to soak the seeds or dip the 

seedlings before planting. soaking the seeds or dipping the seedlings for 30 minutes is feasible. 

Advantages of Panchagavya 
1. It improves soil health and fertility. 

2. It is used against pest and diseases.  

3. It increases yield and quality of produce.  

4. No chemicals are used.  

5. Eco- friendly approach.  

6. Reduces cost of cultivation by reducing chemicals like fertilizers, pesticides, fungicides, growth regulators 

etc. 

Impacts of Panchagavya on Different Plant Parts 
The effect of Panchagavya on different plant parts are as follows: 

Leafs: Plants sprayed with Panchagavya produce bigger leaves; it also enhances the photosynthesis 

process.  

Stem: It improves branching, and helps in producing more off shoots, which are sturdier.  

Roots: Roots grow deeper, increasing the intake of nutrients and water. They also become denser and 

remain fresh for a longer time.  

Yield: It has been usually observed that when farms are converted from inorganic to organic, their yield 

reduces; Panchagavya ensures that the yield is restored after the conversion Panchagavya also enhances 

the shelf life, aroma and taste of the produce. 

Reduction in water consumption: Panchagavya causes a thin layer of oil to form on the leaves and 

stems. This reduces water loss due to evaporation during the day. Also, as Panchagavya cause the roots to 

grow longer, plants can withstand longer periods of dry. This way water consumption of the plant reduces 

by 30%. 

Beneficial Effects of Panchagavya on Commercial Crops 
Mango: 

a. Induces dense flowering with more female flowers.   

b. continues fruit regularly.  

c. Flavour and aroma extraordinary.  

Acid Lime: 

a. Continuous flowering is ensured round the year.  

b. Fruits are plummy with strong aroma.  

c. Shelf life is extended by 10 days. 

Turmeric: 

a. Enhances the yield by 22%.  

b. Extra-long fingers.  

c. Helps in survival of dragonfly, spider extra which in turn reduce pest and disease load.  

d. Enriches the curcumin content. 

Vegetables:  

a. Yield enhancement by 18% and in few cases like cucumber, the yield is double.  

b. Wholesome vegetables with shiny and appealing skin.  

c. Extended shelf life.  

d. Very tasty with strong flavour. 

Beneficial Effects of Panchagavya on Soil Fertility 
Panchagavya improves fertility status in soils by increasing macronutrients, micronutrients and beneficial 

microorganisms thus increase soil health. It improves water hold capacity of soils because it acts as a 
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organic manure. It encourages growth and reproduction of beneficial soil microorganisms. It increases 

nutrient uptake in plants and enhances plant growth. 

Beneficial Effects of Panchagavya on Pest and Diseases 
It increases immunity power in plants thereby confers resistance against pest and diseases. Various 

beneficial metabolites produced by microorganisms such as organic acids, hydrogen peroxide and 

antibiotics, which are effective against various pathogenic microorganisms. 

Problems in Adopting Panchagavya 
1. Lack of awareness about its uses Sometimes during fermentation contaminations occur.  

2. Slow action of working.  

3. Limited availability of its products in market.  

4. It encourages weed growth also as it is non selective.  

5. Less utilization by farmers.  

6. It may reduce quality of the produce. 

Conclusion 
The increasing concern for environmental safety and global demand for pesticide residue free food has 

evoked keen interest in crop production using eco-friendly products which are easily biodegradable and do 

not leave any harmful toxic residues besides conserving nature. So it is necessary to use natural products 

like Panchagavya to produce chemical residue free food crops and hence Panchagavya can play a major role 

in organic farming. 
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Urbanization which is one of the major problems in this century has resulted in many environmental 

problems such as increased number of concrete buildings thereby reducing the requirement of open spaces 

in and around. Even though urbanization has reduced the green areas of the city, it has provided a platform 

for the development of the vertical gardening. The vertical gardens are gardens that cover building facades 

walls using various plant species. The vertical gardens not only increase urban green areas but also have 

some functions such as sound and heat isolation, energy productivity, air quality improvement, heat island 

reduction, aesthetics, and positive contribution to human psychology. However, factors such as constant 

maintenance difficulties, high cost, lack of knowledge and consciousness in vertical gardens are preparing 

for the aesthetic purposes and preventing the spread of applications. 

 

Green Wall: Green wall with another name vertical Garden is the term of used to refer to all form of 

vegetated wall surfaces (Green roof organization 2008). Green walls are not only spectacularly beautiful, 

but also helpful in enlivening the ambiance. Green walls can absorb heated gas in the air, lower both indoor 

and outdoor temperature, providing a healthier indoor air quality as well as a more beautiful space (Yeh 

2012). They hold or slows rainwater, providing food and shelter for wildlife (Thompson and Sorvig 2000). 

Green facades: Green facades are a type of green wall system in which climbing plants can be anchored 

to existing walls or built as freestanding structures, such as fences or columns (Gonchar 2009, Green roof 

organization 2008, Yeh 2012). 

Living walls: Living walls, also called bio-walls or vertical gardens. Living wall systems are composed of 

pre vegetated panels, vertical modules or planted blankets These panels can be made of plastic, expanded 
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polystyrene, synthetic fabric, clay, metal, and concrete, and support a great diversity and density of plant 

species. Living walls need more protection than green facades because of its diversity and density of 

vegetation. Living Walls are made with three parts: a metal frame, a PVC layer and an air layer (do not 

need soil). This system supports a variety of plant species, such as a mixture of vegetation, perennial 

flowers, low shrubs, and ferns etc.  

Landscape walls: Landscape walls are typically sloped as opposed to vertical and have the primary 

function of noise reduction and slope stabilization. They usually are structured from some form of stacking 

material made of plastic or concrete with room for growing media and plants (Green roof organization 

2008). 

Vegetated mat walls: It is composed of two layers of synthetic fabric with pockets that physically support 

plants and growing media. The fabric walls are supported by a frame and backed by a waterproof 

membrane against the building wall because of its high moisture content. Nutrients are primarily 

distributed through an irrigation system that cycles water from the top of the system down. 

Modular living walls: A modular living wall system emerged in part from the use of modules for green 

roof applications, with a number of technological innovations. Modular systems consist of square or 

rectangular panels that hold growing media to support plant material. 

Benefits of Vertical Gardening 
Vertical Gardens provide economic and ecologic benefits as well as aesthetic value. The benefits change 

with options such as different buildings, green wall technologies, plant selections and plant coverage. 

1. Beauty abounds and adds visual drama: Plants are one of the fastest, most cost-effective agents for 

rectifying negative perceptions of an area, enhancing a buildings public profile and significantly improving 

the visual amenity, economic, and social conditions of the city. The application of vertical gardens is shown 

to increase property values by dramatically increasing the amenity of buildings, and establishing higher 

public acclaim, transforming them into recognizable landmarks. 

2. Covers up views of plain or ugly walls and provide building protection: Building protection is 

primarily produced by reducing temperature fluctuations of the building envelope. Decreased temperature 

fluctuations reduce the expansion and contraction of building materials and extend the building’s lifespan. 

Green Walls shield the building envelope from ultra-violet rays and acidic rain by reducing cracking and 

carbonization of the building envelope, the buildings durability is improved and its service life extended. 

3. Decrease voice level: Soil and plants which are used for plantal arrangements in Vertical Gardens, 

have a voice absorption feature. For this reason, they perform to decrease voice function which happened 

both in building and its close area Green Walls provide a noise buffer which significantly reduces outside 

noise and vibration (up to 40dB) inside our homes and workplaces. A small indoor hedge placed around a 

workspace will reduce noise by 5 decibels. 

4. Conserves water and watering takes less effort: One of the biggest benefits of vertical gardens is 

how they manage water. For starters, watering is very efficient as it is done using a drip irrigation system 

or a hydroponic system. Any waste water is collected at the bottom of the garden in a special tray where it 

is drained away. Alternatively, it can be recycled and put back on the garden. This means that practically 

all the water is used up by the plants and there is very little waste. There is also no runoff into storm water 

systems so natural waterways are not affected by pollutants that can be found in storm water or waste 

water. 

5. Reduces CO2 levels and increases oxygen and improved air quality: A green wall offers 

immediate environmental advances in reducing existing greenhouse and other volatile organic compounds 

from our polluted cities. Plants act as bio-purifiers and can play a dramatic role in improving the quality 

of city air through a number of biochemical processes by removing and breaking down airborne 

contaminants from both inside and outside a building. Approximately 1 square foot of vegetated wall area 

will filter the air for approximately 100 square feet of office area.  

6. Prevent from dust and harmful microorganisms: Plants reduce wind-speed also they prevent dust 

with wet environments which created with their roots and leaf. By means of this event, plants bring about 

extinction to harmful microorganisms with on-site sap and juice. Air quality improvement from plants has 
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been shown to reduce coughs by thirty percent and dry throat and irritation by twenty four percent also, 

the plants clean the office air by absorbing pollutants into their leaves and transmitting the toxin to their 

roots, where they are turned into food for the plant. With cleaner office air building occupants are less likely 

to be sick and rooms with plants contain 50% to 60% fewer of airborne molds and bacteria than rooms 

without plants 

7. Increases value and salability of your home or office building: Plants are one of the fastest, most 

cost-effective agents for rectifying negative perceptions of an area, enhancing a buildings public profile and 

significantly improving the visual amenity, economic, and social conditions of the city. The application of 

vertical gardens is shown to increase property values by dramatically increasing the amenity of buildings, 

and establishing higher public acclaim, transforming them into recognizable landmarks. American and 

British Studies show that having a green plant can increase the value of property by 6-15%. 

8. Acts as natural insulation for hot and cold air and a save energy for your building: Indirectly, 

living walls reduce air-conditioning requirements and energy consumption of urban buildings through 

cooling the city. Vegetation on walls can assist in cooling buildings in summer and insulating them in 

winter. In winter, evergreen species offer a degree of insulation by trapping a layer of air against the facade 

and reducing convectional heat loss. An insulating effect of up to 30% has been recorded although such a 

high percentage is only likely when temperatures fall close to freezing. Energy savings are less significant 

on well insulated buildings, such as those with brick cavity walls. During the summer, hot walls cause 

temperatures to rise inside buildings, increasing demand on cooling systems and consuming more energy. 

A Green Wall surface temperature is reduced when covered with plants, reducing the wall temperature 

and building cooling load. Green Walls can reduce wall temperature as much as 15°F which results in 

significant air conditioning savings (http://www.marthastewart.com 2013). 
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Introduction 
Over the decades, the traditional practices of agriculture have been transformed. The increasing population 

and scarcity of land has invoked people to get creative and efficient. Using the available land to its optimum 

level has become vital. Previously, people were reluctant to adapt to the technological improvements. 

However, now it is mandatory that they accommodate to these advancements in order to survive in the 

industry. Technologies like Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, etc. have emerged to bring evolution 

to various industries. 

Artificial intelligence (AI) technology is supporting different sectors to boost their productivity. The AI 

solutions have helped overcome the challenges faced by several industries and now it is steadily making 

its place in the agriculture sector too.  AI technologies have a sizable impact on the agriculture sector. It 

has helped the sector grow in various ways, and here are some of them. 

Agriculture is a major industry and foundation of the economy of a country like India. India's gross domestic 

product (GDP) declined sharply by 23.9 per cent during the April-June, 2020-21 (Anonymous, 2020a). Only 

the agriculture, forestry and fishing industry witnessed a growth of 3.4 per cent in this period. The Covid-

19 pandemic induced economic turbulence along with measures to curb its outbreak, heavily dented India's 

economy. Factors such as climate change, population growth and food security concerns have propelled the 

industry into seeking more innovative approaches to protecting and improving crop yield. As a result, AI 

is steadily emerging as part of the industry’s technological evolution. Global population is expected to reach 

more than nine billion by 2050 which will require an increase in agricultural production by 70% in order 

to fulfil the demand. Only about 10% of this increased production may come from availability of unused 

lands and rest of 90% should be fulfilled by intensification of current production (Panpatte, 2018). In this 

context, use of latest technological solutions to make farming more efficient, remains one of the greatest 

necessities. 

The scarcity & increasing labour costs, raising cost of cultivation and crop failures associated with 

unpredictable yield due to diseases, failure in rainfall, climatic variations and loss of soil fertility, 

fluctuating market price in agriculture commodities etc., has made significant negative impact on the socio-

economic status on this backbone population. AI based equipment and machines, has taken today's 

agriculture system to a different level. This technology has enhanced crop production and improved real-

time monitoring, harvesting, processing and marketing. The latest technologies of automated systems 

using agricultural robots and drones have made a tremendous contribution in the agro-based sector and 

GDP of a country. Artificial Intelligence (AI), along with other digital technologies, will play a key role in 

modernizing agricultural activities and realising the goal of doubling the farmer’s income by 2022. The 

global ‘AI in agriculture’ market size is expected to be worth USD 2.6 billion by 2025(Anonymous, 2020). 

Impact of AI Techniques in Agriculture 
The impact of AI enables a support system to the farmers. It assists them in predicting the outcomes they 

never imagined. Artificial Intelligence is helping the farmers to monitor their crops without the need to 

invigilate personally. It is redefining the traditional farming methods and making agriculture smart over 

time. The agriculture sector will witness drastic transformations with the advanced approaches that AI 

brings along. 

AI based techniques help to improve efficiency in different fields in the agricultural sector like the crop 

yield, irrigation, soil content sensing, crop- monitoring, weeding, crop establishment. Agricultural robots 

are designed to determine various important parameters like weed detection, yield detection and crop 
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quality and many other techniques. AI based technological solutions has enabled the farmers to produce 

more output with less input and even improved the quality of output, also ensuring faster go-to- market for 

the yielded crops. 

Importance of Artificial Intelligence in Agriculture 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) can be applied cross disciplinary and it can also bring a paradigm shift in how 

we see farming today. Today’s technology advancement in Artificial Intelligence, Big Data, IT are becoming 

the major drivers for providing the Digital IT solution almost in all the fields and business sectors. 

Image-Based Insight Generation 
Drone-based images can help in in-depth field analysis, crop monitoring, scanning of fields and so on. Feeds 

from drone image data can generate alerts in real time to accelerate precision farming. Given below are 

some areas where computer vision technology can be put to use. 

Identification of Optimal Mix for Agronomic Products 
Based on multiple parameters like soil condition, weather forecast, type of seeds and infestation in a certain 

area and so on, cognitive solutions make recommendations to farmers on the best choice of crops and hybrid 

seeds. External factors like marketplace trends, prices or consumer needs may also be factored into enable 

farmers take a well-informed decision. 

1. Disease detection. 

2. Crop readiness identification. 

3. Field management. 

Health Monitoring of Crops 
Remote sensing techniques along with hyper spectral imaging and 3d laser scanning are essential to build 

crop metrics. This technology will also be used to monitor crops along their entire lifecycle including report 

generation in case of anomalies. 

Automation techniques in irrigation and enabling farmers Machines trained on historical weather pattern, 

soil quality and kind of crops to be grown, can automate irrigation and increase overall yield. With close to 

70% of the world’s fresh water being used in irrigation, automation can help farmers better manage their 

water problems. 

AI Helps Improve Harvest Quality 
AI systems are helping improve the harvest quality and accuracy, which is known as precision agriculture. 

AI technology assist’s in detecting the diseases in plants, pests, poor plant nutrition, etc. It also allows the 

farmers to monitor the health of the crops and the soil. This helps the farmers control the harvest quality. 

Computer vision and deep learning algorithms are captured from flying drones over the field. With the use 

of image recognition approach, the possible defects can be identified from the images captured by the 

camera. 

AI Tackles the Labour Challenge Problem 
Most of the farmers are facing workforce shortage, as very few people are entering this profession these 

days. Farms need large number of workers seasonally, especially during the harvest season. Numerous 

people have moved to cities, leaving fewer people in the villages. AI provides one solution to farmers called 

AI Agriculture Bots. These bots help by reducing manual labour and also, various other ways. The bots can 

harvest crops in higher volumes and at a faster pace than humans. Having a computer leverage, the AI 

bots can work more accurately than human beings. 

AI Forecasts Weather Data 
A computer model helps forecasters predict the possible weather threats. AI detects rotational movements 

in clouds from the satellite images that may have gone unnoticed. It helps the farmers to stay updated with 

the weather forecast. This helps the farmers to increase their yields and profits with lesser risks. It also 

assists the farmers to take precautionary measures in times of storms, floods etc. AI facilitates smart 

decisions to be taken at the right time. 
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AI Decreases Use of Pesticides 
AI is used to manage weeds, pests etc. By implementing machine learning, robotics, and computer vision, 

AI gathers data related to weeds and analyses the places where weed is present. As the farmers know 

where the weed is actually present, so they use pesticides only there. This process keeps the actual crops 

away from pesticides, making the crops healthier. 

Artificial Intelligence and its Challenges in Agriculture 
AI systems need a lot of data to train machines and to make precise predictions. In case of vast agricultural 

land, though spatial data can be gathered easily, temporal data is hard to get. For example, most of the 

crop-specific data can be obtained only once in a year when the crops are growing. Since the data 

infrastructure takes time to mature, it requires a significant amount of time to build a robust machine 

learning model. This is one reason why AI sees a lot of use in agronomic products such as seeds, fertilizer, 

pesticides and so on rather than in-field precision solutions. 

Conclusion 
There is huge potential for artificial intelligence and machine learning to revolutionize agriculture by 

integrating these technologies into critical markets on a global scale. AI technologies help farmers to 

analyse soil, crop, irrigation etc. and save time and allow farmers to grow right crop in each season that 

has best yield. AI based predictions enable suggesting appropriate pesticides in crops at right place and 

right time before large scale incidence of disease. With a huge space still untouched in agriculture, there is 

a vast opportunity for the agriculture industry to leverage emerging technology for assisting farmers with 

the answers to all their queries and giving relevant advice and recommendations to their specific farm 

related problems. 
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It is not possible to meet your nutritional needs without having leafy vegetables in your diet, they are 

available in abundance and are huge source of many vitamins and minerals your body needs to stay 

healthy, such as vitamins A, C and K, folate, iron and calcium. They are also great sources of fibre, they 

are also a vision protector and provides four essential minerals, i.e., calcium, magnesium, iron and 

potassium, Therefore, try to have them daily in your diet and darker the better. Research suggests that the 

nutrients found in dark green vegetables may prevent certain types of cancers and promote heart health. 

Green, especially leafy vegetables are to be eaten in the raw form, if you want to get the best of their 

nutritional properties. It si recommended that teenage girls eat 3 cups of dark green vegetables per week 

or about ½ a cup every day. Dark green green vegetables are also high in far-soluble in order for the body 

to absorb them. Therefore, when you eat dark green vegetables, make sure to add a teaspoon of dietary fat, 

such as butter, olive or canola oil, cheese or salad dressing to make sure your body absorbs all of the 

vitamins you eat. Examples of dark green leafy vegetables: 

1. Arugula has a peppery taste and is rich in vitamins A, C and calcium. It can be eaten raw in salads or 

added to stir-fry, soups and pasta sauces. 

2. Broccoli has both soft florets and crunchy stalks and is rich in vitamins A, C, K, folate and fibre. Broccoli 

can be eaten raw or steamed, sautéed or added to a casserole.  

3. Collard Greens have a mild flavor and are rich in vitamins A, C, K, folate, fibre and calcium. The best 

way to prepare them is to boil them briefly and then add to a soup or stir-fry. Collard greens can be eaten 

as a side dish. Just add your favourite seasoning and enjoy. 

4. Dandelion Greens have a bitter, tangy flavor and are rich in vitamin A and calcium. They are best 

when steamed or eaten raw in salad. 

5. Kale has a slightly bitter, cabbage-like flavor and isn rich in vitamins A, C and K. It is tasty when added 

to soups, stir-fries and sauces. 

6. Mustard Green have a peppery or spicy flavor and are rich in vitamin A, C, K, folate and calcium. They 

are delicious when eaten raw in salads or in stir-fries and soups. 

7. Romaine Lettuce. Lettuce contains vitamin B6, C, E, folic acid and minerals kike manganese and 

chromium, Romaine lettuce which is darker green in colour in comparison to the Iceberg variety is said to 

be more nutritious. Its nutrients rich that is high in vitamins A, C, K, folate. If your hair is not having an 

optimum growth, it is good idea to consume lettuce as a regular part of your diet. It is best when eaten raw 

in salads, sandwiches or wraps. 

8. Spinach has a sweet flavor and is rich in vitamins A and K, folate and iron. Spinach tastes great when 

eaten raw in salads or steamed. 

9. Swiss Chard tastes similar to spinach and is rich in vitamins A, C, K, potassium and iron. It is best 

stir-fried or eaten raw in salads. 

10. Celery contains vitamin A and B, calcium, sodium, and iron. It is said to have negative calories and 

digesting them burns more calories. They are good for people who want to lose weight. 

Popular Leafy Vegetables or Pot herbs (vegetables eaten as the cooked leaves): 

1. Agati 

2. Amarnath 

3. Artichoke 

4. Arugula 

5. Beet greens 

6. Brussels sprout tops 

7. Collard greens 

8. Cabbage 
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9. Chard Kale 

10. Colocasia 

11. Dandelion 

12. Endive Lettuce 

13. Escarole 

14. Fenugreek 

15. Garden cress 

16. Iceberg lettuce 

17. Kale 

18. Kohlrabi greens 

19. Leek 

20. Lettuce 

21. Mustard greens 

22. Purslane Romaine 

23. Sorrel 

24. Spinach 

25. Spinach beet 

26. Nasturtium 

27. Turnip green 

28. Water cress 

29. Water spinach 

30. Yarrow. 

Health Benefits 
Dark green leafy vegetables are, calorie for calorie, perhaps the most concentrated source of nutrition of 

any food. They are a rich source of minerals (including iron, calcium. Plotassium and magnesium) and 

vitamins, including vitamins K, C, E and many of the B vitamins. They also provide a variety of phyto 

nutrients including beta-carotene, lutein and zeaxanthin, which protect our cells from damage and our eyes 

from age-related problems, among many other effects. Dark green leaves even contain small amounts of 

omega-3 fats. Dark green viz., spinach is a good source of iron a nutrient that may help protect against the 

sleep robber known as restless legs syndrome. 

Perhaps the star these nutrients is vitamin K, A cup of most cooked green provide at least nine times the 

minimum recommended intake of vitamin K and even a couple of cups of dark salad greens usually provide 

the minimum all on their own. Recent research has provided evidence that this vitamin may be even more 

important than w once thought (the current minimum may not be optional) and may people do not enough 

of it. 

Vitamin K 
1. Regulates blood clotting. 

2. Helps protect bones from osteoprorsis. 

3. May help prevent and possibly even reduce atherosclerosis by reducing calcium in arterial plaques. 

4. May be key regulator of inflammation and may help protect us from inflammatory diseases including 

arthritis. 

5. May help prevent diabetes. 

6. Vitamin K is a fat-soluble vitamin, so make sure to put dressing on your salad, or cook your greens with 

oil. 

Greens have very little carbohydrates in them, and the carbohydrates that are packed in layers of fibre, 

which make them very slow to digest. That is why, in general, greens have very little impact on blood 

glucose. In some systems greens are even treated as a “freebie” carb-wise (meaning the carbohydrate does 

not have to be counted at all). However, some greens contain substances called oxalates which may bind 

some percentage of the calcium in the greens. 
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Summary 
Proper management is necessary for crop production and soil fertility. It maintains beneficial microbial 

population in soil which helps in nutrient mobilization.  Good soil health helping in an increase crop 

production and nutritional food also so good health. Soil health, sometimes known as soil quality, has 

become increasingly popular in recent years, particularly since the early 1990s. The term "health" refers to 

all of the chemical, physical, and biological soil indicators that contribute to optimal soil health. Soil health 

is crucial in lowering agricultural production risks and expenses. Greater yield stability was achieved in 

organic systems with increased soil organic matter, biological activity, and moisture infiltration and 

storage. Natural farming helps to produce more healthy and nutrient rich foods while also increasing soil 

health. 

Introduction 
Soil health, sometimes known as soil quality, has become increasingly popular in recent years, particularly 

since the early 1990s. Consistently, it gains traction among farmers and ranchers, soil managers, soil 

scientists, subject matter experts, agricultural Extension professionals, and other soil-related groups and 

NGOs. "Soil health" is an indicator of crop output without affecting its qualities, and it is also significant 

for agriculturists who want to regenerate as much land as possible using organic, sustainable, or natural 

farming methods. Crop production, poultry farming, and animal production are all examples of natural 

farming as a superior manner of land use and management. Natural farming is a better way for farmers 

to make money by producing crops and maintaining soil fertility. 

What is Soil Health? 
To properly define soil health, we must consider the words that make up the phrase. The Soil Science 

Society of America (SSSA) defines "soil" as the earth's uppermost weathered unconsolidated mineral matter 

that offers all nutrients, minerals, water, and vital macro and micronutrients as a nutrient bin for all crops 

and microorganisms. The term "health" refers to all of the chemical, physical, and biological soil indicators 

that contribute to optimal soil health. "Soil health" can be described as "the state of the soil being in sound 

physical, chemical, and biological condition, with the ability to maintain the growth and development of 

land plants," according to the SSSA. 

Although different agencies have varying definitions of soil health, the emphasis is always on the soil's 

ability to deliver services such as crop production and other agricultural products, water retention and 

filtration, habitat for diverse creatures, and nutrient recycling. A holistic definition of soil health 

incorporates all of these elements, defining it as "the capacity of soil to function as a vital living system, 

within ecosystem and land-use boundaries, to sustain plant and animal productivity, maintain or improve 

water and air quality, and promote plant and animal health" (Doran and Zeiss, 2000). 

Why Soil Health is Important to Production? 
Soil health is crucial in lowering agricultural production risks and expenses. A healthy soil improves crop 

resistance to pests, diseases, drought, and other stresses, reducing losses in "bad" years. While both organic 

and conventional crop rotations produced similar yields in the Rodale long-term farming systems studies 

over a 35-year period, the organic farming systems maintained far better crop condition and produced 31 

percent more grain yield in maize during drought years (Rodale, 2011a, 2015). 
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Greater yield stability was achieved in organic systems with increased soil organic matter, biological 

activity, and moisture infiltration and storage. Healthy soils have strong structure (tilth), with less surface 

crusting and compaction, and plenty of interconnecting macro and micropore gaps extending deep into the 

soil profile. SOM levels in desirable soil tests vary by soil texture and climate, ranging from 2% in sandy 

loams in the Southeastern United States to 6% or more in clay loams in the Northern Corn Belt (Magdoff 

and van Es., 2009). Such soils drain effectively, have adequate aeration, and absorb, retain, and transport 

plant-available moisture quickly. Healthy soils have reduced ponding, runoff, and erosion during heavy 

rains, in addition to sustaining crops during dry spells (Magdoff and van Es, 2009; Moncada and Sheaffer, 

2010; Rodale, 2015). 

Important Properties for Soil Health 

Chemical Properties  Physical Properties Biological Indicators 

pH Texture Microbial biomass 

Organic matter Bulk density Earthworm 

Total carbon Penetration resistance populations 

Total nitrogen Aggregate stability Nematode populations 

Cation exchange capacity Water holding Arthropod populations 

Major and minor nutrients Capacity Mycorrihizal fungi 

Electrical conductivity Infiltration rate Respiration rate 

Heavy metals and other plant Depth to hardpan Soil enzyme activities 

Toxins Depth to watertable Pollutant 

 Porosity detoxification 

 Erosive potential Decomposition rate 

 Aeration  

Soil Health Improve by Natural Resources 
Manage More by Disturbing Soil Less: Physical, chemical, and biological activity can all cause soil 

disturbance. Physical soil disturbance, such as tillage, leaves exposed and/or compacted soil, which is 

harmful to soil microorganisms and creates a hostile environment for them to thrive in. The symbiotic 

interaction between fungi, other microbes, and plant roots can be disrupted if farm inputs are applied 

incorrectly. Overgrazing lowers root mass, increases runoff, and raises soil warmth. Soil disturbance in any 

form reduces soil microbial habitat and weakens the soil food chain. 

Diversify Soil Biota with Plant Diversity: Plants use sunlight to convert carbon dioxide and water into 

carbohydrates, which are the structural components of roots, stems, leaves, and seeds. In exchange for 

nutrients and water, they also interact with specific soil bacteria by releasing carbohydrates (sugars) 

through their roots into the soil to feed the microbes. Plant sugars must be diverse in order to support the 

diversity of soil microbes. Different plants must be planted in order to obtain a high level of diversity. The 

key to increasing soil health is to make sure that food and energy networks and webs include a variety of 

plants and animals, rather than just one or two. 

Biodiversity is, in the end, the cornerstone to any agricultural system's success. Any farming system's 

potential is severely limited by a lack of biodiversity, which also increases disease and insect concerns. A 

healthy and diverse soil food web promotes nutrition, energy, and water cycling, allowing a soil to reach its 

maximum potential. Increased diversity in a crop cycle and cover crops improves soil health and function, 

lowers input costs, and boosts profits. 

Keep a Living Root Growing Throughout the Year: A rhizosphere, or area of concentrated microbial 

activity near the root, is maintained by living plants. Because it is where the most readily accessible food 

is found, as well as where peak nutrient and water cycling occurs, the rhizosphere is the most active 

element of the soil ecosystem. Plant roots produce microbial food to attract and nourish microorganisms 

that deliver nutrients (and other substances) to the plant at the root-soil interface, where the plants may 

absorb them. Growing long-season crops or a cover crop after a short-season crop nourishes the foundation 

species of the soil food web as much as possible throughout the growing season, because living roots are the 

easiest source of food for soil bacteria. 
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How well the soil food chain is fed determines how healthy the soil is. Providing ample food for soil bacteria 

makes it easier for them to cycle nutrients that plants require to flourish. Sugars from active plant roots, 

recently dead plant roots, crop wastes, and soil organic debris all provide food for the soil food web's many 

and varied members. 

Keep the Soil Covered as Much as Possible: 

1. Soil cover conserves moisture, decreases warmth, intercepts raindrops (reducing their damaging impact), 

suppresses weed development, and offers home for soil food web members that spend some time above 

ground. Regardless of land usage, this is true (cropland, hayland, pasture, or range). It can be a delicate 

balancing act to keep the soil covered while enabling crop leftovers to decay (allowing nutrients to be cycled 

back into the soil). If producers want to keep the soil covered and fed at the same time, they must carefully 

consider crop rotation (including any cover crops) and residue management. 

2. Role of Soil Organic Matter. 

3. Manage for Soil Carbon. 

Conclusion 
Natural farming is beneficial to health because manures and composts enhance soil organic carbon, which 

provides food for soil microbes and helps to retain soil moisture for longer periods of time. Mineralization 

and availability are also influenced by the micro and macro flora of the soil. Natural farming is a better 

solution in front of farmers and soil scientists because the population is expanding and healthy food is 

scarce. As a result of growing use of chemical fertilizers, soil health and fertility are deteriorating. Natural 

farming helps to produce more healthy and nutrient rich foods while also increasing soil health. 
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Summary 
Nanotechnology brings the revolution in agriculture sector because it increases the fertilizer use efficiency. 

Nanotechnology also helpful in reducing environment pollution so it is good for soil environment. Nano 

fertilisers give greater surface area and nutrient availability to the crop plant by raising the rate of reaction 

or synthesis in the plant system, which serves to boost these quality features of the plant (such as protein, 

oil content, and sugar content).  Nanotechnology plays a great role in an increase yield while reducing cost 

of fertilizers. 

Introduction 
Nanotechnology has the potential to transform the fertiliser and agriculture industries. Agriculture 

benefits from nanotechnology in a variety of ways. These can be classified as nano-fertilizers, disease 

remediation, and heavy metal pollution reduction. The specialized nanoscience application for onsite soil, 

air, ground water, and waste water treatment are also in the works. The physiological and biochemical 

features of nanoparticles are influenced by their size. The redox characteristics, thermodynamic properties, 

and internal cohesive forces of the particle or substance change when the size is reduced. It facilitates 

particle transport and contact with the action site. 

Nanofertilizers Improve Food Quality 
Nano fertilisers give greater surface area and nutrient availability to the crop plant by raising the rate of 

reaction or synthesis in the plant system, which serves to boost these quality features of the plant (such as 

protein, oil content, and sugar content). The addition of zinc and iron to the plant increases the amount of 

total carbohydrate, starch, IAA, chlorophyll, and protein in the grain. The photosynthesis and growth of 

the peanut plant is aided by nano-Fe2O3. 

Nanotechnology Help in Reducing Pollution 
Nanoparticles are advantageous because of their small size and large surface area. These nanoparticles are 

easily carried by water (Karn, Kuiken, & Otto, 2009) and can thus be employed to treat subsurface toxins 

without the need for excavation. These particles can be injected into very small places and remain active 

for long periods of time due to their exceedingly small size. Gravitational sedimentation dominates the 

movement of these tiny particles. Enzymatic activity is increased due to the huge surface area. 

Nanoparticles can be anchored on a solid matrix and employed for waste water treatment or gaseous stream 

treatment, in addition to being used as free particles. Nanotechnology provides a wide range of materials 

for cleanup, including carbon nanotubes, nanoscale zeolites, dendrimers, enzymes, bimetallic particles, and 

metal oxides. The most widely utilised remediation tool is iron nanoparticles. It is a potent reductant, 

allowing it to be used to remediate any contamination that can be reduced. Pesticides, organic solvents, 

fertilisers, and heavy metals can all be remedied using iron nanoparticles. Salipira et al. (2003) reported 

on the elimination of organic contaminants such as polyaromatic hydrocarbons, dioxins, and 

polychlorinated biphenyls from water using multiwalled carbon nanotubes functionalized with a mixture 

of nitric and sulphuric acid. They looked at how cyclodextrin polyurethanes polymerized with carbon 

nanotubes degraded the model substance trichloroethylene (TCE), which is an endocrine disruptive agent. 

Reducing Input Coast 
Nanostructured formulation can reduce loss rate of fertilizer nutrients into soil by leaching and/or leaking. 

Nanostructured formulation might increase fertilizer efficiency and uptake ratio of the soil nutrients in 
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crop production, and save fertilizer resource. Nanosized mineral micronutrient formulations may improve 

insoluble nutrient solubility and dispersion in soil, reduce soil absorption and fixation, and boost 

bioavailability. The nanostructured formulation could allow fertilisers to autonomously alter nutrient 

release speed to fit crop uptake patterns. Nanotech materials are being researched for fertiliser dosages 

that are slow to release and effective. In theory, nanosizing should make fertiliser nutrients more accessible 

to nanoscale plant pores, resulting in more effective nutrient usage. Chemical fertilisers used 

indiscriminately may have negative consequences such as soil and water pollution. 

Why Need of Nanofertilizer? 
Nano fertilisers are superior to conventional fertilisers in that they boost soil fertility yield and crop quality 

criteria, are nontoxic and less damaging to the environment and humans, and reduce cost and optimise 

profit. Nano particles improve nutrient utilisation while lowering environmental protection expenditures. 

The nutritious value of crops has increased, as has the flavour quality. Optimal iron utilisation and 

increased protein content in wheat grain Improve plant development by resisting diseases and increasing 

plant stability through anti-bending and deeper rooting. Nanotechnology could also be used to achieve 

balanced fertilisation of the crop plant. Some nutrients are also responsible for the plant's disease 

resistance, and because nano nutrients are more readily available to the plant, they protect it from disease, 

nutrient deficiencies, and other biotic and abiotic stress, implying that nano fertilisers improve the plant's 

overall health. 

Conclusion 
Nano fertilisers are key instruments in agriculture for increasing nutrient usage efficiency, reducing 

fertiliser waste, and lowering cultivation costs by improving crop growth, yield, and quality metrics. Nano-

fertilizers are particularly successful in precision agriculture for accurate nutrient management, as they 

match the crop growth stage for nutrient and may give nutrient throughout the crop growth period. Nano-

fertilizers boost crop growth up to optimum concentrations; but, due to nutrient toxicity, additional 

increases in concentration may limit crop development. Nano-fertilizers improve the surface area available 

for various metabolic reactions in the plant, resulting in a faster rate of photosynthesis and increased dry 

matter and crop production. It also protects the plant from biotic and abiotic stress. Because there are 

limited arable lands and water supplies, the agriculture industry can only develop by increasing resource 

usage efficiency while causing the least amount of damage to the production bed through the proper 

application of contemporary technologies. 
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Coral reefs characterized as reef- building corals, which are called as an underwater ecosystem. These are 

the beautiful creation of seas and called as “underwater cities”. India is recorded to have around 7,517 km 

of coastline but only 6,100 km represents the mainland coastline. The three major types of coral reefs found 

in India are fringing, barrier and atolls. Coral reefs in India are found in a lot of areas including the Gulf 

of Kutch, Gulf of Mannar, Palk Bay, Andaman & Nicobar and Lakshadweep Islands. The Gulf of Kutch in 

the northwest has some of the most northerly reefs in the world. Patches of coral reefs are also found in 

Ratnagiri, Malvan and Redi, south Bombay and at the Gaveshani Bank located in the west of Mangalore. 

Types of Coral Reefs in India 
India has three major prevailing types of coral reefs: 

1. Fringing reefs: It evolves and develops near the continent and remains close to the coastline. They are 

most commonly found reefs in the world and these reefs are separated from the coastline by small, shallow 

lagoons. 

2. Barrier reefs: They usually run parallel to the coastline at some distance and they are found offshore 

on the continental shelf. A deep and wide lagoon is located between the coastline and the barrier reef. 

3. Atolls: These are formed on mid oceanic ridges. They are shaped circularly or elliptically and surrounded 

by seas on all four sides and have shallow waters in the center called a lagoon. 

Importance of Coral Reefs 
1. It plays an important role in filtration of water. 

2. It provides help in reproduction of fishes. 

3. It plays an important role in protecting shore lines from surge water and storms. 

4. Coral reefs are the backbone of local economics  

5. They are the richest source of proteins and provides nutrition to marine animals 

6. Coral reefs support diversity of fishes. 

7. Coral reefs are the foundation of complex food web. 

Threats that Push Corals to the Brink of Extinction 
Coral reefs are facing a large number of threats, directly or indirectly, by human actions. Scientists believe 

that all coral reefs will face threats by 2050, 75% of them facing high-risk threats. Some of these threats 

are “Global Warming, Cold Bleaching, Marine Pollution, Stronger Storms and Ocean 

Acidification, Ozone Depletion”. 

Laws Protecting the Coral Reefs of India 
1. The Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change makes and ensures the guidelines and laws 

protecting coral reefs are followed properly. The State Wildlife department takes care of the corals if the 

coral reef region comes under a protected area. 
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2. All marine resources are protected under the Coastal Regulation Zone (CRZ) of 1991. It provides 

protection to all coral reefs under the CRZ1 category of the law. The specific Section 7 (2) of the CRZ states 

that no hotels or resorts are to be made on coral reefs. The mining and quarrying of coral reefs are banned 

in some states, except for scientific purposes. 

3. Coral reefs have sustained life for over a million years. Its diverse ecosystem keeps marine life running. 

It would not be in our best interest to interfere with the coral reefs. Conservation methods should therefore 

be taken to protect these beautiful polyps. Laws should be strictly enforced and if not followed, penalties 

should be imposed swiftly. It is in our best interest to protect our corals from eroding and withering away. 

Let’s make a pact to do what we can to protect them, today. 
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Edible Flowers 
Edible flowers have been used for centuries in many countries of the world in terms of nutritional value, 

medical effect, taste, shape, and aesthetic appearance (J. Mlcek & O. Rop, 2011). 

Edible flowers are rich source of protein, amino acid, carbohydrate, carotenoid, and flavonoid, fructose, 

glucose, sucrose, inorganic oils, and phenolic materials.  

How…? 

They can be part of a: Main dish, Salad, Dessert, Incorporated into beverages, used to make teas or wines 

and Added as a garnish 

They are added to: Spreads, Vinegar, Marinades, Dressings 

Some are dried and used as medicinal or culinary herbs. 

Which…??? 

Positive identification:  Edible portion  

Use desirable flavor, grown organically and removing both pistil and stamen. 

Avoid plants: 

Purchased at a florist, garden center or nursery 

Grown on the roadside 

Everything in moderation. 

Some are… 

Rosa sp.- EDIBLE PARTS: Flower buds, petals and rose hips 

Nutrition 
High vit. C content in hips. 

Vitamin A, vitamin E, and B-complex. 

Ca, Fe, Se, Mn, Mg, P, K, S, Si, and Zn 

Organic compounds, as lycopene, pectin, lutein, β-carotene. 

Antioxidant components such as flavonoids, phytochemicals and carotenoids. 

Rosa hybrida cv. Noble red petals are an important source of C and E vitamins, anthocyanins, antioxidants, 

carotenes and phenols (J. H. Lee, H. J. Lee & M. G. Choung, 2009.) 
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Uses: 

Jam, jelly, marmalade, soup and tea. rose syrup, Pankhuri, gulkand 

Rooh afza (a concentrated squash) 

Rose- flavored desserts 

Rose creams 

Marigold 
Nutraceuticals: Lutein and Zeaxanthin, Flavonoids, Terpenoids, antioxidant, antimycotic, analgesic 

activity, Carotenoids with β-carotene, cryptoxanthin and xanthophyl esters, Aromatic essential oil 

Health benefits: 

Help protect the eyes from age-related disorders. 

Help protect cells from damage 

Effective against piles, kidney troubles, muscularpain, ulcers, and wounds. 

Nelumbo Sp. 
Edible Parts: flowers, seeds, young leaves, flower stem and "roots" (rhizomes) 

 

Uses: 

Petals - used for garnish 

Large leaves - as a wrap for food, not frequently eaten.  

Young lotus stems - as a salad ingredient in Vietnamese cuisine. 

Rhizome - as a vegetable in soups, deep-fried, stir fried, and braised dishes. 

Lotus rootlets are often pickled. 

 

Hibiscus Sp. 
Edible Parts: Roselle (flower), fruit, calyces and leaves 

http://shesimmers.com/2013/01/lotus-in-thai-cooking-culture.html/lotus-pods
http://shesimmers.com/2013/01/lotus-in-thai-cooking-culture.html/lotus-stems
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Nutrition: 

Vit. C, vit. A, vit. B₁, vit. B₂, vit. B₃,   

Dietary fibers, calcium, iron, magnesium, potassium, phosphorous  

Very low in saturated fat. 

Uses:  

Dried hibiscus 

Beverage: Karkade (Hibiscus tea), flavored carbonated beverage 

Roselle fruit is used as a vegetable 

Jam and preserves. 

 

Tropaeolum Sp. 
Edible Parts: Flower, leaves, seeds and tubers. 

 

Nutrition: 

The flowers contain about130 mg vitamin C per 100 grams. 

Contain up to 45 mg of lutein per 100 g. 

It is not only beautiful and decorative but is extremely healing and powerful natural antibiotic.  

http://theprepperproject.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/1FloridaCranberryCalyx.jpg
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Leaves or petals has antibiotic, antiseptic, and antifungal properties which can be used to treat minor cuts 

and scrapes as well as help treat some types of acne and skin irritations.  

Flower contains anthocyanins that are antioxidant, anti-inflammatory, antimicrobial, and anticancer 

properties. 

Uses: 

Flower: as ornamental salad ingredient and also used in stir fry. 

Unripe seed pods: dropped into spiced vinegar to produce a condiment and garnish. 

Buds or seeds can be pickled. 

Edible underground Mashua tuber. 

 

Viola 
Edible Parts: Flower, leaves 

 

Nutrition:  

Contain vitamins C and A 

Antioxidants such as anthocyanin and flavonoid. 

Uses: 

Violet syrup, vinegar, jam, jelly etc. 

Viola flowers to decorate salads, soufflés, cream, similar desserts and drinks can be flavored. 

Young leaves are edible - raw or cooked. 

Candied violet or crystallized violet, Parma violets confectionery. 

Flavours the liqueurs. 

'Rebecca' have a distinct vanilla flavor. 
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Dendranthema Sp. 
Edible Parts: Flower and leaves. 

 

Nutrition: 

Vit. A, vit. B₆ and vit. C 

Dietary fibers, calcium, iron, magnesium, sodium, potassium 
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Uses: 

Chrysanthemum tea  

Gukhwaju, a rice wine flavored with chrysanthemum flowers.  

Chrysanthemum leaves are steamed or boiled and used as greens, especially in Chinese cuisine.  

Small chrysanthemums used as sashimi garnish. 

Calendula 
Flowers: in soups and stews,  

To add color to butter and cheese 

Calendula tea 

Carnation 
Preparation of liqueurs: Sweet petals can be adopted in sweet recipes as biscuits as well as in savory 

dishes. 

Begonia 
Slightly sour taste. 

Perfect in fruit salads and sorbets. 

Dahlia 
Tubers can be eaten raw or cooked. 

Source of the inulin. 

Dacopa- a coffee substitute. 

Canna 
Rhizomes can be eaten raw, but are usually baked. 
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Abstract 
With 785 million people suffering from malnutrition worldwide, we cannot afford to throw away edible food. 

Yet nearly one-third of the food we produce is wasted: that's 1.8 billion tonnes per year. Main approach of 

the scientists to develop variety with improved agronomic traits. But the recent release of non-browning 

transgenic Arctic apple focuses on the consumer traits and it could be a step towards solving one of the 

most pressing problems we face today: food waste.  The transgenic apple was evaluated at multiple sites 

over multiple years and it was found that Arctic apple is found to be no different than parental cultivar. 

The Arctic apple was developed using a sense-posttranscriptional silencing approach using a chimeric PPO 

gene which disrupt the expression of polyphenol oxidase enzyme. 

Development and Evaluation of the Arctic Apple 
The Arctic apple was developed by Okanagan Specialty Fruits Inc., (OSF) Summerland, British Columbia, 

Canada. The founder, Neal Carter, is an apple and cherry grower and through his interactions with the 

research community identified the opportunity to develop non-browning apple. It is a consumer-focused 

product. The Arctic non-browning trait was introduced into Golden Delicious, Granny Smith and Fuji 

cultivars by Agrobacterium-mediated transformation. The non-browning trait was introduced by silencing 

the polyphenol oxidase gene. In most plant species PPO is a multigene family. 

Since apples are propagated vegetatively by grafting not via seeds, cross-contamination of other cultivars 

is not commercially feasible. The pollen from Arctic apple can pollinate other nontransgenic cultivars. 

However, fruit on transgenic plant would remain nontransgenic as the precursor would remain 

nontransgenic. The edible flesh region is maternal and therefore nontransgenic. Should consumers feel 

inclined to germinated seeds of transgenic Arctic apple, the resulting seedling will express the 

transgenically silenced PPO gene, as transgenes are usually inherited as dominant alleles posing the real 

possibility to spread the transgenic PPO gene to wild apple populations. Initially, the OSF planned to bring 

the ARCTIC apple as a club variety. However, in 2013, the acquisition of OSF by Interxon, a publicly traded 

synthetic biology company, changed its go-to-market strategy. At present OSF growing its own fruit and is 

setting up a slicing and packing facility in eastern Washington state in the USA so that it can control its 

quality and distribution. 

Are Arctic Apples being Safe? 
After over a decade of research, regulatory agencies in the United States and Canada like the FDA and 

USDA recently approved Arctic apples consumption. In 2015, it was approved by USDA and the first 

variety released in 2017.  
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Accumulated evidences shows that Arctic apple trees and fruit are no different from their traditional 

counterparts in terms of agricultural and nutritional characteristics. Arctic apples are quickly degraded by 

our digestive system. The only new protein in Arctic apple trees- a protein called NPTII that's used to 

confirm that the genetic engineering was successful-was not only undetectable in their apples, but it has 

also been evaluated and deemed non-toxic and non-allergic by the FDA. 

What Causes Apple Browning? 
Apple naturally contain polyphenols that can react with oxygen in the air to cause browning. This reaction 

occurs with the help of polyphenol oxidase enzyme, which brings the polyphenols and oxygen together in 

just the right way. 

PPO enzymes and polyphenols are normally separated into different compartments in apple cells, this is 

the reason why the inside of fresh apple is white or yellow-green in colour. 

But these structures are broken when the fruit is cut or crushed, allowing PPOs to interact with 

polyphenols and oxygen to drive the browning reaction. This process occurs in all apples, but some varieties 

are less susceptible than others due to factors like low number of PPOs or polyphenols. 

 

PPO: a Molecular Matchmaker? 
PPO enzyme increases the reaction of colourless molecules called diphenols with oxygen to form red 

molecules called quinones. 

Usually, PPO and diphenols are separated in different cellular compartments.  But when the walls of these 

are damaged by cutting or squashing, PPO and diphenols are able to mix and form red quinones which dry 

the flesh of fruit. 

Conclusion 
Now-a-days all the people are tempted towards organically-grown or non-GMO foods, but without 

implementing biotechnology it is not possible to sustain our current population. It is very unethical to let 

the food to go to waste purely for cosmetic reasons and we should not let our fears of the new and unknown 

outweigh that of worldwide hunger. 

Genetically engineered rice with vitamin A to wheat with higher yields, genetic modification has the 

potential to save millions of lives. It's time we gave it the chance. 
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Browning does not occur in either apple because PPO and polyphenols are separated in the 
cell. Since the apple is not cut, oxygen cannot enter to react with PPO 

 

Cutting the apple disrupts cellular compartments necessary for separation of PPO and 
polyphenols. In non-Arctic apples, PPO reacts with oxygen and polyphenols, which ultimately 
changes the structure of polyphenols. The altered, free-floating polyphenols that have reacted 

with PPO and oxygen then cause the apple to brown. In Arctic apples, there is no PPO 
present to induce apple browning. 
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Crop insurance is purchased by agricultural producers, and subsidized by the federal government, to 

protect against either the loss of their crops due to natural disasters, such as hail, drought, and floods, or 

the loss of revenue due to declines in the prices of agricultural commodities. The two general categories of 

crop insurance are called crop-yield insurance and crop-revenue insurance. On average, the federal 

government subsidizes 62 percent of the premium. In 2019, crop insurance policies covered almost 380 

million acres. Major crops are insurable in most counties where they are grown, and approximately 90% of 

U.S. crop acreage is insured under the federal crop insurance program. Four crops—corn, cotton, soybeans, 

and wheat— typically account for more than 70% of total enrolled acres. For these major crops, a large 

share of plantings is covered by crop insurance. 

Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana 
The new Crop Insurance Scheme follows the notion of One Nation, One Scheme. It integrates the greatest 

characteristics of all prior systems while also eliminating all past flaws and drawbacks. 

The highlights of this scheme are as under: 

1. Farmers would be required to pay a consistent premium of only 2% for all Kharif crops and 1.5 percent 

for all Rabi crops. Farmers will only be required to pay a 5% extra for yearly commercial and horticultural 

crops. Farmers would pay extremely modest premiums, and the government will pay the balance premium 

to ensure that farmers receive the entire insured amount in the event of crop loss due to natural disasters. 

2. Government subsidies have no upper limit. Even if the balance premium is 90%, the government will 

cover it. 

3. Previously, there existed a clause that limited the premium rate, resulting in minimal claims payments 

to farmers. This cap has now been lifted, and farmers will be able to claim against the whole sum insured 

without any reduction. 

4. To a large extent, the use of technology will be promoted. To eliminate claim payment delays to farmers, 

smart phones will be used to gather and submit crop cutting data. To decrease the number of crops cutting 

tests, remote sensing will be employed. 

National Crop Insurance Programme (NCIP) / Rashtriya Fasal Bima Karyakram 

(RFBK) 
NCIP is a government-run scheme that combines the National Agricultural Insurance Scheme (NAIS), the 

Pilot Weather Based Crop Insurance Scheme (WBCIS), the Pilot Modified National Agricultural Insurance 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Failed_acreage
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Scheme (MNAIS), and the Pilot Coconut Palm Insurance Scheme (CPIS). The scheme began in Rabi 2013-

14 and applies to all districts. 

Loanee farmers will be covered on a mandatory basis under the NCIP component scheme announced by 

the respective state, while non-loanee farmers will pick between the MNAIS and WBCIS components. 

Apart from the Agriculture Insurance Corporation of India, private sector insurers with suitable 

infrastructure and expertise would be allowed to implement NCIP (AlC). 

Insurance Products from Agriculture Insurance Company of India Limited (AIC). 

Agriculture Insurance Company of India Limited (AIC) was established on December 20, 2002, under the 

Indian Companies Act 1956, with a paid-up capital of INR 2 billion and an authorised share capital of INR 

15 billion. AIC began operations on April 1, 2003. 

AIC has taken over the operation of the National Agricultural Insurance Scheme (NAIS), which was 

formerly handled by the General Insurance Corporation of India (GICI) till FY 2002-03. AIC also does 

additional insurance business related to agriculture and related operations, either directly or indirectly. 

Presently the following insurance products are offered by AIC. 

Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana 
Weather based Crop Insurance Scheme (WBCIS): The Weather Based Crop Insurance Scheme 

(WBCIS) is designed to protect farmers from unfavourable weather events such as drought, excess rain, 

high or low temperatures, humidity, and other factors that are thought to negatively affect crop yield. It 

offers the benefit of resolving disputes in the quickest period feasible. 

Coconut Palm Insurance Scheme (CPIS): The Coconut Palm Insurance Scheme, or CPIS, was 

established by the Indian government to prevent such large losses. The major goal of the CPIS is to 

safeguard coconut farmers from suffering enormous losses.  

The Rainfall Insurance Plan for Coffee (RISC) is a one-of-a-kind rainfall-based insurance scheme 

designed to protect coffee producers across the country. The Agriculture Insurance Company of India 

Limited (AlC) established this programme in partnership with the Coffee Board and Coffee Growers 

Associations. The Agriculture Insurance Company of India Limited (AICIL) offers insurance coverage for 

coffee crop losses caused by bad weather. 

Insurance Scheme for Rubber Plantations: The scheme is applicable to both mature and immature 

plantations. The policy is issued for a period of 7 years from the last day of the month of planting for 

immature plants. 

Bio - Fuel Tree / Plant Insurance: This insurance scheme is applicable to Bio-fuel tree / plant growers 

and producers, whose produce/ yields are likely to be affected by the specified perils. The product shall be 

offered for Bio-fuel trees / plants in specific geographic locations with adequate infrastructure and facilities 

to grow the crop. 

Potato Crop Insurance: Federal crop insurance for potatoes is an Actual Production History 

(APH) insurance policy. APH is a yield insurance covering yield loss from a farm or unit. APH pays 

indemnities when actual yield is below a yield guarantee. This type of policy protects producers against 

yield losses caused by drought, wind, hail, excessive moisture, frost, insects, and disease. 

Pulp Wood Tree Insurance Policy: This insurance scheme is applicable to Pulpwood tree growers and 

producers, whose produce/ yields are likely to be affected by the specified perils. The product shall be offered 

for Pulpwood trees in specific geographic locations with adequate infrastructure and facilities to grow the 

crop. The trees covered under the policy are: 1. Eucalyptus 2. Poplar 3. Subabul 4. Casuarina. 

Varsha Bima / RainFall Insurance: Varsha Bima provided for five different options suiting varied 

requirements of farming community these are: 

a. Seasonal rainfall insurance based on aggregate rainfall from June to September. 

b. Sowing failure insurance based on rainfall between 15 June and 15 August. 

c. Rainfall distribution insurance with the weight assigned to different weeks between June and 

September. 

http://www.aicofindia.com/AICEng/Pages/Restructured_WBCIS.aspx
http://www.aicofindia.com/AICEng/General_Documents/Product_Profiles/CPIS/CPIS.pdf
http://www.aicofindia.com/AICEng/General_Documents/Product_Profiles/BIO-FUEL-ENG.pdf
http://www.aicofindia.com/AICEng/General_Documents/Product_Profiles/POTATO-ENG.pdf
http://www.aicofindia.com/AICEng/General_Documents/Product_Profiles/PULPWOOD%20TREE-ENG.pdf
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d. Agronomic index constructed on the basis of water requirements of crops at different pheno-

phases. 

e. Catastrophe option, covering extremely adverse deviation of 50 percent and above in rainfall 

during the season. 

National Agricultural Insurance Scheme: On January 1, 1993, the National Agricultural Insurance 

Scheme (NAIS) was established. And it is India's first comprehensive farm insurance policy. It's also the 

world's largest social security programme of its sort. Over 35 million farmers are covered by the plan, with 

crops worth Rs.43,400 crore (US$7.46 billion). From Kashmir to Kanyakumari, 1,38,000 agents are on the 

ground to service the whole country. The plan takes a holistic strategy, working to decrease revenue losses 

due to risks such as drought and flood, as well as crop damage from pests and disease. It also assists coastal 

farmers in better preparing for natural disasters like as cyclones. 

Swaminathan Report: National Commission on Farmers 
Credit and Insurance: Timely and adequate supply of credit is a basic requirement of small farm families.     

The NCF suggests: 

a. Expand the outreach of the formal credit system to reach the really poor and needy. 

b. Reduce rate of interest for crop loans to 4 per cent simple, with government support. 

c. Moratorium on debt recovery, including loans from non-institutional sources, and waiver of 

interest on loans in distress hotspots and during calamities, till capability is restored. 

d. Establish an Agriculture Risk Fund to provide relief to farmers in the aftermath of successive 

natural calamities. 

e. Issue Kisan Credit Cards to women farmers, with joint pattas as collateral. 

f. Develop an integrated credit-cum-crop-livestock-human health insurance package. 

g. Expand crop insurance cover to cover the entire country and all crops, with reduced premiums 

and create a Rural Insurance Development Fund to take up development work for spreading rural 

insurance. 

h. Promote sustainable livelihoods for the poor by improving: 

i. Financial services. 

ii. Infrastructure. 

iii. Investments in human development, agriculture and business development services 

(including productivity enhancement, local value addition, and alternate market linkages). 

iv. Institutional development services (forming and strengthening producers' organisations 

such as self-help groups and water user associations). 
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The world is speeding towards a digital economy, the importance of which has been reinforced by the 

pandemic. With a move towards digitisation leading to greater efficiency and transparency across all 

sectors of economy, it was only a matter of time that agriculture sector too would experience its inevitability 

and follow suit. 

As per Niti Ayog’s report on Artificial Intelligence, to maintain an annual growth rate of 8-10%, agriculture 

must grow at 4% or higher rate presently. To achieve this kind of success, digitisation is critically 

important. The use of technology includes sensor-assisted soil assessment, which is backed by digitisation, 

automated monitoring of free-ranging animals on pastures, and the targeted control of agricultural 

machinery. Modern farming methods should enable the management of spatial and temporal variability 

within plots of land. The produce and the farm products management, logistics, Mandis and retail sellers 

are using digitisation in a big way and reaping the benefits of reduction in agri-waste, efficiency in cost 

optimisation. Internet of Things, nanotechnology along with digital education are the 3 main elements that 

form the foundation of digitization in farm sector. 

When we speak about using technology in agriculture, two terms come up at regular intervals, "precision 

farming" and "smart farming". The former involves creating new production and management techniques 

that make intensive and efficient use of data regarding a specific location and crop. A similar concept in 

digitisation is smart farming, also known as “Farming 4.0” is the application of information and data 

technologies for optimising complex farming systems. The integration of smart agricultural technology with 

modern data integration technologies enables planting to be adapted to a specific field, to ensure an efficient 

and transparent production process. The application of information technology supports farmers in making 

intelligent decisions based on concrete data. It also enables individuals to get specialised solutions, 

granular information of direct use rather than a general policy overview which the centre or state 

government publishes. Farmers can also cut out some of the steps in plantation 

processes, transportation of produce from farm to plate, along with efficient documentation, operation, as 

well as funding applications. Drones and robots extensively used in power sector, renewable solar and wind 

power plants for monitoring and data analysis can similarly be used for mapping and collecting data from 

the farm fields and plantations. 

Digitisation and agriculture have massive potential, despite this, several issues have to be addressed before 

this can be widely adopted and successfully executed: 
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· Digital divide is an ongoing issue in India for a while. According to the monthly report released by the 

Telecom Regulatory Authority of India in June 2020, the country had over 1160 million wireless subscribers 

as of February 2020. Presently, more than 400 million people do not have access to the internet. A small 

minority in India can operate the internet. 

· The natural soil biology can be destroyed if technology is not used with caution. Soil erosion must never 

result from the proper use of technology, especially on large agricultural areas. This is highly likely to 

happen when the farmer is not educated in technology and soil science, which is the experience in India. 

· Chances are that small farmers may be left behind, given that he/she might not have the resources needed 

for investment in digital technology, nor the outreach to learn about new and upcoming technology. 

· Use of digital technology requires efficient and reliable power supply that reaches to every nook and corner 

of farming community in general and farmers. The electrical connectivity is as important as digital 

connectivity. 

The government and private sector have recognised the potential in this sector, due to which many new 

initiatives are seeing light. For example, Microsoft has developed an “AI-Sowing App”, in collaboration with 

International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-arid Tropics (ICRISAT). This application sends 

advisory to the farmers regarding the optimal date of seed-sowing. The farmers neither need to install any 

sensor on their farm nor incur any capital investment. Off-late, NITI Aayog has partnered with IBM to 

develop a crop yield prediction model backed by AI to provide real-time data and communicate the required 

advisory to farmers. IBM’s AI model for predictive insights helps to improve crop productivity, soil quality, 

control agricultural inputs and early warning on disease outbreak. The data will be sourced from Indian 

Space Research Organisation (ISRO), the existing soil health card database, Indian Meteorological 

Department’s (IMD) weather prediction, and crop phenology etc. to give accurate and timely advisory to 

farmers. The project is being implemented in 10 “Aspirational Districts” across Bihar, Jharkhand, Madhya 

Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, Maharashtra, Rajasthan, and Assam. Additionally, “Blue River” project has 

designed and integrated computer vision with machine learning technology that will help cultivators to 

reduce the use of fertilisers and herbicides by spraying only where and when needed, optimising the use of 

farm inputs, which is the key objective of precision agriculture. The government is giving its own push in 

the digital direction. Recent initiatives include Kisan Suvidha, Pusa Krishi, Farm-o-pedia App, Crop 

Insurance Android App, Agri-Market, M-Kisan Application, Shetkari Masik Android App etc. 

Digitisation is the future of all sectors in the economy, not just agriculture. Ease of use, accessibility, 

familiarity, acceptability, popularisation of benefits to the farmers who are quick to learn and appreciate 

the benefits, Farmer is the last mile in employing digitisation, government should spend time and money 

for socialising the digitisation benefits, private sector should join forces and India’s leading software 

companies can help. 
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Agriculture is the primary sector in India. India is predominantly an agrarian economy with close to 70% 

of the population depending on agriculture for livelihood directly or indirectly. Despite the fast growth of 

the secondary and tertiary sectors in India, a vast majority of the people depend on agriculture for their 

livelihood. The Green Revolution has made India self-sufficient in food grain production for daily 

consumption. Today, more and more farmers are also taking up modern methods and tools for farming. So, 

is everything hunky-dory in Indian agriculture? The answer is no. 

Farmers’ Suicides – Basic Facts 
1. Seven states in the country account for 87.5% of the farming sector suicides. They are Maharashtra, 

Telangana, Karnataka, Chhattisgarh, Madhya Pradesh, Tamil Nadu and Andhra Pradesh. Maharashtra 

shows the highest figures out of these states. 

2. Suicides are not restricted to marginal farmers. Even small farmers are committing suicides. 

3. Even the state of Punjab, which benefited maximum from the Green Revolution, has its share of farmer 

suicides. From 1995 to 2015, 4687 farmers were reported to commit suicide from Punjab with one district 

Mansa reporting 1334 suicides. 

4. In 2012, Maharashtra alone accounted for 25% of the farmer suicides in the country. 

Causes of Farmers Suicide in India 
1. Rise in input costs – there has been an overall increase in agricultural input costs. 

a. Cost of seeds and chemicals like fertilisers and pesticides. 

b. Cost of agricultural equipment – agricultural equipment like tractors, pumps, etc. add to the 

surging cost of inputs. 

c. Labour costs – hiring animals and labourers are also getting increasingly expensive, adding to 

the burden. Schemes like MGNREGA and the increase in the minimum basic income has been 

counter-productive for agriculture. 

2. Loan distress – as per the National Crime Records Bureau, 2474 out of the researched 3000 farmer 

suicides in 2015 had unpaid loans from banks. Interestingly, contrary to popular perception, only 9.8% of 

the loans were from money-lenders. This could imply that muscle-power and harassment by money-lenders 

could not be a major driving force. The data from the Bureau also shows a strong linkage between farmer 

suicides and indebtedness. While Maharashtra and Karnataka had the highest number of farmer suicides, 

these two states also had a high rate of suicides for indebtedness. 

3. Lack of direct market integration – despite innovative government schemes like e-National 

Agricultural Market (eNAM), removing or minimising intermediaries in this sector is proving to be more 

difficult than easy. Know in detail about the e-National Agricultural Market on the linked page. 

4. Lack of awareness – while there are schemes and policies aimed at helping farmers, a lack of 

awareness pushed by the literacy and digital divide in India, is proving to be an obstacle in improving a lot 

of farmers, especially marginal and small ones. They are unaware of the schemes, or do not know how to 

avail of the benefits offered to them by the government, and thus suffer. 

5. Water crisis – a look at the figures for suicides also reveal that there is a concentration of suicides in 

the water-deficient regions like Maharashtra and Karnataka. Failing monsoons only add to the voes of the 

farmers. Interstate water disputes also cause unnecessary distress on the farmers. Water shortage has led 

to a failure to meet the production demands. 

https://byjus.com/free-ias-prep/e-nam/
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6. Climate change – climate change is also affecting farmers and agriculture. Uncertain monsoon 

systems, flash floods, etc. have led to crop losses. Deferred monsoon also causes production shortfalls 

regularly. 

7. India’s economic policies – India’s economic policies are generally urban consumer-driven as reflected 

in the exigency to impose price controls in case of price rise (like bringing produce under the Essential 

Commodities List) and withdrawal once the price is under control. Such policies limit the profit margins 

and mar the farmers’ chances of breaking the debt cycle. 

Loan waivers – loan waivers are populist measures undertaken by the government as an appeasement 

policy to secure certain votes. Rather than loan waiver, the government should focus on reinvestment and 

restructuring measures to improve the primary sector. 

Swaminathan Report: National Commission on Farmers 
In the last few years, a large number of farmers have committed suicide.  Cases of suicides have been 

reported from states such as Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Maharashtra, Kerala, Punjab, Rajasthan, Orissa 

and Madhya Pradesh.  The NCF has underlined the need to address the farmer suicide problem on a 

priority basis.   

Some of measures suggested include: 

1. Provide affordable health insurance and revitalize primary healthcare centres. The National Rural 

Health Mission should be extended to suicide hotspot locations on priority basis. 

2. Set up State level Farmers' Commission with representation of farmers for ensuring dynamic 

government response to farmers' problems. 

3. Restructure microfinance policies to serve as Livelihood Finance, i.e., credit coupled with support 

services in the areas of technology, management and markets. 

4. Cover all crops by crop insurance with the village and not block as the unit for assessment. 

5. Provide for a Social Security net with provision for old age support and health insurance. 

6. Promote aquifer recharge and rain water conservation. Decentralise water use planning and every 

village should aim at Jal Swaraj with Gram Sabhas serving as Pani Panchayats. 

7. Ensure availability of quality seed and other inputs at affordable costs and at the right time and place. 

8. Recommend low risk and low-cost technologies which can help to provide maximum income to farmers 

because they cannot cope with the shock of crop failure, particularly those associated with high cost 

technologies like Bt cotton. 

9. Need for focused Market Intervention Schemes (MIS) in the case of life-saving crops such as cumin in 

arid areas. Have a Price Stabilisation Fund in place to protect the farmers from price fluctuations. 

10. Need swift action on import duties to protect farmers from international price. 

11. Set up Village Knowledge Centres (VKCs) or Gyan Chaupals in the farmers' distress hotspots. These 

can provide dynamic and demand driven information on all aspects of agricultural and non-farm livelihoods 

and also serve as guidance centres. 

12. Public awareness campaigns to make people identify early signs of suicidal behavior 

Farmer Suicides – Way Forward 
1. Reducing the reliance on agriculture on nature. Using effective water management techniques. The 

government should focus on preventing crop failure. 

2. Making institutional finance available to every farmer, particularly the poor farmers. Reducing red tape 

in this regard, effective monitoring to ensure that the poor farmer actually gets the loan and is not a front 

while the real beneficiary might be a bigger landowner. 

3. Effective and timely counselling should be given to farmers on economic methods of cultivation. 

4. Technological advancements in agriculture should be made available to poor farmers as well. 
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5. The government should also try to pool lands of small farmers and convert them into bigger chunks of 

economically cultivable land. 

6. Small farmers should be advised on alternate sources of income and given training for the same. 

7. Provision of relief should enable farmers’ families to sustain a livelihood rather than as just a relief. In 

certain cases, in Andhra Pradesh, a few farmers committed suicide just so their families could get the relief 

packages. 

8. There is no single sure-shot method to reduce the burden on our farmers. The government, in 

consultation with various stakeholders, should come up with effective and long-term measures to reduce 

farmer indebtedness, improve crop yield, manage water resources efficiently and make alternate income 

sources to farmers. 
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What is Food Security? 
The Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) states that food security emerges when all people at all 

times have physical and economic access to sufficient, safe and nutritious food to meet their dietary needs 

and food preferences for an active and healthy life. Food security has three important and closely related 

components, which are listed below: 

1. Availability of food  

2. Access to food 

3. Absorption of food. 

Laws on Food Security – India 
In order to provide the Right to food to every citizen of the country, the Parliament of India, enacted 

legislation in 2013 known as the National Food Security Act, 2013. Also called the Right to Food Act, this 

Act seeks to provide subsidized food grains to approximately two-thirds of India’s 1.33 billion 

population.  Food Subsidy is the foundation on which the National Food Security Act 2013 is implemented 

in India. 

National Food Security Bill, 2013 
1. This Bill was introduced in Lok Sabha on 7th August 2013. 

2. It was passed in Lok Sabha on 26th August 2013. 

3. The National Food Security Bill was passed in Rajya Sabha on September 02, 2013. 

Food Security Programmes of India 
1. Public Distribution System. – A major chunk of Government Expenditure on Food Security is spent on 

Food Subsidies which are implemented through the Targeted Public Distribution System. 

2. Mid-Day Meal Scheme 

3. Integrated Child Development Services Scheme. 

https://byjus.com/free-ias-prep/food-and-agriculture-organisation-fao/
https://byjus.com/free-ias-prep/the-lok-sabha/
https://byjus.com/free-ias-prep/the-rajya-sabha/
https://byjus.com/free-ias-prep/integrated-child-protection-scheme/
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The food management system and food price policy, to ensure food security in India thus consists of three 

major instruments, 

a. Procurement at minimum support prices,  

b. The maintenance of buffer stocks, and the  

c. Public Distribution System. 

Food Subsidy in India – Implementation 
Food Security of beneficiaries is ensured by distributing food grains at subsidized prices through the 

Targeted Public Distribution System (TPDS).  It protects them from price volatility due to inflation. Over 

the years, while the spending on food subsidy has increased, the ratio of people below the poverty line has 

decreased. 

The Ministry of Consumer Affairs, Food, and Public Distribution is the nodal ministry for the 

implementation of food subsidy. This Ministry has 2 Departments which are given below: 

a. Department of Food and Public Distribution 

b. Department of Consumer Affairs 

98% of this Ministry’s budget is allocated to the Department of Food and Public Distribution. 

Challenges to Food Security in India 
1. Beneficiaries have complained of receiving poor quality food grains. 

2. Farmers receive Minimum Support Price (MSP) from the Government for crops such as wheat, paddy, 

and sugarcane. The MSP is higher than the market price. There is very minimum procurement of other 

crops by the Government at MSP. Due to this factor farmers do not have the incentive to produce other 

crops such as pulses. This puts immense pressure on the water table as the above crops are highly water-

intensive. 

3. Due to the possibility of increasing nutritional imbalance in food grains, the Government must expand 

subsidies and include other protein-rich food items. 

4. Under the National Food Security Act, the identification of beneficiaries is to be completed by State 

Governments. As per the findings of the Comptroller and Auditor General in 2016, a massive 49 % of the 

beneficiaries were yet to be identified by the State Governments. 

5. The available storage capacity in states was inadequate for the allocated quantity of food grains as per 

the report of the Comptroller and Auditor General (CAG). 

Solutions to Problems in Food Subsidy Delivery 
The following solutions will help in addressing problems associated with PDS. 

1. Replacing the Targeted Public Distribution System (TPDS) with Direct Benefit Transfer (DBT) of food 

subsidy. National Food Security Act (NFSA) states that the centre and states should introduce schemes for 

cash transfers to beneficiaries. Cash transfers seek to increase the choices available with a beneficiary and 

provide financial assistance.  It has been argued that the costs of DBT may be lesser than TPDS, owing to 

lesser costs incurred on transport and storage.  These transfers may also be undertaken electronically. As 

per a report given by a high-level committee of Food Corporation of India (FCI), DBT would reduce 

Government subsidy bills by more than Rs 30,000 crores. 

2. Automation at the Fair Price Shops is another important step taken to address the problem in PDS. 

Currently, more than 4.3 lakh (82%) Fair Price Shops have been automated across the country. Automation 

involves the installation of Point of Sale (PoS) devices, for authentication of beneficiaries and electronic 

capturing of transactions.  

3. Aadhar and the introduction of Biometrics were recommended to plug leakages in PDS. Such transfers 

could be linked to Jan Dhan accounts, and be indexed to inflation. It facilitates the removal of bogus ration 

cards, checks leakages, and ensure better delivery of food grains. In February 2017, the Ministry made it 

mandatory for beneficiaries under NFSA to use Aadhaar as proof of identification for receiving food grains.  

4. 100% of ration cards had been digitized. 

5. Between 2016 and 2018, the seeding of Aadhaar helped in the detection of 1.5 crores fake, duplicate, and 

bogus ration cards, and these cards were deleted. 

https://byjus.com/free-ias-prep/minimum-support-price-msp/
https://byjus.com/free-ias-prep/the-comptroller-and-auditor-general-of-india/
https://byjus.com/free-ias-prep/uid/
https://byjus.com/free-ias-prep/pmjdy/
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6. Increase the procurement undertaken by states known as Decentralised Procurement (DCP), and reduce 

the expenditure on centralized procurement by the Food Corporation of India (FCI). This would drastically 

reduce the transportation cost borne by the government as states would distribute the food grains to the 

targeted population within their respective states. As of December 2019,17, states have adopted 

decentralized procurement. 

7. The Fair Price shops operate at very low margins as per the findings of the Government. Hence the fair 

price shops should be allowed to sell even non-PDS items and make it economically viable. This will 

motivate them not to resort to unfair practices in the distribution of Government-subsidized food grains 

meant for beneficiaries of Government schemes. 

8. Greater and more active involvement of the panchayats in the PDS can significantly improve access at 

the village level.   

9. There is also an urgent need to set up a proper and effective grievances redressal system for both the 

fair price shops as well as beneficiaries. 

International Organizations Ensuring Food Security 
1. Food and Agricultural Organisation (FAO) – It was established in 1945. It is headquartered in 

Rome, Italy. It is a specialized agency of the United Nations that leads international efforts to defeat hunger 

and improve nutrition and food security. It is the oldest existing agency of the United Nations. 

2. World Food Programme (WFP)– It is the world’s largest humanitarian organization addressing 

hunger and promoting food security. It was established in 1961. It is headquartered in Rome, Italy. It is a 

food assistance branch of the United Nations. 

3. International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD) – It is an international financial 

institution and a specialized agency of the United Nations that works to address poverty and hunger in 

rural areas of developing countries. It is headquartered in Rome, Italy. 

4. World Bank – It was established in 1944, it is headquartered in Washington. 

Swaminathan Report: National Commission on Farmers 
The Mid-term appraisal of the 10th Plan revealed that India is lagging behind in achieving the Millennium 

Development Goals of halving hunger by 2015.  Therefore, the decline in per capita foodgrain availability 

and its unequal distribution have serious implications for food security in both rural and urban areas. 

The proportion of households below the poverty line was 28% in 2004-05 (close to 300 million persons). 

However, in 1999-2000, the percentage of population consuming diets providing less than 2400 kcal 

(underlines definition of below poverty line) per capita per day was almost 77% of the rural 

population.  Several studies have shown that the poverty is concentrated and food deprivation is acute in 

predominantly rural areas with limited resources such as rain-fed agricultural areas. 

The Report Recommends 
1. Implement a universal public distribution system. The NCF pointed out that the total subsidy required 

for this would be one per cent of the Gross Domestic Product. 

2. Reorganise the delivery of nutrition support programmes on a life-cycle basis with the participation of 

Panchayats and local bodies. 

3. Eliminate micronutrient deficiency induced hidden hunger through an integrated food cum fortification 

approach. 

4. Promote the establishment of Community Food and Water Banks operated by Women Self-help Groups 

(SHG), based on the principle ‘Store Grain and Water everywhere'. 

5. Help small and marginal farmers to improve the productivity, quality and profitability of farm 

enterprises and organize a Rural Non-Farm Livelihood Initiative. 

6. Formulate a National Food Guarantee Act continuing the useful features of the Food for Work and 

Employment Guarantee programmes. By increasing demand for foodgrains as a result of increased 

consumption by the poor, the economic conditions essential for further agricultural progress can be created. 

  

https://byjus.com/free-ias-prep/world-food-programme-wfp/
https://byjus.com/free-ias-prep/international-fund-for-agricultural-development-ifad/
https://byjus.com/free-ias-prep/world-bank-group/
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Government efforts to boost manufacturing through production linked incentives or liquidity support to 

medium and small-scale enterprises have not been effective in stemming the decline of manufacturing in 

India as there is a steady increase in the share of agriculture in total employment, the Centre for 

Monitoring Indian Economy said. 

CMIE data from the consumer pyramid household survey shows the share of agriculture in total 

employment has gone up from 35.3% in 2017-18 to 36.1% in 2018-19 and then to 38% in 2019-20. 

Worst still, CPHS data shows reverse migration to agriculture continues even in 2020-21. “The share of 

agriculture in total employment jumped to 39.4% in the year from 38% in 2019-20 while the share of 

manufacturing dropped sharply from 9.4% to 7.3%,” it said, adding employment in construction has 

however recovered. Its share in total employment shot up to 15.9% in 2020-21 from 15.4% in 2018-19 and 

13.5% in 2019-20. 

According to CMIE, while the trend on the bases of CPHS is in sync with the Periodic Labour Force Survey 

(PLFS) of the government, the shift toward agriculture in the last three years is more under PLFS. The 

latest PLFS report shows a sharp increase in employment in agriculture from 42.5% of the total 

employment in 2018-19 to 45.6% in 2019-20. 

“While PLFS records a 3.1 percentage point increase in labour into agriculture, CPHS estimates a much 

smaller increase of 1.9 percentage points,” it said. 

“Such a large shift of labour in favour of agriculture cannot be voluntary. It is a sign of distress in the 

labour market where non-agricultural sectors are unable to provide employment and labour is forced to 

shift to agriculture,” it said in its weekly labour market analysis. 

As per CMIE, the shift to agriculture is happening despite the fact that the sector has lowest wage rates. 

Citing the PLFS data which shows wages under salaried jobs stands at Rs 558 per day, for self-employed 

it is Rs 349 per day while for the casual labour employed in agriculture it is Rs 291 per day said, “Labour 

would not voluntarily shift to this lowest wage-rate sector unless it had no better option.” 

According to CMIE, large parts of employment from the relatively unorganised construction sector and the 

unorganised manufacturing sector moved into agriculture. It is estimated that nearly 60% of the 

employment in manufacturing industries is in the unorganised sector and labour from here migrated into 

agriculture in times of distress. 

Gender-Wise Employment 
A glance at the gender-wise rural employment shows that the percentage of male workers engaged in 

agricultural activities declined from 78 per cent in 1983 to 53 per cent in 2018, while the rate of female 

agricultural employment fell from 88 per cent to 71 per cent in the same period.  

On the other hand, workforce participation in rural non-agricultural sectors for male workers increased 

from 22 per cent in 1983 to 47 per cent in 2018, thus registering an increase of 25 percentage points. Along 

similar lines, female employment in the rural non-agricultural sector gradually increased from 12 per cent 

to 29 per cent over the same period. 

What are the primary reasons behind the decline in employment share in the rural agricultural sector? In 

our opinion, major internal factors such as insufficient public investment for agrarian development, 

inadequate access to institutional credit, inadequate irrigation facilities, government's poor agriculture-

related marketing policies, half-baked land reform policy, and low return from agriculture are responsible 

for the fall in agricultural employment. 
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Besides, external factors such as excessive economic liberalization in the Indian economy and low import 

tariffs in agricultural products have also played a critical role in the declining share of employment in the 

rural agriculture sector. 

Exogenous Shocks 
Apart from the external and internal factors, exogenous shocks such as frequent droughts, floods and 

cyclones are also responsible for the falling employment share in the agricultural sector. These natural 

calamities cause extensive damage to crops, which in turn disincentivises rural workforce to take-up 

farming. 

Indian agricultural sector remains highly vulnerable to frequent flood disasters. According to a report by 

the Central Water Commission, on an average India lost around ₹2,785 crore annually due to crop damage 

related to flooding during the period 1980-2017. Frequent floods not only affect agricultural employment 

but also increase poverty, inequality, and farmer distress. 

This finding is validated by a 2020 article published in Environment, Development and Sustainability , by 

Parida, Saini, and Roy Chowdhury, which confirms that damages due to floods result in a decline in the 

economic growth of States. The lower economic growth, in turn, affects both agricultural employment and 

income of rural households. 

In addition, damage due to floods also affects gender-wise employment in the rural agricultural sector. In 

rural India, the agriculture is one of the major employment providers for the female workforce. Any 

catastrophic events like floods result in a reduction in income and employment opportunities for the rural 

female workforce. 

In 2020, the paper ‘Natural Disasters and Rural Labor Markets: A Gender Analysis’, by Roy Chowdhury of 

the University of Utah, empirically confirms that damages due to floods reduce employment opportunities 

in rural agricultural sectors. The study further shows that the reduction in job opportunities is more for 

female workers than for male workers. The possible reason is that female workers cannot easily shift from 

agricultural to non-agricultural occupations due to socio-economic and cultural barriers. 

Swaminathan Report: National Commission on Farmers 
Structural change in the workforce is taking place in India albeit slowly.  In 1961, the percentage of the 

workforce in agriculture was 75.9%. while the number decreased to 59.9% in 1999-2000.  But agriculture 

still provides the bulk of employment in the rural areas. 

The overall employment strategy in India must seek to achieve two things.  First, create productive 

employment opportunities and second to improve the ‘quality' of employment in several sectors such that 

real wages rise through improved productivity.  The measures to do so include: 

1. Accelerating the rate of growth of the economy; 

2. Emphasizing on relatively more labour-intensive sectors and inducing a faster growth of these sectors; 

and 

3. Improving the functioning of the labour markets through such modification as may be necessary without 

eroding the core labour standards. 

4. Encourage non-farm employment opportunities by developing particular sectors and sub-sectors where 

demand for the product or services is growing namely:  

a. Trade. 

b. Restaurants and hotels. 

c. Transport. 

d. construction. 

e. Repairs. 

f. Certain services. 

5. The "net take home income" of farmers should be comparable to those of civil servants. 

Way Ahead 
To mitigate the impact of floods on gender-wise employment in the rural agricultural sector, both the 

Central and State governments should devise a suitable flood management policy and implement a 
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revamped agricultural policy. For example, the government should invest more in flood control, irrigation, 

and disaster risk reduction measures. 

Moreover, increasing public investment for building agricultural infrastructure, revamping agricultural 

marketing policy, providing compulsory crop insurance, making agricultural input subsidies readily 

available, and increasing MSPs for major crops are crucial. 

These measures will encourage rural female workers to engage in agricultural activities and minimise 

labour shift from agricultural to the rural non-agricultural sector. Moreover, the recent stimulus package 

announced by the Centre for agriculture and allied sectors under Aatmanirbhar Bharat schemes can also 

generate employment opportunities in this sector. 
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Swaminathan Report: National Commission on Farmers 
The National Commission on Farmers, chaired by Prof. M. S. Swaminathan, submitted five reports through 

the period December 2004 - October 2006. Following from the first four, the final report focused on causes 

of famer distresses and the rise in farmer suicides, and recommends addressing them through a holistic 

national policy for farmers. The findings and recommendations encompass issues of access to resources and 

social security entitlements. This summary is a quick reference point highlighting the key findings and 

policy recommendations under land reforms, irrigation, credit and insurance, food security, employment, 

productivity of agriculture and farmer competitiveness. 

Background 
The National Commission on Farmers (NCF) was constituted on November 18, 2004 under the 

chairmanship of Professor M.S. Swaminathan.  The Terms of Reference reflected the priorities listed in the 

Common Minimum Programme.  The NCF submitted four reports in December 2004, August 2005, 

December 2005 and April 2006 respectively.  The fifth and final report was submitted on October 4, 

2006.  The reports contain suggestions to achieve the goal of "faster and more inclusive growth" as 

envisaged in the Approach to 11th Five Year Plan. 

Key Findings and Recommendations 
Causes for farmers' distress: Agrarian distress has led farmers to commit suicide in recent years.  The 

major causes of the agrarian crisis are: unfinished agenda in land reform, quantity and quality of water, 

technology fatigue, access, adequacy and timeliness of institutional credit, and opportunities for assured 

and remunerative marketing.  Adverse meteorological factors add to these problems. 

Farmers need to have assured access and control over basic resources, which include land, water, 

bioresources, credit and insurance, technology and knowledge management, and markets.  The NCF 

recommends that "Agriculture" be inserted in the Concurrent List of the Constitution. 
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Land Reforms: Land reforms are necessary to address the basic issue of access to land for both crops and 

livestock.  Land holdings inequality is reflected in land ownership.  In 1991-92, the share of the bottom half 

of the rural households in the total land ownership was only 3% and the top 10% was as high as 54%. 

Table 1: Distribution of Land  

Source: Table 1 of the Fifth NCF Report based on Some Aspects of Household Ownership Landholdings-

1991-92. NSS Report-399. 

Some of the Main Recommendations Include 
1. Distribute ceiling-surplus and waste lands. 

2. Prevent diversion of prime agricultural land and forest to corporate sector for non-agricultural purposes. 

3. Ensure grazing rights and seasonal access to forests to tribals and pastoralists, and access to common 

property resources. 

4. Establish a National Land Use Advisory Service, which would have the capacity to link land use decisions 

with ecological meteorological and marketing factors on a location and season specific basis. 

5. Set up a mechanism to regulate the sale of agricultural land, based on quantum of land, nature of 

proposed use and category of buyer. 

Irrigation 
Out of the gross sown area of 192 million ha, rainfed agriculture contributes to 60 per cent of the gross 

cropped area and 45 per cent of the total agricultural output.  The report recommends: 

1. A comprehensive set of reforms to enable farmers to have sustained and equitable access to water. 

2. Increase water supply through rainwater harvesting and recharge of the aquifer should become 

mandatory. "Million Wells Recharge" programme, specifically targeted at private wells should be launched. 

3. Substantial increase in investment in irrigation sector under the 11th Five Year Plan apportioned 

between large surface water systems; minor irrigation and new schemes for groundwater recharge. 

Productivity of Agriculture 
Apart from the size of holding, the productivity levels primarily determine the income of the 

farmers.  However, the per unit area productivity of Indian agriculture is much lower than other major 

crop producing countries. 

Table 2: Comparative Yield of Select Crops in Various Countries (Kg/ha): 

Country      Crop     

   Paddy Wheat  Maize  Groundnut Sugarcane  

India 2929  2583 1667  913  68012  

China 6321 3969  4880  2799  85294  

Japan 6414 -  -  2336  -  

SA 6622 2872  8398  3038  80787  

Indonesia 4261 -  2646  1523  -  

Canada - 2591 7974  -  -  

Vietnam 3845 2711  4313  1336  65689  

Source: Table 3 of the Fifth NCF Report based on Agriculture at a Glance [2002] Ministry of Agriculture. 

 

Land Holding  % of House holds  % of Land hold 

Land less  11.24   

Sub-margin holdings (0.01 - 0.99 

acres)  

40.11 3.80 

Marginal holdings (1.00 - 2.49 acres) 20.52 13.13 

Small holdings (2.50 - 4.99 acres) 13.42 18.59 

Medium holdings (5 - 14.99 acres) 12.09  37.81 

Large holdings (15 acres + above) 2.62  26.67 

  100.0  100.0 
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In Order to Achieve Higher Growth in Productivity in Agriculture, the NCF 

Recommends 
1. Substantial increase in public investment in agriculture related infrastructure particularly in irrigation, 

drainage, land development, water conservation, research development and road connectivity etc. 

2. A national network of advanced soil testing laboratories with facilities for detection of micronutrient 

deficiencies. 

3. Promotion of conservation farming, which will help farm families to conserve and improve soil health, 

water quantity and quality and biodiversity. 
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India's signing of the GATT agreements in 1994 and her joining the World Trade Organisation as a founder 

member have put Indian agriculture into the framework of global competition and rule of the global market. 

However, discussion of the issue of the competitiveness of Indian agriculture has been carried on in a 

narrow context, ignoring major questions such as global commodity prospects in terms of prices and their 

stability/instability and the movement of domestic and world market prices and of agricultural and non-

agricultural prices within the country. The overriding issue of the structure of the global market has been 

hardly brought into the discourse. In this paper an attempt is made to examine competitiveness of some 

selected agricultural crops in the light of empirical evidence of domestic and international prices, the world 

commodity situation and the structure of the global market for agricultural commodities. 

While agriculture’s share in India’s economy has progressively declined to less than 15% due to the high 

growth rates of the industrial and services sectors, the sector’s importance in India’s economic and social 

fabric goes well beyond this indicator. First, nearly three-quarters of India’s families depend on rural 

incomes. Second, the majority of India’s poor (some 770 million people or about 70 percent) are found in 

rural areas. And third, India’s food security depends on producing cereal crops, as well as increasing its 

production of fruits, vegetables and milk to meet the demands of a growing population with rising incomes. 

To do so, a productive, competitive, diversified and sustainable agricultural sector will need to emerge at 

an accelerated pace. 

India is a global agricultural powerhouse. It is the world’s largest producer of milk, pulses, and spices, and 

has the world’s largest cattle herd (buffaloes), as well as the largest area under wheat, rice and cotton. It 

is the second largest producer of rice, wheat, cotton, sugarcane, farmed fish, sheep & goat meat, fruit, 

vegetables and tea. The country has some 195 m ha under cultivation of which some 63 percent are rainfed 

(roughly 125m ha) while 37 percent are irrigated (70m ha). In addition, forests cover some 65m ha of India’s 

land. 

Challenges 
Three agriculture sector challenges will be important to India’s overall development and the improved 

welfare of its rural poor: 

1. Raising agricultural productivity per unit of land: Raising productivity per unit of land will need to be 

the main engine of agricultural growth as virtually all cultivable land is farmed. Water resources are also 

limited and water for irrigation must contend with increasing industrial and urban needs. All measures to 

increase productivity will need exploiting, amongst them: increasing yields, diversification to higher value 

crops, and developing value chains to reduce marketing costs. 

2. Reducing rural poverty through a socially inclusive strategy that comprises both agriculture as well as 

non-farm employment: Rural development must also benefit the poor, landless, women, scheduled castes 

and tribes. Moreover, there are strong regional disparities: the majority of India’s poor are in rain-fed areas 

or in the Eastern Indo-Gangetic plains. Reaching such groups has not been easy. While progress has been 

made - the rural population classified as poor fell from nearly 40% in the early 1990s to below 30% by the 

mid-2000s (about a 1% fall per year) – there is a clear need for a faster reduction. Hence, poverty alleviation 

is a central pillar of the rural development efforts of the Government and the World Bank. 

3. Ensuring that agricultural growth responds to food security needs: The sharp rise in food-grain 

production during India’s Green Revolution of the 1970s enabled the country to achieve self-sufficiency in 

food-grains and stave off the threat of famine. Agricultural intensification in the 1970s to 1980s saw an 

increased demand for rural labor that raised rural wages and, together with declining food prices, reduced 

rural poverty. However agricultural growth in the 1990s and 2000s slowed down, averaging about 3.5% per 

annum, and cereal yields have increased by only 1.4% per annum in the 2000s. The slow-down in 
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agricultural growth has become a major cause for concern. India’s rice yields are one-third of China’s and 

about half of those in Vietnam and Indonesia. The same is true for most other agricultural commodities. 

Policy makers will thus need to initiate and/or conclude policy actions and public programs to shift the 

sector away from the existing policy and institutional regime that appears to be no longer viable and build 

a solid foundation for a much more productive, internationally competitive, and diversified agricultural 

sector. 

Swaminathan Report: National Commission on Farmers Suggestion on Strengthening 

the Competitiveness of Farmers 
It is imperative to raise the agricultural competitiveness of farmers with small land holdings.  Productivity 

improvement to increase the marketable surplus must be linked to assured and remunerative marketing 

opportunities.  

The measures suggested by NCF include: 

1. Promotion of commodity-based farmers' organisations such as Small Cotton Farmers' Estates to combine 

decentralised production with centralised services such as post-harvest management, value addition and 

marketing, for leveraging institutional support and facilitating direct farmer-consumer linkage. 

2. Improvement in implementation of Minimum Support Price (MSP). Arrangements for MSP need to be 

put in place for crops other than paddy and wheat. Also, millets and other nutritious cereals should be 

permanently included in the PDS. 

3. MSP should be at least 50% more than the weighted average cost of production. 

4. Availability of data about spot and future prices of commodities through the Multi Commodity Exchange 

(MCD) and the NCDEX and the APMC electronic networks covering 93 commodities through 6000 

terminals and 430 towns and cities. 

5. State Agriculture Produce Marketing Committee Acts [APMC Acts] relating to marketing, storage and 

processing of agriculture produce need to shift to one that promotes grading, branding, packaging and 

development of domestic and international markets for local produce, and move towards a Single Indian 

Market. 
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As urban populations continue to rise, innovators are looking beyond traditional farming as a way to feed 

everyone while having less impact on our land and water resources. Vertical farming is one such solution 

that’s been implemented around the world. By Vertical Farming, food crops can be cultivated easily in 

urban areas by planting in vertically stacked layers in order to save space and use minimal energy and 

water for irrigation. 

In India vertical farming is at nascent stages, however, there are few startups & agri-tech companies 

working to revolutionize the field. 

Background & Concept of Vertical Farming 
In 1915, Gilbert Ellis Bailey coined the term “vertical farming” and wrote a book titled “Vertical Farming”. 

In the early 1930s, William Frederick Gerick pioneered hydroponics at the University of California at 

Berkley. 

In the 1980s, Åke Olsson, a Swedish ecological farmer, invented a spiral-shaped rail system for growing 

plants and suggested vertical farming as a means for producing vegetables in cities. 

The modern concept of vertical farming was proposed in 1999 by Professor Dickson Despommier. His 

concept was to grow the food in urban areas itself utilizing less distance and saving the time inbringing the 

food produced in rural areas to the cities. 

He intended in growing food within urban environments and thus have fresher foods available faster and 

at lower costs. Consequently, Vertical farming is conceptualised as cultivating and producing crops/ plants 

in vertically stacked layers and vertically inclined surfaces.  

In the physical layout, the plants are vertically stacked in a tower-like structure. This way, the area 

required to grow plants in minimised. Next, a combination of natural lights and artificial lights is used to 

maintain a perfect environment for an efficient growth of the plants. The third parameter is the growing 

medium for the plants. Instead of soil, aeroponic, hydroponic or aquaponic growing mediums are used as 

the growing medium.  

As the technique becomes scientific, efficiency of the process increases and as a result, vertical farming 

becomes sustainable requiring 95% less water as compared to other farming methods. 

http://prakati.in/section/environment/water/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dickson_Despommier
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Techniques of Vertical Farming 
1. Hydroponics: It is a method of growing food in water using mineral nutrient solutions without soil.The 

basic advantages of this method is that it reduces soil-related cultivation problems like soil borne insects, 

pest and diseases. 

 

2. Aeroponics: The invention of aeroponics was motivated by the initiative of NASA (the National 

Aeronautical and Space Administration, USA) to find an efficient way to grow plants in space in the 1990s. 

In aeroponics, there is no growing medium and hence, no containers for growing crops. In aeroponics, mist 

or nutrient solutions are used instead of water. As the plants are tied to a support and roots are sprayed 

with nutrient solution, it requires very less space, very less water and no soil. 

3. Aquaponics: The term aquaponics is coined by combining two words: aquaculture, which refers to fish 

farming, and hydroponics—the technique of growing plants without soil, to create symbiotic relationships 

between the plants and the fish. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NASA
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The symbiosis is achieved as nutrient-rich waste from fish tanks serves as “fertigate” to hydroponic 

production beds. In turn, the hydroponic beds also function as bio-filters that remove gases, acids, and 

chemicals, such as ammonia, nitrates, and phosphates, from the water. 

Additionally, the gravel beds provide habitats for nitrifying bacteria, which augment the nutrient cycling 

and filter water. Consequently, the freshly cleansed water can be recirculated into the fish tanks. 

Advantages of Vertical Farming 
Vertical Farming has several advantages, which makes it promising for the future of agriculture. The land 

requirement is quite low, water consumption is 80 percent less, the water is recycled and saved, it is 

pesticide-free and in cases of high-tech farms there is no real dependency on the weather. A vertical farm 

makes farming within the confines of a city, a reality. And when the farms are nearby, the produce is 

quickly delivered and always fresh; when compared to the refrigerated produce usually available at 

supermarkets. Reduction in transportation reduces the fossil fuel cost & resulting emissions and thus also 

reduce the spoilage in transportation. 

However, like everything else vertical farming has its own drawbacks. Initial capital costs for establishing 

the vertical farming system are the major problem. In addition, there are costs of erecting the structures 

along with its automation like computerized and monitoring systems, remote control systems and 

software’s, automated racking and stacking systems, programmable LED lighting systems, climate control 

system, etc. 
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Introduction 
Malnutrition problem is one of the biggest threats that India has been combating since its independence. 

Although India has enjoyed strong economic growth over the last 20 years, India is home to 46.6 million 

stunned children, more than one third of the world’s malnourished children (Singh, 2020). Estimates from 

the Comprehensive National Nutrition Survey report (2016–18) shows that in India, about 35% of the 

children under the age of five year were stunted, 33% of the children were underweight and 17% children 

were wasted. With a change in daily habits, deficient nutrient diets and over dependence on few cereal 

foods (rice or wheat), chronic lifestyle diseases are reaching a soaring high. Refining operations further 

reduce the nutritional value of cereals by removal of the germ and aleurone layers, which are rich in 

micronutrients. 

The Needed Change 
In the recent years, there has been an increasing demand for functional foods that possess numerous health 

benefits as well as provide basic nutrients due to intensified consumer awareness and emerging trend 

towards a healthy lifestyle leading to a major shift in the consumption patterns of food. Further, as farmers 

worldwide experience more frequent drought and erratic rainfall linked to climate change, the race to find 

and improve drought-resistant crops grows ever more important. So, naturally stress resistant plants that 

can survive under harsh stressful environmental conditions are on the radar. These crops are also known 

as superfood crops due to its nutrient dense characteristics and are helpful to minimize the pressure of food 

insecurity. 

Alternate crops must be incorporated into our normal diet, dispelling the idea that they are only grown by 

the poorest of the poor. Nutrient dense crops like millets, quinoa, chia, grain amaranth etc. are being 

increasingly recognized for their potential to play important roles as alternative food grains. Stress-

resistant crops are needed to ensure yield stability under stress conditions and to minimize the 

environmental impacts of crop production. The introduction of new cultivated species and improved 

varieties of crops is a technology aimed at enhancing plant productivity, quality, health and nutritional 

value and/or building crop resilience to diseases, pest organisms and environmental stresses. It reduces 

the risk of total crop failure and also provides alternative means of generating income, as different crops 

will respond to climate scenarios in different ways. 

Nutrient Composition of Food Crops 
A comparison of nutrient composition of different food crops (per 100g edible portion) 

Crop Protein 

(g) 

Fat 

(g) 

Crude 

fibre 

(g) 

CHO 

(g) 

Energy 

(kcal) 

Ca 

(mg) 

Fe 

(mg) 

 

Thiamin 

(mg) 

Riboflavin 

(mg) 

Niacin 

(mg) 

Rice 

(brown) 

7.9 2.7 1.0 76.0 362 33 1.8 0.41 0.04 4.3 

Wheat 11.6 2.0 2.0 71.0 348 30 3.5 0.41 0.1 5.1 

Maize 9.2 4.6 2.8 73.0 358 26 2.7 0.38 0.2 3.6 

Pearl 

millet 

11.8 4.8 2.3 67.0 363 42 11 0.38 0.21 2.8 

Sorghum 10.4 3.1 2.0 70.7 329 25 5.4 0.38 0.15 4.3 

https://en.vikaspedia.in/agriculture/crop-production/package-of-practices/cereals-and-millets/bajra-1
https://en.vikaspedia.in/agriculture/crop-production/package-of-practices/cereals-and-millets/bajra-1
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Ref: Chavan and Kadam, 1989; Kulczyński et al., 2019; Soriano-García and Aguirre-Díaz, 2019 and USDA, 

2018. 

Millets 
Millets are a category of small-seeded grasses that are sometimes referred to as nutri-cereals or 

nutraceuticals since they are high in protein, fibre, vitamins, and minerals (Table 1). The vast majority of 

millets are indigenous to India. 

Millets are divided into two categories depending on their grain size: large millets and little millets. The 

most prevalent millets are sorghum (Sorghum bicolor) and pearl millet (Pennisetum glaucum). Tiny millets 

include finger millet (Eleusine coracana), Kodo millet (Paspalum scorbiculatum), proso millet (Panicum 

miliaceum), foxtail millet (Setaria italica), small millet (Panicum sumatrense), and barnyard millet 

(Echinochloa colona). 

Millets are drought-resistant, pest- and disease-resistant, have a short growth season, and are well-suited 

to drought environments when compared to main cereals. They thrive on poor soils and have outstanding 

nutritional qualities, including high micronutrient content and low glycemic indices. Millets have a unique 

nutritional profile that includes complex carbohydrates, dietary fibre, minerals (Ca, Fe, P, and Zn), 

vitamins, proteins, phenolic compounds, and phytochemicals, all of which help to prevent malnutrition and 

lifestyle illnesses. 

Quinoa 
1. Quinoa (Chenopodium quinoa Willd.) is a Chenopodiaceae plant species native to the Andes and suited 

to a variety of agroclimatic zones. 

2. It's a gluten-free pseudo cereal that's high in proteins, lipids, fibre, vitamins, and minerals, as well as an 

amazing balance of key amino acids and a large level of health-benefit phytochemicals with positive 

hypoglycemic effects. 

3. There has been a growing interest in quinoa globally due its unique nutritional value, wide adaptability 

and tolerance to abiotic stresses namely cold, salinity and drought. 

Chia 
1. Chia (Salvia hispanica L.) is an annual plant native to Mexico and Guatemala that belongs to the 

Lamiaceae family. Chia seed has a high protein, fat, carbohydrate, dietary fibre, ash, minerals, vitamins, 

and dry matter content, as well as a high antioxidant content. 

2. Chia seed has recently acquired popularity for human health and nutrition as a strong source of 

polyunsaturated fatty acids such as omega-3 and omega-6, which have health benefits. 

3. Chia is typically eaten as a salad made from chia sprouts, in drinks, cereals, and salad dressing made 

from the seed, or raw. Aside from bread, chia seeds and oil have been widely employed in the food sector 

for a variety of applications, including morning cereals, bars, cookie snacks, fruit juices, cake, and yoghurt. 

4. Chia requires low maintenance, prefers moderately fertile, well-drained soils, but can cope with acidity 

and moderate drought. 

Common 

millet 

12.5 3.5 5.2 63.8 364 8 2.9 0.41 0.28 4.5 

Foxtail 

millet 

11.2 4 6.7 63.2 351 31 2.8 0.59 0.11 3.2 

Barnyard 

millet 

11.0 3.9 13.6 55.0 300 22 18.6 0.33 0.1 4.2 

Kodo 

millet 

9.8 3.6 5.2 66.6 353 35 107 0.15 0.09 2 

Little 

millet 

9.7 5.2 7.6 60.9 329 17 9.3 0.3 0.09 3.2 

https://en.vikaspedia.in/agriculture/crop-production/package-of-practices/cereals-and-millets/finger-millet-and-kodo-millet
https://en.vikaspedia.in/agriculture/crop-production/package-of-practices/cereals-and-millets/finger-millet-and-kodo-millet
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Grain Amaranth 
1. Amaranthus spp. is known for its excellent nutritional content and ability to adapt to marginal areas. 

Amaranthus hypochondriacus L., A. cruentus L., and A. caudatus L. are the three main species investigated 

for grain production. 

2. Amaranthus is a robust, stress-tolerant crop that can be farmed with few external inputs and is a superb 

source of gluten-free high-quality protein with a great amino acid balance, high-fibre, and high nutritional 

benefits. 

3. It is a drought-resistant crop with a short growth cycle, making it ideal for agricultural diversification 

on marginal land. Amaranthus is becoming more popular because to its beneficial agronomic 

characteristics, such as C4 photosynthesis, dual applications for vegetable and grain production, heat, 

drought, and salt stress tolerance, and adaptation to marginal areas. 

Conclusion 
Millets, quinoa, chia, grain amaranth, and other nutrient-dense underused crops should be included in 

daily diets because they contain fibre, protein, energy, minerals, vitamins, and antioxidants that are 

essential for human health. They promote nutritional security and protect against nutritional deficiency 

illnesses. They may be produced on marginal areas because of their higher degree of phenotypic plasticity, 

nutritious profile, great tolerance to varied environmental circumstances, and capacity to promote food 

security. Increased production of these minor crops will serve to diversify plant agriculture and the human 

diet, improving national food security and human health. 
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Carbon 
It is recognized as a key energy currency of biological systems, including agriculture. Agricultural 

production depends on plant photosynthesis to move CO2 out of the atmosphere and into the plant, where 

it is transformed into agricultural products: food, flora, fuel or fiber. 

Agriculture and Carbon Emissions 
Agriculture covers more than half of Earth’s terrestrial surface and contributes roughly one-third of global 

GHG emissions. Agricultural emissions in India are primarily from the livestock sector (54.6%) and the use 

of nitrogenous fertilisers (19%). 

Carbon Farming 
Carbon farming (also known as carbon sequestration) is a system of agricultural management that helps 

the land store more carbon and reduce the amount of GHG that it releases into the atmosphere. It involves 

practices that are known to improve the rate at which CO2 is removed from the atmosphere and converted 

to plant material and soil organic matter. Carbon farming is successful when carbon gains resulting from 

enhanced land management or conservation practices exceed carbon losses. 

Methods for Carbon Farming 
1. Forest Management: Healthy forests absorb and hold CO2 emissions produced from other sources. 

Carbon offsets can be created by: 

a. Avoiding deforestation 

b. Permanent land conservation 

c. Reforestation and replanting activities 

d. Improved forest management. 

2. Grasslands Conservation: It includes maintaining native plant life through permanent land 

conservation and avoiding conversion of grasslands for commercial development or intensive agriculture. 

3. Mixed Farming: A climate-friendly strategy of raising livestock and crops together. Rotating cows 

among pastures allows grasses to recover from grazing and the animals’ manure and the impacts of their 

grazing regenerate carbon in soils. 

4. Using Cover Crops: These crops are planted to cover the soil rather than for the purpose of being 

harvested. They are planted after the harvest of the main crop. They return more carbon to the soil 

and sustain soil microbes that play key roles in carbon storage. 

5. Reduction of Soil Tillage: Tillage is normally used to loosen and aerate the soil and to remove initial 

weeds. However, tillage increases carbon mineralization (decomposition of chemical compounds in organic 

matter) leading to CO2 emissions from the soil. Reducing the soil disturbance is a useful tool to protect soil 

organic matter. 

6. Wetland Restoration: Wetland soil is an important natural carbon pool or sink as the 

wetlands conserve about 14.5% of the soil carbon found in the world. 

Significance of Carbon Farming 
1. Multidimensional Benefits: Increasing Soil Organic Carbon (SOC) through various methods 

can improve soil health, agricultural yield, food security, water quality, and reduce the need for chemicals. 

It would not just address carbon mitigation but also improve other planetary boundaries in peril such as 

fresh water, biodiversity, land use and nitrogen use. 

https://www.drishtiias.com/daily-updates/daily-news-analysis/fall-in-global-carbon-emissions
https://www.drishtiias.com/daily-updates/daily-news-analysis/fall-in-global-carbon-emissions
https://www.drishtiias.com/daily-updates/daily-news-editorials/agriculture-and-environment
https://www.drishtiias.com/daily-updates/daily-news-analysis/fertiliser-self-sufficiency
https://www.drishtiias.com/daily-updates/daily-news-analysis/carbon-sequestration
https://www.drishtiias.com/daily-updates/daily-news-analysis/land-use-changes
https://www.drishtiias.com/current-affairs-news-analysis-editorials/news-editorials/06-10-2020
https://www.drishtiias.com/to-the-points/paper3/wetlands-1
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2. Offsets Carbon Emissions: An international initiative called “4 per 1000,” showed that increasing soil 

carbon worldwide by just 0.4% yearly could offset that year’s new growth in CO2 emissions from 

fossil fuel emissions. The ‘4 per 1,000’ initiative was launched by the France government at the 

COP21 Paris climate summit in 2015. The aim of the initiative is to demonstrate that agriculture, and in 

particular agricultural soils, can play a crucial role where food security and climate change are concerned. 

3. Acts as an Intermediate Mitigation Strategy: Increasing soil carbon offers a range of co-benefits 

along with buying the time before other technologies can help the world transition to a zero-carbon lifestyle. 

4. Helps Restoring Carbon Cycle: Worldwide, soils are estimated to contain about 10 times the amount 

of carbon in the atmosphere; far more than what is found in normal vegetation. Carbon farming is seen as 

a way to help restore balance within the carbon cycle. It also helps soil build a resilience to drought and 

increases agricultural productivity in a natural way 

Challenge Associated 
1. Requires Participation at a Larger Level: For the overall framework of carbon farming to be 

successful, it would have to include sound policies, public-private partnerships, accurate quantification 

methodologies and supportive financing to efficiently implement the idea. It requires to be done at a scale 

where measurable carbon capture can be achieved along with maintaining healthy soils that absorb and 

store carbon. 

2. Limited Benefit: The areas with long growing seasons, sufficient rainfall and substantial irrigation 

make viable opportunities for carbon farming. However, carbon farming, likely, is more of a challenge for 

farmers in hot and dry areas of the country. Moreover, many farmers may not be able to afford the cost of 

implementing environmentally beneficial measures without some sort of financial assistance. 

Way Forward 
1. Direct Incentives for Farmers: The land sector is key for reaching a climate-neutral economy, 

because it can capture CO2 from the atmosphere. However, to encourage the agriculture and forestry 

sectors, it is necessary to create direct incentives for the adoption of climate-friendly practices, as currently 

there is no targeted policy tool to significantly incentivise the increase and protection of carbon sinks. 

2. Carbon Credits and Carbon Banks: The farmers can be rewarded through globally tradable carbon 

credits and ‘carbon banks’ can also be created that would buy and sell carbon credits from farmers. 

These credits could then be sold to corporations needing to offset their emissions. Paying farmers to restore 

carbon-depleted soils offers a great opportunity for a natural climate solution and to stabilize global 

warming below 2°C. 

3. Organic-Carbon Rich Fertilisers: Fertilisers such as compost and solid manure with wide C: N 

(carbon:nitrogen) ratios will have a slow carbon turnover compared to other materials. They should be part 

of the farming system. 

4. Biofuel over Fossil Fuels: Nearly all biofuel systems (mainly biodiesel and bioethanol) produce 

fewer GHG emissions than fossil fuels. Using biofuel as a replacement for fossil fuels is an opportunity for 

farmers to diversify income, reduce costs, and assist in reducing global GHG emissions – mainly carbon 

dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O). 

  

https://www.drishtiias.com/daily-updates/daily-news-analysis/five-years-of-paris-climate-accord
https://www.drishtiias.com/daily-updates/daily-news-editorials/towards-a-zero-carbon-future
https://www.drishtiias.com/to-the-points/paper3/ppp-investment-model
https://www.drishtiias.com/daily-updates/daily-news-analysis/carbon-market
https://www.drishtiias.com/daily-updates/daily-news-analysis/carbon-market
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Union government of India maintains different schemes and projects in agricultural sector to give the sector 

and its stakeholders (i.e., Farmers) a way to sustain and progress. So, taking this in view we consider 

Interest subvention scheme as an important scheme. This interest subvention plan for farmers attempts 

to provide farmers with short-term finance at a low interest rate. The policy went into action in the Kharif 

of 2006-07. The plan was executed in the year 2020-21. The Interest Subvention Scheme is being 

implemented by NABARD and RBI. 

Interest Subvention for Short Term Crop Loans 
Under this scheme all farmers can get a one-year crop loan from the Central Government if they borrow 

up to Rs. 3 lakhs. Farmers may get up to Rs.3 lakh in crop loans at a 7% interest rate under this plan. It 

also includes a 3% bonus for timely payback within a year of the advance date. Farmers would be allowed 

to take out short-term crop loans of up to Rs 3 lakh, which will be repayable in a year at a rate of only 4% 

per year. Farmers that do not return their short-term crop loans on time will be entitled for a 2 percent 

interest subsidy instead of the 5 percent already offered. The amount of interest subvention is computed 

on the crop loan amount from the date of disbursement/drawal up to the date of actual repayment of the 

crop loan by the farmer or up to the due date of crop loan repayment set by the bank, whichever is sooner, 

up to a maximum duration of one year. Only credit for agricultural cultivation and post-harvest loan 

components will be eligible for interest subsidy under KCC's ST limit. The Interest Subvention Scheme will 

not apply to family / consumer requirements / farm asset maintenance bills, term loans, and so forth. 

Interest Subvention for Post-Harvest Loans 
Post-harvest loans for storage in approved warehouses against Negotiable Warehouse Receipts (NWRs) are 

available for up to 6 months for KCC holding small and marginal farmers as a tool to prevent distress sales. 

The Interest Subvention Scheme would be implemented by NABARD and RBI for a period of one year. 

The Central Government has granted a 2% interest subvention, resulting in an effective interest rate of 7% 

for loans up to 6 months, to help small and marginal farmers who would otherwise have to borrow at 9% 

for post-harvest storage of their produce. Farmers will not be eligible for a subsidy (reward) for timely 

repayment of loans secured by NWRs. 

Interest Subvention for Relief to Farmers Affected by Natural Calamities 
Banks would get a 2% interest subvention on the restructured amount for the first year to give relief to 

farmers harmed by natural disasters. According to the RBI's regulation, such restructured loans would be 

subject to normal interest rates after the second year. 

However, to help farmers impacted by catastrophic natural disasters, Banks will be eligible to get a 2% 

interest subsidy on the restructured loan amount for the first three years/entire term (up to a maximum of 

five years). The advantage of a prompt payback incentive of 3% per year will also be granted to the impacted 

farmers in all such circumstances. However, in circumstances of severe natural catastrophes, such benefits 

would be chosen by a High-Level Committee (HLC) based on the recommendations of the Inter-Ministerial 

Central Team (IMCT) and the National Executive Committee's Sub Committee (SC-NEC). 

Source: NABARD. 

Interest Subvention Under Deendayal Antyodaya Yojana - National Rural Livelihoods 

Mission (DAY-NRLM) 
With effect from April 1, 2013, the Ministry of Rural Development of the Government of India announced 

the National Rural Livelihoods Mission (NRLM), which restructured and replaced the Swarnjayanti Gram 

https://www.nabard.org/CircularPage.aspx?cid=504&id=2922
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Swarozgar Yojana (SGSY) initiative. With effect from March 29, 2016, NRLM was renamed Deendayal 

Antyodaya Yojana – National Livelihoods Mission (DAY-NRLM). DAY-NRLM is the government of India's 

main initiative for reducing poverty by strengthening poor people's institutions, particularly women, and 

enabling them to access a variety of financial and livelihood services. 

On all loan from banks/ financial institutions obtained by women SHGs, DAY-NRLM contains a provision 

for interest subvention, to cover the difference between the Lending Rate of the banks and 7%, for a 

maximum of Rs 3,00,000 per SHG. This will be offered in two ways across the country: Banks would lend 

to women SHGs in 250 chosen areas at a rate of 7% up to a total loan value of Rs 3,00,000/-. SHGs will also 

receive a 3% interest subvention if they pay on time, bringing the effective rate of interest down to 4%. 

In the remaining districts also, all women SHGs under DAY-NRLM will be SHGs are eligible for interest 

subvention to the extent of difference between the lending rates and 7% for the loan up to Rs 3,00,000, 

subjected to the norms prescribed by the respective SRLMs. This part of the scheme will be operationalized 

by SRLMs. 

Interest Subvention for Dairy Sector 
To mitigate the economic impact of Covid-19 on the dairy industry, the Ministry of Fisheries, Animal 

Husbandry, and Dairying has created a new plan for Supporting Dairy Cooperatives and Farmer Producer 

Organizations engaged in dairy operations (SDC&FPO) that will be implemented in 2020-21. 

Interest subvention will be given on working capital loans taken from scheduled Commercial Banks/R.R. 

Bs/Cooperative Banks/Financial Institutions by Cooperatives/FPOs for conversion of milk into conserved 

commodities and other milk products between 1st April 2020 and 31st March 2021 in order to meet the 

working capital needs of Cooperatives and Farmer owned milk producer companies. 

The scheme has made provisions for providing interest subvention of 2% per annum, with an additional 

incentive of 2% per annum interest subvention to be given in case of prompt and timely repayment/interest 

servicing. 

Extended Time Period on Account of COVID19 
In the wake of the nationwide lockdown due to outbreak of Covid -19 pandemic and the resultant 

restrictions imposed on movement of people, many farmers are not able to travel to bank branches for 

payment of their short-term crop loan dues. As per RBI circular dated March 27, 2020 regarding Covid 19-

Regulatory Package, moratorium has been granted for three months on payment of installments falling 

due between March 1, 2020 and May 31, 2020 in respect of all term loans including short term crop loans. 

Accordingly, to ensure that farmers do not have to pay penal interest and at the same time continue getting 

the benefits of interest subvention scheme, Government has decided to continue the availability of 2% IS 

and 3% PRI to farmers for the extended period of repayment upto 31.08.2020 or date of repayment, 

whichever is earlier, for short term crop loans upto Rs 3 lakh per farmer which have become due between 

March 01, 2020 and August 31, 2020. 
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What is Hydroponics? 
Hydroponics is a basic approach that involves growing plants in water rather than soil. Hydro culture is a 

subset of it. Water is dissolved in mineral nutrient solutions. Only the roots of terrestrial plants are exposed 

to the nutrient liquid, or the roots are physically supported by an inert media like perlite or gravel. 

History of Hydroponics 
Working at the University of California, Berkeley, William Frederick Gericke popularised the notion that 

plants may be cultivated in a solution of nutrients and water rather than soil. This growth process was 

given the name hydroponics by him. In nutrient-rich solutions, W. F. Gericke successfully grew 25-foot-tall 

tomato plants. 

In 1937, W.A. Setchell suggested the name "hydroponics" to Gericke. Hydroponics is derived from the roots 

"hydro," which means "water," and "ponos," which means "work." In this form of growing, earth is not 

needed. 

Julius von Sachs and Wilhelm Knop developed the first standard recipe for plant-growing fertiliser 

solutions dissolved in water. This is where the term "nutriculture" came from. It is now known as Water 

Culture. The roots of the plants were submerged completely in a water solution containing nitrogen (N), 

phosphorus (P), potassium (K), magnesium (Mg), sulphur (S), and calcium (Ca) (Ca). They are now known 

as macronutrients or macroelements (elements required in relatively large amounts). 

1960s: Allen Cooper of England developed the Nutrient film technique. 

1982: The Land Pavilion at Walt Disney World's EPCOT Center opened and prominently features a variety 

of hydroponic techniques. 

2007: Euro fresh Farms in Willcox, Arizona, sold more than 200 million pounds of hydroponically grown 

tomatoes. Recorded in 1st on list of export. 

Advantages of Hydroponics 
1. Greater control over growing circumstances makes it simpler to create the greatest possible environment 

for plants, resulting in higher yield and higher quality food. 

2. Because the plant does not have to fight for moisture and nutrients, hydroponic production may be 

enhanced by around two times when compared to soil cultivation in a comparable area with proper care. 

3. A hydroponics garden can offer plants with the highest quality nutrients at all times of the year. This 

will make it possible to attain maximum development. 

4. Because land is not required, a tiny hydroponics garden may be grown up practically anyplace, including 

upstairs balconies, open areas, and covered buildings. 

5. Hydroponics produce has a superior flavour and nutritional value than conventionally produced 

vegetables. 

6. Because they have simple access to food and water, plants grow 50 percent quicker than dirt under the 

same conditions. 

7. Continues off-season cultivation and production throughout the seasons. 

8. Because soil-borne disease and nematode damage are not feasible, hydroponic production may be 

securely exported. 

9. Vegetable gardening may be done in a leisurely manner. 

10. Reduce water waste to the absolute minimum'. 

11. Crop rotations are unnecessary since growing medium may be reused or changed indefinitely. 
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12. The plants' development and maturity are consistent. 

What are the Types of Hydroponic Systems? 
There are several types of hydroponic systems. 

Wick: Plant roots grow down through a medium while an absorbent “wick” draws nutrient-filled water up 

from a water reservoir to the root system zone. The growing medium allows for air (oxygen) to reach the 

roots. 

 

Air-Gap: Plant roots hang partially in nutrient-filled water while the upper part of the root system is 

exposed to air (oxygen). 

 
Raft: Plants are positioned on a floating surface with their roots hanging in nutrient-filled water. An 

aquarium-type pump supplies oxygen to the water which is picked up by the roots. 

 

Ebb and Flow: Plant roots grow through a medium. Nutrient-filled water is pumped on a frequent basis 

(e.g., every 30 minutes) to the root zone area and allowed to drain back into a water reservoir. 

 

Top Feeder: Plant roots grow through a medium. The growing medium allows for air (oxygen) to reach 

the roots. Nutrient-filled water is pumped to the top of the medium, allowed to percolate down to the root 

zone, and then drained back to a water reservoir. 
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Nutrient Film Technique (NFT): Plants are positioned on a floating surface hanging in a trough that is 

slightly tilted. The plant roots hang with the upper part of the root system exposed to air (oxygen). The 

bottom part of the roots is exposed to nutrient-filled water that is pumped into the trough at the upper 

(higher) end. The water flows past (down) the other root systems and back into a water reservoir. 

 

Aeroponics 
Plant roots are positioned in an enclosed space and exposed to air (oxygen) where on a frequent basis (e.g., 

every 30 minutes) nutrient-filled water flows through the enclosed space or is sprayed via a mist. 

Hydroponic systems offer a lot of benefits but are not perfect. 

Consider the following before starting a hydroponic system: 

1. Food safety: According to the US Department of Agriculture, growing food for human use necessitates 

proper handling, cleaning, storing, and labelling. 

2. Disease: Because most hydroponic systems are closed systems (meaning the water recirculates), 

bacteria or microorganisms that get into the water supply might impact all of the plants in the hydroponic 

system. 

3. Energy use: The distribution of seeds for outdoor hydroponic systems must be evaluated in the context 

of a national park. The wind or animals may spread plant seeds around the national park. 

4. Seed dispersal: Seed distribution for outdoor hydroponic systems must be considered in a national park 

context. Plant seeds might be distributed around the national park by the wind or animals. 
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Introduction 
India ranks second in fruit production, behind China and approximately 27.59 million hectares of land in 

India are devoted to horticulture. In 2021-22, India contributed 15 % of the world's total fruit production. 

Pests and diseases cause 25 to 30 % losses in fruit production.  

To prevent these losses, traditional air-assisted sprayers with hydraulic nozzles produce huge radial 

sprayer plumes, which lead to significant total off-target losses (80%) and energy requirements (20-30 kW). 

These shapes, sizes, and densities of tree canopies vary considerably between growth periods and locations. 

This variation necessitates modifying flow and blow rate to match trees with varying shapes, heights, 

canopy volume, and canopy density from one location to the next. Additionally, to protect the environment 

from excessive sprayer application. 

Currently, variable rate technology employed in precision applications is based on real-time sensor 

detection. Laser scanning is one of the emerging technologies which is increasingly attracted attention in 

recent times in the area of pesticide application. 

The laser can track the physical parameters of a tree, which is linked to computer software, or 

an algorithm, that uses a database to decide what amount of chemical to apply based on the size, and 

also air volume might be modified in real-time. 

So, the precise amount of chemical is sprayed in exactly the spots where it is desired. This new technology 

can help to lower the risk of environmental contamination by pesticides in addition to offering safer and 

healthier working circumstances for agricultural workers. 

Structural Components of Laser-Based Orchard Spraying 
The system has several parts that have to function together with precision. The working elements are 

roughly categorized into three sub-systems. 

1. Laser scanning system: A laser scanning sensor is used to measure the foliage volume of each tree on 

both sides of a row. The sensor is placed between the tank and the tractor. The majority of spray application 

laser sensors have a working angle of 270° and a radial detection range of 50 meters. 

2. Atomization unit: Multiple atomization units are used to perform the spraying process. The 

atomization units have telescoping arms to ensure they could be fitted to diverse orchard planting patterns. 

Before functioning, the arm length was changed based on the canopy shape to guarantee that atomization 

units are at the right distance from the canopy. Each atomization unit has consisted of 2 parts: 

a. Variable spray flow unit: The flow rate of the spray is regulated with the support of hydraulic 

nozzles. Each nozzle is coupled with one solenoid valve. The opening of the valve is controlled 

separately based on the solenoid valves' pulse width modulation (PWM) signals. 

b. Variable air blow unit: As an airflow actuator, a brushless DC fan is installed behind each 

nozzle to obtain a variable air volume blow rate. By adjusting the fan's rotational speed, the 

airflow rate can be controlled. 

3. Controller unit: The controller unit consists of an embedded computer and an automatic nozzle-flow-

rate controller. The control system measures the appropriate spray flow rate and airflow in proportion to 

the canopy volume. 
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Fig.1 laser-based orchard sprayer (Yang et al. 2018) 

Comparative Measurements of Laser-Based Orchard Spraying and Conventional 

Orchard Spraying 
Laser-based orchard spraying (LBS) application effects are compared to those of two conventional orchard 

sprayers. The first equipment is a conventional air blast sprayer (ABS), while the second is a directed air-

jet sprayer (DAS). 

Type of spraying Application rate(L/m2) Penetration (%) Spray loss (µL/cm2) 

ABS 508 17.4 0.82 

DAS 526 20.4 1.1 

LBS 285 22.3 0.63 

Table 1. comparison between spraying systems (Yang et al. 2018) 

Advantages of Laser-Based Spraying System 
1. Fewer chances of pesticide overspray. 

2. Appropriate spray application based on various growth stages. 

3. Greater uniformity of spray deposition within canopies at various growth stages. 

4. Reduction of 40 to 87 % in spray loss beyond tree canopies. 

5. Up to 87 % less airborne drift. 

6. Decrease of 47 to 73 % in spray consumption. 

7. Reduction of 68 to 93 % in spray loss on the soil surface. 

Constraints of Using Laser-Based Spraying in Indian Farming 
1. Most of the farmers in India belong to the small and marginal categories. Therefore, their small 

landholdings restrict the use of such techniques. 

2. The socio-economic feasibility of such a technique is not suitable for the Indian farming community. 

3. Lack of skilled operators. 

Conclusion 
This modern technology is about to go to a positive start. Moreover, to make the technology more flexible 

and adaptable, it must meet varied socio-economic and environmental constraints according to Indian 

agriculture. And it must be part of the agricultural extension initiatives. The recent Indian projects are 

digging further into the appropriate use for pesticide spraying in Indian farming. The use of laser-based 

technology in orchard sprayers cut the power needs of the tractor and reduced fuel consumption. The laser-

based spraying technology saves producers money by saving 46 % of the spray solution, cuts environmental 

pollution by reducing 42.7 % off-target losses in the air and health issues due to spray drift, and offers an 

ecologically sound responsible approach to protecting crops. 
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Abstract 
Entomopathogenic fungi are diverse group of insect pathogenic fungi, playing a vital role as biological 

control agent of insect pests. These insect pathogenic fungi are found in a wide range of adaptations and 

show promising results due to its broad host range. Entomopathogenic fungi are reported from different 

fungal divisions including Deuteromycota, Ascomycota, Zygomycota, Oomycota, and Chytridiomycota. 

These fungi have ability to infect insects with sap sucking as well as chewing and biting mouthparts. Mode 

of action of these fungi is mostly through contact and penetration. The infection cycle of entomopathogenic 

fungi involves several steps like adhesion and germination of spore, development of infection structure, 

penetration of the cuticle and production of toxins. After successful infection the fungus starts 

conidiogenesis which is the main cause of disease dispersal by both passive and active process. In 

agriculture system these fungi or biopesticides can be used to control insect pest population directly in the 

field as well as in storage houses. There are estimated 700 species of entomopathogenic fungi in 

approximately 90 genera are known till now. The most of the commercially available fungal-based 

biopesticides are produced from Beauveria bassiana, Beauveria brongniartii, Metarhizium anisopliae and 

Isaria fumosorosea species. The use of entomopathogenic fungi against the insect pest of agricultural and 

horticultural crops has several benefits like they are non-toxic, environment friendly and mostly specific to 

a single group or few species of insect. 

Introduction 
Insect pests cause about 42% crop losses worldwide and mainstay use of synthetic chemical pesticides over 

last 50 years causes severe damage to human and environmental health (Charnley and Collins, 2007). 

Thus, demand for IPM strategies influencing the use of652 biocontrol agents. Use of microorganisms as 

biological control agents is the most attractive and nonhazardous alternative method for insect pest 

management (Nicholson, 2007). 

These agents cause devastation to pest population without any health hazards to human population. Also, 

the complex mode of action of these pathogens reduces the chances of resistance development. The term 

entomopathogenic refers to those microorganisms (bacteria, viruses, fungi and nematodes) that are capable 

of attacking insects using them as hosts to develop part of their life cycle (Delgado & Murcia, 2011), those 

that reduce pest insect populations to levels that do not cause economic damage to crops, or those that are 

a mean of control in the reduction of disease vectors. 

They are also defined as facultative or obligate parasites of insects, with a high capacity for sporulation 

and survival. Entomopathogen constitute a group of great interest for the biological control of insects. Of 

these, the entomopathogenic fungi show promising results due to its broad host range, route to 

pathogenicity and ability to infect sap sucking insects as well as insects with chewing and biting 

mouthparts. 

Entomopathogenic fungi are a group of phylogenetically diverse, heterotrophic, eukaryotic, unicellular or 

multicellular (filamentous) microorganisms that reproduce via sexual or asexual spores or both. These 

fungi have chitinized cells and are generally non-mobile. Entomogenous or entomopathogenic fungi have 

long been known to attack insect pests. They are potentially the most versatile biological control agents, 

because they have wide host ranges, infect at different ages and stages of their hosts and often cause 
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natural epizootics. There are some fungi that can invade dead insects, known as saprophagous, and some 

infect living insects are known as entomophagous. 

Classification of Entomopathogenic Fungi 
Entomopathogenic fungi are found in the divisions Zygomycota, Ascomycota and Deuteromycota (as well 

as in Oomycota and Chytridiomycota (Maina et al., 2018) Many of the entomopathogenic fungi known so 

far belong to either the order Entomophthorales in the Zygomycota or the class Hyphomycetes in the 

Deuteromycota. 

Major fungal taxa and list of some important genera of Entomopathogenic fungi (Vega et al., 2012): 

Subdivision  Class Order Genera 

Mastigomycotina Chytridiomycetes  Chytridiales Coelomycidium 

myophagus 

Chytridiomycetes  Blastocladiales Coelomomyces 

Oomycetes  Lagenidiales Lagenidium 

Saprolegniales  Leptolegnia 

Zygomycota  Zygomycetes Mucorales  Sporodienella 

Entomophthorales  Entomophaga 

Entomophthora 

Erynia 

Ascomycotina Hemiascomycetes  Endomycetales Saccharomyces  

Blastdendrion 

Plectomycetes  Ascosphaerales  Ascosphaera 

Pyrenomycetes Cordyceps  Sphaeriales Nectria  

Hypocrella 

Calonectria 

Laboulbeniomycetes  Laboulbeniales Trenomyces 

Filariomyces 

Loculoascomycetes  Myriangiales Myriangium 

Pleosporales  Podonectria 

Deuteromycotina   Beauveria Aspergillus 

Metarhizium 

Paecilomyces 

Verticillium 

Basidiomycotina  Phragmobasidiomycetes Septobasidiales Uredinales 

Septobasidium 

Biology of the Entomopathogenic Fungi 
The life cycle of entomopathogenic fungi, synchronize with the life stages of the host insect and the 

prevailing external conditions. The infection levels, germination rate, insect host range and optimum 

temperature required may deviate between different fungal species. Few species belonging to the 

Hyphomycetes family are categorized as opportunistic pathogens that infect many species in the range of 

insect orders (Roberts, 1981). Strongwellsea castrans is one of the best-known examples of a highly evolved 

insect pathogenic fungus which infects flies (Shahid et al., 2012). Fungi display a unique mode of 

infestation. Bacteria and viruses are generally transmitted via contaminated food into the gut wall and 

finally enter the haemocoel either through the mouthparts or cuticle. Ingested fungal spores are voided 

through faeces and do not germinate in the gut. Factors responsible for the death of insects include 

mechanical damage as a result of tissue invasion, toxicosis and starvation. Following steps are involved in 

infection process as per Singh et al. (2017). 

1. Adhesion and germination of spore the primary infection process begins with the adhering of fungal 

spore onto the outer cuticle layer of the susceptible host. Adhesion to host is a random event which is 

followed by passive attachment of spores with the help of water or wind. After successful adhesion onto the 

host surface the pathogen rapidly start its growth and germination. The growth and germination of the 

pathogen on the host cell surface is mainly affected by the availability of nutrients, water, oxygen, pH, 
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temperature and toxic compounds produced by the host cells (Singh et al., 2017). Fungi with broad range 

of host specificity usually can initiate the germination in culture. Whereas, the entomopathogenic fungi 

with a confined host range have more exact germination obligations (St. Leger et al., 1988). 

2. Penetration of the cuticle Successful penetration into the host body through cuticle is very essential 

for obtaining nutrients and also for growth and multiplication of the pathogenic fungi. Access into the host 

is achieved by mechanical strain and enzymatic deterioration. Different extracellular enzymes including 

lipases, esterases, chitinases are released to deteriorate major components of insect cuticle. Atleast four 

distinct classes of proteases are known to function during fungal pathogenesis. Cuticle degrading enzymes 

are produced by M. anisopliae during the appressorium formation on Manduca sexta and Calliphora 

vomitoria. Endoproteases and aminopeptidases are the two enzymes which are produced during the initial 

infection development on the host cuticle. N-Acetyl glucosaminidase is produced at a slower rate as 

compared to the proteolytic enzymes. Cuticle-active endoproteases play key role in penetration process 

(Singh et al., 2017). 

3. Development of infection structure: Most of the entomopathogenic fungi enter the host cuticle 

through direct penetration. The cuticle consists of two distinct layers. The outer layer is epicuticle which is 

thin layer but very complex in structure. Chitin is absent in the epicuticle instead phenol-stabilized 

proteins are present and it is covered by a waxy coating which is composed of fatty acids, sterols and lipids. 

The inner layer is known as procuticle layer consists of chitin fibrils, which are nested into a protein matrix 

along with quinines and lipids (Neville, 1984). Major portion of cuticle is formed by the procuticle layer. 

Helical arrangement of chitin in many areas of the cuticle gives rise to laminate structure. Conidia of B. 

bassiana first develop on the host surface and give rise to an infection structure termed as ‘appressorium’. 

Appressorium is a fungal structure which helps in penetration of the fungus into the host cell as well as 

pathogen get attached to the host surface. Formation of appressorium might be influenced by the 

topography of host surface. Biochemical investigations reveals that the Ca2+ and cyclic AMP are secondary 

messengers in formation of appressorium (St. Leger et al., 1991). 

4. Production of toxins: Studies conducted on various members of deuteromycete provide considerable 

evidence about the role of fungal toxin in death of the host. The cellular disintegration preceding the hyphae 

penetration suggests the action of cytotoxins. Partial or general paralysis, decreased irritability and 

sluggishness in infested insects, are certain behavioural symptoms that are persistent with the action of 

neuromuscular toxin). Entomopathogenic species of B. bassiana and M. anisopliae produce considerable 

amount of toxins within the hosts. Different toxins like Beauverolides, Bassianolide, Beauvericin and 

Isarolides have been isolated from B. bassiana infested hosts (Vega et al., 2012) cytochalasins and 

Destruxins (DTXs) have been isolated from M. anisopliae infected host. These toxins exert discrete effects 

on different tissues in the insect. Lepidopteran muscle membrane is depolarized by the DTX, this 

depolarization achieved by activating calcium channels. DTX is also responsible for inhibiting the function 

of insect hemocytes (Bradfisch, 1990). There are presumably, many toxins that are yet not been isolated 

thus, their relevance to pat hogenicity remains to be authenticated. 

Conidia Dispersal 
Conidia of Hyphomycetes such as Metarhizium and Beauveria spp. are hydrophobic and passively spread 

from infected cadavers. Entomophthoralean conidia are actively discharged under hydrostatic pressure 

with the exception of Massospora spp. After discharge, entomophthoralean conidia are carried on wind or 

by co-occurring insects. If the primary conidia of entomophthoralean species fail to find suitable host 

substrates on which to germinate, then most form higher order conidia which can either be actively 

discharged, E.g., Erynia or Pandora spp., or form passively held secondary conidia (capilliconidia) borne on 

long stalks (capilliconidiophores), e.g., Zoophthora spp. With Neozygites spp., the primary conidia are not 

infective but serve to disperse the infective secondary conidia produced on capilliconidiophores. The conidia 

of some entomophthoralean species are discharged while the host insect is still alive, E.g., flies infected 

with S. castrans and thrips infected with Entomophthora Tripadam (Pell et al., 2001). 

Strategies for biological control the following strategies are employed for achieving biocontrol with the help 

of entomopathogenic fungi:  

1. Classical biocontrol 

2. Inundation biocontrol  
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3. Inoculation biocontrol  

4. Conservation biocontrol 

Benefits and limitations of using entomopathogenic fungi as biocontrol agent Maina et al. (2017) suggested 

the benefits and limitations of using entomopathogenic fungi in agriculture are pointed below:  

Benefits: 

a. Their residues have no known adverse effects on the environment.  

b. Entomopathogenic fungi are little or non-toxic to non-target organisms.  

c. They have narrow area of toxic action, mostly specific to a single group or few species.  

d. They can be used in combination with synthetic chemical insecticides.  

e. They are self-perpetuating under ideal environmental conditions.  

f. Reduce chemical insecticide use.  

g. Protects biodiversity in managed ecosystem.  

h. Potential development of pest resistance to mycoinsecticide is less common or may develop more 

slowly due to unique mode of action.  

i. They have genes for secretion of insect toxins; hence they have high potentials for further 

development by biotechnological research.  

j. Some of them have endophytic capability; hence they can play important roles in the activation of 

immune system.  

k. High persistence in the environment provides long-term suppression effects of entomopathogenic 

fungi on pest. 

Limitations: 

a. They need specific environmental conditions to germinate and cause infection.  

b. Can be very costly to produce for commercial use.  

c. T/hey have short shelf life.  

d. The pest must be present before the pathogen can be usefully applied thus making preventive 

treatment difficult.  

e. Lack of persistence and low rate of infection under challenging environmental conditions.  

f. Often slow acting and require high application rate and thorough spray coverage.  

g. They have high specificity in killing pests making them a narrow host killer while a broad range 

killer pesticide is required for commercialization, hence additional control agents are needed for 

other pests. 

h. They also present potential risks to immune depressive people. 

Conclusion 
The application of entomopathogenic fungi in biological control of insect pest is increasing now a day 

because of greater environmental awareness, food safety concerns and the failure of conventional 

chemicals-based pesticides causing development of many new insecticide resistant species. To date, a 

number of mycoinsecticides have been developed and are being used against many insect pests of economic 

importance crops in many countries. 

Nonetheless, many more entomopathogenic fungi are still being discovered for the use of fungi in insect 

pest management for the successful pest management through biocontrol agents like entomopathogenic 

fungi, it is necessary to consider each case individually, and direct comparisons with chemical insecticides 

are usually inappropriate. concluded that for a successful microbial control agent its technical efficacy had 

to be combined with its practical efficacy (easy and cheap uptake), commercial viability (profitability), 

sustainability (long-term control) and/or public benefit (safety). 

Entomopathogenic fungi offer a safer alternative for use in integrated pest management (IPM) than 

chemical insecticides, as they are safe for humans, environment and has minimal effects on non-targets 

organisms. Most entomopathogenic fungi are best used when total eradication of a pest is not required; 

instead, insect populations are controlled below an economic threshold, with some crop damage considered 

as acceptable. Thus, they seem to have an essential role in IPM and further improvisation in available 

resources will prove to be helpful in achievement of sustainable pest control goals. 
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Abstract 
Disease diagnosis and pathogen detection are of utmost importance, as without this ability we can neither 

hope to understand the disease nor in many cases control it. Detection deals with establishing the presence 

of a particular target pathogen within a sample. Diagnosis relates to the identification of the nature and 

cause of the disease problem and thus deals with plants showing the symptoms. All aspects of plant disease 

epidemiology, from disease spread to estimation of yield losses, require the ability to identify the pathogen. 

Implementation of plant disease regulate through quarantine also requires the ability to diagnose plant 

disease. Increasing globalization and the international trade in plants and plant products also poses threat 

of inadvertent introduction of exotic pests and pathogens. Hence, importance of diagnostic tests has 

increased in modern era. In addition to detecting new invasive species, rapid and accurate diagnostic tests 

are required to monitor the emergence of novel variants of well-established pathogens. Improved 

techniques are vital to safeguard food security in the face of threatening diseases emerging as a 

consequence of climate change or other environmental shifts, or due to new agricultural practices. Detection 

of pathogens may be carried out either by employing conventional or relatively modern methods. 

Conventional Methods 
For identifying fungal plant pathogens are basically descriptive which rely on the interpretation of visual 

symptoms, isolations, culturing, and laboratory identifi cation of the pathogen. Diagnosis requiring 

culturing can be time-consuming and can be impractical when rapid results are required. Many plant 

pathogens are indeed difficult to identify and require extensive taxonomical knowledge. Traditionally for 

virus detection it was essential to perform time-consuming indexing or to culture for one or more days at a 

certain temperature on the appropriate medium in order to identify bacterial colonies using biochemical 

and physiological tests. For large number of samples, this process was obviously not suitable. 

Modern Tools 
Newer methods that are increasingly being applied to the diagnosis of plant pathogens include 

immunological methods, DNA/RNA probe technology, and polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification 

of nucleic acid sequences. These techniques have several potential advantages over conventional diagnostic 

methods in that they are more accurate, are faster, and can be used by personnel with no specialized 

taxonomical expertise (Ward et al. 2004). Even more important, these techniques allow detection of non-

culturable microorganisms. Furthermore, molecular identification techniques are useful in revealing new 

diseases of unknown etiology. These technologies not only reveal the presence of pathogen but could even 

be used for accurate quantification of its biomass.  

1. Serological Detection: Since the introduction of ELISA (enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay) for 

plant virus detection (Clark and Adams 1977), serological assays have increasingly become the mainstay 

of plant certifi - cation schemes. Now it is used to detect several plant pathogens including bacteria, fungi, 

and phytoplasmas. It has the advantage that it enables handling large numbers of samples and requires 

only one antiserum prepared in a single animal species However, it has the disadvantage that it 

necessitates the preparation of a different antibody-enzyme conjugate for each virus to be tested. 
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2. Dipsticks and Immunoblotting: Sticks onto which specific MCAs have been bounded are dipped into 

test specimen, allowing ELISA reaction to be carried on in situ. Such flexible plastic dipsticks are quick 

and easy to use in the field to test sap squeezed onto coated surface. Any viruses present are first entangled 

and then detected following incubation with antibody enzyme conjugate. If specified virus is present, 

dipstick becomes colored, whereas if free of virus, it remains colorless. ELISA reactions can be carried out 

in a similar way on membranes, where a drop containing the specific MCA has already absorbed as “dot,” 

onto which a drop of test sample is later added then blotted. The technique is similar to ELISA except that 

the plant extracts are spotted onto a membrane rather than using a microtiter plate as the solid support 

matrix. Cahill and Hardham (1994) developed dipstick technique for the detection of Phytophthora 

cinnamomi zoospores in soil. Using this method, it was possible to detect 40 zoospores ml -1 in less than 45 

min.  

3. Lateral Flow Devices: Recently, there has been great progress in the development of very rapid 

diagnostic tests that are also simple and do not require any special equipment or knowledge. Most of these 

use the lateral flow assay. Lateral flow device kits are based on existing technology similar to a pregnancy 

test kit. They use specific antibodies and the tests give results in a couple of minutes. Lateral flow devices 

(LFDs) have been designed for several plant viruses and bacteria (Danks and Barker 2000). Although 

detection specificity is very high when using the appropriate monoclonal antibodies, the sensitivity of these 

methods, although good for virus detection, is relatively low for bacteria, and they are more appropriate for 

analysing plants with symptoms. 

4. Electron Microscopy: Electron microscopy (EM) provides very useful information on the morphology 

of the pathogen including virus particles and is commonly used for detection when EM facilities are readily 

available. Electron microscopes rely on beam of electrons produced from hot fi lament, rather than light as 

the source of illumination, and their power of resolution is consequently very much greater as it is not 

limited by wavelength of light. Electron microscopes are of two types: transmission electron microscopes 

(TEMs) and scanning electron microscopes (SEMs). While TEM is analogous to a compound electron 

microscope, an SEM is more similar to binocular stereoscopic microscope. Filamentous and rod-shaped 

viruses such as potyviruses, potexviruses, and tobamoviruses can more readily be differentiated in 

negatively stained leaf-dip preparations. Viruses that occur in low concentrations in plant sap are not easily 

seen unless the virus in the test material is concentrated before visualization.  

5. Immunosorbent Electron Microscopy (ISEM): ISEM combines the specificity of serological assays 

with the visualization capabilities of the EM. The principle of immunosorbent electron microscopy (ISEM) 

is the selective trapping of plant viruses onto electron microscope grids precoated with a specific antiserum. 

Electron microscope grids coated with carbon are first exposed to antibodies. The grid is then exposed to 

the sap of an infected host plant. Virus particles are selectively “trapped” on antibody coated grids with 

little contaminating host-plant material. After staining, the virus particles adsorbed to the antibodies can 

clearly be seen under TEM. This method is at least 5000 times more sensitive than conventional 

transmission electron microscopy. Hence, the technique is more effective when virus particles are 

infrequent, and there is no need to fix, embed, and cut sections which means that it is much quicker and 

easier. 

6. Nucleic Acid-Based Methods: Nucleic acid-based methods, based on amplification or hybridization, 

have revolutionized the way of pathogen detection and identification because these are sensitive and 

specific that allows genetic relationships to be determined. Specificity is directly related both to design of 

primers or probes and to the amplification or hybridization protocols. All viable propagules contain the 

entire nucleic acid complement of the organism. 

7.  Hybridization Formats host: The nucleic acid is bound to nylon and nitrocellulose filters. DNA must 

be denatured prior to binding. This is normally achieved by treatment with alkali. There are two general 

formats: dot blots and Southern blotting. When an extract or cell sap believed to contain the target, nucleic 

acid is dotted onto the filter, this is referred to as dot blot. When hybridized to a number of probes, the 

pattern of hybridization can identify the pathogens present and the intensity of signal can give some idea 

of the quantity. The advantages of dot blot are its simplicity, speed, and number of samples that can be 

processed simultaneously. 
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8. Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR): PCR is extremely sensitive and popular technique used for the 

detection and identification of plant pathogens. PCR allows the amplification of millions of copies of specific 

c DNA sequences by repeated cycles of denaturation, polymerization, and elongation at different 

temperatures using specific oligonucleotides (primers), deoxyribonucleotide triphosphates (dNTPs), and a 

thermostable Taq DNA. The amplified DNA fragments are visualized by agarose gel electrophoresis or 

alternatively by colorimetric or fluorometric assays. The presence of a specific DNA band of the expected 

size indicates the presence of the target pathogen in the sample. The main advantages of PCR techniques 

include high sensitivity, specificity, and reliability. PCR detection is also usually completed more rapidly 

than culture techniques (Harmon et al. 2003). 

9. BIO-PCR: Culturing for a short time can be combined with PCR detection (BIO-PCR) to increase the 

quantity of pathogen present and to ensure that only viable microorganisms are detected (Schaad et al. 

1999). Target cell enrichment followed by PCR or BIO-PCR improves the efficiency and sensitivity of PCR 

by allowing target pathogen population to increase in a pre-enrichment phase, before DNA extraction and 

PCR. Selective pre- enrichment increases pathogen population relative to nontarget microorganisms and 

results in high quantity of target DNA, which ultimately results in sensitivity. Additionally, during 

incubation and enrichment on artificial media, inhibitory compounds are adsorbed or diluted during cell 

harvest and do not interfere with DNA amplification. 

10. Immunocapture (IC)-PCR: A technique that combines the technical advantages of PCR with the 

practical advantages of ELISA, called immunocapture (IC)-PCR, was developed for the detection of several 

different plant viruses. In this assay, the virus particles are first “concentrated” by trapping onto a solid 

surface (either microcentrifuge tube or ELISA plate) using virus-specific antibodies. The trapped virus 

particles are disrupted and the released viral nucleic acid are amplified by RT-PCR. This results in greater 

sensitivity, and problems encountered with RNA extraction are minimized and inhibitors of RT-PCR 

washed away prior to amplification. Thus, IC-PCR is a very useful alternative for RT-PCR in virus detection 

from plant material and insect vectors. 

11. RT-PCR: Since PCR can only amplify double-stranded templates such as DNA, RNA should be 

converted to DNA (called complementary DNA or cDNA) prior to use in a PCR-based assay. Conventional 

PCR is applicable directly to DNAplant viruses; however, for diagnosis of plant viruses with RNA genomes, 

the RNA target has to be converted to a complementary DNA (cDNA) copy by reverse transcription before 

PCR is begun. The cDNA provides a suitable DNA target for subsequent amplification. During the initial 

cycles of PCR, a complementary strand of DNA will be synthesized from the cDNA template, and thereafter, 

the reaction will proceed as for double-stranded DNA described above. This process of amplification is called 

reverse transcription- polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR).  

12. Real-Time PCR: Real-time PCR allows fast, accurate detection and quantification of plant pathogens 

in an automated reaction. This technology differs from conventional PCR by monitoring products online 

while they accumulate at each reaction cycle in a closed tube format, without the need of postreaction 

processing such as gel electrophoresis. As a consequence, real-time PCR is generally faster than 

conventional PCR, enabling high throughput analyses. Typically, DNA amplification is monitored each 

cycle based on the emission of fluorescence. In addition to simplifying quantification, real-time PCR has a 

number of other advantages over conventional PCR. It is faster and a higher throughput is possible. It can 

be more specific than conventional PCR, if a specific probe is used in addition to the two specific primers. 

The high specificity of the probes used may detect single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) – specificity is 

determined by a single base pair change in the DNA, as is often the case, for example, when distinguishing 

between fungicide resistant and sensitive isolates (Ward et al. 2004). 

13. Multiplex PCR: Multiplex PCR allows the simultaneous and sensitive detection of different DNA or 

RNA targets in a single reaction. PCR detection protocols can be designed to verify the presence of more 

than one pathogen in plant material by looking for common specifi c sequences in two or more of them or 

to detect related viruses or bacteria on multiple hosts. Multiplex PCR is useful in plant pathology because 

different bacteria and/or RNA viruses frequently infect a plantmaterial.  

14. Loop-Mediated Isothermal Amplifi cation (LAMP): Notomi et al. (2000) revealed a novel means 

of DNA amplification which was highly specific, efficient, and rapid and which required only one 

temperature and no thermal cycler known as loop-mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP). Similar to 
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PCR, this technique uses primers to detect and amplify sequences of target DNA. Unlike PCR, a LAMP 

reaction does not require a thermocycler to carry the DNA amplify –18.17 Microarray Technology 

Microarrays are generally composed of thousands of specific probes spotted onto a solid surface (usually 

nylon or glass). Up to 30,000 DNA probes (gene sequences) can be arrayed onto a single chip. Each probe 

is complementary to a specific DNA sequence (genes, ITS, ribosomal DNA), and hybridization with the 

labelled complementary sequence provides a signal that can be detected and analyzed. 18.17 Microarray 

Technology Microarrays are generally composed of thousands of specific probes spotted onto a solid surface 

(usually nylon or glass). Up to 30,000 DNA probes (gene sequences) can be arrayed onto a single chip. Each 

probe is complementary to a specific DNA sequence (genes, ITS, ribosomal DNA), and hybridization with 

the labeled complementary sequence provides a signal that can be detected and analyzed. For the 

diagnostic laboratory, microarrays offer potential as a generic method for detecting large numbers of known 

pathogens in a single test. Although there is great potential for microarray technology in the diagnosis of 

plant diseases, the practical development of this application is still in progress. 

15. Some Applications of Modern Methods in Disease Management: 

a. On-Site Diagnosis and Large-Scale Field Detection: Simple commercial methods for rapid 

detection are required for testing large numbers of samples by non-experienced technicians. For this 

purpose, tissue print-ELISA and lateral flow devices are helpful for detecting several plant viruses 

and bacteria. Tissue print-ELISA has also demonstrated potential in detection of viruses in plant 

tissues when imprinted on nitrocellulose membranes (without the need for extract preparation), for 

example, CTV.  

b. Portable Real-Time PCR: Nucleic acid-based hybridization formats like dot blot or closely 

related techniques are generally used in large-scale analysis plans to identify spreading patterns of 

diseases in the fi eld and in quarantine or certification schemes. In these cases, sampling may be 

carried out in the fi eld, using a single drop of plant sap, immobilized on a membrane pre-treated 

with NaOH/EDTA or using a stem fresh cut or even whole leaf print. Then, the material is shipped 

to the competent laboratory, where nucleic acid hybridization is performed using probes. 

16. Detection of Seed-Borne Pathogens: Detection of fungal pathogens in seeds and other propagative 

material by conventional methods involving their isolation and cultivation in suitable medium has been 

not only time-consuming but also difficult. ELISA formats allow sensitive and specific detection of several 

pathogens associated with seed. The loose smut disease of barley caused by Ustilago nuda is internally 

seed-borne. A DAS-ELISA has been applied successfully to test naturally infected barley seeds. The results 

are comparable with conventional seed embryo test. BIO-PCR has been successfully used for the detection 

of seed-borne pathogens causing halo blight of beans (Pseudomonas syringae subsp. phaseolicola), bacterial 

ring rot of potato (Clavibacter michiganensis subsp. sepidonicum), and black rot of carrot (Alternaria 

radicina) (Walcot 2003).  

17. Detection of Soilborne Pathogens: The largest group of soilborne pathogens for which 

immunologically based assays have been developed are the oomycetes. Commercial kits for the detection of 

Phytophthora species have been developed and have found increasing use inagriculture (Papavizas et al. 

1981; These kits use DAS-ELISA and polyclonal antibodies and come in either a 96-well plate format or as 

a field assay that relies on a flow-through membrane system. The advantage of the latter is an assay time 

of 10 min and an easily observed color end point. Inhibition of PCR amplification by substances such as 

phenolics and humic acids within soils had made it almost impossible to amplify low quantities of DNA 

from soils directly, but recent advances in techniques for the extraction and purifi cation of DNA from soil 

have meant that this problem can be overcome. Protocols that have been successful in reducing inhibition 

of amplifi cation generally involve grinding of soil samples with detergent followed by purification of the 

extract with polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) or gel chromatography.  

18. Monitoring of Airborne Inoculum: Airborne inoculum plays an important role in the spread of some 

plant diseases, and monitoring it could be used as an alternative to direct measurements of disease in the 

crop, when assessing disease risk. Detection of airborne inoculum, traditionally based on trapping of spores 

combined with microscopy, has now been adapted to PCR methods. PCR-based methods can detect and 

quantify biological material in air samples. However, more work needs to be done to test the methods under 

fi eld conditions and determine the sensitivities of detection. Serological methods are also potentially useful 

for detecting and quantifying airborne bioparticles. Kennedy et al. ( 2000 ) described a new microtiter 
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immunospore trapping device (MTIST device) that uses a suction system to directly trap air particulates 

by impaction in microtiter wells. This device can be used for rapid detection and immune quantification of 

ascospores of Mycosphaerella brassicicola and conidia of Botrytis cinerea by an enzyme-linked 

immunosorbent assay (ELISA) under controlled environmental conditions. 

19. Mycotoxin-Producing Fungi: Some phytopathogenic and food spoilage fungi produce mycotoxins, 

and detection of these is of great concern, both from a food safety and food trade standpoint. The main 

genera involved are plant pathogenic Fusarium, Penicillium, and Aspergillus, which are predominantly 

food spoilage fungi. Many of these fungi are diffi cult to classify and identify by conventional 

morphologybased techniques. These factors have prompted the development of various DNA-based and 

immunological technique for identification of the mycotoxigenic fungi themselves, the mycotoxins they 

produce, and the genes involved in mycotoxin biosynthesis (Paterson 2006). 

20. Fungicide Resistance Monitoring: To make the best use of available fungicides, the resistance 

status of the pathogen population should be known. Conventional screening methods can be slow and costly, 

especially for obligate pathogens that cannot be grown on artificial media. DNA-based methods targeted at 

specific resistance genes offer rapid, cost-effective alternatives. PCR linked with allele-specific probes, PCR-

restriction fragment length polymorphisms, and allelle-specifi c PCR have been used to detect fungicide 

resistance in different pathogens. For example, real-time PCR assay has been to quantify strobilurin 

resistance in Blumeria graminis f. sp. tritici populations (Fraaije et al. 2002). 

21. Quarantine Detection: International and transborder movements of plant germplasm are necessary 

to satisfy increasing demands for food, access to germplasm with desirable traits, and access to newly 

developed oridentified varieties for evaluation or inclusion in commercial production systems. Unregulated 

movement of plant germplasm could result in introduction of new species of pathogens which may cause 

devastation of crops. Diagnostic techniques used in a quarantine program should have adaptability for 

screening a large number of samples. The techniques should be relatively simple and robust, with minimal 

risk of cross contamination or false-positive results. Serology-based techniques such as ELISA have met 

these needs very successfully. Some molecular diagnostic techniques have been modifi ed into an ELISA-

type format. Serology has been combined with nucleic acid-based technologies in techniques such as 

immunocapture PCR. LAMP and real-time PCR assay have been developed to detect regulated plant 

pathogens to increase diagnostic capability. 
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Introduction 
Fermentation is an affordable and cost-effective technology which aids in extension of shelf life, 

enhancement of sensory properties and upgradation of nutritional values. This process of fermentation is 

widely used in restaurant level as well as household recipes as fermented foods give nutrition, flavour and 

quality taste to the consumers’ palette.  

Fermented foods are obtained by an anaerobic process in which natural bacteria feeds on sugar and starch 

to produce lactic acid in the food. Most fermented dairy products contain bacteria of lactic acid (naturally 

present in milk), as well as other bacteria such as yeast and moulds. 

What is Kefir? 
Kefir is a one of the fermented dairy products made with kefir gains containing bacteria and yeast. It is 

different from other fermented dairy products because fermentation results with a mixed microflora 

confined in a polysaccharide matrix of kefir grains. For subsequent fermentation, these grains are 

retrieved. Origin of kefir is central Asia between the Caucasus Mountains and Mangolia. 

Kefir Grains 
Kefir can be made by kefir starter culture as well as kefir grains. Kefir grains are a type of starter, white 

to yellow-white, gelatinous and variable in size (from 0.3 to 3.5 cm in diameter). Kefir grains are microbial 

symbiotic mixture of lactic acid bacteria (108 cfu/g), yeast (107 cfu/g) and acetic acid bacteria (105 cfu/g) 

that stick to a polysaccharide matrix. The kefir grain microflora is remarkably stable and retains its activity 

for years if preserved and incubated under suitable cultural and physiological conditions. The grains have 

a specific structure and act as organisms that are biologically vital. They grow, propagate and pass on their 

properties to new grain generations. 

The main polysaccharide in kefir grains is kefiran, a hetero polysaccharide produced primarily by 

Lactobacillus kefiranofaciens. Kefiran enhances the product's rheological properties and also has beneficial 

bio-functional properties such as immunostimulatory, antihypercholesterolemic, anti-tumor and anti-ulcer 

activity. 

How to make Kefir? 
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In industrial procedure of kefir, various techniques can be utilized. The first step in industrial process 

involves homogenization of the milk up to 8% dry matter followed by heat treatment at 90-95°C for 5-10 

minutes. Then milk is cooled at 18-24°C and added with 2-8% kefir starters in tanks and kept for 

fermentation for 18 to 24 h. The resultant coagulum is conveyed in the containers by pump and kept at 12-

14°C or 3-10°C for 24 h. Kefir is stored at 4°C. 

Health Benefits of Kefir 
Kefir is a rich source of probiotics, which help maintain the gut microbiome. Probiotics are healthy bacteria 

found in certain foods that aid in digestion. Our gut has a specific bacteria microbiome that keeps it healthy. 

Studies suggest that kefir may lower cholesterol and serum triacylglycerol in the blood. In addition, the 

probiotic microorganisms in kefir can enhance fat metabolism in the body. They help form bile acids, which 

digest and metabolise fats. By reducing unhealthy fats in the body, the risk of acquiring lifestyle-related 

heart problems reduces. Kefir can also reduce blood pressure or hypertension. For example, kefir reduces 

the formation of the hormone aldosterone, which increases blood pressure. Kefir can improve your liver 

health by reducing fatty liver syndrome. Fatty liver syndrome happens when there is an increase in fat 

accumulation in and around the liver. Kefir can reduce the amount of uric acid and creatinine in the body. 

The probiotic population in kefir can consume and degrade toxic waste like uric acid and creatinine. As a 

result, this can be beneficial for reducing the kidney’s load. Kefir is an excellent source of calcium and 

vitamin K2, both required for healthy bones. Kefir can promote healthier skin and reduce blemishes. It can 

also improve skin abnormalities like scars, burns, and even eczema. Kefir shows anti-bacterial properties 

against several harmful microorganisms. A study demonstrates the antibiotic potential of kefir against 

various types of bacteria and yeast. Additionally, there are certain compounds called bacteriocins present 

in kefir which can also stop the growth of harmful bacteria. A study demonstrates the effectiveness of kefir 

against a specific type of cancer in mice. Kefir helps provide anti-inflammatory effects in the body. Specific 

bioactive compounds present in kefir can reduce the inflammatory cells. A study suggests that the wound-

healing properties of kefir are due to the probiotics. Consumption of kefir can lead to regulation of 

metabolism. It is due to the minerals, vitamins, and probiotics present in it. It helps in boosting metabolism. 

Drinking kefir can make you feel satiated. As a result, it reduces the urge to binge eat or overeat. In 

addition, replacing processed and sugary foods with kefir can promote weight loss. The individuals with 

lactase enzyme deficiency face many problems like nausea, cramps, bloating, gas and diarrhoea but kefir 

owing to an abundant source of beneficial yeast and bacteria that provide lactase which consumes most of 

the lactose left after the culturing process. 

Kefir as a Probiotic 
Regular meaning of probiotic incorporates that probiotic are foods that contain live microbes, which are 

helpful to wellbeing. As per another definition, a probiotic is a live microbial food supplement that valuably 

influences the host animal by improving the microbial equalization and they are utilized in fermented dairy 

product Kefir additionally contains live dynamic species of ordinary flora that help to inhibit pathogenic 

life forms, repopulate the stomach related tract and help in indigestion. 

Scope of Kefir in India 
Kefir is having acidic and yeasty taste, so the addition of sugar will make its taste, pleasant, like Indian 

product “Misti Doi”. Sugar addition will increase volatile by-products which are related to its characteristics 

taste. The sweet taste of kefir will be relished by the Indian population. Although kefir is having many 

health benefits, but the incorporation of dietary fibre will add up more physiological health benefits like 

increasing bowel movement, reducing blood sugar and blood cholesterol. Addition of fibre also increases the 

textural and sensorial properties of kefir. 

 


